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PREFACE

The Fifth Symposium (Inteortational) on Detonation !6 the fifti, of a series
of U. S. Navy sponsored symposia on c o n dense d phast detonatio.;, and the
second unclassified meeting on this subject in the United Siates- haying inter-
national participation. A listing of available-docurnents of the previous syn-
posia is to be- found on the preceding page of-these proccedhas . The o0iesen

-we,.ng c.vpoiin-zrd by tne Office of Naval Research and the Naval Or.:,nnce

I f Labxaratory took place on 18-21 Attw-rf 1970 at tni u:ntiegt.-Siaioa i41ei,
C . -(:auruan. of the 300 piarticipants who attended there were about

;i-" ropre.30iiing forelin countries throughout the world. __

These proceedings contain the complete and -rpi-ii papers presented
and discussed at the symposium. In a few instances, where the authors chose
to publsh elsewhere, we have given the abstract for their papers with refer-
ence to the outside-publication when available at tho - -f pr-ina' lr. "%Vriiien EaI i '*~-~ bvqi ncemded.

We take note at this point that one of -ur -active colleagues in detonation,
Dr. Stuart R. Brinkley, Jr., died on Friday, 7 Auy;;!! 1970. at his summer
home in South Bristal, Maine. He- was vreparing to attena "'tc- sympIsium
and chair the first session on "Detonation and Related Flows'. AtAhe- tUine of
his death, Dr. Brinkley-was associated with- Combustion and Explosives Re-
search, Inc., of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. -fie had been active in the field of
detonation since 1942 and-had -written nuniirous theoretical papers on the
subject.

We wish to take this opportuuity- to thank the Session Chairmen, whose
-names appear ýunder the title for each session, for their assistance in con-
-ducting the programs at the meeting. We particularly wish to thank Dr. i. C.
Skidmore for taking on the session intended for Dr. Brinkley and-Dr.-R. E.

- - Duff for his last minute replacement for Dr. L. Deffet who was unable to at-
tend because of illness. We also wish to recagnize, with thanks, the efforts
of the following who assisted in the logistict L[ihe meeting: Dr. Donna Price
-of the Naval Ordnance L.ab6ratory for her assistance in reviewing abstracts,
seletilng papers, and organiaingthe sessions make-up; Dr. Rudolph J. Markus
of ONR, Pasadena,for his handling of local arrangements: Normatn L. Rumpp,
lHarold J. Gryting. -rnd C.-Douglas Lind of tl.e Naval Weapons Center for their
assistance -in-the coiduct -of the symposium. The secret."rial loakrwas ably
handled by Mrs. C. Y. Richtmyer and Mrs. P. J. Hodge of ONR, Washington,
and Miss- A. Damico of the Naval Weapons Center.

Past meetings sponsored abroad in this fieid worthy of mention include:

"A Discussion of the Initiation and Growth of Explosion in Solids," led
by Professor F. P. Bomvdea in London on March 30,1957 with papers

-- publisht-3 in the Proceedings of the Royal Society. AZ240, 145--297
(1958).

A symposium- on "Les Ondes de Detotiation= sponsored and published
by the. French National-Center of Scientific Research and haired by
Professor G. Ribaud wit,, the assistance of Dr. J. Berger at Gil-
Sur-Yvette in the week of August 28, 1961.

The "International Conference on Sensitivity and Hazards or-Explo-
sives," held in London on October 1. 2, 3, 1963 by G. K. Adams-and

- -- E. G. Whitbread under sponsorship of the Explosives Research and
lDevelopme't Establishment, Waltham Abbey and the British Minis.

try ofj=Aviation-who.financed publication of the proceedings.



The Symposium H. D. P. on -Behaviour of Dense Media under ligh-Dynamic Pressures,* sponsored by 1. U. T. A. M. Paris, Sep. 1967published by Dunod, Paris and Gordon and Breach. New York, 1968.

This volume was-niadf 
0 1

Naval Itesearch. Details of the publication were ably handled by Mr. lrviuw.
-fRudir. Of UIPNWea Xv1110sc-arei Laiburaiory.

SIGMUND J. JACOBS
Naval Ordnance Laboratory

RALPH Rncinpwm
Office of Naval Research

Cochairmeni

V.1
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FLASH X-RAY OBSERVATION OF MARKED MASS POINTS

IN- EXPLOSIVE PRODUCTSr W. C. Rivard, D. Venable, W. Fick-tt. and W. C. Davis
University of Californda, Los Alamnos Scien.fi LaboratoryILos Alamnos, Newt Mexico 875-44

ABSTRACT

The flow behind ;% plane detonation wave in composition .- 3 (go
1.730 glcc, 60140 RDX.'TI1'T) is examined by radiogr..phically observing
the-motior. of 1.2.5- an thick metal foils 2mbedde'd in 10-cm cubes of ex-
plosive. The position x, of each foil .saficlc~o t iniiapsto

,,and time 1, togetther with the detonation front posit-ion X(t) is-auffi-
.......................Jterinine the de!nsitY. particle velocity, pressure, and Interiial

energy throu~holit the flonv with no a priori assumption of an equation-of
statc. A sin.pl- Analytic representation of zj(x1 .-t)-consistent-with the
classical Chapmran Jouguet/Taylor wave model accurately describes all
the data. The front pressu-e is found to be 275 i 4 Wbar. An alternate
model reprc xenting -a slightly u!,steady detonation wave describezs-the
data equally well.'

INTRODUCTION -affected-by the incoming side rarefactions. We
confine our afte~rtion to this-region. ind *reat

The PHERIMEX flash x-ray machine at Los the-flow as one-dlimensienfal and lamin -x. Thus
Alamor' has-given us for the firrnt tirre a !ong- all results are- aver-ageE over any line s;;.4e
needed direct quantitative look at th-e one- structure due to transver se waves on Mei front
dimensional flow behind a plane detonation wave or to the-grAnular nature of the materiaL.
in a large-diameter charge, ar4d - new determi-
nation of the state at the front. A sequence of A density-profile Is obtained directly from
radiographs records at discrete times the posi- each radiograpI. Least-squares fitting o! a
tion of the detonation front and of mass-elements continuous function id the mneasured-finul-foil
-marked by tantalum-foils embedded lithe ex- positions xf as a function of their initial posi-
plosive. Electrical signals from the passage of tions x, gives !he density distribution by dif-

-the wave over- the foils give a separate metas- ferentiatior:
ur.ment of the detonation velocity. The exper-
imental s-.,ýu and a typical radiograph are pyra dx (4x1  (1
shown In Fig. 1. The x-ray beam axis Is per-
-p-endicular to hedrcono lealni aEvaluation of the density at the front, together
10 em cube of Composition B-3 expiesive (the with the Raikine-Hugoniot relations aW ' the
HiE) which is initiated by a-large diarineter measured front velocity, determines the pres-
plane-wave lens. (Since the machine can be sure and particle velocity there. In practice.
flashed only once during the passage of the Jet- this requires an additional assumption, which
-onation wave. the time sequence 'As obtained will be made throughout. Since the reaction
fromi repeated experiments with the HE its zone Is much smaller than-the foil sparing, the
nc-2rly-identical as possible.) The range of reaction Is treated as instantaneously complete
front positions recoirded is 5 to 10 cm. within the shock transition, and the final state

to which theRmikine-Hugoniat equations apply---
The r'adiographs sbow an adN-uatteiy large is taken to be the equilibrium state at the- cnd-

-t~ntral regono on-ieso al w noye oite raction gone. No evidence of. a reaption

Thitý work performed tinter the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Preceding _page blank3



4 RIVARD, VENAB3LE, FICKETT, AND DAVIS

LUCITE (C.1) velocity followed by a centered rarefaction
-FOIL ANTENNA (Taylor) wave is found to represent the data

I'-.UCITE within experimental error. Figure 2 shows a

SPECIMEN portion of the flow in the x - t pane accordingCHARGES -to this model. together with the measured foil
and front positions. The CJ pressure obtained

____________here Is significantly lower than that given by

PLANE WAVE the conventional method of measuring the free-
GENERATOR surface velocity of driven plates.

- I.P6M/COMP e-3
-DETONATOR 121 ;NTERFACE TVýVW

data deti:::e0::: anlysisTofT DSTAACTEi

Pi. 13 k ol ndrotpoiin

a fit to the data

Fig.~ *1 i soeimna arran1m0n

zneFig. ZC pr -sl Machined bol-ocns font e plosivetiths
the filitatheu oiplsabetwe Thoes Aetplatine-wave

gecraossis used ton intiate thae detonatIon so.
theseqenc ofradogrphsby ittng fuctin filThe Huresas. 10nct, th 10po.3incms are fo
5dX~~~~~~~~~~.t)~~~a i to the etr olcino data. tii C potonB360±1%RX,4;15

at constant xj (that is, alotagls-npt tncludedth)-Thesspabs are hedtiadmnsoaetlr ne

one ad lonalassumpion, te presure an in sep~arsand reor (1.02 m te iesos

tena eegy. In theInterion rrcangbemdentemnd idl pesarslctdadoetdfr

by~~~~~~~~~~~ apligteeutosfrcosraino h sebypwithl respecttrb imen sionsebl. epe
mometumand neij~.The ddiionl ~'sunp sentd schlelimasthcall ionerig c buismde up of

on.carobabl detectedoodther inthes anlywsis of~ precisely mahied seblieks arexlasived wind
thiscous faaore ond the radtgrasporh roes. tanalumfe capn toil ewe beoks ceranetwatvn

cabe egectd.gepsratre isrusent. inthae plnewae detneationso
Addiion Iformtio -i obtine frm tat e wav is Inadamlelter wthe pannner charech

ath colsassixal d(tohatisaong modr~el c paiting ofe slabn Al eeos are hedtoadiesoma tolersame p

bya frnymoing ath theatconstao cnt ervation-Jofge d"tinlthe asebywthantalum foi allh fromtenis



FLASH X-RAY OBSERVATION IN EXPLO~SIVE PRODUCTS 5

same roll. are 12.5 linm thick. The-total mass To pet the conditions at the front we make
of the tantallim is at most 2% of the mass of the use of-the flankine-Hugoniot equations across
HE. Thicker slabs of HE are used in the as- the front

sembly (for economy) in the regions where foils
cannot be observed satisfactorfiv. The data (D-u E__FF,)--V, V~)
points plotted in Fig. 2-show, the positions of tlhe
foils in the several shots. - dX At (3)

The PHEPMEX machine (2) produces a with subscript s) denoting the initial state. with
-pullsed beam-of electrons of 27 MeY energy and i1etop.anwtheliissaednte
0.1 usce duraiion. which is focused to a spot less lartryrae(htoteuniurdmt-
x-ay 1pmmdiamete on athe gt target . The sar rial). Fcr the interior flow we assumte that the

the a sha~e ~ inviseld (Euler)-c:uation: apply: E ~ M

high-i.-intrast images with source-to-object dis-
tance 3 in and source-to-film distance 3.75 nt. ~ i -* ,

The-distances are-carefully- measured and con-
trolled to give-accurac'e magnification. The po- Te-usrp oainI sdfrprildf

sitina f te-Iage ofthefois o th deel- ferentiatiomi The independent variables are h
_oped films-are measured-with a-comparator.
-The foils and-the front-can be located _to,0.1 -.dt* ihhth aera Lrangia~~o---

dinate which Labels a- mass element. The cal-
mm. culation of n and- it is direct auid their values at

Sinc th fols re ll pralel.andthethe front used in the Rankine-Hugonlot, relations
x-ras ae gneraed t apoit~ oly ne oil furnish Initial conditions for the p and E Inte-
~f he e~ an e i a lan whch oesthrugh gration, (the -partial differentiations becoming

-tha pont.Therfor. oly re fil an ro- ordinary differential equations along lines of
thatpoin. Terefre.onlyone oilcan ro-constani t for p. and constant h for E). -The

duce-a sharp image. and-all, the others-,Are
slightly dfistorted-becauseý they- are- viewed at an Odsedisgenb
angle. In practice. this limits-the region over
which useful measturements can be made. and C2 (1>5m .()

makes it Impossible to obtain information about
the entire-charge in one shot. The corrections If the classical detonation model with its
to the measured positions are negligible In the self-similar rarefaction wave Is correct. the
region used. analysis is simpler because there Is only one

independent *;iriable x/t. The assumptions ol'<
Cetonation wave velocity is measured using ti oe r~()Iiito otecntn

a method developed by Hayes (3). -which detects CJ detonation velocity is instantaneous and
the electrical signals generated when the deto- the reaction zone thicla'ess i-- negligible. and
nation reaches a foil. The arrival times are(2thdictnoufrtmveatheo-

- ~~~determined to-*3 nsec.- No changt' of detonation sttveoiygenbthCama-uge
velocity with distance can be detected -in any(J) hihsaetathefoI-
shot. The measured velocities from eight shots medialtely behind the front is sonic in a frame
have a -range of ±1/2% and a mean of 7.886 mm! atcetote rn.ie.Dt/+c ncne
--sec whese estimated standard deviation isqumeteflwsienri-ad(orbc
*0.l'1~ boundary velocity less than tcj, a centered

simple rarefaction wave- (Taylor wave) is at-
THEORY -tached to the front. For constant back boundary

(lens/HE interface) velocity the flow region
-In this section we consider the implication$ following the tail of the rarefaction is a uniform

of complete knowledge of the functions constant state. and the entire flow dt.*Pnds on
the single independent variable %i/t. This

x ~ (2) is approximaitel -the case in-our experiment.

wher ~ s te poitln a tie r f te fuidit is convenient to introduce the dimension-
element initially a. position xi. and X is the ls aibe

-- -position of the-det-olation front. Our experi-
menital data are of course a discrete sample of-
these funictions. xY it .~ V- 'l (6)
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with 0 the constant detonation velocity. The - 2
given function x f(xi. t) then takes the f orm
y(Y) anl the given function x( t becomes just
Ot * The forward characteristics along which
the flow state is constrit are just rays of con-
stant y. The flow equaticne are

- 11-070

kv c . y c~dc 'dY t 7)-
YoY -45

-The second and third of these equations will be - EdIY)3

recognized as the~pquations of the forward 03: Ay
characteristics in x. - t -and it - t space. V Y
dx/dt =it + g: and dh./dt - ;c. The-an4-ysis is02
straightforward: _o. c. and tare calculated 0-51 02 03 0-4 05 096 to 3
directly. and p is calculated by integrating the Y. it/
last equation with the Initial Value at the shock
obtained-as before. Fig. 3 - Final foil position _sf vs initial foil

position gg,. both divided by X, the position
of the front at the tinic of measurement of
X . The points ark- the expwrimtntal 'Jata,

DATA ANALYSIS the curve A fit.--

The-first -sftep in analyzing the data Is to
c oo ni rmreftigfrs.T~smls choices reproducing the data within experimefi-

reasonable ones are those-based odithe classi- tlerr
- cal ~model. -With their. single iependent Vn

able x/t or h/t and con -cornitxnt inxmum- We begin by ftigtedt o h ni
number of adjustable parameters, they are the vidual shots (each being associated with a given
natural choic~e, provided they reproduce the data lnt irn n okfraytedwt
within-experimental -error.- -We want to test the length of run. For convenie -nce we ui a fit of

- ~classicila model in any case, since Iit Is o0 th -omy(Y) but emphasize-that in apply4n It
widely used with considerable practical suc- to a 2jn sho!, we ar--- freed complaiely from
cess. We therefore employ It in the initial ex the assuný[ptins of the classical model, for at
aminatlon of the data. a fixed time this Is equiva4leat- to x ((xi) which

is guffic lent to determine, the density profile
The classicial model requires that the deto- and thus the complete stite at-the front. Other

nation velocitv he constant, the reaction zone- -flow -variables cannot. of bore-bedetermined
thickness negligible. and the flow self-siwilar, -in the interior wi' hout an additional assumption
As-stated earlier, the measured detonation ye- such as that of self -similar flow. We first7loclty Is constant within experimental error in provisionally pool the data from all eiiats and
the-experimental region. The reaction zone locate the tall character!-Aticafthe rarefaction :
thickness of a small fraction of a millimeter wave as described belowv -The points of each
estimated from other experiments (4)lIs con- shot lying within thue ra~refaction wavre are then
sistent with our failure to detect it here, and is fit with the iorm
small enough to make its neglect a good approxi-
mation. The next step. then is to ;!fl the data y I A'- in i(XV *B)I(A4 B3))
with appropriate scaling to see if the flow ap-
pears to be self-similar and thuis dependent on AY 4 (8)
a single independent variable, This Is done in
Fig. 3. The curve-is a-two-piece fit to iall of constructed to pass 1tmrough the front at y
the-data, described-below. Although this is not y = I.- Figure 4 ,showxs the front stat2 as a
the most sensitive test, it is clear that the function of r-.m lengtt A linear fit of P fX) in-

--- classical model is at least apprujilmately cor- dicates a slight upwari trend, w&ith the pressure
reeL- WeM Nrerfore praceceto apply and test, it rising from 268 Icba'-;A 50 ia_-l to 282 kbar-at
carefully. We first look-to-see If there-is any 100 mra.4 Statistically, however. 'his inerease
significant trend with distance of run; none is does not differ signifit antly from zeeco; so we
found. We then try to fit the data with forms proceed with the analy-is, under the assum1 iofls
y MY consistent with the classical model, of the classica: model, deterring turther con-
-This Is sutccessful. with a number of different sideratlon of the possible Increase until later.
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considering the alternatives. we continue to
30 suppose that the reaction is essentially instan-

2 taneous so that the detonation Hugoniot curve
-for complete reaction exists but that the state
point lies not at the CJ (tangrent) pcirtt but either

weakbrach.Thestrng oin isrejected on
IL.. tegonstath xetideraein pres-

sure and velocity asthe rare~awtion wave' over-

ofa weak state is suggested by observations of
234 gas detonations which show that the flow imme-

ditl behind the front, while not cne-dimen-
Ztonal-in thie-sniall, Is-on-the average' supersonic

with Mach number 1.10 to 1.15 (5,6). Possible
miechanisms; for steady reaction zone solutions[40 so50 70 s o ;0 which terminate at a weak point, with a constant

DETONATION -FRONT POSITON (mm) velocity determined by details of th..: kinetics.
have been described (74,1). Finally, a constant

Fig. 4 - -Front state vs rurs length fromi velocity front with instantaneous transition to a
the foil data~ for individuail shots weak state produces a flow -which is seli-

similar with the-exception of the conatant-state
-- ~region of Increasing width-which mrusf be pres

ent betwepn the front-and the head ci th~e rare-
We now proceed to fit the pooled data for faction wave. To see hiow far the st ate point

all of the shots with a y (Y-) -form. This mist might ioe displaced along the weak branch, we
be constructed of two pieces. yo and YL In have tried fitting the data 2asuming constant-
Fig. 3, with-the chang:eover point YT the value state regions of varying width AY behind the
of Y at the tall of the rarefaction-where the front. For AY 0.02. which places t he rear
first derivatives of the state variicbles are dis- edge of the constant-state region near the foil
continuous. The form given by Eq. (8) is-used closest to the front. the Mach number is -1.03,
for the ra-refaction wave and a linear- function the CJ pressure is reduced 3% below that for
for the approximately eonstant-static rego 0. and the standard deviation of the fit
behind I!. The dividing point Is found by ex- (SUL) defined Ps
amiriing a- sequence of trial- valueg of YT and
--chu-sing the one for which the densities at the
tail given by the fits in the two regions agree. (9)y(Y)-y~.V
The conr-lant. state a:d YT are givent In Figs. 2 StF r

=- and 3.- -The overall -results are not sensitive to L ,

the value of YT. -From here on-we consider
onlythe53 f~l-ositon ata oins (te ~with sub c and sub e for calcuiated and expert

number from all nine shots) lying within the mna one sicesdol rval ls
rarfacio waethan 0. 1%). For AY =0.10. for which the

constant-state region-includes 13 foils, the
Mach -number is 1.15. the C1 pressure is de-

The data points from the different shots creased by 12%, and the SDE is increased by
are pooled and fit to the two-parameter func- 13%. It is thus less likely that we have a we;,k
tional form given by Eq. ft) This fit repro- detonation with Mach number this large, but a-
duces the data within experimental--error. More weak detonation with Mach number a few per

precsel, th deIainoevr data point but ctmnt larger than unity with corresponding lower
one from the fit Is less than twice the estimatted front pressure cannot be excluded.
standard-deviation of its reading erior. The
ePxcepHim is about three ~tdndard deviations We now turn to the-question of error esti-
away. ma,4: and the possil -le choices for the fitting

form. To remove thi bias inherznt in the arbi-
Before proceeding: to the discussion of -rr-hoc fa sine form and-to provide

erivr estimates and-other possible choices for additional information bout the error, we have
the fitting form, we digress briefly to consider tried a total of 11 diffe. 'nt two-paraimeter-
possible alternatives to the Cd hypotbesis. The forms. 'Measured by tlv SDF.. essentially the
C1 condition Is Incorporated into the analysis only criterion available. ione are all equally
by placing the lead characteristic of the rare- good. For a single fitting 'orm the SDW is
faction wave in coincidence with the front. In 0.0017 and the estimated standard deviation
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(SD) of the density at the front (computed from and (provided we are in the neighborhood of the
the fit) is * 0.4%. The correspondin~g SD of the CJ point) a correspoding variation in D of less
pressure, taking into account the small -:rror than 0.1%, "well within its experimental error.
in D.- s about three timet; ar large, or * 1.2%.
The percentage SD of the flow varlables of in-
terest varies little in pissing from front to rear RESULTS
through the flow. The collection of values of
density at the front given hZ the different fitting The cl'-Asical CJ model of a detonation with
forms has a range ot-* 1.5-v (with correspond- a constant velocity lens/HE interface reproduces
ing pressure range of ± 4.5% or + 12 kbar). and the results of the ,xperiment within experimen-
a mean value whose estimated SD is ± 0.3%. A tat error. Ti, : ierieal values based on this
related collection of threeparameter forms model are suismarized in Table 1. They are
gives essentially the same mean value, with a the central values from a collection of 11 dif-
larger estimated SD for a single fit and a ferent two-parameter forms, all of which :it-
smaller SD for the mean of the collection. But the data equally well. They have the forti
in every case, all elements of the matrix of y(Y); y xf/tD. Y = xi/tD, with x, the initial
correlation coefficients are near unit magnitude, position of a fluid element. i Its position at
indicating that a two-parameter form is ade-- time t. and tD (z X) the front position. The
quate. central!y located form given by Eq. (8) is pre-

sented in the table as 2n analytic representation
Ai out-final result for the CJ state we give of the flow. The errors are eOtimated standard

_the-state variables computed from the mean deviatio as taking into account both experimental
front-density of the collection of two-parimeter error and uncertainty in the choice of fittingSforms. The form given by Eq. (8) is centrally form, as described above. There are 5t de-

located in the collection, and is chosen as at grees of freedom In the data analysis, with the
-cimpact represintation of the flow. The errors exception of 0 for which there are se-ven.
quoted are estimated SD's arising from a com-
btnation of two approndmately equal errors: The data are ti: equally-well by several
that due to the scatter of the data as estimated four-p aram M eter f#w b ntcr ratn lh

by the- SD of the density computed from a 3ingle four-parameter f-crns not incorporating the
-fit,-andthat due to the uncertai In the choice assumptions of the classical model. The result

Y tfrom these Is that the front pressure increasesof fitting form as estimated by the computed S0 b 14 the r 50 to 100 mmo f rure wihte
of the mean of the densities given by the differ- by 14 kbar over 50 tot00 mi Of run, with the

ent forms. These are treated as independent, average value about the same as that given by

with the final SD for densityof 0.5% given by the classical model analysis. The lncrinbc.
thetsquare fl sum of the squards of however, is hot statistically distinguished from

theso-two. We are unable to arrive at any use- zcre.
ful estimate of systematic errors. All results presented are for explosive with

embedded foils. For the same explosive without
Returning to the question ofta possible foils, the extrapolated infinite-medium detona-

trend with run length, we describe a limited tion velocity is 7.977 mm//psec, but a ineasure-
study with more general fitting forms not sub- mont by Hayes j4) on a system identical to that
ject to the restrictions of the classical model. used here but with foils omitted gives 7.915
For three of the two-parameter forms, we re- mm/psec, 0.4% higher than the corresponding
place each coefficient by a linear function of value with foils in Table I. Pressure meas-
time, thus converting these to four-parameter urements made by the conventional driveti-plate
forms, and use the general analysis described method on charges with and without Aoils give a
earlier. The result is that the front pressure pressureI to 2b higher withoit' foils.
tncirc-ses with run length by about the same
amount found in fitting the individual shots, i.e.,

S14 kbar over 50 mm of run, with the mean value COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORK
that given by the classical model. Again- the
slo&eis not distinguished statistically from We compare our expc-intntal results with
zero. Pressure is calculated from the Indicated those calculated from the Isentru6pes of three
front density using a constant detonation veloc- widely used detonation-product equatiens of
ity.- 6trlctlyspeakiiigffhis -is inconsistent with state calibrated to expe Pfiental-data. These
our assumption ol Instantanieo•js-rtio,-Wbteh are the v-law. as calbfrated by-Deal (10Wi0.1
confines the state point to the complete-reaction the JWL (Jones-Wilkts-,--l-ce) as cpAibrated by1- -
Hugoniot. But using any reasonable approxima- Lee, lHornig, and Kurr (12). and the DKW-HOM,
tion to the Hugoniot to compute pressures from calibrated by Mader (13). These equations of
densities would give essentially the same result, state, particularly the latt-tr two. are compact
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TABLE I
Experimental Results

MHE Compositiun B-3, o = 1.730 g/cc. RDX/TNT 60/40 weight %

Front: D 7.886 1 0.008 mm/ypsec c 2.32 t 0.01 g/cc c 5.87 0.03 mm/.usec

I p =275±4 kbar . 2.01 ± 0.03 mm/isee v = 2.92 0.05

Fit: Given y(Y) pop Jdy/-Y , c/I - Ypo/R. u/ID y - c/D. dpldY - c2do/dY

y I A7it 1(ZAY B)i(Affl)] .t ",]-," AY B .

p/rffo 2 0 A 2V" . 2BA 2 VnV - B2A 2 V * 1 - 2A 1 
* 2BA- 2 Un'+ B) V v/v 0

A - 0.63388 ± 0.019. B 0 0.70&%0 0.015, (PcJ 275 kbar'k

representations of a large body of experimental different variables are calculated fro• thee
tresults 3pannisig a much larger pressure range classical CJ model with-a constant velocity
than that of the present work. lz-ns/HE interface as described above. The

- profiles are compared In Fig. 5. The first
We have taken what we believe, after con- frame shows deviations A. if both the experi-

sultation with the originators, to be the best mental foil positions-and the calibrated equa-
current values of the parameters. For the sake tions of state from the fit oi Table 1. Note that
of uniformity in comparison, we have imposed a Axf = Xdy; for example. Ay = 0.002 corresponds
small adjustmemt of the parameters so that each to Axi = 0.1 mm at X = 50 mm.
equation of state passes through the CJ point ,
defined by the initial density and detonation ye- The differences between this work and the
Slity of Table I and Deal's CJ pressure (11) JWL and BKW-HOM equations of state are in
of- 292 kbar. The values of the parameters used no way due to any limitation of ihe analytic rep-
.2re given in Table 2. Profiles in a nutmber of re.entation which they use. The analytic forms

TABLE -2
Composition B-3 Isentropes Calibrated From Other Experiments

Form f. •. I Is i - T ___ 0__ tPcjI

12.6848 3.9 292
(2.5980) (3.6) (299)

MJL 1 12.095 -1.34 5099.6 -4.2 76.793 -1.10 7.6 292 I

B~H M (92,815) (43074.0i (-8.1024) -9.8 (268)SBK-W-HOM1 3.4918 -231 .25981 .028355 -. 012436 - 3. 292 :•

(4.4186) (0.26037) (2.0275) q_ 1.) M2E7)

P p 1c3(vv i VcJ v-(- I"fi | . Pcj p -fl 2'(" 1)

Vn a nI.V .a, V ," 4. .- V0

CiCoefficients are for p in kbar, v in ce/g.

Values in parenthesis are from fitting these forms to our foil data.
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for their isentropes are in fact two members of 2 D. Venable and T. Boyd. Fourth Symposium
our collection of two-parameter fitting forms on Detonation (U. S. Government Printing
referred to above. For this purpose two of the Office. 1965). P. 639.
parameters of each are treated as independent
adjustable parameters, a third is dependent on 3. B. Hayes. J. Appl. Phys. 38, 507 (1967).
these two, and the rest are fixed at their pre-
viously calibrated values. Values of the con- 4. R. E. Duff and E. Houston, J. Chem. Phys.
slants so adjusted, the calculated Pcj, and the 23. 1268 (1955).
corresponding Sor's, Eq. (9). are given in
parenthesis in Table 2. Note that the -y-lawv 5. D. H. Edwards, T. G. Jones, and B. Price,

form is too simple to represert our data within J. Fluid Mech. 17. 21 (1963).
experimental error (with Mhe single parameter

S=- .treated as adjustable). - 6. D. R. While, Phys. Fluids 4. 465 (1961).

The CJ pressure obtained-here from the 7. W. W. Wood, Phys. Fluids 6. 1081 (1963).
analysis based an the classical model. 275 kbar,
is significantly lower than the value 292 kbar 8. J. J. Erpenbeck. Phys. Fluids 7, 1424
reported by Deal (II). This difference is dis- (1964).
cussed in the following paper (14). Several
questions remain unresolved. In the meantime, 9. B. Hayes. private communication.
it should be remembered that the previously
calibrated equations of state perform well in 10. W. E. Deal, Phys. Fluids 1, 523 (1958).

- many practical calculations where the feature -
of principal interest is the m-tion oftmetal 11. W. E. Deal. J. Chem. Phys. 27. 796 (1957).
driven by the explosive. Recalibrating them to
the present experimen: without changing any- 12. E. L. Lee. H. C. Hornig, and J. IV. Kury, -

thing else would probably give poorer results. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report
UCRL-50422 (1968).
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DISCUSSION J

Charles L. Mader including the effect of-the Baratol lens resulted
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in improved agreement with the Phermex data.
Los Alamos, New Mexico

One-dimensional numerical calculations ROBERT L. CONGER
have been performed using the SIN code•' te ob- Abaris Cc., 122 15th Streetk
tain an estimate of the effect of the Daratol lens Del Mar, California
on the rarefac!.ion wave of the Corposition B.
-Calculations for a system of .9.16 cm of Baratol The experimental data indi-ales that the
and 9.928 cm of Composition B using the -, law r.!mple equation of state-is as good as more
or BKW equation of state indicated that the complicated equations of state a•,d that a " de-
SBaratol lens began to effect the rarefactionm wave creasing from about 3 to about 1.4 would fit the
of the detonation products at a Y z X;t of 0.7 experimental data well. Is that orrect?
and a pressure of 150 kbar. The calculations

REPLY BY RIVARID

SCharle' L. Mader, Los Alamos Sctcn-ific Lab- The answer to the first part of /our qaestion
oratorv report LA-37'0 (19•7I. is no and to ihe second part, yes.

-- ___ - -½:~



PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS FOR COMPOSITION B-3

W. C. Davis and Douglas Venable
Lo. Alamos Scientific Laboralory

University of California
Los Alamos, Ncw Mexico 87544

ABSTRACT

A new technique for measuring detonation presscre by uting x-ray
photography to trace the position of a rarefaction wave as a function of
time is described. The pressure value obtained for Composition B-3 is
compared with values obtained with other techniques. The values are

-68 * 6 kbar with the new x-rav technique, Z75 ± 4 kbar ussing another
new x-ray technique. 292 * 5 kba- using an old plate-push technique,
and 312 * 5 kbar using a newer plate-push technique. No satisfactory ex-
planation for the large range of values is presented. There seems to he
no reason to choose one value as llcorrýct" in prference tv the others.

INTRODUCTION rarefaction velocity. The value obtained by this
method Is 268 • 6 kbar.

Measurements of detonation pressure in
explosives have been of academic and practical In the preceding paper. Rivard et ai (3)
interest for a long time. Most of these meas-- - -describe experiments in which thin metal foils
ureinents have been made-uy using the explosive embedded in the explosive serve to mark mass
to d#i•ve an inert material and inferring the ex- points so they can be seen by dynamic radlog-
plo'itre pressure from the velocity of a surface raphy. Each of these experiments gives uniquely
of the driven inert. Howeve-. electromagretic the density of the explosive products through-
methods for determining thv- velocity of an em- out the-flow, from which the pressure can be
iýdded foil have been employed by some work- inferred. Here we are interested in only the
ers (1). The inverse method has also found pressure at the front. The value obtained is
favor by others (2). In the Preceding paper a 275 : 4 kbar.
method for determining the motion of embedded
foils with x-rays has been described. In this The flash gap technique used by Deal (4)
paper, we describe yet another x-ray method in to measure the free-surface velocity ef driven
wwhich the measured quantity is the position of inert plates has also been used to infer the det-
a rarefaction wave In the explosive products. onation pressure in Composition H3-3. The flash
This method, which apparently has not been gaps are coveyed with a thin steel shim which
used elsewhere, provides a measure of the 13 driven by the moving plate, and this shim
particle velocity behinJ a detonation wave. We compresses gas between it and a transparent
also collect measurements of detonation pres- plastic pW Ate. The light flash from the hot gas
sures for Composition H-3. and compare the is recorded with a smear camera. The value
values from different methods, finding a sur- inferred by this method is 292 ± 5 kbar.
prising range atnong the results.

A -iother technique, which we call the
With our new method. we tr•,e the position reftection-change flash-grap technique, has also

of a rarefaction wave propagating into the ex- been used to determine the velocity of driven
plosive products. In a later section of this plates. The arrival-of the~shock at- the aur-face -
paper we describe how an upper llait of the is detected by the change in reflectivity of the
detonation pressure can be inferred from the surface, and the time-of-flight through a known

This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Praceding page blank 13
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distance by the flash produced as the plate hits produuts behind a detonation, having first
a piece of plastic. This technique has also been passed through the shock and reaction zone at
applied both to Composition B-3 in large cross- its front. Limitations of the precision of this
section pieces, and to the same explosive with technique so far preclude observations of the 4
foils embedded between layers, exactly as used rarefaction's traverse through the narrow, still
by Rivard et al (3). The foils have a small effect uncharted, nonequilibrium region between the
on the velocity of a driven plate. The-pressure shock front and a position postulatted to be the
inferred by this method is 3X2 :t 5 kbar. end of the reaition zone of Composition B. The

measured trajectory of this rarefaction wave is
The inverse method (2), using the ineas- projected back to the front of the detonation

ured variation of detonation velocity with initial wave, hence presumably to the end rel the re-
density and a value of alpha assumed as usual to action zone by virtue of the assuniption that this
be exactly 1/4, gives a pressure of 289 kbar. indirectly explored narrow region is negligibly
There is no way to guess how accurate ihis value thin. A similar situation exists with plate-push
may be. experiments where the effect cf the shock (or

rarefaction) reflected into this same narrow
The differences among the values of deto- region is undertermitned and also neglected by

nation pressure inferred from these five meth- argument of thinness.
ods are very disturbing. We have no explanation
for their existence. Table I is a compilation of
the measured values. It is observed that there X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHS OF RARE-

-is a disagreement-between values obtained from FACTION WAVES IN •EXPLOSIVE
similar techniques. aod-we note thatithe inferred PRODUCTS
pressures from free-iurface velocitynieaSure-
-ments are higher than ',hose from the x-ray The head of a rarefaction wave travels with
methods by 10 to 18%. Although it may be co- the local velocity of sound in the medium, In
incidence, it is interestL.1j to recall that a explosive products, which are in forward mo-
similar difference was found by Davis, Craig, tion. the velocity of the wave in the laboratory
and Ramoay (5) when they compared the inverse frame of reference is the difference between
method and the free-surface velocity method for the velocity of sound c in the products and their
nitroimethane and-TNT. They foind the pres- particle velocity u. Thus, a measurement of
sure from-the free-surface velocity measure- the apparent rarefaction wave velocity gives
ments was about 15% higher than that-from the c - u In the explosive products.
inverse method. They interpreted their result
as showing a failure of the Chapman-Jouguet When a plane detonation wave impinges
theory; perhaps the difficulty is really that we normally upon a plane boundary where it drivesSdo not know how to make true pressure meas-d h muurementss a low impedance material, a rarefaction wave
r is reflected into the explosive products. This

"TABLE - wave is a pressure discontinuity whc;, it starts,
Presur fo -but becomes loss steep as It runs. In fash

Composur ion 1-3 x-ray phbtogiaphs, the wave is very sharply
Comosiion. defined in its early stages, and becomez. less-

distinct as time goes on. Fortunately radiv-
Technique Pressure - kbar

___graphic resolution is good enough that measure-
fments of wave position made over the first

centimeter or so of its run are valid to about
Embedded foils 275 -, 4 0.02 cm; this-gives the wave velocity to aboutS2%.
Protected flash gap 292 ± 5

Reflection-change flash- 312 ± 5 As the rarefaction wa':e from the front
gap propagates back into the products, these same

- .products are also affected by the rarefaction
wave from the rear (the Taylor wave) which re-

The .ew experimental method reported in duces the pressure, and changes the properties
- • tlii paperis-attrae•l -•be-rau.•e, -zlike most of of the-materiae Tnhe psbure falls by-aut

the tithers. the presence of instrumentation. i.e., 50 kbar at the head of the rarefaction -ave
the x-ray quanta in this case, has a triuiy negli- during the time of measurement in these ex-
gible effect on the phenomena being explored. periments. To estimate these effects on our
This technique depends only upon tbe inter- measurements we take values of c and i from
pre'atlon of the observable progress of a rare- Ri•tard et al (3). The sound velocity falls about
faction wave that has moved into the reaction 10% and the particle velocity about 23%. Their

• •-----• •• • •. • _ ._•_•__
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difference, however, falls only~ about 3%, so the Engleman. and Fisher (6). The recorded den-
fit to the data is not sharply curved and Wa easy sities were sorted and processed usuing a large
to define with a few points, computer; the effect of this treatment was -as if

- the- slit of the comparator had been increased
Classical Chapman-Jouguet theory of deto- from 2 mm long to 16 mm long, reducing-the

nation requires that, at the end-of the reaction film noise. -Other processing-was investigaited,
zone, but seemed of- itt'le value for the-present- prob -I-lem. The measured x - t positions of theA

D =c u rarefaction head are shown plotted in Fig. 1,
along with a utraight line [itte~d to them and theIwhere D is the detonation velocity. R~efinements curve found from the work of Rivard et al (3).of -the theory show that under some conditions,

such as an exothermic reaction followed-by it
sufficienily-strong endothermic reaction, a weak
detonation can exist, with3

D > U
RIVARD ET AL_

at the end of the reaction-zone. -A strong deto-
nation apparently can-exist only in An overdriven
detonation, which is not present-in-these experi-2
ments. If we subtract the measured-quantity

c-ufronm -each side of the inequfalty-or-equal- -
4 O0mr./gsec

ity. we find

D -(c - t) 2: "u .

-Thus from a measurement of c - u -at the end
of the reaction zone we obtain an upper limit on
the particle velocity there.

05 10 15
Plexiglis served as the mismatch material DISTANCE m

needed to create a rarefacetion wave- The ex-A
periments were initiated by a plane wave lens Fig. I - Plot of mieasuxred positions
20 cm in diameter, and the explosive was 20 cmofhaofrefctowaeiCr-

sqaeand 10 cm thick. The explosive was position - S tm.Th oesquarecurve it a Iiiieair fit to the data, and
Composition B-3, with density 1.130 ± 0.001 the-uppe~r curve is derived from the
g/cm-3 and composition RI)XITNT 60/40 by res;ults of Rivard et al (3).
weight with less than L-A:5 vairation In the
amount of RDX.-The-PHERMIPX x-ray machine
-produces an electron beam of 27 MeV which
strikes a tungsten target with a spot 31ze less

ýP than I mmn diameter*. The radiographs were
taken using a pulse length of 0.1 psev, which The value found for c - u Is 4.00* 0.08
gave a Yaito.upto aot2 t1m mm/jiLsec. For this Composition B-3 the
aThe ceater line of the explosive was 305 cm. detonation velocity found by extrapolating-the
from the-x-ray target, and-the film pack 68.6 measured -values for long sticks to infinite-
cm-boyond-that, giving a magnificattion of 1.225. diameter is 7.977 mm/psec. Measuremento,
All distances were accurately controlled. With made by 8, Hayes of this laborastor-y on a sirs-
this geometry the effective source-size becomes tem -2nuch like the one used for these experi-
less than 0.2 mm. A more complete descrip- mernts shuwed that the volocity does not-
tion of 'the radiographic techniques is given in reach in.1.nite -medium v~elocity in a short

-the references in the preceding paper (3). run. ankj is about 7.915 mm/psec after 10 cm
of tr ivel. Using D =7.977 mm/pIsec we get

Images on the films were measured using k, ~.99 mm/Psec and p :s 274 kbar. It
- a-precision-automatic comparator which deter- seemrs better to use- the measured velocity for
mines film densities at-precisely knowtt-spa!.-ing the JIistance of run: with D = 7.915 mm/psec
on the film. For these films, the' densities, were we get it =- 1.96 mm/psec and p s 268 kbar.
recorded on magnetic tape as twelve-bit num- The standard deviation of the measured values
bers, and the measuring interval was 10 pmn. of particle velocity and pressu~re is about
The instrument has been described by Steinhaus, 2.
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X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHS OF EXPLOSIVES FLASH-GAP PRESSURE
WITH EMBEDDED FOILS MEASUREMENTS

Rivard et al (3) have discussed these meas- Pressure measurements on a slightly dif-
urements in the preceding paper, so the' e is no ferent explosive. Composition B, Grade A, which
need for extensive comment here. The irea is is RDX/TNT/wax 64/35/I pamts-by weight with
thatthe mass of material between two foils be- density 1.713 g/cm3 , have bee' reported by
fore the detonation is stilibatween them after Deal (4). He used a Plexiglas flasher block
the explosive has detonated. Therefore, providing 1.5-2.5 mm of plate niction, with 0.1

mm terminal argon gaps covered with 0.1 mm
steel shim stock. The flashes frctm the gaps
were recorded with-a smear camera, He found
a free-surface velocity of 3.3w)1 mm/lisec for

where DO an.. are initial density and the mean 24ST dura with density 2.791 g/cm3 , and in-
density at the time the photograph was taken, ferred a detonation pressure of 292.2 * 2.6 kbar.
and -Axi and .xf are the corresponding spacings First order corrections for density and compo-
between two adjacent foils. Thte set of final foil sition changes can be made using values given
Spositions, measured behind tile detonation wave, by Deal (4). These suggest that the Composi-
Sis fitted by a functional form -tion B-3 used for all the other experiments de-

scribed in this paper-should give the same pres-
Xf xf(xi) (1) sure as Deal found foriComposition 11, Grade A.

w he h s-A few shots fired using Deal's technique onw here w e -have as su m ed -that the -flow -is sm ooth. C o p s t o B - co f r th s p o ec i n tFlaii(1) describes the Pnal position of-any CompoSition B-3 confirm this projection to
Eation within 2%. To allow-fox' the additional uncer-
mass point (not just a foii)-ass afunction of its tainty introduced by the difference in explosive.
initial position. Thus the density is given by the pressure inferred with this technique is

taken to be 292 * 5 kbar.
P°0 p ;dxt,'dx;)

In a later paper,--Deal (7) reported-values
which is obviously just the limit of the first of pressure induced in eleven materials by
density expression. To determine the detona- Composition B, Grade A establishing the re-
tion prpssure, the detonation wave velocity D, lease isentrope and reflected shock Hugoniot
and the density just behind and just ahead of the uean isnfrred an preslsure of 2904 *2.S~~curve. and inferred -a- pressure of -290.4 *• 2.9 -

detonation wave are needed. The density behind kbar. For our present purposes this value is
the wtve-Is obtained by extrapolating the func- not dis'inguished from that of the earlier work.
tional-form to the front position. A number of
reasonable forms were tried, and all gave the
same value of density with a standard deviation
of about 1/3%. Application of the laws of con- -REFLECTION-CHANGE FLASH-GAP
servation of mass and momentum across the PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

e•lton-atiohnfront-gives-the equation of the Ray-
lelgh line ------ -Shots were fired especially to see whether

there is a detectable effect of the embedded
foils used-in the x-ray-experlmenta (3) on the

P Po Po p0
2 -i-P 0 aay the explosive drives a plate. The tharges

consisted of a 20-6m. diameter plane wave lens,
where p and Po are detonation pressure and one piece of Composition B-3 10 cm squarn and
initial pressure. The initial pressure here is 5.1 cm thick, eight pieces of Composition B-3
negligible compared with detonation pressure. 10 cm square aid 0.635 cn. thick with 12.5-Ain
Substitution of the density found-from tlik fit to thick tantalum foils between explosive pieces,
the x-ray film measurements gives th• detc- and-a plate of 4061 dural of density 2.702 g/cmn
nation pressure. The assumptions used here driven by the system. The explosive and as-
are very simple: the state at the front is near sembly technique were identical with those of

enough to steady (independent of time) for-the Rivard et al (3). The-free-surface velocity wasjump form of the conservation laws to apply; measured with an optical technique: the shock I
".' foils are a small perturbation to the flow arrival time was detected by the charge of re-

"fiently smooth function-of distance that the plate across a 0.127 cm gap was detected bythe explosive products; and the density- is a flectivity of the -metal. and the arrival of the

extrapolation (for only 2 mm) is sensibli. The plastic flasher. The times were measured with
pressure determined from these measurements a high-resolution smear camera. This technique
is n = 275 1 4 kbar. has been checked against the reflected edge or

•zI
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wire technique of Davis and Craig (8), and found
to give the same values. E4

E-

-These experiments give the free-surface"

velocity as a fucinof -distance across the t5 IHU OL
ascrminum surface, as shown in Fig. 2. The r. 

_
value chosen from that curre is the central >33 4" WITH FOILS
value, 3.51 mm/psec. Data points from four
experiments are shown in Fig. 3. A line through
these points extrapolates to 3.60 mm/gsec, = " WITHOUT FOILSV which corresponds to a detonation pressure of r (DEA,.)
-212 *5 kbar. The line which Deal fitted to his i ,
experimental results is also shown in Fig. 3. to 0 .0j5 0.1
show that the slope of the iines is the same. PLATE THICKNESS EXPLOSIVE 'ENGTH-

Fig. 3 - Plots of measured free-surface
velocity vs plate thickneso/charge length.
Upper curse, charge of Compouition B-3

-127 mm lang, without embedded foils.
3" / Certer curve, charge of Composition B-3

Lower curve,- charge of Grade A compo-
sition B200-mm longi from expeeriments - -
reported by Deal.

3,40-4I - ---- 
- - - --•

30 20 10 0 10 20 

_

Fig. 2 - Plot of--measured free-surface
Svelocity of dural plate driven by Composi-

tion B-3 vs distance from -the axis-of thecharge. 2

0 3•

Another series of experiments with Com-
position B-3 20 cm diameter and 12.7 cm thick, Fig. 4 - Plot of free-surface vs (plate-
using-the same technique, gives a free-surface thickness/charge diameter) 1/-. The

velocity of 3.660mm•psec by extrapolation. The explosive was Composition B-3.
experimental pcints f.re shown plotie-in Fig. 3.
The pressure is 317 * 8kbar.. It seems that the
foils do not seriously affect the velocity of-a- driven plate.

drive pdiameter. 
The data are shown plotted-in Fig. 4.

Four experiments by Craig using the re- with the square root of the ratio of pIale thick- -

flectd wire technique t8) are also pertinent. ness to stick diameter -,is abscissa. Ti'-reasoncharges were 5.- cmdiameter and two were for usisg this plot is given in the discussion _ _

2.54 cm diameter; all were 16 diameler--lonj•. section. These data extrapolate to a value
The driven plates were 2024 dural, one 2.07 mm around 3.60 mm/usec, In agreement with the
thick and another 2.81 mm thick for-each plane wave measurements.

M A=
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DISCUSSION gives a better pressure measurement, because
the Hugoniot curve for the-dural was measured

The data presented here show a-large range in similar fashion. The whale subject of free-:@ • for the values of the dete w•ion pressure ob-
f a hp usurface velocity technique requires very care-
tained by different methods, and there Is no ent circular

-~bi~ous easo for hoosng oe rater Uan tl reexamination to avoid persistetcruaS-obvious rea•son for choosifng-one rather-than arguments.- _
another. This lack of consistency is iyp~cal of
results of pressure measurements. In their Whether or not we understand why t'e two
excellent review of all the available experimen- sets of free-surface velocity measurements do

- tal pressure data, Kamlet and Dickenson (9) not agree, it Is clear that the x-ray values are
observe that "values ranging from 177 to 220 statistically meaningfully lower than either.
kbar hzve been quoted as experimental detona- Since the plate velocity methows have been
tion pressures of TNT at 1.63-1.64 gIcand Snetepaevlct ehd aebebeiefin p othress res mefT valuts .studied and used for a-long time and the x-ray

eie amnong different methods are quite new. one must wonder I
knowledgeable detonation hydrodynamhitists is there may be some overlooked bias in the new
_ encountered by t! authors." We do not know methods. The embedded foils have to be accel-
the reasons for the differences, but perhaps a erated by the explosive, and can be expected to

- review of some facts and ideas will eventually have some effect. The-free-surface velocity
Iad to more fruitful discussions of the. spread measuremerts show only a small effect, but they
in Composition B pressures reported in this sense only a very short diatance back into the
puper. _- - products. It seems that tL.e presence of the

dfeeeef oils must reducethie particle velocity-some-
The twotypes-of what below that in explosive with no foils. On

S free-surface vlocity measurements may be the other hand. the pressure obtained from the
atributed to the mechanisms of spallling. The rarefaction veloc~t measurement is the lowest
metal plate is accelerated to full -velocity very÷ of all, Pnd those charges contained-iso foils
rapidly as the shock emerges from the surface. which might perturb the flow. At the present
Then. since the material is cohesive, the free time, we do not know how much effect the f oils
surface is decelerated by the rarefaction wave might have. Another possibility is that the low
-('the Taylor wave) which follows the front. The values are the result of averaging over a larger
resulting tension increases until it reaches the volume of the charge. It is obvious from Fig. 2,
strength of the plate material, and then the for example, ::at the pressure falls off as we.• ~plate spa•Is. The subject has- been reviewed
bylartes nik. The subjct hsbeenw reviewed witmove away from the centerline. In the foil ey.-
b e t , wperiments, the positions were measured on the
some very nice experiments how spall affects axis, and the values are representative of a re-
these kinds of pressure measurements. The=-= glen there. In the rarefaction measurements no
free-surface velocity needed for pressure meas- such selection was possiblW, and the value is
urement. is the initial freersurface velocity, so- ~some sort of average through the whole 20 cm n
the weaker ':. material the less the decelera- thickness. The foils might be responsible for
tion and the b#tter the measurement. Howevor. the low value in the one case and the averaging
If the spall layer is very thin it may not be de- -esponsible in the other.
tected by the instrumentation. for example a
flash gap protected by a steel shim. The flash
will not appear until more material reaches the If values from all the experiments are ac-
flasher, and the measured velocity will not be cepted as good values, they may imply that
the initial free-surface velocity. I he newer there is a high pressure region near the front.
optical techniques, such as the reflected wire The plate velocity measurements sense back
technique (8). allow direct observation of the only about 0.2 cm, while the x-ray measure-
surface and can detect very thin layers. Oh- ments sense only behind that region. Prob-
servation of dural surfaces with these xech- ably the x-ray data could lze fitted just as well
niques shows that even with the test time if a model were assumed with a narrow high
resolution available, there is no measurable prersure zone near-the-front but following
decc!Lat, -t' of the surface. althougn with other the reaction zone. This has not been done,
Smaterials it can be seen. This may indicate because there has been no reaso., either
that-a very thin layer is spallrd off, but it is theoretical or experimental, to believe that
not clear bow or why such spalling might ocur. one exists. On the other hand there have been
The ex~planation for the difference betWv---- lite observations of such a structure, but in dif-
flash gap amd reflection-change 'IQh-gap ferent charge arrangements. reporied by
measurements may be that one !s sensitive to Craig (11); this region of large pressure
thin laver. and the other is not. Even if this gradient has been referred to as a "decay
explvratiou Ii correct, it is still not certain that zone," not identified with the reaction
the b -. her veloci • from 04e newer techniques zone.
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His interpretation his been questioned b - th detonation front Experimental work. for
cause his pressure drop seems to be what has example that of Hantel and Davis (14), shows

LZ_ been expected from the usual model of the re- that there is in fact a very steep gradient be-
action ,'.•ne of a detonation wave. Petrone (12) hir.d a spherical detonation wave. From Tay-
"an the-basis of-ad hoc assumptions about reac- lor's model it is easy to show that if plate ve-I tion kinetics, has made detailed calculations to locity measurements were made witha spherical
show just how a reaction zone might affect plate driving wave, the plot of velocity vs-(plate
velocities, and has been able to reproduce one thickness) 1/ 2 would be a straight line.
of Craig's curves, Veretennikov et al (10) have
suggested that deceleration before spalling could If Craig's data are plotted in a reduced
accord,, for the rest of Craig's results. It seems form appropriate to Taylor's model, using the
worthwhile to go over these problems again. soq.'iae root of the ratio of plate thickness toI stick diameter as abscissa, they all fit a single

Most of the measurements which Craig re- curve, as shown in Fig. 6. It can be made
ported were made with long sticks of nitro- plausible that this fit is not accidental, because
methane driving dural plates. The data were the decay zone can be avoided by using plane
presented as the graph in Fig. 5. The straight initiation of large diameter, short charges.
-lines marked A, B, and C-show how ene might, Some data from shots of this kind. done by
using the usual model for plane detonations, in- Craig, are plotted in Fig, 7. The abscissa Is
terpret any one of the data sets to find the CJ the ratio of plate thickness to charge length

--pressure. Obviouslý-the three sets do not give plus a constant; the constant apparently adjusts
the same result. Craig's resolution-of this dis- for the fact that the rarefaotio-nwave is hiot:ex- -
crepancy was to postulate a decay zone with a actly a centered simple wave. The data of
large pressure gradient behind the front, and to curve D of Fig. 5 are the crosses in Fig. 7.
assume that the reaction zone could not be seen The intercept of the long stick fit is 2.141 mm/
because it was too thir- As they are plotted in psec, and that of the plane wave fit is 2.189
-this nlane it is difficult to extrapolate the data mm/Iiser. These values are in reasonable
points inany satisfying way. agreement. Since no reaction zone Is apparent

in the plot of plane wave data. it seems very
unlikely that the large pressure gradient in-

S - ferred from the tong stick data is evidence of

0 -t,• i reaction zone. Craig's interpretations of the
data as showing that the reaction zone is too
thin to be detected, and that there is a very

E steep pressure gradientbelhind the front in long
-2.3 sticks, scems justified. (The titremethane
U pressure Is 134 * 4 Wbar at 23°C. or 142 * 4

0 kbar at 4VC.) The data in Fig. 4-for Composi-
tion 5-3 show similar behavior, and the result--

o• for nitromethane show why we plotted them as

ZO 'we did.
,.9 . c, C-.... Decay zones are not observed in large

9 - ,diameter, short, plane-wave charges such as

S."' "-..? those used to obtain the Composition B-3 re-

S" • suits reported in this paper. Therefore Mhe dis-
1 2 3 4 3- s crepancy in the results Is not related to the

DURAL PLATE TIC.OESS -mm decay zone described by Craig. Many other

F Pt srexperiments have shown, however, that theFig. 5 - Plots of frte-surface "_
vrlocity vs dural plate tick- values obtained from pressure measurements
-ess for long sticks (curv•s are rifected by changes in the initiating sys-
A, B, and C) and for short tems, and by changes in charge dimensions and
plane-wave charges (curve D) proportions. Some of the effects that have been
uf nitronittha..e, as reported seen are obviously caused by siderarefactions.
by Craig. but others are more subtle and have not been 23

sat!sfactorily explained. The present discrep- --
ancy may be another manifestation of these ef-
fects.

In detonation t~heory there is a model,
Taylor's model of a spherical detonation (13). We have demonstrated that a single group
which has an infinite pressure gradient behind of experimenters using the same explosive for

= i2=--- _ ~s--=- =24
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IL

Fig. 6 - Plot of free-surface velocity vs (r-Iate thickrieasl

charge dianieter)'J;2 (cr nitromethane. The points plotted

here are those curves A. B. ard C of Fig. 5.

a 05 at of$ 020 at$ 030 015

Fig- Po of frec-surfa,_e velocity vs plate
thicknesv /[charge length + a consta'it (3.189 cm)]
fGr shojrt plane-wave charges of nitrornethane.
The points plotted as crosses are the points used
for curve -Dof 'Fig. 5.
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DISCUSSION

R -DUFF He did not include the thought that the C-J re-
Systems. Science, and Software lation Itself may not hold precisely. In other
P.O. Box i620 words, perhaps D t t - c. It seems appro-
La Jolla, California 92037 priate to keep this possibility in mind at least

until a more satisfactory detonation theory which
Several possible surces of the disagree- explicitly includes the known wave instability is

imet between differen. measurements of deto- developed.
nation pressure were suggested by Dr. Davis.



SHOCK-VELOCITY M-EAS UREMENTS-IN-INER-T MONITORS
-PLACED ON SEVERAL EXPLOSIVES

R. L. Jameson and A. Hawkins
Ballistic Research Laboratories

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mfaryland

ABSTRACT

Mrzasurements of average shock velocity in incrt mnoniturb- placedA
on the end ai detonating solid phase explosives have been made. -Brass,
aluminum, magnesium and Plexiglas were used on TNT, and Plexiglas
on Octol. Comp B. Pentolite and 9404. The reaction zone measure-
ments were sensitive to the shock, impedance of the monitor in relation

- - o the impedance of the-explosive. A value for the reaction zone length
for TNT. a =0.6:& 0.1 mmn was calculated from the measurements with
the four monitor materials. Von Neumann spike measurements were
impractical due to the. error that would occuir from extrapolation.
Chapman-ic~uguet prcssures were calculated and were as follows-. TNT
(P = O0 * 10 kllobars), 5Q/50 Pentulite (P =Z45 Z 10 kilobars), Comp B
(P =280 * 10 kilobars). Octol1 (P =305 * 1c. kilobars). and PBX 9404
(P 345 * 10 kiloba's). These measurements were independent of the
monitor material used.

INTRODUCTION detonated, a shock wave followed by a rarefac-
tion wave is transmitted into the inert material.

-The one dimersional steady detonation wave If the inert material and-the-explosive have the
has been charairterized by. Zeldovlch (1). von same shock Impedance op.tI po -the original,

-Neumann (21 mid Poring (3). as-a shock wave in density and U the shock velocity, all the energyA
Z - the unreacted explosive followed by a reaction of-the-shock wave will be transmitted into the

ione which encis-at-a-region designatted-as-the Inert monitor and there will be no reflocted
Chapman-Jouguet plane. An illustration of this wave. If. however. the !nert material is of
model Is shown as Fig. 1. There are several lower stiock impedance, a rarefaction wave will
points of this model that are Important to the be reflected back iAto the e-xplosive. Con-
physical understanding of tht- detonation process versely, if the inert-material Is of higher shock
and Its application.. These points are the pres- impedance. a compression wave will be re-
sure in the shock wave, the reaction zone length flected back into the explosive. In their work
and the pressure at-the Chapinan-Joiguet plane. with Composition B. Duff and Houston (4) as-4

sumed that thle clutninum monitors and Compo-
We have made measurements of the Shock sitio B were of the same Impedance, thus, no

velocity in inert materials placed on the end of reficction took place. They developed an equa-
a detonating solid p),,ase explosive. Fire explo- tion to calculate the reaction zone thickness
sivles of milit.-ay Interest were selected for this from a-knowledge-ofthe. free surface velocity
wokrk: TINT, 60/40 Comp B, M0/50 Pentolite, of aluminumt on Composition-B versus the thick-
75/25 Octol. anid PBX 9404. All were cast ex- negs off the qluminum and other characteristics
c,-pt 9404. which was-pressed. of the explosive and the metal. The equation

for- reaction zone-length "a"

THEORY
When att inert material Is placed in contact 0_____~ O~ 1

at the endi of an explosive charge that Is then Ou, t -C. - 1)j]

PreCejin pag blank
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~i 'CMA~i 9M5- R TIU

-" --.-- ,•••ll

Fig. . - Distance-time dia-
Z-*--ONE gram of a detonation b.triking

zt ' i an inert barrier for a condi-
-. P.O tion in which there wil be no

reflected wave at the Anter-
-OtSTAM face. WFrom DOff and R-3us-

ton (4).)
Fig. I - Model of a one-dimensionai stca.iy
det•nation wave as characterized iii ref-
erences ().- (Z), and (3).

where U and u are shock and particle velocity
respectively, and s is the slope of the linear

was developed from an analysis of the geometric U - u Hugoniot. A more complete discussion
parameters of experiment that made use of the of the derivation may be found in reference (4).

-- average-shock velocities-in the metal.- -A 0.hock We have applied this equation in cal--ula'on of
diagram for a detonation striking a barrier is a number, "n" the reaction zone leng •.•Jor
shown as Fig. 2. The parameters are Di, the conditions in which reflection will take plL.ce.
detonation velecity; aD1, the velocity of the in- We calculated "a- for TNT with four imped-

. .terface through the reaction zone; Di, the aver- ance combinations. The other explosives were
age-shock * locity in the metal monitor (this is calculated with Plexigla•. We make the same
the same as U used later in this paper):; , * ,. assumption as reference (4) which might be
the average velocity of the foot of the rarefac- better stated as assuming that the velocity of

-tior 'vlave-and-h the-plate thickness at which the the C-J state is unaffected by th? reflectedwave
foot of the rarefaction wave overtakes the shock from the interface and the reaction time is also _

wv.-As in i eference (4) isentropic lwi s nfetd
2,unaed behind the shock wave and it + c, is de-
pendent-on pressure and is the value of the C-J Pressures were inferred from theoretical
-state of the exolosive as transmitted to the considerations using values of shock velocity
metal. This is determined by the extrapolation taken from curves of shock velocity U versus

of the Taylor wave data to the interface in the distance of shock travel S in the monitor mate-
manner used for the C-J calculations discussed rial. Calculations of an approximate pressure
-later in this paper. The values of the local were made first from the interface equation
sound vclocity c, are calculated from46tl shock
wave velocity in 'he monitor and the known P2,a 2U2 . P31Y (3)
linear U - u Hugoniot by the Jacobs appr.-'i- ,,)
matlon (5). Tbh's uzeful approximation uses only
the linear U - u relation and the assumption
that P - u curve of a Hugonost also represents where p, U. ?, and D are density, shock veloc-
the isentrope. Checks of this approximation ity, pressure, and detonation velocity, respee-
against-data in the literature for- aluminum in- tively, and I refers to the donor material and
dicate agreement to within 2%. The Jacobs ap- 2 the acceptor material. These pressures
proximatlon has been detailed by Allison in ref- were relined using the approach of Coleburn
erence (6). The equation derived ior the local (7) which employs an Isentropic equation of Q
sound vel6city is state for the product gases

c (U - 1,,(U. ,u)/V (2) PO A (4)
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-where P is pressure. V volume, and k and A resolution was 3 nanoseco.ds. Average shock
are constants. Coleburn derived the following velocities were calculated from these times and
two equations from which the pressures ere the disk thickness. Each point in Figs. 3-10 in-
calculated by an iteration cludes data from at )east three experimental

firings.

1), [1)41 1 %,( -1 (5) TN -AUMA
k-!)

89 0. FROM FREE SuRFACE
MEASURENTS ON

P )2 ' oD(k, 1) (6) PRESE .,tso vTNT

where u2 is particle velocity in the monitor. 7?

73-
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE u69-

Average shock velocities were measured in 6 5" t t t 4e

inert materials placed on the explosive samples. s!M27
Four-monitor materials were used-in the TNT

Sexperiments and only Plexiglas-on the other ex- 3
plosives. The materials and the Hugonlots used Fig. pl-tSfor Alumitu msnitra on TNTtance plot for Aluminum monitors on TNT i
are listed below.

-Aluminum 12024). p = 2.785 gm/cm3
u 5.328 1.338 u Ref. (8) TNT- - AXS

?0 0 *' SHOCK WEL
-Brass (271), p= 8.443 g/cmU * So VE,

U =3.802 + 1.418 u Ref. (9) -_

S66
Magnesium (AZ31B),= = 1.776 g/cm 3 -Ref. (10) _,_4

U4.648 -. 1.198 u
)62-

Plexiglas (II UVA), P 1.183 g/em•3  
60 -

U = 2.695 * 1.538 u Ref. (11)

The monitors were placed on the surface '

of a 10-cm-diameter by 2.5-cm-thick test 0 o 2 3 4 5 6

charge which was boostered by a 10-cm Comp s)
B - TNT plane wave lens. The monitors were
fabricated as disks whose flat surfaces were Fig. 4 - Shock velocity - shock travel dis-

-lapped and polished plane and parallel. The tance plot for Plexiglas monitors on TNT
diameter was dictated by the thickness of the
pellet to avoid side rarefactions. Disk thick-
nessee were measured to within ± 2 microns.
-The surface of the Plexiglas disks AGbe in con- RESULTS
tact with the explosive was aluminized by vac-
uum evaporation. In order to observe the The average shock velocities 0 for each
arrival of the shock wave at the surface of the explosive were first plotied versus the shock
_eVplosive. Plexiglas-disks-were placedl on the travel distance S (monitor thickness). A 'by
charge in the area between the opaque sample. eye" fit t-, the data is ,fite and then this curve
The arriral of the detonation wave at the explo- is related to tthe instantaneous shoc- velocity
sire surface and the shuck wave at the top sur- U by the r.lattonship
face of the monittors was sensed by a change in
the reflection at the monitor surfaces of the U U
-light from an argon flash bomb as viewed by a S X, (7)
rotating mirror streak camera. d

The shock tr ivel times were determined Slopes are calculated by numerlval differentia-
by reading the str,.ak camera record on an op- ticn of the snooth data. The results of TNT
tical comparator. The cameras limit of time with Al, Brass. Mg, and Plexiglas monItors and
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SHOCK VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN INERT MONITORS 27I62- which is insensitive to velocities within the
0-.OCIOL- PLEXIWAS spike affected area. When the Taylor wave

U *AvE. SHOCK VtL* region. the region following the C-J plane, is
u * S?. OCK II.. extrapolated to S = 0 the value will be similar

74 7. to the measurements of Cast, et al. (14) where
7-4- an extrapolation tecluiique was used. Table 2

~ 7 gives pressures calculated in both ways. Pres-
sures are limited both by preliminary estimate

-T from the interface-equation (3) and the Coleburn
bequation (5). Pressures were calculated with Z

the TIGER Code (15-16) for each explosive as
& 11 .2 3 4 0 a comparison with the experimental results.

S (UM The nonextrapolated values generally compared
well with those measurements available in the

Fig. 9 - Shack velocity - shock travelCoeunrpt(7,bthersuefrTT

oitn ce plofoPlils vitr in this work was slightly higher. The extra-
polated values for TNT were 10 kilobars; higher
and 9404 was 29 kilobars lower than reported
by Cast. et al. (14). -We'iired several pressed

19- a94044 RLIXUIQS TNT shots with-aluminum monitors on which
-5A_5QC E free surface velocities were-measured. The

U-* Sf4 SaDCK(vi free-surface velocities-were converted to shock-
velocities and shown on Fig. 3. Pressure cal-
vitiated from this data, P = 1.614 g/cm 3 . were
194 Kb by Coleburn~s equation. 10 kilobars
lower than the r==1.63-g/CM 3 cast TNT with

b Al shock velocity monitors. A density correc-
U ticn would bring the re-4tls somewhat closer

67- together for good agreement.

The extrapolation of the data which re-
S (MM flected the-pressure of the spike to U at S = 0

should indicate a spike pressure. Hfos ver. the
Fig. 10 - Shock velocity - shoclk travel dis- sennitivity of the calculation to changes in
tance plot for Plexiglas nwvators on PI3X shock velocity-require all the data in the thin

Q404moniator range to be of very high precision to
yield a reliable result. With a limiting time
resolution of 3 nsec the error in thin mocitors
becomes large. The authors would therefore

TABLE 1 refrain from extrapolation until higher preci-
Effective Reaction Zone Lengfth shin equipment is available and velocities in

TT Plexiglas 0.7 mm ACKNOWLEDGMENT

TN Magnesium 0.6 inm Thie authors would like to thank Miss Itonl
Taylor for making the TIGER calculations used

TN Aluminum 0.3 mm in this work.

T IT Brass 04m

Com~p B Plexiglas 0.7 mm EFRECE
1. Y. B. Zeldovich. J. Expth. Theoret, Phys.

Pentolite Plexiglas 0.5 mm.'~)1, 4 14)

Octo Pleigls 0. mm2. J1. von Neumann, O.S.R.D. Report 549 (,1942).

9404 lexigas 0. mm 1 3. W. Doring..Ann. Physik. 43, 421 (i943),
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Fit TABLE 2
Detonation Pressure Calculations

[P (no extrapolation) P (extrapolation)Sl• _lo i~e M onitor D
Material g/cm- mm/pS Eq. (3) Eq. (5) k Eq. (3) Eq. (5) k

(kilobars) (kilobars) (kilobars) (kilobars)

TNT Al 1.63 6.860 198 195 2.927 204 202 2.806

PTNT Plex 1.63 6.860 197 195 2.9026 218 210 2.657

II

TNT Brass 1.63 6 186 3.122 196 186 3.122

TNT Mg. 1.00 68.560 194 194 2.947 201 201 2.815

average pres~ure P =193 2.981 200 2.850

15 250.095 *0 10.195
TNT *TIGEFR (13) 1.63 2233

S•: Wi50

Pe4tolite Plex 1.66 7.448 242 240 2.859 248 246 2.750i so~5/50 _°
Pentolite *TIGER 1.66 1 266

COMP B Plex 1.692 .80 269 266 2.9101 284 281 2.698

COMP B *TIGER i 1.692 27 c
S~75/25

POcto 3 Plex 1.900 8.550 309 304 3.335 310 305 3.315

_Octol *TIGER 1.800 335

.940 Plex 1.845 8.L835r 337 331 3.355G 353 346 M 3.160

9404 3TIGER 1.8451 372
-Z"IGER is an equilibrium chemistry comp~uter code.

4. R. E. Duff and E. J. Houston, J. Chem. of S1a. e of Sodium Chharide in Sodium of--- Phys. 23, 126_•8. 1955. Chloride Saturate," LA -DC-9989, 1968.

S5. S. J. Jacobs (NOL) priv.Ate communication. 9. R. G. McQueen wnd S. 1. March. J. of Appl.A
S~Phys. L1, 125,3, 1960.

li €.t- F. E..Allison, "'Thermodynamic States for
Aluinu an Poystren," RL 124, 10. M. Van Thetl. editarj "C'ompendium of

Aluminum and Palystyrene" BRL R 1294, Shock Wave Data." UCR" 50108.
July 1965.

11. G. Hauver, BRL privatz communication.
"7. N. L. Coleburn, "Chapman-Jouguet Pres- 1

sures of Several Pure and Mixed Explo- 12. F. J. Petrone, Phys. of I'lulds, 11, 1473.

sives" NOLTR 64-58. 25 June 1964.
13. 13. G. CraiV. "Tenth Symioslum (Int.) on

8. J. N. Fritz. S. P. Marsh, W. J. Carter and Combustion." p. 863 (The Combustion -

R. G. McQueen, "The Hugonlot Equation Institute). Pittsburge, Pa., 1965.
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14. J. C. Cast, H. C. Hornig, J. W. Kury, 16. S. R. Brinkley, Jr. and T. B. Seely, "Con-
"Standard Test for Detonation Pi-essure struction of the Hugoniot Curve and Cat-
Measurements," UCRL 50645. culation of the Chapman-Jouguet Points

for General Equation of State." Combus-
15. W. E. Wiebenson, A.VH. Zwisler, L. B. tion and Flame, V13. 45, Oct 1969.

Seely and S. R. Brinkley, Jr., "TIGER
Computer Program Documentation," Vol.
I. II. I11 and IV (in publication).

DISCUSSION

B. G. CRAIG gathered from experiments on pressed TNT
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory which from the literature seems to have nar-
Los Alamos, New Mexico rower reaction zones.

1. You-state that you have taken the point 2, The values of aeD were average values
where the end of the rarefaction fan catches the bEtween a point at the spike gotten by extra-
shock wave as the distance "b"ft* -Eq. 1. I ex- polation and the value of the C-J plane. The
pect the effect of reflected shocks and rarefac- reaction zone length calculation is not as L.en-
tions to be in the direction you indicate: how- sitive to an error in aDV as the pressure would
ever. I do not expect it to be as great as you be in the shock velocity extrapolation for spike

-indicate in Table 1. When I look at the data in pressure.
Figs. 3-6 and consider the experimental error
I tend to pick "b" as a number near 1 mm inde- 3. The error flags in Figs. 3-10 repre-
pendent of the plate material. Your free-surface sent -•
velocity data in Fig. 3 seem to support my
choice for aluminum plates. Please elaborate
on your basis of choice for "b".

PM. HELD
2. Since you admittedly do not have enough Bblon-Apparatebein

precision to reliably extrapolate to the spike 8893 Schrobenhausen, Germany
pressure, how did you deduce the appropriateveloitis (•• fr eampl) rquied t cacu-Why would it not be possible to continuously
velocities (--ilj for example) required to calcu- reodtehckwvbyrinngtesea• lae te racton-cmelengh wth he uffand record the shock wave by orienting the streak
late the reaction-zone Ir'~h with the Duff and cmr ltprle otewv rpgtocamera slit parallel to the wave propagation
Houston equation? direction ? This could be equally possible for

3. What do the crror flags in Figs. 3-10 opaque media by using the BRL developed tech-S~nique.
represent? nqe

SREPLY BY JAMESON REPLY BY JAMESON
The authors have found the measurements

1. The value of "b" is takeru as that point of average shock velocity to be more precise
at-wi•ch the V vs S plot, geing from higher to than observing rapidly changing velocities over
lower S. first deviates from a linear or near a 1-2 mm path length. Observations near the
linear trend. The data shown on Fig. 3 fron" monitor interface are often very difficult in
free surface velocity measurements were elthter system you suggest.

----



DIVERGENT SPHERICAL DETONATION WAVES

-IN'A SOLID EXPLOSIVE
IL. Chiret and G. Verdes

Commissariat 'a l'Energie Atomique
-Centre d'dtudes de Vaujours

93 Sevran (France)

ABSTRACT

An initiation device has been achieved which induces a divergent
spherical detonation wave in composition F.109; the relative space
defect does not eyceed 0.3% as soon as the wave radius X -is beyond
75 mm. The detonation velocity is measured from X = 15 to X = 140
nim; it starts from values less-than the "infinite diameter" velocity
SDp, iti.reases up to values greater than 13, decreases, and finally
'keeps a constant value which significantly exceeds ,l,. Moreover, up
to X = l0- nam,-the material velacity field is graphically deduced from
the 250-ns sampled radiographic ,&cord of thin gold foils carried along -

by the detonation products; it differs significantly from that of Taylor's
self-similar flow in the vicinity of the wave front. Through theoretical
considerations, the Chapman-Jouguet mechanical characteristics are
directly deduced from the flow field measurements. These "experi-
mental" values agree reasonably well with the "usual B.1.W. calcu-
lated" ones.

INTRODUCTION The above distinction is of particular-sig-
nificance to further progress of our knowledge

When the drvtonation phenomenon -a me- in this field since today we are confronted with
chanical ri.gime associated with the release of a choice between the well proven measuring
chemical energy that propagates through the techniques in the former case, when the quanti-

medium at a spieed of a few mm/ps -was first tative results are strongly dependent on "wall"
observed by Berthelot and Vieille, it appeared effects which are yet too little known to be
to have t. remarkably constant velocity. Later, theoretically taken into account, and the latter
however, Jouguet put forward the hypothesis case which is still associated with great diffi-
that, und-.r some special circumstances, the culties as far as experimental techniques are
propagation velocity of this wave may not be as concerned, but whose results can be checked
-uniform as it was believed to be from the early more readily with advanced theories.
investigation. Since then experimental studies
of noneteady detonation waves received a good Although theoretically, spherical detona-
deal of attention and numerous observations of tions are quite simple, the proper generation
such p et.omena have been reported with refer- poses great difficulties. From that point of
ence to ; variety of reactive mixtures, various view, to say the least, convergent waves must
containers, and various initiation devices. In be dissociated from the uivergent ones.
our opinion, it is of mrime importance to make
-a clear distinction between those experiments In the latter camc,-as far as we know, the
where the ',walls" have a definite influence upon available results only deal with detonation ve-
the generation and propagation of the explosion locity measurements in gaseous explosives.
(the ,o-calied planewaves as well ab the so- Therefore, divergent spherical-detonations in
called cylindrical waves) and those where such solid explosives are doubly interesting in so far
effects are of lesser significance (the so-called as (I) velocity measurements give a basis of
spherical waves), comparison (1) between solid and gaseous

Precuil page Mink
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explosives, and (ii) the X-ray measured flow
field can be checked in a consistent manner
with theory.

-All the experiments reported-herein have _

been performed with some composition F. 209
whose detonation velocity DP ni/s in "infinite
diameter cartridges" varies with the initiali- density p0 g/cm3 according to the law: W.=
8193 + 3165 (po - 1.7201.. The denisity of every
explosive piece is knovm within 1 mg/cm 3; the
overall mean density of the explosive structures
is 1.720 g/cm 3 ; any quantity which refers to the

iithe density will be underlined and called Fig. 1 - Explosive structure for detonation
nominal. velocity measurements and sphericity

analysis

INITIATION DEVICE

The difficulties associated with experi• space defect of 0.25 mm, i.e., a relative spacc
mental studies of spherical detonations are well defect of 0.3%. The same value was found for
-known; they can be summarized as follows: greater spheres, 100 and 150 minin radius.

--- AS 0.3% is the order of magnitude that should
1. The necessity of initiating the process be expected from the manufacturing and asbem-

-without disturbing theuniformity of the initial bling allowances of such a material, one could
state or the spherical sym'm-etry bi- -means of a not reasonably expect a better result. Figure 2
suitable device that would deposit a sufficient shows a typical streak camera record.
and reproducible amount of energy in the explo-
sive-medium. - !~50 m m

:- 2. The requirement for so large a-sphere
thAt aii observable part of the travel of the deto-

-- nation wave would take place in an unperturbed
- medium.

According to these remarks, the following
process has been chosen.

-- One-casts-twoIdentical hemispheres; on

the plane surface of each, onti mills-two dta-
metrically opposite hemicylindrical cavities
whose diamtter is 10 mm and whose bottom
lies 4.5 mm from the center (Fig. 1). By proper
assemblage of these hemispheres, one gets a

- round ball with two cylinr"ical cavities In each
of which a detonator may be introduced. Thus
the Initiation area consists of two diametrically -
opposite circles whose common axis will be
called the axis of Initiation. Fig. Z - Sphericity analysis. Typical

streak camera record.

Let (r) be the diametrical plane of the
sphere which is perpendicular to the axis of
iritiation. The emergence of the detonation DETONATION VELOCITY
from the free surface of the explosive has been MEASUREMENTS
observed in plane on) with-a streak camera. A
perfect sphericity of the wave-would imply a The velocity of the thusly Initiated spherical-
straight line on the film; in other word; the divergent detonation has been measured by
sphericity defect Is measured by the largest means of an "air-chambers probe". Such a
difference along the time axis. For spheres 75 probe (Fig. 3) consists of a hollow lucite cylin-
mm In radius, the mean time defect has been der (6 mm in outside diameter, 4 mm in inside
found to be 30 ns, with which corresponds • diameter) in which are inserted small cylindrical
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Fig. . - Air-chambers probe u ABU

sticks of polished lucite (4 mm in diameter, 10
- or 15 * (.01 mm in length) separated from one I

another by piano-string rings (0.1 mm thick)
which define minute air chambers. The probe
is introduced in a 6-mm-diameter cyiindrical
cavity bored along a ray of plane 7Y down to 7.5
mm from the center. When the detonation wave I
reaches a chamber, the enclosed-air is lighted -- MA
up. These flashes are recorded en the film of
a streak camera, provided the axis of the probe
-coinzides with the optical axis of the camera,
A typical streak camera record is shown in Fig. 4 - Detonation velocity measurements.
Fig. 4; it is worth noticLng that the sphericity Typical streak camera record . -
of the wave may be checked at each shot.

As a result of the above-mentioned meas-
urements of the lucite sticks, the space resolu- radius X of the interval. When rememberliug
tion is 10-3. One has managed to get the same that D! = 8193 m/s, one easily realises that
order of magnitude as for the time resolution by: D(X) starts from values lower than D:, in-

creases up to values-higher that. a", then de-
- Choosing a high rottional speed of the creases and finally keeps a constant value A!

mirror (.. 4000 t/s), sothat the interval between which is significantly highe," than DV.
two luminous tracks might be meitsired with a
precision of 3 X -10i . This last result now raises P. question: is

D! greater than Di4 for any given density - ?
Measuring the half-period T of mirror According to Table 2. in which the V (X z 10 I

rotation during which the detonation takes place mm) measurements are compared with steady
so that Llvv _ 4 - 1o". detonation velocity measurements in d = 50

mm - cartridges with adjusted density - it
McIr,ý:rjer, one has systematically measured the seems that the answer may reasonably be con-
-niervals in the middle part of th, film in order sidered as positive.
to get iree of thut variation of the inscription
.ioezd along "the tine-axis"l of the film. Con-
I _uetnlly, it can be arberted that, in each in- FLOW FIELD MEASUREMENTS A
•er;nl,, the mean cetonation velocity D is meas-ured with an experimental error less thav 14 Principles

The experimentaa hnique is that pre-
-The difference between-l,720 g/cm=3 and viously used in the study of t. -! flow behind the

the density of the sphere where I i& measured deionation front In a cylindrical charge (2,3).
is then taken into account according to the It consists in materializing parallel planes in
above-mentioned rate of variation of Dr• with po. the explosive ball by inserting 0.01-mm thick
The nominal values D ol D are given in Table I rectangular guid foils whose centers are lined
and plotted on Fig. 5 at.. a function of the mean up aiong a ray. As soon as reached by the

W :Sý
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TAB3LE 1
Ten Values of the Nominhal Spherical Divergent Detonation Velocity [!(X)

X, 7.5 22. 755. 670 25 0 1 125 135

X2 . 22.5 37. 5 52.5 67.5 82.5 10.5 115 125 13514

p m/s 8081 8110 1 8198J 8230,18254 827983 28 8224 7 8221

TABLE 2
Comparison of D (x a 110 mm) and D (d =50 mm) for 1.727s p,~ 1.728 g/cm3

X 110 mm X 120-mm X =l130mm X 140 mm (1 50 mm

1.727 -8257 8255 8256 L 119 1.727

1.727 8240 8252 8197 1 1.727

1.728 8276 8273 8248 8245 8207 1.728

1.728 6246 8226 8263 8251 8229 11.723

Avrg 1.727-5 8261- -- 022 8252,u!5 rg

X-ray tube, it reust have an emnissive focus
0 MIS small enough for the displacement mneasure-

ments to remain meaningful in spite of the
geometric blur. Finally, the release jitter must

8300 *be very short, since otherwise shots should be
numerous in order to-make up for their irregu-
lar timing.

Experiments

A 2.5-MV Francitron generator-is -used to-
gether with a CGR reflexion tube: the flash

- xmmduration Is 50 ns, the emissive foets diameter

The initiation device Is that described
Fig. 5-Nmnlvelocity above, and an idea of the explosive structure is

n v wave radius X given by Fig. 6. Because of the manufacturing
and assembling constraints, the Interval between
foils is 10 mnr, the first lies 20 mm, the last
90 min, from the center. The side of the foils

wave, the foils are carried Plong by th.k deto- whica is meant to be perpendicular to the beztfl
nation prunducts.- The radiographic record of is 50 mm large; the dime-nsion of the other a Wie
their successive positions yields the .nto~ement is chrzen so as to be approximately one-half o~f
of material surfaces behind the wave, the petietrated explosive. Moreover, in !rdct

lo aioid usIess &Pbsorption of the beam, toe
Such experiments wre rathcr difficuldt. The d~ametcr of the spheres is 150 mm when b.udy-

generator need be strong enough so that the Ing the e'.rly phases or the dceonatior ne gs),
heam is not completely absorbed.. As for the 200 mm afterwzrds.
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N~ i/1

Fig. 6 -Explosive structure for flow field measuremnents
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The tme eapse beteen he iitiaion f evry fil w oseiiil absis 0 sls

time ~ ~ lg 7~ aExpeecrdngt mental {ie n fo fl2ow. theln meaTh surotie meatsue ntad

is measured according to the experimental ar- X-ray pictures, one is able to construct the
rangement shown in Fig. 7. Time.% t i are path oft the center of a foil. Figure 10. where
chosen so that t3  t, = 2.40:js and t t. these results have been summarized. shows

Ir250 ns. Figures 8 and 9 are reproduction of t'wo plausibly if not certainly. that the material ye-
of these radiographic record~s. locity is never goes negative.

Let r~x, be the tinte when the wave front
Results reaches radius .K. With a view to studying the

flow In the vicinity of the wave front, the arches
The ith record yi't1d4 :he po-sition X, the R [R..- ¶(R ) t<z(Re - 4.5 ps)) are repre-

detonation front and the p'sitim_ R, of 'ecenter sented in t'ie form R - a 3 t 3 - lb! t 2 d.
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Fig. 8 - Dyna:nic radiograph at t. t, + 8.65 ;.s

The values of n(Ro), h(R0 ), c{Ro). dtRo) are self-similar model (4) in thvŽ vicinity of the
numerically deduced from the curves of Fig. 10. wave-front.
and given below.

30 40 - THEORETICAL Ult;SP)ERATIONS
[onTm 220 30 40 5 7011•- • ( 

Theoretical Approximation of u (z. X)

, 1.20 :.I6 2.33 2.75 3.461 3.09 Let us use the following notations:

C 3 .7 .2 9.1- 14.09 w.3' 19.61 cv = specific beat at constant volume z

L. 1.9 . -.95 -9.3-0.7Cp = specific heat at c.,c;.xant pres-
sure

-Let -be an Eulerian coordinate defined as
the positive distance to the wave front. The
flow field at -(X) may be parametrically de- coefficient of heat conduction
fined by the equatimBt

longitudinal Prandtl number
v = el massic volume

L 11 u [Ror(W1 .p = pressure

The u ( r. X) and is (z/X. X) curves - x 55.75 first derivative of p vs v along
rmm- are eti • v •n Fs |! a chemical equilibrium isentrope

1ib. The latter shows that the material vemic•y of the detonation priducts

field differs significantly irom tha: of Taylor's second derivative.

Waf
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Fig.t-v Dynamic radiograph at t1  to + 10.81 i~sa

Results. 4"
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I3
+- W .S++++ + __ ,•.++s.,,,. j p/. _+• ,_. Q, (- . e+,++-• (•.

~~~ o-Ft.! R,=_10-'". -

4, / M It ma- be deduced from the theoretical re-
R. SO -rrn suits given references 5 and 6 that, in the vi-

// 1 cinity of u., the function

U. +
0 I -tsar. approximation of u(z--X.x%

Interpretation of the ExperimentalS_ /, Results

Let r, be defined as the difference
(D./u.) - 1. From the numerical study of
the detonation products of-a condensed explo- -

sive, it is well lmwn that a very-good approxi-
mation of B. is obtained by assuming that the c-JS- + - -sev.trcposculates th (P/P.)(v/h.)"* _= 1
curve. -Owing to thlk rerark, it is easily shown

IS to S that /A. = r./(r. + I), which en;4Iles towrite
equation (1) in the form

s.araetesD-. vX'
/a The quantities u. and i., when considered

oas parameters. may De sought-so as to best
represent the experimental curves u (z.X)
x = 55. 58,.,5,.68, ?5. When assigning to D. the

Svalue D.'. one. Is led to the following values:

u. 2.04 mmfs

1. 3 v

This value of u. agrees reasonably with the
"usual B.KW. calculated" C-J value 212

-- - • _mm/us (by usisal, one means that the calcula-
tions are performed with parameters s and

4 03 0.2 Wj o o adjuste.d so that the calculated C-J velocity
K4 It bMATERMI V.LOCIIYV o, x.ICIMAAM eq:,als the measured value it- 8 193 m/s).

+ ab)

Fig. I I - (A Material velocity itId; COCLUS1ONS
. o t d.iagrmr•, and ( b( daeria• In view of a possible generalization to
! velocity field. u (iix. X) diagranm otbr solid explosives, three among the above-

reported results seem worth emphasizing

Let the subscripts 0 and * claracterize re- I. The sphericril. divergent detonation -'e-
spectively the initial state of the explosive and locity tends toward a limit-which Is significantly
the C-J state of the detonatioo products. Let higher than that which Is reached In a large-
the number 2.. and the length V. bwe defined by diameter cartridge;dimtrcrrde
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2.- The material velocity field differs sig- 2. C. Fauquignon, M. Prouteau, and G. Verdes.
nificantly from Taylor's self-similar flow in 4th Symposium on Detonation, Washington,
the vicinity of the wave front; 1965.

-3. The theoretical consideraion_ sb d ~3. G. Verdis, F. David,. F. Prouteau, and M.
upon the internal and external structures of
zeroth order of the detonation wave give a Dufrw.', Symposium ILD.P., Paris. 1967.
direct way of determiing the C-J mechanical
characteristics from material velocity meas- 4. G. I. Taylor, Proceedings, of the Royal So-urements, ciety, A, 200.) 1950. p. 235.

S--5. R. Chafer, Comptes-re-rihts,-269,-xirle-B.-
REFERENCES 99 p.--01-969. p. 60M.-...

1. C. Brochet. J. Brossard, R. Chiret, N.
Nanson, and G. Verdis, 5th Symposium 6. R. Chiret, Comptes rendus, 270, sirle B,
on Detonation. 1970, p. 1517.

DISCUSSION

IM. COWPERTHWAITE Z-N-D -model for a sphe-ical detonation wave
Stanford Research Institute it is easy to prove that the flow cannot be
-Menlo Park. California selIf-similar -because -iike

______ ___ -- divergence.
I agree with Dr.-Chiret that the flow near

the shock front is not self-similar. For the
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A -COMPARISON OF SPHERICAL, CYLINDRICAL AND PLANE

DETONATION VELOCIIES IN SOME CONDENSED AND
GASEOUS EXPLOSIVES

C. Brochet, J. Brossard, and N. Manson
Laboratoire d'Eneig~tique

fhaive-rsiiy of Poitiers

R. Ch~ret, and G. Verdis
Commissariat bt l'EY.ergie Atomique

Centre d'~iudes de Vauliours -
93 Sevran (F.-ance)

ABSTRACT

-New experimental results. as well as previous ones. have been
considered in view of comparing the plane (D.). divergent cylindrical
(D.) and spherical (D ) detonatior velacltites of a solid explosive

Ge= 1. 720 gicm3 ). a liquid explosive (commercial grade nitromethane).-
- a-gaseous-etxplosive (C3118 + 5 02 mixture. p6 - 1-bar, 'r = ZW3K).

Takig it~i iii4he-vales p~o Dw. and 0.s of th~e detonation
velority corresponding to -Infinite values of the geometrical parameters,
as the charge diameter. the thickness of the cylindrical charge, the
abscissa of the detonation front, it can be concluded that:

(i) Only the velocity D..~ seems to characterize intrinsicailly, the
oaonation process,

(ii) The detonation velocity dces depenud ca the rear flow and thus
the Chapman-louguet theory appears as a fi, At approximation.

I -INTRODUCTION According to va rious considerations, the
veci)a does not seem to be the most appro-

LI - It is now well proved that the meas- priaie detonation parameter to ground a definite
ured values of the detonation velocities D gen- appreciati n ofChapman-Jouguet theor. ever
-erally- agree-within-a-few-percent (3 to- r%) with theless, it does remain that DI) s the only deto-
those Dt h which are calculated through tIbe nation characteristic which can be measure'd
usual Chapman-Jouguet equations. This agree- accurately (0.2%) whate-wer be the wave con-
ment is more particularly obvimis in ithe case figuratlion, and that gathering and comparing
o-A gaac-ous explosives, provided the heteroge- numerous and accurate-velocity measuremenets
neities of the wave front (1-4) do not perturb will help further progress in the field.A
the velocity measurements, i.e., when the typ-
ical length of the multidimensional structure (5) 1.2 - The present paper summarizes the
of the front Is negligible with respect to the dis- Lanclusions brought out by the results of some
lance over which the detonation is observed. new experiments which have been actileved inA
For condensed explosives, such an agreement view of completing the existent knowledge of
between 0,h, and D is obtained through a proper plane, divergent cylindrical and spherical waves
choice of therm-odynamic data In a way which is in gaseous and condensed explosives. In trder

generally thought to be satisfactory. to refer easily to previous measurements of

Priced*Ing _pge Wlank 41
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our own and to other authors' results, these and the Velocity D,(X) has been measured, in
experiments deal with usual explosives (corn- the plane of symmetry, by means of air-chamber

-pcsition F.209, commercial grade nitromethane, probes (cf. (7.,. rhe diffetrence between 1.720
C3Hs + 5_02 mixture) under usual -resure-and -and ".he density of each cylinder has been taken

- • temperature conditions. into account according totlfe above-mentioned
rate of variation of D1.1 with po. The thus

It appears to be convenient to present and normalized experimental results show that, for
discuss the plane Dp. cylindrical DC, spherical each of the three charge heights h, DC(X)
D, velocity measurements according to the dis- reaches a constant value D, when X> X(d); one
tance X covered by the wave and to a parameter notices that (X(d) - 1.5 d) is positive and de-
d defineO as follows: creases when d increases. These three D.

values are such that iD, - Dpi.I/bp- = 0.
(a) for a plane wave, d is9ih-1 aullc diam- Therefore one may consldcr that D,. does not

eter of the charge; differ from D,...

(b) for a cylindrical wzve in an h-high
charge, d = 2h (2h is the limit of the hydraulic 2.1.3. Spherical detonations.
diarmeter when X goes to infinity);

Spherical, divergent detonations have been
(c) for a spherical wave. d 7 X. initiated under conditions described in (7), In

explosive (150-mm diameter)-spheres-whose
The limits of DP, D,, D, when d- 0 are re- density p0 belong to the range 1.714 to 1.728
spectively called- Dp,, Dc., D,. g/CM3 with 1.720 as mean value. The velomity

D,(X) has been measured by means of air-
Though small, the differences between the chamber probes, along a ray normal to the axis

three above-defined limits are significant inso- of initiation. The measurements have been then
far as they appear systematically in such a way referred to the density 1.720 according to the
that. when accounted for in other experiments law Dp (p.). The normalized velocity, ftarts_
involving-othen explosivesv ymavybe inter- from values smaller than D,, = 8193 m/s, in-
preted in terms-of confinement effects-(=-the creases up to values higher than Dp., then de-
movement of the detonation products. creases slowly and finally keeps, when X > 120

mm, a constanit value D, = 8227 m/s. It may be
emphasized that thl-, later value identified with

2 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 1),= value exceeds 7by approximately 0.4%C
(cf. Fig. 1).

2.1 - ComposItion F.209 - (Fig. 1) -
In order to remove the uncertainty which

2.1.1. Plane detonations. may originate from "normnalization," experi-
ments have been designed so that the measure-

Dealing with bare cartridges (20 < d.,. < ments of D,(X> 120 mm) = 8251 m/s only deal
100, 240 < X. < 440) and using ionization with spheres whose density is 1.727 or 1.728
probes, we have verified that, as it generally g/cm3 and can be directly compared to the
happens in solid high explosives, the detonation ')p, = 8213 m/s value measured in (d = 50 Mm)
_prjopagtes at a constant velocity 0p when X > 3d c.Artridges of the same :o density. This co0-
-and that the variatio•n o:,-DIwith-. -It less than pa.-ison confirms that D, > D11•.
0.2%_f~ th~e co-ilde-red -~itý-~- -d.- Therefore _ _

the measured vaire may be considered'is the
limit Dp,. According to our measurements. 2.2 - Commercial grade nitromethaze -
0,,D, varies with p (1.710 < --* < 1.730 g/cm 3

-according to the law Dpj(/%) = 8153 - 3165 2.2.1. Plane detonations.
- 1.720). By means of ionization probes and chrono-

graphs. we have measured within 0.2% the veloc-
2..2 Clidrca dtoatonity Dp in steel tubes (lenth 500 amm internal4

diameter 20 S d 7- 36 mm, wall thickness
yndricazdetotrons flat been generated 2 9 mm). In agreenent with many other

Cy)in dia deto flatcyn d studies on nitromethane (8, 9) and on different
density 300-el-dgs etethefratgeylin1ersowh.s25 liquid exploktve (10,11) we have found that I, isdensity r. belongs to the ringe 1.712 to 1.725 a WLear function of ir I (eL Fig. 2) (P curve).
with 1.720 as a mean value, and whose height ao.
is 10. 20. or 30 mm. The Initiation was obtained Morever it seems that the D ,- value does
through the same device as that described in (7). aot depend on the nature of the confinement,
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-wher'eas-thfa slope Ilip jll~O!'; d' )i does i-ar 2.2.-3. Spherical detonidt ions.
with the mechanical propertien and thikness of
the tube. The spherical divergent detonation of comn-

mercial grade nitromethane (T, = 298 * I K)
has been initiated (13) by the spherical diver-

2.2.2. Cylindrical detonations. geni detonation of a :5O-mm-diameter solid ex-
plosive ball, which is itself initiated as de-

Owing to the above mentione-d tcchniqu,. the scribed In (7). The container is made of glass
deltonation velocity Di,, of nitromethane {T~, and Is shaped as a cube whose sid6e is 110 mrs
298: ± 0K) in cylindrical sectors h~ =- 30sirs, long.r The velocity D, has been measured within
36D !iz 600, 1-.2-mm thick steel walls has 0.256 by means of the argoni flash technique and
been measured (12) within 0.3% over a distanc'i streak camera. It has been found that D, de-
of 200 mm (and sometimes 400 mm). When creases rapidly when (x- X,, in-creases MX
x >. S0 mm. it appears to keep a constant value initiat-or radius = 25 mmrs)and keeps, when
which is a linear function of tr (cf. Fig. 2. (x -x,) >-12 mmr, a constant value I%,, which
c curve). The 0D,.. corresponding equals tp, equals t), within 0.2% (cf, Fig- 2. s curve).
within exp imental error.
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2.3 - C3 H9 +5 O2 Mixture - mode leading to a conventional D,. value must
be reconsidered (cf. Fig. 3, curve c).

2.3.1. Plane detcoations.

In previous e.periments (14) (1iS) plane 2.3.3. Spherical detonations.
self-sustained detonations of C3 Hs +ý 5 02 mIx-
turo (po = I bar, To = 293 * 3"K) in circular The detailed investigations (18) (19) of the
tubes (14 -s d,, s 52) have been investigated in spherical divergent detonations of various mix-
such conditions that the velocity keeps a con- tures (C. H. or H2 or C2 H4 or C 2H2 with 02;
stant value of Dp over a distance X > 10 m. It TO = 293 * 30 K, 0.1 - P0  2 .8 bar) in a l-m-
was then evidenced that the amplitude of the diameter steel container, have shown that in
linear variation of Dp with d-I depends on-the C3 Hg +5 02 mixture, when x > 100 mm, the
internal surface roughness-and nature of the detonation velocity, measured within 0.4% by
tubes (cf. Fig. 3. curve P). More precisely, the Doppler technique, keeps a constant value
the etainless steel tubes involve a value of which may be considered as D,. (cf. Fij:. 3,
rip D ;'a(d'-)l which is smaller than that curve S).
involved by ordinary steel tubes which are
rugher (15). Hlowever, the value of D de-
duced from the first serle of tubes does not 2.3.4. Remarks.
differ significantly from that deduced from the
second. In that respect it is-worth noticing that (I) In the range of initial pressure in'tes-
-the investigation (16) of plane steady self- tijated, the % values are generally sm ler
sustained detonations of various mixtures in than the corresponding Dth values. For e;c-
rectangular tubee (length 15 m, cross section ample in C3 Hs + 502 mixture, Po = I bar and

o0 x 23, 22 X 48. 34 x 72 mm2 ) has shown that To = 293"K, this difference is about 1%.
_pD- still varies linearly with d' I but that Dp. is
significantly higher (about 1% in the case of (ii) One of us (JB.) has noticed that the
C•H, +502 mixture it 0.3-: po -0.5 bar) an- valueof D,. and the curve D -(d1 ) may ,eai

--- that found in circular tuber. *_ _ (cf FIg. -) to think tha, D,: -o -0,,-ad tkrit
D(dPW) ceases to be linear for lar-j• values of

It Is also interesting to emphasize that the d. The results of the first expe irments, per-
Dp,, .:Sues generally are higher (0.5 to 1% in formed with C3H1 + 5 G. + ZN2 mixtures
various mixtures includtr4g C H8 + 502, 0.5 n (0.1 :S po < 1.7 bar. T. : 293',K) in 107-mm-
p- p0  3 bars, and 293 s T. 430"K (14) (15)) diameter steel tubes II m long, seem to suptort
than the corresponding values of Dth calculated this assumption.
a priori from the Chapman-Jouguet theory.

3 - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
2.3.2. Cylindrical detonations.

The results which are summarized in Figs.
In a previous investigation (17) of the cy- !, 2, and 3, together with a few others which

lindrical divergent detonations of C3A8 + XO2 + have been quoted above, lead to the following
ZNX mixtures (Po = 1 bar, T. = 293 2*K) in -conclusions:
cylindrical sectors (2 s h•, s 14. a 600,
lucite walls), the velocity has been xeasured (1) In-condensed explosives

- -within-0.2- byye.-ms of-lunizallonpirbes and
chronographs. When 1505- X,, - 500, the-ve- - Dp,, De.. D,. may be defined without
locity appears to keep a constant value D, and any ambiguity,
in spite of a nonlinear variation of D, vs d" '
a conventional vqlue D,,. has been defined which - D,•" equals D,, wlthin experimental
exsceed the corresponding Dp, by 1 to .15%. error.

But new experiments achieved in the same - D,. exceeds Dp. in the case of a solid
mixtures 4.5 1ý x - 5.5 and-2Z = 0 with h- 25 mm explosive, and equals D,. in the case of
thve shown that Ieji" 1) goes through a maximum, a liquid explosive.
and consequently the previous extraP.Aition

(2) In taseous explosivcs

4The P., value corresponding to the brass rec- only D,. may be defined unambiguously.
tay.gular tubet it, smaller than those observed
inthecase of ;t.uinson iteel r4nd steel circular The first point Is not really surprising in-
tubes, solar as the products of a spherical divergent
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detonation ace self-confined, whereas the can- (Ui) Contrary to the Chapman-Youguet theory,
finement induces a lateral expansion wave in the tihe detonation velocity does depewl.1 ',i lter-
products of a plane or divergent cylindrical dtet- order approximation, on the rear -.Ow the
onatiou, and thus modifies the amount of chem- detonation products.
ical energy which is deposited in the flow and
therefore the velocity of propagation (20,21).
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wIn spite of 'the rather high writing speedw atve Doppler measurement? Did the air- (25 mm,/s), the streak camera record, which
whavbers-ppromecasusee any? Didthce air yields the detonation velocity and also checksS~chambers-probe cause any disturbance In the
detonation wave ? Was its accuracy compared the simultaueity of the emergence, does not show

with one of the-other methods in a pjlane deto- any tphericity defect oi the wave in the vicinity
nation and what were the results? o th probe.

We did not think of such a comparison since

REPLY BY CHERET we did not know of any other method which could

The microwave Doppler effect was ob- enable us to measure an unsteady detonation ve-
tained from a 9.135-MHz frequency klystron locity Inside the expiosive within 0.4%.
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ABSTRACT

The detonation characteristics of verv low density explosive sys-
t•ens such as nitrocellulose. foamed PETN, and foamed nitrocellulose/
nitroglycerine at 0.25 g/cc and lower were studied. The foamed sys-
terns were of the urethane class, with PETN or nltrocellulose/nitro-
glycerine dispersed uniformly throughout the structure. At a diameter
of 5.08 cm, foamed PETN exhibited an essent;ally constant detonation
velocity of 1.0-1.2 mm/Iusec over an explosive density range of-approxi-
mately 0.06-0.13 g/cc. The detonation velocity of the nitrocellulose
explosives varied linearly with density. and values from Z.07 to 2.74
mmlitsec over a density range 0.104-0.225 g/cc were obtained. A
carbon resistor-polyethylene shock wave pressure gage mounted at the
end of the charges was utilized to estimate the detonation pressure.
The gage pressures, which were in the range of 2 to 9 kilobars, corre-
lated with the explosive densities quoted above. Calculation of Chapman-
Jouguet parameters for some of the systt.ms utilizing the impedance
mismatch equation yielded values that had no physical significance, be-
cause the calculated particle velocities exceeded the detonation veloci-
ties. It-is concluded that utilization of relatively high density substances
as witness materialswill not permit accurate measurement of detonation
pressure of very low density explosives.

INTRODUCTION Archlbala (1) prepared very low density
PETN charges by three different methods: (a)

The work described in this paper was one utilizing expandable polystyrene beads, (b) uti-

phase of an Investigation on the utilization of lizing low density fillers, and (c) precipitating
very low density explosive systems. Parttcu- PETN in porous solids. In the present work+ I
larly important observations that were made polyurethane foams were utilized; an explosive
included evaluation of detonation stability and material incorporated in the urethane was dis-

measurement of detonation pressure. The term persed throughout the givep volume so as to I
very low density Implies exp~oslves of density yield a very low apparent explosive density.
0.25 g/cc and lower. These values are consid- The systems that were studied extensively were
erably below the minimum densities that can be foamed PETN over an explosive density ralge
obta!ned from most pure powdered explosives. 0.022-.0.185 g/cc, and foamed nitrocellulose/
and charges at very low densities can be ex- nltruglycerine over a range 0.057-0.191 g/cc.
pected to have detonation pressures lower than In addition, some work was performed on a-
those associated with powdered explosives. commercial expanded nitrocellulose product

This work aupported by Honeywell, Inc., Ordnance Division.
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and on fiberous nitroccllulose with absorbed are filled with a Freon gas, and in water-blown
nitroglycerine. foam are filled with CO 2 gas. The amine that

is formed in the case of water-blown foams will
The method used to iaeasire detonation further react with the isocyanate to produce an

velocity consisted of monitori g the response urea:
of ion probes at selected inter iali in the charge.
by means of cathode ray oscilloscopes equipped 11 O H
with Polaroid cameras. This method has been • I
used extensively to measure explosive systems R-Ný-C=O + R'-NH2------ R-N-C-t-R'. (3)
of densities higher than those of interest in the
present work. Each charge also included a The isocyanate can further react with the urea
carbon resistor pressure gage that was utilized and the urethane of the primary reaction; how-
to estimate the detonation pressure. The low evera this further reaction is of little cese-

densities studied herein and the presence of quence. Of concern was the possibility that an
inert roam caused the loss of some records; amine that might be formcd would be incom-
thowevcr enough data were obtained to indicate patible with the explosive incorporated into the

theperformance. formulation; in retrospect, no such problems

were encountered.
CHARGE PREPARATION

Polyurethane Foams Foamed PETN

PaThe best procedure for preparing foamedSPolyurethane foams ire produced by the PETN charges was to mix the required qnanii-
reaction between two chemicals which e:pandi PT hre a omxterqie unities of polyol., Isocyanate, sufactant, explosive.
and crosslink to form a cellular structure with and water (Ii used) quickly In a disposableapossible! density range frorr 4elow 0.02 g/co ncae f sd ucyi ipsbe=

beaker, and then to pour the entire mass into
to about 1.12 gfce. The two chemicals are a
polyol and an isocyanate or diisocyanate. The the confinement tube, i- which the foaming
-polyol component is a hydroxyl-terminated poly- ubsequently occurred. After foaming hadl c o t al- ceased, and the foam had cured, any excessethel or polyester. The chemical reaction be- material that had foamed out of the tube was
tween an isocyanate and a hydroxyl compound Is evenly scraped from the end o the tube and

weighed. The weight of material remaining in-S~H 0
SH 0 the tube was calculated by subtracting the weight

R-N=CO + R'-OH----R-N-O-R' (1) of ingredients used in the initial formulation.The density of foamned explosive in the tube w "
calculated from the known internal volume o-

which is an urethane. This reaction will pro- the tube, by assuming that all ingredients were
ceed when the two components are mixed. Ttis evenly distributed in both the remaining mate-
an exothermic reaction, and would result in a rial and excess material, and that no reaction
solid polymer if provision for foaming were not had occurred between the PETN and foaming

included. Foaming is achieved by incorporating agents.

either water or a low-boiling solvent such as
Freon. The difference in these two techniques
is as followsi The low-boiling solvent such as Foamed Nitrocelulose/Nitroglycerine
Freon does not enter into the chemical reaction Ft o g
but merely changes physical state from liquid The foaming of fiberous nitrocellulose (NC)
to gas, due to the increased temperature of the of less than maximum nitration presents the ad-
exothermic reaction between the isocyanate and vvantage t.hat the available hydroxyl .groups will
polyol. The use of water as a blowing agent in- react with the isocyanate in much the same
volves a chemical reaction, as follows: manner as the polyols; thus the nitrocellulose

H O will contribute to the structural integrity of the
system. However, the large difference in den-
sities Vr fberous nitrocellulose and the foamingR-N=C=O H20- -- v-R-N-C-Oi ---- agents precluded incorporation of sufficient

) ntrocellulose to result in a detonable foam.R-.NH + CO2  (2) This problem was solved by foaming a nitro-
cellulose/nitroglycerine mixture containing

Y so that the products are an amine and CO2 gas, approximately 50% absorbed nitroglycerine
which acts as the blowing agent. Thus h should (NG) by weight.
be noted that void spaces In Freon-blown foam
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RE The procedure utilized to prepare tne
NI mixture was-as follows. The appre- ELECTRIC DETONATOR

priate quantit.es of wet fiberous nitrocellulose A-4 51111?

(13.45%b N) and 10/90 nitroglycerine/0-lactosea XLSV OCE ERLFLE
were mixed together. Then the 0-lactose was :. * TRIGGER PROSE
dissolved with a large quantity cf water. where-
upon the nitrocellulose absorbed the niltroglyc- CONFINING Tuft '
erine. The mixture was filtered op. a Buechner 4'0

funnel. with several water-washings to remove O DTONATION

all the 3-lactose. The major advantages of this I EOIYPOE
procedure are that (a) the nit rocellulose need APPPOX. SCALEj
not be dried, and (1:) handling of pure nitroglyc- *..

wth e is mno of the NC/NG was accomplishvJ . 6 DEOATO
withessntillythe sm r~eueta a EGtYPO

utilized for the PETN systems. TIhe principal
blowing agent in the NCING foams was Fre )n.7.I However, improved foaming- occurred if the
NC/NG mixture was wet; apparently the mois- * TRIGOIER PROBE
ture reacted with the isocyanate to promote IUAI MAATNAO

lieainof CO, gas, which then complemented CAEWIEL~4 PoomA ATESISTORliberation. 4 *-....CPufw RAEISOthe blowing action of the Freon. Thus, it was
not necessary to dry the NTC/NG mixture after
its preparation; harards in the handling of dry Fig. 1 - Experimental arrangement for
explosive were eliminated. fitCIVdy-g detontatioo aie'iti-o

___ iMcded cpiosives. (PMMNA is an abbre-
viatl.'n for piolyrnethyl methacrylate.)

Expanded Nitrocellulose

The expanded nitrocellulose* consists of
genera~iy spherically shaped granules of nitro- arranged In two sets, with voltage steps of
cellulose in the range 1.6 to 2.4 mm it' diameter. 22-1/2 volts, 45 volts, 67-1/2 volts, and 90 volts.
This product is avallaole in three bulK densit~es respectively. The advancing detonation pro-
of 0.10, 0.14. and 0.25 g/ee, respectively. In grvtssFI";ly shorts Dut one probe at a time, and
general. the two lowv':r dc.4sitv explosi ra each prnxe.'c~s corresponding vertical deflections that
had larfer p~articles of about the same size; the relate th-' position of the detonation as a func-
highest density mater' al consisted of both tion -,' time.
smaller particles and relatively fine particles.

RESULTS OF DETONATION

Experinrej!talConfiguration ~LI7MAUEET
Table I i-aeludes the resulta of the treas-

The xpeitr nta coniguatio shwingthe urenient of detonation velocity on all foamed
v'elocity probes and carbon resistor pressure ?ETN aystems for which readable records were

gageis epk~ed n Fg. : tis sme rrage- obtained. For each system. the entries are
ment was also utilized to study the nitracellu- lse nodro eraigepoiedniy

losesysems Th hosierforallshos ws ~ which is the amount of explosive materiai per
piec ofDu~ot A uitashet"Sheo Exlo- unit volume of total system contained within the

sive of diameter eq..t to the inside diameter of cofnntbeThfamdsiys soi-
!he confining tube. The booster in turn w"~ ini- leditetaendheoalste dniy
tiated t"y a tetryl lntlet and a No. e electric isuted ~i of the tbexplosivhe toand foam densities
detonator. The ion probes were connected to
condens-:r discharge circuits. Two 9tf thzý The particle size of the PETH had a verly
probes were used fur oscilloscope trigger. The noticeable effect on the detonation, stabilii-Y.
eight probes for monitoring detonation were M-st of the data in Table 1 represent the re-

suits for foat.-ed PET.N niade from a 10-12.
Prouct~f .1 Duont Winiigto, i1awre. micron PETN. This foamed system detonated
Prodc! f E.1. u~on t ilmigto, D-aware. stakb:y at explosive densities In the range 0.09-t a~arketed hy lHerculest Inc.. Wiliningtor. nh :a- 0.13 g/cc. whereas foamed systems using wery

ware under the trade name "'Shock-Ut."2 coarse PETN from Primacord or a very
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TABLE I
Detonation Velocity of Low-Density Foamed PETN Chaiges

Confinement Ty f I Weight Foam Explosive Detonation
Tes |T.D., cm PETN j Percent Density, Density, Velocity.

Typea I.. mPETN ig/cc g/cc mm/pusee

5i PMMA 5.11 Coarse Unknown Unknown 0.185 2.15
721 PMMA 5.08 Fine 56.3 0.136 .176 2.45
87 Steel .4.08 Fine 43.0 .175 .133 1.17
91 PMMA 5.08 Finie 43.8 .154 .120 1.14
60 Steel 5.G8 Fine 47.4 .121 .109 1.12
88 Steel 5.08 Fin- 39.9 .142 .094 .98
68 Aluminum 5.08 Fine 40.2 .087 .058 1.02
95 I PMMA 7.62 Fire 30.9 .127 .057 Unstable
89 Eteel E.08 F!ne 31.0 .124 .055 .78
92 PMMA 5.0. Fine 31.0 . i24 .055 Unstable96 Steel 5.08 ine I 0.7 I .112 .049 .59

.52 Steel 5.C8 Fine 13.3 0.140 0.022 Unstable

aPMMA is an abbreviation for p-lymethyl methacry;ate. Wall thicknesses were approxi-
mately 6 mrm.

bCoarsv PETN wa. obtained from PrImacord; fine PETN has an average particle size of
10-12 microns.

- line"' PETN exhibited irtstabilIty at thes ame 3.0s-m, ,..... .......
densities. U CONFIEMENT

A LUMINUM -Figuare 2 presents a plot ot the detonation P o•t.AO-. aPMMA

velocity of foamed PETN as a function -f ex- E, - -- £Fiuc2peet lo Etedtnto o $TCCL Al1.Fo,- -- 6

Sp!f.sive density. The figure shows that the foam .:2.0 - .
has no effect on detonation propa lt~ora at den- 0 L --

sities in the neighborhood 0.18 g/cc. At derst- - £ jr.I
ties appreciably below this, however, It appears >
that the foam retards the detonptiotl, asthoruh • . o FOAM-ED I
the effect is essen1tially ..onstant in the range $_ WINW

0.06-0.13 g/cc, B~elow 0.06 j./ce. ty~e- of con- 0
finement becomes more inoportant, bevause the 0. / ,
detonation i; stable when the system is C o.- Lr

fined in metal, but unatable whets cfoii• in o o0 .10 .15 .00
plastic. The curve drawn througt, poin'ts tn EXPLOSiVE DECTY. 9/CC

Fig. 2 is a cubic equ~ation of the detonaticn ve-
Ictty of foamed PPETN vcres den.ity. atd . ';. z - Detonation vetwolty of foamed PETN
centered at 0.10. gl c. A !eas, Nviarcs ".' of futlit. of dcns•ty. (D1rker.ed points
the -ectified data reveals this iquatlon to be: reprisent Archibaldtl dt.)

C i. ll * -"S (,..,-.O.t04):

C., - 8 uc (4) For purposes of comparison. the data #-f Archi-

where bald (1) .ire prvaent.d., as wcel: as an extrapola-
tion of tha siraight line equation of Cook that

- is the deitination velocity N. mmrec expre"ies detoitation velcety as a ftncll.m of
•- ~density !or high-den't~y P.,TN (r!.

- is the initial explosive density in g/co. e

Figtdre 3 shows detonati-n %,t4docity of
-eanw.d PETN as e funct i-i of explcslve ronlent.

-- - Th,: equatinr, of the least squares curvc through
0 Very fine PJTu- t-,i- prep.rad by pree~p.t~tinj, the poirvts is given by

_one ittv-af a PET1j1i-acet.one sl.tion C75 a Jlite 0
in two lierz of agilAtr4d 4c wate-r fo!..o-_ :niin-

l G. 16 1. R43 Q.* 7q3 .2 5)
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BE 4. _r - than the data for the tither points would predict
EllmIEN it to be. The posollble explanation for tk~s be-

havior is that this charge was composoxi of bothA PUNAL A large and fine granules. whereas the other two
:4 expanded nitrocellulose products each had muchZ. more uniform granules. Sadrin et zl (3) polnt

] out the fladinge, of Jacobs (4) whereirn ainnnoniuin
picrate charges composed of large particles

b, detonated at lower ve~ocit'cs than those comn-
posed of small partieles, 'but that charges comn-

j posed of a mixture of large and small particles
Z detonated! at still lower velocities: these effects

1 were most pronounced at small diameters and
0_______ tended to disappear at sufficiently large diani-

Fi.3-Dtnto elct ifand T DETNT IONP RESSURE
ened pointa ri-present tnrchibald's data.)

gageon he ottm o th chrgein order to
4 esimae th deonaton ressre.The oscillo-

3.0 copetna recrdedtherespnseof the gage
t- J wastrigere by he owerostion probe in
0 Fi. 1.Thissecion escrbesthe construction

and . L Construction ofd tpegaeitclbration , n

10C t~~b problneis cinsiterrcti ng and etn~to

pressoucressuromte musatenbc etdodt-
reciq o ohr p~ oprdsafo somternofc~

whre 4"is the eih.fatnofET. gin the bsic gae nsei a iilrt ta e

urements on foamed NCConstuctio and Onpe ow h ntrae( era~hctheion ae ob

in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~I itl .Tecx~sv onetfrtefae a s wer nselectdiom ad loprtion. tolerance
- s~tens wa in te rane 30-8 perentob resistostor gae wrtspind2hs tof anieth spcike

Feigh. It is seeon that thocietonaif in famed anlue
unstale Thesur data for thete toN tixtureseand

thbe u nitrocelluos losres are-i plroeluotted in ig4.the proqscedur te rscostorucin The gage wa
intrcalythouh plythlee ylndr ea

1) - 142 ..29 .~. (6) one opres bsuems. then car onveresistor wasthe

ineted niq the ore Other apncrate ofthe resicsto
The etonlonveloityof te epandd itr wee bainculate wite plasti spmiagretti tubin ade

cwher 96iso thare aegt 0.22 gccio is muchS Agair orlded down Watsnj nd theite onfr gew as wrappe

for uroe of~ coprsn the~ dat ofzz -rch
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TABLE 2Detonation Velocity of Low-Density Nitrocellulose/Nitroglycerine Charges

System s NC/NG Confinement Foam Explosive I DetonaonSytm No. Wt Density, Densit7, Velocity ,

Ratio Typea I.D., cm g/cc g/cc mm/pusec

Foamed NC/t4G 133 50/50 PMMA 2.54 0.255 0.191 Unstable
147 50/50 Steel 5.08 .134 .121 0.68
150 50/50 Steel 5.08 .173 .118 .42
148 50/50 Steel 5.08 .103 .083 .62146 50/50 Steel 5.08 .103 .074 .72
149 50/50 Steel 5.08 0.130 .057 job

NC/NG Mixttue 130 97/3 PMMA 2.54 - .191 2.6
131 87/13 PMMA 2.54 - .J91 2.6
132 77/23 PIAMA 2.54 - .191 2.7
138 00/40 PMM" 2.54 - .225 2.74

FiberousNC '84 -100/0 Aluminum 7.62 .174 2.51

ExpanAded NC 106 100/0 PMMA 2.54 - .252 1.88
104 100/0 PMMA 2.54 .141 2.31
105 100/0 PMMA 2.54 - 0,104 2.07

apMt1,: ia an abbreviation for polyrnethyl methacrylate. Wall thicknesses ,vere approxi-
bnately 6 mmr.
Average velocity over erntire length of charge.

witp plastic electrical tape. The end of the Re s the initial gage resistance, 470

Spolyethylene cylinder was brought into contact ohms,
with a small piece of hot glass lying on a hot-
plate. This heat caused the polyethylene to Ri is the lIne resistance, 1.14 ohms.
flow, thereby sealing In the resistor and provid.
ing a smooth surface on the enz of the poly- If the line resistance, Re, is negligible, Eq. (7)
ethylene cylinder. Then the gage and piece ofS~~easily reduces to the .qluation quotedL.by Watson
glas- were quenched in water, and this farili-
tated a clean separatiot, of the gage from the (5). The oscilloscope rec.;'ds that were oh-
glass. The final step was to dry the g",ge under tained were very similar to those shown by
vacuum in a desiccator for several hours. Ribovich et al (6).

The circuit to monitor the gage . esistance
under shock loading is shown in Fig. 5. The Calibration of the Gage
decrease in resistance of the gage causes an
increase in current flow through the circuit, The calIbration of the carbon resistor
which manif'ats itself as an in.:rease In the pressu, e gage was accomplished by firing the
voltage drop across the current sampling re- experimental arrangements depicted in Fig. 6.
sistor, RL. If Ek is the Initial amplitude of the The essential feature oa these set-ups was that
voltage pulse increase appearing across the the Chapmax-Jouguet (Co) properties of the ex-
resistor, RL, the minimum gage resistance is plosives -nd Hugoniots of the inert materials
given by: were well i!.ough known that the pressure in-

duced in polyethylene or polystyrene could be-
E RLRt, - Ep(R* Rc -R RL 7~) calculate& reliably. The calibration shots In-
_____n_(L * R€ )(RL _ ) (7) cluding gage pressures and measured minimumEARL Eg(RL R,- Ro) gage resistances ar'- summarized in Table 3 for

the gages fabricated from polyethylene and in
where Table 4 for the gages fabricated from poly-

styrene. It is noted that the latter gage was
SE is the battery potenti&a, calibrated orly in the low prepsure region.
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#an

OICILLOtC*Pt

Fig. 5 - Circuit for monitoring gage resistance
under shock loading

ELECTRIC
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"tESISTOR P[SSUft AsE.

Fig. 6 - Experimental arrangements for cdli-
bration of the carbon resistor pressure gage

TABLE 3
Calibration of Carbon Resistor-Polyethylene Pressure Gage

DesiyGage Minimum ReciprocalExplosive g/e Attenuator Pressure, Resistance. Resistar.e,
kilobars ohms (ohms)-'

A-8 "Detasheet" 1.55 1 PNiMA 142.8 24,9 0.04016

A-8 "Detasheet' 1.55 Aluminum 111.1 29.3 .03413

A-8 "Detasheet" 1.55 Brass 65.0 37.3 .02681

Loose UETN I0.60 P' PMMA 33.1 47.2 .02119

Lcose PETN 0.60 Aluminum 5.1 88.2 .01134

___ ___J ____ 0 i 470 0.00213

TýTe A "Detasheet" conlains 85% P"•'N. particle velocity of both densities were obtained
Incependent verification of the delonatl c_- from Cook (7 ;, who presents extensive calcula-
"ity of both this "'Detasiheet" and the lo o, tions or the detonation state of PETN. The gage
of 0.60 -/cc yielded values to wlthia b ti Inese pressures were calculated graphically by utillz-
predicted b) Ctok (2). The C-.T pressure ing the hydrodynamic property that pressure and
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TABLE 4

FL Calibration of Carbon Resistor-Po'ystyren? 1Pi assure Gage

p i DGage Minimum Reciprocal
Explosive Density Attenuator Pressure. Resistance. Resistance.g/cc kilobars ohms (ohms) 1

Loose PETN 0.60 PMMA 38.1 104.0 0.00962

jI -- -- 0 465 0.00215

particle velocity are continucus across an in- Ise , ,,

wa.ve has passed. The curves for the reflected
snock Hugoniot and isentrope of the explosive
reaction products were plotted from the equa-
tinms derived by Deal (8): the Hugoniots for
brak and aluminum were obtained from Walsh r
et al (9): thE Hugoniot of PMMA was obtained t
from Reynolds and Seay (10) and Liddiard (11):;
the Hugoniot of polyethylene was obtained from
Bert et al (12Y, finally that for polystyrene was
obtained from Rinehart (13) a-d a Sandia Labo-
ratories drawing (14). The various cross-
curves for the inert materials were drawn with " so- S.EPLETHYL.NE
the usual assumption that the cross-curve it
a mirror image reflection around its Hugoniot.

The data for gage pressure as a function of
gage minimum resistance fit two equations ofthe type a _•..•_.•.__

0 .010 .020 .030 .040 .050
y - n o* /x . IRip RECIPROCAL OHMS

This can be shown by rectifying the data. i.e.. Fig. 7 - Rectified calibration data
by plotting gage pressure versus recriprocel for the carbon resistor pressure
resistance from the data in Tables 3 and 4. gage.
This has been done in Fig. 7. and two slopes
are evident for the polyethylene gages. Least
squares analyses of the rectified data yield the
following two rela.ionships for the low resist- 0 - 0 (10)
ance, high pressure and high resistance, low R,,, 1 . R. 10(10)
pressure regions, respectively, for polyethylene:

p . 5848 - 90.8 , R 17.? ohms (8) Calculation of Pressures for LowR,.( Density Charges

1738 4.0 . R in 47.2 o 9) Table 5 presents the calculation of gage
'I4n pressure, the pressure in the PMMA attenuator

(Fig. 1). and the detonation pressure for those
where low densIty systems for which gag records

were obtained. The gage pressures are plotted
P is the gage prcssure in kilobars as a function of eplosive density in Fig. 8. For

the foamed PETN. the least squat.,,s equation

l- y,,. is in ohuts, of the gage pressur.,-density relationship .o
giver by.

For the polystyrene gages, the calibration
equation in the ':,* pressure region is: r P -3.0 - 10S.09 a, 248.06 o (11)

- = -_- -%- -
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TABLE 5
Calculation of Detonaton Pressure ior Low-Density Explosive Systems

Test Explosive Foam Minimum Gage Gage MM Detonation
System No. Density, Density. Resistance, Pressure,d Pre:ssure. Pressure,

g/cc g/cc ohms kbars kbars kbars

Foamed PETN 72 0.176 0.136 274 7.6 8.0 4.8

Foamed PETN 87 A33 .175 282 7.1 7.5 -6 .I01 .086 331 4.4 4.9-

68 .058 0.087 381 2.4 2.9 -

Expanded NC 106 .252 - 264 8.3 8.6 4.8
104 .141 - 326 4.6 5.1 2.8
105 .104 - 399 1.8 2.2 1.2

97/3 NCiNG 130 .191 - 94.5 14.4 18.2 -

87/13 NC/NG 131 .191 - 81.7 17.3 20.9

77/23 NC/NG 132 .191 - 87.8 15.8 19.5

60/40 NC/NG 138 0.225 - 74.0 19.5 23.4

aGage pressure was calcalated from Eqs. (9) or (10) in text.

•'l-. . . ' . . . ' ' ' '•r j Pe (13)
LE49ND c 2 E.Ntj PH

o0 o IHP TN(FOAMED)
A EXPANDED NITROCELLULOSE where

=to P.j is the detonation or Chapman-Jouguet
pressure.

-0 e Pm is the pressure 4nduced in the PMMA
S/ ,attenuator

' I '1v is the shock velocity in the PMMA

attenuator.

. D is the detonation velocity of the explo-
0 .tO .20 .30

EXPLOSIVE DENSITY. 9/CC A0 is the initial density of the charge,
here assumed to be the sum of explo-

Fig. 8 - Gage pressures produ:t:J by sive and foam densities.
detonation of foamed FETN and ex-
panded nitrocellulose ch.irges. (Gages is the initial density of the PMMA
were fabricated from polystyrene.) attenuator.

No difficulty waui encoamtered when Eq. (13)
and for ,he expanJed nitrocellulose the rela- was applied to the aata for the foamed PETN at
tionship is: 0.176 g/cc and for the expanded nitrocellulose

P1charges. However. when thi3 equation was ap-
P - -10.3 - t45.95 ) plied to the foamed PETN at 0.133 g/cc and

lower, solutions were obtained that have no
where P is in killbars and r* is in g/cc. The physical reality; the predicted Chapman-Jouwaet
detonation pressures in Table 5 were calculated conditions by this method yielded particle ye-
from the Impedance mismatch equation: locities that were In excess of the measured
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TABLE 6
Summary of Calculated Chapman-Jouguet Condittons for

LoW Density Explosive Systemsa

IniPtrticl
yt Shot Explosive Foam CJ CJ Particle

Denttm Density, Density, Pressure. Velocity ZSytm No. Density -

g/cc g/cc g/cc kbars mm/jPsec

Foamed PETN 72- 0.176 0.136 0.420 4.8 0.63 2.89j

Expandcd 106 .252 - .550 4.8 .84
104 .141 - .223 2.8 .85 1.72
105 0.104 - 0.141 1.2 0.54 2.84

aDetotr.ation velocities are quoted in Tables I and 2.

detonation velocities. In the case of the NC/NG impedance far in excess of 0.025 g/psec cm 2,
mixtures, the particle velocities did not exceed which is !he approximate impedance of the low
the detonation velocities, but were much too high density foamed explosive. The goal, of course,
to be believable. is to utilize witness materials that have shock

impedances of the same order of magnitude as
The calculated Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) con- those of the explosive being evaluated. It ap-

ditions are summarized in Table 6 for these pears that a thorough study of the shock prop-
systems that had realistic calculated values. erties of polyurethane foams would provide the
The polytropic exponent v was calculated from ultimate solution to the problem of determining
tl:e relations;ap the detonation pressure of Iou density explo-

sives. B- proper selection oL densities, foamed
systems having the desired values of shock im-

-- - I pedance could be developed and utilized as wit-
ne-ss materials.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE "AQUARIUM TECHNIQUE" AS A

PRECISION DETONATION PRESSURE MEASUREMENT GAGE
J. K Rigdon and 1. B. Akst

AMason & Hanger - Silas Mason Co., acM.
- -Amarillo, Texas

"ABSTRACT

Several analytical approaches have been applied to evaluate the cx-
perimental shock wave data obtained from "Aquarium Technique" ex-
periments. Ten explosive- were tested. The detonation pressure values
obtained were in good agreement -with those of explosively driven metal
plate experiments. andi serve to illustrate this method's relative sirn-
nlicity, low cost, and precisian. Detonation pressure as a function of
harge length was apparently observed.

INTRODUCTION - the incidern presaure or detonation press.re
may be derived.

The experimental measurement of shock
wave pressures characteristic of most detonat- Aquarium test pres-,ure values are very
ing solid explosives is typically expensive, dif- sensitive to errors in determining the trans-
ficult, and generally problematicaL Although mitted shock velocity, and for that reason cal-
there is currently a number of pressure mneas- culation of detonation pressure in this manner
urement schemes which are considered to be has tended to be less favorable than some other
state-of-the-art (1), these methods are often methods. Arguments against the technique ap-
elaborate. sophistica:ed. and costly to a point pear to be the uncertainties involved in arriving
that discourages widespread regular u.age. at the initial transmitted shock wave velocity.

There is a continuing need. especially in Probably the most precise method for deto-
the evaluation of new explosive formulations, nation pressure measurement currently in use
for a relatively simple, comparatively inexpen- is the measurement of free surface velocity of
sive, yet dependable detonation pressure meas- metal plates (5). Analysis techniques for deter-
urement gage. Recognizing this need. we have mining the free surface velocity of explosively
attempted to reevaluate one method which has driven, impedance matched. metal plates over
already enjoyed long usage, but one which we short d;stances prove to be much less Involved
feel has not had its full camabilitles- and there- than the aquarium technique. The metal plate
fore its wider applicability - firmly established, experiments are much more difficult to perform.
This method is most commonly known as the Also, as is pointed out in Rcf. (5), Wiikins (6).
aquarium technique (2-4). Lambourn and Hartley N), and Petrone (8) have

indicated there are some uncertainties asso-
The task of !he user of the aquarium tech- ciated with the free surface velocity technique

nique for detonation pressure measurements is or its interpretation. as have Veretennike",
the determinat.on of--to the maximum degree Dremin, et al (9). and Craig (10).
of precision pe.'=ittr J by camera records - the

:1 velocity of the shock transmitte-d into the water Detonation pressures determined via '.e
immediately at the explusive/water interface. aquarium technique bAve characteristically been
From this shock parameter. the magnitude of below the accepted publist.hd nominal values

This work done under the auspicer oi the U.S. Atomic Ene:rgy Commission.

lrIIug pae blink
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from other methods, especially in the early de- diameter, 19 cm focal length !ens which was
velopment of the technique. To a large degree, centered with the optical axis and the output
this seems to relate primarily to the lack of surface of the test sample, and attached to the
adequate treatment of the space-time (R - t) outside surface of b',. glass wall. This system
data, from the streak camera records, iLe., a resulted in significantly improved streak
sufficiently "good" analytical fit to the experi- camera records as opposed to argon bomb
mental data for differentiation and solution for light sources.
interface velocity condiions. For this reason,
one of our principal concerns has been the meth- Considerable care was exercised in the
ods of numerical analysis by which the Initial alignment of the shots within the optical sys-
or "jump-off" velocity could best be deduced tern. Tilted shots, i.e., shots whose cylindrical
from aquarium test data, arid from which reli- axis -'as not perpendicular to the optical system
abie detonatC on pressure values could be gen- axis. produced a double trace effect which sern-
erated from single (or small sample) shot ex- ously changed the pressure results.
periments. We have, based on the exhaustive
work of other investigators, implicity assumed Alignment was accomplished by replacing
the validity and applicability of the impedance the EBW L£g't source with a mercury vapor
match method for calculation of detonation point light source. The point source was 1o-
pressure. czted at the focal point of the condenser lens on

'•he aquariumn to produce a beam of parallel
light. The entire aquarium was then adjusted

EXPERIMENTAL such that the parallel beam was centered about
the axis of the optical system. Final adjustment

Th2 existence of a large quantity of accepted of the test sample -- by three leveling screws -
pressure data for most common explosives has was then made until a straight shadowgraphic
given us the opportunity to better evaluate the image of the output surface of the charge was

- - gSvev9--analytical approaches as-well as the observed on the streak camera slit plate. The
total experiment. PBX 9404, (94/3/3 HMX/ position of the point source-was-noted; the EBW
nitrocellulose/tris-1-chloroethyl phosphate) backlight source was then located at that poini,
whose detonation pressure has been heavily re- for the test.
searched (although there is still some disparity
as to what its steady state pressure actually is) The streak camera records obtained were
was chosen for "calibration" of the aquarium generally of high quality, A typical sample is
experiment. The detonation pressure, Pd,, of shown in Fig. 2. All shots were fired at mag-
PBX 9404 is nominally considered to be about nification of about 1:1 and at camera writing
372 t 5 kbars. rate of 5.0 mm/psec.

The experiments consisted of aquarium
testing ten explosives in right cirealar cylinder ANLYSIS AND RE Is
geometry. All specimens were 2.2 cm in diam-
cter. The lengths tested were 1.27, 2.54, 5.08, The mt( .. ,r -.4t of transmitted shock ve-
and 11.4 cm for the PBX 9404 and 11.4 cm only locity into water permits one to ascertain, by
for the remaining explosives tested. use of the water Hugontot equation-of-state, the

Test samples were carefully prepared a associated particle velocity for the shock.
There has been considerable work done to de-assembled for firing as shown in Fig. 1. All velop the shock properties for water (3, 12-14).

shois were Initiate.d with P-40 (- 10 cm diam-eter) plane wa-ve generators (ý.utput pressure We have used the Rice-Walsh equation because
eter 1 lane was). ges sdnerators maimizputpres e it is prbably the most comprehensive effort and

S14C~ kbars). This was done to maximize the because Papetti and Fujisaki (15), in a separate
onu-dimensionality of the output waves and to theoretical study, thoroughly evaluated and fur-
avoid any overdriving of the detonation in the

purposes of extrapolating it to higher pressures.

The Rice-Walsh equation was reported (Ref. 12)
The charges were immersed in distilled in the form:

water in commercially available glass walled
aquariums. Shadowgraphic backlighting was U, - 1.483 = 25.306 torlo( i * UrS. 190)
provided by exploding bridgewires in an atmos-
phere of liquid Freon (11). The Freon has the Where U, and tbp are shock and particle velocity
effect of improving the quantity of light as well respectively in kir./sec. By doing a second
as the usef[l life of the source. The EBW's order polynomial regression fit to their U, - Up
were positioned at the focal point of a 12.7 cm data, a much more easily used functional
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II
P-40 PWI. ard Wet.

ft ~~~~Leveling Screw$ ro u n

SCondenser Bridgewire

• .rron u 4.d

SLens •

I

• ; I.I

Explosive Test L Glassi allcO AquariumSamle

Fig. I - Typical aquarium test setup for measuring
detonation pressure

Fig. 2 Typical streak camera trace iltistrating type recordE used
for detonation pressure measureme.nt (camera writing rate 5.0
nim/psec. explosive - PBX 9404, d 7.2 c11, L 1!.4 cm)
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relationship was obtained. The quadratic rep- Each streak camera record was analyzed on a
resentation is: Grant comparaior. The time, (t), values were

read and an IBM card punched for successive
S. 3.025 mm increments in the space direction (R)

Up -. 607 t .372 Us .0283 UV .2 for a total of 21 mm. The process was then re-
peated for a total distance of about 35-40 mm

Values computed via this form differ by less in .250 mm increments.
than 1/2• from the above Rice-Walsh equation
• over the range of interest. Photographic enlargements (- 40X) on

SHaving determined values for shock and paper were made of the jump-off region and

particle velocity, one may easily compute the graphicall, analyzed to determine the slope of'he trace. Although the calculated results fromI ~ ~~~transmitted pressure with the familiar coniser- htrc.Ahogteeacledestsfm
vation relation: this method were generally good, and therefore

recommended for "quick" evaluations, the re-
suits were somewhat sensitive to the experience

P1 -P pOPUPU• of the analyst. For this reason, we have not in-

The impedance match equation was th, n luded these data in this paper.
used to calculate the incident or detonation
pressure. The impedance equation is: The second method attempted -and prob-

ably the most commonly used -was one through
tenth degrees polynomial regression fits. Poly-

P= P 'p°U .- -HED] noml.al best fits, R = f(t), at first appeared to
-- 2poU1  j be ideal, e.g.. easily differentiated and solved

for t = 0 to obtain the initial transmitted : hock
where ve!iciLy. But in general, high order polynomials

failed to yield good results. Table I serves to
P= incident or detonation pressure illistrate the point. Ref-rring to Table 1, it can

bc seen that for the two shots presented, the
Pt = transmitted pressure "goodness of fit" to the P - t values improves

with increasir.g degree of pciynomial, as one
= initial density of the water would expect. This, howevei, does not h.sure

better velocity results upon differentiation and
D detonation velocity solution at t = 0; in fact, the opposite is usually

the case. There was no obvious or reliable cri-
U= transmitted shock velocity terion for selecting the degree of polynomial

which would yield the best results, An invehsl--
initial density of the explosive. gator using this approach would find it very dif-

ficult to decide which is the most nearly correct
velocity value from tests of an unknuwn explo-

ANALYTICAL CURVE FITS sive. T•"' tendency of polynomials. as the de-
gree increases, to try to pass through all the

Initially we attempted five-separate methods read values, causes the derivatives to behave
to obtain the desired transmitted shock velocity, less and less like the actual physical decay of
They were: the shock with time. Quadratic fits to slowly

decaying shocks such as occur with larger ex-
1. Graphical fits to the first few mm of pl. sive charg~es produce reasonable results, but

trace motion by drx.aing straight lines not without a potential for error larger than one
on 40X photographic enlargements. is usually satisfied with.

2. Polynomial regression fits from one The third approach taken was the least
through tenth degree to about 35-40 mm squares fitting of a straight I' -e to the first
of trace motion. 2 mm of shock travel. This method is of course

based on the assumption that the shock Velocity
3. Polynomial regression fits -degree is constant over the 2 mm or the deceleration

one -to the first 2 mm of trace motion, for that distance is zero. This assumption
proved to be quite good, especially with the

4. The combination of an exponential and longer charges which produce more slowly de-
linear function. caying shock waves in the water. The use of

the first 2 mm of shock Xravel for linear fits is
5. The combination of an arc tangent and easily the most e.xpcdlnt of all the methods

linear function, attempted. The success of this methoe, however,

2A
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TABLE I R1(C, t N and R(O) = 0, then by successive in-
Velocity Pressure Data (Determined by Poly- tegration, R z A1C4

(e'k2t - 1) 1 (N2 f AK- 2 )t.
nomial Regression Method for Ist Through Rewriting this equation and combining the con-
10th Degree Polynomials for TNT and LX-10) stants, one gets the general form of what we

have called curve fitting Model I, or:
Dc?- Stand-ee U Correlation ard Pdt

(cm/psec) Coefficient Error (kbar) R r At +At + A3 VA't
Fit l of Est.

The constrzint imposed by the aboveTNT boundary conditions that the curve passes
(Pdlt -199 kbar) through the origin at t = 0 has been removed

in Model I by addition of the constant, A, in
1 .515 .99936655 .54065 168 order to further increase the versatility of the
2 .581 .99C.35576 .14320 213 model.
3 .540 .99999778 .03216 184
4 .544 .99999790 .03136 187 The Model 1 ,quation was fitted to each of
5 .566 .99099925 .01881 202 the R - t data sets, The A's are constants
6 .571 .99999928 .01851 206 determined by computer after force fitting the
7 .583 .99999938 .01724 214 curves to three data points (first, middle, and
8 .584 .99999938 .01728 214 last) followed by subsequent refinement through
9 ,600 .99999943 .01651 227 su.!cessive iterations until convergence to
!0 .600 .999999430 .01660 227 within 'the desired limits Is attained. Shock

velocity values are then computed by differen-
LX-10 tiation of the resulting equation for any desired
-(Pdt 370 kbar) t value within the range of the data.

1 .653 .99986350 .16939 347 The last of the above mentioned techniques
2 .692 .99998572 .05492 388 was developed from observation of computer
3 .X64 .99999695 .02546 358 plots of P - t data sets. Examination oa plots
4 .649 .99999793 .02106 343 of incremental slopes as a function of time,
5 .649 .99999793 .02113 343 •R/At v3 t, had behavior sim.Har to a special-
6 .C60 .99999803 .02079 354 ized form of a "Witch of Agnesi" curve. The
7 .868 .9P,990826 .01952 381 characteristics of the larger shots, namely a
8 .724 .99999883 .01769 422 very slow initial decay, followed by a region of
9 .163 .99999877 .01653 466 faster decay, which subsequently leveled off to

10 .769 .99999877 .01656 473 practically constant velocity, indicated that in-
--- tegration of a form:

is contingent upon very high quality streak R' - 8A211
camera results at the jump-off portimn of the 4A
trace, and the early portion of streak camera
records for this type teat is often the most would yield a general equation having properties
troublesome. This fact promoted us to examine similar to the R - t data. The c~nstants A and
other approaches which would allow use of an B, are the m w" and minor axis of an ellipse,
order of magnitude more of the streak trace and C represesil the almost constant value of
by taking advantage of the improved shadow- velocity attained after the shoe'. has propagated
graphic effect produced after the shock wave some distance.
began to have some slight curvature. The one-
dimension'lity assumptions are increasingly Integration of this equation p'oduced the
"affected as-the system becomes more dver- Model III curve fit of the general form:
gent; however, here we are orly interested in
matching an equation to the actual shock decay
characteristics for purposes of solution for in- R A~t . 4A1A2 tw(°(t!2A1 )
terface conditions.

Model Ill wa- fitted to each of theR- tR
On the assumption that the acceleration of data sets; the constants being determined in

the shock weve in the water decayed in some the same manner as with Model I.
exponential manner with time, we proceded to
develop a curve fitting model with that charac- Velocity-pressure values from the last
teristic behavior (16). If R'( t) -- *-k+• three methods described above were the most
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buccessful. These data are presented in Tables 0 St. Line N t
2 and 3. Table 2 summarizes the PBX 9494 1.00 Oodsl !it

data. Referring to Table 2, the straight line fit A lde1 I rI ir-

appears t.) offer the best precision followed by Pdet
the Model I, then the Model II1. The straight 0 O
line fit seems to show an effect of charge length n40
on detonation pressure. Considering only the
straight line fit averages, the 1.27 and 2.54 cui

shots are 5.8% below the nominal; the 5.08 cm -
shots are 3% below, while the 11.4 cm values A

agree with the nominal within < 1%. A

.The 1The mean pressures given in Table 2 are o 2 4 1 •

shown in Fig. 3 in a plo, of the ratio of the Explosive Charge iength (cmr.)
measured pressure, to the nominal pressure as
a function of charge length. A "best fit by eye" Fig. 3 - Ratio of ekperimentally meas-
curve has been drawn through the data toroughly ured pressure ta nornina! detonation
indicate the capabilities of the technique as de- pressure ar t function of char'ge length
termined by these er:perimentS,

Table 3 includes the velocity-pressure data
for the nine other explosives tested. Since the for density by AP/.p - 9.5 kbar/mg/cc from
11.4 cm PBX 9404 charges produced the best P - D2*4, the straight line fit values are within
results- best agreement with nominal detopra- 1% or less for all explosives for which there
tion p.. e•s•re -that length was chosen as the are comparative data, except for TNT and 50/50
rtan4•rd fo-" the remaining explosives. Where Pentolite, where the differences art: 4% and ?%,
the data were available, the detonaticn pressure respectively. It should be noted here that an
as aetv. mined by L RL's "Standard Test for error of fixed size in the measurement of initial
Detoiation Pressure Measurement" (5) are also transmitted shock velocity will result in a pro-
pr, ented for comprison. For the most part, portionately greater error in Pd t at lower
there is very good agreement; when ncrmallzed pressuresthan at higner ones simply because

TABLE 2

P13X 9404 Aquarium Test Results (All Charges 1 = 7.2 cm)

Transmitted Shock Measured Detonation Average Detonation

Vei., U, Pressure, Pd-t Pressure P,,,.
Charge Density Det. Vel.* (cm/Mse:) (kbar) (kbar)
Length (g/cc) (cm/gsec) I -tSt Line1eModeliModel

Cm S. Line I M St. LinelModel Model St, Line ModeliModel

2mm Fit I-i

1,'7 1.846 .T 8 .659_ .69mm,9 35 34 ,

:.4 184 .882 j.658 . .6.6 5 351__ 26m3m5 '3:0 346

I II I III

2.54 1.843 .881 .658 .657 .640 350 350 332*~: es 6i ~ 35f 351 357 342

,.OB I 1.544 I 80 .669 .663 .659 360 355 350" "54 1.643 b881 I .672 .671 .685 364 364 377 361 357 357

"5-09 1.845 .882 .668 ..658 .649 360 351 343

"L;844 .882 .677 .680 .694 370 373 384 370 369 377:t0 .844 .h32 .676 .671 .677 1369 364 310

-Dt n-tion vlocities calculated from Dý 36 i, ÷ .Z1 76.

Model I: R A At A3eAlt

Model Ill: R r A3t + 4AAa tanm1(t!2A1 )
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TABL)E 3
Single Shot Results for Ten Explosi'es (All Charges d 7.2 cm, L = 11,4 cm)

I Transmitted Shock Meassrcd Detonation

-vI., Uý Pressure, P.., LRL Values1

" Den- Dei. Vel.
Explosive s cD e ) W t. Li 4e -(g/!cc) FSt. Line St. L ine lt e

cS lde l Mo el Model Modei j Den- Det.

Fit M I II Fit 1 1.11 sity Vel.

P-m 2,mm Ibar)
MIX 9404a 1.844 .881 .677 .676 .686 370 77 1.846 .882 375
TNTp 1.638 .692 .561 .553 20 9[,32.9 9

Pentolite2-p 1.644 .752 .618 .624 [.630 257 262 250 1.644 .?52 252

3312

-Comp. B3' 1.729 .798 .641 .637 .647 297 294 302 1. 72 3 .800 300

LX-04-14 1.858 .846 .654 .688 A60l 338 372 344 1.867 .848 345

SLX-075 1.850 .859 .694 .684 .694 381 .370 r"i - -

_X.096 1.861 .802 .62 682 .6821 354 372 S.. - - -

_ _ -9JCyclotolO-c 1.757 .830 .644 .659 .663 312 325 333 1.760 .80316

R.X-II-AY9 1.876 .625 .540 .639 .541 190 19187 191

'Values determined by the LRL "Standard Test for
Detonation Pressure Measurement" (Ref. 5) Model I: R-- Al + A2 t 4 A3At

250/50 PETN!TNT average PETN particle size 10
360/40 RDXITNT Model IIl: R A3t s 4A:A2 tw-'n(t'2A1 )
4 85/15 HMX/Viton
-5901i0 HMX/Viton aAverage of two shots
ý93.3/4.Z/2.5 HMX/DNPA/FEFO PP.ressed
'95/5 HMX/Viton *Model lUI failed to conv•,age to a solution
872:2 flUX/TNT cc-let
9HMX/Potz.v 7ium Perchlorate Formulation

it is a larger proportion of the absolute trans- and to some extent the 5.05 cm shotd appears
mitted sh3ck velocity, to be real but is not explained. The analytical

precision seems to be somewhat enhanced when
the records are prodaced by charges on the

CONCLUSIONS order of at least 10 cm long.

Clearly, the aquarium technique is capable AquarJem tes, space-time streak camera
of yielding good detonatiots pressure data. The
experiments performed and the results cttained shadowgr.tphs from explosive charges of this
show that it is feasible to use the aquarium magnitude are well suited to the anaysls
teche~que on a nonstatistical experimental schemes we have tested. For the numerical
basis, analysis techniques attempted, the fo.lowing

conclusions are made:
The cost of a test was generally much lower a. Graphical [its to paper photcgraphic

than our ce4t !or a metal plate free surface ve- enlargements o ther camelocity experim~ent and the technique has theelrg ensotesrekc ea
records are recommended only for a

added petentiai of collocting uspful shock data first order analysis.
at distances from the HE/water interface.

b. One throutgh tenth degree polynomial re-
Gc-nr ageeen-znt between nominal and nas- gression fits, although generally. a rou-

ured pressure values was obtained for the 7.2 tine exercise in curve fitting, can pro-
cm diameter, 11.4 cm long charges. The dis- duce erroneous results if one selects
crepancy In the rt..ults for the L = 1.27, 2.54. the, degree to be used by the normal

•zz
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"goodness of fit" criteria, i.e., corre- Calculaw ions in High Explosive Research, _
lation coefficient and standard error of Proceedings of Fourth Symposium on Det-
estimate, etc. onation, ACR-126, U. S. Government Prin!-

ing Office, p. 519. 1965.
c. Straight line fits to about the first 2 mm

os t6e shock travel produces good results 7. B. D. Lambourn and J. E. Hartley, The
with large charges providing the record Calculation of the Hydrodynamic Behavior
qujaity in that region is very good and of Plane Oae-Dimensionfl Explosive/Metal
sufficiently large magnification is used Systems, Proceedings of Fourth Symposium
in periuri,,.mce of the experiment, on Detonation, AC R-126, U.S. GovernmentSPrinting Office, p. 539, 19e5.

d. The alternate methods examined, while
conIsiderably more involved, take 2'l- 8. F. J. Petrone, Validity of Classical Deto-
vantage of much more of the trace :e- nation Wavie Structure for Condensed Ex-
corded in a typical aquarium type ex- plosives, Phys. Fluids 11, p. 1473, 1968.
perimmt. Velocity-pressure values
derived by these methods were gencrally 9. V. A. Veretennikov, A. N. Dremin, 0. K.
good; perhaps these or similar functions Rozanov, and K. K. Shvedov, Applicability
can eventually be made to more closely of Hydrodynamic Theory to the Detonation
approximate the actual physical decay of of Condensed Explosives, Combustion, Ex-
the shock in water. plosion, and Shock Waves, Vol. 3, No. 1,

pp. 1-5, 1967.
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EFFECTS OF PRECOMPRESSION UPON THE DETONATION

PROPERTIES OF LIQUID AND SOLID EXPLOSIVES
W. H. Andersen, L. Zernow, A. L. Mottet. Jr., and R. % Randall

Shock Hydrodynamics Incorporated
Sker•an Oaks, California 91403

ABSTRACT

A derivation of the detonation equations that includes the Ambient
charge pressure is given, based on the Grurnisen state equation. The
solution of these equations indicates that for relatively small ambient
charge pressures, the detcnation properties (e.g., detonation velocity)
are essentially the same as if the explosive were merely initially at
the charge density produced by the pressure. As the ambient cha-ge
pressure ia increased sufficiently, however, the detonation velocity and
pressure decrease from the values expected on the basis of charge
density only. Exc•rimental studies of the effects of ,mbient hydro-
static pressure on the detonation velocity of nitromethane, Composition
C-3 and HBX explosives are described. Hydrostatic pressures up to
90,000 psi for nitromethane. and b0,000 psi for the solid explosives
were employed. Charge densities were obtained from charge pressures
using the Tzit equation. The resulting detonation velocity vs charge
density correlations for the various explosives %%ere linear, indicating
dhat the only apparent influence of charge pressure in this pressure
range was in increasing ch.arge density.

INTRODUCTION However, ambient pressure is not ordinarily

included as a parameter In the hydrodynamic-
The experimental ideal detonation velocity thermodynamic equations that are used to de-

of a solid explosive charge at atmospheric scribe the detonation properties.
pressure usually Increases linearly with in-
crease in the loading density of the charge. up In this paper a derivaticn of the detonation
to the crystal density of the explosive. A stttdy equations that includes the ambient pressure is
with liquid nitromethane in which the density first presented. based on the Gruneisen stat'?
was varied over a relatively small range by equation. The equations are then solved In
tmeans of the ambient temperature also showed order to elucidate the general effects of the pre-
a linear relationship (1). The static pre- pressurization of an explosive on its detonation
pressurization of an explosive prior to its det- properties. A comprehensive experimental
onatlon would increase the charge density above investigation of the effects of hydrostatic pres-
the crystal density of the explosive, and simul- sure upon the detonation velocity of n.ttomethane
tancously store compressional (pressure- and two solid expiosives is then described, and
volume) energy in the explosive. If the pro- the results discussed in terms of the d&rived
prcssurization were conducted dynamically theory.
there would in addition be thermal energy im-
p'-rted to the explosive, and possibly also kinetic
(mass flow) energy, depending on the manner in DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
which the explosive was dynamically precom-
pressed. State Equation

The effects of ambient pressure on the det- The Mie-Gruneisen equation for solids is
on-tion properties of a condensed explosive used to describe the state properties of the
charge are ot interest for a variety of reasons, detonation products since at high densities all

67
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molecular degrees of freedom become vibra- Rankine. Hugoniot Equation
tional in nature. Early studies by Jones (2) in-
dicated that this equation may give a valid de- The Rankine-Hugtoniot (RH) equation is
scription of the state properties of detonation given in a completely general form by (4)
gases at high densities, and studies in several
laboratories over the past few years have dem- E E, (E -*) - (EO - E*,) - (E* - E•)
onstrated this approach to be valid. The Mie- 0 -i a (

Gruneisen equation is given by (7)

P - GEtV -v 21dV(1

P, V. E, are pressure, n'olar volume and .ntero The E's are internal energies, the subscripts i

nat thermal energy of the detonation products. and o denote the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) state
and G is the Gruneisen parameter. The poten- and the initial explosive charge conditions, re-
tial energy U between the various vibrating spectively, and the superscript star * denotep

molecular species is assumed to be given by a chosen standard state of pressure and tem-

the Morse potential, i.e.. perature. Choose the standard state to be 1 atm
pressure, and normal roomtemperature (293°K).
Then (E*- EV) - Q, where Q is the normal (con-U - D, exp [- 2a,(R -Re))
ventional) heat of detonation. The total internal(2) energy Li is the sum of the thermal energy and

-2D, exp - R- ] the molecular interaction potential energy, i.e..

D, is the average sublimation (dissociation)
energy of the gaseous products at O0K, a• is the EI = ' U (8)

Morse potential parameter, R, is the average
internuclear distance between the gaseous dei- c, is the constant-volume he-- car.acity at T,

onation products at the minimum In the potential Note that Eqs. (4) and (8) satisfy the require-onationn prouct therhodynamicuconnistencytential
energy, and R is the average internuclear dis- ment for thermodynamic consistency, i.e.,
tance betweei the gaseous detonation products
at any molar volume V. where T2 Z(PTOV

IT (9)
R - (V-NC) 1  (3)

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) and recall-
N is Avogadro's number. C is the lattice con- Ing that U' = 0. i.e.. the ;-tential energy of a
stant, and v c xf. whe:'e M is the average low density gas is zero. gives
molecular weight of the gaseous detonation
products and P is the density of the gaseous C,(T - 293) U - [Cv,(T, - 2931
products. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), and re-
placing E. by 3RIT, where T is absolute tern- 1
perature and It is the gas constant, gives the (U" - Q (P P.)
state equation for the detonation products

(10)
P J 3G p* t RT - K21 3E (I-E) (4)

E, is the average heat capacity between T and
Dn : r(a 2930K. Equation (10) is valid for either zero

K la 2Dnk• 3: k 'NC), 3]• (5a) or finite initial charge pressure, i.e., for either
normal or compressed explosive charges. The
terms in the brackets account for an7 devialtion

:XP[-.1iR - R•)] • ;5b) of the Initial charge co.nditions (temperature cr
pressure) from the standard state cmwaditions.
For t'.e detcoatl.'n of a charge under normal

Gruneisen Iarameter (i.e.. standar.a state) conditions the value of the
terms i• :ie brackets is zero. If the explosive

The expreasion used for G was obtained by is compressed dynamically, e.g.. shocked be-
using Eq. (2) with the Dugdale-MacDonald theory fore detonation, it will bt both compressed and
for G which gives (3) heated. In this case the terms in the brackets

are equal to the flugoniot energy of the unre-

2 R 4£ - z ] acted explosive as determined from the Hu-
6 2E- i 6 gonlot curve.s, i.e..
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CP(o - 29.3) - (U.- U) A-%(Hug) (ha)

l po~~l •) : uo2(Ilb)
)2. 2

where u is the particle (mars) velocity of the unreacted explosive, and the subscripts I and o indi-
cates the initial and shocked state, respectively. Thus, the shocked state of the explosive defines the
initial state for the detonation of a preshocked (dynamically precompressed) explosive.

LChapman-Jouguet Equation

The CJ condition is

-- (P-F.) (dP) (12)
Z, (Vo -V) (2v1• (H..g)

The subscript s indicate constant entropy, and Hug indicates along the Hugoniot.

Evaluating Eq. (12) along the Hugonlot gives the CJ equation, i.e.,

LE 4MC vE(I- £) CeV kM4 ' 3(i-2 £) KP op 0EE v (I - E- - E)

'pi.3 3R(4E-) 3R Gp,' 3  3RO P (r, P.)
T -- _,M__( I E-E) (13)

4GE (5p, - 2p) 3RMG 3R Gp1 'J

(4E- 1)' 3(p ) M,

Veiccity Equation.:

The detonation velocity, D, and the particle (mass) velocity, w, are obtained from the usual
hydrodynamic equations, i.e..

+11 

114)

W p D + o (15)

METHOD OF SOLUTION

The detailed solution of the preceding equations for a particular explosive requires that the det-
onation product composition (e.g., H2 0, N2, COl CO2 1 C, etc.) of the explosive be known. The aver-
age values of the various compositional parameters used in the above equations (e.g., D, , atY, R.,
etc.) can then be computed. If a solid such as free carbon is present, its compressed volume must
be subtracted from the total volume to obtain the effective volume available to the gaseous products.
This complication will not be considered here. The exact product composition Is determined by the
various temper.,tre-dependent chemical equiliLrla that must be satisfied, and hence the product
composition is also a variable quantity in the solution of the equations. -'-e evahiation of the equi-
librium compositions (at various charge densities) generally require electronic high speed compu-
tational techniques, due to the tLime-consuming iterative nature of the solution.

In order to Illustrate the general nature of the so•utom of the preceding equations, it is not
necessary to include the effects of an equilibrium product composition, although it is clear that this
"would be required for a detailed calcuation of a specific exphlsive. For the prenent purposes the
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computations have been carried out for RDX The top solid line in Fig. 1 is the com-
explosive assuming a fixed CJ product compo- puted detonation velocity as a function of charge
sition of water, nitrogen and carbon monoxide. density for the explosive charge, assuming no
The values used for D. and a in Eq. (2) to he precompression of the charge. i.e.. P. = 0.
various detonation products were obtairna • The relationship is linear as is usually fowtd
roughly fitting the Grunelsen equation w~tl experimentally. The broken line continuation of
Morse potential to the experimental shock I'i- the solid line corresponds to an extrapolation
goniot data of the detonation products. The ap- of the linear curve above assumed crystal den-
propriate equations are given in Ret. 3. Be- sity (1.8 gm/cc) but the computed solution also
cause the use of a fixed product composition is gives this line for , 0.
highly approximate (large amounts of CO2 andI= C are formed at high charge densities), and the The solid curve at charge densities greater
Hugoniot (its were only rough, the results of the
caculationsthan crystal density corresponds to the corn-t-•-calulaion shuldnot e cnsiere to".'ply puted detonation velocities when the explosive

in detail to RDX. but rather are illustrati.e of cure dation veocitieswen th explos
atpclcondensed explosive, charge has been shock compressed to variousatypical densities greater than crystal density prior to

its detonation. The ctarge therefore has finite
Under conditions of an assumed fixed prod- values of P, at the dic.rcnt densities. The

uct composition, the preceding detonktion equa- curve identifies the pressure at three different
tions are solved for a specified p0 by solving charge densities. These values were obtained
Eqs. (4), (6). (10) and (13) simultaneously to ob- from the shock Hugoniot of RDX (5). However,
tain the values of P. T, D, and G. The values of the mass velocity of the compressed explosive
D and w are then obtained using Eqs. (14)and (15). o in Eqs. (14) and (15) was taken to be zero

in the computations in order to illustrate the
effect of a finite value of P, on the detonation

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS velocity. It is apparent that compressing an
The equations were solved with an elec- explosive to some specified charge density

tronic computer. In performing the cali-ulations greater than crystal density prior to its detona-
the following values were used for the various tion decreases the detonation velocity below
parameters in the equations: M = 24.67 gmi that which would be obtained at the correspond-
mole, • 0.906 gm/cc. Q = 122 -al/gm, a = 108 ing charge density if the charge pressure P0

cm. n, = 8940 cal/mole, ( and t = 0.4 were considered to be zero. The same is like-
cali/jsmK. The computed re ... ... are summa- wise true of detonation pressure, as may be
rized in Table 1, and the detonation velocity be- seen from Table 1, but the differences are less
havior is shown in detail In Fig. 1. pronounced.

TABLE 1
Computed Detonation Properties Using the Gruneisen Equation

P. (gm/cc) P. (kbar) P (gm/cc) G P (kbar) T (KO) D (m/see) w (m/see)

1.0 0 1 1.450 1.231 145 5209 6832 2121
1.2 0 1.704 1.126 188 4820 7282 2155
1.4 0 1.969 1.048 246 4373 7797 2254
!.6 0 2.242 0.986 318 3851 8327 2384
1.3 0 2.521 0.936 403 3253 3851 2530
2.0 0 2.804 0.895 502 2585 9357 2684
2.2 0 3.092 0.859 815 1854 9842 2839
2.4 0 3.383 0.828 740 1068 10300 2994
1.44 20* 1.987 1.043 253 4471 7685 2100
1.62 440 2.190 0.997 313 4415 7998 2083
1.78 74* 2.371 0.962 374 4367 8235 2042
2.22 65t 3.9l?4 0.867 593 2248 9457 2514
2.22 -65 3.2i6 0.845 673 1746 10360 3209
2.27 79 3.018 0.861 620 2187 9502 2424
2.55 157t 3.387 0.828 764 1830 9795 2434
2.55 -157 3.795 0.792 962 697 11550 3805

*Bascd zwt nitramethane Hugoniot.

tRDX Hugoniot.

_ _o--
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Fig. I - Computed detonation velocity as a function of charge density
and charge pressure for a typical liquid and aolid explosive

The preceding -;,lution for P.= ')was also EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
assumed to apply to a iypical liquid explosive.
Arsuming liquid density to be 1,13 gm/cc, the An experimental investigation of the effects
effect of finite values of P, on the detonation of ambient hydrostatic pressure on the detona-
velocity was computed as before, and is slhown tion velocity of nitromethane and solid HBX and
by the lower curve above the liquid density point Composition C-3 explosives was conducted con-
in Fig. 1. The values of P, at various charge currently with the preceding theoretical studies.
densities were obtained from the shock Hugoniot Hydrostatic pressures up to 90,000 psi for
of nitromethane (5). As before, the effect of nitromethane, and 60,000 psi for the solid ex-
compressing a liquid explosive above its normal plosives were employed. This investigation re-
liquid density is to give a detonation velocity quired the development of suitable techniques
that is lower than what would be expected at the for conducting the studies. since studies of this
corresponding charge density if the ambient nature had not previously been reported. Sub-
charge pressure was zero. sequent to this investigation, a study of the ef-

fects of pressure up to 9000 psi has been re-

Two other effects of interest showe by the ported for nitromethane (6).
computations in Table I may be mentioned.
Sample calculations were performed for the
case of a precompressed charge having a nega- Experimental Procedures. Apparatus
tive initial pressure. This would correspond and Monitoring Instruments
to a tensile wave following a precompression.
It is seen that the resulting detonation velocity The experiments were conducted by placing
and pressure are both much greater than the the explosive in a two foot long section of pre-
density-extrapolation values. On the other cision steel iubhng, pressurizing the explosive
hand. the temperature Is much lower which hydraulically, and then init'ating it to detona-
may quench the decomposition reaction. The tion. The progress of the detonation was moni-
practical significance of these results is not tored by appropriate sensing probes.
clear since a negative (tensile) pressure would
tend to reduce the loading density ii the tensile For mot measuremen's stainless steel
wave were !o become uncoupled from the deto- tubing o)f 9/16" OD and either 3/16" or 5/16"
nation. The a-tainment of a steady detonation ID was employd1, although in the initial meas-
wave !s thus doubtful. Neverthe!eis the effect urements SHELBY tubing of 0.569" OD and
may be related to certain noncteady phenowmna, 0.325" ID was used. The tubes were sealed at
and the concepts are intriguing, one end with a high pressure closure fitting,
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and the high pressure fitting at the other end to equilibrate with the ambient temperature be-
was connected to the pressurization unit through fore firing the charge, and the ambient tempera-
ii capillary tube. The pressurization Pystem ture noted.
was a two stage system utilizing a compressed
air pump capable of generating hydrostatic Some fluctuation in velocity between the
pressures up to 5000 psi and an intensifier with various probes generally occurred, and these
an area ratio of 24:1 to generate the final pres- fluctuations can result from a variety of factors.
sure. The pressurizing fluid in the intensifier ", analysis of the data Indicated these fluctua-
unit was composed of equal parts of kerosine were reasonably random in nature, except
and motor oil. A rubber separating plug was in stme cases for that of the first probe, for
used to prevent the mixing of the pressurization which the data was usually discarded. This
fluid with the explosive. implied that the system was in a steady state,

and the data were consequently treated by means
The explosive charge was initiated to deto.- of least squares analysts. A summary of the

nation with A4 DuPoni Deta sheet wrapped on reduced measurements are given in Table 2. A
the high pressure closure fitting, and a deto- plot of this data for the various explosives
nator. This system provided a converging shock shows that the detonation velocity is a non-
into the explosive in the tubing. Detonation ye- linear function of the pressure, as would be ex-
locity was measured by means of electronic pin pected since the pressure range is large.
switches monitored by a rasteroscilloscope. The
p.in switches were 2-56 machine screws sharp-
eatod to a point and supported by a semiflexible Analysis of the Experimental Results
plastic strip. Each strip protruded about 3/32"
ard was firmly anchored in the strip by a 2-56 The experimental detonation velocities were
nut. The strips varied from 16" to 22" long and correlated on the basis of charge density, which
the pin switches were about 1.75" apart. About was obtained using charge pressure and the Tait
ten probes were used in each case. After being equation, as modified by Nanda and Simha (7),
set in the plastic strip, a reference impression i.e..
ol the probe locations was made on an aluminum
bar and measured. I -i•lpo " C Vn (1+ Po/B) (16)

The plastic strip holding the probes was c and B are experimental constants, p, is den-
attached to the stainless tubing with RTV sill- sity at atmcspheric pressure, and p,, Is density
cone compound and then taped to insure a slight at charge pressure P0 . The constants 3 and C
tension against the tubing. A strip of L5 mil were evaluated by assuming that the normal
mylar magnetic recording t2pe was then inserted compressibility equation
between the switch and the tubing. A slight pull
on the mylar revealed if the probe was in firm r- p cxp (3P,) (17)
contact with the mylar. Also, electrical conduc-
tion was checked between the tube and probe. is valid at low pressure, j8 is the compressi-
Therefore all the probes were within 1.5 mil of bility coefficient. Equation (17) was used by
the stainless steel tube but not in electrical con- itself in reducing the data obtained using the
tact with it. SHELBY tubing.

When a switch was closed by firing, a sig- The value of/• for nitromethane is appar-
nal was sent to a 101 rastercscllloscope where ently not Imown, and was estimated theoretically
a vertical deflecion was produced in the beam.
A time resolution of 20 x 0" se was poss- by two different thermodynamic expressions

ble. A typical total transit time for the experi-
TV 2  TV ament was approximately 50 lisec. -cV - (18)*.p- C, cair lIT

Experimental Measurements T Is absolute temperature, V is volume, a is
and Results coefficient of thermal expansion. Alt, is heat of

vaporization, and C, and C,. are heat capacity
Experimental measurements were made on at constant pressure and constant volume. Us-

liquid nitromethane, and HBX and Composition Ing values of a = 1.2:-9 X 10-"*K, A1t, = 9100
C-3 solid exploalve. The nitromothane was cal/mole. C1, = 0.415 cal/gm*K and C,. = 0.24?
sensitized by the addition of 5% benzylamine by irves values of i of 5.76 x 101- and 5.86 x
volume. The temperature increase of the nitro- 10- 1 1 cm 2/dyne for pOre nitrumethanie at 90V
methane caused by pressurization was allowed by the above two equations, respectively, which

_ .- ,.. .. •= •.T= • .• •o• s.t ---- =-- -•-• =-• .... ._
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TABLE 2
Measured Detonation Velocity of Pressurized Explosives

- Detonation Velocity. m/sec
Hydrostatic Ambient

Explosive Pressure Temperature Measured I Velocity
KPSI OF Velocity m/see Corrected

to 90'F

Nitromethane 0 90 6,023 7.3 6,023
5/16" ID 0 100 5,999 5.5 6,019
Tubing 20 100 6.211 6.7 6.234

20 90 6,254 6.1 5,25440 91 6,379 4.6 6,381
I60 87 6.495 6.1I 6,409

Nitromethane 0 91.5 5,997 7.3 6.000
3/1, ' IW 30 84 6,300 6.1 6,288
Tubing 62 94.5 6.500 16.5 6,510

61 74 6,492 14.3 6.439
88 94 6.596 4.6 6,550

Nitromethane 0 64 6,099 14.6 6,0952
SHELBY 0 68 6,140 13.4 6.145
Tubing 10 66 6.221 11.3 6.221

t10 62 6,257 18.6 6.249
20 65 6.315 4.9 6.313
20 66 6.308 13.7 6,308

C-3 0 40-50 7.844 6.1
5/16" ID 20 7,941 6.1
Tubing 36 8.042 6.1

41 8,033 6.1
56 8,054 9.1160 8,045 6.1

HBX 0 40-50 7,285 11.0
5/16") 37 7.598 6.7
Tubing 54 7.670 10.7

Sis : e standard deviation obtained from the least squares fit to the experimen-
tal v -.city data obtained from the prnbes.

ZData .n this group tSHELBY Tubing) were corrected to 66"F.

are thus in excellent agreement with each other. The den- ties computed by the preceding
These values include corrections for the benzy- equations for nitromethane at the various charge
lamine impurity. The corrected ambient charge pressures are shown in Fig. 2 toeether with
density of nitromethane at 90*F was 1.114 gin/ the corresponding detonat!on velocity. Thedata
cc(1). of Campbell et al (1) using 1.75" charges con-

tained in 1.875" OD brass tubes are atso shown.
For the solid explosives, the composition The present data show a linear dependence be-

of HBX was tpRen as 75% Composition B and 25% tween detonation velocity and charge density.
aluminum (by weight) f.,r the computations; the The data also show a slight dependence on the

compressibility of Composition B Is 2.81 x sO-" diameter (and possibly confinement) of thecharge. This diameter dependence indicates
compressible. The w ai Composition B we also that the charges were detonating slightly non-
used for Comelosition C-B, since 'is P was not ideally. The detonation velocity of the 5/16"
us for tne acased charges is given as a function of charge

density by the emperical equation
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Fig. C - Comparison of experimental detonation velocity
data for nitrom-ethane

D - 6020 t 2695 (p. - 1. 114) mw'ac . (19) Although the detonation velocity vs charge
density correlations in the present studies are

The data of Campbell et al relating the ideal essentially linear, there is no reason to believe
detonation velocity oinitromethane at various that they must necessarily be linear if the deto-
ambient temperatures were converted to a den- nation is slightly nonideal. Moreover, if thp
sity basis, and are given by the equation correlation is linear the slope need not be that

c: the ideal detonation. The slope of the lines
SD z 6198 - 2855 (P, - 1.114) . (20) in Fig. 2 is slightly lower than tlat of the Los

Alamos curve but it is not known whether this
A comparison of Eqs, (19) and (20). as well as difference is real. It was found that the slope
of the two lines in Fig. 2, Indicates that the depended very slightly on the value of the pres-
slope _f D vs p,, o( the present data is very sures ust A to evaluate the constant in Eq. (16).
near that obtained on the Los Alamos studies.
There is, however, an absolute d'fference of Therefore, to the accuracy inherent in the
the order of 180 mi/sec in the detonation ve- experimental data and the data reduction tech-
locities. Analysis of the possible sources of niques. it can be said that the increase in deto-
error indicates that measurement or data re- nation velocity with increase in ambient pres-
duction errors cannot be responsible for the sure of the nitromethane can be explained entirely
differences observed. An analysis of the 3/16" by the increase in charge density resulting from
and 5/16" charges with the curved front theory the increase in pressure. This conclusion is
for moderately confined charges (8) r.'ggests thus in agreement with the theoretical conclu-
the Ideal diameter is about 80 m/sec 7,.bove that slon discussed earlier, since the ambient pres-
of the 5/16" charges, which is roughly half the sures are too small to produce significant ef-
observed differences. The (largely) dilution ef- fects due to pressure only.
fects of benzylamine In the nitromethane can
easily explain the remaining difference. Thus The detonation volceity vs charge density

- the absolute difference in the .detonation veloc- correlations obtained for the IIBX and Compo-
ity of the present studies from those of Los sition C-3 charges are shown in Fig,• 3 and 4.
Alamos can be attributed to slight nonideality These data likewise show a linear correlation
of the detonation and dilution of the nitrometh- between detonation velocity and charge density.
ane with the benzylamiine. The data cannot be compared with the D vs r,
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DISCUSSION
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Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory pressure for the explosive.
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A number of workers, Including Jones (1),
The authors have presented measurements Stanyukovich (2), Manson ( 3). and Wood and

of the variation of detonation velocity witt Initial Fickett (4), have shown that useful relationships
pressure, and shown how these data can be used among derivatives of detonation velocity with
to test assumptions underlying a chosen equa- reapect to any initial state quantity can be found
tion of state. The data can also be used in an tby differentiating the Rayleigh line and Hugoniot
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curve equations at the C-J point. Because the 2.0
two are tangent at that point, the differentials/W
containing pressure and volume enter in the
same form in each expression, and can be
eliminated, leaving only differe-ntials containing /
initial state qaantities. Using the notation of
Wood and Fickett, the variation of detonation /
velocity is given Ly
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m/sec 6C. Obviously initial !emperature amu
initial pressure are not a gooi pair to vary to
determine A and B, becajr., the lines are too 3. N. Manson. Compt. Rend. 246, 2860 (1958).

nearly parallel. Another variation of the initial
state of nitromethane has been reported by 4. W. W. Wood and W. Fickett, Phys. Fluieý
Davis, et al., (6). They mixed an explosive 6, 648 (1963).
called Acenina which has the same atomic com-
position as nitromethane, with nit.'cmetbnue.
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roen Thae expeis enth weight ran anofher Pujol, and N. Manson, Compt. Rend. 269,
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relationship between A and B which is repre-
sented by thý nearly horizontal heavy lih'e near
the top of the graph. This line intersect.- the 6. W. C. Davis, B. G. Craig, and J. B. Ram-
lines from the pressure and temperature ',aria- say, Phys. Fluids 8, 2169 (1965).
tions nicely, and pressures can be d :termwed
from those intersections. The light 'nes wit't
large negative slope are lines of constant pre. - REPLY BY W. H. ANDERSEN
sure in the A, B plane. Combined with 'he w,
variation, the temperature variation experi- The suggestion of Davis to use experimet -
mnnts give a C-J pressure of tbout 127 kb, the tal detonation velocity versus initial charge
pressure variation work of Brochet, et al.,
gives 132 k•, and the pressure.• variation work pressure data in the inverse method to find the

of Andersen. et at., gives 137 kb. To 4rce, with CJ pressure of an explosive is of interest, and
inay well have considerable potential since it-is

the temperature variation work, the pressure may welhave cone ra e poten inte
work would have to find a coefficient of 238 not necessary to eiploy large pressures in the
m/see per kb. studies. His lucid calculation using the data of

our paper clearly illustrates the nature and
The light, slightly curved, lines with posi- some limitations of the method. However, it is

not to be expected that this calculation would
tive slope are lines of constant a. There is no yield a hi• 'v accurate value of -re CJ pressure
accurate way to predict a, and values over the
range 'Af intersections shown are all reasonable, or one in co. 'ere agi cement wi.h that Pal-culated on the ,asis cf the initial temperature.

The basic equation of the inverse method (Eq. 1h idicagreement seems tombethatseremns a of Davis) is based on ideal detonation, and the
disagreement between measurements ofo lmsepeiet nwic h nla

BDUBTo and of BIY'po. Careful study of the Los Alamos experiments In which the initial
possible errors of all the experiments is nec- temperature was varied were conducted onpossiblto decide whether the difference is sig- relatively large diameter charges that detonated
essaty sideally. On th" other hand charges of a rela-
nificant. If it is. there are several possible tvl ml imtrwr sdi u tdereasons for a difference. The derivation of tively small diameter were used in our" studies

because of the very high pressure that was em-
•Sq. (1) depends upon the validity of the
Chapman-Jouguet condition; if this conditionplydisoefthexrmns.twaiviated.-othuet equa ition; d f~ not hisd, andt demonstrated experimentally that the detonation
agreementecd otbe e xpat cte d.• Anot herd posd of these charges was slightly nonideal, i.e., theagreement can not be expected. Another pos- velocity depended weakly on both diameter and
sibility is that the measured derivatives have
a strong temperaturc dependnce, and that the confinement. It is therefore to be expected that

the computed CJ pressure ilbonypro-temperatture correct~ions m ,.st be made. th optdC rsue -will be oniy approxi-
mate in value, and in fact in view of the small

uncertainty brought about by the slight nonideality
of the detonation it would appear that the values

REFERENCES based on Initial temperature and on initial pres-
, .J iThird Symposium on Comus- sure are actually in reasonable agreemtent. It

t1iJone, Flame and Eiplosion Phenomena. is evident that further studies on ideally deto-
l nhnating charges of pure nitromethane based or.

(Williams and Wilkins, Ba~ltimore, 1949), initial pressure are required before the agree-
p. 590. ment between measurements based on initial

2. K. P. Stanyukovich, "No.stationary Fukws temperatu-e and initial pressure can be fully
in Continuous Media," (:n Russian, State assessed.
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THE STABILITY OF LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION WAVES
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ABSTRACT

Experimental studies of low-velocit. dt-tonation (!-VD) in n 'tro-
glycm-rin-ethylcne glycol dinitrate (ING-EGO3N) in cylizidri - c:ontainer,
composed of a variety of materials are reported. InISir ... .tion con-
sisted of expendable pressur - transducers, strain gaugvý., iti~~

velocity probes. high-speed framing camnera observation .4... /o .laal
radiography. Results are in accord with the cavitational , id of D
developed at this Center; steady L-VD's, are observed only for those
conitainer materials in which steady prec .rsor cavit- ion &_ý possible,
i.e., in which the Alastic wave velocity it hfe walls exceeds the sonic
velocity of the explosive. In materials s a, lead, in which the ex-
tensional velocity ie less than the .,onic ve-locity of the explosive!, no
elastic precursor is observed and the LVD while ax appears to propa-
gate indefinitely does so in a pulsating mannier. Evidence is presented
that the prucursor wave re.sponsible- for tv"' r uart of the cavitation
is not int all cases identifiabli' with lthe clastic pr -rsor but mnay be
attached to the reaction zone.

INI!RODUCTION 0.32-cm thick except for glass which had a
3.2-cm i.d. and a 0.32-cm wall thickness; con-

In a ccntinuing effort to understand Ene tainer lengths varied from 40 cm to 3.05 mn.
phenom~enology of LVI), a research program The charges were in.Arumented with strain
was conduicted on the stability of LV!). Details gauges and resistive pressure gauges (4) to
of the LVD wave structu~re, which were in es- monitor ti.e precursor waves in the tube waill
ser'tiai agreement with the earlier Bureau and the shock wave leading the reaction front.
cavitational model for L'I)D (1), were presented For the mnost par:, the gauges were positioned
in a recent paper (2); and mechanisms relevant at the mnidpoint of the tube or 6 inches from the
to the initiatton of reaction in the cavl'tmed downstream end of the tube. The expInsive
liquid werp also discussed recently (3). This sample in all cases was a 50!50 mixture of
paper describes soini exjm',Iments aimed at a N(3-FGDN; wrater-control trials were also con-
better understanding of the factorr governing ducted to dilferantlate between the precursor
;,he stability of LYD's with particular emphasis waves generated by the initiating shock and

onstudyii:g the precursor wail waves and their those produced by the reacting explosive. Low-
interactic-i with the reaction zone. vrelocity deton~tions in the liq.1id explosive col-

umrat. were initiated front s~oci;-3 derived from
a 4.1-cm diameter bv 2.5-cm tetryl pellet cou-

EXPERIMENTAL pied to a 4.1-cmi diameter by 12.7-eir. long
Plexiglas attenuator.

The experiments were conducted using the
experimentat setup depicted in Fig. 1. It "on- -the i csults, presented in Fig. 2, wpre ob-
sisted of an acceptor container ot nither Plexi - Oained with a 1.37-in *ong wate: -filled aluminum
glas. -aluminum, lead. polyethylene, -r glass, tube and serve to illistrate the resgonse of the
Th-o containers wer- 2.5~ cm Lid. and hadt a strain gauge to the wall wave generatett by the

same shock donor used to initiate LVI?) v, the
liquid explosIve trials. The Strain gatnge was

T rad r m'it'. .r.- --. (-, cotmv-n .-nct anid d mounted at the naidpoint of the tube, 69 cm Afromn
no :v.. 'lvth flw ,.r- of Mdines. the attenuatc-l-water interface. The figure

'receding page blankis
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Strain Qa reco: d; corresponding points are labeled in
both. The points labeled 1, 3 and 4 represent
the gauge response to the elastic wave in the

iResistive Psessue gage tube wall; this wave travels downstrean. and
reflects from the open end of the tube and ap-pears on the oscillogram below the base:ine as

-Acceptor container the polarity reverses. The velocity of the wave
was observed to be 5.1 mm/psec wl ich agrees
well with the handbook value for tCe extensional
wave velocity in aluminum wh.,ýn is 5.0 nm/m!

/,Acceptor somple psec (5). The pulse, labeled 2 in the oscillo-
/ gram, is identified with a weak pressure wave

/ in the water wh.ch was observed to travel at
1.3 mrm/Usec. This value is less than the ve-

1 PIzIeGlo$ gap locity of sound in water and if experimetally
/ significant may be attribritable to fluid cavita-

tion caused by the elastic wave in the wall.
1ý /Tetryl donor

Figure 3 shows the results obtained in a
S/ osc.loscopt sync trial with an aluminum tube filled with NG-

EGDN undergoing LVD. The tube was 1.98 m
lonz; a train gauge and a resistive pressure
gauge were mounted on opposite sides of the
tuba 15 cm from the downstream end of the

Cork bose and drlonbtor holder tube. Points labeled 4 on the oscillogram and
N 8 detonator the distance-time plot correspond to the ar-

rival of the LVD wave front at the gauge sta-
Fig. 1 - Exper.-nwtaltI arra:nnme tions. The detonation wvrave velocity was ob--

served to be 1.9 mm/psec. Pulses labeled 1,
2, and 3 sre associated with a 5.1 mmtIisec

shows the oscillographic record obtained in the elastic wa•l wave reflecting from the open
trial and a distance-time plot deduced from the downtr--am end of the tube and a discontinuity

2.4[L0F 1- - -- t -- I -- 41

Wall wave in tujbe .
2,000 O Shocki *are in 42

200 usec/div

S/ . i\ o> /
*i // \

U - w

I / ', \ /4 Q0I.
*. / . \ / .

" 0 200 400 600 -a00 z.or0 . • 14• o

-''i.2-Wavt" veý.-,cit;cs tti k,.ttcr-f ied all--muntum tube,
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Wall wove *n tube
-Reoctun Ooie in NG-EGDN
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Fig. 3 Wave veloCities in ,-tonatine \G--GD, in ,aluminum tribe;
_insert oscilloram shows -train (upper trace- ant oressure (lower
trace) gauge responses

linked with the advancing detonation wave front, is unclear but may be due to differences In the -

This discontinuity is probably due to tube rup- physical properties of different grades of poly-
ture at or near the detonationi wave front. In ethylene or to nonlinear strain properties in
the oscillogram of Fig. 3 the negative (tensile) the polyethylene since the stress levels here
portions of the elastic wave are not clearly are much greater than that of acoustic waVes.
evidenced as in 1ig. 2; this is due to the low The values of the detonation rate. U.., are
ziln uvcd (U v/div for Fig. 3 compared to average velocities determined from distance
a. v/div for Fig. 2) and the fact that the strain time relationship as, for exam "e, in Fig. 3.

gauge was located only 15 cm from the free end In all cases with the exception of lead. the det-
of the tube allowing portions of the advancing onaticin velocities were subsonic relative to the
compression wave to interfere with the reflected mpasured elastic wave velocity in the confine-
tensi... wave. The resistive pressure gauge ntent tubes.
was Insensitlve to the elastic wall wave and re-
sporited only to the mach higher pressures as- In order lo determine H the detonation in
sociated with the reaction zone, approximately the various containers represented stable flow
10 kilobars. configuration, additional firings were conducted

with tubes instruimente4 with continuovs velocity
Similar experiments were cbnducted with probes (6). In all cases othur than lead, the vy-

- the othEr four tube materials; the results are locities were constant within the experimenia!
summarized in Table 1. The3e result s repre- ee'ror which is estimated to be less titan 5 per-
sent average values obtained In a number of cent. The record obtained using lead confine-
trials using tubes of various lengths. Values of ment Is shown in Fig. 4(a). The record gave
the elastic wall wave velocity, V w, were ob- evidence that the velocity was interrupted at
served to be the same in trials with tubes filled regular intervals of abut 60 psec; the corrc-
9with NG-EGDN undergoing IVD and in control spending spatial separation is approximately
trials using water-filled containers. Except in 10 em based on an avera.L propagation velocity
the case of polyethyicne .he e-perimn .ial val- of 1.7 mm/lisec along the t - length. It should
ues agree with handbook valvs for ture exten- he noted that the strain ,au.e record gives no
sional wave velocity for the five .materl-'ls indicatioi ol an elastic precursor wave ahead
"used. The precise reason for this dirr. iancy of the reaction in the lead container.
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TABLE I a bulge in t . expansion profile is beginning to
Observed Wave Velocities for NG-EGDN form 10 cm below the central band. These are
Undergoing Low-Ve'-ocity Detonation under believed to be associated with interruptions in
Various C-nditions of Confinement the detonation wave. These pulsating detona-

- T - tionu can be described on the hasis of the pre-
Container V. U'. V,, viously developed cavitatio.al w.odel for LVD.

In essence, the reaction wave, oru e initiated,

Plexiglas 1 2.2 2.0 O1.8 cont,:-mes that portion of the flu'id tat has been
Aluminum j 5.1 .19 j 5.0 cr.vitated by t he precursor wave; this reaction
Lead |1.2 1.7 1.2 is interrupted when the cavity field is consumed.
Polyethylene 1.9 1 14 0.9 However, the elastic precursor wave is able to

Glass 5.6 5.2 propagate ahead and create another cavitateds 5region. The residual pressure field is then
NOTES: (1) All velocities in in ,sec. capable of causing further reactive flow; this

(2) V, measured elastic wall wave process then repeats itself in a remarkably re-
velocity, producible way. The factors controlling the

(3) U, measured detonation rate. frequency of these pulsations are undoubtedly
(4) Handbook values of extensional complex. The inherent reaction role of the fluid

velocity, as well as the sound velocity of the container
and the container dimensions are felt to be
important.

Two other experiments bearing on the sub-
- ject of stab; .&ty were carried out using tube

materials n which stable low-velocity detona-
tions were produced.

" In the first experiment, high-speed fram-

in glass tules to determine if the elastic pre-
cursor wave was capable of causing fluid cavi-

200• .•, tation. Tubes ha ring lengths up to 3 m were
used. Though pooi ly defined, the leading edge
of the cavitational fiz.ld traveled at 5.0 mm!

Fig. 41 - (a) Oscillogram . ing response jisec, in phase with the elastic precursor, and
of 1trr..n ga-,-e !.upper trace) and 0ontinu- continually outdisiancee the reaction wave
Sot-s velocity probe. (lwv," :r.ce to p - traveling at 1.6 mmrjise!. The cavitation popu-
in 2 I.~w-velocity dettoInat on in .t !vad tuh..
"f(i v.panson and breakup o.€ h-dd tu , latlon appeared to be truc' more densf. near
cont NG-EGDN tnd pa:satinc the reaction zone, The lengtz: v; "2t dense
iow--r,'iocitv d,-tonation cavitation zone was relatively constant, giving

some evidence for a steady-state wave ahead of
the reaction zone traveling at detc iatios veloc-
ity. The records obtained in the earlier trials

In order to eliminate the possibility t-t w'th strain ganges located at various positions
the steplike appearance in the contirucus ve- along the tube also gave some evidencce for a
loc'ty record of Fig. 4(a) was due to electronic steady-state wave but were often obscured by
or mechanical anomalies in the probe response, the elastic precursor wave traveling at the ex-
a series of flash radiographs were obtained of tensionul wave velocity.
the expansion profiles of lead Iubes containing
NG-EGD.N undergoing LVD. One of the radio- In the other series of experiments, resis-
graphs It reproduced in Fig. 4(b). At t!m time five pressure gauges were positioned in the
the radiograph was taken the detonation wave liqutd column 15 cm from the downstream end
had progressed to the end of the iube which was of ;1 1.37-in long charge of NG-EGDN -onfined
94 cm long and had as. insid% diqneter of 2.5 in :,n aluminum tube having a ' 5-cm i.d. a.
cm and a 0.32-cm thick waVl. The radli.graph 0.32-cm wall. Thz record. ,Jh wn in Fig.
gives distinct evidence of regular perturbat!ons dicates that the gaugc responded to a serieb of
similar to those recorded by ih(- "o-tinuo- compression and rarelaction wAves for a pe-
vrlocity probt.; the t%,. horizontal bands in the riod of ablmn' 20 ,isec ' o..re the arrival of the
fragmentation pattern are .pproximati ly 10 cm low-velocity detonation wave front. Control
ap-rt which was the same spacing obsarved tr:als using -vater-fiiied aluminum tubes
using the continuous velocity probc. In aldition. slwwed that the pressure gaige would t0ot
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respond to waves generated by the elastil. pre- these points; however, the experimental work
cursor when used in this manner. The jauge is presented here in general supports the cavita-
not calibrated for the low kilobar pressare lev- tional model for LVD.
els but the results ot this experiment are .ot in
disagreement with the results of Dubuvi., ei a1.,
using the electromagnetic method for determin- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ing particle velocity (7). In experiments with
nitroglycerin confined in Plexiglas tubes, they This work was suppoited by the Naval Ord-
noted a 1.5 to 2.0 kilobar pressure wave fol- nance Systems Command, Department of the
lowed by a pressure release wave to essentially Navy, under Contract 17-0-8000.
zero pressure ahead of the reaction wave which
had an amplitude of about 10 kilobars.
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DISCUSSION

A. N. DREMIN flat glass plates. It is obvlouz that the elastic
Institute of Chemical Physics, USSR wave in liquid-filled glass tubes produce vibi k-

tions which result in ultrasonic cavitations of
The discovery of the existence of precur- the liquid.

sor wall waves ahead of the low-velocity reac-
tion front and the change to an aggregative state It is of interest to relate qualitatively the
of the liquid under the influence of the elastic vibration frequency of the tube with the number
waves are the main achievements of the recent of cavities formed. It has been shown theoreti-
years in the study of low-velocity detonation cally that the frequency of natural vibrations of
mechanism. Some attempts to explain the na- a thick-walled tube depends on the ratio of the
ture of low-velocity detonation have been made. inner to outer radii and has a maximum at a
But the following fundamental points of the ratio equal to 0.65 (Ref. ?). From cavitation
phenomenon have not been developed so far. theory' (Ref. 3) it is known that the resonance
(1) What determines the velocity of this process size of gaseous cavities in liquids are deter-
and (2) what is this velocity dependence on mined by the frequency of the applied ultra-
charge diameter ? sonic field. Here we have an approximately

inverse dependence. Bubbles of a size larger
To solve the problem it is necessary to than the wave length of resoaance do not dis-

answer the following questions. First--why appear. They *,ibrate intensively and increase
does the heterogeneous state of a liquid appear in diameter under the influence of gases and
before the reaction front and how does this state vapors of the liquid. In addition, the bubble's
change as the reaction wave propagates; ,ec- diameter increases considerably due to coaga-
ond-in what way does the exothermic reaction lation. This implies that when the vibration
progress along this heterogeneous substance ? frequency of a tube increases, the number of
The second question involves some knowledge bubbles in a liquid explosive within also in-
of reaction origin. Exact solutions to these creases. We find indirect confirmation of this
questions permit us to consider the stationarity behavior in the results of photographic and
of the process, its velocity, and structure of radiographic observations of the appearance
the reaction wave front, and progress of cavitation bubbles in liquid ex-

plosives after the elastic wave has passed. It
I will speak only about some of our experi- was showi that the bubbles appear behind the

mental data on this problem. I will be con- elastic wave after a certain time and that their
cerned primarily with the problem of stationar- size increase up to the moment of meeting with
ity of the process. If at some distance (no less the detonation front.
than 70 mm) from the beginnint, of a glass tube
filled with nitroglycerine an artificial crack is And now, let us consider the progress of
introduced. two low-velocity waves will propa- reaction in a liquid eznplosive when the bubbles
gate from this point in opposite directions at contain explosive vapor. Taking into account
about 15 1jsec after the elastic wave in the glass such facts as explo:-:un of metallic wires in
has reached the crack. The velocities of these nitroglycerine: the pus.ibility of propagation of
waves and the velocity of the first wave propa- both low ard normal detonation after the first
gaiting from the beginning of the tube, with due low-velocity wave; data concerning shock initi-
regard to measurement precision, are equal. ation of detonation in nitroglycerine, rnd other
In addition we have found that the elastic wvre information; we conclude that under shock
attenuates rather slowly in glass-tube walls compression of bubbles the explosion of explo-
and is equal approximately to 10 hbars after it sive vapor in the bubbles occurs, The explosion
has traveled v distance of one meter. All this does not spread too far relative to the dimen-
mans that the elastic wave is not directly con- sions oi the bubbles. The front of the low-
nected with the process of low-velocity detona- velocity reaction wave does not represent a
tion and therefore the stati-onarity of such deto- smooth surface. It is rot stationary in time or
nations is open to discussion. Next. in what in intensity distribution. From one bubble to
way d,--s the cavitating in liquids occur under the next spherical shock waves attenuate rapidly
the influence of the elastic waves in the tube and conscquently do not give rise to any con-
wz!lss? AS was shown experie..ntally, radial sider.iale reaction in the bulk. The velocity of
and longitudinal vibrmions t-it- piace in steel these waves will, in general, decrease down to
tubes without liquids (Rei. I). We have also the speed oi sound of the liquid. This fact is
observed vibration.s behind elastic waves in obviously the reason that the velocities of
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ODixmcie. mm

I''i.. I - Ycaction pr'ogress vehocitN. LVI) vs thle
inner dia-.icter of,4 gl.Is- tube for nitro•jivccrine.
Wall thicinesr ib approximately 1.5 mm (see
Ref. I).

low-velocity waves in all known liquids are only ratio varies from 0.65 to 0.93. As previously
a little larger than the sound velocity. In fact, pointed out, the number of bubbles increases
the bubbles in liquid explosives supply energy with increasing frequency of the applied sound
to the wave and prevent its velocitk: from de- field
creasing down to the second velocity. The
1,Aghest limit c.' the velocity must be the deto-
natoin velocity of explosive vapors because RFFERENCES
when very many bubbles originate they will
nearly touch earh other. I. J. H. Heiman znd H. Kolsky, J. Mech. and

Thus, there must be a dependence of the Phys. Solids, 4, 3, 121 (1966).
reaction progress velocity LVD on the number
of bubbles in the liquid. To confirm this con- 2. J. F. Bird, R. W. Hart, and F. T. McClure,
clusion let us present the dependence of the J. Acoust. Soc. of Am. 32, 11, 1404 (19601.
react-.on progress velocity on the inner diame-
ter of a glass tube for nitroglycerine (Fig. 1). 3. L. K. Zarembo. V. A. Y'rasilnikov.
The tube wall thicknesses in all cases was Vvc4deniye v 1 "e,.tuyu Akustiku, Izd.
about 1.5 mm. As you can see, the velocity has Nauka, 262 (t ,uo.
a maximum which 4grees qualitatively with the
dependence of the maximum frequency of natu- 4. Y. Taylor, "Detonation Ju Condensed 2Dx-
ral vibrations in a gas-i.lled tube on the ratio plosives," Chap. X, Clarendon Press,
of inner to ou. --r diameter. In this figure the Oxford (1952).



FAILURE DIAMETER, SENSITIVITY AND WAVE STRUCTURE

IN SOME BIS-DIFLUOROAMINO ALKANES
L. E. Seely, • Joseph G. Berate, Robert Shaw,

Derek Tegg, and Marjorie Evanst
Stanford Researd'h Institute

Menlo Park, Cauifornia 94005

ABSTRACT

Failure diatmeters and shock reaction tumes have been determined
for all four bis(diflucroamano)propane isomers and --- e of the hu-
tanes, including two homologs. Tfe difference between the failure di-
ameters of the vihinal (for l,2-DP; 1.6 nmm) and gernitsate (for 2.2-D1;
4 ') mm) compounds presents a striking example of the d,.pecdence of a
transient detonation characteristic on isomeric structure. Measured

s-hock reaction times show a difference consistent with the failure-
diameter difft-rence on the basis of Dremin's mechanism for the dark-
wave mode of failure and reinitiation. The reaction times for the
difluoroamtino butanes are indistinguishable from t0! homologous pro-
panes, but the failure diameters are several times I •er (1BA and
2.3-DB: 9.5 mini). Rotating mirror camera photogr;. -f failure in
the butanes and brass pressure 3ndentation plates of e in the pro-
pane• suggest strongly that failure for the.se compoun .- a' avs by
the dark-wave mode. The pres., re gradient ti tit, da.K - the
mazr.itude of the pressure at failare. differences it. " f evaction.

and differences in heat capacity all enter into determn ion of the
failure diameter.

INTRODUCTION 1% below the rate At infinite diameter (4,5).
According to proposals made on the basis of the

Equilibrium - opertles of d 'tonations in NZD model of the reaction zone, failure is the
condensed materi. - have for over twenty-five result of diameter effect carried to the ex-
years been treated -4th considerable success treme; divergence of flow prevents some of the
according to the Chapman-Jouguet hypothesis. late-released energy from supporting the wave.
The details of the wave structure have been This produces a weakened preceding shock in
pictured accotJing to the model of the steady the unreacted material, which in turn greatly
wave proposed independently by von Neumann slows the reaction, so that still less effective
(1), Zel'dovich (2) and Voerizg (3) (NZD). The support is given, and the result is cumulative.
NZD theory has in turn suggested a nodel fer This might exptain why failure wuld be ex-
the kinetic behavior of the wave which permits pected to occur rapidly once the diameter had
a plausible explanation for its transient behav- been reduced sufficiently to have a noticeatb!e

ior. However, thi kinetic model is less satis- effect on the velocity. But it doe:; not explain
factory than the stc Ay state model and has why failure occurs at a velocity only 60 mr/sec
failed to explain several experimental facts below the infinite-diameter rate. Presumably
that have been known for a long time. Perhaps detonation velocity is controlled by divergence
the earliest sign of trouble was the discovery as proposed in the current diameter-effect
that glass-confined liquids failed at large diam- theories. However, failure is not directly con-
eters and furtMermore failed at a velocity only trolled by divergence; "lark waves" (5,6) seem

i !'his~~ nt rt-1 p.-rtr.-. "i for the Ofitm= o'•Xvi |-vl• B, .tr. h o-m.-r C,•wt tact NONH• •7tIO.
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to be its cause, and, while dark waves must be TABLE I
Saffected by the degree :f divergence, the direct Some Physical Constants of

effects of divergence are apparently not crucial Bis(difluoroamnino)alkanes
in determining failure diameter. [J. Chem. Eng. Data, 15 140 (1970)]

: Coefficient
DIFLUORAMINES FOR THE S1UDY DensityOTOof Expansiong cm-~ Sound aSOF TRANSIENT DETONATION Compound Velocity, c 25

• PROPERTIES cm see- I
S5 deg I'10 deg e -

The availability of all four bts-difluoro- C -,

amino propane isomers and several of the !,2-DP 1.29.j 1.2..' .96 IOs 1.26.0
bis-difluoroamino butanes presents a unique Ii
opportunity to compare the transient detonation i 2,2-DP 1.287 1.245[ 0.89. 105 1.34.10-10

b~ehavior of very similar explosives. The na- [1.2-DB 1.245 1.202 1.00, los 1.18.1 -0"

ture of the active groups and the number of 1i1A 1.2.12 1.19:1 0.90. 105 1.15 . IOc
active groups is the same in all these com-
pounds. The differences lie in the arrangement
of the active groups and hydrogen atoms on each

carbon atom; among the propanes, the 2,2- Among the transient detonation prop. ties,
difluoroamino compound has no hydrogen atoms failure diameter is one of the easiest lo de.ine.
on the fkuorua-minc-bearing carbon ICH - Ideally, it is the smallest diameter at which a

C(NF, )2 CH 3 , (2,2-DP)]; the 3,1 isomer has one very long charge would continue to detonate. In
hydrogen atom tCH(NF, )2 CHCH3 , (1,1-DP)J; practice, one must use relatively short charges,
the 1,2 isomer has two fluoroamino-bearing and consequently the booster size and the con-
carbons, one with one hy•drogen Pnd one with ditions of introduction of the wave into the liquid
S two [CH3NF2 CHNF 2 CH(1,2-DP)i; "nd the 1,3 require careful control. Further practical con-

isomer has two such carbon atoms, each with siderations require the provision of a smooth
two hydrogens and a fluoroamino group confining wall and the absence of any foreign
[CHNFý CH 2CHNF. (1.3-DP)J. Some of the material within the body of the liquid.
available butanes are exact isomers; namely,
1.2-bis-difluoroamitio-n-butane and 2,2-bis- For our tests very thick-walled lead con-
difluori.amino-n-butane. However, the most finement was used to reduce the size of the
plentiful butane, and the one with which most of charges. Lead turr.ed out to be a convenient
our experimets were done, called "isobutylene material because a method of forming holes

adduct" j(CH3 )2CNF 2 CH2 NF 2 (IBA)J, contains with mir'ror-smooth walls was found f)r lead.
one fluoroamino-bearing carbon with no hydro- A smooth rod with a hemispherical end was
gen and one with an active group and two hydro- forced through lead with an arbor press; the
gens. Thus, these compounds should display hole size was the size el the rod. Using this
the effec,.s of isomeric structure and also the technique, holes over 64 diameters long could
effect of "internl dilution"--a term used to be produced 0.8 mm ir. diameter. At smaller
deskinate the addition of the CH. group to the diameters the rod was quite flexible and %ended
Propanes to form the homologous butanes. to wander.

The purity of our samples of difluoroatnino Sensitivity is a particula.rly hard property
propanes and butanes was cnecked by in'rared to define and quantify. It is clear in general
spectroscopy and czhromatographic anplysis and terms that the .;hock sensitivity of a material
estimated to be 99% or better, to detonation is related to the ease with which

reaction can be started in the material, but it
All the propanes h:ve very closely the is tot clear that ordinary chemical reactivities

same thernmods-namic properties: the equilibrium c 1ý extrapolated to the conditions existing
detonation properties are expected to be indis- ir. ating shocks. It has also been clear that
tinguishable. The physical properties such as sen- .re compounds have small failure diame-
density. expansion coefficient, and sound veloc- ters. but the exact empirical relationship is not
ity are also nearly the same; therefore, the likely to be obvious from experimental data on
shock properties of all the propanes are simi- a variety of compounds since many other fac-
lar. Sorte of the pertinent physical properties to-., affect conditions in the shock. For corn-
are given in Table 1. Transient detor.atign par.,on, it is particularly valuable to have the
properties. i.e.. those exhibited dtring ap- bis(difluoroarnino) propane isomerc, since t. e
proach to or departure from a steady state, difference in shock conditions may be expected
may well depend on structure, to be ninor and major differences in shock
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sensitivity may be expected to arise mainly "good" confinenment). For purposes of this
from differences in reactivity. To obtain a study, we were concerned with the failure of
reactivity measurement under actual conditions the high order wave, although for safety pur-
in shocks and thus avoid many difficulties, we poses one might wish to use a different crite-
have measured the time to run-away reaction rion. It was noted that low-velocity waves exist
after shocks of various magnitude have been below our failure tliameter for all the difluoro-
introduced, amino compounds tested.

Our measurements of reaction time were The criterion of detonation was a velocity
in gap-test-like geometry. Advantages are the measurement which in reality was a transit-
good reproducibility and simplicity of gap tests, time measurement over the entirt length of the
The disadvantage is that the measurement ap- column. There is good evidence to show that
plies to a divergent flow field. Plane wave pins in the liquid or gauges mounted in the walls
measurements are preferable insofar as the produce failures and thus distort the result3.
wave is truly p!Jne, but i.n practice perturba- The first signal was taken from a pair of
tions on the wave are eften responsible for ut., 1/2-mi! copper foils between the booster and
reaction. Furtherr. -. divergent flow fields the 1/2-md Tedlar (8) barrier that was ce-
are encouwitered at . J. diameter. It is per- mented to the bottom of the lead block. The
haps no more difficult; -;e data from a flow second signal came from a common pin held so
field in which the d~v.r6- ..ce is not the correct that its head was positioned exactly at the tqp
value (but approaches it) than It is to use data of the lead over the hole holding the liquid. The
from a field in which there Is no divergence at head was immersed because of the meniscus of
all. In any case, our reaction times are for the liquid.

Sflow of uns'ecified but definite divergence.
- For those conditions the sensitivity is an Difluoroamino liquids are conductive

asymptut to the measured reaction times, enough to reduce the voltage between the pin
and the lead block. The detonation products
also do not produce clean signals at low volt-

FAILURE DIAMETER ages. A satisfactory system was deve!oped
using 300 volts and a rather large capacitor

Failure diameters for the difluoroamino across the terminal pin. This resulted in de-propanes and butanes were determined in flection of tv'r trac. cZ scale at the end of the
charges indicated !n Fig. 1. Lead was chosen recerd, but the break in the trace was easy to
as the confinem.ent material because of Its low read.
sound velocity and Its high den.aity (providing

Itt

ItI

Fvi. - .ire-d(-ie:.vr cmrF - Faf!h r.- o •dtOfldI
1;1" * h ,' i, . .,,*" -4l . d irote. t.h th ra, -
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The question arose as to whether the ye- Below faiiure diameter of the C-J velocity
locity calculated from two time signals was a the question of constant velocity for the low-
measure of a relatively constant velocity or the velocity regime becomes very .mpcrtant. For
average of perhaps two widely different veloci- this low velocity in !,2-DP wave, tests were
ties over different sections of the charge. In made at four different charge lengths: 16, 32,
general it seems to represent a single velocity. 64 and 96 diameters long. Except for a 3lightly
However, very close to failure diameter inter- higher velocity in the short tubes, the velocity
mediate velocities are calculated and here it was constant, in this case at about 1.7 mm/psec.
scorms likely part of the travel is at high veloc- Although the experimental precision of these
ity, part at low, measurements is not very high the results seem

PELLET DIAMETER
• 'lir't~e.$ "317 556 6 55 794 952 Iz7

RATIO I 54 80 157 27 32
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to indicate a definite regime. The case of Otherwise, what are thought to be failure diam-
nitromethane is quite different; below failure eter tests may in fact be sensitivity tests.
diameter of the C-J wave no low-velocity w-ave
is recorded. R-esults of failure diameter tests are sum-

marized in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Tests run to de-
As a result of much testing it was found termine the correct booster size have not all

that it was very important to have the diameter been included on the graphs.of the booster greater than the charge diameter
and also that the mass of the booster should be Figure 2 shows the results of failure di-Slarger than some minimum. Failures will re- ameter tests on 1,2-DP. The wave velocilty
suit above the true failure diameter if boti. was calculated from the total length of the heavy-
these requirements are not met. Proper deter- walled lead block and the transit time measured
mination of the failure diameter requires that electronically; it thus represents Pn average
tile change from detonation to failure be due to velocity. An increase to a high-velocity wave
diameter alone. In practice it is necessary to occurred between 1.6 and 2.0 mm. The inter-
demonstrate that the same failure diameter is mediate velocities recorded at 1.6 mm indicate
obtained over a range of booster strengths, that this is very close to the actual failure

• -.0 ti
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I | PELLET DIAMETER

*WEIGHT kATIO I 54 0. IS? 27
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Ihe :+, .. pp~i•,tr.A siight diff,.rt-tcc• Lc'ween tthe failuare
d-me tr.- of 1.-I-P and 2.2-DP (F-g. -} :s con-

-s•+,t %%ith the diffe rence tr.n mr-,-;uir,- bt"a may
..'' b-.. re-al.
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diameter. The fact that the same failure diaxn- 7 ~-~- -- r-i-
eter could be produced by two bcaster sizes in-
dtcates that the test is a true failure-diameter 6 - 025m IA

determination. "9~CA 0
5-

T~he results for 2,2-DP are alt~o shown In E
Fig. 2. With this material many of the boosters 4
were too small, apparently because th,: differ-
ence in sensitivity between l,2-DP an~d 2,*2.DP 3
is emphasized at small diameter. The failure z
diameter at 4.0 mm. was confirmed with two2-
booster sizes. Twelve additional low-ve!.ocity
results with small boosters at lar~a diameters 00

ar o hw o h lt
0 12 34 5 6 7 S9 910It 12 13

Although l,l-DP is a relatively rare mate- H0LE DIAMIETER - mm
ricl, fifteen experiments were performed in
2-ii~ch-diamneter lead-billets using RAI)X pellets F'ig. 4 -Failure diameters for 1BA and
of four different diameters. The results are '2,3-DB. The small number of tests on
shown in Fig. 3. It 'was necessary to use pellets Z,3-D13 in the failure region prevent us
7.94x7.94 mm in diameter or greater to obtain from distinguishing the failure diame.A
high-velocity waves. At a hole diameter of ter,. of the two compounds.
3.57 mm both n-ow and fast velocities were ob-
tained. This _... gests that the failure diameter

Is very close to 3.57 mm and may I)e- different
than the 4.0 mmn displayed by 2,2-DP. Pnwever, from within the tube, althosigh vignetting is

are probably not justified in distinguishing its is significant that all the failures observed op-
failure diameter from that of 2,2-DP. tically have been in the dark-wave mode even_

when all precautions were taken to avoid all
The 1,3 isomer is also a relatively scarce extranec'as conditions known to cause dark

compound, and as a result the failure diameter waves.
A -was estimated with the small number of shots,

also shown in Fig. 3. The failure diameter ap-
pears to be 1.6 mm as was the case ior 1.2-DP. REACTION TIMES

Failure diameters were also measured for Because of the difficulty of calculating
two difluoroatrino butane cornpouaids, 2,3-DB (a shock conditions in liquids and the added diff i-
d1--mixturel and IBA (the isobu 'ene adduct). culty of using ordinary chem'ral reaction pa-
rhe results for the two campounos ara shown rameters at these conditions even if correctly
in Fig. 4. Both failure diameters are ua'out calculated., we have measured the Utie to com-
9.5 mm. It would requir more extensive data pietion of reaction in shocked difluoroamino
to establish a difference beLweerl these two liquiý;s.

componds.The container, incor-'ftrattng a jacket for
The valueE for the failure diameters of the temperature control, Is shown in Fig. 5. Th2

dlfluoroaniino proppnes a,~ of particular sig- shoi'k entered the liquid through the bottom of
nilicance because a % err Aear difference has the Lox through a PBX 9404 pellet 2 inches long
been etitabli'shed between 1,2-OP and 2,2-OP. and 2 inches in diameter initiated centrally at

O,~theothir and te pysial roprtes of one end (10). The density of this pellet was
these twL n. Act. ' -U very similar and cal- 1.82 g,/crn 3 . Lo avoid wall reactions, theIsd
culations using a CvI.T) cquadc~n of state show diameter of the box was 2-1/4 inches. Varia-
alm-st identicul shock temperatures (9). In tion of peak pressur was provided by changing
other words, the differ'ence in failure diameters the thickness of an attenuator of CR-39 (11).
is to be looked for In the reaction mechanism The peak pressure generated by this systemn
rather than the ternjwral~re effect on the rate was detenrmhi.* ' by careful measurement of Wue
constant, transit tii" hrough various thicknesses of

CR-39 tovcý :r with a determination of the free
Failure in IFA at about 1 cm diameter can surface veloc2ity or, alternatively, by means of

be photographed with the smear camera; the a marxýanin-wire or quanaz prisluire gauge.
bpometry is sufficic~::'v large to gather light The system has the Inherent difficulty that~ tho
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ILL rUBE-ý -•L-COOLANT RiNG two liquids of different acoustic impedances
can never experience exactly the same pulse
with this system. Nevertheless, for appreci-
able attenuator thicknes ies it is useful to comn-
pare effects at the same pressure.

The reaction times for several difluoro-
amino liquids have been reported in a paper
preprinted for this symposium (7). Curves
drawn to represent some of those data are
shown in Fig. 6. The times are measured from
the time of entrance of the shock into the liquid
to the appearance of the detonation light at the
attenuator-liquid interface. The overtake time-

S\ATTENUATOR the time required for the overdriven wave to
overtake the original shock-is a check that the

Fig. 5 - Container for detorinining shock initiation is proceeding according to the mech-
rtactlon timne. A rotating .airror camera anism discovered by Campbell et al. 1,12).
vxvzewvtd the charge end-on through the top. Variations in overtake time mean initiation is
SThe reaction time was nleasutred a5 the taking place at various positions in the shcked
time from the entrance of the shock into
the liquid to the first apoesraice of light. liquid, and are an indication that the reaction
The peak pressures in ihe plastic were time under these particular conditions is not
determined by both Gptical and gaug, valid as a measurement.
measuremunts.

In Fig. 6 it is clear that the reaction time
for 2,2-DP is longer at a given pressure than
the reaction time of 1,2-DP or, mere directly,

shape of the pressure pulse is to st-me degree that a higher pressure is required to produce a
different at each attenuator thickness. Thus, given reaction time in 2,2-DP than in 1,2-DP.

2.2 -ýD
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Fig --.•" 6• Shock ret AI in nt~m.• Curves represent
•: :data froin Re[. 7 fe, I.-DP, 1. 2-DIJ and MBA. A
S = ingle residt is shouim for 1.Z.DB.
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Because of the magnitude of the difference, this alkanes in basic solution whereas it splits out
qualitative fact is quite clear in spite of any easily whenever the difluoroamino group and a
qualifications we might wish to make because hydrogen atom reside on the same carbona atom.
of the difference in divergence at the different While one cannot maintain titat the experiments
attenuator thicknesses or because of the differ- in aqueous solution at room temperature are
ence in shock conditions deriving from differ- pertinent to comprcsst& puwe liquid in the
ences in physical properties of the isomers. neighborhood of 1t00•C, nevertheless it is re-

garded as plausible that the close proximity of
The data for IBA are clearly differentiated polar molecules will facilitate dehydrofluorina-

from both of the propane isc.ners although they tion. The existence oi this reaction at carbon
more closely resemble the data for the vicinal atoms holding hydrv'-,:. mnd an active group
compound. IBA is not an exact homolog but may explain the great•z ceactivity of the non-
tontains an active group that is identical in its geminate compounds.
position to one of the groups in 1,2-DP. This
approximate resemblance and the similarity of

reaction times stands in contrast to the great WAVE STRUCTURE
difference between the failure diameters of IBA
and 1,2-DP, Rotating mirror photographs were taken of

detoration waves in IBA and 2,3-DB near fail-
Also included in Fig. 6 is one point for ure diameter. In all cases in which failure oc-

1,2-DB, the exact homolog of 1,2-DP. This curred it -was seen io occur in the dark-wave
point indicates that the reaction times for the mode. Similar optical tests were quite difficult
two compounds are indistinguishable. The fail- to make on the difluoroamino propanes because
ure diameter of 1,2-DB has not been determined, of the small size of the explosive column in the
but from the failure-diameter experiments on lead failure block. One method of testing the
IBA and 2,3-DB it would be expected to be close mode of failure in the difluoroamino propanes
to 9.5 mm. Other reaction times of 1,2-DB (at is by the brass pressure-writing technique
a preshock temperature of 40 0C) are given using a wedge-shaped charge (15). The charge
elscewhere (7), and these also indicate close assembly is shown in Fig. 7. The experiment
similarity to 1,2-DP. was pseudo two-dimensional--initiated with

sheet explosive along the thick end of the wedge.
For this length wedge, the width was not enough

KINETICS to make the effect truly two-dimensional, and
the joints between face plates and side plates

On the basis of electronic structure the may have been the source of dark waves. How-
strength of the C-N bonds in 2,2-DP might well ever, failure occurred at an explosive thickness
he expected to be weaker than tnose in 1,2-DP; about twice the failure diameter I-, a cylindrical
in either case the C-N bond will be weaker than charge, as is to be expected from a comparison

- any other in the molecule. In fact, a pyrolysis of the expressions for the divergence ii, three-
experiment (13) at very low pressures, in which ard two-dimensions.
-the decom position-occurred away from the in-
fluence of other molecules, showed the expected A wedge plate from a test with 1.•2-DP is
difference in strength. Thus, one would expect shown in Fig. 8. The general nature of the
that 2,2-DP would be more sensitive than failure in the dark-wave mode can be seey'.
1,2-DP-in cur terms, that a lower pressure Thus, while we are not in a position to provw
would be required to cause reaction time of a that other modes of failure are impossible, we
certain duration. This is the reverse of the have only been able to develop evidence for
actual situation in the liquid state in a shock; dark-wave failures. Tests in cylindrical
1,2-ODP reacts at a lower pressure than 2,2-DP. geometry have recently supported this conclu-

sion.
A major part of the difficulty is thought to

arise because we rre dealing with the liquid There arc also other interesting points
state and even more so "-,causc the liquids are concerning the impressions left by the pres-
compressed beyond normal densities. Not only sure in the detonation wave. The final broad
are reaction rates affected; entirely new reac- dark waves that cause the failure develop from
tion paths may become possible. very finely structured lines that criginate far

up the charge. These-fine lines are probably
Rates for elimination of HF from difluoro- similar to the fine dark lines seen in mixtures

amino compounds have been run in aqueous of acetone and nitromnethane. They develop into
solution by Brauman and Hill (14) who find that dark waves where the pressure is evidently
HF will not split out of geminate difluroamitio low-at least, low relative to the regions of
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_ -overdriven detonation broke trodgh the fron
4-1 - of the low-velocity wave.

~ The failure theory built on the NZD theory
£ (16,17) relies on calculation of the reaction

time and Its relationship to the shock-wave
speed in unreacted explosive. Another rela-
tionship between reaction titme and the-veloeity
is given~ by diameter-effect theot ies. The

FILL TU ~smallest diameter at which both these relation-
FILLTU Eships hold is the failure diameter. We thus

implicitly rely on wave curvature to produce
failures.

< 4
In Dremin's proposal for a failure theory

(6), the reaction "'; a detonation wave occutrs irt
F-P.7 Wdge ontine. Th wege- the interactions between t-ansverse waves.
Fig Wede cotaier. he wdgeFailure is evidenced by cessation of chemical

shaped central cavity contained the liqu~id
agais plishd bass ace so hat~ reaction because of the disappearance of trans-

-tzr' indentationis were recorded at the verse interactions. FaiUrre diameter is deter-
failu~re thickness, mined tiot by the relationship between reaction

and velocity in the ftatonation but by whether
reinitiation co: occur in the dark wave through

Ssmooth -shock mechanism (which is much slower
for a given average uave pressure than in the
transverse Interactions).

In Fig. 9 is an. x-t ploi. of a dark wave at
the edje of a charge of liquid explosive. The
dark wave -.. ses the~ paint F and reaction in
the wave ce.-ses. The brass inscription tells
us that the pressur- Its lowered suddenly, and,

Fic. H - _zr,.arsWvv f4AUC of 1.2-OP".
The% .-.Siu, ,,azrf.,ce ot a brass face DR
plate recovercd after a sJ'ot. WV

detonation around it. Thus thes'o dark lines are "a
otteprimary trznfverstb waves postulated by

Dremi,, (6) to account for the reactivity In the
-detonation wave. Instead they are regicns
where transve.se: waves are absent and reiniti- REGION
ation occurs almost immcdiateiy. 0c1iTOF -"

The sharpness of the boundary at both
edges of the dark waves almost certainly means
that a similarly sharp discontinuity in prermure
existed at this point on the brass surface at WTK
some instant during the time while the impres-
sion was being made. fn terms of the advancing F- P * in a daki.;ra~vri.. A
detonation front thli means that Phe pr'essure tI~zmedas*;'1'CV pl..' -01.' it- uight be ah-
suddenly fell to the prer iithin. the non- ;atnt - ýi~i.t d. rotatir.L-,irror
reactive shock wave. Oin rri'niltation, the cht~.n ak aea h d.o

pressure suddenly rose again when the dir.
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since the wave is now traveling in unreacted 3. W. Doerirng, Ann. Phys., 43 (1943).
material, the velocity must drop noticeably. In
order to satisfy the conservation equations an- 4. A. W. Campbell, M. Malin, and T. E. Hol-
olher wave, of which no evidence is seen, must land, "Detonation in Homogeneous Explo-
interact at point F. For similar reasons a ret- sives," 2nd ONR Syrup. Detn. (U.S.: Dept.
onation wave is called for in the reinitiation Navy, Washington, 1955).
process that culminates in the overdrive at the
point I. 5. E. A. Igel and L. B. Seely, 2nd ONR Syrup.

Detn. (U.S.: Dept. Navy, Washington, 1955).
The dark-wave reinitiation process resem-

ties closely the initiation taking place in our 6. A. N. Dremin. .o. K. Rozanov, and V. b.
reaction time test, but the divergence of flow in Trofinov, Crnbust. Flame. 7, 2 (1963).
cdark waves at failure diameters of the size wehave investigated is greater than in the two-inch 7. J. G. Be% ke, L. B. Spely, R. Shaw, and D.

diameter reaction time test. Nevertheless, the Tegg, "Shock Initiation of Nitromethane,
reaction times are good indicators of the diffi- Methy' Nitrite and some Alkyl Bis Difluoro-Itt f-rii-aio n the difluoroamino

cutyuteiitaio adfor h tloom arnine s." This symposium, preprinted

propanes predict the failure diameters directly. paper.

The failure diameters of the difluoroamino 8. Tedla 7 is fluorinated pelymer in sh.ct
blitanes are affected by several factors that form !zanufactured by E. 1. DuPont de
need not be taken into account in a comparison Nemou -s and Co.
among the ipropanes. Calculations with a Cv(T)
equation oi state have shown that the tempera- 9. M. Cowp ,rthwalte and R. E. Shaw, J. Chem.
lure in a given strength shock is very much the Phys., 53, o be published (1970).
same in the butanes as for the propanes. The
effect of the greater heat capacity is about bal- 10. PBX 9404 is a .4astic-bonzied explosive
anced by the greater compressibility. The consisting 6f approximately 94% cyclotri-
bigger failure diameter for the butanes, then, is methylenetrinitrariine. 3% Iris (3 chlor-
accounted for by the lower pressure in the det- ethyl) phosphate, and 3% nitrocotton.
onation wave and presumably also in the dark
wave. 11. CR-39 is a polymer of diethylene-

glycolbisallyl carbonate obtainable from--
Homalite Corporation, Wilmington, Dela-

CONCLUSION ware.

The failure diameter of 2,2-DP has been 12. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, and J. R.
found to be 2,5 times greater than that of Travis, Phys. Fluids, 7, 498 (1961).
1,2--DP; that of IBA is still 2.5 times greater.
Shock reaction times for these compounds are 13. S. W. Benson and G. N. Spokes. JACS 89,
2,2-DP > IBA> 1,2-DP and these very simply 252 (1967).
explain the failure diameters on the basis of
Dremin's theory of failure diameter. It is ap- 14. S. I. Brauman and M. E. Hill, J.O.C. 34,
parently necessary to abandon the idea that the 3381 (1969).
effect of diameter on detonation velocity enters
into determining failure diameter. 15. This technique was used at lIs Alamnos

Scientific Laboratory by A. W. Campbell
and Murray Malin about 1955 for recording

REFERENCES failures in nitromethane.
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THE FAILURE DIAMETER THEORY OF DREMIN

Julius W. Enig and Francis J. Petrone
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

ABSTRACT
-- •-• • Drernzs failure diarneter theorv has been I.:'v to ealc .aie vaii-s

of the -faifuh diameter,- i,, a-s.t function of imt:al tempera.ure T,
for nitro!,et'uic. Th- latter, a very sensa.tive re-;t of the theory, iead.•
to predicted :aiut of .i, in to-od agreemnent with the experimental val-
ues. it is -hown that an important approximatIr'a in the theory can be
removed, and thaz ehe .x|,r -n,__-.i a: r:na] explosion times used by
Dremn anti Trofinov- as input for their c culat tons can be th,.oreti-
rally derived, a ntccssary ci,eitzon for the -. ractical application of the

INTRODUCTION DETAILED THEORETICAL
ANALYSIS

For every explosive, Iin any given state,
- there exists a critical diameter, called the Their theory can be formulated in the fol-

"faiure diameter," df, below which propaga- lowing mn.nner. Consider the passage of a
tion of a steady-state detonation In a cylindrical detonation front with velocity D, from a heavy-
charge does _ot occur. Mo:'eover, a, depends wall,. t'ibe of inner diameter t < nif (of the
on the confinement of the explosive by the sur- uncorlia-ed material) containing explosive into a
rounding walls, region i,f explosive of diameter much larger

than ,,f. Starting at the edge of the tube, a
wavfront on which reaction is quenched moves

SRecently, Dremin (11 intrcdai:ed a new in*ho the reaction zone with velocity v perpen--• • theory of the failure diameter that was subse-theory odicular to the direction of detonation propaga-
Squently extended by Dremin and Trofimov (2,3); tion. One explanation of the nature of this wave
their application of this theory to unconfined is described elsewhere (1). Consider a coordi-
nitromethane ancd liquid TNT, each at a silngLe nate system that moves along the locus OA of
initial temperature, led to values (2,3) of df i th-- - the intersection of this wavefront with the det-• good agreement with the experimental values.gi etonation front as shown in Fig. 1. Under the

assumptions that the detonation reaction zone
The purpose of this paper is to remove an thickness is negligible and that the region be-

1imrortant approximation in their calculation, to hind the detonation front is a constant state,
show that the thermal explosion times used as n.mely, the Chapinan-Juuguet state, state (1),
input for their calculations can be theoretically the flGw Is seen to contain, in addition, a con-
derived, a necessary condition for the practical kered rarefaction fan, region (R), an oblique
application of the theory, and to calculate for shock front Al', and a slip line All separating
the first time values of s as a function of two constant supersonic states, regions (2) and
-initial temperature T._ ir- nitromethane. The (3), of equal pressure which are terminated by
latter. a very sionsitize test of the theory, leads the sonic signal to' originatilg at the tube
to predicted values nf -if it good agreement edge o. Regions (1), (R), and (2) consist of gas
with tho experimental values. For complete- products; region (3) contains unreacted shocked
ness, a description of the theory that includes explosive.
the pertinent theorctical flow analysis left out
of the extremely conde.wrd original article (2) Let p, :. c, , and % t, e be, respec-
is included. tively, the pressure, density, sound speed,
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Do•

A4 A

\ \.

Fi. I - lwfel e utigfo th a sg fad t ntin rot--

B1

(1)U2

Fig. I Flow field resultin~g from the p~assage of a detonation front
from a tube into a much larger volinme of explosive as seen in a
coordinate! system moving with the locus OA

particle velocity, and Mach number. In this vt '(. 1 .
coordinate system, the unreacted explosive in 3

the initial "tate (o) crosses the detonation front Fromn
FA with velocity

v - tanl-(D.' v)1!2

[if (Do9" v2 ) and

The products in region (1) travel with velocity c ' V tan (i - :,- C)

where i = 180°, it follows that

cross the centered rarefaction fan TAll intoS~region-12), and-then move with velocity is, par-alle toSrLTheexposiv tht eter m'is the deflection of the streamline on crossing
ale oA.Teexplosive that enters ADhs'sat 1

with velocity D subsequently moves wilh veloc- the detonation front. Thus, state (1) ns com-
ity u3 parallel to AlB.

FeChapman-Jouguet From the-theory of two-dimensional
condition yields steady-state potential flow (4), the angle 0 be-

tween the streamline and a line parallel to Ao,

the Mach angle a between the streamline and
p1  %fo•'(v- 1) . the characteristic, and the particle velocity t

in the Prandtl-Meyer expansion region (R) are
P. (V" 1) %% related by the equations dp - -a -,hi, sin - = c/o,

and ani tan -- d, and c- tlptd-, which when

==,- =--4
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combined with . - t-c and the i.ý.encropic rela- 1 21

tion, p p1  . ?jy)', yield 2 C 0 [1 *'P31 o'-pp I!

%2 112 is the pariicle velocity into All',dM d tfl [l 3 •(-1- )M2 o'.. I)

Integration between the limits 3 . ,M M, 103 1 'P - .(5)
and m £. M N2, leads. ant

F %,)FMI 31 ýQ P (6)£. - F(Ni2) -FM,) (1) ,,, _oOs : (6

connecting the head All and the tail AT of the the continuity of tangential velocity yields
expansion fan, where

r i- V .--Y ' m•"1(u 'U) tanI P-V -7')]j
1;2 i '2

S(.) l nn2 [] where

2-Cos" (2)
M" Hence, x, :1 1 7, the obtuse angle between

L - and the detonation front, is an explicit func-
Combination of the Bernoulli equation, tion of p,. Finally,

. '- , -t- pi + (-y- , 1, " 0 - u 2

with
may be rewritten as

(-, __P ---- _ 1,

12 2 C2 3 2 il2a TTE
and- an

":z yields

P 2 "Ps)'N1 z 1 [(v l-, the 'es~alt of Dremin and Tr'ifimov (2) by using.• •._•Eqs. (4) - 6.

• ]i[, 1NI) 2j. (3) The intersection of the shock polars, \ 2(pi2 )
and \,(p,), in the streamline deflection-

Thus. Eqs. (1) and (3) relate to p7. Since pressure plane yields the derived pressure,
p2 - p., and from that, states (2) and (3). Note
that - -

An Oserver at the end of the tube at 0
and the characteristic A'T' must be parallel to sees the point A receding at velocity V and the
AT, it follows that. (- ,. Thas, head tif the rarefaction wave n11', originating

at O, also receding from o. Along All, the
- - distance between R' a31d A increases with

time.
the obtuse angle between u2 and the detonation
front, is an explicit function of p2 by Eqs. (1) To an observer traveling with A (as in
and (3). The angle between the head and tail of Fig. 1), M' is receding from A, along AB, with
the fan is - u - - The above the smaller of the velocities, u,- c3 or
result, p. reduces to Eq. (7) of Ref. 2 - c2 . For nitromethane and liquid TNT, the
after sume algebraic manipulation, equation of state of Fnig and Petrone (5) gives

c3; this leads to 0 c. - u 2 - c.. In the
Let Vi co , av be the shock velocity in a absence of an equation of state for unreacted

stationary explosive, where c* and n are con- explosive, Dremin and Trofimov (2) assumed
stants. Then, by the itankine-Hugoniot relations, that C, - 11 C 3
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Consider an element of explosive entering The input parameters p,, D,, and p, (used to
region (3). Due to adiabatic heating it will ex- compute ),) are function. of To (6) (as are p, 0
plode after an induction time - which depends (7) and ao (8) wbch axe needed to calculate T.).
on P3 and the temperature T3 . At time t I In the absence oe more accurate data it is as-
(>i-r) after passage of the detonation front from sumed that v, a, co, E$, and K are constants,
the confined tube at 0, thermal explosion will and D. is linear in p 3 , for a given explosive
occur at ti, a distance (9). Also, constant - in the range P2 - P 1 P1

is an excellent approximation for fixed To (10).
j 3  3 3 The calculated values of df (using Eq. (11))

detonation, initiated at B and as a function of To for nitromethane are shown
traveling In all directions, will -?a.' in the in Table 1. These are seen #,% be in good agree-
traveing nament with the experimental vdues d( xPt )
time (for glass confinement) of Campbell

blMalin, and
t it '(D -s (9) Holland (11) and, in fact, above T, = 273"K, the

results fall within the experimental error,• ±. 2-3 mam, of the latter.
where D, is the detonation velocity in region

(3). "Failure" occurs when The results of a sample calculation for
nitromethane (drawn to scale in Fig. 1) are as

d = 2v(t 1 t t 2 ) . (10) follows: T0 = 293.16, T3 = 1123.7*K; ýo
1.1370, p, 1.5806, • = 1.4327, -3 = 1.8840

i.e., when the detonation at B reaches A just g/cm3 ; c, = 4.5139, c = 4.1727, c, = 5.5745,
as A reaches the axis of the explosive. By 0 = 7.8985, Do = 6.3106, 13 = 8.6370, U =
Eqs. (8) - (10), the failure diameter is (2,3) 4.6930, i, = 6.5527, u., 6.8453, t,3 = 6.9558,

V= 4.75 mm/psec; po = 0, p1 = 128.91,
( ~ ~ ~ P 1 p 3 = 99,29 kbar; r,,= 0.2080, tj

__ : p= 3 =9,9b; .0 133 - 1 (11) 1.0474, t2  0.8606 psec; a I = 43.54 , • =
37.560 • 87.08', '; 16.58%, • = =

9This failure diameter coincides with the failure 9.49 = 12.43', r 126.970, , =
diameter foilre dianeterncoinecyidrc cihfairge, 8.92", K'• = I = 139.39°; tf = 18.13 mm.diameter for an unconfined cylindrical charge, With this value of c., bad Eq. (11) been used,
te failure mechanism being the same (.the calculated value of df by Dremin and

Trofimov (2,3) would have been =19.5 mm in-

CALCULATED RESULTS stecd of their 14.3 mm.

The value of r,, directly measured by Fo, liquid TNT initially at 356oK, the ex-
Dremin and Trofnimov (2,3), can be calculated perimentiJ value is =68 mm (2,3); the calculated

tdff is 94.71 mm, where D., ,13, C3, "2 and
theoretically from are, respectively, 9.3149, 6.2134, 5.4555,

6.1117, and 4.2281 mm/psec. With this value
- KT3' exp(E t •RT 3 ) . (12) of c., had Eq. (11) been used, the calculated

value of (If in Refs. 2 and 3 would have been
where K is a constant depending on the explo- z119 mm instead of their 62 mm.
sive, R and Et are the gas constant and acti-
vation energy, respectively, and T3 is calcu- While the above analysis is based on
lated as described elsewhere (5). Although v steady-state oblique shock theory, an alterna-
must still be determLied experimentally, it is tive method was considered by Mader (12) who
independent of any failure diameter experiment, calculated the failure of -a nitromethane

TABLE 1
Comparison of the Calculated Failure Diameters s with thc Experime'ta1

Values (11) ,1'P') at Different Initial Temperatures T0 for Nitrowrethane

T,(OK) 253.16 263.16 '73.16 283.16 293.16 303.15 313.16
p. (kbar) 107.28 105.33 103.34 101.33 99.29 97.22 95.13

- T.( 0 K) 1079.0 1090.9 1102.3 1113.2 1J23.7 1138.3 1154.1
df(am) 42.91 33.84 27.09 22.00 18.13 14.05 10.83
-- : 11••e (jam) 34.8 2P.0 24.5 20.9 !8.0 15.7 13.3

~i l - - ~ - - ~ -C- -
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detonation resulting from a side rarefaction known quite accurately. Arrhenius kinetic pa-Scooling the exulosive inside its reaction zone rameters such as E' and the frequency, factor
with the aid of an uav',ndy two-dimensional (incorporated in K) have not bien measured at
Eulerian hydr,,dynamic code. This was an the elevated temperatures and pressures en-
attempt to . the experimental work of countered here and it is doubtful that they will
Davis (13), 6 ,tudied the failure of a sup- for some time to come, Hence, the present low-
ported ulitrcie, hane detonation wave tra,-i:jg pressuro low-temperature value of E3 = 53.6
up .. rectangular copper tube and then into a kcal/mt•., is the best that is available. As for
large container of nttromethnne. Because of the temperature calculations, an alternative
the extremely sma'l calculated reaction zone method involves use of the Walsh and Christian
thickneos, 0.24p 'iae dimensions in Mader's method with the assumplion that the speciiic
calculations are out of scale by about three heat at constant volume, c,., is a constant (14).
orders of magnitude. How•ever hiL, "early Here the shock temperature, T3 z 1295°K,
time" calculations show qualitatively the flow leads to a value of d, - 1.014 mm which is
confisvurations to 'ý? expected as the rarefaction much smaller than the experimental 18.0 mm
whvc , -imes in from the side. Using the 30000 K (for To = 293°K). If the equation of state of
'suthe. ,. throughout the rean. .)n zone, he ob- Cowperthwaite and Shaw (14) with variable
ta-m • ar"'r !tion velocity of ,t.0 - 0.5 mn: ' cý(T) is used, then T_ z 966°K and d( z 681

-oz n... mpared w'th Davis' experimen- mm, a value much too large.
tad ", .'-'aves that run across the front at
abou, .alimsec. Since ths calculations
were • 4ried out to the point where re- REFERENCES
ignition occurs, the critical failure diameter
was not calculated, and, hence, it is lot clear 1. A. N. Drcmin, Dokl. Akad, Nauk SSSR 147,
whether the rarefaction wave moving into a No. 4, 870 (1962) [English transL: Doklady
nomogeneous reaction zene really represents Physical Chemistry 14:7, 845 (1962)].
the failure mechanism. On the contrary,
Drem'-n believes .that the reaction of a liquid 2. A. N. Dremin and V. S. Troflinov, Zhur.
e.xploakre will be initiated first at sites where Prikl. Mek. I Tekh. Fiz., No. 1, 126 (1964)
oblique waves collide, and that the "failure" [English transl.: Clearinghouse for Fed-
wave is a function of these sites. eral Scientific and Techmical Info'-mation.

U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Report No.
AD615211, pp. 205-216 (March 1965)].

SENSITIVITY OF THE CALCULATED Eq..(7) is misprinted and should read
RESULTS t i - 111p, 1) 12•,)!-v in both.

It should be noted that Dremin and Trofimov 3. A. N. Dremin and V. S. Trofi'nov, Tenth
found v = 4.75 mm/vsec and Davis found v = Synpoium (IvternationiJ on Combustrobn)
3.72 mmiAsec. Inasmuch as whe former were (The Combustion Institute, Pittsburgh,
working with axisymrumric and the latter with Pennsylvania, 19C5), p. 839. More details
plane symmetric detonations, it would be ex- given in Ref. 2
pected that the value o. for the former case
would be larger due to L. .vergence. In order 4. A. Ferri, Elements of Aerodynamice of
to check the effect of varlat-,• of the parame- upjersonic Flows (Macmillan Company,
ter v, the calculatior in Table 1 for To New Yor-k, 1 see Chapter 2.
293.16*K was repeatel with d&Iferent l.. For
v = 3.72, 4.275, 4.75, 5.225, and 5.78 mm'vsec, 5. J. W. Enig and F. J. Petrone, Phys. Fluids
the resulting values of di are, respectively, 9, No. 2, 398 (1966).
35.3, 23.0, 18.13, 16.09, and 16.5 ram.

6. For nitromethane: (a) p, = 1.1615 -
By Eqs. (11) ind (12). it is seen that df is 0.0011952 (To - 273.16) - 1.553x:10-6

most sensitive to errors in T3 and E. In par- (To - 273.16) 2g/cm"3 for 296 s To : 4730K
ticular, the r'elative error is given by Is given by H. A. Berman and E. D. West, J.

C-em. Eng. Data 12, 197 (1967), and the
extrapolation, o, = 1.13065 - 0.001272M3

1-A - T • - (T. - 298.16) g/cmJ, was used for T,(,if RT., i' T1 298.16*K; (b) Do, = 6.374 - 0.00396tx
(To - 277.16) mmeilsec (see W. C. la.:Is.

where t]df is the error in df, etc., and B. G. Craig, and J. B. Rlainsay, Phys.
E"RT- 24. Thus, it is critical that values Fluids 8, 2169 (1965)); (c) p, = 128 +
of E' and the t.emperature equation of state be t 296.16)x 1p,.ITa kbar, where
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P, = 128 kbar is tht experimental value at 'fable ; of Ref. 5. (c) For nitromethane
To = 296.!60K (see F. J. Petrone, Phys. (1, = 2940 K) shocked to 86 kbar, the aver-
Fluids 11, 1473 (1968), and dp 1 /dTo - age experimental adiabatic explosion time
0.30476 kbar/°K, 253 :5 To < 313 0 K, wa. ! z 1.4 jisec, und calculated shock tem-
determined by H. Hurwitz (private ccu.mu- perature, 103 4"K, leads to K = 6.1977 x
nication) from RUBY thermochemical 10-18 sec deg- 2 by Eq. (12); similarly, K
calculations. For liquid-TNT: (d) ; = 1.83223x 10-13 for liquid TNT (T, = 3580 K)
1.54463 - 0.0010156 (T - 273.lt6) g/cm"' shocked to 125 kbar and 1166 0K with z 0.7
(see H. H. Cady and W. H. Rogers. Los /isec; see A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis,
Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report No. and J. R. Travis, Phys. Fluids 4, 408 (1961).
LA-2696 (July 1962)); (e) Do = 6.590 - (d) D3 - Do , (•3- po)(dD-dITo"0 "/c,'rrfo
0.0035x (T, - 3U6. Z6) e.imn/gsec (c3ee Ref. (for justification of this approximation, see
6(b)); (f) p3 •c (t.•e (,. Joulnsson Ref. 9(c)); see Refs. 6(a), (b), (d), and (e)
and P. A. Perssoe, Nr-,. 217. 1230 (1966) for po(To) and Do(To).

and M. J. Kamlet aid 0. J. Jacobs, J. Chem.
Phys. 48, 23 (1968)), where pF = 171.8 10. C. L. Mader, Los Alamos Scientific Labo-
kbar at To = 365.16 0K (see W. B, Garn, ratory Report No. LA-2900 (Feb. 1963).
J. Chem. Phys. 32, 653 (1960)).

11. A. W. Campbell, M. E. Malin, and T. E.
-- 7. For nitronetane, . is given by W. M. Holland, J. Appl. Phys. 27, 963 (1956).

"J naA.MoiL% details given in Second Office ofSJones and W. F. Gaiuque, J.Am. Chem. Naval Research Symposium on Detonation
Soc. 69, 983 (1947) for T W n 303nK and byD.C'7i5), 36.

-H.-A.-Berman-and E.-D. West, J. Chem.•-- Eng. Data 13, 1.07 (1969) for T ý: 3080K.
EnDat 1 012. C. L. Mader, Los Alamos Scientific Labo-
For liquli TNT, c, o = 0.45023 -
0.00080182x (To - 273.16) c'il.lg (see Ref. rary Report No. LA-3771 (Nov. 1967).
6(d)). 13. Private communication from W. C. Davis

reported by C. L. M*,der, Los Alamos
8. a - P(lpo) (lo/d t17 see Refs. G(a) and (d). Scientific Laboratory Report No. LA-3077

(June 1964).

9. (a) v = 4.75 rnm/psec for nitromethane (2)
and 2.76 mmf/gsec fo: 1iquid TNT (2). (b) 14. M. Cowperthv:wite wnd R. Shaw, J. Chem.
The values of c, ,, and E are given in Phys. 53, 555 (1970).
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ABSTRACT

Wail traces of detonaticon ir nitromethane -acetone mixtures are
presented, and the techniqnv of obtaining them is discussed. These
records are compared to the carbon soot records of gaseous detona-
tions, and the structure of the wave front is said to be similar in both
phases of the exnlosive mixtures. Surface indentations found along the
traces provide .. J'itional evidence that the traces were produced by
localized peaks of pressure ;uch as those associated with triple wvave
intersectiot's. Complemnentary micasurenments of the~ wave velocity in-
dicate that the process investigated is a full-scale detonation rather
than a degenerate ease of a low-velocity type.

INTRODUCTION particular explosive mixture. In their theory,
Dremin and associates have developed the con-

Early studies of detonation in nitromethane cept of a critical diameter which sustains deto-
and its mixtures with acetone. by Campbell, et nation without being extinguished by the radially
al. (1) in the U.S. and Dremin and associates (2) convergent~ rarefaction waves.- In trying to de-
in the U.S.S.R., have Indicated that the detona- termine this critical diameter for other liquid
tion process in these explosives is nonuniform cxplosives, Dremin (5) also has found that deto-
and basically unstable at the wavefront. Non- nations through some of the liquids do not ex-
uniformiities of the detonation wave are deduced hibit dafy nonluminotis striatir~amd thrfoe
from self-t~ight streak photographs taken through must behave like classictal one-dimensiortal
slits at the side and back wall of an explosion detonationa.
container. The records clearly illustrate non-
himinous streaks traveling from the edges to- Using a framing camera, Mallory and
ward tho zenter of the tube. The~ pebbly struc- Greene (6) have loolked into the matter of Inter-
ture of the w-ave In a nitromethane-acetone preting streak records and resolving irregulari-
mixture hasi also been observed by 'Mallory (3) ties by this method. They find that the detona-
by an impedance mirror technique. tion process also yields large dark areas which

form at the outside edge of the charge and move
In a serieii of papers, Drembi (4) and col- slowly ar'inad along the tube wall, never reach-

laborators have developed a theory that, in lng the center of the charge. Demonstrating In
nitromethane-acetone mixtures, all nonuniform- a way that streak records alone are Insufficient
ities of the wavefrn~nt that are seen as dark to complete the study oX the detonation phenom-
striations on the film are sites of no reaction, enon, Malloryi has confirmed the~ existence of
formed at the outside boundary of the explosive nonuniform wid irregular burning at the wave-
-during impingement a: the dettu-r,%. ion front on front.
the tube wall. However, the dc* ination products
generating the shock wave into th,* unburned To provIile a different insight into the phe-
medium may ca~ase r*,1grtItiun after a ( -rtain nonienoa of detonation in liquid explosives and
indtiction time that is chatracteristii' of vhe In particm.ar ý.o qn some direct analogy

This work performed under the .iuspic-s of Vie U.S. Atomic Energy Consmission.
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betwo-n the procetses taking place in liquid

and r•aseous mixtures, the authors (7) have de-
velcped a very simple but ueiul technique for
recording traces of the detonation as it propa-
gres along the walls. Independently, a similar
wall-trace method has been devised by Howe
(8). Wall-trace records are analogous to the
carbon soot records which in the last decade .Woo,' M101
have Irined wide recognition in the field of -t -• - s7 s 1 ,v-A
gaseous explosives. 4I•-;M o.,lo1,

A similar technique has also been used in f" I
solid explosives (9). Howe,:er, in thlq case,
microscopic inhomt.,eneities of the original
mLxture probebly contribute greatly to the ob- ..- hde
served pattern on recovered walls. Z

MAthough some of our wall-trace records '----=-- S•o; I.,, Pt

of detorations In nitromeLhane-acetone mixtures o"- &tnOlo

have OIready L-een presentd (7), the authars
Intend in this l•tper to show that these traces
are the paJs of the high-pressure points in-

Sherently assuclated ,•ith the wairefront. •ur-
thermore, it i. hopec that new trace records
of detonations it varlous-shapet and sizes of
containers will stnmul;#e further analytical in-

vestigations of this phenomenon similar to that Fig. I - Cross section of
-~ being presented I;,. a coneurrent paper (10). the experirinettaI asisemnbly

EXPERIMENTAL
wall plates from flying too far from the test

The experimenrs consisted of recovering point.
side walls frjm tubes in which detonations had
taken place. The best residts were obtained
when the detonation process was 5somewhat DISCUSSION
marginal; i.e., when various wave e.vents, if
any, were sufficiently far apart. to allow visual To study the effects of various containers
interpretation of the records. A cross section on the propagation of detonation in the liquid
of the e.perimental assembly is shown in Fig. 1. explosive, the experiments were performed in

tubes of different sizes, shapes, and materials.
All tubes were made of I/4-in. metal plates Of the four materials tested, aluminum was the

bonded together by resin to form a square cross softest and underwent the most deformation,
section of the desired dimension. Before as- obscuring any traces that might have been pro-
sembly, the inner surfaces of the walls were duce.1 during the process. Armco lion and
nachined flat and hydrohoned to a uniform stairless steel produced the most distinct white
matte surface of not more than 5-micron lines on the otherwise blackened background.
roughness. The bottom end ot the tulm ras Braa., displayed a layer of carbon deposited in
sealed by a 25-micron -aluminum foil; the top such a. manner that the pattern wa-s clearly vLsi-

- *As left open for filling. The tube housed a ble. An important difference between the rec-
cylinder of C-4 solid explosive, which was ordi on stainless steel and brass %as that, on
fitted into an opening in the bottom plate so as the former, the traces are impregnated Into the
to be in direct contact with the aluminum foil metal and could not be washed away readily
separating it from the liquid explosive, even with acetone, while on the latter the carbon

layer could be wiped off easily.
To aid in recovery of the walls, the tube

was imbeded in a layer of Wood's metal which, Typical records of wall traces left in brass -

acting as a momentum trap, protected the tube and stainless steel by a detonation w-ave propa-
from extraneous deformation. The whole as- gating through a straight tube of 2.5x2.5 cm2
sembly was surrounded by lead bricks which cross section are presented In Fig. 2. In both
acted :is a barrier, preventing the separated cases, the detonable mixture was 80b
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h ardly visible. What appears to be a single-
mode detonation has resulted from a geom'etri-
cal mismatch during the transition of detonction
from-the solid explosive into the liquid tz-st
mixture; this will-be discussed later.

Of primary- interest here is the second re-
gion, where the wall exhibits a nonuniform but
very regular pattern quite similar to that ob-
served on the carbon soot records of gaseous
detonations. The cris.'!-cross pattern E. char-
acteristic of a "multL,-aded" detonat~on which
is cellular in structure and intrinsically trz.-
stable but as a whole travels at a const~ný
detonation vrelocity- mr~rts theoretical C-J
value.

To mteasure the velocit), of detonation in a
nitromethane-acetone mbxture, experiments
were-performed-in-stainless steel tubes where
barium titanate-pIns were imbedded into the
side wall I cni apkrt-ovrer the entire length of

the shock-pressuiie with equai delpy and gave--

-repesened o-u-pace-time darm i.3
This figure also-shows-the wall trace re-ord

-~ actually recovered fronithe experiment with
the 75:25 mixturo.

- ~With the slop of the-line rcpre~rnnting the
velocity of the wave, one can easily see that in

- ~less than 2 jisec and only 9 cm of travel the
wave har reached-an apparent steady state,

-~ propagating at a coristant velocity of 5.65 and
5.46 mm/pusec in the rich and lean mixture,

IQ Mh respectively. The-high valviesuothe constant
velocity also indicate that the processes oh-

Fig,i 2 - Typical records showing served here and recorded on the walls are not
initial I races due to g.ýo ' netrtca of the degenerate, low-velocity type, but rather
mi1ntcl-? of th xpo~,! n those of full-scale detonations.

propagation of the prcocesN; 'a)
brass walls, (b) -itafinvsts steel The significance of the single-mod-e trace
walls In the Initial region is that it proves the traces

to be those marked by the high-pressure points
of the triple wave Intersections. The geomietri-'
cal mismatch between the two explosives is

nitromeftane and 20% acetone by volume; and generated because the C-4 Igniter was made zs
as expected, the pattern Is of approximately the a cylinder 1 In. in diam while the internal cross
same mesh size. section of the tube was 2.5x2.5 c-r9. The four

corners of the tube thus were not originally in
Both records exhibit traces produced by contact with the primer; and when the detonative

two different modes of operation. The process process entered the test mixture, the corners
In the first 8 cm of the tube is predominantly were not affected. The traces in Fig. 2 emerg-
overdriven. The fine structure of the wave is Ing from the corners must, therefore, have been
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Rich mlxture

(S0~~75-2 nlrmhn.-ac iho

+ ,/

S+ C•-4 to/020 30

5 /o+• / +t,,-,

Fig. 3 - The space-time history of detonation waves propagating
through 75:25 and 80:20 nitrontethane-acetone mixturtrs in a 2- 2
cm 2 stainless steel tutbe. The number- indicaite the velocity in
rnrmmI/-sec. The wall tracte record along the ordinate is from the
75:25 mixtuire.

originated by seme proetss that took place •t a conditions, the explarition becomc4 rather
later time. simple. As the detonazion wvave enters the test

mixture from a solid explosive, it is at first
When this process is compared to gaseous highly overdriven, spzading radialy into the

processes that would occur under similar corners. Converging onto the trapped unbxrned
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mixture, the wave ignites this mixture, produc- wave structure in which the process is carried
ing a sudden release of energy and creating a on behind the transverse moving waires and sus-
new center for a strongdetonation wave th4t tzined by continuous Interactions and head-on
pr:pagates along the edge of the tube and collisions of such. During-the transition into
catches up with the original one. Both waves sudden enlargement of the area, unlike the
being of spherical form will Intersect at an highly overdriven case (Fig. 2b) where the det-
angle, thus producing a line of intersecion onation is easily bent around the corners, thewhich along the'mall~appears as a point. the normal and steady detonati6n wave suffers a

corner wave, being stronger ant faster than the momentary lack of reflections which locally
already attenuating central wave, will force the attenuates the process to such an extent that it
point of intersection towards the center of the goes to extinction. This extinct regior, whereF wall. This inscribes a trace which appears as no reaction takes place, propagates toward the
a perfect replica of a single cell in gaseous center of the ,tube with the velociiy of sound
detonations. corresponding to that behind the detonation

wave, and as a reb'tU forms a triangular dome
-The main proof thatthe traces are pro- in the direction of motion.

duced by localized high pressure, such as those
know, to exist at Mach intersections, comes If a wall of thelarger tube is encountered
fronm the fact that some of the records exhibit before a certain-state of atteniuation is reached,
a Clear and visible-by-eye indentation along the i.he reflection oft that wall reignites the mix-

Strace and a large dente•d area where the two ture; but revival of-the process-over the whole
traces meet. This effectis -illustrated in Fig. cross section addittonally depends on the width
4, which shows three surface profiles taken of-the nonreactive zone, and also on whether the
along-the line indicated on the acconipanying two reflected waves produce~a sufficiently -

record. Although tlh-iTnisurement of the-sur- strong explosion center upon their collision.
face profile-is fairly accuirae, to within 5%, the
actual pressures that caused such indentations The effect of the larger tube on the trawsi-
have not yet been estimated. tion of detonation into a sudden change of area

is clearly demonstrated by the two cases shown
A rather enlightening correlation between in Fig. 6. In (a), the walls were recessed 5 mm

gaseous and liquid detonations and ti•.!.r unique away; and although reignition did occur behind
nonuniform structurei-co.sisting of triple-wave the-reflected-wave, the process did not survive.
Intersections, is evidenced by the behavior of In (b), the larger tube walls were recessedlonly
tho process asit propagates through a tube and 2.5 mm; and they turned out to be sufficiently
encounters a change in the cross sectional area. close to reignite the mixture, not only behind
The experiments were performed with a rich the reflection off the Wall but also behind the
mixture to ensure steady propagation of the collisioinof the two reflected waves at the cen-
wave through tie initial cross section i.Sx1.5 ter of the tube. In this particular case. the
cm 2 . Figure 5 shows the transition of detona- nonreacting zone persisted, continuing on for
tion into a l.S×2.5 cm2 cross section through a another cycle ,tuti the third reflection off the
relatively smooth area-change where dA/dx w=ll finally l.d to its elimination,-letting the
0.15 cm 2/cm. process go on unobstructed.

The mixture here is 80:20 nitromethane to The same phenomenon is observed In gase-
acetone, and the structure is seen to change ons detonations and is best described in Ref 11.
smoothly from a cell size of about I mm to that A similar phenomenon in liquid explosives was
of about 2 mm. investigated by Dremin and Savrov (12) with

streakc self-light photography through a slit in
Figure 6 Illustrates tbe transition through - the back wall of the-largo" tube. However,

a sudden area change dA/dx = z from a 1.5x L.5 there the main object of the investigation was
cm 2 cross section U4to a i.5×2.5 cm 2 cross to establish the critical minimum diameter of

- section (a) and a 1-1/2 x2 cm2 cross section the smaller tube from which detonation would
(b). In both cases, the mixture is 85;15 nitro- pass unobstructed into a large volume with no
methane to acetone. The effect of the enlarge- limitations on the size of the larger tube. The
ment is quite evident. In our previous work (7), present records demonstrate the importance of
we had shown that larger tube sizes are more the walls after transition into the large tube
favorable to sustaining the process in a particu- and clearly illustrate the effect of a refloCtlon-
lar mixture, and yet hcre the proce3s entering on the propagation of detonation.
a larger tube undergoes extinction, in one case
even dying out completely. This can be ex- To further our study of the behavior of the
plaited only on the basis of a complex triple detonation wave and its ability to reignite after
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Fig. 4- Surface profile. acrass the Fi. -1 Wall trace records depicting t-
tracer induc-d by a geometrical mis- transiiion Qf detonation through a itno-oth
match of the explosives during the ig- enlargement of the crovN section area
nition process The mixture was 75:25 from- a 1.5 - 1.5 cin' into a 1.5, 2.5 c 2n2
nitromitt-hane-;%etone in a 2.5 x 1.5 cm1  stainkesz ateu-' tube. The mix tire was
stainless steel tube. _80:20 nitronefhane to acetone.
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Fisw.6 - W311 trace records depicting the vr-r;.-ion of-detonation through z sudderz
enlargement of the-tube cross section from-a 1.5 -, 1.5 cm 2 into (a) 1.5x 2 5 cm 2 and
(b) !.5 x2r cm 2 . The mixture in both ca.es ie 85:15 nitromethane to aceton,-.

collisions, an experiment was performed In in turn generated a new detonation wave spread-
S-which a steady-state wave was split around a ing out as a spherical wave and engulfing the

wedge and eibraught back together with a whcle cross section. The trace cf the-unreactedc
head-on collision In a manner like that which cone reeved away from its origin behind the
takes place in each of the cells of gaseous wedge and then propagated along.the two side

ISE detonations. The two ':olliding waves then pro- walls, reaching-the-fourth wrall in a manner
duce a new explosion center, which creates a similar to the so-called slapping wave. While
new detoiation wave spreading out as a single the nonreacting zone ultimately seems to have
cell. The record of such an experiment is covered the whole cross section of the tube, the
shown in Fig. 7- Here the wedge was only 1 newly Ignited detonation took over and continued
c-high-in the.tub- that-was originally 2.5x2.5- thle process:to the end.
cm.2 . The mixture was 80:20 nitromethane to
acetone. In a more dilute mixture, the collision ol

shock waves bednd the wedge might be strong
In light of what happened to the detonation enough.to generate a new explosion center

process with sudden expansion of the tidb (Fig. which would reignite tIe n'ixture at that point,
6).- a wide white trace-the evidence of no re- but it would not have sufflcl.nt strength to in-
action-anwpared behind the wedge and pro- duce and sustain detonation~ over the whole
ceeded towards the side walls. However, the cross section.
noureactive shock waves that propag..ted around
the corners of the wedge collided head on and Failure to rees'.ailtsh detonation occurred
produced a locally intense pressure region in a 75:25 nltromet•,.ne-acetone mixture, a
which turned into. a new explosion center, which record of which r, shown in Fig. 8. The
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NEI

Fig. 7 -Wall trace reci .d 5 of-detonation traveiling pa-,: 'v-d-C i cm aznh.
The tube -a .5 -ý 2.5 Em tils steel and IlCiith e 80:20 ruItro-
methane to acetone.

Fig. 89 Wall tr-c recordg of d-Tonat ion traveling ,a~ c'e 1c ih

Th4-we tbvws .5 Z. I2~axznlss steel and the tni'ct' e 75:15 nitro-
methante to acetone.
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weackness of the mixure, which in essence was REFERENCES
the cause for the suppression of the detonation
process. was ailo the reason for more details 1. A. W. Campbell, T. E. Holland, M. E.
on the record before the wedge and in the nar- Malin, and T. P. Cotter, "Detonation Phe-
row section of the tube. Of interest here is the nomena in Homogeneous Explosives,"
pattorn, which resembles the waveform usually Nature, Voi. 178, pp. 38-39, July 7, 1956.
-obtainedein a steray transonic flow around a
tmwedge or airfoil. What this pattern represents 2. . N. Dremin, T. K. Rozanov, and V.ES.I is difficult to answer at d is time; however, one Trofimov, "On the Detonation in Nitro-J.
could speculate that as the detonation wave methale, Combust. Flame, Vol. 7, pp.
passed the wedge, the flow behind It may have 153-062, June 1963.F- been locally transonilc and steady lonF enough

Sto impregnate the characteristic pattern. That 3. H. D. Mallory, "Turbulent Effects in Det-
Sthe pattern is indeed impregnated into the plae onation Flow: Diluted Nitromethane," J.
S-and-m-arly 0.1rmi deep-is deduced from the Appl. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 13, pp. 5302- =

surface profile-which was sca-nned along the 5306, Dec. V"47.

line parallel to the wedge and 2 mm away from
it. 4. A= N. Dremin, "Critical Phenomena in the

Detonation of Liquid Explosivcs," A2th
Thus, from all the evidence above, it is Symp. -(Int.) on Combust., pp. 691-699, The

rather clear that the front of a detonation-wave Cumbustiofi Institute, Pittsburgh, Pa.. 1969.
in a humogerseoi's rntromethane-acetone mix-
ture Is not one-dimensional but rather a com- 5. A. N. Dremin id S.-D. Savrov, "On the-
plex three-dimensional structure consisting of Stability othe Detonation Frunt In Liquid
-pressure discontinuities. The traces being Explbsives." Fiz. Goreniya Vzrvva, Nto. 1,
caused by high pressure peaks mark the paths pp. 36-46, 1966.
-of the triple wyrve intersections as they propa-
gate In the transverse-direction, colliding and 6. H.D. Mallory and G. A. Greene, "Lumi-
enforcing each other. nosity and Pressure Aberrations in Deto-

nating Nitromethane Sulutiois,' J. AMpp.
TIh slope of the trace relative to the tube Phys., Vol. 40, No. 12, pp. 4933-4938,-1

axis-Is In all cases-near 45 deg, suggesting that Nov. 1969.
the transverse Velocity of the triple points is
very clooe to the detonation velocity. In effect, 7. P. A. Urtiew, A. S. Kusubov, and R. E.
this-also indicates-that instabilities of the wave- Duff, "Cellular Structure of Detonation-in
front are of the same order of magnitude in the -Nitromvthane," Combust. Flame, Vol. 14,
direction of detonation as well as in the trans- No.1. pp. 117-122, Feb. 1970.
verse direction.

8. P. M. Howe, "Transverse Waves in Deto-
CONCLUSION nating Liquids," ApL Phys. Lett., Vol. 15,No. 7, pp. 197-198, Oct. 1, 1969,

In conclusion, then, it is-felt that the simi-
lariy is established between the processes that 3. B. B. Dunn, "Transverse Wave-Instability
tbxke place in gaseous and nitromethane-acetone in a Solid Explosive," Science, Vol. 167,
mixtures, and that the cellular wavefront is axi No. 3921, ,p. 1,24-1126, Feb. 2u, 1970.
essential feature of the deetonation process in
these explosives. Whether the same is true for -10. A. K. Oppcnheim, J. J. Smolen, D. Xwak,
other homogeneous-liquid explosives is not yet and P. A. Urtiew, "On the Dynamics of -

known. The authors intend to use this experi- Shock Intersections" (in this sympasium).
mental technique on liquids which, on the basis
of photographic records (5), seem to behave 11. B. V. Voitsekhovsky, V. V. Mitrui.nov,
differently and produce uniform, stable, one- and At. E. Topchlan, "Strucktura Frnnta
dimensional detonation fror•4s. D sii v Gazaih," pp. 93-101, Akad.

Nauk SS$R, Novosibirsk, 1963.
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DISCUSSION

_MOSTAFA M. KAMEL initiation to detonation is relatively smooth (no
Ga.dy-nanmics Laboratory strong shock interactions) but that these inter-
Division of Aeronautical Sciences actions develop as a result of small pressure
University of California, Berkeley waves, from centers of higher levels of riac-

tion within the detonation front, which then col-
At Berkeley, we passed a low mode detona- lide with or are reflected froni the metal walls.

tion wave in equimolar C2H2 + 02 through a The reflected shocks then ap-war to interact to
sudden enlargement of the cross section of a form centers of higher pressure and tempera-
thin tube. Within a narrow range of pressure. ture, and thus high levels of chemical reaction.
the wave was either extinguished completely or The shock patterns also appear to vary with the
was dramatically re-established upon the first tube width (or geometry) and the chemical corn-
intersection between the shock waves reflected position of the explosive. Would you care to
from the wall. I your Fig. 6, the final re- comment on the possibility that-the shocks are
establishment occurred at the third intersection, initially a result of chemical reactior rather
rather than the first. Since each intersection than-a cause and that the wall traces are an
is, preaumably, weaker than the preceding one, artifact of the geometry rather than a necessary

Scould this be due to non-homogeneous condi- factor in the continuation in the progress of the
tions? If not, could you account for this phe- detonation?
nomenon?

REPLY BY P. A. URTIEW
REPLY BY P. A. URTIEW

The absence of the wave pattern in the area
Your comment is very well taken because of original Initiation-is due to the overdriven

it is indeed logical to expect the re-establish- initition of the NM acetone mixture by the
mert of the process to take pl2cc right after the solid explosive. As the wave attenuates its
first intersection 5r -not at all. cellular structure becomes more pronounced

and traces begin to appear on the Wails. When
The record of Fig. 6 has puzzled tus too and the process reaches its "steady state" it ac-

the only explanation we can offer at this time is quires a structure whose cell size is charac-
the following: Between setting up the shot and terlstic to the particular- chemical composition
firing we usually used 5-10 minutes of a hot of the mixture and also the size of the tube.
summer day. During that time a small temper- As far as the shocks being the result of or
-attre or dens~iy g.adient can have set in the the cause for the chemical reaction, we know
mixture since- the top of the tube was open and
exposed to t. atmosphere. The case must have from gaseous detonations that both statententa

- are true. First the chemical reaction gener-
been a truly marginal one asid a slight gradual ates shock waves which then colliding with each
change in initial conditions could have caused other produce new centers for renewed chemi-
such a struggle for survival. cal reaction.

The wall traces as such are of course not
F. E. WALKER a necessary factor for the coniinuation of !he

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Cietonation~process but they are the result and
Livermore, California 94550 the experimental evi4ence of the triple wave

intersections in the wave front, which we believe
It appizars from the patterns of the traces are the main driving mechanism of the self-

on the metal waves that the area of original sustained detonatiun- fr-ort
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A PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR-MAPPING FAILURE WAVES

AND OTHER INSTABILITY PHENOMENA

IN LIQUID EXPLOSIVES DETONATION
Per-Anderm Persson and Gert Bjarnholt
Swedish Delonic Research Foundation

tVinterviken, 117 48 Stockho!n

We have foundthe open-camera aquarium all initiated by the same booster system as in
technique (Winning 1954, 1958, Johansson and Fig. 1. In the 'ecord 2a the envelope was a
Sternhoff 1959)-to bea- very powerful and simple 19.5/22-mm glass tube. in 2b and 2c (identical
instrument for-makin- measurements of the charges) -1.5/17.9.mm glass and in 2d 16-mm
failure waves and ether instability phenomena internal diameter (i.d,) 0.07-ram-thick Mylar.
!n detonating liquid explosives, A charge-of
-liquid explosiveixia transparent ca•sng:such as Figure-2a shows, perhaps more distinctly
a glass tube is immersid in water in an-aquar- than. Fig. la, the crisscross pattern of inter-
ium. In this wayt-and by placing the charge and secting failure waves, In Figs. 2b and 2c, with
camera in darkness the only light that reaches a diameter closer to the critical diameter, the
the film of the open-shutter camera-is that wave pattern is coarser.
Siemitted from the very thin reaction Zone when
it sweeps through the charge. The record is a Figure 2d shows the pattern of detonation
picture of the charge having the same -utline failure obtained when the tube wall was made of
-asbefore detonation because very littlegross thin Mylar instead of glass.

motion takes pllac-within the reaction zone.
We have found that the-variations of temperature On the basis of the patterns of Figs. 2a, b
and reaction time associated with failure waves and c we ctiggest the following theory for the
in pure nitromethane are clearly visible as a failure wave.
pa..ern in such rec.rds.

Assume that the detonation is most sensi-
FJ F're I shows the still picture (a), and tive to slight disturbances at the wall. This is

reaction light recording (b) of a tubular charge wherC-theoreacting explosive is most directly
of nitromethane In a 19.5122-mm (internal/ accessible to the cffects of the laterd expan-
external diameter) glass tube, emerging into a sion. The paper by Persson and Sj~li.. in these
wider tube. also filled with nltromethane. Initi- proceedings shows very clearly how extremely
ation ras done from below by the 84-mm-long sensitive the detonation reaction is to changes
and 29-mm-diameter pressed TNT booster in front presaure. Thus, it appears likely that.
through an 0.25-mm PVC barrier. The record given a sLight local disturbance to the detona-
shows a-fine crisscioss network of failure waves tion at a point on the wall, the reaction will ef-
at the surface on the 19.5/22-mm glass tube, fectively stop at this point, to restart again only
At the-top is seen the integral picture of tI* after a given initiatiom. induction period has
light emitted from the complicated faiPure ano elapsed. The reaction fa, l:tre will spread as an
reinitiation processes after the dctonation expansion wave along the detonation shock front
emerges into the> wider tube. Outside the main so that a volume of the explosive within-a coni-
contour of the glass envelope of the charge, cal surface will be ItAt uareactd. The conical
there is a faint halo-like light. We believe this surface-has its apex at the initial failure point
to come from the reaction products during their and its axis in the directioa of detonation. If t
relativ-ely slow- ex~p r.nnhend the reaction the detonation front were a plane and perpen-
zone. - ----- tot b .t _ eIe ue-

straight and its half-angle - would be-given by
Figure 2 shows a series of feur separate

records of four different shots of pure nitro-
methane in straight tubes of :a- 150-mm length. - "" * - " (1)

115
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- Fig1 - till picture -U) 4nd detonation- gight -recording with openi
-- -z~aymera (b) of detonation in pure nitromethant. emerging from a

19-5-~mm i.d. glass tube into a 33-mm i.d. glass tube. TNT booster
84-mm long by 29-mm diameter-

where D is the detonation velocity, upf the Failure and reinitliation take place at the point
detonation front particle velocity asid C, the A, failure sprfading along the cone generator
sound velocity in the shock-compressed but un- AC. B is the point of first and C (also D) that
reacted-explesive- at the-front of the steady of last catch- .p.
detonatioo-reactlon zone.

The intersection botween the failure cone
After the initiation induction period has and the tube wall is the lines DAD, and that be-

elapsed, reinitiation takes place at-the-cone -tween the c-atch-up surface and the wail the line
apex. A detonation wave will spread spherically DBD. - husm, because the detonation tinthe prc-
out frort- this poinlt through the sh-)k- compressed material affected by the failure is
com ressed.-ulreacted epliv wi.i the -less luminoux than the ordinary detonation, the
cone and wlt-eveuituaLiy cafeh up with the shock sui~ftce ADBD,_ ill *joi Al&ýd±
front. -Catch-up will occur Itat at the tube cause of- the higher than normal light Wnensity
surface znd later further in. The catch-up from the detonation immediately after catch-up,
surface will be forward-concave. Figure 3 the surfa-ce BDCDB will appear lighter than the
shows a schematic of the process In two longi- -surrounding.
tudinal and two perpendicular views of the tube.
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F! - Open cnamera detornion ligit records of detonation in pure ritro-
rimthane i h150-am-long tubes of diameter 19.5/22-mm ghs (a), 15.51
1T.9-m-naclass (b) and (c), 16-mm i.d.. 0.07-mm-thick\|ylar (d)

These features are modified by the cuva- In a perpendizular cross section of the
ture of the ral detonation front and the inter- tube. such as that seen by a camera looking
action between a multitude of failure waves, down the tube, the zone of unreacted material
Using the v,-lues D = 6.29 kmiwsce, :f = 5.05 would appear as a half-cir,-ular dark band or a
km/sec. and utf = 2.52 km/see, in Eq. (1) we half-clrcular dark surface depending- upon
arrive at the value x = 270, which is in the whether or not catch-up has occurred. These
range suggested by Figs. 2a, b an-! c. are obviously the failure waves observed by

S-_+ 1 - U,,ii --- ~- 'I II
-a / -

- I!!

"II ]I I

II I

-'I'

Fic. 3 - Schemlatic of thar zeormne.-, of failuire an,. reinjl.a.tion
wa-.- ,s in t liquid tu_•:oiive detonating in a tube
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Watson (these proceedings) in framing camera technique for the present work. They viso wish
pictures and by others in streak cameras with to acknowledge the economic support re.,elved
the slit across a diameter of-the tube. In the from Nitro Nobel AD, Atlas Copco AB and the
latter records, the similarity with the cross- Swedish Technical Research Council.
sectional, dashed-line surface ACBA is striking.

With the mechanism suggested, it would
appear likely that the disturbance due to the -REFERENCES

r initial failure at A spreads further along the e L pe~~Johansson, C. H. and Sternhoff, L. -"Suppresased :
cone surface than to the final catch-up DCD. Light Emission of the Reaction Z ,,e in
We suggest that such "ripples." propagating Deton sion. Nathe Reaction
sideways within the reaction zone and following D
for long distances the conical suria-,e, qre the
origin of the detonation-wave fine structure Wiraing, C. H., C.R. 27th Congr. InR. ShemieS~~industr., Bruxelles (1954), P_,oc. Roy. Soc.
first observed by Cotter (1956). -288 (1958).
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DISCUSSION

P. A. URTIEW P. A. PERSSOU1
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Swedish Detonic Research Focndation
University of California Vinterviken, 117 48 Stockholm
Ltvermore, California

Not always is a detonating liquid as well
The records shown by Dr. Pcrsson are contained the thick, heavy, hgh shock impedance

indeed very interesting, but-they represent a material-as tit Dr. Urtiew's experiments. Our
different pheitomenon than that discussed in our results should sound a warning bell .gaimin
paper. The main difference is in the way in drawi'g the parallel too far between gasuous and
which the experiments were conducted. While lIquid media detonation.
for his open-shutter photographs Dr. Perason
used a thin glass-tube immersed in a transparent For detonating liquids, in contrast to gases,

- , medium (water), we were not concerned the containing wall is less rigid. The region
with the transparency of the surrounding but near the wall, therefore, is often the region of
rather have put all our efforts toward contain- the liquid where failure wi.ves will originate.
ing the process in a heavy stainless steel tube And at the same time, effects similar to the wall
surrounded by molten seraban and a layer of reflections that occur so readily in gaseous
lead bricks. Dr. Persron has truly observed detonation are more difficult to provoke.
failure waves setting in at the boundaries due
to the break up of the t4be, but in our case we That they can be provoked has been-shown,
believe that we see traces of the triple wave very nicely, by Dr. Urtiew.
intersections that play an important. part in
sustaining the detonation rather than extinguish-
Ing it.



ON'THE DI)IAMiCS OF SHOCK INTERSECTIONS
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Berkeley, California

and
P. A. tjrtiew

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Livermaore, Califrnia

ABSTRACT

Upon the recognitiorn that collisions between shock intersections
play a dominant role in the seli-tiusttenance of detonations, an analysis
of their dynamic properties is pr.ýsenzvd. covering a full scope of pos-
sible wave configurations in. gaseclus media as-well, as In condensed
explosives. in both 6ases theo'eticaj rpsu~ts and experimental recordas
are showi, to be in satisfactory agreement.

INTRODUCTION Moreover, they provide simple diagnostic
means for the study of the wave structure, since

In the last decade our concepts of gaseous intersection points leave-traces of-their trajec-
detonation wtaves have been completely revolu- tories on-the walls along which the detonation

--tionizedii(l,2). Instead of the classical NDZ wave propagates, yieldiiig an informative rec-
model of a pliane shock followed by a steady- ord of their dynamic behavior. The traces are
flow deflagration. it became evident that the produced as a result of the fact that shock in-
sel-sustalnndg- wave is both nonsteady and non- tersections generate regioso ihpesr
homogeneous. The mechanism of wave propa- -and temperature which, as a consequence of
gation watt revealed to be associated with the rare-faction associated with the basic blast wave
-action of a set of concentrated explosians that structure of the flow field. are !ocallzed in the
-generate blast waves whose fronts are, as a- immediate vicitifty-if the inter-sect ion points.
-rule, -nonpianar. The latter collide with each These regions contain, moreover, -concentrated
oth~er, creating intersection points which, in vertices due to the action of the sitp-line dis-
turn, undergo mutual collisions producing new continuity that %s concomitant to any asymmet-
shock intersections that bring about new explo- ric shork intersection. Thus the trares of the

iPsion centers, while-fur most of the time bje- -trajectories of the intersection points can be
ýPtween collisions the v."ue system is in a state engraved on the walls by the sharp pressure

of decay. The overall steady state propagation peaks as well as by the twister action %;f the
is thus -achieved as a result of a balance be-- vortices. The latter is the prevailing mecha-

;Etween the-wave amplification due to new explo- nism producing the well-known sinoke-foill
sions and the wave decay during the remainder records in gaseous detonations, while the
of the time. former provides principal means for the attain-

ment of similar records in conzdensed explosives.
As it is apparent from the above, -shock In-

tersections and their collisions play a dominant The purpose of this paper is to present the
role in the self-sustenance of detonation waves. dynamic properties of collisions between shock

Thuis work wat. -supported by the U.S. Air Force through the Air Force Office of Scienti.i Research
tinder Gr~ant AFOSR 129-67, by the Nqt onal Aeronautics and Space Administratiori under Grant NsGj-
702/05-003-050, -,nd by the National Science? Fouindation tinder Grantt NSF GK-2156. it was carriedt

out also, in part. und.or the auspices of the U.S. Atomnic Energy Commi~ssion.
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intersections in a gaseous medium as ivcll as satisfy the dynamic compatibility conditi-ns,
in a condenseed phase explosive. While the and triple shock intersections set in.
analysis of shock interseztions is textbook
material (3,4), their collisions have received The rear-end collision occurs, as illus-
only sporadic attention (1,5). The basic fea- trated in Fig. 1(b), when the second explosion
-tures of these processes ;re. !i.ex'efore, devel- is formed inside the olast wave of the first, or,
oped here frairn cementary conceptli.. what Is- of course equivalent, when an explosion

occurs behind a plane shock. In this case, at
first the two shock fronts merge along the line

SHOCK INTERSECTiONS of centers, producing a transmitted shock and aIreflected rarefaction fan. At the next instant.
In a detonating medium shocks a' e generated triple shock intersections are generated, The

in b1.ýst waves where they appear pr`,nnrily as tiajectorles of these intersections, referred t,
their fronts. They form intersections between simply as "triple points,"t are represented in
each ýoiher as aresult of-either-heoci-on or rig. I by broken lines.
rear -end collisions, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

If the shoc` frotnts are sufficiently thin in
conirmrison to the f1~w field treatcd by the
anal'yzis, which is usually the case with strong
,hocks, in the imm~ediate vicinity of an inter-
sectirtii point the cur%.,,tures of the fronts can

-~bsw neglected and the surrounding flow field
ýAconsidered tQ besniallyv the same as in the

_Y, rubae of plane fronts. ahvrious weave con-
figuratlans that are, under such circumstances.
dhonaiav aompatilue are depizted in Fig. 2.

Sonfirst s quadruple shock intersection
equivalent. in effect, to a, asmmtric reguilar

2 fiection (Fig. 2(a)1. As the Rtrergth of onie of
khe waves participating in the intersection is
Increased whilc the other 'As assumed to remain
the same as before, the reflected -,hock behind

\ '~7the stroager wave becomes anrnlhIilated and one
\\ ~,'\obtains an inverse Mach intersecition, shown

next (Fig. 2(b)). Then, for still higher strength
Of b~oth incident waves, a normal- Mach inter-
section isobtained (Fig. 2 (c)). Ii' ths case the
Mach stemn is normal to the incident flow and
the reflected shock is identical to that of a

symeric glar reflection. Following this,
one gets the conven-tional Mach intersection
(Fig. 2(d)1. The limiting case for this configu-

ib) ration is attained whern the reflected shock be-
comes normal to local flow 'Fig. 2(e)). After

Fig. 1 1- lustration of the thCon anhv ihe ovntoa-Fg
rnation of -hock intersections in taoecnbr ihracnetoa Fg

exposve cd':m () hadon2(f)) or a choited (Fig. 2(g)) "arr -owhead" inter-
collso btween bla'ut waves: (b) section-one in which all thrc-e shocks are of
re'ar-end co.!ision between bhaz the same fvmilly 11.e.. Uthey turnt iiier flow in the

Waessame senb-%) the- latter being associated with"
Prandtl-Meyer L"pansion while the flow behind
the re~f.ectct shock is locally sonic.

in the case of a head-on collision, Fig. 1(a), The dyvanric c-C-aipatibility c ncl~tions whhhh
- at first the two fronts undergo, along the line of a wave Intersection must salisti-stein from the

centers, a normal Interaction producing a re- requirement that each component has to obey
flected shock (~46.At the next instant quad- -the junip - nditions -for an. ',biique s~asdlynaniic
ruple C-hock interseutions are fourn-.d zn htyM discontinuity, _while-n.hc flw ffiýý_Iginnrtd~
sides of the linie of centers. WVhen the inter- the 4ntersection has to have uniform pressure
section angle aco,.uires a certain critical valve, niad its particle velhcitles with respect to the
the quadruple shock intersection can no longer intersection point must oc rn.utually parallel.
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Fig. 2 - Typi:al-shock ifiterscction patterns: Ia) quadr-nple
intersection (equivalent to an as-yn- metric regular refle
tion); (b)- inverse -Mach inte rsel:tion; (c) normal Mach ;,r-

. tcsetion: -(d) convctnliohal Mach i-ntteisection; (e)-limiting
case of the conventional Mach intersection wherei retcted .
shock is normal to Jocal flow: (f) conventional "arrowhiead"
intersection: (g) choked "arrowhead" inte -ect-sion (oni
flow behind-reft.ected shock)

It is the latter condition that gives rise to a where, with reference to Eq. (2), m,, the-
slip-line discontinuity.- For a givenMach Mach number of the-nornial coponent-ofnc_-
number olfincident-flow, u,, the jump condi- dent flow, -is related to- the coordinates of -the
tions specify-the angle o! incidence, -C, the flow , xvgonlot curve by the equation:
deflection angle, 5, Pnd the downstream flow
Mach number, 9j, as i function o! the-coordi- 2(
nates of a point on the Hugonlot curve. - 1 14s2 ---=-i - • (5)

In t.-rms of nondimensional pressure ratio.SP Pi•i,-.qeifte- volume~ rafft;;. -i:-.TSoa gte -•-,EqS-(2), (3), and (4)
--and th local elocity of sound parameter, -- bome-functlon5VtThe-presL-ure ratio -alone. if
a l e o u mthe specific volume ratio is eliminated by the

use ol the Hugoniot equation. The latter can be
-- (k () express-d most conveniently in the form-ol a

Pk p 'k rectangular hyperbola, which, for a shock front,
represents the Rankine-Hugoniot curve passing

these parameters can be expressed as -ollows through the point P = i and :- 1. Its equation
(5): is thenm

_~( -•- -(p.,)(I.~ -•a) = x•),1-•- 16)

- .- (2) and it represents, indeed, an excellent approxi-

malion for most gaseous substtnc-es. In this
cot- tan13) case Eq. (5) becomes:

and Pcot P _ i t-n t . (3) P •

-J ~r~im 2~--. (7)S- ~ ~and - -

and, since ,, r I as P =i.-the velocity of
i - P I)( sound parameter becomes related to the

(.4 asymptotes of the Rankine-Hugonlot hyperbola
as follows:
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() mediately before and after this event. As(8 Fi.4aoigtewv cniu:~uslt
K, rule, the intersection point "consumes" the

weaker incident shock, i. In order for a col-
For a perferet gar. with constant specific heats, liontocuhssokm tbehs"o-

- 7 while -~ 'I'~1): (k t. i). sumed" from two sides, and the collision takes
place then at the moment when it becomes an-As a consequence of the fact that the corn- nihilated. Immediately after this, the two

patibility conditions require the establishment stogrhck,1,ftepevusonira
of aregme f uifoin resureandflo diec- tion acquire the role of the weaker shocks, V',tion immediately behind a wave intersectioal, while either a new stronger shock, 11', is

th e othe sltoofmsprbesiths formed "pushing" the triple points away fromdohei key toe relutionshipmostwproblemspinsthis
doand-h isowthefrelationship between asthe pthsre e axis of symmetry, or a regular reflection

th -lw elctnanlkonste is obtained, as that-of Fig. 2(.-), so that the
shuck-polar. Computer-,plots of such ipolars rolattil on slds hn h xso
and of their avi'iary diagrams for the evalua- rsymmettry.inpte latnte caslies aln Mac tntesc-
tion of the incidcene angle, -P, and the Machs mer.IthlaerceaMchie!e-

numbr, ~, ase onEqs.(1)ttrugh(8)for tion will eventually be formed, as illustrated
_ = .4 (~e.,in Fig. 1(a). Of particular significance to-thethe case of a perfect gas with se-sseac of 1.et(nat.,-is here the fact
jo = 1/6), are given in Plates 1, 2. and 3. With taa euto hspoes nbt ae
their use, the various Intersections depicted in ahg rsueadtmeauergo so
Fig. 2 (except for case (g)) were solved graphi- eae ihacnetaesre scetdI

caly-5)-a sow i Fg. 3. the immediate vicinity of the collisionf polnti.

COLLISIONS BETWEEN
-INTERSECTIONS Solutions

As polintod out -in the 'introduction, the most The wave sysiem resulting from a sym-
important events in the seJI-suste.-met" of c.et- metric collision is fully determiined by the fact
gnations are -collisions hetweenvshnck intex sec- that the weaker !ncident shock after collision
tions. Since, as it le- evident frOm-Fig. 1. tiny was the strumigr- - -ck bbe, whi .-d u A
Intei-section-pattern produced by explosions symmet-ry, the newly formed -stronger shock is
nius- evolve into a triple-point intersection, perpendicular to the uxis of syMmetry. 11e
while in the maost commoni c.s fshc process of collisin has, therefore, iwo invari-
induced exisin rereeie Uzy Fi.1b) ns: ressure~ratio, P. across the wave
such Intersections are formed immediatrlv at which -remains unaffected by this process.-and
the outset, only this s-ase need be thus comnsid- the airgle fs'nween Mhe two shock fronits, 4I'.
ered

L~c1AoiUini- the pkine of collision iiivaVriants.
SmercCollision one can thus cc~nstruet -' chart for the evalua-

- -ymmericticn co( the resultant -wave eysten1. Figure 5
A symmietric collision between triple-point represents such a chart for the case of a per-

intersections is describc-d schematically in iect gas with .=1.4. The wave systems that

Figi. 3 - ShoO' poI-z. aghaonu.'-, ýý 'the '.tr
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41 4

Ra E obandatrc~so arc -rprsete

Vi. 1ý --- i

beforei coli""ionarrersnebybon vtI !A

thner;tee wey otnoustlinedsidtempnly by taking prcfosbewe rpl ot

1P the pressure ratio across the stronger shock
of the same intersection. The chain-dotted
lines denoted by- -represent the loci of the
normal reflected -solutions (case (e) of Figs. 2
and 3), while those denoted by V" are the reg- o _

ular reflection limits (cnse (c) of Figs. 2 and 3)-
beyond which the angle of reflection, 0.a

On the F plane o; Fig. 5. each point of
intersection batweon a continuous fine and a
broken line represents a solution of a collision
process. sperifying fully the wave systems inm-
mediately before arid after this event. Once the

souinin terms of r and Mi is known. the
angles. between the trajectories of the triple
points can be detei mtined from the atmiliary

plot. Plate 2. as, by referztnce to
Fig. 4,

Whil (9 Vi. 6 Soluti1on-- of colhsio.. proc-

whilei-~e co~!~'- ~ ~ ()rrc-ponding to Fig. 5 ex-

90- pre--se ien iorm of shock incidence-

Thus, making use of Fig. 5 and Plates 1
anid 2, the angles between the trajectories of
the tri-le-point intersections before and after Vi, I . the condition which ir, attained when the
itym metric collisions were etvaluated for a sa. reflected shock~ becomes reduced to a charac-
of incident flow Mach numbers, and the r sults teristic. Moreover, as it ajpears there. ' he
are gcven in Figs. 6 andl 7. Fmrn the latter one. relationship b.etween '=1 and 4b Is practically in-
should note that c'becomes neglilgibly dependent of the incidept Plow Mach tnin!er.
small as V' tends I~o zero which corresMonds tvt, eqrxcially if its valur is high Pnough. Since
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collision shares the incident shock, so that
PIA -Po-. The resultant wave system is de-
termined by four conditions which are imposed

- by the requirement that the two stronger
shocks-of the initial wave system are unaffected
by the collision, acquiring the roles of the
weaker incident shocks after this event, whiei i the newly formed stronger shock is common to

both the resultant intersections A' and R'.
One has, therefore,

S131 PI [A" PIA' "%

24(4)
•__ 0 "• 3• o •(31) PlA' *B 4,A,'

SFig. 7 - Solutions of cc?.riion proco The solution corresponding to Fig. 8 is one
S_ .~ses correspo~nding• -ig. 5which satisfies these conditions in the-caseof_

-irs r s - two Mach intersections generated byaýn inci-
Strajectory angle dent shock of Mach number M1 =4.06 (P1 =

19.5 if -y = 1.4)-in a shock tube fitted with two
wedges, one of a 200 and tht other of a 300

Sthis means Matin Eqs. (9) 0& 10, one has apex ange. This is shown in Fig. 5, demon-
therefore, in this case, quite a simple rule for strating how the numerical results given in
estimating, with good approximation, the Fig. 8 were obtained. As can be observed, the
change In the angle between the trajectories of approximate rule of Eq. (1) applies here as
the triple points due to their collision, namely, well, since the difference between the values of

2= 700 and 2a' = 10.50 Is practically equal to
(- -0) * 20 + 30' 50..

-Asymmetric Collision Experimental Verification

An example of wave configurations associ- The physical validity of the cbove theory
•sted with at n,%rilmetric collsion is repre- has been demonstrated by compaison with a
sented by Fig. 8. The wave system before variety of experimental results obtained In the

P. --

=- f•p,.__s• ,re

Fie. 8 - An example of an asymmetric
collision between triple points
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course of detonation processes il) as well as
wi'th the use of inert gases wher'e-the shock- P7ý _

NY- intersections were generated by means of
weds-e- wallsi hc tubes as iIŽ tile case of____
Fig. 8. Selected for illustration ,iere were. in _

fact, the records rorrespxonding to thio case.
They were obtained in u shock tu%)e 1-3. 4 x1-3 -4
In. in cross section filled initially with nitrogen
at roomi temperature and a pressure of 5mnm
tla-the conditions for which the assumption
th~at the substt'nce behaves as *A perfect gas
with -. 1.4 is indeed very good. Sttoboscopic
laser-schieren recoids of the wave systems

-obtained when-itr, incident shock Mach number
was 4.06 are giveni in Fig. 9. ~The smioKe-fiLm
traces of-trajectories of the triple points -are -A
represntd in Fig. 10. Til'eih agreenient with __

Fi'r 8 is indeed most satisfactory.

THE CASE OF A CONDENSED
EXPLOSIVE 

'

-Recently s-omfe records of condensed exc-
plosives resembling, the smoke-film traces of____
gaseou5 dcicznatlons Ler amne available (7). The
clearest evidence of such traces was obtained_
with nitromethiane-acetone mixtures (8). These
records were therefore adopted here as the test
case for checking the applicability of our simn-
ple theory of collisions between triple-points to____
-wave phenomiena-in a condensed phase.

As a consequence of the dearth of available P _
information on the thermodynamic properties
of this mediumi at the high p~ressures achieved
in detonation experiments. only a rough esti- -Szroboscop, .c -c

m~ate of the flankine-Ilugoniot curves could be wto. h, gt-rat'- o p.
-made at this !ime. by z...C3-i- ofI vedes t t. a n

For incident shocxkfronts this is based on
experimental records (9) according to which it
appears that. in the regime of interest, the
normal shock velocity. -a,., can be assumed to -_

be linearly relat4L- to the induced particle ve- -M

locity. it; i.e..,________________

where a,.* the normal shock velocity corre-
sponiding to u 1). Is', of course, the measuro,
of the local velocity of sound In the undisturbed- _

medium.

As a corse-quence of Eq. (11), one obtains, Fig 10 - Sitoke-flim trau of
hy -virtue of mechanical shock conditions, - --

1 1 (12)

and, with the use of Eq. (1), Pivi h 13
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Eliminating -m, f~om the above two equa- and taking advantage of Eqs. (1) and (5), Eq.
tiIWIs. cone gets the following expression for the (16) becomes
Rankine-Hugonlot equation:

_IP - I (P -1)(1 - V) (18)
P t( - b(i -V1 1)F

whence, by virtue of Eq. (4) combined with Eqs.
For P' s I the curve representing this ()~() ban

equation on the P - v plane resembles a
.3ranch of a rectangular hyperbola. Its negative 2- *

-lpatv - Iis equ~lto r. ,similarlyas in such. (19

asymptote at P= Is the -7alue-of -c can be-estimated from triple- --

pon1rjcois ecr fsc-rjio
1 - . (15) ries, obtained with the use of a nirornethane-

acetone mixture, is shown in Fig. '11, an
enlargement of a segment of a record of Ref. 8.For the evaluation of wave Intersection As-they appear there, the traces-of the-tripleprocesses one needs, in addition-to the shock points intersect, each other at approximately

Hugonlot on the pressure-specific volume plane, ritanlswhotanicaecagen
irformatlon on the local velocity of sound in -the direction; ie. ae &a 5 ccrigt h

-shock cqIpjessed medium,; Since, at present,-,* Acrigtth-observations made here in connection with-there Is-nnoexpe~riniental evidence- available in Figs. 5 and 6, one can conclude from- this that
this connection, we could base our estimate at 4, 1-, which means that the triple points &re
this juncture only on some general- properties ascae hnwt arwed nescin
of condensed -iatertals (6). From these we inth icinity of m, - 1. Under such circum-
concluded-that possibly the sliiplest expression stances Eq. (19) reduces to
for this purpose that is still compatible with the
proper behavior of the substance Is 2

whence, as a consequence of Eq. (12), noting
where c Is a constant. Noting that from me- that Mi,, 14i co 2,
chanical shock-conditions,

U2 (P -1)(1 -V)p i Vi (17) C a M -(1

Fig. I I - An enlargernent of a segmnent or a record of Rrf. 8
ýhowing traces of triple-point traijectorir5 in a nitr~nwthane-
acetone Mixture~
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Now, for an 84.16 nitromethane-aretone
mixture, a compositicn corresponding most -
closely to that used for experiments reported 6-.'\ _in Ref. 8, al 1.89 mm/plsec and b = 1.7, •--.•-___)L .•|c

while the density at atmospheric pressure is - -
1.081 g/cni 3 (9). From Eq. (1) it follows -

then that -i 38.4x 103, while according to
Eq. (15), B 0.412, and. assuming that, when
the records were obtained from which it ap-peared that a = 450, the triple-points traveled, .
on the average, at a Mach number Vi 4, one o. 5. o.

gets from Eq. (21) c 2.655.

On the basis of these values, the shock Fig. 13 - Soh:tions of collision processes
-I•iars Uitheir auxiliary diagrams were corn- corresponding to Fig. 12 expres~s d ij,
puted as before, and the results are given in s s incidence angles

Plates 4, 5, and 6. Inserted In Plate 4 is a
rarefaction polar and its auxiliary plots for

r - 7. The corresponding diagrams for
the reflected shock are presented in the same
scale in Plate 7. The latter corresponds to

77, h= 1.7 (5= 0.412) and = 2.655.

With the use ofPlates 4-7, shock intersec-
tion processes which can occur in the medium
under study-can be now evaluated. Thus, simi-
larly as before, one obtains a master diagram
op. the plane of collision invariants, Fig. 12, 5 20'

rand the (0) plot, Fig. 13, which was de-
duced from Fig. 12 (with the help of Plates 4 .6
and- 5).-leiding finally the trajectory angles /_

-2(+. 14.tei change due to collisions, 4= ~~ ~i. 14..°,t.:
It should be -noted -in this connection that,

as a consequence of the large difference In the
value of r across the-incident shock, all the
solutions given in Figs. 12-14 correspond to
choked "arrowhead" intersections, the pattern
-represented-by case (g) in Figs. 2 and 3. (It is - .for this reason that one needs the rareftction 0 5" •o- @ 5*

2 Fig. 14 - Solutions of col-
lision processes corre-
spor.ding to Fig. 12 ex-
pressed in terms of the
triplo-point triajectory_

__ ___-_-_polars included In Plate 4.) The limit lines
3••" .shown on these d•'agrjm"; ienote the first in-•1 stanztwhen the regular -eflection can be also

obtained, so that to the right of these lines
S1-,. 4;i M, Uthere is a regime of ambigalty in that two types

of dyniamicAifycompatlble solutions are pos-
sible. Since, however, the regular reflection,

Fig. 12 - Solutions of collision processes
Zbetween triple point on the plane - corresponding in this case to solution (cI/ In

lision invariants for ati 84:16 nitroniethane- Fig. 3, has at first a pressure behind the re-
acetone mixture expressed in terms of flected shock ;dther than that behind the

38.4 ' 10, s, 1.7 ( 0 -b.412) ;nd "arrowhead" intersection, the lalier intersee-
= 2.655 tion Is more Ulkeiy to o6ccur. This Is due to the
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fact that, in the course of detonation, shock p142
waves appear as fronts of decaying bWast waves, - \ "•J.I'J2
and these, as a rule, are associated with rare- % .27.

- ~~faction, favoring thus the establishment of a . I

vave pattern that corresponds to a lower pres- \
sure. \ 12&x\OP:I22,O/

Pr:'dA1O!' A / -x

As it appears F.om Fig. 14, the approxi-
mate rule of Eq. (10) is not as good now as it ",
was in the case of the perfe'ft gas-of Fig. 7. 27 ,
However !n the vicinity of 4 z 0, one still has p: Of
- • a'. Since the experimentally recorded -

traces are quite fuzzy, one cannot discern a 1 I
to23 change in the direction of a. Let us take /
for example a- "= 1atNi = 4. The wave-
configurations immediately before and after ,,,
triple-point collision, evaluated for these con- .

ditions from Figs. 12-14, are shown in Fig. 15
Denoted there are pressure levels in the vari-
ous flow regimes. As it appears then, the con- 0
centrated vortices induced by the slip-line

-discontinuities are in regions where the pres-
-sure is-about-2 kbar-higher than behind the In-
cident shuck. Since, as it was pointed out irt Fig. 15 - Estimated shock ,r.tersection
the introduction, this is followed by rarefacti•n patterns in a detonating rAtromethane-
due to the decaying blast wave structure of the acetone mixture
glow field, the high pressures can exist only in
the immediate vicinity of the triple point. One
has thus pressure peaks of an order of 2 kbar
concentrated at the triple-point trajectories- - explosives, as much as these means have been

S-a phenomenon certainly of sufficient intensity already exploited in studies on gaseous
to produce the recorded traces. This result detonations.
can be conaiddercd as providing as good a vroof
as one can wish at this juncture of the essential
correctness of our theory in its applicability to REFERENCES
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Plate 4 -.Shock polars for the case of an 84:16 nitramethane-
acetone mixture expressed in terms of P1 =38.4 x 10 3 , b 1.7

0.4 O!2) and 2 .655; insert: rarefaction polar for t7
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METAL ACCELERATION BY COMPOSfTE EXPLOSIVES

M. Finger, H. C. Hornig, E. L. Lee, J. W. Kury
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California

Livernore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

The metal accelerating ability oi plastic-bonded explosives {PBX)
containing aluminum, inorganic oxidizers, or mixtures of the two has
been investigated. Tisese composite formulations were prepared by re-
placing a portion of the HMX in conventional PBX's with aluminum.
ammonium perchlorate. or potassium perchlorate. Thermodynamic-
hydrodynamic code ca!culations were used to model extremes in per-
formance for these syste~ns. Comparison with experimental results
enabled us to infer rates and extent of reactions of the additives.

INTRODUCTION then results in useful work. For simple explo-
sives such as HMX or Viton-bonded HMX, the

We have extended our previous work (1) on chemical reactions are complete in less than a
the metalaccelerating ability of simple, fast mIcrosec• _(3). -For %_mo_ niim mate -. _
reacting_ explosives-to include a variety of comr- aluminum-water slurry Velvsthese:re-
posite explosives; that Is, explosives containing actions take many milliseconds (4,5). Adding
inorganic oxidizers and fuels. Gordon (2) was HMX to a slow reacting composite formulation
the first to apply t'se term composite to such can decrease the reaction time to the range 1 to
explosives. These metal- and oxidizer- 100 usec. Figure 1 compares the approximate
containing formulations release their chemical range uf chemical reaction times for these sys-
energy over a much longer time scale than sir- terns with the maximum available time for varn-
ple explosives, finding wide use as a result in ous applications.
air blast, underwater, and craterng applica-
tions. However, reaction ratcs of the composite It is presently impossible to calculate the
explosives generally have been too slow for behavior of composite explosiver, The complex
effective use in metal acceleration. In this nature of the calculation, for example of an
paper we describe the calculated and experi- HMX-ammon-,um perchlorate-aluminum-Viton
mental performance of plastic.;bonded, HMX- composite, is best illastrated by considering
based composites. Results indicate that these the actual processes involved. These are (2,
materials can be used advantageously for metal 6-10):

1. Shock ignition and- reaction of HMX

MODEL FOR DETONATION OF 2. Decomposition and reaction of ammo-
COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVES nium perchlorate

The generally accepted me lei for the physl- 3 Heating to ignition of aluminum
cal and chemical processes occurring in the 4. Diffusion and mixing of products
detouiaion of a composite explosive involves
ignition followed by reaction between oxidizer 5. Oxidation of aluminum and HM]C detona-
and fuel. These steps produce heat, and gaseous Uon products by any of several sources
and solid products at high pressure. Transfer of oxygen, Including excess oxygen from
of heat to the gas and expan, ion of the products the ammonium perchlorate

This work performed .,-.der the ausxices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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Fig. I -Appr~oximate vaite of reaction
tirne for typical explosive formu~lations

-0. Heat -tr~ibids-from condensed products or- eoFi-39e un eritweetu mre
such as Ai,0 3 , to the expanding gaseous to calcu..atons for pure HMX, and the same
detonation products. relative comparison was also made for the ex-

perlimertal data. (See Ref. 1, page 11, for the
Accur'ate P-V-T equations of state, diffusion procedure used.) We ran calculations allowing
coefficients, and kinetic data are unavailable complete- chemical reaction and others where
for predicting a.,d optimizirg the performance all or part of an ingredient remained inert. In
of this system. Whs way we were able to model the effect of pzr-

tial reactions rnmmonly occurring In composite
General considerations, however, do let us explosives~. Cacicnlntlonal results are presented

= identify the M2;a~r factors influencing the actual I-) the discussion section, in teerms of the frac-
rates of reaction that determine performance. tion of additive reacted. The actual fractions
For instance, the smaller the particles of alu- were determined by experimental performance
minum and ".nmonlumx pertchiorate, the faster measurements.
the reaction. (Practical formaulaltions can be
made with particles a few microns in size.) EXPEPIMENTAL &ESULTS
-Also, the higher the initial detonation tempera- inal 4cmoieepoies w~e ines
ture. Mhefaster thie rate. This implies that a
mini mum amount of nonenergetic binder is de. gated. tUtonation velocity and metal accelera-
sirable, It also means ti';at a detionable additive ting ability were measured in our standard

likeammnlumperlilrates~vI~ireac fater cylinder test (1). Detonation pressures were
than a metal perchlorate. determined (12) by using the technique developed

by Davis and C-.aig (13). Table 1 summaarizes
In addition tths boigeeagud- the composition, density, deton~ation velocity,

we hve t thse ovlois gnerl gude- and detonation p~ressure data. Table 2 presents
lns, ganed a semni-quantitative Ln- clne etrsls

sight Into the effect of possible reactions o yine es esls
performance by using the tho rmodynamic-
hydrodynamic code RUBY (L ). As previously DISCUSSION
shown, RU BY Isentropic exp; nsion calculations AitnmCnann xisv~
are erroneous on an absolute basis, but on a urnumCtaigEx -
relative basis they accurately predict the be- We Investigated the effect of adding 5ji alu-
havlor of simple explosives (I %. c*_aVl~at!ions minum to our standard HMX-Viton explosistis:

__ k
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TABLE 1
Explosive Formulations and Properties

-• i Detonaiion

- [ Formulation Velocity -
WtExplosive %-/ci) (gc (mj/'$,s) Pkar

I % ____/ee)____ Vol % 1 in. 2 in.

HMXb- 100 HMX 9U.6 1.894 9.11
LX-10b 95/5 HMX/Viton 93/5.2 1.862 8.82 -

LX.07b 90/10 HMX/Vto 88/10.2 1.80 8.

Aluminum Systems

RX-04-DS 81.019.9/9.1 HMX/AI, 5g~/Viton 83.1/77.1/9.8 1.918 1 8.52
LX-04b 85/15 HMX/Vlton 83.5/15.4 1.866 8.47 8.48c 350
RX-04-BM 81.6/t/14.4 HIMX/Al, 5g/Vlton 81/2.8/15 1.893 8.44
RX-04-BN 79/. 5/14.3 HMX/Al, 5i/Viton 79.6/4.7/15 1.913 8.41
HAV-10 74.7/10.6/14.7 HMX/AI, 5piVlion 76/7.6/15.5 1.930 8.33
RX-04-BO 72.7/13.3/14.0 HMX/Al, 5gi/Viton 73/9.6/15 1.954 8.31
HAV-20 65.7118.9/15.4 HMX/Al, 5M/Viton 69/14/16.7 1.99' -8.16
SRX-04-BTb 76/10-14 HMX/I!F/Viton 77/7.3/15.3 1.93C 6.35

SLX-11b 80/20 HMX/Viton 79/21 1.876 8.32

Perchlorate Systems
RX-22-AG 13.6/26.4 HiX/LP, S,• 77/22 1.988 8.43

A -MX/PE 83.-/14.3 1.719 8.63 -

RX-ll-AF 52/43/5 INMX/KPIC, 3g/PE 55/34i1• 1.994 7.3 7.76 350
RX-11-AI 52/43/5 HMiX/KP, 10LI/PE 55/134/11 1.985 7.63 -325
RX-11-AJ 52/43/5 HIMX/KP, 44g/PE 55/34/11 1.992 7.46 7.54 -305
RX-18-AIP 71/29 HIX/.ED*NP 62,37- 1.66- 7.77 7.69d 270
RX-18-AB 51/20/29 HJIX/AP, 5!/EDNP 45/17/38 1.67 7.45 7:3,S• .RX-18-AE 51/20/29 HMXiAP, 9W/EDNP 45/17/38 1.67 7.19 7. -23

RX-18-AS 51/20/29 HIMXAP,02C-Oj/.WNP 45/17/38 1.67 7.15 7 .0 3d

IRX-18-BA 31/45,/24 JiMX/KP, 3p/EDNP 30/35/35 1.67 6.66 2U5
A-5f'Rb -86/14-- HW./PB 75,'25 1.66 8.26 8.29 275
A-590 80.3/5.9/13.8 JII4X/AP, 6A/PB 70/5/25 1.66 8.19 275
A-591 69/17/14 H=/AP•, 6p/PB 8ý/15/25 1.67 7.96 8.05 -275
A-5= 571.29,14 HIMX/AP, 63/PB 50/25/25 1.67 I 7.63 7.76 260
RX-18-AJ 52.6/34.7/12.7 HMXX-'!N, I5j/PB 50/25/25 1.82 7.00 7.1. -250

R-11-AW 51/35/14 - HW~/KP, 3ji/PBi 40/25/27 1.78 6.94 ?J13 220
RX-11-AX 51/35/14 HMX/!P, 9WIPB 48/25/27 1.78 7.17 220

- 34!53,4/l".2 HMXiKP, 3u/PB 33/40/27 1.88- t . -8

RJi-IIAZ [33.4/53.4115.2 .IMXiKP, SpSPB --- 33/40/7 1.8 6.11 -. 165.

Aluminum and Perhlorate System

IX-25-AA 22/56/10/10 HMX/AP, 5iAIWM 1/59/7.4/10.4 1.97 6.54
_ _-_ _ _j5p/Vlton -I

Coni~positions are as• follows: AP = N 4C 4O KP: KC104: 1.1' LiCIO4 ; PE 6 polyethylene:

-EDNP = cthyl 4,4-dinitropentanoate with 1% C,-b-O-Si; .&OI)O ellirng agent; lPB hydroxy terminated
polvbitadiene; Viton m vinylidint l--io-ide-hexafluoroprz.oylene copnlymer.

IL5 Wference formulation.
C-For infinite diameter (not this work).
-For 0.55-in. diameter.

-_•-=
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TABLE2

Cylinder Test Results for Explosive Formulatiens

Teat Time (psec) at R - R0(,mm) - Velocity (mm/ysec) at
Explosive mlama I - R1(mm) =

(in.) 5 10 15 19 26 32 5 10 15 19 26 32

HMXb 1 3.75 6.66 9.41 11.57 15.28 18.40 1.63 1.77 1.84 11.87 1.91 1.93
LX-10b 1 3,87 6.88 9.73 11.93 15.72 18.92 1.59 1.72 11.79I 1.82 1.86 1.88
"-,.X-07-1b I J.9,, 7.09 10.02112.30 16.20 19.48 1.53 1.67 1.74 1.7711.82 1.84

- -- Aluminum Systems

X'-04-DS I 4.07 7.18 10.09 12.33 16.15 2 1.5011.82 1.69 1 .76 1.5 1.85 7
2X-04-B 1 4.13 7.21 10.10 12.33 16.12 -201 1.52 1.69 1.77 1.81 1.87 1

RX-0- b 1 4.12 7.30 10.42 12.67 16.71 20.12 1.52 1.62 1.68 1.72 1.76 1.782 407 7.2610,27 126 1.620006- 1,50 1.62 1.69- 1.71 1.75 1.77
RX04BM 1 4.17 7.34 W0.35 1.7 67120.10 1.50 1.62 1.68 1.72 1.76 1.7/9

SRX-04-BN 1 4.24 7.46 10.49 1M 6.520.20 1.50 M.61 1.68 1.72 1M7 1.8

HAV-10 4.25 7.48 1.'5 12.83 16.79 20.11 1.47 1.61 1.70 1.74 1.79 1.82
RX-04-BO 1 4.31 7.62 10.70 13.09 17.15 20.56 1.45 -1.58 1.65- :1.69 1.78 1.77
HAV-20 1 4.51 7.95 11.10 13.52 17.58 20.97 1.40 1.53 1.63 1.68 1.76 1.78
-RX-04-W b 1 4:28 7.70 10.93113.46 17.80 21.46 1.43 1.51 1.57 1.59 1.63 1.65
L-11b 1 4-.23 1 7.51 10.82113.05 - - 1.46 1.57 1.63 1l.66 --

_ Perchlorate Systems ,
RX-22-AG i 13.86 6.8 6  9.67 11.85 15.57 M8.71 1.55 1 . 7 4 1.8 1 T1.861.90 1.93
RX-11-BA 1 4.1 0  7.24 10.22 12.53 I 16.48 19.81 1.48 1.65 1.71 1.7511.79 1,814.03 7.13 10.05 12.321 16.21 19.48 1152 1.67o 1.74 |178 1.82:,84

RX-1l-AF - 14.25 7.47 10.49 12.82 - - 1.50 1.61 1.69 1.73 1 - -1
2 4.09 7.20 10.17 12.50 16.40 - 1.54 1.65 1.70 1.75 -- -

PX-11-Al 2 4.39 7.64 10.71 13.14 17.14 20.53 1.48 1.60 1.66 1.70 11.5 1.77
RX-11-AJ 1 4.65 8.26 11.57 14.13] - -- 1.35 1.46 -1.54 1.58-

2 4.51 7.93 11.11 13.58 17.76 - 1.40 1.52 1.59 71. 6 1.7 6 -RX-18-AHb 1 4.63 8.18 11.52 14.10 18.52 22.24 1.33 1.46 1.53 1.5711.61 1.62
RX-18-AB 1 4.52 8.03 11.35 13.91 j 18.29 21.99 1.39 1.47 1.54 - 1.58 1.61 1.63
RX-18-AE 1 4.85 8.50 11.86 14.48 18.97 22.73 1.28 1.43 1.51 -1.54 1.58 1.61
RX-18-AG 1 5.15 8.98 12.53 15.26'19.94 23.86 1.22 1.36 1.44 1.48 1.52 -L54
RX-18-BA 1 4.85 8.46 11.80 14.36 18.78 22.47 1.29 1.45 1.53 1.57 1.61 1.63
A-589b 1 4.55 8.03 11.31 13.85 18.18 21.83 1.36 1.49 1.56 1.59 1.64 1.6518.37 22.04 1.36 1.58 1.62,.-, [• 4.61 8.13 11.43 13.9L 83 .4 1.48 15 .81.6 2 1.64
A-590 1 4.50 7.98 11.23 13.75 18.07 21.71 1.35 1.49 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.67
A 4.51 8.01 11.24 13.76 18.03 21.63 1.37 1.50 1.57 1.,61 1.66 1.67

2 4.35 7.70 10,81 13.22 17.34 - 1.44 1.56 1.64 1.68 1.71 -
A-592 1 4.60 8.09 11.34 13.85 18.15 - -1, , I491I 1.601.65 ---

2 4.48 7.85 11.03 13.49 17.66 - 1.44 1.54 1.61 11.64 1.-1 -.RX-18.A- j I 5.29 2.36 13.13 16.05 21.00 1.16 1.29 1.35 1.39 1.441
2 5.25 9.19 12.63 15.65 -- .1.21 1.33 1.40 1.44 -- I

RX-11-AW 1 5.21 9.08 12.69 15.45 - - 1.23 1.35 1.42 1.46
2 4.98 8.6- 12.08 14.74 19.24 - 1.23 -1.41 1.48 1.52 1.58 -

RX-11-AX 2 5.02 8.73 12.17 14.83 - - 1.24 1.41 1.48 1.53 -
RX-11-AY 2 5.30 9.08 12.58 15.28 1?.88 - 1.22 1.39 1.46 1.50 1.55RX-11-AZ 2 6.21 i10.65 114.67 17.75 22.86 1..,]_.08, 1.49 •1.24U 1.32 11.41 --

Aluminum and Perchlorate SystemIM-5A I 116 9.42 112.8l~i !.3O 91 7  1122 11.4211 52 1.581 165F-
4.78 8.16 11.331 13.7417.83 2122 1.34 1.53 1.63 1.68 1.74 1.79

'2-in.-diam cylinder tests. are normxalized to I-in.-dil.m by isting 0.5 .- ctu;d R - R.o, 0.5 - actual
time. and velocity unch-na•ed.

bleferencc formulation.
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LX-04 and LX-07. Figure 2 summarizes the ER E.j.
cylinder test performance of LX-04 with vari- Fraction reacted

ous amounts of aluminum added. The curves in
this figure are relative EUBY calculations for where
theexktremes-aluminum inert or completely ER = Experimental relative energy (wall
reacted. A good check on the calculation for velocity of tent) 2ar wal velocity of
aluminum inert was obtained by testing a for- HMX)2 at the-ppropriate R - R,mulation containing LIP instead of aluminum. (cylinder wall radius);
The RUBY calculations showed that with 10 vol

Saluminum , the difference in energy between RUBY-calculated relative energy re-
fully reacted and inert is almost 3CA• leas f the-maximt m relatione a- lease for the maximum reaction at

Experimental cylinder test points relative v/v, approp.riate to the above RP•
to I= are shown In-Fig. 2 at three stzges in
the expansion of the l-ln.i-dam cylinder. From El = RUBY-calculated relative energy re-
this figure, two observations are apparent. lease for the minimum reaction at
First, the optimum percentage of aluminum vIvo appropriate to the abo*,e R - R,;
predicted by the calculation Is-spproximately
correct. This optin:!m results irom a tradeoffbetween total heat of detonation ani moles of viv= relative volume of detnation

gas available to do the work. S-conmd. there is producet.
a definite time dependence to uit energy re-
leasi. At early expansion of the qrlinder, the
aluminum is almost inert. Later, progressively RUBY calculations were also run for It=X-
larger fractions Of the aluminum have releted, aluminum compositions containin only10%
Assuming a linear relationship between the Viton as binder. This system again showed a
fraction of aluminum reacted and the increasad maximum performance In the range 7-12 vol %
performance, we obtained the results presented aluminum. We experimentally investigated a
In Fig, 3,. The formula used for cornring the compositino•ntRInIngJ vol alumnum

S-- -- f...racton -reacted is: (RX-04-DS) In both I-n.-diam and 2-,i.-d1lin -

Cylindet te$; tesuh, 1 -;n. dcol i
R-11 5 nwaV/V°- 2;~1 ým o - I • V!V - 7-1

0R-* 30 m IIV, 12)

RUMY-colculated
nml-"UmefetIgy oV-'V0 7

iWSY- Ok ted and (' 1  
2 V0 At F 3i -100- e.p ciimoi'- HMX'/V;'I n

SC

n ~0
RURlY-calcultted•%. a

8- sth nmo eC,.gy % 04.
=-~~~~-.CC'w R (At inel" , t t

m_ __ '- l~~tl ;l"n, ntol ;nv~i tl;F)i"•" ,

00 980 70
HIMX voal%

0 5 10 Is

AF -2 v-oaiz L

Fig. 2 - PerIolrmance of aluminized LX-O4
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0,61

S0.?-
0 Vol Ai

4. a 10 1? 14 16 Is 2

Fig. 3 -Rate of aluminum reaction in aluminized LX-04

scaled cylinder tests. The dijumeter effect was -HNX-Potassium, Perchlorate-Polyethylen .
approximately 1% in-wall velocity. The results FigureTshowa how Utheenergy of potassium
listed in Tle2sotht-5%oteaurI- perchiorate formulations varies with compost-
sum reacted during the time of the 2-ln.-diam tion. Our most-energetic formulation, contain-
exceriment. ing 34 vol % of 31A potassium perchlorate,- was-

fired In both cylinder and detonation pressure
tests. The respits Indicate thatthis -explosive

-Perchlr~e'&ContatnPag Exploie delivered-its-maium possile-energy in-the
2-in. ~ ~ ~ Mt ~ it~~i-wet~- n for-

Perchlorates, because of their high density mulations containing 10A and 44A potassium
and excess oxygen, have potential as additives perchiorate were tested, considerably less than
In propiellant and explosive formulations.- The maximum performance was observed. Figure
RUBY-calculated performance of JINX with 8 shows the amount or perchiorate reacted as a
lithium perchlorate (LP), ammonium perchlo- function of time, based on a linear interpolation
rate (Pand potassium perchlorate (KP), eimilar to taat useti. with the aluminum-loaded
Fig. 4, Indicated that all these systems are po- explosive.
tentially- very energetic. As a result, we inves-
tigated their metal accelerating ability as func- HMX-Ammoniuri Perchlorate-Polybitadiene.
tions of perchlorate particle size and amount of To see what effect laqa-e amounts of a mi'ener-
plastic binder. The results are discussed be- getic binder would have on the performance of
low. It should be noted that our choice-of bind- ammonium perchlorate-HWC explosives, con-
ers was somewhat limited because of stability ventional propellant technology was used to fab-
and sensitivity considerations, and that In gen- ricate a series of compositions containing 25
eral all the formulations were fairly sensitive. vol %6 polybutadiene. tharges containing 0, 5,

Perclorae-Vion.- 15_and 25 v-ol V7J~qi amonu -ecloawere-
HMX-Ammonium Peclrt-io.The fired incylffider and detonation pressure tests..

explosive RX-11 -BA containing 38 yr %6 5p per- RUBY calculations and cylinder exp~erimental
chlorate represents-the most energetic ammo- results for these systems are presented in Fig.
nium perchlorate explosive tested. Figure 5 9. The data indicate that maximum possile
shows how !he energy of-this system, containing performance (i.e., complete reaction) was oh-
a minimum of binder, varies with coznpositiou. tained even with this large amount of polybuta-

-Figure C shows the actual wall velocities rela.. diene present.
tive to JINX for scaled I-ln-diam and 2-in.-

-diam cyiinder-tests, indicating a diameter l1WX-Potassium Perchlorate-Po!Lybtadiwne.
effect (if about 2% In wall velocity. This small The effect of large amnounts of a nonenergetic
diameL-r effect and the high performance level binjer on the performance of potassium
suggest that the excess oxygen from the per- perchlorate-HMX systems was also explored,
chlorate actually has reacted with the RM osing - 27 vol ¶6 polybutadiene. Formulations
detonation products in the time scale of our runtaining 25 vol % 311, 91s, or 15pi potassiumt
experiment. oerchlorate and 40 vol %6 3p or 9p potassium
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L P

-> 100

1=_ % %

Si t" i9 2033i-: 50

Fig. 4 _RUBY-CalUlated __MX-perchlorate

performance assuming complete reaction

r'•U8Y -€o~cuiuied

> to'=ni uI-H--ic V n ii AP c -pT c'i i a-Cion

o • 24n. dam- cyi;rde! testtj

"4 % - USY-calculated

.00 -o0 so 70 6G 50 40 30
Hh4MX .,--oi"

I0 10 3D .0 50
AP - vol

Fig. 5 - Performance of the most ene-.getic
ammonium perchlorate formulation
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0.32 1o 60

Ap.. I.-C to. I-;n. (.c.;C - .

"0 6 1 lo 20 74 28 37

C )Ai *tde " t e.4 0 - - M

Fig. 6 - Diameter effect in cylinder
tests using RX- I 1-BA

perchlorate-•eieft-d-Int•|Inder-and detona- 3/jAo 15A decreases the amount of "tchlorate
tion-pressure tests. Figure 10 presents RUBY reacted,ads-i~iieasiig the concentrtifon
calcu!ations and cylinder test results for these of 911 perchlor-te from 25 to 40 vol %t

explosives. In contrast to the higher energy,
hotter formulation RX-11-AF, these explosives Also, comparison of the data for
did not exhibit maximum possibleperformance. -polybutadlene-ammonium perchlorate and

polybutadciene-potassium perchlorate formu-
Figure 11 presents the fraction of potassium lations Indicates that the potassium systems

perchlorate-reacted as a•f4-ction of time- Sig- delv-r their weergy mor lis-.
niticant reaction takes place over a-3psec consistezit-with the fact that-ammoniumnper-
-time-scale, Increasing the particle size from chlorate contributes energy on its own, whereas

I ~ ~ ~ - --K l*, ..P

ID

WAY C!1-.6 151

Fig. 7 - Performance of the most energetic
potassium perchlorate formulation
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Resulft

A hA. *MM evtid "N
.0 249 ow so 4vwU

0.- 
3.j,

0.6 /

,IV

0.1 0:3 t1 m 3 23
FIX. 8 -Rate of potassium-perchlorate -reaction as-a,
fufiction of particle size in polyethylene formulation*

a ]-;n. dimn cylindei fttt
90-0 24n. d~om zyl~n&et t

0 Note: AF is 61# pottoc!. size

80 RUSY-colculated

iMHMX polyburad;ens

AP complewte eac-ion

~60- A
RU9Y1-oiaculated/

AP decontpositon ofilyj

1 14,
too 90 so 70 60- ý0 -D

HMX - Vol

0 to 20 30
AP -vat *e

Fig. 9 -Performance of HMX-amnionium perchlorate
with Z5 vol 16 polybutadlen.* binder
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l00

Resujlts
a I-in. diam cylinder test

> 90- 0 2-in. d;om cylinder test

I -RUDY-calculated
-/: "KP complete reaction

70-

F% 1-d KP -

So715,u KP

IOO 90 80 70 60 50 40 30
HMX - vIl O

0 10 20 30 40
KP- vol%

Fig. 10 - Performance of HMX-polassium perchlorate
with Z7 vol % polybutadiene hinder

-0.8

-2 !- ..:%1 0- KP, :3'.9

40 v ol % KP, 3,

S0.6-

Y 0.4 -

C025 vo % K P, l5p
40 voI 0;-K P,

Cylinder test

0

-3 I10 30

Fig. I1 - Rates of reaction for potassium perchlorrate
in H.MX-27 vol % polybutadie.sv XXrmulations
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S~100
RUBGr -cluae

0o HMX 'EDNP
> 90R

RUBY-coalulated complete
•_ ! 80=-\

0 70 :.sult.-- 5j. AP

2V 1• >e-4.. d;or cylindec test . 901 AP

a O-20W AP

S• ~~decomp-isieon only "/Zz .1 KP-1

100 iX 90 80 70 60 •,) 40 30 20

S • ~HMX -- rol

0 10 20 30 40I R -hilPelchloote -- vol

_Fig. 1- Performance rf ammonium and potassium•-• •perchlorate in HMX-38 vol To ZDNP slurries

potassium perchlorate must react with HMX _ lithium perchlorateook-part ji te detonation
-rirod~icts or the-binder to-releawe energy, reaction. . .. --

Slurry T The RX-22-AG composite Wi~r prepared by
S • Slrry ystem. The performance ef ammo-SryStmmixing and pressing in a dry atmosphere. In

nMum perchlorate and potassium perchiorate inH slu rr fchormuatioand wassiumvperstigated i general. this and related formulations are dif-S • H•-snrr/orulaio~s ws ivesigaedficult to hand~le and are very sensitive. Extreme
Slurries were found to be experimentally con-Svenient for investigating the effect of ox•id•f*er caution should be exercised in working with

venint or ivesigaing he ffet ofodd~er such formulations.particle size. A :0ow-energy liquid (ethyl-4,
- 4A-dlnitropentanoate with 1% Cab-O-Sit gelling- HMX-Alu minum-Ammonium Perchlorate-

agent) at a-level of 36 vol % was used to sus-
pend the solid ingredients. Charges coitaining iix systee a are def•:--- •17 -vol% of 5/p, 90•, and 20051 ammoniunm per-

17 .,l-%of51490uand2011 mmniur er HMX systems discussed above are deficient in1

chlorate and 35 vol % of 311 potassium perchlo- oxygen. RX-25-AA was formulated to see if
rate were fired in 1-in. and/or 2-in. cylinder adding ammonium perchiorate to improve oxy-
Stests. Both the 5p anmmonium perchlorate and gen balance would significantly increase per-

formrqce. Small particle size (5p) aluminumthe 3ju potassium perchlorate delivered nearly a"• • heirmaxium pssibe enr•, zee ig. 2). and ammonium perchlorate were used-to maxi- =
their maximum possible enerdy 23ee Fig. 12). mize the possibility of fast reaction. Results
However, the 90p1 and 200gi amrnonl'ani perc-hio- frmli.da i~2I.da cldclinder

Z7rate showed reaction over a 30 psec time scaie tet x rsne nFg 4 h ag i
(see Fig. 13). ameter effect and stevadly Increasing relative

cylinder wall velocity ine',!ate a very ponideal
HMX-Lithium Perchlorate. The most en- detonation. OxidL'&! -I Ael reactions are taking

ergetic system we tested contained 74 wt % place on a time scale as long as 40 psec (2-in.-
HMX and 26 t % lithium perchlorate (RX- diam test). Even so. the metal accelerating
22-AG). This composition has a measured ability of this explosive In tne 2-in.-diam test
ctiorimmtric heat of detonation of 1.63 kcal/g is about equal to cyclotol (1). This is an cx-
compared to l48 kcal/g for HMX. Comparison treme example of an explosive for which per-
of RUBY calculations with the experimental formance predictions based on deton., :ion
result.- (Fig. 4) shows that even in the 1-in.- pressure or detonation velocity measurements
diam cylinder test a malor fraction of the would be grossly in error.
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0.8 17 vol %5 AP 35 vol %3. KP

0.6 "17 vol % 90o AP

0.4

17 vat 20'). AP

02-

, !Clndet test *- . . .

1 3 10 30 100

T ;me - ,sec

Fig. 13 - Rate of perchiorate reaction
in HMX-38 vol % EDNP slurries

7--n. d,.n -caled I

2 0.66

'0.74 -

0.74

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 3p

Cyl;ndew Test trpa n-on, R-R v•mm

0 4 - 12 16 ")0)
App~o. t;•fo I -;n. d;o' test - 0 .ee

Fig. 14 - Cylinder test results for HMX-ammtonium
perchlorate-aluminum-Viton exploxive. RX-Z-AA
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 2. W. E. Gordon, "Detonation Limits on Com-
posite Explosives," 10th lIt. Symp.

The experiments discussed above show Combust., pp. 833-838, The Combustion
that aluminum and inorganic perchlorates can Institute, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1965.
be-used-effectively in plastic .bonded HMAX ex-
plosives to accelerate metal. In general, metal 3. 1R. E. Duff and E. Houston, "Measurement
acceleration by these composites is no better of the Chapman-Jouguet Pressure and Reac-
than that of the simple explosives previously tion Zone Length In a Ljetonating High Ex-
investigated (1). The rate of acceleration, plosive," J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 23, No. 7,
however, is significantly slower and can be p. 1268, July 1955.
varied,

4. M. A. Cook, "The Science of Hligh Explo-
Sesysives," ACS Monograph No. 139, Reinhold,
Our experiments have not yielded detailed New York, 1958.

mechanisms of transport and reaction in com-
posite explosives. However, we have demon- 5. M. A. Cook and H. E. Farnam, U.S. Patent
strated that composite explosives using oxidants 2,930,685 (1960).
and fuels in selected particle sizes (3; to 2 00 1)
react in time short enough to influence the re- 6. P. K. Salzman, 0. R. Irwin, and W. t.
sults of hydrodynamic expe-:imnts. The reac- Andersin, "Theoretical Detonation Char-
tion time can be adjusted by changing the par- acteristics of Solid Composite:Propellants,"
ticle size, and furthermore the experimental AIAA J., Vcl. I; No. 12, pp. 2230-2238,
s'esults fall within the ilmits predicted by RUBY 1965.
calculatio:s. These results point the way to
further experimental and theoretical studies of 7. A. F. Belyaev and N. N.Bakhzan. "Theory
nonideal detonations, of Burning of Powders and Solid Rocket

- Propellants (Review)," Combust. Explos.
Shock Waves, VoL 2, No. 4, pp. 1-10
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DISCUSSION

CHARLES L. MADER particle dens',ty is low for these explosives. A
Los Ablonos Scientific Laboratory decrease of the particle density results in an
Los Alamos, New Mexico increase of the thermal energy at the expense

of the hitermolecular potentlal energy with re-
The authors have assumed that the velocity sultant higher C-J irnperatures and lower C-J

of a metal cylinder shocked by detonated inte- pressures, The thermal energy is available
rior explosive is related to the calculated BKW only upon expansion of the detonation products
energy of the detonation products of that explo- to low pressures and r-esults in a less steep
sive when the specific volume of the products isentrope than for the usual CHNO e-plosives.
is seven tinies the !nitial specific volume of the
explosive.

REPLY Bir E. L. LEE
Wh!ile their approximation might have some

applications for determining tMe relative per- While it Is certainly true that BKW does
formance of explosives ha-ving similar detona- not correctly calculate the absolute value for

tion product isentropos, it is doubtful that th.. the internal energy of detonation products andS.... . 9@tzv•L'n~on give good results for explo- that the- Inc'..o- •--, -f .- -r,,= .exotic pout

sive, with quite different detonation product will furtheraffet-theourac- of the calcula-
isentropes such as HMX and an Al containing tions we have been careful to make all our
HMX mixture. As shown in LA-2900 the isen- comparisons on a relative basis. In particular
trope for Alex 20 (20% Al in Composition B) is we have compared calculations and experiments
considerably less steep than the isentrope for for systems where the only variable was the
HKX or Composition B. For imparting energy pa•-tlcle size of the perchlorate in the composite
to a metal cylinder one is interestel', in ;-ome explosive. The resulting differences were well
compli.ated integral under the isentrr..e curve, outside reasonable estimates of error.
With very different isentropes the energy at The talculation of fraction reacted is,-as
any fixed expansion volume cannot be expected we polct out in our paper, only semi-quantitative
to correlate with the energy delivered to the bu lackng other pehniu sems.tousntoabemetal cylinders. The authtors sh•ow in tLheir but lacking other techniques seems to us to be
meferetalncyers) Thetfo authorshown their an informative approach to the problem. Thatreference (1) that for nitromethane their ap- the eprmna efrac ffruain

proximation is off by about 10%. Since the au- experimental performance of formulations
thors are reporting differences of that magni- containing very coarse and very fine p!6cle
tude and since the basic approximation !or additives coincides with the limits set by
rudelatsing the ylindermetasil vpocityatonorthe "r'rmalized" BKW calculation Is reassur-relating the cylinder metal velocity to tie en- i;. , regard.
ergy of the- explosive Is questionable, It w 3uld
seem one should not attempt to infer rates and 4 is irnonceivable that the fuel a-d oxi-
extents of reactions of additices to explosives dizer part.culates could be completely mixed
from such evidence. ant reacted within a microseco, r of the pas-

sage of the detonation front and that the expan-
"the observations made by there authors sion behavior could thereby be described as

that metal acceleration t: 'hese composites is merely *% property of the fluid.
no better than that of the usual HMX type of ex-
plosive is in agree.ý:nt-with the studies of this
author described Ln the Third Symposium on H. J. %I3YTING
Detonation, in LA-2613 and In various oWher Nav2J Weapons Center
-reports. As described in these reports, there China Lake, California
is no reason to assun' that significant addi-
tional burning of the j .curs at low expansion How do increases in cylirnder diameter to
pressures for CHNOAI systems such ts Alex 4 and 6 inches affect the results of Al addition
20, since the experimental evidence for these to UIMX-Viton systems?
systems may be explained by permitting all of
the A. to burn at the C-.J plane. CHNOAI, How aoes diameter incre:.ae affect the
BCHNO and CHNOF ;%plosives have high C-J contribution of fine particle AP?
temperatures and low C-J pressures because
of the large 4etonation product molecules prep- REPLY BY M. FINGER
ent such as A120 3 , B20, and CF 4 . The C-J

performance of an explosive is a very Lensihve Increasing the cylinder diameter from I to
fu.•tion of the C-J particle density and the 2 inches increased the wall velocity about 1% In
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the aluminized HMX-Viton system. We have no E. T. MOORE, JR.
experimental results In 4- and 3-ln•:h diameter. Physics International Co.
However, an increase in diameter should result San Leanxuro, California
In _,omewhat greater cylinder wall velocity. How did you determine the fraction of

perchlorate and aluminum reacted?
There was no diameter effect noted in 1-

and 2-inch-diameter experiments with fine REPLY BY M. FINGER
particle AP (-6 micron). In the experiments
the fine AP participated to its full potential. At RUBY code calculations were used to
diameters approaching the critical diameter, I bound the minimum and maximum energy
would expect significantly lower e-iergy contri- potential of the aluminized explosives. We
button from the AP. were careful to compare the calculated results

and the experimental results some distance
down the Lqentrope from the C-J plane. We
assumed a linear relationship between the

JAMES L AUSTING fraction of aluminum reacted and the increased
lIT Research Institute performance. Figure 3 in the text is essentiallySChicago, Illinois :(t,16 direct Lnterpaelateni othg results given in

Fig. 2.

What does adding aluminum to the HMX-
Viton do to the critical diameter of the charge? ROBERT L. CONGER

Abaris Co.
122 15th Street

REPLY BY M. FINGER Del Mar, California 92014
Does the Ba(NO3 )2 in baratol function

We do not have direct evidence of how qualitatively like NH4ClO 4 in composite ex
aluminum affects the critical diameter of an plosives? Is the Ba(NO3 ). an effective
HMX-Vtton system. However, the experience oxicdizer ?
of the blastirg agents, manufacturers, has
shnwn that the addition of fine aluminum has REPLY BY M. FINGER
sensitized their ammonium nitrate composi-
tions to the point of lowering failure diameer I bieei os lhuhw aen l
appreciably. Of course, the composition and rect e.xperImental evidence. In fact, Dr.
confinement play an important role as well as Dfourneaux has reported in his paper at this
the particle size of the .,!aminum on the failure Symposium direct evidence that Ba(NO,)2 is an
diameter, effective oxldiker.

- ~7~7 --- -•-• -, -. -.- -- •-=--
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LIGH4T EMISSION DURING INITIATION OF

LQUSD EXPLOSIVES
Per-Anders Persson and T. SiOlin

Sitedisk Deitmic Research Foundation
Vi~nfcrriken, 117 48 Stockholmn

ABSTRACT

A fast photomultiplier and olicillosicope have been used to study the
rapid pnenom. _ia of transoinasi:,of dionation i.. liquid i xplosivA T
through a 'mrrier of 0.ZS-Yzu-thick pl1vstiC fIlI in 30-mm711 cylindrical
charges. rhe sprL:ral distribution of the light arid the temperature
variation in the reinitiation process have been studied as well as the
influence of donor charqle deton~aion pras~ure.

All explosives investigated. which included NG. EODN. and NX4. as
well as mixtures between two of these and also solutions iii either off
these of RDX. PETN. TNT.~ ONT. INT. toluene. .n ean.wr
found to have a common pztti-rn o; behaviour. This. pattern was, found
to change with 'he initiating pressfiarr level. Immediate reinitiation

-.itin les& than S nsec) occurred at shock prett)ures nigth above their
own detonation pressure- Delayed initiation with shock catch-urp and
overshoot occurred at lower pressure. At the lowest pretltur.-1 in-
vestigated, a previously tunkn~own pattern tkiiilAr to tha' ccmilson inl
,pre ssed. mb itogenuous eplosiveli wat, observed.

Differences between different explosivux in their chreiticaAl reac-
tivity appear to have only a smnall effect on the elc'ay tiz,.e before &eto-
nation occurs in init..otion -with intense 4hork fraiii a ;tlve-i dlonor Lys--
temn. The #hock compression temperature, which ireesrapidly
-with decreasing shock irnpe6,inee. appeat s z to :;e 'illocishi-ý !actor.

INTRODUJCTION inhomogenelties such as cavities or gas bub-
blce5, grains aZ foreign material or grains of

Trhe basic feature of the chemical reaction anotber explosivet. Tney can also be generated
In initiation and detonation of high coplosives is by local -frictlonal-or viscotts. heating. (Bow,$_n
the rapid increase in reaction rate with !ern- and coworkers 1947, Bowden and Yoffe 1952.)
perature. This Is most clearly illustr-ated by
the temperature dependenre of the slow decomn- In ttti absence of hot spots, zetondary ex-
posit~nn of explonive compoundh. In that tem- plosives as a rule require quite high shock
perature regisn, an Increase In temperature of presaureas for initiathnii. A sho,±k of a few kb
100C results in an increase In reaction rate by will initiate reaction and deto'ttion in nitro-
a factor of 104 or more. With Increasing temn- glycerine containing a sitfflcien'. number of air
perature, this factor becomes less, but even at bubbles, Whereas a shock of about 100 kb, is
a temperahure of 1 5009C, an extrapolaton of required for reaction and detmnafion to occur
the Arrhenlus equation indicates that a 10"C In homogeneous, bubble-free nitrogyrerine.
lemperatiare increase vil!t increase the reacIroni
rate by a factor of 1.25. This is the reason why These differences between, homogeneoux
the initiation and detonation behaviour of most explosives were clarified by Campbell, Davis
Iahornogenous explosilves is dominated by tIke and Travis (1961). and Campbell, Davis, Rtamsay
reaction starting 2t pointam of locally increased and Travis (1061). Homogeneous liquid explo-
temperature. Ctsch hot spots are generated by sives may be Initiated by liow-ainplitude shocks,
thie coni~entrr-ticii of compievssiomal energy zrt howevar, if tha, shock Irzteraction with the

Preceding page blank 153
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boundary results in cavitation. By the process The donor charge of icngth-to-diameter ratio 5
of cavitation bubble generation, the homogene- Is contained in a 30-mm internal diameter,
ous explosive is transformed to an Inhomoge- 2-mm wall thickness paper bakelite tube. It is
neous explosive, so that Initiation occurs later initiated by a booster charge f-olength x diame-
in the shock reverberation process (Winning ter equal to 48 x 29 mrs of pressed 96/4 RDK/
1963). Van Dolah and coworkers (1965) have wax of initial density 1.61 g/cm3 or pressed
shown that the process of low-velocity detona- 90/10 PETN/parafffin wax of initial density
tion ýn liquid explosives in tubular containers 1.54 g/cm 3 , in turn initiated by a pressed TNT
is of a similar nature. The precursor shock in cy'-,t4r of length x diameter 25x15 mm, con-the tube wall material generates cavitation bub- taining a No. 8 electric blasting cap in a 20-mm-
b les which will act as sensitive hot spots in the deep central hole.
detonation reaction.

In homogeneous explosives, even a hig-l.
intensity shock wave will at first cause no /har5
measurable chemical reaction, and the explo-
sive behaves like an inert Uqui" After an in-
duction period, the length of which is dependent
upon the bhock pressure, a high rate of reaction

-- •develops rapidly at or very close to the shock
entry toundary. This -reaction creates a deto-
nation wave that propagates in the shock-compressed explosive and catches up with the
shock front. Because this detonation is associ-
ated with a particle velocity higher than that in

normal one-step detonation, it will briefly WJ lT "
overdrive the detonation after catch-up. The

overdriver. detonation then gradually decays
into a normal steady state dletonation. --Those
features were first observed by Campbell,
Davis, and Travis (1961) in experiments with Fig. I- St-ndard ch~arge arrang,.-cmit
liquid explosives using a ,treak camera and
initiating shock pressures equivalent to induc-
tion periods of the order if a microsecond.
Single-crystal RDX and PETh were found by The receptor charge is contained in a cen-
Cuchia and Whitbread (1958) to behave in a tral 15-mm-diameter cylinarical cavity in an
similar way. 8-rmm-thick plate of bakelite closed agai.st the

donor explosive by a bklck PVC (Kobex) barrierUsing a donor-barrier-receptor charge of normal thickness 0.25 min. and closed to-
arrangement with nitromethane charges and wards the photomultipller ojhcai system with
polyethylene barriers together with a fast an thi over glas y w iT*

an n.l-mm-thick cover glass window, n. e
photornultipller record:.g system, Persson, receptor chzrgc cavity was filled using a hypo-
Andersnon and Stihl (1963) found this reinitia- dermic syringe inserted throigh a radial 1-mm-
tion behaviour to prevail even with barciers as diameter hole. After being filled, the hole was
thin as5 15 i:. bioried by a 1.2-mm brass screw, threaded

T"he present study was undertaken to in- into the hole. Great care was taken to removc
vestigate in soine further detail the tempera- all visib!-t air bubbles from the cavity.
ture involved in this process and also to make
a survey of different explosives in an effort to The charge arrangement was placed at the
find evidence for possible differences in reac- firing site L- a 2vertical position with the short
ticn kinetics between different chemical com- empty lower tube fitting into a hole through a
psitions. We have used a rapid photomultiplier wooden baseplate. This served as the bottom
system similar to that used In the previous closure of a 0.5-m-edge cabic ý7over of black
studies (Persson et al. 1963) to record the light PVC. In this way, no detonation light except
emi ttd in the forward direction during iitia- that emitted through the cover glass window
tion,. was allowed to fall vi, the 45-degree mirror

and bunker Perspex window into the photomulti-
EXPERIMENTAL plier optical system. Without the black PVC

cover, minute scratches ad specks of dust on
Figure I shows the standard charge ar- the mirror, window or lens surface were found

rangement used throughout the investigation, occasionally to transmit enough diffuse light
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from the initiator and donor charge detonation NM as a donor charge. All three records show
to cause premature triggering of the signal- tCe typical homogeneous explosive initiation
trigger•d Tektronics 519 e:cilloscope used for behaviour. The first plateau is the light emis-
recording. sion from the detonation In the shock-

compressed material. At the end of the pla-
In one s- Aes of experiments, nprrow- teau, there is a rapid increase in emission

bandwidth interference filters (100 A half-width) when the detonation catches up with the shock
were uWed to analyse the relative intensities of front, followed by a slowly decaying overdriven
the light emitted from the initial detonation in detonation gradually approaching the emission
the precompressed liquid, the overdriven deto- of a steady normal detonation.
nation, and the final steady detonation as func-
-tionq of wavelength.

In several series of further experiments,
'different liquid explosives, mixtures between
these, and also mixtures between liquid explo- - -

sives an( different explosive ot inert substances
were used as the donor or receptor charge. All
recordings in these further experiments were
made without filters.

The optical system, photomultiplier, and i
oscilloscope arrangement has been described
in detail in a previous paper (Persson et al.
1963). By a standard 400-mm objective with a
built-in variable aperture, an end-on view of Fig. 2 - Light from ini-
the acceptor charge is focussed on a pinhole tiation of NM w;ith NM
diaphragm, so that light from a small central as a donor at three dif-
part of the acceptor along the charge axis is- - .
allowed to reach the multiplier cathode. With a nec-%eis. Sweep bpeed 50

pinhile diameter of 0.5 mm, an objective aper-
ture setting of 1:22 and an object-to-lens dis-
tance of I m, the whole thickness of the acceptor
charge_ is within the depth of focus: and the THE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION
diameter of that part of the acceptor from OF LIGHT AND ESTIMATION
which the light is recorded is 1 mm. For the OF TEMPERATURES IN
series of experiments with narrowband inter- INITIATION
ference filters, it was necessary to use larger
pinholes, up to 2 mm diameter, and a greater In a first series of experiments, narrow-
aperture opening, up to 1:5.6. Even with these bandwidth interference filters were used to
valuws, effects due to detonation front curvature analyse the spectral distribution of the light
"and decreawie! depth of focus were negligible, emitted. Ten filters were used, with peak

- nmission wavelengths at 4000, 4330, 4660, 5000,
A considerhble part of the experiments etc., up to 7000 A.

were made with an oscilloscope sweep rate of
50 nsec/cm, It would have been advantageous Figure 3 shows records of the total emis-
to have the oscilloscope triggered at the time sion and that transmitted through a 4000- and a
when the donor charge detonation reached the 6330-4 filter during reinitiation of a detonation
barrier. The necessary accuracy in triggering in NM (NM in donor and acceptor charge) be-
would, however, have required a considerable hind an 0.25-mm black PVC barrier. All three
complication in charge preparation. For the records show the same general features. It is
sake of simplicity, triggering was therefore seen that the short-wavelength light increases
made on the first light recorded. A 20-nsec steadily ul,. to the point of shock catch-up,
delay cable was incorporated to delay the input whereas the longer wavelength light and the
voltage signal relative to the trigger input sig- total light, which is dominated by the longer
nal. Each record thus !ncludes a sweep of 20 wavelengths, both show a marked plateau. A
nsec before the time of triggering, fairly large number of records were analysed.

The sensitivity of the 56 AVP multiplier with
Figure 2 shows typical records of thr initi- an SlI phosphor at 6000-7000 A is only a small

ation of nitromethan.a (NM) through barr: ¶ fraction of its peak sensitivity at 4230 A. This
0.14-, 0.25-, and 0.75-mn black PVC. ut. had to be ccmpensated by changes in pinhole
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S-T 'A___

Fig. 3 Total light emission -
and emission through narrow- % ,• -,
band filters at 4000 and 6330A.
Amplitudes not comparable. ) :,nrstrm

Sweep speed 50 nsecic.-m. Ni-
-trotnethane. Fig. 4- Spectral distribution of

light emission during ýnitiation
of NM by a NM donor and dif-
ferent thicknesses of PVC bar-
riers. Barrier thickness 0.25

size and lens aperture settings. No effort was (e). and 0.75 nm (y). Upper
made to obtain an absolute calibration. kistead, set of points; peak amplitude.
the plateau detonation light lntensityE, and and lower set of points, arnpli-
peak over-drive detonation light intensity E2 tude of precompressed detona-
were measured relative to the steady detonation tion; both relative to steady

__--light intensity E. for each record separately. state level. assumed-to be at a
-Fkliir4 shows-these intensities plotted versus temperature of 3800WK (fu;l -=
w g oline). Dashed lines represent
Swavelength on the assunption that the steady best-fitting blackbody distribu-

Sstate detonation eaits blackbody radiation at a tion curves at constant temper-
temperature of 3800oKL This is the steady state ature--(a) 4250'K; (b) 4200'K;
temperature obtained fo" NM by Gibson, Bowser, (c) 350O K; and (d) 3400'K.
Summers, Scott, and Mason (1958). Mader
(private 4'ommunication, 1968) has reported
somewhat lower temperatures obtained from
calculations using the Becker-Kistiakowsky- over 80 nsec at 4000 A. We take this to indi-
Wilson equation of state. The steady state cate that the reaction products are slightly
temperature was 3120°K, the precompressed transparent to the short-wavelength light. The
detonation temperature was 2810°K, and the preshock detonation travels nearly I mm In the
peak over-drive temperature 43000 K, all cor- longest rise time recorded, 80 nsec.
responding to an izItial 85-kb shock, heating
the NM to 11968 K. We find from the present
results that the emission temperature is be- EFFECTS OF INITIATING
tween 400 and 4500K higher for the over-drive PRESSURE LEVEL
detonation and between 250 and 300'K lower for
the preshock detonation than the steady state In a second series of experiments, we In-
detonation emission temperature. There is a vestigated the effects on the initiation process
tendency for the long wavelength points to fall of varying the initiation pressure in NM and
above and the short wavelength points to fall nitroglycerine (NG). Several liquid solutions of
below the best-fitting blackbody curve. TNT Ii, NG and of NM in NG were also investi-

gated. To obtain different initiating pressures,
We find also that the rise time at catch-up we used a range of donor charges of different

is essentially independent of the wavelength but pure and mixed explosives.
that it increases with Increasing bprrler thick-
ness. The values for the thin barrier are only Table 1 shows a representative '.lection
slightly greater than the multiplier rise time of donor explosives used. The deto.sailon pres-
(e2 nsec). sures are the bast available measured values

for the pure explosives. For mixtures, pres-
The first-light rise time, on the other sures were estimated on a basis of linear ex-

hand, increases considerably with decrqasing trapolation to the mixture ratio used.
waveiength from about 20 nsec at 7000 A to
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Figure 5 shows the rettults fcr NG and NM. _

We find that the behaviour thought typical of
liquid explosive initiation with a plateau such -

as those-shaowu previously in this paper for NM
is only one of a whole range of different, proc--_
esses. With a sufficiently high initiating pres-
sure, detonation appears to start with a delay of
less than 5 nsec, and no, or a very slowly de-
caying, overshoot. With decreasing preesure,___
the plateau begins to appear, accompanied by a _______

maore pron-ou-nced overshoot. With a further
decrease in pressure, the plateau lengthens-and--__ ___

becomes preceded by a region of faint, slowly
increasing light. At the same time the sharp ______

catch-up increase In light intensity disappears
and is replaced by a more and more gradual
increase. Finally ut ate jowest pressures

________ - 7!

E0

0'-

u0

Fi.S 1.zrht i cmzson
from initi. -on of NM with Fir IbIih t~~o
6ifferent dr-nors. Barier: fromn initial, ;on of t dIh

mm5-nn PVC. Tim ZOO0 different donurs. Barvr:~
ntvC/cm. Am~plitude,- comn- 0.25 rain PVC. Time- top
pauraible *ycept 425 5G reords, 100 nsri~ci,c
MI record. otherwis~e 00 n-icccin-.
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TABLE I present eAperiments, the initiation shock *-Ave
Donor Charge Explosiveg is a rapidly decaying wave in which t.'e pres-

sure behini& the front-ihia-a-•teet" gradlent;. It
Initial Detonation is possible that suce a wave r, ay, after it has

Explosive Density Pressure traveled some distance into the explosive,
W er) (kb) . cause initiation by slow reaction almost simul-

59/ - taneously within a greater volume of explosive
59/41 HMX/NG 1.76 330 at the barrier. This would delay or prevent the
60/40 HMX/THT 1.72 315 development of a sharp preshock detonation

0RDX 161 266 front, as the pressure increments from each
NG23 pattaelonger-to!• , NG_ 1.60 28 part of the reaction zone would take oert

70/30 NG/NM I 1.42 202 interact to form a sharp front. Consequently, a
40/60 NG/NM 1.28 170 1 behaviour similar to that of inhomogeneous ex-
20/60 NG/NM 1.20 148 plosives might be expected. The tendency to-
NM 1.13 127 ward that type of behaviour would be more pro-
96/4 NM/MNT 1.13 nounced, the lower the shock temperature for a

- - - given pressure gradient.

studied the plateau has campletely-disappeared, It is difficult to calculate the shock tern-
and the process is one of gradually increasing perature at a given shock pressure-due to the
light emission up !o a point where a change in lack of data on the p-v-T relation !or unreacted
slope occurs and a more rapid increase occurs explosives. Mader (1963) has calculated the
up to a relatively steady niveau. temperature in NM shock comipressed to 85 kb

to be 12000K, ushig the BIK equation of state
Before proceeding to discuss these results, for NM. flyukhin et al. (1960) measured the

it is worth noting the differences in the "steady" shock adiabat for NM up to pressures about
detonittion light-intensity level at the end of 80 10.
each recording. ThIs level has a minimum
when the donor has a detonation pressure con- The shock aAdabat can be described in the
siderably higher than that of the receptor, i.e., form of a linear relation between the shock
when the plateau and overdrive have disappeared. wave velocity - tt nd he particle velocity ti

- It is higher when an extremely strong initiation
pressure is applied, such as when NM is initi- t, r 2.00 - 1.38 (1)
21ed with a 59/41 HMX/NG donor, and also
higher when a weaker initiation results in an If we assurmie lWfder's temperature to be
initiation delay and subsequent overdrive when correct, we may obtain from the shock adiabat
the pret-,mpressed letonation or reaction wave an upper limit for the change in shock tempera-
catche. ap with the shock front. Compared to ture with changing shock pressure by neglecting
the differences in measured temperatures be- the change in the 0cK internal energy.
tween the precompressed detonation and over-
drive detonation in NM these differences appear Let us write the increase in internal energy
to be of the order of .t few hurntcd degrees or of thz unreacted explosive
at most 500°K.

T
The slowly increasing weak light recorded E -

before the plateau develops, or, at even weaker F - E - c~dT, (2)
initiation, the gradually increasing light inten-
sity which grows up to a steady high intensity
level are phenomena not previously experienced where F, is the initial internal energy, o E is

with homogeneous liquid explosives. They are
similar to the Initiation phenomena in inhomo- compression at 0K and the integral is the addi-
geneous explosives such as pressed or ast tional Internal energy increase due to thermal

solids. In these, in contrast to the initiation ni~tion.
process in horiogeneous explosives, the initial The "cold" or "elastic" internal energy E,
shock wave-is gTadually strengthened by reae- is thus
tion at numerous hot spots until it reaches the
level of a steady detonation.

Previous studies of the initiation process
of homogeneous explosives have been made with PC pdv)o. . (3)
large, plane-wave-inritiaed charges. In the
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Srhe error introduced by assuming that AE, considerable error in the temperature esiimate,
is negligible compared to ;E, i not great and that a small change In shock pressure will make
will detreaie u'1th-ncreasing s4hoc4 pressure a considerable change in shock temperature
and temperature, as the ratio AEftiL•, Increases- and a quite-decisive change in the rate cf
considerably with increasing shock pressure. chemical reaction.

When p Po, which is a condition valid
for the present calculation, we have from the EFFECTS OF EXPLOSIVE AND
shock conservation relation INERT ADMIXTURES

"to- , ,-p(vo v (4) In the third series of experiments, differ-

-" ent substances were dissolved in the NG or NM
receptor charge in an effort to investigate thewhere up is the shock particle velocity, i.e., effects of chemically sensitizing additives.

the increase in internal energy equals the In- From drop-weight tests, for example, it is well
crease in kinetic energy and also the surfp.ce known that additivc-s such as TNT, DNT or
under the Rayleigh line in the p - v plane. MNT appreciably decrease the sensitivity of

NG. Inert liquids such as metanol are often-An increase in shock pressure from p, to used-in the explosive industry as solvents for_v -thus gives-the increase in internal energy AE NG to fiiltae -he safe removal or-transport

of the liquid explesive. All these addRives are
E 2p2(Vv) ( , 2) known alsn to increase the critical diameter of

-() NG. Van Dolah and coworkers (1966) found a
correlation between the sensitivity of NG mix-

where vand v ethe ctures and their overall oxygen balance. Thee d v are tecorresponding vol. greatest sensitivity was found to coincide withumes on the shock a , oxygen balance-increasing oxygen surplus or

deficit was found to decrease sensitivity. Al-The corresponding temperature difference th-hvr iteiskono h t t~l he
is henaproxmatlythough very little is known of the details rf4hSis then approximately chemical reactions involved, it has long been

considered that these effects are due to changes
a (ti, '6) in the chemical reaction rate brought about by

- C (6 the additives.

B d on tFigure 6 shows the effect on the initiationB2"Kased on the shc kmstate at5d with process of NG containing increasing amounts of
T=1200&K and ci," = 1.8 kmn/see, and with dissolved TNT. With a comparatively strongS• % : ~~~0.37 cal/g 'K, the values of IT after Eq. dsovdTT ihacmaaieysrn

.tedonor such as 70/30 NGINM, the main differ-
(6) are given in Table 2, together with the re- ence appears to be a slightly decreasing light
action half-life of NM, assuming an Arrhenius intensity with increasing TNT contnt. With

6la 10 decomposition with frequency3actor weaker initiation, there is a clearly visible in-
m ad v crease in reaction delay, and with the weakest

donor, the process has transformed to that of a
TABLE 2 gradually increasing reaction.

Estimated Shock Temperatures of NM
--- -' Figure 7 shows the effect of adding toluene

i P I I T INM Half-Life to the NG receptor. Contrary to what might
(kbar) 1k;m.s) ()K ), I jisec) have been expected, the initiation delay in-

Screases considerably with increasing toluene
69 1.5 -2191 981 402 content. At the same time, the light intensity
85 1.71 0! 1200 9.82 decreases.
92 1.8 100 1300 2.64 1
99 1.9 02191419 ..720 The effects of adding metanol to NG are

108 2.0 345 1545 0.240 very similar to those of adding toluene (Fig. 8).
"126 2.2 617 1617 0.126 ' Even at a 32% metanol content, reaction starts
144 2.4 915 2115 9.007 ! with a short delay using a 42/58 NG!NM donor,
164 2.6 •1235 2435 0.002 and the effect at weaker initiation with a 24/76

-- - - i /NIM donor is even more spectacular. Obvi-
ously, reaction starts the more rapidly, even

It Is obvious from the approximate temper- with a weaker donor charge, the greater the
ature values of Table 2, even allowing for a metanol content. In this case. as in the case of
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Fig. 6 - Eff-cts of TNT added to NG. Time 100 nsec/cm. Ccmparab'e amplitudes.

shows the effect of adding Iv of TNT, PETN,
or RDX to NG, pure NG being shown for com-parison, at two different donor strengths. All

|_____three explosives act in a similar way, that is
to very slightly increase the initiation delay.

S.. . .With the 38/62 NG/NM donor all three additives
give rise to a changeover from the simple

____• plateau and decaying overshoot behaviour of
__ pure NG to the 3eemingly unstable overshoat

____-___ behaviour typical of a weak initiation. Of the
three, PETN appears to give a very slightly

__• longer initiation delay than the others.

___ 7 • _•In 2 last attempt to investigate the effect of
incrermsgly greater carbon excess, we studied

Fig. 7 - Effects of toluene the influence of adding 4-% each of toluene, MNT,
a;dded to NG. Donor ch.arg. DNT or TNT to NG. The results are shown in
42/58 NG/NM. Time 1oC Fig. 10, with pure NG for comparison, and wl'h
nsec/cm. Comparable am- two different donor strengths. Of the four ai" i-
plitrade-K tives, toluene and MNT were found to give

shorter delays, while DNT and TNT gave longer
initiation dElays than pure NG. In order of in-

the toluene additive, the light intensity decreases creasing initiation delay, tMe :ý.ddtives can be
with increasing additive content. arranged as above.

The solubilities in NG of the solid explo- Although the selection of additives in these
sives PETN and RDX are about 1%. Figure 9 series of experiments may not be the optimal
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Fig. 8 -Effiects of inetanoi added to NG. Timne100 nsei/cm. Comparable amplitudes.

one from a chemical point of view, it is suffi- are arranged in order of decreasing density
cient to show beyond doubt that chemical acti- (top to bottom). We see that Lhe explosives or
vation or deactivation by additives plays a very additives with the lowest densities give the
-inconsiderable part In determining the reaction shortest reaction delays, tho-e with higher den-
deii#--y inthr.aitlation of NGOwith stirong shock sl'.es give longer delays. TNT, which has a
waves, density very close to that of NG, gives the

smallest effect in NG. Although this is not
Other effects apparently are far more im- necessarily the case with all additives, the

portunt. We would tentatively suggest that the ones used in this investigation appear to give
most Important efftrt is the change in initial an increase in the density of their mixture with
density or shock impeoance of the explosive NG compared to that of pure NG if their own
caused by the additive. In Table 3, the explo- density is higher than that of pure NG and vice
sives and additives used in this investigation versa. From investigations of the shock

SFiq. 9 - E:ffects of 1% P DX, 1 XT. or PETN in NC-.

Time 100 nseclcn- tomparable .mnplhtdcs..
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Fig. 10 Effects of 4% toluene, MNT, DNT, or
TNT in NG. Time 100 r.secicm. Comnparab!e
amplitudes. Barrier: 0.25-mm PVC.

K adiabats of various inert liquids, Walsh and Rice impedance of the liquid, the lower will be the
(1957) have shown that generally, t'.; shock im- pressure and the higher the particle velocity in
pedance (,:c) of most liquids i! 1ower over the the resulting shock. For an in'rt shock, the
whole shock pressure region up to several hun- increase in internal enr--gy as given approxi-
dred kb the lower their initial density. There mately by Eq. (4) and is seen to bli proportional
are some notable exceptions. CS 2 , for exam- to the square of the shock particle velocity.
ple, although having the relatively high initial
density of 1.27, showed the lowest shock imped- Clearly, the increase in internal energy
an.r.e of all the liquids investigated, will increase with decreasing shock Impedance.

We may safely assume that the additives have
TABLE 3 no decisive effect on the ratio between elastic

Density of Explosives and Additives, and thermal internal energy or on the specific
Arranged After Increasing Initial Den- heat. Thus, as a first approximation, we may
sity. (Increasing from Top to Bottom.) assume the resulting shock temperature to rise

Adv1 A v roughly in proportion to the increase in internal[Additive !Density Additive Density energy. Consequently, using the argument in

or Iat 16C or I at 18 the previous seetion (Table 2), we find that the
Explosive (g,/cm 3 ) jExplosive j (g/cm 3 ) effect of decreasing the density of the receptor

Etpolosie j _Eploie = charge will be to Increase considerably the
Tol 0.793 GDN 1.48 shock temperature and thercby vz, radically in-

Toluene 0.89 NG 1.60 crease the rate of reaction.
NM 1.13 TNT I 1.A4
MNT 1A18 PETN 1 1.67 In general, therefore, we may expect an
ODNT 1.28 RDX 1.60 explosive with a low shock impedance to show a

shorter initiation delay for a given donor charge
and barrier than one with a high shock- Imped-

The effect of a change in shock impedance ance. Some results in this series of experi-
on the pressure Pnd particle velocity generated ments show, however, that there zre some ex-
in a liquid by interaction with an incoming ceptions to this. DNT has a density considerably
shock of given amplitude in a given barrier ma- lower than NG and might be expected to bring
terlal Is well understood. The lower the shock about a decrease of density when added to NG.
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In fact 4% DNT added to NO gave an increased NM/TNT, and NG through baL riera of thickness
reaction delay compared to NG for a 42/58 NG/ 0.25 and 0.75 mm. In each experiment, the
NM donor. TNT, with a density only 2.5% same explosive was used in docor afidacceptor.
higher than NO, gave a very considerably in- There are obvious differences between the
Lcreased reaction delay compared to pure NG explosives.
when added in as small a percentage as 4. We
conclude that these, and the very few other re- NM shows the longest initiation delay, NG
sults conflicting with the shock impedance the shortest. However, with increasing barrier
theory presented above, are evidence of chemi- thickness, we will undoubtedly find the same in-
cal deactivation effects. creasing plateau length in the two other explo-

sives as with these thin barriers in NM.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT
PURE EXPLO)SIVES QUENCHING OF THE DETONATION

LIGHT UPON IMPACT ON
Figure 11 rhows the initiation of the pure TRANSPARENT BARRIERS

explosives NG, EGDN, and NM with a dunor of
42/58 NG/NM. All three records are obtained During the course uL the experiments de-
with the same instrument setting and opth. il scribed above-it ;w noted that the rate of
arrangement. We again note the increasingreaction delay with increasing density (compare
Table 3). The total intensity of the steady deto- -_ ______

nation is also highest for NG, slightly lower for
EGDN, and very much smaller for NM, The
ratios of the intensities are 1:0.82:0,11. Quali-
tatively, they indicate that the characteristic
temperature Is highest for NG and lowest for_-
NM. The ratios do, however, appreciably over-
emphasize the rcal temperature differences be-
cause the sensitivity of the S11 phosphor of the
56 AVP photomultiplier is greatest close to the
short-wavelength foot of the emission curve __......

and very low at its peak for the range of deto- -_ -
nation temperatures between 3000 and 4000°K __ -_likely for these explosives. • •. ..

STRANSMISSION OF DETONATION Fig. I1 I Comparison between
STHROUGH A BARRIER different pti-e explosives. Donor

S ~charge 42/58s NG!NM. Time 50SFigure 12 shows the transmission of deto- nsec/cm. Comparable am:pli-

nation of the three liquid explosives NM, 90/10 tudes. Barrier: 0.25-mrm PVC.

- - -_

Fig. 12 - Tr.nsmi 3sion of detonation through t'arriers of different thickness.
-me explos. v in receptor and donor. "rime 100 nsec!¢cm. Cornparabie

Z a,.,plitu|des.
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decrease of light intensity when the receptor contact with the NG receptor end surface. (To
charge detonation arrived at the cover glass do tids experiment, the charge setup was turned
window at the eid of the receptor charg- varied upside down, with-initiation from the bottom.)
depending or the prehistory of the detonation. Except for a more rapid -initial decrease in in-
If the detonation had decayed over a sufficiently tensity, this record, too, shows the same fea-
long distance after an overshoot initiation, the tures as- 13b, the light intensity decreasing to
rate of decrease was small, and the intensity about 40% of the steady detonation level, wheredecreased typically to -4mot half Its steady it stays for the -urat'son of the recording, -iboutvalue. If the detonat:ioa was still overdriven, 350 nsec.

for example, due to a\ long reaction delay, the Figure 14 shows a series of double barrier
rate of decrease was v ery much greater. A hluig1/ 0T /N inbt do rad
few exploratory experiments were made to in- reetor uhing100 TN/ incbotor an

vestgat thi futhe. Fiure13 howsthere- receptor charges. The receptor charge was
vestigate itis pure NG s the re- divided in two by the insertion of a second bar-

these, all with pure NG as receptor. rier of transparent PVC of the same thickness

in record -13a, initation was by a donor of as the first, black PVC barrier.
37,23/62,75 NG/NM, and the length of the re-
ceptor charge, 4.1 mm, was chosen so that the The number. tc the left of each record in-
detonatio7 arrived at the 2-mm-thick glass dicate the barrier thickness, the distance be-

-plate about 20 asee after shock- catch-up. The tween-the first and the second barrier and the
decrease in-•lght intensity upon collision is cover glass window. Where-only two numbers
rapid, and the litensity is approaching zero occur, the latter two distances were equal. The
after about I! neec. In record 13b, with an top record with 0.1-mm barrier thicknesses
identical charge and window arrangement, Initi- shows the normal double reinitiation, in which
ation wzs by a stronger shock wave from a the overdrive detonation has decayed into a
pressed TNT charge of density 1.50 g/cm3. steady state before hitting the second barrier.
The initial owvrshoot has decayed by the time As in Fig. 13a the light quenches slowly at the
the detonation arrivr~eat the glass window, and second-barrier. - The eecond record, with
!,e see the-very gradual d.crease in intensity 0.25-mm barriers, is different. The overdrive
to about 40% of thc steady value, continuing for detonation has not decayed sufficiently and in
the full 300 nsec while the shock is traveling agreement with FIg. 13a the light then quenches
through the glass, suddenly. Reinitiation is then almost immedi-

ate. The time lag between quenching and re-
In record ltc, the measurements and initi- initiation, 42 nsec, corresponds well with a

ation were identical to those of record 13b, with shock-wave velocity of 6 km/sec through the
the exceptiom that the glass window was re- barrier. There is no visible plateau, but a very
placed by a z5-mm-high column of water in brief overshoot of about 20-nsec duration.

DOiNOR CHARGE FT 1  
_

-4-
a. --. f- ____._
37.75/62.25 m .[IFSL __1__

Pressed TNT-~
°"N

Pressed TNT/~ IZ
Fig. 13 - r-ffccts of detonation amplitude Fig. 14 initiation light and
on dctonat:o,; light quenching at r-ceptor light quenching at second
end surface. (a) and (b) 2-mm glass barrier in double barrier
window, (c) 15-nmm water window. Sweep arrangements. Sweep speed
100 rsec/cm. Comparable amplitudes. top record 100 ngcc/cm.
Barrier: 02.5-mm PVC. others 200 nsec/cm.
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The third record shows, again with the mechanism for the rapid initial quenching
0.25•-mm barriers, how the phenomenon of of '.ight at thp, water surface.

slow quenching reappears together wit% a
slower ris and a longer overshoot when the c. When the initially overdriven detonation
barrier separation is doubled (5.2 mm instead has had a sufficient distance of propagation to
of 2.1 mm). The fourth record shows the re- decay back into what would appear to be a
turn of the rapid quenching and immediate re- steady state detonation, the quenching of light
initiation when the barrier thickness is made at impact wit an i;'ert is far less rapid, typi-
greater (0.75 mm) while keeping the 5.2-mm cally of the order of 50 to 100 nsec. Similarly,
barrier separation, when initiation is done with low pressure, the

rise time of the li.ht when the precompressed
Although these experiments give very little detonation catche.- "vith the shock front in-

quantitative information about the structure of creases to values oi the same order.
the reaction zone, there ae some important
qualitative conclusions to be drawn. d. A sufficiently thin barrier or a suffi-

cient!y high initiating pressure creates a act.o-
a. The region within the reaction zone that nation with a delay of less than 9 nsec and with

Semits the highest temperature is closer to the no visible oversho'ot. This is again an indica-
detbnation front, the higher the detonation tion that the ligh. e-iitted In the forward direc-
pressure. The highest detonation pressure ior tion from a stear,ýy or slightly overdrive., deto-
a given explosive is that reached when the pre- nation comes from a zone less than 50 i1 behind
compressied detonation catches tip with the the front. Again, there are some differences
shock front in delayed plateau Lnitiation. Rela- between different explosives. NM appears to
tive to the shock front, this detonation travels have the light-emitting zone appreciably closer
with a -z' Ity of at most 6 km/sec. Tile rise to the front than does NG or TNT-mixed
time c' the ight ,|pon catch-up is between 2 and explosives.
-llisec, Cinsequently, the high-temperature,
forward-mlitting region is less than 60 gand e. Our final conclusion is that even pres-
perhats as little as 10 11 behind the detonation sures eq-,al to or somewhat higher than thnse
fror' This varies little between different normally considered typical of the region be-
explosives, hind the reaction zone are not sufficient to genl-

eraet an immediate reaction in a liquid explo-
b. When an rverdriven detonation collides sive. For NM, experiments aimed at measuring

with the surface o( an inert material, the light the Chapman-Jcuguet pressures have given
quenches to zero or close to zero intensity, values varying between 115 and 140 kMar (Craig
again within a time of about 10 nsec. NoL even 1965, Persson 1969). To get immediate reiniti-
when the in,--t material has a higher shock ation we need pressures of the order of the
impedance than the unreacted explosive is detonation pressure of NG, that Is, well above
there an increase in light intensity. 200 kbar. These conclh-sions hold true even if

we take into account the slight decrease in
Perhaps the most interesting observa- pressure caused by the impedance mismatch

tion in this respect I!, the small difference in between the explosive and the barrier material.
initial quenching rate between that obtained at a
-glass surface and that at a water surface. For NM, we find an initiation delay of about
Comp-red to the shockkimpedance of unreacted 150 nsec at a pressure of about 120 kbar. Mader
NG, the shock i,:; , "a. -e of glass is higher and (1963) cites experiments where the initiation
that of water is lcT;n. Tne collision of the delay In NM was 1.4 .sec at a shock pressure of
detonation in NG with the glass surface will 85 kbar.
theref're result in shock reflection which will
".ittally .ncrease the pressure in the NG close For NG, we similarly find an initiation
,the glass above that at the detonation front delay of 450 nsee at an initiating pressure of

r resultb,g shock in the glass will have a about 175 kbar. At about 220 kbar (NG donor),
"i•perature than that of the shock- the delay has decreased to some 100 nczc, but
_.sed NO at the glass ,urface just prior there is still a marked oversl.oot, indicating

S. .isi, Collision of the detonation in NC- that this In t true reaction delay.
v.%_ the water surface will bring the opposite
effects, i.e., a rarefaction wave will Initially, We conclude from this tat an appreciably
tr-avel barck Into the NG and the sho4c tempera- higher presuure than the Chapman-Jouguet
ture of the water will be higher than the shock pressure must exist at the front of the detona-
front temperature of the NG. This appears to tion. From the e-nperiments with strong donor
rule old conduction cooling at the surface as carges, we estimate these front pressures for
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TABLE 4
Rate Constants for Thermal Decomposition of Different- Explosives

SFrequencyfr
Activation Temp for Expi

rxplostve ; Factor Ertea'gy I AfNie I Sec Referencelog 2
(soc' I (kcal/mole *K') (OC)

NM 12.1 39.7 1 Mader Ie37
NG 18.64 43.7 Andreev & Beljaev 1904
NG 23.5 50 220 Bowdzn Yoffe 1058

TNT 11.4 I 344-140 Cook 1959
TNT 12.3 i 41.1 Mader i969
PETN 19.8 47 255 I Bowden &Yoffe 1958
RDX 18.5 47. Cook 1958
Lead azide (17.42)* i 37-38 340 L Bowden & Yoffe 1958

ýDasvd on I sec - 340 C, E 37.5..cal/molv ýK.

steady detonation to be for NM about 230 kbar 3. A. W. Campbell, W. Davis, and J. R.
or more, and for I.3 about 330 kbar or more. Travis, "Shock Initiation of Detonation In
Combined with s•ock velocities equal to the Liquid Explosives", Phys. Fluids 4, 498
detonation velocities of 6.29 and 7.58 km/sec, (1961).
respectively, we arrive at a ccnservative lower
limit for the corresponding shock front particle 4. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, .J, B. Ram-
velocities of 3.24 and 2.72 kmi/sec, respectively. say, and.1. R. Travis, "Shock Initiation of
Neglecting the contribution to the pressure Detonation of Solid Explosives", Phys.
from the 0*K isotherm of either explosive, Fluids 4, 511 (1961).
which is probably allowable, and zssumLag a
specific heat for both explosives of 0.4 callg *K, 5. C. H. Winning, "Initiation of Nitroglycer-
we arrive at an estimate of the shock front ine", Explosivstolfe 11, 2 (1963).
temperature increase of 3140"K in NM and
2210*K in NM. 6. R. W. Van Dolah, R. W. Wpason, C. R.

Summers, and F. C. Gibson, "Detonation in
Liquid Explosives-The Low-"elocity Re-
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DISCUSSION

T. HiIUTA considering charges of equal diameter, that a
University of Tokyo high-density solvent may aid We detonation
Tokyo, Japan more than a low-density solvent.

Some of the results you obtained are very
interesting. What do you think about the fact
that in the propagation stpge of detonation, a F. E. WAI..AER
higher density solvent can support tie detona- Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
tion of the mother liquid better? The results Livermore, California 94550
you obtained show that the inverse relation
exists in the Initiation stage. As I understand the experiment you de-

scribed, the light recorded passed through a
port at the base of the system, and the detona-

REPLY BY PERSSON tion proceeded vertically from this port. How
could you then determine that the initiation to

It is important to distinguish between the detonation did occur first at the facp of the
initiation delay, on the one hand, rnd the ability sample liquid explosive that was firtk struck by
to propagate detonation, on the other. The de- the stock? (In a later viewing of some of Dr.
lays we have measured and their variation with Persson's photographs, it did appear thrt ihere
additive content, appear to be simply dependent was a rela'dvely dark zone below the apparent
upn shock temperatur-. With a given donor, initiation-to-detonation site.1
the explosive with a IoW shock impedance will
attain a high shock temperature and this usually In the plot which showed temperature at
means a short delay, the peak amplitude and at a plateau with relation

to a standard temperature value, what did the
In propaga'ing del ination, the detonation pe-Jk amplitude and the plateau actually repre-

front pressure and the initial temperature are sent?
determined separatel, by the combination of
the exp~osive's ow.v ihtial density ..nd the reac-
tion prodict isentrora, essentially As required REPLY BY PERSSON
by the Rayle~gh line .angency condilion. We
)kow that high-denshy explosives have a high In separate experiments using relatively

= detonation pressure tnd low-density explosives thick barrltrs, we have found the photomulti-
a low oresiure. It i4-pears not unlikely, under plier record5 to be in complete harmony with
these co-off, ions, an6 especially if we are the picture of the process of shock initiation in
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liquids given almost 10 years ago by Campbell, H. J. GRYTING
Davis and Travis in their "Physics of Fluids" Naval Weapons Center
paper. China Lake, California

What is the effect on initiation delay of
The plateau of relatively weak emisqion changes In specific heat without change in density ?

comes from the detonation in the shock-
compressed liquid, the pe..- emission comes
from the transient overdriven detonation when REPLY BY PERSSON
the catch-up occurs. We have not made any systematic study of

the effect of changes in specific heat alone.
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DARK WAVES IN LIQUID EXPLOSIVE SYSTEMS:

THEIR ROLE IN DETONATION FAILURE

Richard W. Watson
Pitts.burgh Aining and Safety Re,.earch C•enter. Bureau of Mine.%

U.S. Department of the Interior. Pi'isburgh. Pennsylsrania

ABSTRACT

High-speed framing camera observations as well as flash radio-
graphs w,.re obtained on a number of widely different liquid explosive
systems that exhibit dark wave structure. The effects of charge diam-
eter. confintment material~and initial explosive temperaiure hav:! been
explored. The results of this investigation lead to the conclusion that
the dark wave phenomenon may be common to all liquid explosive sys-
tems. The early explanations proffered appear to be correct in that the
dark wave phenomena are associated with non-reactive regions in the
explosive near the periphery of the charge. This paper's major con-
tribution lies in the correlation between the apparent physical iiae of
the area of the explosive charge effected by the dark waves and the
minimum film thickness for detonation determined in independent trial.-
tising tht wedge technique developed at this Center. The results lead
to the conclusion that the- are responsible for detonation failure and
that while simnple reaction kinetic- mal be used as a first basis for
theoretiral formulatiors of detonation failure models, two-dimensional
reaciive flow computations will be required even in the simplest de-
scription of this problem.

INTRODUCTION of Shchelkin's hypothesis concerning the simi-
larity between liquid and gaseous detonations

The subject of detonation failure in homo- (6).
geneous explosives is one of continued interest.
Early experimental work by Campbell (1) and Most ol the experimental work in this area
his associates suggested that detonation failure has been carried out using nitromethane mixed
was linked to the so-called darc waves observed with various diluents. In our work at the Safety
in homogeneous explos!ve systems. The sub- Research Center we have accumulated data re-
ject was then diligently ptrsued by Dremin lating to the limiting thickness for low- and
(2,3). This latter work greatly elucidated the high-velocity detonation failures in a large
"role of gross peripheral dark waves and fine number of liquid explosive systems. The re-
wave structure at the detonation front in the sults are obtained using a techniqu.• invo:,-ing a
propagation and failure of detonation in liquid wedge-shaped charge and a. velocity-monitoring
explosive systems. Mallory's (4) recent work probe (7). The data obt~ined ir. this fashiorn
on turbulent effects in detonating liquids failed are- valuime in assaying the relative sensitivity
to show any gross dark waves even when the of liquid explosives but the technique failt to
reaction waves were observed under faMling proviJe any in~o.niation relatin& to the mecha-
conditions. However, his observations were nisms of detonation failure for either the high-
limited to the central regions of the detonation or low-•eloc.ity modes. The purpose of this
wave front and he took this as slight evidence paper is to describe the results of some recent
that such. regions are edge effects. Recent ex- observations of dark waves employing high-
periments at the Lawrence Radiation Labora- speed framing camera photography and flash
tory (5) have provided dramatic evidence sup- radiography. The experimental results mupple-
portir.g the concept that detonation in ment the observations of the previous investi-
nitromet-.i2e is cellular in nature in support gations. They indicate that the gross dark waves

169
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ar2 a feature of all liquid explosive systems Selected frames of detonating nitromethane
and are intimately linked with detonation failure in the three Plexig!as tube sizes are prf-sented
limits for high-velocity dot(.nation. in Fig. 1. The views correspond to a pesition

approximately 5.1 cm from the downstream end
of the tube or 15.2 cm from the booster-liquid

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND interface. Dark waves emanating from the pe-
RESULTS riphery of the charges were observed for all

three charge diameters. The size of tnMe drk
The experiments were carried out with regions appears to decrease with increasing

various liquid explosives contained in 20.3-inch charge diameters. The structure observed in
long Plexiglas or aluminum tubes. The Plexi- the 2.2-cm diameter charge is p.rticularly ln-
glas tubes had inside diameters of 2.2 cm, teresting. The dark wave traversing the center
3.0 cm and 5.1 cm with corresponding wall of the c' irge orig.aated at the charge periphery
thicknesses of 0.16, 0.32, and 0.32 cm. The near the center .A the s-o-nd quadrant and took
aluminum tubes had an inside diameter of 2.54 approximately 3.- pusec to cross the body of the
crm and a wall thickness of .08 cm. The charges charge. After this, the detonation continued and
were initiated by means of a tetryl booster sep- subsequent camera views were similar to that
arated from the liquid by a thin polyethylene of Fig. 1(b). Besides the dark waves, regions
diaphragm stretched over the ads of the con- in the explosive having higher luminosity than
finement tube. The boosters were all 2.54 cm the detonation wave lumhiosity near the center
long, a 2.54 cm diameter was employed with of the charge were frequeaitly observed. They

the 2.2 cra-diameter Plexiglas and 2.54-cm were usually spike-shaped ,nd extended from
diameter aluminum tubes. For the two larger the charge periphery some distance into the
Plexiglas tube sizes the booster diameter waR body of the explosive. One of these is clearly
the same as the inside diameter of the tubes. visible on the left side of Fig. 1(b) and another

near the bottom of Fig. 1(c). These were in-
The framing camera observations were variably observed after the disappearance of

made at a fixed interframe time of 1.0 usec and two neighboring dark regions and are probably
an exposure time of 0.16 psec. The camera due to shock wave convergence.
view was directed along the axis of the charge
normal to the oncoming detonation wave front. The results of an examination of some of

the factors influencing the gross appearance of
A pulsed X-ray system with a ptlse dura- the dark waves are presented in Fig. 2. The

tion of 30 nanoseconds was used in the flash firings depicted in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c) were
radiographic studies The exposures were carried out in 3.8-cm diameter Plexiglas tubes
made normal to the charge axis providing a while that of Fig. 2(d) was mraide in a 2.5-cm
profile view of the detonation wave front. The diameter aluminum tube-. Fig. 2(a) shows the
X-ray unit was operated at 300 kv with a dis- results obtained with neat nitromethane diluted
charge current of 1400 amp. Except where in- with 5%, by weight, acetone, a desensitizing
dicated. all of the firings were conducted at additive. The dark wave structure appears to
ambient temperatures, approximately 2 0cC. much coarser than that observed for neat

Fig. I - Framing camera views %howing gross dark w-'" struct•re in
deton-atins nitromethane in Plexilas tuzbes of varying diameter: (a)

2.2 cm; Mb) 3.0 cin: (c) 5.1 cm. Detonation front is advancing toward
the observer.
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Fi. 2- Framing camera viewr of the dark
wave str-icture of detonating nitromethane.
(a) Plexiglas tutbe: nitromethane i 5wt per-
cent aretone at 20 C; (b) Plexiglas tube:
nitromethane - 3 wt percent tetranitrometh.
ane at 20 C; (c) Plexiglas tube: nitro-
trr;uthane at 50 C; (d) aluminum tube; nitro-
m4 'ane at 20(C.

nitromethane under the same experimental nitromethane diluted with 5% acetone. In this
conditions (Fig 1(b)). The addition of a srasi- case the wave front is very irregular. The
tizing agent, 3 - by weight tetranitromethmne, addition of 3% tetranitromethane appears to
almost totally eliminates the dark wave struc- reduce the detonation wave curvature below that
ture shown in Fig. 2(b). A nominal increase in observed in neat nitromethane. This is shown
the temperature produces nearly the same ef- in Fig. 3(c) which was also obtained with a
fect. This is shown in Fig. 2(c) wiiic't was ob- 3.8-cm diameter Plexiglas tube. Neat nitro-
tained with neat nitromethane havng an initial methane in the thin wall aluminum container
temperature of 500C in the same t-ube geometry (Fig. 3(d)) yielded an almost plane detonation
as Fig. 2(a). An effect of confinement tube ma- wave front.
terial is shown in Fig. 2(d). This firing was
conducted with neat nitrometha~ie contained in a It has already been suggested that the
2.5-cm inside diameter aluminum tube. In this gross dark waves observed In liquid explosives
case, dark waves were not obsterved. were associated with detonation failure; tihis

coupled with the fact that the pr2ponderance of
Additional insight concerning the nature experimental data was obtained with nitro-

and origin of the dark waves was obtained from methane-ba-sed explosives led to another series
flash radiographs of the detonation wave in of trials involving exploLives other than nitro-
some of the explosive-container combinations, methane. The explosives chosen for this pur-
These are presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shcws pose consisted of a mixture of 50/50 nitroglyFerin-
the detonation wave in neat nitromethcne con- ethylene glycol dinitrate diluted with 22-1 /2v
tained in a 3.8-cm diameter Plexiglas cou- acetone by wu ight and a casting solvent contain-
tainer. It will be noted thxt the wave front has Ing 8G% TMETN, 19 TEGDN, and 1% NDPA.
a pronounced curvature, especially at the These two systems were chosen because in
charge per'iphery. The results of Fig. 3(b) previous experiments, using ihe wedge tech-
were uLA-aned with a similar charge containing nvpie, they had exhibited the same minimum

-I • ••' " • • ... I- • • . . -= _
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Fig. 3 - Flash radicgraphs of the wave front curvature of detonating
nitromethane. (a) Plexiglbs tube: neat nitro.-nuthane; (b) Plexiglas
tube: nitroinethane + 5 wt percent acetone; (c) Plexiglas tube:
nitromethane * 3 wt percent tet. ,nittromethane, (d) alumirtum tube:
neat nitromethain.

film thickness for the propagation of high- reaction kinetics, we note a strong dependence
velocity detonation, 0.25 inch t 0.02 inch (8). of the induction time on the temperature which
Framing camera views comparing the dark in turn is a function of the shock pressure. For
wave structure in these two explosive systems example, tVe recent calculations of Enig and
with that of neat nitromethane are presented in Petrone yielded a value of induction of 2.31 gisec
Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the results obtained for nitromethane shocked to 86 kilobars and a
with neat nitromethane; results of trials with corresponding temperature of 1103 K (9). Simi-

- the casting solvent and diluted nitroglycerin- lar calculations for a sh'ck pressure of 201
ethy.ene glycol dinitrate are shown in Figs. 4(b) ki'obars and a corresponding shock temperature
and 4(c) respectively. The explosives were of 1662VK yielded a value of 0.00320 psec for
contained in Plexiglas tubes having a 3.8 cm the induction time. In the radiographic experi-
diameter. As will be noted, the dark wave ments with neat nitromethane in Plexiglas con-
structures In the three explosive systems are tainers, the detonation wave w*as noticeably
quite similar in terms of the distance that the curved at the charge periphery. It might be
dark waves penetrate into the body of the liquid, expected that the shock pressure near the
In Fig. 4(b) and (c), the dark waves appear to charge periphery is considerably less than the
coalesce and form a dark irr.-gular ring be- pressure at the charge ax)s. Simple calcula-
tween the illuminated container top and the on- tions based on oblique shock theory and rough
cofing detonation front. measurements of the angle of wave incidence

with the container wall yield a shock pressivre
of approximately 100 kilobars in this region.

DISCUSSIO:I At this pressure, the corresponding induction
time would be approximately 1.0 ,'sec. This

The qualitative features of all of the fore- time would allow a rarefaction wave to pene-
going results can be described in terms of the trate approximately 0.5 cm into the body of the
current understanding of homogeneous explo- fluid; the dark waves are observed to penetrate
sive systems. Using simple adiabatic explosion to approximately the same depth in the 3.8-cm
theory and assuming first order Arrhenius diameter firings with neat nitromethane. In the
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Fig. 4 - Framing camera view-s showing similarity of dark wave structure
in (a) nitromethane: (b) 50/50 NG-EGDN t 22-1/2 wt percent acetone: (C)
80/19/I T.%ETN/TEGDN/NDl•ti casting solvent

casi. al' the firing conducted in the aluminum results of other investigators. They add fur-
contamrs, a shock wave is propagated back ther weight to the contention that the peripheral

into tu-i reacting fluid until the pressure is re- dark waves correspond to unreacted rev ines in
leasec •.t the external tube boundary. In this the explosive are associated with later. , rare-
case the wave would be essentially planar and factions and are common to all homogeneous
there would be no increase in induction time. explosive systems. Mi addilion, these qualita-
The flash radiograph of Fig. 3(d) indicates that tive features appear to correlate with the fail-
the wave front is nearly plane and there is a ure thickness for detonation determined in
complete absence of dark wave structure in the independent experiments (7,8). Namely, liquids
end-on view of Fig. 2(d). having the same failure thickness exhibit simi-

lar dark wave structure when detonated under
The effects of desensiting and sensitizing the same conditions. This leads to the conclu-

a eaituves as well as the effects of elevated sion that any theory accounting for detonation
temperature cin be anticipated in the same failure in liquid explosives must take into ac-
way--increasing or decreasing the induction count the complex flow configuration introduced

by the dark waves as well as the kinetic param-
3 wt percent TNM and by temperature elevation eters describing the explosive system.
of only +30_C are consistent with this exulana-
tion.
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NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

OF DETONATION FAILURE AND SHOCK INITIATIOM
Charles L. Mader

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The failure of a nitromethane detonation resulting ýrom a side rar-
efaction cooling the explosive inside its reaction zone has been calcu-
lated using an Eulerian, reactive, numerical, hydrodyne. "ic code. The
velocitf of the rarefaction agre"s with the experimenta. mneasurements
of Davis. The formation of hot spots from the interaction of a shock in
nttromethane with a cylindrical void, anid thc failure of the hot spot to
initiate propagating detonation as a result of the rarefactions inter.ct-
ing with the reaction zone have been computed. The interaction of thZ
hot spots formed from several voids has been computed. The basic
two-dimensional processes involved in the shock initiation of heteroge-
neous explosives have been numerically described.

INTRODUCTION stabilize the nitromethane and liquid TNT deto-
nation decreases with decreasing activation en-

To increase our understanding of the basic ergy and that nitromethane with an actlvation
processes involved in the shock Initiation of In- energy of 40 kcal/mole is stable to all perturba-
homogeneous explosives, we have studied theo- tions at C-J velocity. Also described in refer-
retically the formation of hot spnts from shocks ence (21 was the failure of a propagating deto-
interacting with discontinuities of various densi- nation as a result of rarefactions from the rear
ties. In reference (1) we described the hot spots cooling the explosive in the reaction zone. One
formed when a shock in nitromethane interacts of the major problems that had to be solved for
with a spherical, cy!tcarteai, or conical void further understanding of the basic processes in-
and with cylinders and spheres of aluminum. volved in the shock initiation of explosives or in
The PIC (particle-in-cell) method was used for the failure diameter of explosives was that of
numerically solving the hydrodynamics. It was failure of propagating detonation because of
concluded that the PIC type of numerical hydro- side rarefactions ccoling the explosive inside
dynamics could be used to compute the Interac- the reaction zone. The Eulerian approach to
tion of a shock with a density discontinuity, the solvii.." the reactive hydrodynamic equations is
formation of a hot spot. and buildup to propa- suitable for such problems provided that only
gating detonation. The failure of the resulting one component is present. Therefore, the
hot spot to initi. .- propagation detonation could Eulerian code called 2DE, described in refer-
be described in those cases in which the failure ence (3). was written to solve these problems.
mechanism did not depend on the details of the
structure laf the reaction zone.

FAILURE OF A NITROMETHANE
It was necessary to study the time-dependent DETONATION WAvr

reaction zone of homogencous explosives before
one could calculate cases tihat required resolved Davis (4) has studied the failure of a sup-
reaction zones. The stability of the reaction zone ported nitromethane detonation wave traveling
was studied in both one- and two-dimenslonal up a copper tube and then into :, large container
geometry, As described in reference (2), it was of nitromethane as shown below. He observed
found that the amount of overdrive necessary to rarefaction or "failure" waves that ran across

Preceding page blank 177
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SMEAR CAMERA SLIT reaction zone resulting from side rarefactions,
for an activation energy of 53.6 kcal/mole.
Similar results were obtained for an activation
energy of 40 kcal/mole. The reaction zoneI profiles for both activation energies vary only
a few kilobars from the steady-state values dur-
Ing the time of interest in these calculations (2).

The experimental arrangement is approxi-
mated numerically by a steady-state reaction

zone flowing through 150 of the 300 cells near
the lower boundary to approximate the top of
the metal tube. The cell is a square of 40-A.
For a 7, of 0.68, an activation energy of 53.6

TUBE kcal/mole. and a frequency factor of 4 x 10s.
the reaction zone of a C -J detonation of nitro-
methane occupies 2400 A, or 60 of the 300
cells, along the half-slab left boundary. The
von Neumann spike pres.ure is 212 kbar, and

the front at about 0.37 cm/lisec and that extin- the C-J pressure is 130 kbar. The use 3f a
gihdthe front etonationt f 0.37 h/se wans that cmt300 x 300 mesh for a total of 90.000 cells is

less wide. near the maximum resolution possible if onewishes to expend a reasonable amount (-24

If the tube was larger, the onation was hours for IBM 7030) of computer time.

not extinguishet. A rarrow failure or dark
wave ran into the front, getting narrower as it Using the 3000, isotherms throughout theprogressed. This wave extingutished detonation Ity of 0.4 t 0.05 cm/psec which is in goodat its front, but reignaion occurred at the rear a f 0. t t f.05 experimen byand caught up with the wave. Under these cir- agreement with that found experimentally bycumstances the explosive in the box would deto- Davis.
nate. These experiments demonstrate the basic The failure of a slab of nitromethane with aprocesses involved in the problems of the fail- void on the outside is shown in Fig. 2 with 300 xure of detonation, of the failure diameter of ex- 300 cells. The radius of curvature is greater,

plosives, and of the "sputtering" initiation a0d ce The radis onger. is theatro
observed for density discontinuities near the and the rarefaction is stronger, for the nitro-
critical size. methane confined by a void than for nitrometh-

ane confined by nitromethane.

The light observed by Davis is thermal ra- Similar studies were performed in c-lin-
diation from the hot explosive. Only near the drical geometry and are described in re. i-
end of the reaction zone ip material hot enough ence (4).
to produce enough light for a high speed camera ence (4).

to record. Some of the light emitted is absorbed Having demonstrated the failure of a deto-
i partially reacted explosive ahead of it, nation wave because of rarefactions from theSand if the reacti-on zonF- Is thick e.iough, no lightandif tcre.he r actpon aroensthdisckneinugy no light side cooling the explosive inside the reaction
is recorded. The apparent discontinuity in light zone, we now proceed to study the formation of
intensity which Davis recorded corresponds to a hot spots and the initiation of an explosionwhich
3harp change in the distance from the shock does not result in a propagating detonation.
front to the region hot eno.gh to produce re-
cordable light. Rather than present the com-
plete analysis of emission and absorption here, THE TNTERACTION OF A SHOCK
we assume for illustration that no light is re- WITH A CYLINDRICAL VOID
corded when the distance from the shock front
to the 30300K isotherm becomes twice what it is
for the high-order detonation. Fortunately, the In reference (5) we described the interac-
changhe hish-orsdrdeonatond s olargetuatey thev e tion of an 85-kbar shock in nitromethane with acange is s sudden-radius, 0.032-cm-high cylindrical
oblained for the apparent velocity does not de- usingcthedPuC code.hThe samendystemS pond much• upon the criterion chosen, void, using the PIC code. The same system

was competed using the Eulerian code and the

results are shown in reference (4). The agree-
Figure I shows the calculated isobars and ment between the two problemo is sufficient to

isotheras of the failure of a nitromethane allow a semiquantitative study of the formation
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SFig I - The computed isobars and isotherni% for a supported slab ni-
S~tromethane C-J detonation wave passing into a bo)x 4f nitromethane.

.The interval etween isobars is 10 kbar. The werval between iso-

Sthernn ;s 100* Kelvin. ', .e clashed line is the location o. the end of

Sthe rewtctien zone. 300 x 300 40-A-square eceis w•ere used.
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Fig ['he comnp•t.d is.-1ars and .sotherrns for a supported s..c.b
nt.-urnethane C-,J deonation wave Dassing into a slab of nitramelhane
wim voi on t'•e r;ght side of the sib. Thedashed line is the Ioca-
i 1t•c:,,•. .* n."-f the I=tton zone. 300 x 300 40-A--Aqu re- cc-o!s
were. a ed.

of hot spots, the resul#-:;g explosion. and fmaiur.. %pot explode, but fails to establish propagating
to propigate. cetanation.

I :gure 3 shos the form.ation of • I-t spot A 3.2 x J0* '-cm-radius hole is the largest
in nitroA-eztane from ;ýn €--' ,r shock inter- that will rcsuit in a resolved reatl!9n .one and,
acting with a 2 x 1(" io,-radlus cvlindrical hence, permit failure of an exp.i, -n to occur
Y',Ad with cht mical reaction pernatted. The hut ir. a 100 x 1IM mesh of whv h the hole it; 20 x 20.
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Fig. 3 - ihe computed irobars, isottjerms, and isows of an 85-kbar shock )ntiracm.ng with a
•b65 -ci.i-high. cyhIvr~ical %oid in - I - 1 10 4 -cm-high c-linder of nitro-

methane. Cheiniltal reaction ib permitted. The tntertal bet-een •-obars is 10 kbat. that betmeen
isothtrmis 1, 400' Kumin, and that bet•-rn lsos 1-, 0.1 %her- . is m.,5 fract.on of b-idecomposed
c ,posive. The original position of the vt. o

This is two ord-,rs of magnitude smaller than rarefact 'na, cr .ag the reactive deinnation
the expenntenia!.y ,ibserved critical size. To wave.
obtain suitable rsonuti one would require a
mesh of 10.000 x 10.000. or 100 million, cells.
Tht' is not a practical problem to solve with THE INTERACTION OF A SHOCK
present compute•s. WITH FOUR RECTANGULAR HOLES

We have howonstraieci hoa a hot spot c.,n The interaction of a shock with four rectan-
,xphxle but then fCil to propagate bertuse of gular voids. the bottom two with a talf -width of
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Fig.I Itic n f a 45-kba -nck n 1- 3cm aif-idt. I#- 6'3cm-ig&

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ptrm\jjAhforrcaglrhnc hmclraci: sntpr4mtd h -
va b wenixoycisq is01cj- .tmbtte ybr s10kA.4dta ecnitOr,-
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_ 3.2 x 10. cm. and the top two with t width of spot is so hot that complete nitromethane de-
3.2 x 10-4 cm, is shown in Fig. 4 for nonre- composition occurs at the shock front. While a
active nitromethane. The same problem with propagating detonation would not be expected to
chemical reaction included is shown in Fig 5. occur experimentally in this geometry of four

holes (the computed detonation is the result of
While propagating detonation does not occur insufficient numerical resolution to resolve the

when the shock interacts with the first two holes. reaction). the enhancement of the shock wave
the enhancement of the shock wave by chemical would be expected to cccur experimentally.

L Creaction does produce a hotter hot spot upon These calculations show the basic features of
interaction with the upper two voids. The hot the shock initiation of heterogene-rts explosives.

IQ

• }

] ~ ~Fig. 5 h intera4ction of an A-5-kebar .•h.-_eh in a slab o t n itro nirthan r with four " t .- ;, hole s of

the s an-• dimr ens ions as tho se in Fig. 4. Chernsi¢ al rea c.tion .* rer nitte d. The :-'.:er--al oetw een %Ao-

-- i-] ~ bars is 1D kbAr. that between isother m-,.. m' ..-AO' K rlv;n, and that between i-tows it e.1 where is the

S• ti;, ss fraction of t•nzecomposed explos-vv.
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THE ROLE OF THE MATRIX

IN DETERMINING THE SHOCK INITIATION CHARACTERISTICS

OF COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING 60% BY VOLUME OF HMX
W. W. Marshall

Aornic Weapons Research Eslablishment
A!Lermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

Card gap tests have been carried out at ambient temperature and
at approximately 95"C on a number of compositiona containing 60% by
volume of HMX. The results show that the shock sensitivities increase
markedly with temperature. At any one temperature the shock sensi-
tivity depends almost ent;rely or. the density or shock impedance of the
matrix, and is probably independent of its spec-fic heat, thermal con-
ductivity, or heat of explosion. The pres.nce of voids produced by the
solidification of a matrix such as TNT may have a slight sensitizing
eif-ct. Using zin: chloride solution of various densities as a matrix, it
has been found that the shock sensitivity rises to a maximum at a den-
sity of about 1.55 g.cm- 3 and then falls. No explanation has been i',und
for this unexpected result.

INTRODUCTION were then closed with mild steel witness plates.
This method gave a constant HMX/nmatrtx vol-

Although cast TNT ia very insensitive to ume ratio of 60/40 which was confirmed by
initiation by shock HMX/TNT is considerably analysis throughout the programme. The shock
more shock sensitive than the corresponding sensiti-4ties of the charges were determincd
HNMY_/water or HMX/wax. The work described for each series by - card gap test in which tho
in this note was undertaken to compare the donor was a one ir ;h long by half inch square
shock seisitivilies of a number of compositions pellet of a pressed composition containing 95%
each containing 60-_ by volume of a coarse HMX by weight. The "cards' were shim braha.
granulaz HMIX, and to determine which matrix The shock sensitivity was determined by a
properties were major factors in deterwining Bruceton procedure in which at-out twelve
the shock sensitivity of the composition. r.rmnds were fired for each coamposition. The

otandard deviation of shock sensitivity in a
batch was about 501 greater than is achieved

EXPERIMENTAL with pieces machined from pressed chargs.,
and !-iis was regardfrI .is acce.ptable. Sonie

Thin walled brass cylindtrs 3-1/2 inches rour.fts were firc4 zt. a temperature nf 2pproxi-
long, 3/4 inch ID sealed at one end with 0.006 mately 95'(-. Th..se were assemriled. each
inch brass shims were prche:'.-d to 100*C. A placed in at expanw1A polystyrene 1.tsk in an
slurry of coarse granular L.AX iparticle size &ven fer one ih,' ,nd were fired in t 'e flasks
range 100-1.000 micron. mean 400 microni. tap a- soon as positie after removing the. i from
density 60% of theoretical! and the matrix mate- the oven. Scparatt experiments showed that
rial was heated to 100'C. whilst gra.twlar HMX this method esure!d that the temperature of the
was heated separately. The cytirle•i, were rornd was 92 ! S'C •nr the time required to
filled with the slurry and hot dry MtMX was comn!ete the firim
added until the tube was filed witl settnmenied
HMX. The tubes were allowed to cuol. excess Initia'-.;- the shock smnsitivity of !!MX/TNT
mater:al was removed from the top- and they was compared with th-a ol IlMX .rWater. and

S~185
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IlAX/paraffin )iI. A number of materials with It wouid be e.xpected that in a simple explo-
melting points similar to TNT but with a range sive system the shock sensitivity would increase
of heats of explosion was then selected to re- with increasing temperature. and this has been
place the TNT. A TNT/sodium chloride corn- shown ftr nitromethane by Campbell et 2l (1).
position in which the sodium chloride had ap- In the present series of experiments where
proximately the same bulk properties as the there were no matrix phase changes between
HMX was prepared and tested at 20°C. Finally, 20°C and 95°C. the shock sensitivities did ;n-
a series of HMX/zinc chloride solution compo- deed increase with temperature. With these
sitions was prepared in which the density of the compositions the density falls v'ith rising tern-
zinc chloride solution was varied from 1.1 perature and an will be disc.-assed later, this
g.cm' 3 to 1.85 g.cm '. Three of these compo- wouid be expected to reduce the rise In shock
sitions were fired at 95°C as well as at ambient sensitivity due to temperature. Where there is

large change in density may mask the effect of

temperature.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Matrix properties which may affect the
The results are given in full in Table 1. shock sensitivity of the charge include:

The sodium chloride/TNT results shows that
TNT is notsensitized by being disp.!rsed around (1) thermal properties
an inert crystalline material, and hence it is (2) presence of discontInuities
unlikely that in HMX/TNT. enhanced sensitivity (3) heat of explosion
is du,. to the dispersion of the TNT about the
PMX. (4) shork impedance

TABLE 1

The Shock Sensitivities of HMX Based Compositions

aDensity r Shock Sensitivity Density Shock Sensitivity
Matrix Material I at 200C at 20'C at 95'C at 950C
__ (g.cm) (rail. of brass) 1,g.cm"•)

Water 0.99 J 86. 95 .9,117

Paraffin oil 0.85 1 75 " 0.80 102

i Naphthalene 1.15 130 0.93 112

4 MNT 1 1.29 151 1.13 126

2 4 DNT 1.52 177 1.33 138

2: 0 TINT 1.656 221 1.45 215

Zinc chloride solution 1.10 I 110. 117 210

1.25 133

1.40 . 182. 175
1.55 195 292

1.65 1 183
1.7 l.iO 183

1.75 173

1.80 174

1.85 170 138

NCI 'TNT 0 0Ii I
Water at a34C 1.0 90
I!e ;it -V°C 0.89 84I
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1. Thermal Properties

The most useful pair of results for comn-j Sa.ttiI parison is naphthalene/HMX and water/HMX at
95*C where both matrices have approximately
the same density. zero heat of explosion, and
are liquid so that the effect of Intergranular Ito
discontinuity :s nil. HIMX is slightly soluble in OkDiT
naphthalene. but this is probably of little cons- 0sequence. The shock sensitivities are 1117
'water) and 112 (naphthlene) which are not sig-
nificantly different at the 99~ lerel. As the
specific heat of water is about three times 0
greater than that of naphthalene. and the ther- __1C
mal conductivity abiout four tmes greater, the
effect of these properties is judged to be small 12
if not negligible. This is probably because the
time constants of heat transfer processes be-
tween HMIX and mitrixv are long compared with 100
explosive reactioi times.

ý7_ 2. The Occurrence of Discontiriuitier::s

There is a cacrease iii shock sen.-ttivity on
cooling HMX/wa'er, HMX/zinc chloride solu- 0- 0 1-2 1 4 16 Is 2.0

ti~j. an '-Xparaffin compositions, from .I-S'ok ntii vdrit
95*C to 20'C, Y-.t an incre!ase in shock !,ensi-
tivity for those _,yttems where the matrix so-
lidifies betweu.t these two temperatures. The
solidification proc':ss is normaijy accompatnied 4. ho rneac
by an increase in density and this may well ac- 4.So'-neac
count for an increase in sensitivity large enough I h bec fdt ntesckvlctb oetfrn countprbalance the ciecr-ase due to nteasceodtanthshc elitto icrean temeauehi.r .'h~i irt the matrix materials, density has bcen taker:
graph of shcck sensitivity at 20 C v densit~y in- as a measure of shock impedance. Siiock sen-

oluds te pint fo MNT DN. TT ad nph- sitivity Is plotted against density in Fig. 1 which
chluente, aondtos forNt. shoTw ThaT theil caph- includes all the exper'mental results at 20*C.

itisarene all moreso senstiw tha thth2e co.inc This shows. i~irstly that the stock sensitivity c!
choidesltions ofe the same densitiv. thnthe re-c a composition depends to a great extcn4 on the
suits for HiiXlice and HMX/,water about D* densitity ofites mtrix an secondly atha ty tof
where there is an expansion on solidificatior, sniiiyrsst aiu tadniyo

are onsiten wit thedenity harg. ~about 1.55 g.rnf 1. This pec.'liar result is IJn-
ariely cnithentor wtha the oesiyccurgen of SLUM explained. The Glptinaun' transfer of energy be-Aikey, herforetha th ocurrece f dst- tween zinc chloride st tot. and HNIX wpkll ae-continuities is a major factor in determining cu. when the respecti\ ,,ressure - pzrticlfthe shock sensitivity, velocity Hugoniots coincide at the preusure of

the incident shock. This does not occur for the
3. Het ofExplsionrange of densities used, but the grea7ter the

Heatof xploiondensity. the more nearly does the zinc chloride
The shock scositivities of IINIX/naptitha- Hugonlot approach the HMX Hucor..ot. Tem~per-

lene. /MNT. IDNqT and /'& MT increase with in- ature. time -at -tempe ratu re and ---nnpression
creasirg heat of explosion of the matrix mate- calculations for simple models of the experi-
rial. However, the densit ies also increase in mental set-up have all failed to show anything
thi' same order. Figure I shows that the sensi- other than a monotonic relattons'iip between
tivities of H1MX -1MNT DNT rand /T.NT are not density and the property heinyg caiculated. A
greattly itifferent fr'om th~e sensitivities of HNIX! comp'zter programme was set up 'o calculate
zinc chiloride- solution r-f the same densities. the compressioi~s it. layera of zin; chloride t.o-
lieit of explotion of the maitrix wmteri?,! would lution 400 micron's thich alterna~,ng with layers
therefore appear to be relatively unimportant of HMXL 6M microns thick. Resxtlis from this
in determininif Me sh-ack sensitivity of these' prog~ramme and several variattaoia on it again
compositions, steared that t--e more dense the zinc chloride-
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solution the greater should be the effect on the of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The
HMX. experiments were made by Messrs. Chick,

It seems that the models chosen to repre- Corby and Clinch under the general direction of
sent the compositions in the mathematical treat- Mr. H. Watts. Computations on modei systems
ments are too simple to explain what must be a wvere carried out by Dr. N. Hoskin.

quite complex situat" -n.

The experiments and the conclusions drawn REFERENCE
from them are based on compositions contain-
ing 60% by volume of a coarse granular HMX,and may not apply to other systems. 1. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Daviet~nd I. R.

Travls, "Shock Initiation of D,,tonai 'n
Liquid Explosives". Phys. Fluid_.. V,.. 4,

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT pp. 498-510. 1961.

Data on the Hugoniots of zinc chloride so-
lutions was kindly *upplied by Mr. J. Wackerle

DISCUSSION

B. G. CRAIG which the HMX/solution mix is centrifuged in
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory the brass tubes.
Los Alamos. New Mexico

You observe that as the density of HMX/
ZnCI2 solutio'is increpqes, the sensitivity ir- R. DUFF
creases, re;,ches a maximum near 1.5 g/cc, Systems. Science. ,Id Lot.
and then decreases. The decrease is counter P.O. Box 1620
to expectations. If the decrease is real. i.e., a La Jolla. California . 37
property of the explosive rather than an artifact
of the experimental arrangement, then this is The "unexpected" maximum in sensitivity
•)n im;ortant obrervation. because it indicates a with variation of densit 'the matrix suggests
change in rigime. The possibility that the de- a competition between two phenomena with op-
crease mignt be due to 2-P effects is one which posite effects upon the initiation process. These
you could check. Howpve: have you eliinated phenomena may be: (1) The heterogeneity of
the !allowing possibilities: 1) That the lower the system when the density difference between
dens Aty solutons may be entering microscopic explosive and rmatrix is large will tend to at-
defe:.ts In the HMX crystals and thereby par- tenuate the primary shock and prevent initia-
tiall), "healing" these defects. The denser and tion. (2) On tht, other hand. the heterogeneity
moro? viscouz solutiuns might not be able to en- tends to generate hot spots which promote ini-
ter t?? defects. (2) That the more viscous solu- tiation. The maximum in the sensitivity curve
tions night trap and hold bubbles which sensi- st ;gests that shock attenuation is relatively
tize the mixture. (3) That different viscosities more important than hot spot generation at low
might result in some preferential purticle-size density and that the loss of hot spot tempera-
separation which resuLts in a less sensitive ex- ture differential is dominant as the impedance
plosive for the more viscou:; mixtures? difference between the exp!osive and matrix

decreases.

REPLY BY MARSHALL

I think that Craig's points I and 2 arc in- G. WACKi RLE
valid in that neither prolonged evacuation of the Los Ala;aos Scientific Laboralory
HX/solutinn mixture prior to filling the charge Los Al•inos. New Mexico
nor evacuahon of the filled tubes a(7ected the
shcek sonsitivity. The third point might well be ! cannot igry•e with Dr. Marshalls conciu-
v-ltd. and some experiments are being made in sioh rcgarditig the unimportance of density
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discontinuities in shock sensitivity but would reverse ,if what you report having observed.
rather regard them as essential to the genera- Your experimental arrangement is multi-
tion -f the hot spots and would consider requi- dimensional and for the same attenuator you
.3ite to the initiation of heterogeneous explo- have increasing shock pressures as the density
sies 1 would suggest that the decrease in gap of the HMX-ZnCl2 mixture increases. Thisthickness with zinc chloride solutions above will make the material appear "more sensitive"
1.55 g/cc density results merely from the syn- and is probably dominant over the hydrodynami"
thesis of a more homogenleous mixture as the hot spot effect. This is why you see apparent
shock properties of matrix solatior, more "increasing ser.sitivity" as the density of the
closely match those of HMX.... an effect which material increases. The actual mixture, how-
overwhelms that of better coupling betwzen the ever, is probably actually less sensitive and the
donor and the acceptor sample. The inference Pop plot distance of run to propagating detona-
is that were the data extended with still higher tion is probably increasing. Such an increase
density interstitial liquids, that the curves in is important in two-dimensional experiments
Fig. 1 would turn upward again, as one reaches a state where the side failure

waves can extinguish the detonation. You then
must increase the initial shock pressure to

REPLY BY MARSHALL maintain a detonation which would look like the
explosive was "less sensitive." So one can

This is an interesting idea. We intend to easily postulate reasonable models for the be-
extend .'ho wrk to higher matrix densities. havior you have observed.
probably by using solutions of other zinc ha-
lides. I did not intend to imply that density dis- To determine what is actually occurring
continuities were unimportant in shocik sensi- you would need to do a few plane wave shots
tivity in general, but that in my particular and determine the "Pop plots" for several dii-
system, the discontinuities produced by the ferent HMX-ZnC12 mixtures.
solidification of (say) a TNT matrix did not
produce an appreciable effect, as the sensitivi-
ties of those systems with such voids were not REPLY BY MARSHALL
significantly different from liquid systems with-
out voids. Whilst the idea that the increasing Experiments are to be made to follow up
homogeneity of the charge reduces the sensitiv- Dr. Mader's suggestions.
ity is interesting, it seems quantitatively un-
likely. The difference in sensitivity between
systems of zinc chloride solution density 1.55,
and 1.85. is similar to the difference between JACOB SAVITT
pressed TNT of 71.5-0 theoretical dernsity and Explosiform. Inc.
98 0 theoretical density as shown in Dr. Price's P.O. Box 36
paper. It seEMs unlikely that the relatively Belvedere. California
small inhomogeneity differences between the
zinc chloride and the IIMIX would produce sucbh Card gap tests* carried out on 2-inch-
large effects. diameter cardboard - confi: 'ed charges of nitro-

guanidine have shown that the shock sensitivity
of the nitroguanidine depe.,ds upon the density
of the matrix in the same was as shown in Fig. 1

C. L. MADER of this paper. The sensitivity increases with
Los Alamos Scientific Labc;-atnry 'ncreasing density in the region between 0.16
Los Alamos. New Mexico and 0.45 gm/cc but decreases with increasing

density in the region between C.45 and 1.00
The hydrodynamic hot spoi theory would gm/cc.

predict that the sensitivity ot the mixture
should decrease as the dinsity of the zinc chlo-
ride increased and appro-tchei a good pressure ý1. Say ',-tonation SvntitiV--- of Very Lo%,,
match to HMX and then increase as the density Den.-it_% ein of tNitro g

t*anidine, Papr~r

got higher and the pressure match was poorer. 'o. 6B- 3. We-,tern States Section, |'t,8, Com•-
iSee LA-3450) Ztnfortunately, this is just the b'astion [nstitut" Fall Mc.rti'.g.



EFFECT OF PULSE DURATION ON THE IMPACT
SENSITIVITY OF SOLID EXPLOSIVES

B. D. Trott and R. G. Jung
Battelic Memorial Institute

Colum:bus Laboratories
505 King Arenue

Colonbus, Ohdo 43201

ABSI RACT

The res, of Comp B-Grade A, Comp B-3. and PBX-9404 ex-
plosives to :. • t of aluminum flyer plates was experim:ntaUy inves-
tigated in the p.vosure range 30 to 110 kilobars zn3 the pjulse duration
range 0.05 to 1.70 microseconds. khe flyer plates were launched from
brass or c,.pper buffer plates utilizaing the impedance mismatch tech-
nique and explosive plane wave drivers. The shock front was followed
through the explosive samples using a split-charge, transparent chan-
nel technique. A one-dimensional Lagrangian. computer cods was also
developed to comp.tte the response of explosives ta such impact. 1he
burning model used for nonhomogeneous explosives assumes grain
boundary initiation .nd a burning rate which depends on pressure raised
to a power and an Arrhenius gas temperature relation. An analytical
method of relating the unknown burning rate parameters to the pres-
sure exponent was alto developed. The pressure exponent was deter-
mined by comparison of computed run distances with the run distance
measured for a single well-chosen experiment. Computed and experi-
mtntal d--ta for Comp B-Grade A are in good agreemer,. They cithibit
thick pulse response in agreement ith the data of Ramsay and Popolato.
The thin pulse response data shows a aore rapid increase in run dis-
tance with decreasing pressure than the thick pulte data. Comp B-3
and PBX-9404 experimental data show a similar re sponse with, how-
ever, an appreciable detonation overshoot measurt-i in PBX-9404 for
very thin pulses.

INTRODUCTION EXPERLM'•NrAL Pr.,CEDURE

ConEiderable exr-rimental and theoretical The expe'imental technique used was a
work associated with the impact initiations of combination of the ,lyer-launchIng technique by
explosives has been conducted. The work of impedance mismatch as omp.. e d by Gittings
Gittings (1) showed the pulse length dependence (1). with the split-charge technique employed
on impact initiaticn in a preliminary way for by Boyle and Ervin (2) to allow continuous ob-
PBX-9404. The present work extends experi- itervatlon of the planar shock progress through
mental investigations of the pulse length de- the explosive charge, The experimental ar-
penden e of inp•.-t initiation to longer pulse rangetent used to gather the most recent data
durations for PBX-9404 and to Comp B-3 and reported here Is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
'.*omp B-Grade A as well. In conjunction with
the experimental work, a finite difference La- A simultaneous streak and framing camera
grangian computer code was developed which (Beckman and Whitley Model 200) equipped with
demonstrates good agreement with the experi- an auxiliary telepho: -ens was arranged so
mental finrings for Comp B-Grade A. that its optical axis was parallel with the 5-mil
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•,t. lprecursor traveling at sonic velocity in the ex-
plosive sample in some experiments raised

Su"a I some doubt as to the effect of the methane on
the results obtained. Although Ga.tings (I) work

.VLOA '•,N I-ad shown that the differences between methane
-S -_W and vacutim were relatively small, and indeed

indistinguishable if plotted on a pressure ver-
sus pulse duration plot as we have done. all

slut ACt TA> •later exveriments were conducted in a vacuum
WON,,- chamb'.r approximately as shown in Fig. 1. al-

though several minor changes were trade from
,,. I , vwa-A /•IGNT SWILDtime to 'Lime. A vacuum of -100li in the sample

,AC.•U chamber was found to eliminate all visible
A traces of air shock and was used for the vac-

Tr uum experiments. This vacuuL'1 level at theED1 chamber was found to correspond to a value of
10-1511 at the vacuum pump when pampingSthrough the necessary length of vacuum line to

protect the pump from damage. Our methane
and vacuum data were also found to be indis-

P. •tinguishable and have not beer, differentiated in
Q* •lA, the presentation of data.

,m.,o The explosive driver was a 4-in. plane
wave generator topped by a 1/2 i... Comp B-3
pad to improve the planarity of impulse im-
parted to the buffer plate. Both copper and

Fig. 1 - Arr vangeent m for cxperinients brass buffer plates were used, in thicknesses
from 1/2 to I in., the thickness being varied as

a secondary velocity control. The primary
means of velocity control employed was a var-

acetate light pipe and the streak line was coin- able air gap, edge supported by a thick lucitecident with its edge. The field of camera view ring. This attenuation method proved to beetended withros edg.The t ficnel of cmera eoivew highly satisfactory for small adjustments in
extended across the thickness of the explosive flyer velocity. Th, variation in flyer velocity
sample and the free flight distance of th.Ž. Ayer. V (in mmi/usec) with air gap G (in mm) is well
making possible the measurement of the flyer described by the liner relation:
velocity and explosive shock response from a

single film.
v 1.362-0.062 G

The experiments were back-lighted using a
roughly collimated light from au explosive

driven argon flash bomb consisting of a 5.5-in.-
diameter heavy-walled cardboard tube and ex- The flyer material =mployed throughout
pendable collimating lens formed from a pair was heat annealed 1100 aluminum. 1The free-
of water-filled, 6-in.-diameter watch glasses. flight distance of the flyer ranged from 7.01 to
Collimation of the light source was necessary 8.66 mm. Approximate analyses showed that
to enable adequate lighting of both the acetate the copper or brass to aluminum impedance
strip and free-flight zone. This was achieved mismatch would provide from -2.5 to -5 vsec
by the provision of a cyiindrical lens segment of free time between the impact of the flyer on
to focus a strip of light on the acetate strip, the cxplosi :e and that of the bffer plate, over
and filters to reduce the light intensity across the range of flyer velocities from -1.8 to 1.0
the free-flight zone. It is estimated that the mm/psec. respectively. Analysis of the streak
light requirement of these two zones differ by photographs obtained showed that this free time
a factor of -100. was .' w*,'icient t4 prevent influence of the buffer

plate on the explosive iesponse during times of
The initial fourteen expez iments were con- interest.

ducted for experimental convenience in a meth-
ane atmosphere to prevent self luminous air The degree of flyer planarity was estab-
shocks from obscuring the image. The pres- lished in a series of four shots using the stand-
ence of a visible shock wave in the methane ard driver and buffer plate. in which the impa:t
precediu g the flyer which gave rise to a visible surface of the explosive sample was replaced
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by the silvered surface 9f a mirror, viewed were obtained from portions away from the
from above. The reflectivity change in the center of the generator.
mirror upon flyer inpact was monitored by the
streak and framing camera, and the planarity The major source of experimental diffi-
determined quantitatively from the resulting culty encounitered was the presence of micro
streak records. Two shots each of 0.2 and jetting from the plane surfaces of the buffer
1.02-mm thick flyers were fired. In each case, and flyer plate and Pujols (4) jetting from tie
the central portion of the flyer was nearly pla- discontinuity at the edge of the flyer plate. This
nar and impacted first with the outer edges jetted material moved at velocities well in ex-
trailing slightly behinr'. The average deviation cess of the flyer plate velocity and started at
from impact simultaneity over region of explo- the same time as the shock emergence from
sive impact was -44 nsec for the 1.02-mm flyer the free surface. It appeared as an irregular
and -73 nsec for the 0.2-mm flyer with a maxi- cloud in the frame photographs similar to the
mum of 81 nsec. Using a flyer velocity of 1.45 early stages of an explosion under some earth.
mm/!psec as measured for several other shots Extreme care in smoothing the free surfaces,
using this ccnfiguration the maximum deviation slight undercutting of the edges of flyer plates,
from flyer planarity at impact is -0.12 mm. In and installation of the dust catcrber shown in
terms of deviation from a planar shock in the Fig. I were found to be effective in minimizir
sample explosive this amounts to -0.4 mm. this difficulty, although occanionakly tho exact
which, due to the form of the observed deviation time cf impact of the flyer and the initial shock
should not invalidate the assumption of one velocity in the explosive were still obscured.
dimensionality. This phenomenon was genera'ly distinguishable

froii the flyer and shock in the e.plosive by its
To establish the limits of flyer thickness blurred appearance and apparently rapid decel-

versus flyer velocity which could be launched eration on the streak photographs.
without spallation of the flyer using this driver
system a series of 16 tests were perform _d.
The presence of flyer spallation was detected Explosives Investigated
by means of edge-on flash X-radiographs taken The three explosives investigaged in this
after the flyer had traveled sever?,' iches in study were: PBX-9404-3. as described in Ref.
air. Case.- of complete spalling. =..,e spalling (5.dy as tected 13 teg/of oerszedflyrsand o callng ereob- (5). density as tested 1.630 to 1.836 gmice:,
of oversized flyers, and no spalling were ob- cast Comp B-3, per specification MIL-C-
served. Since the tendency for flyer spallation 45113A (MU). density as tested 1.724 to 1.730
increases with increasing flyer velocity and 45m1cc andecst o s B-Grad A, pe spc3i

thickness, and was observed to Increase with c nm/cc: and cast Comp B-Grade A, per specdfi-
increasing flyer diameter, the fellowiag ap- cation MIL-C-401C, density as tested 1.711 tit
pincreasig flyer dimete for, iefcllwiog ap- 1 717. All explosive shapes used were mn•.iu-
proximate upper limits for n~onspaltation of factured to a uniform high standard by Mason
50.8-mm flyers with this driver technique were ard Manger-Silas Man Company, Inc., Bur-
established. ling~on. Iowa. The density of each piece was

'Iluffer "atale IMaximum Flyer Typical Flyer] measured, it, *"s determined to be radiogranhi-
[TBfcness I Thickness Melo er cally sound and passed complete dimensional

I-- inspection.
12.7 mm 2.03 mm 1.65 mmi11sec
25.4 mm i 3.18 min 1.45 mm, isec
19.03 * 4.75 mm 1.15 mminsee Data Obtained
3.81-mm The quantitative data were obtained from

"- air gap ____streak photographs, supported by the high-

speed frame photographs taken simultane-
All results reported here lie within these lim- ously. Data obtained from the streak records
its. It may be noted in passing that the first of include the flyer velocity. initial and final shock
these limits appears to be in contradiction to velocity in the explosive samples. and in the
the recovery experiments of Curran (3), who samples which detonate, the run distance and
used flyers extending closer to the edge of 'his run time.
plane wave generator. We also noted spallatioat
occurring in portions of the vlyer launched from The flyer velocity was determined from the
areas further from the center of the plane wave measured fligh' tine Irom takeoff to impact (in
generator than one inch in this case, apparently the streak record, and accurately determined
caused by an increased slope of the following preassemLly measurements of the flight dis-
rarefaction wave. near the edge of the genera- lance. Flyer velocities are generally accurate
tor. Apparently the fragments he recovered to ,2 ). except ira certain cases where the
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impact of tho flyer was obscured by Pujols de- where U, iu the shoci velo,.ity, C. is the hy-
bris or the film record quality was poor for drodynamic sound speed, S is a material con-
other reasons. Ecperience gained with the air- stant, and up is the particle velority. The
gap velocity control featu're allows assignment values used for these parameters are shown
of a probable error in these cases of about below; with the initial density p, for each
± 5%. material.

Shock velocities in the explosive sample ia-terial RTT C s eference
were determined from slope measurement* u,.-
the streak records. Often the shock veloc;ty Al 2.70 5.27 I1.37 6
was changing continuously andonly shorf lengths PBX-9404 1.834 2: 5 12.5 7
of the iditial or final shock wave velocity were Comp B-3 1.727 2. 1.86 b
available for measurement. An average accu- Comp B-Gr. A 1.715 1.'?1 1.86 8
racy for these measurements ib probabiy about - ' II

S10•%, although some variation exists from shot
to shot. Resul's for PBX-9404

The results obtained from the experiments

Data Reduction on PBX-9404 are shown plotted on Fig. 2 as
fVyer velocity or impact peessure versus pulse
duration , calculated as - = 2t/U, where t isThe resuws of these experiments were

analyzed using standard analytic procedures to the flyer thickness and u. is the shock velocity
calculate the pressures created by flyer impact in the flyer appropriat to the impact pressurewith the explosive sules. For these analyses cz..culated. Also shown on Fig. 2 is the linewith the a s ive ",h, e For v e analyse separating initiation and non1dditiation areas for
it was assumed tha. :e shock velocity could be the ",:lier data of Gittings (1) for extremely
expressed in the form ,nort pulse durations. Our new data are shown

to be a reasonable extension of her data for
u, Co S~P longer pulse durations.

zo�o, -�- wow. 1

-DO

"Fg --- e - of prs-esure and pulse diration on
initiation of PBX-9404
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The initiation behavior of PBX-9404 runder plotting her data, except in the denominator she
the conditions in which we obsefved-it -showed used the run tinie to detonation expected for A
strong evidence of detonation overshoot similar iong pulses. Hence. corresponding values for
to that expected for a homogeneous explosive, our ratio would be expected to be somewhat
when thin pulse condition.- were present. except smalleti than hers. The very sm.ll values of
that from the point of iwitiation there was also the ratio obtained, suggest strongly tb,:t thin
evidence for a retonation or retrograde detona- initiating pulse eflects are present. It appears
tion wave progressing back into the material from this admittedly meager data that the ten-
through which the shock wave had already dency for detonation o-iershoot inci eases with
passed. Sections of the streak photos showing decreasing values of the time ratio. Other

this behavior are shown in Fig. 3 together with shots with larger values of the ratio showed no
other prtinent data. Apparently the retonation identifiable detonation velocity overshoot. Fur-
wave is self-luminous and the acetate light pipe ther analytical work on this HWX-based explo-
was not sufficiently destroyed by the shocl pas- sive will be required to achieve a complete
sage to prevent the escape of some of this light. understanding of these phenomena. Other treat-
A measure of the thinness of pulse is given in ments of this PBX-9404 data will appear in the
Fig. 3. which shows the ratio of the initial pulse discussion sectionx for convenience of compar-
duration to the run time to detonation. This ing it with the results obtained for the other
ratio is similar to the ra t io Gittings used for explosives.

C.l1 Calc Approx
Impact lErpa: Ratio - Max. Det.

Pressure i.-c.kness Pulse Duration velocitv
kbar PM Run Time mmI sec

83 4 0 .10 0078 -6

0 .17 0 03Z 14.5

""3 0 43 114 i t o

!.- " 4: 0 1:7

-- - -" -,-iLucite bacl. .

-1 "IM

Sh~ock

Fig. 3 - Variation in the' initiation beh4vjor observed for PIIX-9404.
These~ experimennts- were connucted in a mnethane~ atmosphere.
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Results for Comp B-3 pressure versus pulse duration. The initiation
behavior of Comp B-Grade A is quite similar

The results obtainced from the experiments to that of Comp B-3, when examined in tnis way.
on Comp B-3 are shown plotted on Fig. 4 as Comparisons of Figs. 4 and - shows that the
flyer velocity or impact pressure versus pulse Comp B-Grade A is slightly le" sensitive to
duration. Figure 4 shows the trend toward initiation than Comp B-3. The similarities in
lower impact pressure requirement- for deto- the two Comp B formulations make these results
nation with longer pulse durations. what ono might expect. Further treatment of

the Comp B-Grade A data will appear in the
discussion section.

|" ANALYTICAL STUDY

, 00 ,- V.Ob ,,,,ey -ICoft A one-dimensional Lagrangian computer
Of 0,,,l code HIEX was written during this study to cal-
ehX, .44OW, e ] culate the rcsponse of explosives to short-

C- - duration pressure pulses. Thn code uses a
special equation of state for reactive materials

whic alowsmixure 9funburned material
10 , and gaseous reaction p• oducts to coexist. For

. .the unburned material a Mie-Grunelsen equa-
,M• Ation of state was used with the measured Hu-

\ i goniot as the reference. For the burned gas
- I products the Fickett and Wood beta equation of

' * -i state was used. The reference curve used was
0o -.. the isentrope through the measured Chapman-

Jouguet pressure as calculated by Mader (9)
50-i using the Becker-Kistiakowsky-Wilson equation

i Am of state. For a mixture of solid and gas prod-
,C - ucts pressure equilibrium was assumed and the

0o " equations

I0- V fy (I-f) v
rM1 t re "- R as s":l~

O Po 04 06 00 '0 21

and
Fig. 4 - Effe'ct of impact prcsstrure and )-a A

duration on initiation of Cotnip B-3 E, f (I -C) Ea 0 1 j,!. (2)

were assumed to hold. f being the mass frac-
tion of the explosive which has been burned.The initiation behavior of Comp B-3 was The code is written to calculate the response of

observed to follow the usual pattern of increas- boSIng shock velocity to detonatioe.. Qualitatively. bt ooeeu n ohmgnosepo
thg tashto veoi thock etodeton(ation vel sives (although in what follows here only the
tnonhomogeneous case will be considered). Up
peared to occur a little more sharply than in
Comp B-Grade A but no definite evidence for to ten materials, either-reactive or nonreactive.

detonation overshoot was obtained. Further may be used in a problem. As many as three

treatment of this Comp B-3 data will appear in energy sources may be used to irradiate the

the discussion section where comparisons with materials, a left-hand constant velocity piston
the perfcrmance of the other explosives is may be activated for an arbitrary time duration.

more convenient. and flyer-plate impact may be simulated.

The burning model used in IItEX for non-
homogeneous explosives is based on the as-

Results for Comp B-Grade A sumption that the burning explosive mixture
consists of solid spherical grains of unburned

In order to obtain a more complete under- explosive surrounded by hot gaseous uurned
standing of the initiation behavior of one of the products. It is also assumed ihat the energy of
explosives investigated. Comp B-Grade A was detonation resides with the newly created gas
studied more intensively. These data are shown and that no heat transfer occurs between the
plotted on Fig, 5 as flyer velocity or impact burned gas and the unburned solid. Pressure
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Fig. 5 - Effect of impact pres3sure anti pulse duration
on initiation of Conip B-Gradei A

equilibrium of the phases is assumed to exist, developed during. this study. It is integration of
The burning rate is assumed to depend on the the burning rate equntion over the reaction zone I
surface area of the burning grains, on the burn- which ,-,ists during steady-state detonation of
ing pressure raised to some power. and on an 'he -_xr.losiv•. The calculation requires that the
Arrhenius temperature tcrm. This model was t'hv 4'itLniot. the gas proiiuct isentrope
i~rst suggested by F. J. Warner (1i) and 'an he iiro-.-h the measured Chapman-Jouguet pres-
expressed as: s: ,- inclu~ding gas temperature), the detona-

tion velocity, and the reaction zone length be
L; '3) kitown. The solid Hugoniot, the gas product

d t a SP11- ,,~ 3 isentrope, and Eq. (1) are used to calculate the
P-V relationships for partially burned states.

where The steady-state character for the detonation
wave then requires that the burning process

i the mass fraction of the explosive occurs along a straight line in the P-V plane.
which has been burned This determines thi burn fraction as a function

ol pressure. A slide-rule calculation of the
time gas product enertcy as the burning progresses.

making use of E1 . (2) and the gas temperatures
a scalirmg factor in time on the reference isentrope determines the gas

product temperature as a function of pressure.
pressure This method of finding burn fraction and gas

temperature as a function of pressure is only

a constant of the exp!:.sive appruximr.e shice unloading of the solid occurs
along the tsep'rope through the spike pressure

the activation energy of the con- and since thb newly burned gas fractions do not
trolling rate process lie exactly an the Chapmant-Jouguet isentrope.

However. there more exact results which can
T,,.-- the temperature ef the burned gas Ibe found by a trial and error method have benr

products, fourm! to agree with the approximate results to
within a few percent. This is because, as will

A method for findiing -- relationship between IH: shown. most of the burning occurs at pres-
Sthe burning-rate parameters it and n was sures near the spike pressure. The burning
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time of the explosive is calculated by dividing40the reaction zone length by the detonation ve-
locity minus the particle velocity at the spike * 360. .0

systematically integrated over the reaction z0oo - 30 0.6
time for an assumed value of pressure exponent -z 700- C G T*-,. _-

11 to give a uniquely determined value of the 340
time scaling factor k and a required pressure- "-
time history of burning. This is a three-step *f-- " o
process. In the first step it is assumed thatI
each of a chosen number of equal Af irtervals 0-requires an equal burning time which is calcu- 300

lated from the total burning time of the explo- 0.0
sive as found above and the number of intervals 2I0 r
chosen. The constant k is considered to lie un- o.C 0.04 006 oz2
known. Using the values of pressure and gas oiste.c, mR -o
product temperature at the midpoint of each itf
interval, Af is calculated for each of the inter- Fig. 6 - React'on zone profile determined for
vals using Eq. (3). These AIf's are then sum- Comp B-Grade A burning calculation(n = 3.00,
med and set equal to 1.0 giving an initial esti- k = 1.04 - 107 .sec" 1 

nibar-3)
mate of k. In the second step the Af in each
interval is evaluated using the initial estimate
of k. It is not, in general, equal to the Af as-
sumed initially for the interval. Therefore, the Selection of the appropriate value of the
time of burning in each interval is adjusted so pressure exponent ,t to be used for Comp B-
that the assumed and calculated af agree. Grade A was made by comparing the run dis-
These adjusted burning times are summed. In lance to detonation measured in the laboratory
the third step the initial estimate of *, is multi- for a chosen impact condition with the run dis-plied by the ratio of the ah.ove summed time to lances to detonation computed by the code for
the true burning time te give the true value of k, various assumed values of n and associated k.
and the burning times in the Af Intervals are "';- impact condition chosen was a 40-mil alu-
divided by this ratio to give the true burning minum flyer at a velocity of !.44 mm!,usec. and
times of the _f intervals, impact pressure of 75 kllobars. Computed run

distances as a function of n are shown in Fig. 7.
= In the case of Composition B-Grade A The results of several experiments suggested

(59.5/39.51I.0/RDX/TNT/wax) these calcula- that tIe measured run distance for this impact
tions were done using the solid Hugoniot of condition is about 8 millimeters, Therefore.
Coleburn and LiddL'ard for Comp B-3 (60/40/ the value of ,, selected for further use was 3.0
RDX/TNT) (8). and the detonation velocity of and the associate k was 1.04 X 107 psec I
7.95 mm/.sec. found by them, the gas product mbar". The initiating pressure pulse was
isentrope for Comp B (64/36,/RDX/TNT) at: from a 1.02-mm aluminum flyer impacting at
calculated by Mader (9) through a Chapnvn- 1.44mm/gisec.
Jouguet pressure of 284 kilobars, a reaction
zone length of 0.13 mm as measured by Duff
and Houston (11) for Comp B (63i37/RDX/ ANALYTICAL RESULTS
TNT). and an activation energy of 43.4 kilo-
calories per mole as given. by Cook (12) for The output of the code is much too volumi-
TNT. A representative reacu.un zone profile nous to present here evens for a single run.
found by the above method is shown in Fig. 6. However. to illustrate the code results, plots of
The pressure exponent assumed for this cal- pressure and burn fraction as a function of
culatlorn was n _ 3.00 and the resulting scaling pulse travel into Comp B-Grade A are shown in
factor is k- = 1.04 K 10' Psec'1 mbar"-. As Fig. 8 for the case where the left-hand piston
can be seen irom the profile, 50 percent of the moved at 1.87 mm/sisec for a time duration of
explosive is burned in the first 15 percent of 0.14 psec. This resulted in a pressure front
the reaction zone and between the spike pres- of 200 kilobars initially in the explosive. Sixsure of 382 kilobars and a lower pressure of selected problem times are shown in the figure.
355 kilobars, Other values of pressure expo- From these, one may note the following things:
nent n and the scaling factors k which resulted
are n 2.11. 2.41. 2.81. 2.96. 3.03, and 3.11 (1) The pressure at the shock front in-
with k 4.15 x 10% 5.70 x 106. 8.60 x 106, creases continuously with pulse travel
1.01 x 107, 1.07 x 107. and 1.20 x 10-. into the explosive and Increased from
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0 eoresponds as though the initiating pressure pulse

s[ Iis sustained. This tyv, of rea'-orase can be
Scalled thick-pulse reý ponse aid run distance

j6.0 would remain the sam- oven if thii flyer were
I made thicker. As the mpact pressre is de-

creased, there is reached a point nt wt ich the
0 4.0 - -. response of the explosive is no lo,::.er thick-

pulse response, for instance abrut &,I kilebar
for the 40 mil example. At this point. the run

-- I-distance to detonation is larger than would be_ gZ~o _ ound if a thicker flyer impacted at the same

6 1 pressure. This typek of response can be called
"thin-pulse reisonse. The impact pressure at

0"0.0 - a.. which the response changes from thick-pulse toPrse2.0 1EKORt, (ft) thin pulse is a function of the thickness of the

flyer, and, of course, of 'ie elplosive being
Fig. 7- C;'mputed effect of variation of impacted. In Fig. 9 thick-pulse response is
the burnir.; -rate pressure expon-nt on the drawn as a solid line. The thin-pulse response
run t,•atnce to detonation in Comp B- to 25 mil. 40 ril. and 63 mil aluminum foils
Grade A are shown as dashed lines.

Figure 10 shows the differences in the
thick-pu..-e and thin-pulse response of Comp B-

200 kbars to 350 kbars during the 0.14 Grade t. For the thick-pulse cases. 63 rail
ps'-c the piston was moving, flyer r ( 100 kilobar and 25 mil flyer at 120

kiloltr, the rise of pressure at the front is at a
(2) Up until th. time that the pressuz-e continually increasing rate. For the thin-pulse

pulse becor"r:s a fully developed deto- case, 25 mil flyer at 100 kilobar, the pressure
nation wavc*. about 0.158 ijsec, the at the front rises immediately after impact and
burning is spread over a large reac- continues tc do so for some length of time ex-
tion zone behind the front. actly as in the thick-pulse case. However. at

some later time the rate of pressure increase
(3) The burning rate at the pressure front at the :runt drops oil for some period of time

becomes iirogressively larger and after whichr the pulse accelerates to detonation
larger until the detonation wave is conditions.
fully dleveloped.

Figure 11 has been included here to show 1
(4) The peak pressure computed at tMo that thin-pulse response as calculated by HIEX

spike of the detonation wave and the is very much dependent on the value of burning-
reaction zone length as computed by rate parameter n whereas thick-pulse response
the code are in close agreement with is not nearly so dependent on this parameter.
those used tn the evaluation of the This would indirate that if thick-pulse response

burring-rate parameters k and ,, of an explosive is all that is desired the value
of burning-rate parameter n is not so critical

It should also be mentioned here that the gas as when both typzs of response are to be
prýduct temperatures as calculated by the code determined.
for the ,Fully developed detonation are also in
agreement with those assumed in the parame-
ter evaluation. DISCUSSION

A number of flyer plate impact computa- As shown in Fig. 9. good agreement be-
tions have been made with HIEX. Some oi these tween calculated and experimental results for
results are showit in Fig. 9 along with appliea- Comp 1-Grade A was achieved for both thick
ble experimental data. As can be seen, the flyers and thin flyers. Figure 10 shows that
computed and experimental results ;tre usually pressure buildup as a function of run in the ex-
in very geod agreement. The results shrm, that plosive for thin flyers is identical to that for a
vwthen an explosive is impactedi by a flyer of a thick flyer in the initial portion of the buildup
givren thickness. takc 40 mils as ar. example. curve. The thin flyer buildup curve tlken levels
Sthe response is as follows. When the impact off for a distance at an intermediate pressure
pressur,. !Q !,rge. greater tMin about 90 kilobar during an "incubation stage" before finally

Oethe case of the example, the explosive buildiv• u- to the steady state detonation
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Fig. 8 - Computed buildup to detonation on Cornp B-Gratde A. A constant i~docity piston
mo, ing at 1.87 rmml.sec was applied to the left-hand boundary for 0.14 sec resuzltistig in

'initial pressure fr nt of ZOO kbers.

pressure. Some attenuation of the pressure at pulse duration to time to detonation were very

teshock front can even occur during this in- small. a very significant shoei. velocity attenu-
cubation stage, see Fig. 10. before the burning atlon was observed before detoitation occurred,.
oceurring behind tl, e ¶ront can communicate Burning apparently continuing to occar behind

r|

sufficient energy to the front to again produce a the shock front eventually develops a pressure
pressure buildup at the front. This resuli, buildup at the front 8uff!cient to produce a sig-
found analytically, correlates well with behav- nificant detonation overshoot. These effects
ior observed in the explosive. This attenuation could probably be better understood through

S~effect preceding final pressure buildup has been computer studies of this explosive as well. al-
observed In all of the explosives studied exit.- though they have not yet been attempted.
rimentally but the effect is shown in a most

Spronounced manner in PBX-9404. as shown in In view of the calculated irnd observed be-
Fig. 3. Particularly in the cases of the thinnest havior for Cutup B-Grade A it is tempting to •

S~~flyers where values of the ratio of pressure examine the rather meager data obtained for

'L. h
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Fig. 1Z - Effect of impact pressure and flyer thickness o-a
run distance, Comp B-3 explosive experimental results

Coinp 1--3 and PBX-9404 in this way. Shown concept of a thick-pulse. pressure-rut,. distance
plotted on Figs. 12 and 13 are the detonation curve from which a family of thin-pulse curves
data for Comp B-3 and PBX-9404 respectively, branch off at successively lower pressures for

successively longer pulse durations does ap-
For Comp B-3. several of the data points pear to apply to the explcaives invw-stigated.

have large enough ratios that they should lie on
the thick pulse curve, which appears to lie, ,, ~The fact that pressure atten:uation at the -
close to but at lower pressures than thep Comp
B-Grade A .urve. A slightly greater :lope is advancing shock front can occur prior to devel-

opment of a detonation wave necessarily re-
suggested as well. The twc, data points having sWricts the validity of the experimentally deter-
rati•s c0.2 appear to describe the beginning of mined. no detonation points to explosives no
nuthe thin pulse branch for 1.02-mm thick aluni- thicker than the samples investigated. Some

nun, flyrs credence for a lower limit to the impact pres-

For PBX-9404. only one of the data points sure capable of producing a detonation in ex-
has a ratio great enough to qnalify as a thick- plosives of any thickness for a given flyer
pulse. This point lies squarely on the thick- thickness is provided by both the experimental
pulse curve as previously determined! for PBX- and analytical results which show that run dis-
9404 by Ramsay and Popolato (71). Since the tance to detonation begins to increase very
objective of this program was primarily to ex- rapidly as pressure is reduced. This is shown
amine thin-pulse effects. the other data points on Fig. 9 for the three flyer thicknesses, which
all lie in the region of thin pulses. Dashed were examined in some detail.
lines are shown on Fig. 13 to indicate the prob-
able locations of the thin pulse curves of deto- F t h er, studied,
nation for aluminum flyer thicknesses near mm thick, there appears to be a slight discrvp-
0.18 and 0.42 riim.

ancy betwee,, the calculated and experimental
SAlthough these results for Comp 13-3 and results, although there is not enough data to

PBX-9404 i:nould be regarded as tentative, the verify the cause of this discrepancy.
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=• ~prope.rly for partially burned explosive mix-
During the course of this study. quantita- tures. a mixture equation of state was writtenI

:=-Wiv data on the effect of presst, re pu!:;e dura- into the code. HIEX carries with it consider-

Sttoz, on the initiation be~iurler of three different able flexibility for the study of a wide variety I=
.explosives have been obtained. Two expert- of shock propagation problems as well as the
mental techniques were combined to obtain capability to treat the initiation of either homo-

- these data. The recently developed split- ¢roneous or inhomogeneous e~xplno•ives.
Scharge technique applied here for the first time Aplc-ono h nhmgnou unn
i a rvnto thbsud a s powrtfurati o on anthen Pusesd model to Comp 13-Grade A was made. Through

hasprve t b apoerfl oo fr hestdy application of this burn; model to the fullyI
of phenomena of thi.; tyl-'•. developed detonation and ,,tilization of the

SOne of the three e•phosuves, ,. •m B measured reaction zone length in Comp 13. the.•
5 Grade A, was studied fairly intensively. A adjustable burning parameters were. reduced to----

total of 40 experimental data points were ob- a single constant, the pressure exponent, which I•
tained. These show the variation in initiat'io required experimental data for its determinal ion.•

S behavior of this explosive with impact pres- Pzirametric studies showed that the pre-
Ssure in the range of -40 kbar to -100 kbar. and dieted run distance is much more sensitive to

with pressure pulse duration in the range of the choice ot pressure exponent for thin pros--0.17 to 1.1 osec. sure pulses than for thick pressure pulses.
Hence. the pressure exponent was establishe4

Concurrent with the experimental efforts based on a thin-pulse experiment. Further

analyses of the known inriation behavior of ex - code runs using the selected cofstani showedr
plosives and of previous efforts to calculate the good fits with the exierimental run distanceSo initiation behavior of explosives were conducted and rfl time data on Comp s i-yorade A for boty I

S • ~ ~and burning models for both homogeneous {ltq- thick and thin initiating pulses over the ranwe":uld and single crystal) explosives and t nhomo- of variables investigated. po urthermore. thegeneous (solid) explosives were selected. A code calculates correcatly the vi o Neumann--computer code. HEX was written to implement spike pressure, the Chapman-sJouguet pros-

these burning modeLs. In order to treat the sure. al d the detonation velocity. -ul

gI

- - -m 13 maue - -r z length- i •p B. th,
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DISCUSSION

B. G. CRAIG rarefaction to form and overtake the shock
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory front. the shock front can decelerate. The
Los Alamos. New Mexico smear-camera records shown have many char-

acteristics in common with those obtained when
The detonation velocity of 26 mm/insec one simply views the outside of a charge; these

given in Fig. 3 is ridiculously high even for a include the "retonation" light, the "apparent"
super detonation in PBX-9404. The advance of overshoot due to a high phase velocity, and the

the shock as shown in Fig. 3 cannot be correct immediate deceleration of the shock front. This
for the interpretation given. The shock front suggests that your recording system is sensing.
should first accelerate in the PBX, as for a at least on occasion, some purturbed part of the
conventional explosive/attenuator driver sys- charge.
tem. After there has been time for a rear

b. 1). Tr'OTT (February 22, 1972) The high observed velocities of detonation
overshoot may be explainable or. the basis of the

The interpretation of results obtained for perturbation in the planar shoc Iront produced
PBX-9404 is admittedly open to some question, by the presence of the more compressible acetat,
and further verification of the behavior of this light pipe sheet, so that the observedvelocity is,
explosive under the influence of very :':n initi- in fact, a closing phase velocity of the shock wit"

ating pulses is needed to clarify the situation. the light pipe material. This explanation of the
The split charge experimental technique shows thin pulse shots for the PBX-9404 raises doubts
the maximum forward progress of any shock as to the validity of the data for the other explo-
disturbance of sufficient magnitude to disrupt sives investigated. However, in about 100 other
the functioning of the acetate sheet as a light shots on the other explosives investigated, for
pipe, thus interrupting the light transmitted both thicit and thin pulse conditions, no detona-
through the sheet. Thi5. probably occurs first tion overshoot was observed, and measured
near the center of the charge, leaving areas of Initial shock velocities and detonation velocities
the sheet away from center portion relatively agreed with Hugoniot predictions and published
unaffected, due to the gradu.:! inward progress values with~n experimental error, as did the
of a lateral rarefaction wave, with forward experimental results on PBX-9404 for thick
motion of a thin shock wave. These outer pulse initiating oenditions. It appears that the
areas of the sheet can still .ar as a light pipe perturbing effectb vf the light transmitting
for self-cenerated light, sueh as b,-verved in sheet, if indeed this is the cause for the ob-
the retonation waves, and thus the latci al served results, become noticeable only for the
:ocation (central or near the surface) of the combination ef tir. initiating pulses which have
obsevved ietonation waves is open to some a very small ratio of thick pulse run time to thir
question. It may be noted however, that pulse run dime and a significant Hugonict mis-
retonation waves were not observed for the match between the explosive and light pipe
Comp B tyve explosives investigateo. sheet material.
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ABSTRACT

Shock sensitivity oi an t.xplosive includes its threshold for propa-
gation of steady stat.i detona ion at the critical diameter (,I,) a' well
as its numerous thresholds fur in:tiation of detonation under different
transient conditions. Data ior TNT charges of differing degrees :f
homogeneitv are used to show a cootinuous variation of d, with the ini-
tiating preesure (P, ) measured with the NOL large scale gap test. An
e--amp.e of i critical curve is constructed in the prebsure-time plane;
V runs ircrn the threshold condition. at d, through thoee at P'. It is
-.uogestrd t~i. al! other initiating prs.sures measured for ;bw satne
charce would also fall on this curve '%hich illustrates the re.atior-L.p
bet-wveen the dfdc rent threshold values.

Lhe "shock sensitivil." of an explosive studied that more data are available for it than
cannot be described by a si:.gle -aloed parame- for any oth,_,r pure explosive. Moreovcr, it is a
ter. Shock scnsitivity enc(mpasres ,ll of the cstable material and hence can provids an al-
complex reactions of the ecplosive to many dif- most continuous range of physical heterogeneity

ferent shock conditioi.s. uch reactions are betwe.n t:'e highly compacted porous charge
manifested by the phenotenon of failure diaui and the perfect single crystal.
eter for propagation of dc.onation as well as by
the critical initiation pressures !or shock to
detonation transition observed in the numerous THIRESIIOLD FOR SHOCK-TO-DETONATYON
gap. booster, projectile, and wedge experi- TRANSITION
ments. A complete description of an explo-
sive's sensitivity to shock should encompass The critical initiating pressure is defined
therefore not only the thresholds for initiation a,3 the minimum pressure 4 1',) required to ini-
under tras~sient conditions but also the thresh- tiate detonation of the explosive, it defines a
old for proagation under steady state condi- threshirld for the initiation of detonation under
tions. Moreover, it should account for the transient conditions. The value of Pi measured
*trge effect of the physical state of the explo- in any given test is determined not only by the

4ive on both thresholds, chemical composition of the test material and
its physical state but also. in large part. by the

The relationships between these many as- physical dimensions of the test. These dimen-
pecz-, of shock sensitivity are complex and can- sions control the times at which rear and lat-
not _:r simply stated. This situation has I0 to eral rarefactions can ar-ive at the shock front
'a general confusion about the meaning of dif- and relieve the pressur-. Thus each test de-
ferent measurements. It is the purpose of this vised to measure P, is apt to use a different
paper to clarify the situation by describing the 1 rwessure pulse (pressure-time profile) to ex-
relationships between the conditions at the cite reaction of the explosie. Different pro-
eritical diameter and those at the critical in!- files can be obtained by varying the composi-
tiating pressures (gap test) and then, by usinmg tion and shape of donor cvxplosives in the gap.
measured values for one explosive in a number booster, wedge tests and by varying projectile
of different physical states. to demonstrate the material, shape. and velocity in the projectile
trends observed in both critical diameter and impact and wedge experiments. They are also
"critical initiating pressure with increasing obtaittd by varying the diameter of the ac-
charge homogeneity. TNT was chosen for the ceptor explosive. The explosive response dif-
present work because it has been so widely fers as the stimulus differs, and hence gives

Praaiding page blank 0
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different P. values in dificrent tests. In other use o' the Hugoniot of tnt. gap material (51 and
words, not only P, but also Pi vs time (t) that of the explosive. e.g.. cast TNT (6).
should be specified in each test.

The standard donor of the LSGT t3 approx-
Eleven years ago it was shown theoreti- imately point initiated; hence the detonation

cally 11) that a limiting pressure-time (P - t front in the donor is spherical and the hydro-
curve exists for a 50-0 chalice of build-up to dynamic flow in the gap and in the acceptor is
detonation in homogeneous explosives- the lim- divergent. The transmitted pressure fall! off
iting curve divides the impulse plane int., a -apidly. From optical observations of the
detonation region and a failure region. Brown tetrvl /PMMA system. the shock pressure de-
and Whitbread (2) demonstrated by impact of creases to half its initial amplitude in about
cylindrical projectiles on two ohysically heter- one ,jsec (7). Walker ant .Vasley (3) estimated
ogeneous explosives that the P, determined ihat such a pulse was equivalent to a square
inust have a minimum duration for detonation pulse of an amplitude of 0.9 P, and 1.6 jisec
:c occur. They also showed qualitatively that. duration. Although a one-dimensional hydro-
at P - P, and a duration sl orter that that re- dynamic ilow computation on the tetryl, PMMA
quired at the critical pressure level, detonation system prodt, ed &, hIf -width of 4 psec (7"
could also be initiated. Since then there has analogous tu--dimetsional computations R: in-
been rather general agreement that initiation of dicate values of 1.1 to 1.7 lisec. .n fair agree-
detonation must be th: result of the pressure- ment with the original estimate from experi-
time history of the ifitiating shock, and that a ,nental work.
critical limit :urve in the I- t plane must exist.
for each explosive. Like all such tests, the LSGT exhibits a

neddiameter effect. Inasmuch as doubling theSIn many cases o- explosive loading (e.g.. a _
'gap test). maximm shock pressure can hr de- length of the standard booster does not affect A
-- termnlrd much meare readily than the pressure - the measured p-essure (9). rear rarefactions
Stime p'of ile. Hence many of the shock sensi- play no part in the attenuation. Thus the ob-
tivity measurements have been restricted to served. us well as the computed, pulse shape

can be attributed to the effect of lateral rare-pressure measurements only. However, Walker factions on the initial pulse. Because confine-
and Wasley (3) have recently combined some
plate projectile impact data (for which pulse ment of the charge delays the arrival of lateral
duratit-' can ue computed from plate thickness) r.-refactions at the charge axis we find, for the
with gap test measurements about which some same measured P•. that the diameter of th,
inferiuation :n tie pressure-time profile was tvnconfined charge is approximately twice the
available. These data appear to define a criti- core diameter of the conf.ied charge. i.e.. 76
cal gnition energy from %which a critical mm (10). This .alue of the equivalent diameter•:" seem appliction tor• fro nich of difftical
pressure-time limit c.rve for ignition can bc seems applicable to a numoer of different
-derived, explosives, but the size of the change in meas-

ured P, with confinement depends on the shock
sensitivity cf the explosive. The change is

Some of the gap test data used in the above greatest for the least sensitive materials (10).
work (3) %ere outair.ed with the calibrated NOL
large scale gap test (LSGT) (4). Because it Both pressed and cast TNT e.hibit the
will be used for data in this work, its important usual sensitivity phenomena of shocked solid

h•l•cteristics will be briefly review:d. It is a heterogeneous exploives (11.12): a critical
-onventional gap test with a 5 cm diam x cm initiating pressure (P, ) for detonation, break-
long. ".51 g/cc tetryl donor and an attenator out of detonation downstream from the shocked
gap of polyriethyl methacrylate iPMMA, or its boundary, and a consistent decrease of both the
equivalent. The acceptor explosive can be run distance and delay time to steady-state
tested unconfined or in the moderate confine- detonation with increased amplitude of the ap-
ment cf a steel sleeve (3.65 cm ID. 4.76 OD). A plied shock. The run distance is the distance
mild steel witness plate is used in both cases, from the plane of shock entry into the explosive
and the pap length is varied until the 50% value to the plane in which steady-'state detonation is
is found. that is, the attenuation at which a hole first established. The delay time if, the total
is punched in the witness plate In 50o' of the time from the moment of shock entry tc the
trials. The systen, donor/gap has been cali- time at which steady-state detonation begins.
,,rated (5i to give shock pressure as a function-

mf gap length. This 50t pressure I'- at the Liquid TNT and pre-amably single crystal
end of the gap can be converted to the initiating " NT behave as s!iuked homogeneous explo-
pressure Pi) transmitted to the ecpieosto by sives 113). They too exhibit a criihcal initiation

N I
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pressure, but detonation occurs, after a delay of any trapped air and because cooling under
(induction) timi, at the plane of shock entry. vacuum would be somewhat slower than the air
The detonation wave travels through shocked cooling of the creamed casting Casting No. 4
explosive to overtake the shock wave. There is was obtained with a heated mold and steam
subsequently a short period of overdrive of the fingers which supplied some heat- to the interior
unshocked explosive. The measured induction of the casting throughout the solidification
time decreases with increasing pressure of the process. The charges so prepared contained a
Initiating shock. Special cases which require number of large TNT crystals and most closely
destruction al material homogeneity (14) or approximated the case of time single crystal.shock interaction with the confinement (15, 16)

before initiation will not be considered.S~The data of Table I show two thtn[,s very

The LSGT shock sensitivity values for clearly: (1) there is a continuous variation in

pressed TNT have been reported in previous i'i values from the most tc the least heteroge-
r (neous charge, and (2) the required initiatingwork (17) as Ptvs percent theoretical maxi-

mum density (% TMD). The trend was the usual pressure increases monotonically with increas-
one of increasing P, with increasing compac- ing physical homogeneity of the charge. Al-
tion. The average particle size of the TNT though a smooth trend in the range of cold
used for that work was about 150 j with a max- pressed charges is commonly found, earlier
imum particle size of 600 p. Subsequent tests work (17) suggested a discontinuity between theou charticlde rinitiating pressure required for the highest
on charges made from 100 p' and 200 pi TNT dniypesdcag n htfrasnl
showed the same P, values at 80% TMD (10). density pressed charge and that for a single
Although TNT in the LSGT shows no particle crystal (RDX or PETN), If the values for dhecast charges were on Itted from Table 1,size effect on P, the less sensitive nitruguani-P ould occur for
dine (18) does. Se too do tetryl and PETN (19) TNTiar asparen jmteian be w nled to
when tested at smaller 4,. than that of the
LSGT. In both cases the measured effect is produce charges of homogeneity bridging the

difference between that of the highest densitysmall and disappears at high compactions. pressed charge and of the perfect crystal. A

comparable treatment for non-castable explo-
The !MGT measurements on TNT have sives such as RDX would involve the use of a

been eollected in Table 1. 1,, values have been solvent. i.e.. solution in place of melting. In
converted to Pi values by using the Hugoniots both cases, a conttnuous variation in homoge-
of PMMA (5) and of cast TNT (6) except for the netty and hence in P, can probably be obtained.
low den3ity charge. In that case an interpola-
tion was made between the Hugoniot for TNT
(p, = I g/cc) (20) and Mtat at higher density (6). THRESHOLD FOR PROPAGATION
P, values at c1 3- 3 d,_ (the critical diameter) OF DETONATION
and hence approximating the infinite diameter
value are given for each charge. A single TNT The failure or critical diamteter ra de-
crystal has not been tested, but liquid TNT has termines the charge size at which there exists
been (13) and supplies the limiting value of 125 a threshold for the propagation of detorz'.itin
kbar. Computations using Hugoniots of solid (6) under steady state conditions. By definitisn.
and liquid (21) TNT show that tie energy and d'. is that diameter at or above which d,-ona-
temperature jump across the shock front is tian propagates and below which it faiJa. The
much less for the solid than for the liquid, existence of a failure diameter is the result of

two dimensional effects. In accord with this
Values for the two cold pressed charges of and with the shock-to-detonation transitions

Table I are smoothed values from previous discussed in the previous section, ,i,. defines
work (17). The values for the confined charges that charge size at which the st,.idy.-state deto-
of two of the castings have been deduced from nation wave has been attenuated from its infi-
measurements on bare charges, as described in nite diameter value by latera! rarefactions ,inti.
Ref. (10'. All values have been arranged in or- it is just critical for initiation. In other wCd-;.
der of bi.-reaslng physical homogeneity of the at d,. the pressure pulse between the o'*n Neu-
chaige, judged from a knowledge of its method mann shock front and the C-J plane is just crit-
of preparation. Thus, a rapid cooling and so- ical for initiating detonation after a run length
lidification of TNT results in a casting contain- equal to the reaction ton li;ngth and a total de-
ing many small crystals; it should be the most lay time equal ta the reactian time. Thus at it,
heterogeneous of the castings although more the transient initiation phenoamena just fit into
homogeneous than any pressed charge. A vac- the reaction zone at the threshold of steady-
uum casting should be more homogeneous than state propagation. This is the rather complex
a creamed casting both because of the evacuation relationship between the explosive behavior at
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TABLE 1
LSGT Shock Sensitivity Data for Various Forms of TNT

Unconfined Confined
(,' = 3.81 era) (d,,, - 7.6 era) •i

Oo
Form of Charges gicc • TMD 50`% Point 50% Point •!

Gap t't P z Gap P• P • a
ty

(ram) (kbar) (kbar) (mm) (kbar) (kbar) dc

• Pressed at 25°C 1.18 71.5 (50.3 18 13)b 63.7 11 8 10 _•

S1.62 98.0 (29.7 43 491b 45.2 22 25 35 N

Castings •

: Poured Cooling Rate o•

I Clear Rapid 1.57 95.0 24.9 50 61 (40.2 28 321b 5

2 Creamed Moderate 1.615 97.75 i8.5 52 74 34.3 37 43 3 =•S3 Cleara Moderate 1.62 98.0 9.7c 87.5c I04C (20.6 58 691b 3

4 Clear Ve•' slow 1.•1 97.5 Suberlticald >0e -•
-• Perfect Single C•stal 1.65 I00 -•- •>125f - 3- •-- - -•

S•Vacuum cast. bvatttes in parentheses ",•ere nut tneasured. See Ref. (i0l. cTcsted at d = 5.08 c;n -•

Sbecause ,t, = 3.81 ¢m. dEntering shuck at :ere gap induced fading reaction. Front traveled ,•" -•
S6.8 z:un/•sec for 5 to 6 o!1. and then •, 4.7 tllti•/-•_ec, for next 9 to l0 cm, eOnly one shot at zero :•

4: gap: measured detonation velocity w.• 6.9 m.•.•i•ec. -Estimate - see text. •,•

Sthese different thresholds, each of which is a any pressed explosive can behave in this way •

different facet of shock sensitivity. A quantita- provided the necessary range in degree of corn- •

live illustration of this proposed relationsbip paction can be achieved experimee.tallv. •_

wil! be given later. "
Most of the ac measurements on pressed

TNT (porous, granular compacts) have been
SA,.-•tilable Data on d• of TNT made by Russian investi•ato,'s. Figure I shows 2:!

some of these data plotted d• vs no- The two N
In the range of co!d pressed charges, the solid lines are values reported by Bobolev (22) •

;ariation of the critical diameter with the for fine and coarse TNT. These curves show

lmrge porosity has served as the basis of a the Group 1 behavior described above and also •
--•n•°enient class:fication of explosives into two demonstrate the effect of particle size on criti-

S•roups/I7). Group 1, t)•ified by T NT. exhibit• col diameter. In the p,• range of 0 85 to 1.23 -•
-- :lecreasin• ,•.• with increasing compaction {in- g/co. ,to is decreased by a factor of 2 to 3 for -•

SN
-: cr=•tsing .• TMD). Group 2, typified b;" amino- a decrease in the initial average particle dLam-

• nium perchlo,•ate (APL exhibits the reverse eter (increase in surface area} of about a factor
• trend. As a result of th• different failure be- of 4. It should be noted, however, thaJ th.,,

Sharlot, the two groups a!so exhibit dif!erences curve for the fine TNT ends at 75}.. probably
Sin their detonation veloc•.ty cv. vs [,,, curves at b•cause of pressing difficulties. If experimen-

-:: finite diameters. Members of Group I have !al data could be obtained to extend that curve,S:inear Dvs [,• curves whereas those •f Gr• 2 •t shnu!d approach the curve for the initially -•
•an exhibit D VS p,-, curves with a maximum in coarser TNT even as the two t', vs • curves :•

- •. h: later work (18l we found that tlw division become coincident at high •'omImctions. That

°•tween the two groups was not as sharp as w• :his is probably the case is indicated by a recent
=• °:rst thou:..q•t, that some materials, e.g.. nitro- determination {23| on fine •20 - 70 •1 TNT at 97 •:anidine. have a U-shaped • v• p• curve a,-•-l. TMD. In this work a c'-itical slab thicknes-, ch•

•xhibit Group I •'ttterns at lower c TMD. Group was measured: it and the approxim'tte ,• - 2himtterns at higher • TMD. it ts pro)able that are plotted as crosses in Fi.•. 1. Either •.'alue
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n from both Ref. (25) and Ref. (22), as shown inA
Fig. 1.= The possible forms of the lower curve of
Fig. 1 at higher density strongly suggests that

-q TNT can be put in a physical state in which It
will exhibit a U-shaped d, vs ri curve. This
possibility has been recently confirmed withI measurements on hot pressed (720 - 76*C*)

N TNT. in the narrow range of 1.60 to 1.65 g/cc
In N and 8 to 13 mm in (t, these charges ex-

Z hibit Group 2 patterns for both D vs p. and d,

-0curve and (1, increasing with increasing po.

'I The above measurements on p-.essed
___________charges are summarized in Table 2 which als3

includes available data for cast TNT. The data

haebeen arrpnged in crder of increasing
physical homogeneity of the charge, as were

Fig.I Filue hnit urvs fr toseof Table 1. As In the case of Pi. there isTN a continuzius variation ift d, from the most to
teleast-heterogeneous charge. The gap be-

Detoatin: Falure Pe. 2; tcenthe values for the highest density pressed
Curv chsen or ef. 6 dta;charge and the single crystal (with d, greater~--- neplto)ta that of Casting 4) is smoothly bridged bycharges produced by the different methods ofpreparation. Fimilarly. the gap between thecold pressings (heterogeneous and permeable-indicates ttthfieTTcritical value will to fluids) and the castings (approximate.:* ho-

apprachor g thougha mnimu an tha at mogeneous and impermeable) can be bridged by
high compaction there will be no significant hot pressing. Pure TNT melts at 81'C. hence

diferece n t, o te ii~ly fne ndinitially press-Ing at 72 - 76'C w~ill cause some local
coarse TNT. melting and flow so that the chargee 2cntain

bohpermeible and itroermeat le regions. In
Although there is only one set of data for the region of cold pressed ch.- 4ges. ti, de -

the fine TNT. there are several for the coarser creases with increasing degr.,e oil homiogeneity I
material. Dremin ell al (24) quote limit data (a Group 1 aIwu but this trend is reversed
from Apin and Stestk (25) for 100 u TNT. That in the region of hot pressirg. Thereafter 4,,
failure limit curve, not shown in Fig. 1. lies like P, Increase's with ineeasitg homogeneity.
0.8 to 0.2 mm below Bobolev's curve for "10 - The overall trendt strongly suggests that pxer-
200 g TNT. about where it should be for a small nieability permittin~g convective!beat tr-.nsfer
decrease in the average particle size. The by flow at hot gan rioductb Mas z rolor in the
most recent data are those of Stesik and initiation and propagzation o! deton~ation. Finally
Akimova (26); their limiting thots for failure the data oA' Table 2 show that the effect of the
and detonation are plotted in Fig. 1. Over the initial particle size on I!, is Pp~reciable at low
range 1.0 to 1.62 g__c'c they agree qulte well ~ TDadngiil t~ TD sj a
with the data of Ret. ~22): it 0.8 g./cc there is a for 11 P

large disag~reement. The close agreement at
higher densities makes tMe size of the discrep-
ancy between the most porous charges sciam Other Inforinal iai about
imnprobable. Examination of the r~ vs recipro- CriticAl Cotnditiona
cal diameter ( )curve 119G) for the charges

ap0 0.8 g./cc shows asarp change in slope More iiuforniatin a eotie bu h
In a 1 'mm. For this reason. [~ 0.8 - 2c) fas.ure conditions *other n.eaAurcmeraa are

10 mm is used here instead of the lower value made in addition to i,~. In particulr~z. from the
sciltctei in Rtef. -12G). [At .i - . it -is often dil- detonation velocity at Ja., an estimate of
ficult to distinguish an overdriven shock fro-mi a the deltnnation pressure at -rit.-al con'lit ions is
steady-state detonation in a lwdensity charge
of mo~derate length.) Wihts an. the Ref.
126) data are in for better a-reement with data 4.il
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TABLE 2
Critical Diameters of Various Forms of INT

Form of Charges T TM ) Reference
g/cc MIT

Pressed at 251C

ca. 140 ji 1.18 71.5 7.5, 6.4, 7.0 22,25.26

1.62 98.0 2.0. 1.8. 2.5 22.25.26

ca. 30 JA 1.18 71.5 2.5 22

1.60 97.0 ca. 2.5 23

Pressed at 72 - 76 0C 1.64 99.2 7.8 27

Castings

Poured Cooling Rate

I Clear Rapid 1.62 98.0 14 26

2 Creamed Moderate 1.61 97.5 24. 27 28.29

3a Clear Moderate 1.62 98.0 30 30

4 Clear Very slow 1.61 9"!.S >38 30

Perfect Single Crystal 1.65 100j-

"aVacuIA" cast.

A measure ,v me reaction zone length (x) respectively, the conve.sion factor is.0.229.
leads to an estimate of reaction time or). With the hydrodynamic-reiltion. -P %uu. Eq.
Since x D 1- ri)- where ;i is the average par- (3) can be converted to
ticle velocity in the reaction zone, the estimate
-• = 1.2 tui leads to x1 = f(-)D Dri where f(-v) E = Pur (4)
is a slowly yr -ying function of the adiabatic ex-
ponent -(•: f i) can be approximated, as in Ref. where Is particle velocity. For the units of
(31), by 2/3 to giv' hbar. psec and mm/imsec, a factor of 2.39

gives £ in cal/cm2 . To obtain the energy value
Sl.x1 /Di . (2) at fj,, where L = D,, we approximate P = Pj,

and r, - 1*j. The result is a low estimate be-
Equation (2) gives the approximate value for the cause the square pressure pulse equivalent to
ideal or infinite diameter detonation reaction the pulse between the von Neumann and C-J
time because measurements or estimates of planes should have an amplitude greater than
are made at conditions approachIng ideal. For Pj, (Pi is probably less than r, as well).
near voidless materials, however, D, 3 t, and
-ri should be a good approximation for -r. Stesik and Akimova (26) reported, in addi-
Finally an estimate of the energy required for tion to the d• values already used, a number of
propagation at . can be obtained from n vs ,, -_,asurements and also derived reaction

S- ( zone; length data. The'r data and results com-
E•,c~.! "•) Pr/p01 (3) puted from them with Eqs. I to 4 are summa-

rized in Table 3. All the critical parameters
where U ts the sock velocity of amplitude P in of the pressed clhrgs show a smooth variation
the unreacting explosive. Walker and Wasley w;th P, or % TMD. but the only-linear curvesthePi unreTMD. The

(3) derived Eq. (3) for a square pressure pulse are (t, vs '7 TMD and lo P,, vs % TD. The
of amptitude P and duration 7, created by high rest are, like (D, 1D, ) rs TMD. concave up-
velocity Impact of an explosive projectile ward. The tabulated values of (D, Di , show
against an explosive target. If P, r, ,a. and v! the low values (ca. 0.6) typical of loose powder
are in units of kbar, j_-eC, g/cm3 and mn1/11sec. charges and the high values (ca. 0.95) typical of
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TABLE 3
Additional Data for TNT in Several Different Forms

! I
Parameters at Failure Conditions Ideal Reactijn Zone EnergySIat d1

T .M "D T E

kbear i, mm gsee gsec cali/m2

(a) (at Eq. I (a) Eq. 1 'a Eq. 2 (a) Eq. 3

0.&0 48.5 0.56-

O.10c 2 8W: 16 0.64c 0.44 4.0 1A 0.56 -

1.00 60.6 9.0 3.44 30 0.69 0.48 2.4 1,72 0.40 44

1.46 88.5 4.3 5.77 121 0.88 0.74 0.30 0.069 0.095 28

-- 1.55 94.0 3.3 6.34 156 0.93 0.86 0.23 0.050 0.051 29

1.62 98.2 2.5 6.63 178 0.95 0.90 0.21 0.045 0.034 32

Cast Charge trapidly cooled)
1.62 98.2 15.0 6.61 177 0.94 0.88 0.9 0.19 0.15 133 1

bFror d( I D -D, -, Ref. "3-). Se- Res. (33) for these apecifio vahuet.ion
CChanged fromh Ref. (26 valueso as shd, en in oig. 1.

cast Er pressed charges at 95% or mtre of the pr lue required for a cast chargec it should
Stheir vadless density. be aned that if Eq. (3) is convrted to energyv

nl t otper pramn instead of s rer- a unit areas it is
sThere is at pon sent some confusion about equal to n . and shows a smooth var.:t.on

measuring detonation reaction zone lengtesad with fTMD as do the other detonation parame-o
reaction time. Table 3 gives reaction zone ters at d - , Finally, i-V& data of Table 3 can
lengths (xp) and reaction e - comlduted be used to constr~ct a limit curve in the
fTmab Eyring's zurved front fheory. Stesik aad pressure-time plane for pressed TN-T charges.
"p nota (261 obtatment, ai experimental value ob This is shown in Fig. 2 where the curve dividesy

"fie zne leygth;_n the bag!oo of calibrating their the plane into a super- and a sub-critical.,=
Bostem a-Lh one sofcsf fresa surorace velocity region.-
measurements on erplotively driven plates of

Thiiiezcit thicknesses. They also compnted
from these toesults a detonation reaction timef,(t. i "-.:hich is presented for comparison in M.- • , 3,P, c

icTable 3. The view o the a oxmtions - were Crosen for rhe
present treatment because they produce a lin- " - p
pear curve s lo ht, it s c i TlD. which Is also apS~~~fairly good approximation to the Ref. (26 d6a •

Both -: and t are of the same order of magni-
tude as the more recently reported direct • ••,•: • 7

measurements of reaction time (34). •

The last column of Table 3 contains the 4t- ' .. +• -
S~~values of energy per unit area (E) delivered to .

t~ ilxplosive to sustain propagationl at the crit- ""
Sical conditions. In view of the approximations F Z- Critic~al curve .for prop.--

u_ sed. E. might, be constant over the range of the gation in• pressmure-time plane for
Spressed charges but it ist certainly lover than pressed TN-i charges

A
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Figure 3 summarized the large effects of
the physical homogeneity on the propagation and 200I

initiation thresholds of a pure, chemlc2Uly Iho- INI,.lsi, A, -
mogeneous explosive. Its complexity illustrates MOPAGAI[ON

the impossibility of creating a single satisfac-
tory model for a theoretical treatment of either0 _
failure or shock-to-detonation transition over ,r 30 F0IUR

the entire range of variation in initial physical
state. At the same time, however. Fig. 3 shows ...... "'- -

that there are no discontinuous changes in the 00. '0 03

threshold values when preparation can be varied E ".ci
to give charges of different degrees of homoge- Fig. 4 Critical curve through
neity so that they bridge the rather large gap threshold values for pressed TNT
between the highest density pressed charge and (pa 1-.6 g/cmj, r, 3Z cal 1cm 2)
the perfect single crystal.

Although Fig. 3 demonstrates the continuum
of threshold values, it does not provide a quan- well approximated by a straight line. Moreover
titative example of-the relationship between the estimated square pulse equivalent of the ini-
conditions at these two types of threshold, i.e., tiating pulse used in the LSGr (0.9 Pe. 1.6
the conditions of transient initiation and those lisec) falls on the limit curve as shown. well
at d 1. We can do this in two ways: (a) plot the within errors to be expected from those intro-
two sets of pressure-time data (those at d, and duced experimentally as well as by thý. approxi--
.those from the LGT) on a log-log scale, as mations used. The limit curve divides the P - t
-sdggested by Fig. 2, and approximate the limit plane into a possible initiation and a failure re-
curve by a straight line or (b) use the concept gLon (above and below the curve, respectively).
of a criti'al energy for initiation of detonation. Thc curve originates at the P - t conditions
compute that energy from the measurfements at found at the critical diameter threshold and
d. with Eq. (3) and use it in Eq. (4) to define runs through the continuum of eP , ) values
the limit curve. In either case. we must- know - which includes all the threshold values for ini-
the Hugoniot (P vs t) of the non-reacting explo- tiation measured in the varlous§gip, wedge.
sive or approximate it ip some way. There are projectilei and booster teits. The conditans
several Hugoniots for high density TNT which for the large scale gap tesi fall on the curve
can be used for the near voidless TNT. pressed toward its 'ower end: the curve probably termi-
or cast, but there is only one for a very porous nates shortly beyond that point since ther- is
(1.0 g!cc) TNT (20). There is some-question probably an upper time limit in which the criti- A
about the possibility of shocking such as porous cal energy must be delivered in order to intti-
material without inducing reaction, i.e.. the ate detonation. This particular exampte pro-
Hugoniot data may be those of a partially re- vides. therefore, a consistent and satisfying
acting material rather than the desired data for illustration of the conceptual relationship be-
the non-reacting material. Moreover, this very tween conditions at th'ý threshold for propaga-
porous charge is in the region where the effect tion and the numerous thresholds for initiation.
of the initial pa--ticle size is greatest-(see It also supports the concept of a critical energy
Fig. 3) and where we lack the necessary criti- of initiation. but fdrther tests with improved
Cal data on charges prepared from fine TNT. data should certainly be m~ade.
For both of these reasons, we chose to use
Spressed TNT of • 1.82 g/cc. In principle, a limit curve analogous to that

for-the pressed TNT can be constructed for the
- Table 3 shows that the "critical chergy" cast TNT. In fact, energies computed for the

for initiation of the high density compact is 32 cast charge (rapidly cooled) of Table 3 from
cal/cm2 . This is remarkably and probably critical diametr data' and from comparable P,
tfortuitously close to the energy limitof 33 data (Table 1) differ by a factor of about two.

cal/cm2 Walker and Wasley report for ignition This discrepancy is attributed to error in the
of pressed TNT at 1.64 g/cc. Our value Is low reaction time used for the cast TNT. If we as-
because of approximating the critical pressure surme that the highest density pressed charge
pulse with a square one of amplitude ri. fa and all the castings have the same values D,
minimum rather than average value) but it does and P,,. as the Table 3 data suggest, we wan
seem to be of the right order of magnitude. It estimate critical energies and reaction times
is .ombintd with the ilugontot data W6) in Eq. (4) from Eq. i3) and the P, data of Table 1. With
t,% generate the limit curve of Fig. 4. The curve LSGT conditions o! P = 0.9 Pi. t 1.6 !:aec.
is slightlv concave upward- can beIWfAirly Eq. !31 indicates relative reaction times at ,--
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of 1. 1.6, 2.6, and 5.9, respectively. for the 3. F'. E. Walker and R. J. Wasley. Explosiv-
pressed, rapidly cooled catst, creamed cast. stuffe 1969, 17(1). 9-13. See also Univ.
and vacuum cast charges. This is a reasonable Cal. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Pre-
trend and gives an increase in critical energy print VCRL-70891. Jan. 26. 1968.
from~ the high density comp~act to Casting 1 of
1.6 instead of 4.1 times as shown in Table 3. 4. D. Price, and 1. Jaffe, AilS .lcurnal 31. 595

(196 1).

StU-MMARY 5. D. Price, I. Jaffe and G. E. Roberson, Ind.
Chim. Beige 1967. 32 (Special No.), pp.

The various aspects of shn)ck sensitivity 506-510.
have been illustrated with data obtained for
TNT charges of vrar-fing- degree~s of physical 6. N. L. Cceleburn and T. P. Liddiard, Jr., J.
homogeneity. Both :.ne i~riticai diameter for Chemi. Phys. 44. 1929 (1966).
the propagation of detonation ((I,) and the criti-
cal initiating pressure measured with the LSGT 7. 1. .Jaffe. 1. Toscano. and D. Pric:?, Naval
'P.)i show continuous change with charge homo- Ord. Lanb. Rept.. NOLTR 64-66 (1964). M
geiieity. P, increases (ease of initiation de-
creases) monotonicAlly with increasing charge 8. M_. Kamegai and .1. 0. Erkman. "Numerical
homogeneity. The same trend was observed for An2alysis of a Diverging Shock Wave in

- d,~ in the region of cast charges, but the re- Plex4glas Cylinders," pape 477 cf this
verse trend occurs in the region of cold pressed Volum~e.
charges. The reversal occurs in the region-of
-hot pressed charges which bridges the cold- 9. 1. Jiaffe and A. R. Clairmont. Naval Ord.
pressed, permeable charges and the cast. im- Lab. Rept.. NOLTR 65-33 (1965).
Anermeabic onos.ý Th-reversal- is associated
with the effect of permeability on -the p-rocess 10. D). Price. Naval Ord. Lab. Rept.. NOLTR
of initiating detonation. 70-73, (1970).

11. S. .1. .Jacobs. T. P. Liddiard, and 13. E.
It is proposed that any charge will e-..h~bit Dimr it ypsu Itrainl

a critical curve in the pressure-time plane and D e.Nionth Sypp. iu 517 nt9,rAadeicnl
that such a curve will start at a point corre-onCibs
spondinc to the detonation pressure and reactionPrsreYok193
time at d, . Thrz ;imit curve will therr run
through a continuum of crF. i values corre- 12- D. Price and F. J1. Petrone. J. Appl. Phys.
sp-wding to the various gap. booster, wedg2, 35 1 16)
and projectile test values for shock sensitivit-Y.

In a exmpl fo prsse TN at13. A. WV. Campbell, W. C. Davis. and J. R.
glec Pi from the 1.507 fell on-such-a curve Tai.Py.Fud .40(~)
computed from a critical energy of initiation: 1.0 .Aas .I.Hle.mi .G ht
the energy Aus evalua-ed from data obtained atbrad.Ci.Bee2.Sup.21-1

This example supports the proposed model
in which the transient initiation phenomea c -95)
cur within the reacti',n1 zone at Nie threshold of
steady state prapagation, Alt also supports lhe 13, L. B. Seely. J. G. Berke, and M4. W. Eva-.ns.
concept of critical energyfriiitino eo AIAA .Journal, 5. 2279 (1907).
nation. Further tests ol thoth concepts should
be made with Improved data. 16. A- N. Dromin. 0. K. Ilozanov. S. D. Savrov.

and V. V. Yakuishev. Combustion. Explosion -

and Shock Waves. 3. 6 .1'367).
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SHOCK SENSITIVITY AND SHOCK HUGONIOTS
OF HIGH-DENSITY GRANULAR EXPLOSIVES

Julius Roth
Stan~ford Research Institut~e

Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT

Shock in- 'ation thresholds and shock Huganiots have been obtained
for five gran-..Lr explosives at initial ionding densities of about 0.8 to
0.9 of voidless density. rt data were obtained at an-bient tempera-

--ture and at-leas'. one elevated temperature. All fi,-t explobives were
examined in diver ent shack geomet ry (gap tes!). Two of the five, ",Ns
and PBX 9404. were alsc subjected to plane-wave shocks. I-NS, NONA,
ROX, and PETN were found to be m~ore shock sensitive at elevated
temperature than at roomn turn;,erature. PBX 9404 exhibits the same
shock sensitivity at 25' and 150*C for divergent shocks-(gap test), but
when subjected to planar shocl:b it is more sensitive at the hsigher tem-
peraturc. Shock pressure vs explosive thickness curves obtained, with
pre.ssure transducers mounted on thin wafers of test explosive indicate
that chemtical reactions leading to initiation cannot occur solviy at the
-shock f ront.- On the other hand a few of the shock fiugoniuts suggest
some deg ree of reaction nei the shock front. The implications of
thebe apparently contradictory effects. as well as the effects of Pre-
heating and packing density, have been used to suggest a model of the
initiation procesE.

INTRODUCTION develop models of the initiation process. Con-
- ~sequently it is not surprising that the shtork

This study examines the shock sensitivity initiation of explosivc-i `.as been the subject of
of unccnfined granular explosives pressed into numerous Investigat ion ý. References particu -
pellets having a packizig density of around 80 to larl- pertinent t(, the presentL study are Refs.
9t;% of voldless density. In all cases !he initial- A16.I pt taltlhefr h ehns
Ing shock is produced by a donor explosive of the shock initiatiorn of granular explosives
charge and enters the test explosive through an remains unclear. A systeniatir studiv of theA
inert barrier. The main experimental dptermi- many factors controlling shock initiation shculdI
nations are the shock amplitude requirerl, to contribute g~reatly to elucidat~ng the shock ir"-
produce 50O% initiations of the test explosive tiation mechanism. It is hoped that the present
when the enttering shock is divergent, and the Investigaticn is a step In that direction.
-variaticn-of the distance from the shcnk entrv
face to the point at which steady detonation first
occurs, as a function of the amplitude of the! List of Svm"oIs
input shock.

souznd velocity: i- unsho-eked explosive
An under. tanding of the behavior of shock- pellet

loaded explot.i.es is of fundamental importance D detoination t'Cio~tv
for the safe use and proper :leslgn of cxploslve thickness of unshtocked ex\plosiv.e pellet5
devices. Sio *k initlatioa is also a great chal- P, pressure in the explosive at the explostvc
lengt, to the U euretician who Is attempting to barrier interface

Motst of thts %ork %%a--s p-nsor-vd D) %c Saiomia ':oruora-;.on. 8wh pirelma-iary stedy 1f PATZ-1I 5)4
o ic; s wa:s -punsoircd by th.e Honey t-ll rporazion.

Preceding page blank21
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tg = time of shock travel through inert barrier In several test series we desired to deter-
(see Fig. 1) mine the effect of preheating- the explosive

t, = time from pin signal to shocked air-gap sample. In these series the sample attached to
flash signal (see Fig. 1) the witness plate was heated in a temperature-

To = ",mperature of unshocked explosive pelle!t controiled hot air stream and then quickly
u = particle velocity in the explosive at the brought up against the room temperature donor/

explosive/Abrrier interface barrier system by remote means. These shots
L10o = shck velcity in the explosive at the were fired within 10 see of the preheated sam-

explosive/barrier hiterface pie leaving the hot air stream. In other test
v = specific volume of the explosive at the series we wished to determine the shock transit

explosive/barrier interface time through thin wafers of test explosive. For
xi = distance from explosive/barrier i'trrface these the witness plate was replaced by a pres-

at which steady detonation begins sore transducer acting as a time-of-arrival
P, = density of unshocked explosive pellet gage. Usually these gages were quartz and oc-

casionally manganin. These data give an aver- -
WIS age shock velocity U through the explosive.

P SAM - U --, if the explosive is thin.SPINS S!•PLF GLASS •

B O ARRI 'PLATE Figure 2 illustrates the procedure used and
PiýOTOCELL the results obtained in plane-wave wedge shots.

.4 - These shots were designed and many of them
ii _16 qfCC F 1.27fired and analyzed by J. H. Blackblrn. formerly

AIR JAP of our-laboratories. Preheating of the sample.
--�� -.- tif desired, was obtained by a small electrI,;

oven built into the shot. The explslve dr-vers
wtere a-P-80 plane-wave lens,and. depending on

-EOU -~the input pressure desired, 1-inch-thi,:k cylin-
ders of loose TNT, RDX, or Baratol -pads. All

OSC"LOCP in RAC shots were illuminated with an argon flashbomb.
OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE

Fig. I - Schematic cross section Explosives
of the gap test

Properties of the explosive pellets used In
tbis study and the initial conditions of the tests
to which they were subjected are described in -I

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES Table 1. Th7 explosives used and their particle
size distributions as determined with a Fischer

Apparatus and Precedures Subsievti Sizer are given in Table 2. Explosive
pellets were made by pressing loose powder in

A quantitative shock initiation experiment a die. without the addition of any binder mate-
requires the generation of a controlled Rhock in rial (except for PBX 9404 pellets which were
the test explosive and the observation of the ei- obtained in r.,1llet form from Masonf-Hanger
fects of this shock. The input shocknmay be Corp.). Wedges for plane-wave shots were
divergent (3ap test) or planar (wedge shot). A machired (remritely) from cylindrical pressings.
schematic diagram of the gap test is shown in
Fig. 1. Reproducible PBX 9404 donor charges Details of test techniques as well as sample
are used and shock amplitude is varied by preparation are given in Refs. (8. 9).
varying the barrier length. A steel witness
plate is used to determine whether the trial was
a shot or a failure. Additionally a photocell RESULTS

views a thtn air gap at the vnd of the test--explo-
sive. I' the test explosive detonates it com- Shock Hugoniota-
presses air in the air gap to produce a bright
flash which the photocell records. As shown in A nuantitative treatment of the initiation of
Fig. 1 this arrangement enables us to obtain explosives by shocwkr introduced into the explo-
the time t, for every "go" trial. Data for eb- sive through an inert barrier requires the use
taining the 50"-, initiation threshold were gath- of the shock Hugonits of the barrier rind the
ered in the Bruceton manner (7). explosive. In our work the barriers were _
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S° - explosive granules and air pockets present con-
_- ceptual diffirculties. At best the shock Hugoniots

for such materials are useful only for describ-
• :, _.ing the geoss hydrodynamic behavior of granu-

TIE Tc lar x.plosives. It cannot be expected that the
r~tz I athods of continuum hydrodynamics applied to

o- ! +discontinuous media will yield any information
. - -- on the fine struc;ure of the, state variables of

2AW•EN 4,• . + the shocked explosive. Moreover, chemical re-
,_ I , action in or rear the shock front can cause addi-

1 tional complications. Nevertheless, without
I C;A•EA- further apology, we will-use these macroscopic

---- s BR liugoniots not only In establishfing quantitati-. e
x - shock initiation thresholds btt also for detect-

S140 K +CcT1, ing the presence of chemical reaction at or
- .... _ar the shock front.

V
T, " To construct shock Hugoniots one needs to

determine any two of the state variables P, V.
ut. and u. Usually it is: convenient to measure

F. 2 - Streak carr. ra record from 'tedge u. For wedge shots the only other measurement
bhot. S~chemzatic dzawing 5hu.s relatton.-shzpbetw. lnaic wdgewia• g howvtr n cr-atn- required is the brass free-surface velocity.sh w..pbtcn wedge gemetry atnd can~cra.
recor-i. Using, he known Ilugoniot for brass and the im-

pedance mismatch method_ one the" obtains all
the other- statc i-ariables. For gj test geome-

TABLE 1 tr- one needs a calibration cur e which gives
Initial Conditions of Explosive Pellet~s the pressure in the PMMA barrier as function

__ _ ___ _ of barrier thickness. For the system shown i_
i Fig. I optical measurements of u and u. or:o nation pressure transducer measurements of P. at the

Explosive jc) (rm/isec) for end of barrier are well represented by Uhe fol-
= -- - -i______lowing polynomial fit:~~~Tables - =-

P '27.1 - 28.42k 1.2460 - 0.0113400 I11)

IRDX (A) 1.58 120 2.45 I wekness of tIe bat ncr in nini.
RDX (A) 1:54 t251 2.83 -I Phr is7. the42 1.246 a .i~0

-RDX ) 1.4 2and r is in kilobars. The standard error for
1 I 2 this fit is ±0,8S kbars. and the region over+:RDX (D) 1.54 1- 25 1.4 DA

I whi ch data were obtained is for 6 mm ! C -25
S +T+.9 2 .ramm. These same data also give tn. the shock•: : •PETN 1.59 25 2.45 - 1ET 1 1 2.25 itrasit time through the barrier, as a functionPETN 1.55 110 221H of E. A good fit for thii transit time in micro-

1.57 25 1 seconds isiN'S III 5 1.0 _
-- 1HN'S 1.381 25 - IiI-A I-.+ +

IHNS 1.46 260 IIIt-H 8-410 - • (2

I NONA 1 1.60 25 1.00 IV The usual equations for constructing the llugo-1 1.49 250 - TV-I niot curves hold rigorously o.!y for plane-wave
M P 9 shocks. Optica.. observtio:is indicate the slieih
-PBX9404 1.84 25 I.60 V I on-axis of the PMMA barrier is ncrly planar.

011 PBX 9404 1.77 150 - V-H , Thb.4 it is reasonable to use gap-test geometry
_ _._to obtain lIugonlot data.

polymethylniethacrylate IPMIA) in the gap test Wherever possible we will sunnj.arz u
and brass in the wedge shots. The shock Hugo- Hugontot data in the convenient term of
niots of both of these materials are well known.

e shock Hugoniots of our test explosives V) z A - i (3)a-
re unknown and had to he determined. Be-
e presenting our shock Hugoniot data. It where A and n are creitants. Least square

mest be pointed out that defining sho,-k param- fits to this equation are shown in Table 3.
Seters for hetergnc-'ous pellets con+isting of Ideally the constant A should be c.. the soundt
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TABLE 2
Chemical Names Rnd Particle Size Distribution of Explosives Used

Average Particle Average

Explosive Chemlcai Name Size (I. Specific Surface (cm 2/g)

Powder 1 Pelet Powder Pellet 7A
T 21

RDX (A) Cyclotrimethylenetrinitrandne -25 17 -- 1970

RDX (B) 8 5 4520 5800(5100-6500)
RDX fC) 54 18 601 1800(1450-2180)
RD2 (D) 330 60 100 550 (400-790)

PETN Pentaerythtitoltetranitrnte 10 x 100 -- 3350

HNS Hexanitrostilbene -- 2700

NONA Nonanitroterpnenyl ca. --!

PBX 9404 94/3/3 Cyclotetramethylee "coarse"-
tetranitramine/nitr oellulosee __S~~binder o

TABLE 3
Explosives Hdgonlot Data in the Form of A~ A + Bi A-

-Explosive I t° Validity Range
I (See Table 1) (nm/msec) Ini, mipsec)

111 1.00 . 0.05 + (3.21 :t 0.10), 0.00 - 0.68-
IV 1.00 1 0.05 + (..21 ± OlO.1 0 0.00 - 0.51

&-I-A 0.61 0.29 ( 2.77 1 1.09) u 6.30 - 1).50

V 2.45 ± 0.21 (2.48 ± 0.11)lut 0.00 1 1.45 110
V-H 1.85 ± 0.54 ÷ (3.47 N 0.81)u 0.00 - 0.77

1 1.93 t 6.115 + (0.6C6 ± 0.168)t1 0.11 - 0,15
0.70 * 0.18 + (4.11 1 0.37)i 0.35 - 0.4-

I-H 0.71i 0.24 + (4.22 + 0.42) u 0.25 - 0.32

S 1.33 0.08 + (2.18 ± 0.27) u 0.03-0.37!I 0.64 0.24 (4.19 ±0-61)1i 0.29 - 0.48

-0.59 ± 0.46 + '8.66 1.74) 1.24 - 0.2?

-_z valueu arc tv'ice the standard deviatfon. I
-tPrivate conrtrm.ication from J. B. Ramnsay of LASL: the five data points -•.e obtaincd

"-,-ree closely .,ith this fit.

velocity through the sample. Comparison of (A is negative ýor hot PRTN. -'wgestintg that B
Tables 3 and ! shows that A ' -• only for H-S. is considerably smn1ler at lower u thar shown

NONA, and P13X 9404. RDX and PF-1T data in Table 3). The data for pre-heated HNS and
cannot be fitted by s, single straight line; the 1.54 g/cc IIDX could not lbe filted to the linear
break in th3 linear fit is presumably a mani- form of Eq. 3 and are shown separately in
festation of chemical reaction in the shock -Table-4. It Is notew.,1hv ixat all the RDX data
front. For these explosives c, A even for the of Table 4 can be pltou,4 o'a one P-%, or even
linear f:t at small it. With th,? exception of PBX one P-v curve. Thus the particle size of the
,9404, pre-heated explosives appear to exhibit RDX does not appear to affect its gross hydro-
some chemicvl reaction even at low shock levels dynamic behavior. Thi '.c in contrast to the

_ _ - -- ~
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TABLE 4
Hugoniot Data for HNS and RDX

Explosive VP U9  I v
(See Table 1) (kbar) [ (mmiuec) (mm/Asec)j (cc/g)

111-H 11.9 2.16 0.368 0.560_ _ _-H 13.4 2.21 0.417 0.548
e1i-H 14.0 2.25 0.420 0.552

HII-H 32.0 4.3)0 0.540 0.586
111-11 52 5.2 0.68 0.59

I-D 6.1 1.70 0.250 0.553 o b r
I-C 7.9 1.75 0.292 0.538
!-C 9.0 1.73 0,335 0.523
!-i, 9.2 1.90 0.323 0.541
I-D 10.3} 1.92 0.377 0.522

SI-C 1 11.0 1.9 ) 0.380 0.521
SI-D 11.0 US" 0.375 0.523
=I-B 11.1 1.88 0.3GO 0.51
=I-B 17.0 2.39 0.475 0.522
=I-B 17.4 2.38 0.483 01.517

I- 18.1 - 2,4 0.486 ~-0.52
=I-B 22.7 2.80 0.586 0.528

data shorn in Table I which indicate that sound 70,
velocitie% in RDX are influenced by the RDX o
particle size. 60

Initiatioi, Thresholds 5o0 -

ofThe raw d-ita for determinini e the shock 40o
amplitudes for 50gp initiation of the est p-explo-
seve are the barrier thicknesses for which 1/2oSr a -
the trials are shots and 1/2 are failures. With oo
Eq. e and w.ie Hugoniot data of Table 3 or 4ar ir dd
these barrier vhcknesses are converted into fott
epressure in the explosove at the barrierSacceptor interface. These initiation threshold to

pressures are shoar inure shecond colunsi oftive
tTable 5. Since these data include the e pfecSi ofpr

gpre-heating. packing density, and particle size sity oLe su c ns M se9l0 zof the explosive, we will briefly comment an I,"to' " law 25" 260' 15o"

Seach n! these effects. TEMPERATu)RE-':•_

The bar graphs of Fig. 3 show that pre- Fig. 3 - Shock sensitivity -if five explo-

Sheating reduces the threshold pressure in four saves. 50% thresholds are givan as prec-
of the five explosives studied. The case oe sures in the explosive at ;he b4rricrl
PBX 9404 which shows no sensitization due to explosive interface. Dark-colored bars

Spre-heating will be considered later. Kilmer are oUar 'S'C and light-colored bars are

-• ~(10) also observed that pre-heating sensitizes frtetmeaue •on
= eplsies to shock.

•_HNS and RDX are m,,re shock sensitive atA7
Sthe lower packing densities than at higher pack- Since pre-heating reduces the packing den-
Sing densities. The same packing density effect sity. one should consider w•hether the sensitiz- A
•-has b~een reported by Price et al. (1) for a num- ing action of pre-heatting is primarily a packing-
Sber ol explosives. detisity effect. Figure 4 shows that IINS at the

iLN
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TABLE 5
50' Initiation Threshold and Initiation Distance as * AP 8

Explosive Threshold Fit Constants Data oaximum Deviation

( See Table 1) ~,APoints ofDaafrm) i

(kbar) j(mm)~ _____j___I___ ______

I1 9.1 8.5 6.13 x 102 -2.05 9.1 - 34.0 - 14 • -16 to +29
11-H 6.7 8.0 3.39 x 105 -5.68 6.7 - 7.2 6 -10 to + 16

1 15.2 1 7.6 6.94 x 103 -2.52 15.2 - 29.5 17 -18 to + 26
1-11 7.8I 9.3 1.87 x 103 -2.73 7.8 - 12.2 7 -14 to + 21
I-B 15.0 9.5 1.72 x 104 -2.87 15.0 - 31.2 5 -18 to + 32
I-C 3.8 6.5 4.75 x 101 0.969 9.1 - 31.1 7 -20 to + 12
I-D 9.0 12.54 3.65 x 101 0.637 9.1 - 30.4 12 -23 to . 41

11I1 23.2 7.5 1.27 K 103 -1.69 23.2 - 140 11 -15 to + 27
jut -19 5.6 1.09 x 105 -3.2. 21.5 -32.0 4 2

I1r-If 13.2 11.0 2.07 x 104 -3.01 13.2 - 22.2 11 -16 to + 43
I -H t -9 7.4 1.18 x 102 -1.27 11.5 -52.2 6 -16 to + 43

IH-H t and II-A 1 -9 7.4 1.65 x 102 -1.38 9.4 - 52.5 10 1 -18 to + 32

IIV -19.5 I6.3 6.14-x104 -3.09 -9-20.2 - 22.5 7 j -1-~ to -, 17
IV-H 8.8 10 .0 f 7.73 x 106 -6.32 8.8 -9.2 6 -24 to + 41
•- V and V-H 64.5 10. 1 1.58 x 10K -4.01 64.5 -119 12 -42 to ÷ 24
Vt -15 20:2 I 3.58 Y 103 -1.73 18 - 159 23 -30 to + 21

V-lit 15 8.7 4.95 10912 8 -59 t3

-Two pellets of 12.7 and 1A.7 mm height stackedi together.
tPlane wave experiments; threshold is assumed to be ro at Ah--ch beconnes very large and Z,
value shown ;s the highest observed.

IAII but 5 of these data points are from Ref. (4).

conclusion that pre-heating per se sensitizes
Sexplosives.

"Seely (U) has observed a curious effect of
203%c ;,aricle size on the shock sensitivity of tetryl.

a 16 Coarse tetryl wae found to have a lower initia-I - tion threshold than fine tetrvl. Our results
g60c |(Tables 5 and 2) show that RDX behaves simi-

i !larly. A very fine-grain RDX is les sensitive
ot--- - than a ver" coarse or an intermediate grain"1 .38 IZZ :-6 50 it 15b

" ")3 size which are about equally sensitive. Our
DFEsTY--g/• comparison was made at .o 1.54 g/re. This

packing density represents a compromise be-
Fig. 4 - Effect ot inittal drnsity tween pellets of sufficient physical strength for
and initial temperature on the 50' handling and pellets in which gzrain crushing is
threshold of HNS not too excessive during pellet preparation.

higher pre-heat telnperatures is appreciably Initiation Distance
more stock sensitive than would be expected
solely on the basis of re-tuced packing density. The distapce from the shock entry face to
Our observations on RDX also lead to the the appearance of steady detonation is tn
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important parameter in the study of shock ini- ins~ensitive material like PBX 9404 "large"
tiations. Figure 2 shows that this distance is means P, - 80 kbar.
obtained directly from a wedge shot record.I-Our instrumtente'd gad test will also provide iiul- 2. Preliminary results with RDX pellets of
tiation distance data, as shown schematically in different particle sizes iwdtciýte cross-overs of
Fig. 5, if the assumption is made that a steady ~.Vs P, plots. The coarsest, grade (Type D,I-shock velocity changes abruptlv into a steady Table 2) in particular exhibits a much slower
detonation velocity. Trhis assumption is justi- decrease of %, with increasing 11, thtan the
fied by most wedge shot observations. e.g.. that other grades.
of Fig. 2, except ins cases where ý, is smuall.
Initiation dis~ance data are difficult to presert. 3. At low i',,,the ;ý, values change veryIFollowing the suggstion of Ranmsay and Popolato abruptly with chaniges in PC, it, thle gap test andA4) we have fitted our data toanit equaiion of the !es~ abruptly in the plane-wave shots, flow-
form: ever. it is still possible to estimate a low-

pressure asymptote for the latter.

but with indifftrent success as shown in Table S. Pressure -Distance D~ata
Most of deviation of observed K. from~ Z. com-
puted by Eq. 4 occurs near the initiation thresh- In a prveceding section we mentioned the
old. Consequently in Table 5 we have also use of prussure transducers as time-of-arrival
listed the observed ~,values nearest to the ini- gages for shocks through thin explosive wafers.
tiation threshold. The Ri - F, data of Table 5 These experiments provide not onlv E but also
may be used as a supplementary measure of the the- pressure in the explosive at the explosive!
shock sensitivity of an explosive. Thus explo- transducer interface. By varying the thickness
sive A is more "sensitive" than explosive P, if it of the explosive wafer this techniique can be

Aý) < e~) at a fixed P0. However. this employed to obtain pressure -distance histories
criterion of shock sensitivity sl'ould be used ir shocked explosives. Figure 6. which gives
with caution since we have observed crossovers the pressu-ce-distance history in 1.59 gicc
for Ki vs Pc. plots. Because it is difficult to PETN. illustrates the results obtained. The
draw conclusions about the results shown in pressui .~at It 0 is P,,. The pressures at
Table 5 without actually plotting, ;Z vs. P'. , 0 ar-ý the observed peak pressures in the
curves, a qualitative summary of these data is transudicer converted into pr'essures in the ex-
presented below: plosive at the explosive/transducer interface.

The bottom curve of Fig. A. for which thi- thresh-
old P,., > l'0, shows continuous pressure decay

- ~~with increasing it. Note that tie earl potonA
-~ this decay is indistinguishable from that o!)-

served with an inert ("' 4).SO4 wafer. TI-e
curve with 11, ý P,,. parallels the bottom

T .curve for it e 4 mm. but for Ih mmnithe
pressure begins to increase although It is still

~ below P,. B~eyond the data point at it 6.3
mm. the rurve is drawn to approach asyniptoti-
cally the !Z, for Pt. 9.1 kbar (Table 5). The

esiatdt be steeper than the slope for the

forMA arero hesm initial slp ftecrer pres11r8 barni

*A-!4144abu equivalent to the slope for (Nil4 ).,9O4 at bare oZtesm ntilpesr n
Fig. 5 - Sch.zmitic *pc~~z~nslightly higher initial pressure. The curve for

o mta foblainio~..:iiz i PT, 1 4.6 kbar shows little or no press-are de-
distiancc.i. in gap testl cay. Note, however. that the times of arrival

fhtdtoaeredt the four data points of this curve, Including
Thssuggests that the f-Irst pr2ssure pulse1.At "large!' values of P,.. the Z, values through all four wafers is a nenreactive or

fra given explosaive of:= given particle size weakly reactive shock, and tlhat additional pres-
appear to be tindependent of initial conditions, sure pulses were generated by reactions some-
i.e., -,. T,. or whether the shocxk-is plane or where behind the shock front. Pressure-
divergent. For a -setisltive" explosive like distante curves obtained for ROX and IINS show

PETN "large" mean~s P. 7 0 kbar. For an trends simiaihr to those observed for PTEN. (8. 9)

UI
--------- -~ ____ME
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most of our pressure measurements for diver-
J-D ETOgTED gent gap test shots we also observed "hesita-

"gýu a tions" in those pressure-time records for
which the peak pressure exceeded Po. Often.. though not always. this "*hesitation" occurred at

35 pressure levels about equal to P,.
0 •U2.35mm/gsw "

DISCUSSION-
30-

sce b l There is quite general agreement that the

thermal process. Campbell et al. (51 have
demonstrated satisfactory agreement between

25 aobserved initiation delays in shocked liquid ni-
31mm/ I tromethane and delays calculated .n the basis

-O23mjisuc trm
;I of thermal explosion theory using the "low"-

temperature kinetis parameters for nitrometh-
20 Iane. The starting temperature for thermal ex-plosion was shown to be adequately represented

5 oPETN by
" TNH4 )2 S04  T-T ,AT- T, (5)

with the specific heat. *c. assumed to be con-

-PMMA stant. The above methed of calculating AT for
%o porous solids is fairly inaccurate and gives

only an upper limit estimate. Nevertheless it
Is instructive to make this simple calculation
for shocks known to initiate porous solid explc-
sives. Consider for example the data for RDX
given in Table 4. For P, = 17 kbar. which is
above the initiation threshold of all the grades

0 2 of RDX tested. u = 0.522 mmisec, which

4rnrn gives an upp.e limit AT = 1II0C and T.m -

• .:,, .. ._T - ,, -135VC. RDX is quite stable at 135oC.

Frg. 3, - Pree sre-distance history Thus it is obvious that shock energies ltown to
in 1.59 g Icc PETN initiate RDX cannot produce sufficient bulk

decomptosition. The above example is typical of

all the solid explosive compacts that we have
A preliminary test in which PBX 9404stdied Clearly the input shock in these mate-

wafers with manganin transducers were sub- rials must produce 1calized regions of high
jected to a planar sheck also suggests a delayed temperature at which chemical reactions can"- proceed rapidly. flow such hot spots are pro-
reaction in the explosive. The .gecord for a drced apd how whe uch hot4sos ar pro

1-mmthik wfer how aninital resureduced and how chemical decomposition at the1-mam-thick waler shows an initial pressure hot spot sites leads to initiation of detonation is
-rise of about 70 khar, which is the enpetted P1  still a controversial question which the writer
for the particular driver used If there is no re- will nowv consider in terms of his own prejudices.
action in the PBX 9404. This initial pulse is
almost immediately followed by an additional
pressure rise ttat reaches a peak of about 311 2 Although we have just shown that the level of
in about 0.3 usec. Although the initial part if homogeneous shock heating in a porous explosive
t.*_ pressure record for a 2-tom-'hick wafer is much too small for any thermal initiation
was lost, the pea,- pressure for twis wafer was ,rocess, it is still tempting to try to relate the
about 2P0 and the peak was followed by a rapid input shock energy to the occurrence and magni-
decay. A 4-mm-thick wafer ia this tame shot tude of localized hot spots. For a fixed test
detonated as determined !rom pressure and geonietr one might expect the formation of hot A
streak camera records. Its peak pressure was spots to control the level of the initiation thresh-
about 350 kbar. Unfortunately the ear's portion old and since tlugoniot energy is proportiona. to
of this pressure record was again obscured. In :, we might examine ',hether definiNg an

7-i



SHOCK SENSITIVITY AND HUGONIOTSFinitiation threshold in terms of a critical parti- In a porous explosive hot spots can be

cle velocity u (or u. ), rather than the cus- formed all along the shock path. With suffi-

tomary Pi, presents any advantages. This is ciently strong shocks, and/or sufficiently re-
done in Table 6, using our data as well as data active explosive, these hot spots can cause
from NOL and LASL. It is apparent from these localized chemical decomposition rapid enough
results that a single ui can represent initiation to contribute energy to the shock and continu-
thresholds over an appreciable range of P0 . As ously increase its intensity. Such shock froat
expected this critical particle velocity may reactions certainly do occur as evidenced for

FE change with test conditions such as plane-wave example by P-V Hugoniots of positive slope-or
vs divergent shock, charge diameter, confine- positive breaks in u-u Hlugoniots. HoweverSment, and explosive particle size. Also iic in- near the initiation threshold, and possibly even
creases as ; -_. a Nevertheless it ap- considerably above the threshold, these shock
pears that the concept of a critical particle front reactions do not appear to be the control-
velocity, aside from any theoretical merits. ling reactions for the following reasons:
simplifies the presentation of shock sensitivity
data. 1. The observed shock velocities are

steady. and change-over to detonation occurs
TABLE 6 rather abruptly.

Critical Pariicle VelocitySP cl Veloc2. The observed peak pressure, as a fune-

Initiation tion of distance from shock entry often drop
Threshold* considerably below input levels, yet initiation

Explorive (; Test is observed for sufficiently thick samples.
(kbar) (mmt/sec) 3. The first pressure_ pulse through an ex-

T (a)? 15. 2 plosive wafc: iravels at a velocity characteris-
RDX 1.64 (a)! 15.2 0.40 tic of an "iner' o' o"ven though the recorded
RDX 1.54 (a) 12.5 0.41 j "rk pressure ai the end of the wafer is greatly

RDX 1.63 (b) 10.8 0.31 abate the input pressure.

IIRDX 1.56 ()) 8.2 1 0.30 4. Pressure tra.sducer records obtained
PETN 1.59 (a) j 9.1 0.30 witao thin explosive wafers indicate a "alow"
PETN 1.00 (c, 42.5 :.0.3 "?ressure increase after the abrupt pre-.;sure

NS 1.59 (a)rise characteristic of the input shock.HN 15 () -25 -0.56
S•HNS 1.57 () 2.5 0.55IHNS 11.57 ( 2 0.55 These observations suggest that near Me

fINS 1.39 (a) -16 -0.54 j initiation ".reshold the cortrolling chemical

HN•S 1.573 -1(d 7 -0.44 reactio7-- are occurring some distance behind
(d)HNS 1.39 -9 -0.40 the oril-inal zha.l. froLt. A similar conclusion

Tetryl 1.69 ab) I2. -0.40 reached by Liddiard ai,0 Jacobs (2). It is
0not unreasonable to expect that these reactionsTetryl 1.66 (b) -18.5 -0.40 can grow into thtrmal explosions that send out

Tetryl 1.51) (b) 81.5 -0.345w hspito iw n h n ugseTetryl 3.524 -18.5 0.35 new pressur" pul.-es that overtake the original
STetryl 1.54 (b) '-8.6 0.32 shock. There is an important difference be-Tetry 1.5 (b)0.34tween this [joint of view and the one sugggested

Tetr I 1.43 (b) 7.0 0.33 by Carndteil et al. (5) for homogeneous explo-
Tetryl 1.42 (b) 6.9 0.33 sives. In heterogeneous explosives reactions - I
Tetr'l 1.70 (e, -21 -0.41 are expected to occur mostly in small localized

® Tetryl 1.60 (el . 0.30 regions, and consequentily only a fraction of the

Tetryl 1.50 (e) 5.5 0.27- tot'l ztvailable chemical energy is liberated.
Tetryl 1.40 (e) 4.51 0.27 Even it the shocklets produced by localized
Tetryl 1.30 (e) 1.0 j 0.26 thermal explosions coalesce into a new pres-S • Ttryl 1.30 (e)J "10 0.6 j sure wave that catches up with the original

shock, this pressure wave could stili be too

'-For wedge= shots the thre-shold i6 cstimated weak to initiate steady detonation in the un-
from ;, vs P, plot$. shocked explosive. However. the new pressure

! Tests: wave travpls through a reacting medium before
(a) Gap tests, this pAper. wavertakes thriginal shock. Consequently

a(b) N O L -'s "sm'all scatie g ap test" (1 .it overtakes the origin. l s o k on e u n l
(b) Pla rne-wal wed~ ge p shots (I). it car: build up in intensity by receiving energy
(c) Plane-wave wedge~ shots (U.). g
-(d) Plane-wave vdge shots, this paper. all along its travel path. Such "snow-balling" -
S(e) Planiov.a~e wedge shot:s, (3). could produce a shock intense enough to initiate

_ _ _
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bulk detonation in the unshocked explosive. It from hot spot io hot spot. The data of Table 6
is probably an oversimplification to speak of a suggeot that hot spot temperature is a function
single pressure wave generated at some dis- of it. Consequently we assume that T depends
tance behind the shock front and eventually on the input shock according to
overtaking it. Considering the heterogeneity of
the system a whole spectrum of pressure wavec T To Co (8)
seems to be more plausible than a single wave.
at least for conditions close to the Initiatica where C is a constant characteristic of the ex-
threshold. These waves may arrive at a trans- plosive. A posterlot i we find that the form of
ducer ovwr a pe;.iod of time because of differ- Eq. 8 gives better inter.--if consistency than
ences in the chemical induction times for dUi- similar forms based on Po or 0 rather than it.
ferent hot spots and also because the travel Also i is a much better choice thant to. We
times from the hot spot to the transducer will can now so*ve Eq. 6 for -r using the data of
vary witl? the hot spot location. Thus the trans- Tables 3. 4, and 5 for it, U0 -i and i. and
ducer may be ePxqected to see a more or less assuuming that il t = 1/2. These values of
continuvisly increasing pressure rather than are then used in Eqs. 7 and 8 to get T and C.
an abrupt pressure change. As previously men- To normalize the data, the C's are averaged
tioned. we have obtained this type of pressure and r is renomputed by Eq. 7 using the average
record with mangan.n pressure gages on plane- C &)r 'he i.irticular explosive. The results of
wave loaded PBX 9404. Thcee records may the.- eotnputations for PETN and RDX are pre-
also given an indication of the "snow-balling" sentwv in Table 7.
effect since the 2-mm-thick PBX 9404 wafer
shows a higher peak pressure and a faster Obviously this treatment contains some
pressure rise than the 1-mm-thick wafer. drastic simplification. Nevertheless the fairly

good agreement between r's obtained from gee-
Our view of the shdcl" initiation of granular metric considerations and i-'s computed from

explosives bears considerable resemblance to thermal explosion theory tc.us to support the
the model proposed for the shock initiation of plausibility of the suggested model. Inciden-
homogeneous explosives (5). It is interesting to tally the choice of i-'i) has no other effect than
examine whether some of the quantitative deduc- to change the empirical constant C of Eq 8. A
tions of the homogeneous initiation model are small decrease in the E used for RDX wuld
also applicable to our model. If we apply sim- lead to much better agreement between z's.
ple geometric considerations to a space-time
diagram similar to that presented for homoge- At present we can offer no theoretical jus-
neous initiatic s (Fig. 8 of Ref. (5)) we obtain tification for the apparent correlation between
the feliowirg expression of the chemical induc- hot spot 1,T and input as ouggested by Eq. 8.
tion time -' This simple relationship does not indicate any

particle size effect on hot spot temperature.

, •/U• Ut' -' ,,/Jt (6) That such part'ile size effects do exist is sug-
gested by the work of Blackburn and Seely (15).
It seems logical to attribute the observed de-

provided that we assume that all velocities are crease in the initiation threshold of coarse RDX
constant and that U,' represents some averageconstantf an hecobed tht rersents sormeaverage (Table 5) and coarse Tetryl (Re(. (11)) to hotter
velocity of all the combined shocklets formed adlre o pt ncas-ri hnI
by localized thermal explosions. We expect fne-gr materias.
that uit., << 1 so that it is justifiable to ne- fine-grain materials.

glect gg, in the denominator of Eq. 6. Our Now that we have some basis for expecting
model requires that fi 1k -U. The model postu- that pr-heating a granular explosive shold•-lates incomplete chemical reaction in the re- ta r-etn rnlrepoiesol
gaes ionomflete c-dthemic rgeactio thet re- •.. always sensitize it to a subsequent shock, let
Consofuentl an dlthis estitate f U. us briefly examine why this expectation is not

1/2nie..uently apausibne est1/4.e For thermal realized with PBX 9404 (see Fig. 3). For wedge-- 112; i.e.. I > UiU, > uVI) - 1/4. For thermal
=o hoyshots with plianar shocks we have found (9) that

ep loion topre-heated PBX 9404, as expected, is more
shock sensitive than room-temperature PBX

_T
2Rcv:ZEOQexp(E'RT) (7) 9404. However we also found that rarefactions

travel faster in hot than in cold PBX 9404.where I and E are the Arrhenius parameters of Thus fth observed equivalence of gap test ini-

the expleoive and 9 ts its heat of reaction. For tiation thresholds for hot and cold PBX 9404
the problem that we are considering r repre- appears to be a trade-off between sensitization
sent a hot spot temperature and for simplicity by pre-heating and quenching by peripheral
we assume that it is steady and does not vary rarefactions.
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TABLE 7
Test of Thermal Explesion ModelExlsv U 11 T ji 2-,L

()(See Table 1) I mmsec) (mm/sec) (psec) (CK) 0 Csec)(See___Ta__le (m/I)) _______ _____ _"__

0.300 1.70 2.4 1 472 3.0
11 0.328 2.00 1.0 j 516 1.1
II 0.352 2.16 0.75 553 0.57
1I-H 0.259 1.66 2.3 1 407 2.0 I
H-H 0.268 1.74 1.4 I 422 1.4
11-H 0.284 1.90 0.816 446 0.87
1 0.403 2.15 1.7 475 2.6
1 0.416 2.27 1.3 1 490 1.6 1
1 0.440 2.45 1.0 518 0.67
1-H j 0.278 1.84 1.6 32ft 2.1
I-il 0.293 1.92 1.0 345 I 1.3 i
I-H 0.311 2.00 0.75 367 0.67

"*See Eq. 6.
'AT Cu (see Eq. 8); for the data shown, C 1571 (1530 to 1604) 'K ;sec/mm for PL'TN and

C 1179 (1148 to 1130) 'K .sec/mrn for RDX.
t Fron. Eq. 7 with T = To + Cti: for PETN Z 10"2 sec" and £ 30 103 calmole (13) and
for RDX Z = 101- sec-1 and £ =41 10 cal/mole (i41-
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DISCUSSION

B. G, CRAIG plane-wave boosters. We find that dense eA-
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory plosives such as TNT. RDX. and HMX do not
Los -Alamos. New Mexico exhibit steady shock velocities except under

very limited conditions. The shock front's
You assume that a steady shock velocity progress is well described by the equation

changes abruptly into a steady detonation, and x = uot * (1/2)bt 2
, where x i the distance

you cite some wedge shots as evidence of justi- the shock has advanced In the time t. and u.,
fication for this assumption. We have studied is the initial shock velocity. This is illustrated
the shoci velocity in several dense explosives. in the attached fieure.
All of cl.r experiments have been with large
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE TRANSITION

FROM BURNING TO DETONATION

J. Calzia and H. Carabin

93 Sn•,an, Frtwirn

ABSTRACT

A study of the transition from burning to detonation in explosives
"has been initiated. Two measuring techniques were used:

(a) The continuous recording of the detonation velocity of the ex-
plosive by measuring the change in electrical resistance of a condact-
ing wire probe.

(b) Streak camera photography.

The experim-ments clearly demonstrated the following:

1. The detonation first appeared within the explosive at a distance
ahead of the burning surface.

2. The initial detonation velocity was much greater than the stable
detonation velocity. This initial "strong detonation" persists for some
time, after which the velocity progressively decreases to that of the
stable detonation. E2

3. A "retonatiun" wave forms in the regions where the detonation
appears and propagates back to the burning surface.

INTRODUCTION when an explosive burns, it generally does so
without detonation. The Latter is obtained only

The study of the transition from burning to under heavy confinement or when the quantity of
detonation is very important, especially for explosive is large;this is often difficult to real-
problems of safety, Fissures or a large poros- ize in a laboratory. The first experiments were
Ity in the interior of a propellant grain can made by A. Macek and R. W. Gipson (3) using a
cause an acceleration of the deflagration to a continuous measurement of the detonation re-
detonation. The burning of a large quantity of locity. Following this, streak camera photog-
an explosive can lead to its detonation; this has raphy was carried out by N. Griffiths anl .J. M.
been the cause of serious accidents. Groocock (4). D. Price and J. F. Wehner (5),

A. V. Obmenine and A. I. Korotkov (6). these
According to a number of important gas studies were conducted with either powdered

phase experiments, especially by Oppenheim (1) explosives (RDX, HMX, pentolite. tetryl) or
and Zeldovich (2), it was observed that the det- with cast explosive (pentolite, DINA).
on.tion appears at some distance up-stream
from the flame. In all these cases (gaseous. po•dered. or A

cast explosives), the process appears to be the
With condensed explosives, this transition following: The acceleration of the combustion

is more difficult to observe, for fortunate.fy, of the explosive medium under confinement

NOTE: This paper %as translated from the original by R. Roberts. Office o4' Naval Research, Dr-
partment of the Naty.
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entails the formation of compression waves The dimensions of the tube were:
which proceed in the intact explosives. Then.
at a certain distance, these waves overlap to Diam. interior = 40 mm
create a shock wave; finally this shock. if it is
of sufficient intensity, generates a chemical
reaction and transforms into a detonation. Length = 200 mm
Andreev and his collaborators (7) hav3 pro- (occaslcnally 400 mm)
posed a slightly different mechanism for mine
explosives. They are of the opinion that the The tu'oe was clamped between two steel
transition is dhue to the increase in surface dur- plates supported by threaded rods. The two
ing combustior. If this increase is sufficiently plates were pierced with holes, the one placed
large, the equilibrium between gas formation on the side of the initiator is 16 mm in diame-
and .the flow of the gas is unstable and the pres- ter in order to prevent the premature bursting

sure increases rapidly leading to the formation of the tube; the other has a 3-mm-diameter
Sof a shock wave. hole in order to permit the insertion of the

measuring probes (Fig. 1).
= There follows a description of our experi,-

ments.

1. CONTINUOUS OSCILLOSCOPE RECORD-
ING OF THE VELOCITY

1.1 Description of the Method

This classic method consists of recording on 49
an oscilloscope the variation of the resistance of
a probe carrying constant current il1aced longitu-
dinally In the charge. The probe that wcused con-
sisted of a nichrome wire coiled o. an i-nameled
copper wire. This was coated with a thin film of
nylon and placed inside a small tube. This type of
probe has the advantage of functioning to all deton- _ -. .
ation velocities (8).

Fig. I Experimettal arrangement

-A Aecond probe of the same type but having
the ends insulated was placed either p.,rpendlc-
ular at the beginning of the charge oraxially.
The generation of a short circuit then tripped The explosive used was RDX which was
the oscilloscope sweep. loaded in the tube without compression. An

initiating charge of 10 g o( powder (M19) and
a Gevelot P53 squib in a small cardboard

_ 1.2 Results tube closed by a sheet of polyethylene was
placed at one end of the tube.

In ortler to observe the transition from
- deflagration to detonation, the explosive was Reproduced below (Fig. 2) are the record-

Splaced vnder transparent confinement. The ings which were obtained with RDX-CH (parti-
- confining material must exhibit a high mechani- cle sizt 1• microns) loaded at a density of

cal resistance (especially resistant to the shock 1.0 g/c;" - .- d with RDX-B (particle size 45
due to the pressure produced by the initiator). microme) looded at a density of 1.15 gicc.
Thick tubes obtained by the molding of a poly-
ester resin, Rhodester 1108 CPSL. were se- From th,, traces, on, is able to deduce the
lected. The coloration of this resin is practi- following poits:
cally nil even for large thicknesses (index of
refraction n = 1.54 = index of glass). Thic In the case of RDX-CH. the detonation ap-
product presents the advantage of gelling at peared about 27 mm ahead of the initiator: its
ambient temperature without the need of velocity initially was between 7200 m/s and 21
degassing. 8000 m/s decreasing to a stable velocity of
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200 -~ -Firsi. the total time - that is, the time between
initiation and detonakion - is constant ani.7o/ /rather long compared to-the time of the det-na-,l~t6,,, 7 tion itself. T'hus, in recording with a framing60 I7 camera the time span between two frames may

/ if well be greater than the duration of the transi-
tion. On the other hand, the time before the

-' /explosive ignites is very uncertain and one can-
-Inot deduct this time from the total duratiun of

:1 /1the process.Si i 1/----

so To take account of this, two cinematographic "
5 - - •.. methods were conhidered to be most suitable,

(1) Either a rotating-mirror camera with a
film long enough to record the whole process.

o is so WiAS while maintaining sufficient accuracy during the
transition phase,

Fip. 2 - Recordings obtained with ROX-CH
(dotted lines) and RDX-B (continuous linies) (2) Or a camera with an image converter.

With this type of camera which has an extremely
short response time (a few ra), the camera can
be started with an optical or electrical probe.

6000 m/s at about 115 mm. The latter corre-
sponds to the stable detonation velocity of RDX In these studies we used:
under the conditions of density, diameter, and (1) The CF 1 camera of the Central Labo-
confinement used. -ratory for Armaments. It was a camera of the

In the case of RDX-B, it was noted that one first type with a total recording length of 1674
first observed the curve correspnding- to the mm.
deflagratlon regime. This curve was not o(.. (m
talned in the experiments with RDX-CH; this (2) The TRW model 1D imp converter
difference was probably due to an increase in camera. It was a double camera which can be
thfersenesitipityof l th e recordig a icr efse in used as a streak or a framing camera by a• ~~~the sensitivity of the recording probe. The def-. ipecag fa lcrnccrut

lagrtionproagats aa veocu wit~ ~simple change of an electronic-circuit.
range ofiS0 t l/s; the-detonation a•- In case 2. the light gain is-greater than 50. Ipears a distance between 20 and 32 mm fromthe burning zone at a distan.e between 67 and classica camereat advint<1) omared perits he

teg77 mm from the initiating face of the explosives. classical camera (gain < ) and permits the- recording of phenomena with low luminosity.

In the shot in which the -velocity of della-
gration was the largest je-hot no.. 79)1 a dtscon- 2.2 Results obtained with the
tinulty between deflagration wn detonation was 2 Streak Camera CF 1
not recorded. The detonation appears in •on-S a
tact with the burning zone. The experimental ar.angement was the

The average velocity of detonation was, in same as that described in section 1: tube of
all cases, between 400 an 7400 as. it ap Pheodester diameter 40/,11 with a length of 200
peared on the plate to be a little stronger at the mm. The explosive wan Minlated with a squib.
beginning than at the end; the velocity was ap- GevelotP53.andachargeof 10gofMI9
proximately- in the neihborbood of 7500 m/s at powder. -
the beginning tetding-toward 600 mxs at-he
end. The record-nbtaizied fhont one of ihelilms-

is reprodwued (Fig. 3). The explosive in this
cae was RDX-CH with an average grain size

2. RECOEIDING WrrH AN of 13 microns.
ULTRAFAST CAMERA

2.1 Equipment Used The analysis of the Fig. 3 is the foUowingI
To determine the equipment reqirements, Streak (1) - this corresponds to the com-

the characteristics of the shot were considered. bustlon of the M19 prwder.
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experiments with the TRW Image converter
camera provided with the circuit permitting its
functioning as a streak camera. The light gain
which one can obtain with this camera permits
a very fine streak and, if necessary, phenomena
of low luminosity to be recorded.

The shots were the same as those of sec-
tion 1. However. in a number of cases record-
ings on the oscilloscope and on the camera
were not obtained because one of the two in-
struments disengaged each time.

The curves obtained are reproduced in
Fig. 4 and two streaks are given in Figs. 5
and 6.

i5- i ,I3 •

-I __-_-

Fig. 3 - Recording with thestreak camera GFI

Streak (2) - this corresponds to a velocity
of detonation whi,n was equal to 7500 mis dur-
ing the first se" eral centimeters and decreasing
"to 6300 m/., tnen to 6000 m/s (the velocity
reached after about 120 mm). is 50 71 a$&

Streak (3) - this must be due to the burst- Fig. 4 - Strea. recordings with
ing of the Rhodester tube. Moreover. at this the camera TRW
place the lead plate on which the tube was
placed showed a very eharp laterals.Ipreading

of the impression.

Streak (4) - this broad streak is explained The speed of deflagration is in the range

by hypothesizing that it was due to a retonation between 400 and 1150 m/s. The detonation ap-

whict: wAs initiated In the zone where the deto- pears at a distanco betweet. 18 and 50 mm
Snatto, appear•d and which propagated until ahead of the dellagration zone and at a distance

reach& ig the burning surface. The speed of this of between 65 and 80 mm from the initiation

retonatL. was about 2300 m/s. Distance ,'d) is face of the explosive. The average velocity.

the one at which tWe detonation appears, approx- which is diff cult to read, varies from 6200 to

imately 38 mm. 8000 m/s. In addition, a retonation was oh-
served. This was initiated in the zone where
the detonation appeared and which propagated

2.3 Results Obtained with the TRW until it reached the combustion front. The

Camera hti the "Streak' Version speed of this retonation Is in the neighborhood
of 4000 m,'s.

In order to try to obtain on the same strip
the propagation of the deflagrafion, the detona- It was also observed, in shot 89 (Fig. 6),

tion, 2nd the details of the trannition zone. we that a shock wave resulting from the retona-

have carried out a series of complementary tion wave propagated at the interior of the

"2~
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.5 - Si Nu. 85 Fig. f_ - Shot N.. 89

decomposition products as the result of the def- where the detonation appeared was between 6
lagration. Tnis shock wave diminished in pro- and 8 cm. In the case of R'DX-CH. this dis-
portion to its propagation. tance was approximately 3 cm. Accordingly. it

is verified that when the size of the explosive
grain was decreased, the distance at which the

CONCLUSION detonation appeared was decreased.

The various results presented well con- In addition, if the processes found for mine
firm that the detonation begins in advance of the explosives are different from those encountered
deflagration. Moreover, it was showix th;at this here, it is doubtlessly because of the large vis-detonation had. at its initiation, a velocity in cosity of these explosives which leads to the

exce;3s of the steady detonation velocity. It poor transmittal of mechanical energy. The
prouagated in the explosive which had been pressure signal emitted by the flame front no
conpressed and it tended toward a stable deto- longer propagates and is immediately trans- -
natltcn only after some time elapsed. formed into heat. The combustion -s thus going

to operate In a warmer medium, thus proceed-
At the same moment that this detonation ing more rapidly. In addition, the combustion

appeared a retonation occurred which props- gases infiltrate the-regions which are porous
gated toward the rear to cause the detonation of and caus-e an increase In the extent of the burn-
the unreacted explosive. ing surface, thus causing an increase in the

pressure of the burnt gases. The spee• of re-
Finally. the results of the two types of RDX action and pressure continue to increase until aare compared. In the case of RDX-R. the dis- detonation is attained and this is produced In

tance from the Initiating face of the explosive to the same zone as the combustion.
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SHOCK INITIATION OF NITROMETHANE, METHYL NITRITE,
AND SOME BIS DIFLUORAMINO ALKANES

J. G. Berke, R. Shaw and D. Tegg
Stanford Researck Institute, Menlo Park, Calfforni$

and

L. B. Seely
Menlo College, Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT

Reaction tirmes for shock initiation were measured for tiome liquid
explosivea using L high speed smez, camera and a modified gap-test.
in all cases the reatlon times decreased as the Initiating shock pres-
sure increased in the ratge 70 to 130 kbar. and as the pre-Lhock tem-
perature was raised in the range 5' to 40"C. For constant shock pres-
sure, the re.ction time for liquid methyl nitrite is significantly lesz
than the reactkon time for nitromethane. This is consistent wi•h ther-
trial explosion theory, because the C 3 0-NO bond strength is maore than
20 kcal/mole we;-ker than the CHI -NO bond. For constant -3h'ck
pressure, the reaction time of lZ.-is(difluoramino)propane was sig-
nificantly less than the reaction time for Z.2-biu(difluoramlno)prl'pane.
Similarly, the reaction ti.,se !or l.2-bis(difluoraminoibutane was signifi-
cantly less than that for Z,-bis(difluoramino)butane. We propose that
the vicinal comrounds decompose faster than the geminate compou.' -
beca'te the vicinal compounds can undergo a low activation energy.IR
exothermic elimination of HF, via a four-center transition state -
-CH(NF2) -C(NF)- 1fF.

GLOSSARY OF COMPOUNDS

Code Name Structure Chemical Name

rNM CH3 NO2  nitromethane

CH30NO methyl nitrite

1,2-DP CH 2 -CH-CH 3  1,2.bts(diluoramire)propane

NY2 NV2
2,2-DP CH3C(NF2 )2CH3  2,2-bis(difluoramino)propane

1,2-DB CH2 -CH-CH 2-CH3  1.2--bis(difluoraminolhatane

NF2 Nr-2'

&.2-DB CH 3C(NF, )2CH2CH3  2,2-bis(difluoramino)butane

CH3

IBA CH2 4-C - 0i13  1,2-bialdlfluoramlno)-2-
- I imrthyipromne

NFZ (tsobtyleae addiact)

This v rk was supported by the Ofiice of Naval Research under Contract Nonr 3760(00).
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INTRODUCTION gas chromsfography to reduce impurities from
2.5% to .5%. Methyl nitrite was prepared as

The main purpose of this paper is to sup- follows (5, 0l). Methanol (Allied Chemical) was
plement the work on the detoeatton failure : I run dropwLne into Isopentyl nitrite (Eastman
NF liquids (1). By dividing the work into two Organic) In a 3-necked flask which was gently
sub je.%:ta - detonation failure and shock initia- heated. The flask was fitted with a water-
tion -the results can be presented in grzator cooled condenser. The methyl nitrite was car-
detail. This seems worthwhile because in ad- ried by a stream of nitrogen through a calcium
dition to its relevance to failure, shock initia- chloride tube to remove unreacted methanol.
tion is of some intrinsic interest, and is clearly The methyl nitrite was collected at -196"C and
important to our understanding of shock sensi- distilled from bulb to bulb. The identity of the
tivity and gap testing. The ultimate goal of re- methyl nitrite was confirmed by infrared anal-
search on shock initiation is to develop the ysls (7) using 100 torr sample pressurized to
theory to the point where the shock sensitivity 400 torr with nitrogen in a 9 cm gas cell and a
of a compound can be predicted from its chemi- Perkin-Elmer 2371 grating spectrometer.
cal structure. Methanol has a strong peak at 2 .7p and isopen-

tyl nitrite has a strong peak at 14.6p. Neither
Research previously reported (2) has shown impurity could be detected and their concentra-

that in the JANAF gap test. initiation may occur tion was estimated to be less than I%. The
at the walls of the container rather than at the methyl nitrite was stored at -809C.
charge axis. Since the object of the present
work %as to study the reactions occurring ho- The shot set-up was very similar to that
mogeneously in the liquid phase, particular described earlier (see Fig. 4 of Ref. 2) except
care was taken to avoid wall initiation. Early that the initiating charge was a 5.08 cm right
in the research it was decided to use the diver- cylinder of PBX instead of tetryl, and the chain-
gent wave geometry of the gap test rather than ber containing the explosiv- liquid was 5.08 cm
plane waves. This decision was based on the in diameter and 1.25 cm long. In a few shots
good reproducibility and the low cost of the ini- (see Table 1), the chamber was 1.9 cm long.
tiating explosive. The cell containing the liquid was made of opti-

cal grade Homalite plastic (8). and the pre-
In their classic work on the shock initiation shock temperature of the liquid was controlled

of liquid nitromethane, Campbell, Davis and by a tfat or cold liquid jacket and was measured
Travis (3) showed t'at their results could be in- by a thermocouple. The peak pressure in the
terpreted using homogeneous thermal explosion liquid was varied from shot to shot in the range
theory. The minst important parameters in ho- 70 to 130 kbar by varying the thickness of the
mogeneous thermal explosion theory are shock Homalite attenuator. The peak pressure in the
temperature and the chemical kinetics of the liquid was calculated from the known Hugoniot
heat releasing reactions. Part of the underlying of the Homalite (8). and from a calculated llu-
philosophy for this research was the assump- goniot of liquid using impedance matching (9).
tion that isomers such as 1,2-DP and 2,2-DP
would have similar physical properties when The emission of light as a functioa of time
shocked and would therefore also have similar was observed by a Beckman and Whitley model
shock temperatures. Differences in initiation 770 rotating-mirror streak camera. operating
behavior would therefore be attributable to dif- at 600 revs per sec with an 80(" lens and either
ferences in heat release kinetics. 0.1 mm or 0.2 mm slit. A typical writing speed

was 2 mm/psec. In most of the experiments
Nitromethane, because it is one of the most 70 mm Kodak Royal X film was used. but to-

studied liquid explosives, and is also inexpen- wards the end of the series. Kodak 02475 was
sive, was used mainly to test our experimenta substiteted. The films were read on a Tele-
prcxedure. A few experiments were conducted readex with a resolution of 141 counts/mm.
on its isomer, methyl nitrite. T"*.e main em- The systematic error in the variable, time. due
phasis of the research however was on the 14F to err",r in film reading is considered to be
liquids, negligible.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The source and purity of .he Spectroquality A typical camera record for nitromethane
nitromethane and of the NF iiquids have been is in Fig. 1. Three shots of 1.2-DP at succes-
described earlier (4). A 200 ml batch of nitro- sively lower shock pressures are shown in
methane was further purified by pre -ative Figs. 2 to 4. The films were interpreted as in
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TABLE 1
Shot Analysis

Inital Atenator TraisitPeak LiquidInitia Attenator TahsitNet Time PesrTemp Thickness Time Pressure

Sample Over
-c mm lisec Take kbarSizsc /zec psec

Spertro quality 40 16.69 2.89 .40 .51 2.31 94
Nitromethane 40 18.67 3.21 .49 .65 2.68 884I i t i9.05 3.29 .58 .79 2.57 87

S40 19.74 3.42 .64 .86 2.80 85
40 19.81 1 3.43 .61 .86 2.73 85
40 20.83 3.63 .64 .92 3.25 82*
40 21.36 3.74 .96 1.35 i 2.92 80
40 21.84 3.83 .74 1.01 3.20 79
40 22.30 1 3.93 1.67 2.43 3.51 78
40 22.40 3.95 1.90 27.7 3.19 78
40 23.16 fail 76

22 15:83 2.69 0 .07 2.11 9821 15.88 2.69 .09 .09 2.22 98

21 16.66 2.83 .15 .29 2.30 95
23 19.05 3.29 .19 .34 2.26 87
18 19.05 13.29 .28 .45 2.31 8725 19.27 3.32 .58 .83 2.63 87

S25 19.74 3.42 66 .93 2.69 65
22 19.84 .43 .63 2.29 85
16 19.84 3.44 .48 .72 2.34 85

26 19.86 3.44 .82 1.17 2.81 85
I 25 20.47 3.56 1.11 1.67 2.94 83
Ii ;Fig. I

25 21.36 3.74 1.4L t.12 3.13 80
25 21.59 3.78 1 2.34 3.34 3.62 80
24 22.28 fail 78
25 23.16 fail 76

Gas Chromatog- 25 1 18.97 3.27 .55 .76 2.66 88
raphically Purifil 25 19.81 3.43 .78 1.11 2.84 85
Nitromethare 25 20.66 3.60 1.40 2.05 3.18 82

1 251 21.11 3.691 1.58 2'.28 3.18 81

Spectro quality 6 17.88 3.06 .62 .90 2.60 91
SNitromethane 6 18.87 .150 2.76 88

j6h 19.05 3.29 1.14 1.68 2.74 87
-4 i 19.74 3.42 1.51 2.17 3.11 85S4 20.47 3.56 2.84 - 4.17 834e' 21.01 fail 816 21.16 fail 81
-- 25 . 18.29 fail 90
-:25 i 17.53 fail 92
--25 15.39 2.60 .57 .81 2.48 100

SMethyl nitrite -- s-o 19.05 3.9'•, .37 2.44I 87
.0 20.65 •.0.73 .h4 2.51I 82

-- 50 1 22.23 3.91 1.1! i .32 2.76 78 -
i--° -- 50 24 11ý• 4.;30 1.63 2-12 3.13(ae ¢t -•-.73•

(Tabe cctin-~w.*Inth~ Aw. he ept o th *ou- wa 1. c in-ted f te uua 1-5 cr.
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TABLE 1
Shot Analysis-Continued

Initial Attenuator Transit Net Time Peak Liquid
Temp Thickness Time Pressure

Sample .
c Reaction Over End

mm use Take kbar
mm uec sec pSCI iisecllicpsec

4,2-bis(difluor- 17.67 3.02 .22 .27 2.27 92
amino)propane 40 18.82 3.24 .28 .37 2.58 88
(1,2-DP) 40 19.84 3.44 .45 .58 2.78 85

40 20.65 3.60 .8C 1.10 3.02 82
41 22.05 3.88 .90 1.11 3.00 78

' Fig. 2

I 41 23.16 4.10 1.23 1.52 3.14 70
Fig. 3

40 23.44 4.16 2.07 2.60 3.60 75
Fig. 4

40 24.03 fail 73
0 18.77 3.23 .14 .43 3.18 884 20.22 3 51 .36 .68 3.20 84

6 21.36 S.74 1.31 1.82 3.65 80
3 22.29 fail 78I 7

jSpxetro quality 25 20.57 3.58 .93 1.31 2.82 83
Nitromethane with I
0% water added _ _

12-'DP/Cyclohexane24 19.02 3.28 .23 .23 3.46
(2/. y oue 20.09 3,49 .21 .34 3.40 82/1b 4 21.03 3.01 .29 .45 3.46 8

2,2-bis(dlifluor- 37 1 16.81 2.86 .29 .39 2.63 95

amiDo)propane 40 17.55 3.00 .47 .65 2.74 92
.1(2.2-DP) 0 1875 3.23 .8 .93 2.s7 Re

40 19.81 1 3.43 1.61 2.20 3.09' 85

40 20.55 3.58 1.77 2.45 3.18 83
40 21.34 3.73 3.86 8840 21.44 3.75 1.78 2.48 3. ';0 so

40 22.20 fail 78
1bd o4 12.85 2.14 .22 .22 2.32 109

2m4 15.18 2.56 .37 .57 3.15 I00S4 16.91 2.88 .94 1.35 2.69 94

40 17.84 3.06 1.75 2.42 2.94 1 91
5 18.75 fail 188

40 18.80 3.24 3.16 2 3.
4 1.8 fail 85

1.2-bis(difluor- 40 17.65 3.02 .38 52 7 .e5 90
a__no)-2-methyl 37 19.67 3.41 .40 .64 2.69 85Spropane (IBA) 41 19.74 3.42 .79 1.13 2.99 85

S40 20.90 '3.65 1.49 2.84 3.318 82
40 21.S9 3.18 1.74 2.54 !3,48 so
40 21.65 3.80 2.02 2.97t 3.S7 80

40 22.43 fall 77
8 9.14 1.49 0.04 0.04 2.12 125"-7 12.60 2.09 1 .,.2 2.21 110

(Table contils,'. I
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TABLE I
Shot Analyslis-Continued

Initial Attenuator Transit Peak Liquidre
Temp Thickness Time Pressure

Sample I Over
ac Reaction End•C nun jsec Recin Take kbar

1B 1 sec /,e

1.2-bis(difluor- 5 16.40 2.78 .35 .50 3.44 96'
amino)-2-methyl 4 17.57 3.00 .39 .61 3.13 9?
propane (IBA)- 4 17.65 3.02 .55 .88 3.42 92"
Contin ,ed 4 18.58 3.20 .60 .99 2.24 89

10 18.67 3.21 .52 .74 2.32 88
4 18.63 3.22 .64 1.25 3.55 880
4 18.80 3.24 .77 1.19 2.52 88
4 19.18 3.30 1.07 1.61 3.56 87
4 19.28 fail 87
4 19.55 3.38 2.11 2.78 4.06 86*
5 20.08 3.49 1.82 2.66 3.01 84
4 20.21 fail 84

1,2-bis(difluor- 38 20.57 3.58 .64 .90 2.94 83
amino)butane 41 22.15 3.90 1.30 1.84 3.19 is

40 23.22 4.11 1.22 1.75 3.20 75
4 19.13 3.30 .41 .66 2.38
4 20.93 fail 82

2,3-bls(difluor- 40 22.38 fail 78

amino)butane 10 20.40 fail 83

2,2-bis(dlfluor- 40 19.05 3.28 3.74 4.94 87
amino)butaze. 4 17.5 fail 91

*In this shot. the depth of the liquid was 1.9 cm instead of the usual I..5 cm.

Fig. I - Streak camera photograph Fig. Z - Streax camera photo-
of shock initiation of nit romethane graph of shock initiation of I.Z - DP
at 83 kbar. For experimental con- at 78 kbar. For experimental
ditions see Table . conditions see Table 1.
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Fig. 3 - Streak camera photo- TIME -

graph of shock initiation of 1.2-DP TA4125 -
at 76 kbar. For experimentalconditions see Table , Fig, 5 -An x-t diagram corrv-

spending to Fig. I

is calculated from Fig. 5 to be 4.1 mm psec
compared with the observed (11) value of 6.4
mm/psec. The calculated detonation velocity
is therefore less than what it-should be. an I

this is consistent with the Initiating pressure
decreasing with time.

Although the pressure/time profile is
probably complex, the reaction times for nitro-
methane observed in this-work are in fair

Fig. 4 - Streak carneta photograph agreement with those observed by other work-
of shock initiation of I,-DP at 75 ers (3.12). For example, at 66 kbar. Campbell,
kbar. For experimental conditions Davis and Travis found that the reaction time
see Table 1. was 2.26 pisec. whereas in the present work at

the same shock pressure of 86 kbar the reaction
time is 0.7 psec. The effects of varying the
shock pressure and -.arying the preshock fem-

Fig. 5 of Ref. 2. The results of all the experi- perature on the reaction time were also in
s Teaagreement with earlier findings (Fig. 6). How-
dments are in Table 1. No experimental results ever. it was interesting to find that reducing

the impurities In the nitromethane from around
Sinc inthe resnt xpermens th inti- 3cr to less than 0.5%• had no effect on the reac-

Since in the present experiments the mintt- tion time (Fig. 7). Similarly, it was somewhat
i ting charge was not a plane-wave generator 411
the pressure along the axis of the liquid is surprising to find that saturating the nitrometh-

p !robably decreasing with time. However. for ane withwater had no effect on the reaction

'-'e time being let us assume that the initiating time (Fig. 7).

charge was a piston of constant velocity. The
shot in Fig. 1 can then be anm- Methyl nitrite is an isomer a4 nlt-imetn-

yized (3,10) as an x-t diagram (Fig. 5) which ane. and as erch. may be h.,cie to nave a

-as drawn to scaile. -~pesr ftesok similar shock temperature for, the same shock
entering the liquid was 83 kbar. which from the pressure. We have found that reaction times
iuonlot, corresponds to a particle velocity of for methyl nitrite are sigr.ificantly less than

I.•6 mm/ý,sec, a shock velociiy of 4.39 mm! those for nitromethane (T.,ble 1). This pro-
-s er- and a density of 1,824 gi'cc. From the rides some support for homogeneous thermal
_1xperiment. the reaction time was 1,17 psec explosion theory becaure the weakest bond in

- and the overtake time 1.67 -sec. From Fig. 5 methyl nitrite, CH30-NO. Is some 20 kcaltmole
he veloelty of the detonation through the pre- weaker than the weakest bond in nitromethane

- .hocked nitromethane is therefore 10.6 mni Cr1 3 -NO 2 .
- n,-. compared with a value of 9.9 mm/p sec

aiculated by extrapolating the detonation ye- The availability, of the bis-difluoramino
ocity as a function of density MIO. The deto- alkane Isomers and homologs provided an ex-
s-tion velocity in the unshocked nitromethane cellent opportunity to test the effects of
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Fig. b-Effect of preshock temn- [ *12OP a 40'C
peraiture on the reaction time of I 1322ý1 at 5%I FAIL 0
975 pure nitrornethane 02-D at4

01 02 0406 1 2 4

95 r . -REACTION TIME - oftc

I TA46714
4 - 6=_ M 11 N'oFig. 8 - Effect of preshock tern-

I0 97%W perature on the reaction time of
go0 a ~ -jN l.4-DP aiid 4-DP

- lated that this restilt is caused by a different
= orathe sanrolen smochaima pressure.sW ha f th-

0 0
0 0 order of 100 kbar than at subatmospheric pres-

~ I sures. In NF compounds which have the group
- - -. _j CHNF2 , there exists the possibility of a very

01 02 04 06 1 2 4 cxoihermlc four-center ei!.mlnation of HF.
REACTION TIM ow CHNF 2 -. CNIF + HF. Under laboratory con-

ditiont, this mechan.ism may not be ohserved
Fig. 7I - Effect of purity of nitro- because It has a tight transition state and there-
methaune on its reaction time at fore a low Arrhenius A factor. However, at
preshiach, trnnFp!ratuirt of 15*C high pressure the equilibrium fcor the HF elimi-

nation is far over on the side of productc.
whereas for the C-N bond split the tquilibrium

Zý is close to the undissociated reactant re?4ulting

difference in chemical structure on shock sen- in negligible net reaction and little hea-t re-
sitivity with the minimum of physical effects. lease. Geminate compounds with the structure
Reaction times were measured as a function of RCN 2 ) hr ~Hcno neg oa
peaik shieek pressure. and of pre-shock temper- center elimination and must therefore decom-

atur fo 1.-OP.2.2OP.1,2f)B.2.208.and pose by a mechanism which will require a
IBA.Foreachliqid he racton 'inede-higher activation energy. The above postulate

creased with increasing shock pressure and in- hareivdspotnsvrlwy.
,reasing pre-shock temperature as e~xpected,

However. homogeneous thermal explosion the- The reaction time results uiho that vary-
ory together with subatmospheric rate data ing the preshock temperature tias a much blggvr-r
predicted that 2.2-OP would have a shorter re- effect on 2.2-DP than on 1.2-OP (Fic. 8). This
action time than 1.2-OP. because the weakest implies that the reaction time for 2.-2-O)P is
C-NF2 bond in 2.2-OP is significantly weaker more sensitive than the reaction time for
than the weakest C-NV, in 1.2-OP (13). The 1.2-DP to variation in shock temperature. This
observed re"IL, were exactly opposite from irn turn implies that the activation energy tar
the expected WFig. 8). That is, 1.2-OP had a decomposition for 2.2-OP is greater than that
bignificantly shorter reaction time than 2.2-OP I..r .1.2-OP.
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THE ROLE OF INTERSTITIAL GAS IN THE

DETONATION BUILD-UP CHARACTERISTICS

OF LOW DENSITY GRANULAR HMX

W. W. Marshall
Atomic Wleapons Reseerch Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, Egland

ABSTRACT

The shock sensitivities (card gap test) and times to b•iild-t-p to
stable detonation have beendetermined for charges consisting of coarse
HMX loose filled to a density of 1.14 g.cm-3 (60 volume ,ro). The inter-
stices in the charges were filled with nitrogen or methane at various
pressures up to 1.000-psi.

In a series cf experiments, the output from the standard gap test
donor explosive was attenuated by brass shims placed between the
donor and the HMX-charge.- A range of shim thicknesses, up to 40% of
the gap test critical thickness was used. It has previotisly been-re-
ported (Ii that the shock sensitivity is dependent on the nature aridI pressure of the interstitial gas; the present work showr that the initia-
tion delay time is independent of the nL" re of the gas or its pressure.

- and is determined by the incident shock parameters (which are gov-
= . erned by the donor charge and the thickness of the attenuator shim).

INTRODUCTION rmge 100 to 1,000 g. median 400 p) by vibrat-

This paper is an extension or M. C. Chick's Ing to a density of 1.14 g.cm-3 , and was closed
woroThes effect if In eterstitiolnas on t.hek with a mild steel witness block held in position
shock sensitivity of coarse, granular, low den- by adhesive tape. The donor was a PETN pel-

ty Ht charges i) were wap s let 0.23 inch diameter, 0.2 Inch long, initiAted
sit-HU chrge (1 -wereit as hcrrj hat by an EBW detonator. For each experiment thethe shock sensitivity depended on the pressure bhE dotorltob. For haprobe te

and nature of the interstitial gas in a way w-hicl required attenuator shim was placed between
suggested that heat transfer mechanismii played thdorantefildtbihapoe -

s t teA tween donor and shim. This probe was made
i" important role. This work has b3-sn extended from very thin copper/polyester laminate. and

g mr pserved to provide a fiduciary signal to start theStrogen and methane at a ravage of pressures, rcrigsqec.Teasml a ~e
and various degrees o! attenuation of the donor recording sequence. The assembly was taped

Ssotogether, placed in the firing vessel and con-
lnections made to the firing and recording appa-
ratis. The vessel was sealed. preusurised with

EXPERIMENTAL the appropriate gas, vented and repressurised
before firing.

An assembled round consisted *f a 3.5 inch
length of 0.75 inch ID thin walled brass tube. In a preliminary series of experiments, the
closed at o.* end by a 0.00N inch thick brass thickness of shim foT which the probability of
shim, solde.-ed In plact. Probes consisting of detonation was 50% (called the critical value)
29 SWG enamelled copper wire inside 0.028 inch was determined for each set of conditions. For
OD hypodermic needle tubing were soldered these experimints the probe6 were in the tubes.
diametrically across the 1,ras tube at 0.5 or although they were not used. as their presence
1.0 e'n intervals from the shim. The tube was had been found to have a small effect on the
!ifled with cuarse gramular HMX (particle 8•i: critical value.

Precuilug pgre hlak
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The main series of rounds was then fired the shim and subtracted to give the initiation

with a range of attenuating shim thicknesses up delay, or lost time.
to and including 90b of the critical values. The The results (Table 1) confirm Chick's work
times of closure of the foil probes and the hy- and show that shock sensitivity is markedly de-

podermic needle probes were recorded with a andeshow that sd ty issmredly te-

multi-channel oscilloscope. The first few pendenton the nature iuA the pressure of the in-
rfd g s avaterstitial gas. The lost times for all the experi-

probes wore bo u se t he somewhat are mental conditions have been plotted as a function==results, probably because the ehockr pre8..'re of shim thickness in Fig. 2 where it can be seenF and velocity were too low for the correct func- thim the ss in is 2nd e ren it of be n
tioning of this type of probe. that the lost time is Independent of the natureand pressure of the gas, and depends only on

the parame','rs of the initiating shock as deter-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION mined by the thickness of the attenuation shim.

There results may be explained if it is
Atypical space-time plot (Fig. I) shows a postulated that two quite diffetent mechanisms

normal build-up to stable detonation. The operate. The firs% of these, which determinesb
straight line part of the graph was extrapolated whether the round will detonp'Ae or fail. is
both graphically and mathematically to zero strongly aifected by the nature and pressure of
-distance. The time at zero distance includes the interstitial gas, and thcrefore probably In-
the time through the shim; this was calculated volves heat transfer. It is of short duration
assuming a shock velocity of 4.6 mm/ps through compared with the lost time. Tn. scond

VISTANCC
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TABLE 1
Results of Multiprobe Detonation Bld-up Experiments

Extrapolated linear
Pressure (psi) Shim thickness regression time at Lost tine Shock sensitivity

and ps (mil) zero distance (go) (mil. of brass)

15 N2 208 23.16 21.01 231

500 N2 126 12.29 11.60 196

1000 N2  66 10.29 10.56 134

15 N2 143 16.43 15.64 231

1000 N2  6 1.10 1.10 134

500 N2  70 7.53 7.14 196

1000 Ca4 21 5.54 5.42 28

250 C14 115 10.03 9.39 135

100 CH4  121 11.25 10.58 187

100 CH4  0.71 0.70 187

LOST 11K

NIN

FIg. Z - Lost time v shim thickness-

mechanism operatt4 during the build-up phlue REFERENCE
after stable detonation has been Initiated but
not yet achieved, and gives rise to substantially 1. A. C. Chick, "The Effect of Inter "'tral
all of the lost time. This process is Independ- Gas on the Shock Sensitivity of Low Density
eat of the Interstitial gas or its pressure, and Explosive Compacts," Proceedings of the
•, therefore probably does not depend on mecha- Fo.rth Symposium (International) on Deto-
nisms of heat transfer acress the Interstices. nation 1965. pp. 349458.



TH2 SHOCK HUGONIOT OF UNREACTED EXPLOSIVES
V. Mt. Boyle, W. G. Smothers, L. H. Ervin

USA Batlistic Research Laboratories

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 1
ABSTRACT

Hugoniot data were obtained for three cast explosives; TNT. Tri-
tonal. H-6. and for two pressed explosives; PBX 9404 and Tritonal. The
explosive samples were shockt-d through a buffer p.'ate attachred to a 10 A
cm diameter plane wave lens. A streak camera was used to measure
the shock veloLity in the explosive samnple and in a Plexiglas monitor in
contact with the buffer plate. The impedance match technique was used
to determine the particle velocity in the explosive. In the same experi-
mecnt a Plexiglas overlay was plaided on the-explosive sample and the
shock velocity in it was measured. The interface equation was then
used to dete~rmine the particle velocity in the explosive sample. If the
explosive remained unreacted both particle velocity determinations gave
cssentially-the-same value. Divergenc~e of the particle velocities indi-I
cated that explosive reactin hado -ireduring the timic-o shock tran--

itthrough the sample. This-timje was approximately one mnicrost.c'ord.

INTRODUCTION

When a sufficiently strong shock wave tra- TO STREAK CAMERA
verses a solid polycrystalline explosive, the PLVEi1,AS

smal loal iscntiuites caratersti ofthePELLEISt

materiaL, cause small local convergences of the SMt
shock wave and its associated mass flow. This//
gives rise to local high temperature sources
and consequent reaction sites (1). The energy, I SE PAD

the pressure and velocity of the original shock I
wave and represents a source of error in the t0CM DtA. Pw.W
ty-pical experiment designed to determine Hugo-/
riot data for unreacted explosive. This paper L
describes an experiment designed to obtain
Hugoniot data of unreacted explosive and to in-
dicate when the data are affected by explosive Pig. i - viterin fur shockinte
reaction. explossivc 14amples -

EXPERIMEN4TI
Its reftectivity and to enhance intimate contact-

The basic experimental arrangemert it, between it and the pellets w~lwh were cemented
shown in Fig. 1. A 10 cm diameter plane wave to it with epoxy. All pellets were a nom.inal 1.9
lens and attached base pad are detonated to cm !l~ntrefr: they were polished :.nd measured
provide a shock wave arrival at the buffer for thickness (0.3 cm). The PX!,xiglas pelletF
which Is plane to within .03 jisec over the con- were aluminized in an evaporative coater to
tral 7.6 cm. The impedance mismatch pre- provide mirror surfaces over ihe areas mndi-
sented by the me$W. buffer plate decreases the cated by heavy dark lines in the figure. During
energy and pressure transmitted to the sample, assembly a two-kilogram weight was placed
The buffer plates were machined to size and on each set of pellets to prevent z-poxy from
sanded, the top surface was polished to improve flowing between the suzrfaces and causing a
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separation. The centers of all petlets were to- gave the averuge shock velocity in each pellet.
cated within 1.27 cm~ of the center of the buffer An approximate correction factor for shock ye-
plate Zo minimize pressure gradients caused by locity decay was obtained from the average

t~efactions- from the charge boundary.- shock velocity In-each-of the monitor pellets.
-All vrelocitie6 were corrected back to a time

Arange of pressures in the iample was equal to half the sample pellet thickn~ess dl-
obandbymvrying: the base pad (TNT, Comp B), vided by the average sample shock velocity

the buffer plate material (brass, aluminum, which nee~d4 no correction. 'I pical measure-
Plexiglais) and by using buffer systems comn- ments indicated the *hock velocity In the moni-
psed of layers of mismatched materials as, tor pellets decreased by 2% per usec of shock

e.g., brass-hewatne-b~rass, brass-Plexiglas- travel time when a TNT base pad was used in
baetc. -One surface of the-base pad was- -conjuntion iwith the plane wave lens which had

Ibsproduced aslightly shoc wav pad was used. Bectuse of this, TNT pads were

proved detection of the wave at the various sur- tice, it was found ea~sier to refer to existing
faces of interest; upon shock arrival-the sur- Manganin gauge records (2) showing the prea-
face Is tilted th~'ough a slight angle which for a sure decay for typical buffer systems as a
given material ts a function of the preastire, function of time and compute approximate cor-
and a previously aligned, collimated light beaM eaction factors.
Is reflected out of the field of view of the cam-
era objective lens causing a sharp extinction of The Hugonolis 01 t'4 materials used in the
the reflected light. The light source consisted experiment can be represented by th, material
of an-explosive pad in contact with argon gas in density, po. In gp/cm3 and the linear relation-
a cards~iii nii ner -The-face of the con- ship,
tainer was covered by a thin transpiaent plastic,
Sama Wrap, which was blacked out except for a U: + bu

- - long, narrow region ~1cm x 15 cm)-parallel-to
-the atreak camera ali t; thsservec as a jmer where
source rf av.ghly collimated light. The light
rource was positioned about 2.5 meters from u shock velocity in mm/Asee.
-the plane wave lens.

uparticle velocity in mm/gtsec.

~ a.b constants for each material.

Lila? OI*CZAn occasional x and p subscript refer respec-
VWOUCOLLATItively to explosive and Plexiglas.

Brass, I'll: p 8.443, U 3.802 + 1.418u (3)

/Aluminum, 2024: P = 2 .7S5, (4)-

Magnesium, AZ3lB: p 1.773, (5)
U 4.65 + 1.20u

Plexiglas U UVA: p 1.183. (6)
u =2.695- + 1.538u from

25 to 240 kilobars

reie.ling angther baiew padi An expeiriniezral determination of the Plexiglas
revelingangld bae ~Hugonlot was made ior the low pressure region

since available data (M, indicated some dis-
agreement. The impedance match technLque

A streak camera, rec-ording at 3.28 am' was used with brass as the standard mrterlal.
pse was used to obtain the shork trap-e-i time

-thrvigh the sample pellet, the overlay pellet Plexiglas J UVA: P 1.183.
(ze*fers to the Plexiglas pellet 1)n the sample), U -2.938 + 1.284u
and the two Plexiglas mccitor penllets. This a (u) = .035 mmfpusec
transit time and the measored jsellet thickness for 3 3 < U < 4.0 mm/jisec.
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IMPEDANCE MATCH SOLUTION used in the interface equation solution (8) to
determine the particle velocity in the explnsive

Once the shock velocity in the monitor pel- at the common interface of the explosive and
!, is was known the impedance match solution the Plexiglas overlay. The Plexiglas Hugoniot
(4) was used to infer the pressure in the buffer Is known and the particle velocity ti, in the
plate. To determine the particle velocity in the explosive can be obtaind from the equation
explosive sample corresponding to a measured shown in the right half of Fig. 4. The interface
shock velocity In that sample, a further appli- equation is strictly valid at low pressures but
cation of the impedance match solution was has been shown to be a good approximation at
made as shown in Fig. 3. The shock pressure higher pressures. The left half of Fig. 4 illus-
in the buffer and the Hugonlot curve of the trates graphizally the interface equation solu-
buffer are known and a release isentrope from tion. The unreacted cTlosive line of slope
the pressure-particle velocity point was ap- -,U, is shown: the reacting explosive line of
proximated by constructing a mirror image o! slope z.1f is also shown. In the interface
the buffer Hugoi.lot about a constant particle equation construction a line having the negative
velocity line through that point. The intersec- of the slope of the :;,.U line is constructed from
tion of this isentrope with the line of slope cy;, thla ,reasure-particle velocity point represent-
determines the pressure and particle velocity ative of shock conditions in the Plexiglas over-
at the common Interface of the buffer and the lay. The intersection of this line with the pU.
explosive sample. If the shocked explosive re- line of the unreacted explosive determines the
atts the ch;.-mical energy liberated will in- pressure and part'cle velccity in the explosive
crease the pressure and velocity of the initial sample. As can he seen from the construction,
shock giving an increaned slope iu as indi- an increase in shock velocity in the sample
cated by the dashed line in Fig. 3. The inter- leads tc an incrcased pressure in the Plexiglas
section of the buffer isentrope with the line of overlay, an Increase in the line slope, and the
slope iv formally gives a particle velcity calculaticn of a particle velocity in the explo-
whici' is lower than the initial. correci vinrticle sive sample increased from the initial value in
velocity in the explosive sample. Tlzh pa Aicle the unreacted e.xplosivc. The right half of Fig. 4
velocity determined for this reactive shock indicates that tht calculated particle velocity is
should be regarded ae an indicptor of reaction directly proportional to the square of the shock
occurring r".ther than a correct value of parti- velocity in the Plexiglas overlay ann inversely
cle velocity. The right half of Fig. 3 is an proportional to the shock velocity in the explo-
analytical expression showing that the computed si-:e sample. When the explonive sample reacts
particle velocity decreases as the shock veloc- the cr.-ulated particle velocity is increased
ity in the sample increases. It can be obtained abo•ve the initial. correct particle velocity in the
by writing the expression for the mirror ima ' sample and serves as art indicator of explosive
buffer Hugoniot ,,:K differentiating at the point teaction under shock loading. By employing
of intersection with the line slope -,U=,. both techniques; impedance match and interface

IMPEDASKCE MATCH SOLUMTSN

Pit Ui izR

Fig. 3 - Graphical rcpresentwtio,1 of inlped-.,.ce match
solutior. An increase in -xplosive sho, velocity
yields a lomered particlw ;ci., it" ,olution.

INTERFACE EQUATION SOLUTION xluation. in a single experiment, Hugoniot data
for unreacted explosive were obtained and the

The average shock velocity in the explo- occurrence of reaction was indicated by a diver-
sive sample and in tne Plexiglas overlay art? gence of 'he calcuiatedparticle velocity pairs.
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1u'TErFACE EQUATVOU SOLUTIWO

- I,,,%U! all ssp P a

/"I 2 Ps UZ

, PLEXIGLAS j ___

OVEALAY ,

Fig. 4 - Graphical representation of interface equa-
tion solution. An ir.crease in explosive shock veloc-
ity yield.i dn increased pa-ticle velocity solition.

In order to gain some confidence In the va- P.ESULTS
lidity of the experiment an inert material. Mag-
nevium alloy AZ31B, = 1.771 gm/cm-' was Hugoniot data for unreacted explosive in
used as the dample and subjected to a range of the shock velocity-particle velocity plar.e are
chock pressures. The results are indicated In summarized for five explosives. D = detona-
Fig. 5 where shock velocity is plotted agminst tion velocity in mm/psec, . = density in
particle velocity in the sanvre. The black gm/cm 3 and t• bulk sound velocity in
dots (-) represent impedance &natch solutions mm/psec.
and the crosses (4) represent Interface equation
solutions, A least squares fit of the data gave. cast TN r. . - 1.62. D 6.80

U = 4.723 - 1..15,t U = 2.274 + 2.652t for L < 3.7 mm/psec

•(U) = .063 mm/psec --(u) = .065 mmnisec

This can be compared with a well determined U = 2.987 + 1.363u for U > 3.7 mm/psec
Hugontot for this alloy (5) represented by,

.124 mm/usec

U = 4.65 + 1.20ti
Un 2.297 mm!/isec (9)

-(u) = .02 mm',isec
PBX 9404, - 1.LM. D = 8.935

The agreement is felt to be satisfactory since
most of the data were gathered during the early 2.310 * ?.767!; for t! < 3.2 mm/i;sec
stages o! this experiment when the teWh.Muque
was still being refined. UII 2.310 mzr./4zMec (10)

cast Tritonal, . 1.734 0 = 6.70

u = 2.313 2..769u for U <. 3.8 mm/psec

74__' -i!) A..073 mm/..ec

I cast H-6. 1.76. D = 7-40

.- 2.654 + 1.084t. for U < 3.7 mmr/psec
03 11 1•.9 to

~tMW/~n3 ~t)~ . mm/-see

Fig. 5 - L4agnesi',n' Honi~t irre8sed Tritorta. 1.66. P = 6.52 (,I)
it th--" •ho:k velocity-p"rticic
plane. I. thta and Ihe f llsii. (inmaffictent data for ýa fit)
fijit es the bl:.ck dn,- refer tio
impedance- ,r~ ina .erfch ;, d .aa-ii theThe ca~t tritonal consisted of 80' TNT, x1tton data alumlnum. huat radtngranhs of the finishel

tion -sta a - --- but
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- pellets inclicated soint separation of the comn- at" zero particle velocity, the bulk sound ye-
ponents had occurred. The sama situation pre- locity not having been included in the least
vailed with H-6 which consisted of 45%, RDX. squares fit; it has been ehown (3) for a large

30%TNT. 20% AL an 5% wax. Pressed Tni- number of solid inorganic materials that the
ton~al sample ch~arges were muade in order to zero particle velocity intercept is the bulkc
get homogeneity but. their shock sensitivity pre- sound velocity. Using the detonation pressure
vented the acquisition of sufficient data to make point indicated in the figure (13) and assuzmng
a fit, the validity of the rather large extrapolation to

the detoaatiun velocity the spike pressure is
The lu-,roniot data for cast TNT are shown calculated to be 1511r of the detonation pressure.

in Fig. 6. Severzl points are of interest here.
First, it app~ars that the Hugortiot can be rep The particle velocity pairs in Fig. 6 exhib-
resented by two distinct straight lines in the

shoc veocit-patice veociy plne.Theited a greater divergence as the intensity of the
quetin o w~eterthi rpreens aphseinitial shock pressure inc -reased. However. as

'qhanesion TNT caheth enserthsrpeedt phere.A can be seen. this divergence was not-very rapid
extrapolation of an estimate of the bulk tem-adsoiwsasuenthscehtalet

peraureof sockd TN (9 givs atempra- squares fit of the particle velocity pairs would
prture of shockn d 0C!o TNT shockeds tompea- give a fair representation of unreacted explo-

tue of ar 2n kbaCfrs The ap hocikaed iter aive. The lowest pressure where the particle
pressuron o h w lnsrpesnigte velocities indirate divergence is about 30 kilo-

secton ointof he wo lnesrepeseningthe bars. One outlying low pressure point was not
TNT Hugoanot data. A more so)phisticated
analysis would t* needed to determire whaticldinthdaarutonitsinuedn
conditions of tempera~ture and pressure would tefgr osgettepslliy fPi o
produce a phase ehangn in shocked TNT. Frr an experimental error, that explosive reaction
purpw.-;. of comparison the Hugonlot of liquid may occur at much lower pressures.
TNT (7) which represents unreacted material. The low pressure Hugoniot points for TNT
is also drawn in Fig. 6. This data can be rep- arplteonaagrsce iFg..Th

resened ~isothermal (18*C) compressibility of TNT. tien-

U =2.14 &1.57u., T =81'C, sity =1.63 gm/cm3 . was determined hydro-
slatically up to a preesure of 21 kilobars (14).
This isotherm has been transformed to the

1.47 gm/m3 ,-(U) .06nlm-secshock velocity-particle velocity plane by treat-
it- the isothermal pressure-compression points

The dashedi lines represent extrapolation of the as Hugoniot data. It can be seen that both
data to *he detonation velocity. The eas IN curves are In aifcoyareet
Hugoniot extrapolates to a particle velocity of st raight line fit to the isotherm gave.
2.80 mm/lisec. An e3tlmate of 11h.' spike par-
ticle velocit~y. i.e.. the particle vel~cpcity in the 1)2.199 + 2.596%j.
shocked but unreacted explosive at the head of
the detonation wave (12). gives approximatily Figure 8 shows the Hugoniot data for PBX
the same value. At the lower prvasure en~d. the 9404. In this cazce. the bulk sound velocity was
data extrapolate close to the bulk sound velocity used in estimating a linear fit to the rather

CAST NT -i004I0T

0 3S 10 15 20 29 30

Ftg. 6 -Cast TNT 14%n~ Dast. hed Itn. hre' and~r in ta
fodljmin? fig _rrs rcr-;eents c'xirain.,la?:'n to thl vitnto vdoc-
ity. Liqzaai TNT 11luintot .tdlý t-nr p.irizn.
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CAST TRITONAL MHJQIUOT

U I

+ +

_\_SOTt _ (VASI(.EV) S2A
0 .1 1 3 .4 3 6 a

4001l0t¢| 0 .0 I 0 30

Fig. 7 - Enlarged view of low
pressure points for cast TNT. Fig. 9- Cast Tritonal
Isotherm (18"C) of hydrostati- Ilugoniot data
caIly compressed TNT.

CAST H4 .WONOIOT
$404 UG•UIOT

0.-4. VIP

S'•OPOIT (JAMESONl) So•0 3

&_- - • It t •

to0 zLO 30 40

Fig. 10 - Cast H-6
Ilugoniot data

Fig. 8 - PBX-9404 H-Agoniot data

"P2ESSCO "IT0UA

meager unreacted Hugonlot data. The particle
velocities. in contrast to TNT, exhibit a largxe
divergence. Toe lowest measured points cor- G
respond to a pressure of 17 kilobars. A long U 46.

extrapolation is made up to the detonation ve- +.
locity strictly for illustrative purposes. Th-' * ,*
spike particle velocity estimate for 9404 (12) 2

was about 3.5 mm/psec, The detonaticn pres-
sure point (13) is also sh-,wn in the figure. o , se s

Figures 9 and 10 show Hugoniot data for Fig. 11 - Pressed Tritonal
cast T.-ronal and cast I1-6 respectively. The Hugoni-t data
H-6. being more sensitive, indicates a greater
divergence of the particle velocities. Only the
lower pressure ur.reacted points were used to
determine a least squares fit to the data.

initial velocity at the buffer-sample interface
Figure Il is a good illustration of the sen- and low with respect to the final velocity at the

sitivit) of pressed Tritonal. Even at pressures sample-monitor interface. The use of the
as low as 13 kilobars reaction occurred. %verage shock velocity, therefore, in impedance

match and interface equation solutions for the
particle velocity in the shocked etplosive yields

CONCLUSION values which are too low and too high respec-
tively. The combination of both techniques in a

Since the energy liberated by reaction in a single experiment can indi-ate when Hugoniot
shocked explosive produces an accelerating data of unreacted explosive are being perturbed
shock wave, the average shock ve!ocity in the by chemical reaction of the explosive under
explosive sample is high with respect to the shock loading.
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DISCUSSION

B. G. CRAIG of the deviation from linearity proposed at thatt
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory time was that of melting. Ramsay cited some
Los Alamos. New Mexico calculations by J. N. Fritz of L.A.S.L. which

showed that a shock-induced phase change from
There is confirmation of your observation solid to liquid TNT might occur near the ob-

that the -,- u, curve for TNT deviates from served deviation, However, the exact location
linearity. In the oral presentation of your ref- of the transition predicted by Fritz's calcula-
erence 12, J. B. Ramsay presented data for tions was strongly dependent on the input pa-
pressed, for cast. and for single-crystal TNT. rameters: it could not he demonstrated from
That d-ita showed an abrupt deviation from lin- existing independent data that a solid-to-liquid
earity as does your current data for TNT. The phase change was in f'il resporsible for the
deviation in Ramsay's data occurred at a higher non-linearity of the U,- V,. data. For compari-
pressure (ca. 80 kb) than you observe but the son purposes I have submitted a reproduction
TNT was of a higher density. One explanation of the TNT data presented by Ramsay.
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EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE ON SHOCK INITIATION

OF PETN, RDX, AND TETRYL

Calvin L. Scott
V. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, While Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The effect of partu-.Ic si-e an shuck sensitivitv was detern.-ned for
PETN, RDX, and tetryl In a nihted smnall scale gap test. Generally.
for each explo.sive, sensitivity i.cr;,ased with increasing particle size.
The transmitted shozk pressure over %hic'. the study was riadu ranged
from approxinmately %.0 to 18.5 iilobirs.

11 TMODUCTION
I Dthat initiation will not be detected unless the

reaction initiated grows to such an intensity
The effect of particle size on shock initia- that the associated pressure can do mechanical

tion of explosives has bcen of considerable in- damage to a steel witness plate.
"terest in-the attempts to expla'in the mecha-
nisms of explosive reactions. In a review of In all of the above studies, interpretation of
the literature concerning shock sensitivity, the rcsults was based on deiermining a shock
Eadie (1) noted that there was an apparent in- pressure Just sufficient to initiate ".v acceptorS consistency relative to the effects of particle explosive to h~egh order dechat!on 50 percent of

size. Some investigators (2) have reported that the time. The studies did not attempt to inves-
shock sensitivity increases with decreasing tigate reactions in the acceptor explosive that
particle size while others (3A4) infer the oppo- did not build to detonation.
site from their work.

The 50 percent point is jist one of three
Dimmock. Hampton and Starr .5) in their signi'",ant parts of the distt ibution curve rep-

study of propagation of detonation between resentiny an acceptor expiosive's response to a
small confined explosive charges found that the shock. If one is interested in applying the re-
sensitivity of tetryl to inutation was greater for suits to reliability measures. then the values

smaller particle sizes than for the less finely approaching 99.9 percent fires might be better.
divided explosive. On the other hand Price and If one is interested in safety considermtions.
Liddiard (6) indicate that at atmospheric pres- values around the 0.1 percent fire point would

gsurt, shock sensitivity increases wzth increas- be more significant.
ing particle size. itbg

In an investigption by Savitt (7) it was
In the tests of Dimmock. Hampton and stated. -"... it is possible to di!!erentiate be-

Starr and those of Price and Liddiard the cri- tween various levels of TETRYL growth reac-
tenron used for a successful fire was the pro- tion by observing the depth o,' the dent producee

kductlon of a large dent or a hole in 4 s' eel plate in the steel block in contact with the TETRYL
on which the acceptor charge rests. For such provided that a level of reaction below that of

Sto occur the elastic limit of the steel must be the high order stable detonation ts close enough
exceeded. Thits requires a pressure in excess to the steel to be recorded by Ine dent produced -•

of 100.000 psi. The production of such high in it. An explosive system fer the observation
pressures requires vigorous reaction in the of the effect of initiation vigor upon the growth
explosive: most likely detonation reactions or of detonation in one inch long columns of highly
reactions so vigorous that they border on deto- confined TETRYL as measured by the depth of
nation. The nature of these tests then is such dent produced in a steel block is shown...
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This report likewise deals with varying the dbg 30-10 log (gap thickness -n mils)
vigor of a transmitted shock to an acceptor ex-
plosive but here the Idea was to determine input Note that the barrier thickness (Table 1) in-
conditions needed for starting vigorous reaction creases as the "decibang unit" decreases.
(burning, deflagration) rather than detonation.
Whether or not vigorous reaction occurred was TABLE 1
decided on the basis of any production of a dant Decibang (Dbg) vs
on a steel witness block in contact with the ac- PMMA Thickness (ri1)¢
ceptor explosive. Input stimuli were varied to .
the point where detonation finally did occur in Dbg Mils
the acceptor explosive. The #experimental re-
sultk were plotted as the depth of dent produced 6.00 251.2
in the steel block as a function of the input 6.25 237.1
stimulus. Curves of the type shown in Fig. 1 6.50 223.9
were tius obtained. By obtaining a number of 7.00 199.5
distribution curves of an explosive for different 7.25 -188.4
particle size ranges. the sensitiveness of the 7.50 177.8
explosive as a function of particle size could be 7.75 167.9
compared for certain observed reactions of the 8.00 158.5
explosive column. 8.25 149.6

8.50 141.3
9.00 125.9

40 9.50 112.2
10.00 100.0
10.50 89.1
11.00 79.4
11.50 70.8
12.00 63.1

*Dbg = 30.00-10 log PMMA thick-II20 ness (mils).

I-o / The barrier thickness in tez ma of "deci-
,angs" is quantitative in pressure units only

- / when calibrated for sta-4ard donors. Since a
non-standard donor wag used,. a new calibration

0 or a correlation of the new donor - PMMA bar-
. 10 15 20 rner combination had to be made. See Fig. 3.

INI~tATION INTENSITY IKBARI The experimental donor (explosive and PMMA
gap) was correlated to a standard RDX donor

Fig. I - Typical curves of dent vs. input (explosive and PIMMA gap that had been call-
stimvlut for different particle sizes of brated in terms of shock pressure applied at
ar explosive the PUMA-acceptor explosive interface). Tet-

ryl (40/60) was the acceptcr explosive. The
average densities of the tetryl were 1.513 t
0.011 g/cc and 1.512 - 0.014 g/cc used respec-

EXPERIMENTAL tively with the experimental and the standard
donor.

The gap test arrangement shown in Fig. 2 The output (dent in a steel block) and the
was used to obtain the sensitivity and the output lowest stimulus for an observed reaction was
of the explosives. The polymethyl methacrylate determined for the two groups of acceptors.
(PUMA) barrier formed a very critical part of The reslts are shown in Fig 4.
the test arrangement. The PMMA barrier
thickness governed the shock pressure that was A smooth curve was drawn through the
applied to t.e accepter charges, points obtained for each acceptor group. The

variation In displacement of the curves is due
The PMMA barrier thickness." were des- to different thickness of the PMMA gap as it

igneted by the "decibang unit" (dbg) which was relates to the strength of the donor. At the
the same as that used in NAVWEPS Report mn.timum and minimum points of the curves.
7342 (8). The decibang is defined as the output is constant and is cimilar for both.
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Fig. 2 - Experimental aszenmbly for obtaining sen-
sitivity to initiation ant. ~,jtput ef the explosives

EUIIC WOM~TO CtA11AI1~~ ~t

RDX LOSIA/ ~~~~W D ,Xlo I
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Fig. 3 -Staniard donor ia) and twllltIi:l:llirv3, %li't
experimental donor (b) for timaill
qcale gap te.sts cor~elation Fig. 4 - Outp-nt eur•,es of tetryl ac-

ceptors from standa-d donor or ex-

perimental donor initiation intcnsities

Using the standard donor and gap, shock
presaures (6) are known for the points along
the standard curve. By relating points on the Fig. 4 and their corresponding PfMA gap
standard curve to the points on the experinmen- thickness, wore respectively:

ptal curve at which identical dents (identical ex-

plosive action) were obtained, tge shock pres- Calibrated Experimental
mares are then known for the experimental on

donor and its gap. Figure 5 shows this rela- Shock I Gap Shock Gap
tionship. Table 2 was then compiled to show (Dbg) (Mils) (Dbg) (Mils)
the shock pressures from the experimental __1__

donor. 4.00 J 398.1 10.02 99.5
4.1si 389.0 10.44 90.4

0so helpful in evaluating the two different1
curves of Fig. 4 was to compare corresponding _ 9.1 9.1

points in an area where acceptor response was
sensitive (the central region o! that portion of In each case the same reduction in thickness
the curve having a very steep slope). For the of the PMMA gap was required to effect the
calibrateI donor amd the experimental donor, chance from a small dent to a significantly
these points, shock (dbg). marked by X's in larger dent.

-. -_
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NCI 5EIM I s i ITABLE 2
* r owl WOM1t1o Determination of Shock Stimulus in

cc.- Terms of Pressure (kbar)

K tI0% Standard tandard
£J. mental Donor Donordc l Donor

ZStAt h OF_____

! • Shock (Dbg) Shock (Dbg) Pressure (Wbar)

0- .I__ _. . . ._ -- 1.25 5.00
7 8 4 , ,, 6.00 1.29 5.06

3G 600 +oEN~ ,m t•,-- 1.40 5.25
6.25 1.46 5.35

Fig. 5 - Correlation of acceptor -- 1.50 5.42
reaction for experimental donor
and standard donor -- 1.55 5.50

6.50 1.62 5.63
1.69 5.75

6.75 1.80 5.97I j 1.82 6.00EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL STUDIED -
7.00 1.96 6.28

Different particle sizes of tetryl, RDX. and -- 2.00 6.36
PETN were confined as acceptor charges -- 2.07 6.50
(41.150-inch diameter x 1.0-inch length). The o- 2.25 6.90
various particle size ranges of tetryl. RDX, and 7.50 2.28 6.97
PETN were obtained by sieving the service -- 2.30 7.00
grade lots of these materials. The sieve cuts
are shown in Taule 3. In Figs. 6-8. photo- " 2,510 7.48

-- 2.51 7.59 -+
micrograpis show the explosive particles. Tet- 8I00 2.63 2.80
ryl crystals are sh,'a in 35X magnification; 2.71 8.00
PETN and RDX crystals are shown in 100X 1 21-.
magnification. -- 2,75 8.10

-- 2.90 8.50
I 8.50 2.96 8.67

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - 3.00 8.79
3.08 9.00

An explanation as to |u3t what is meant tr y- 3.24 9.50
initiation -s presented here as a clarification
for interpreting the findis of this study. When 3.30 9.68
the explosives of this study were subjected to -- 3.40 10.00
shock stimulus, three distinct events happened 9.50 3.64 10.80
according to the intensity of the shock. The ex-
plosives either: -- 3.70 11.00

10.00 3.97 12.00
(a) melted or showed no reaction at the 4.00 12.13

PMMA barrier - explosive interface, -- 4.10 12.52
-- 4.22 13.00

'b) reacted either completely or only in a 10.50 4.31 13.40
portion of the confining brass cylinder -- 4.45 1.4.00
with no dent in the steel witness block. -. 4.50 14.25
or 11.00 4.64 141.91

(c) reacted vigorously enough to register "" 4.66 I.00
a dent in the steel block. -- 4.86 16.00

11.50 4.98 16,63
A shock pressure at which item (b) is the ob- -- 5.00 16.74
served characteristic was taken to be the first - 5.05 17.00
manifestation of initiation. This shock pres- -- 5.22 18.00
"-ure Ws then used as an index of sensitiv-
ity 'r the explosive. When the item (e) 1 12.00 5.31 18.50Sf -- 5.39 19.00
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TABLE 3 intensity of the initiation stimulus. Also. the
Sieve Cuts of the Explosives Initiation stimulus was recorded for the explo-

sives which did not reant vigorosly enough to
Sieve Cut Particle Size Exploskve produce a dent. The results were plotted as

(mm) curves as shown in Firs. 9 through 13. Each
point of the curves represents only one trial.

10/20* 2.00 to 0.84 tetrylt40/60 2.0.4 to 0.25 tetryl The figures show curves for at least two
40/60 0.42 to u.25 tetryl different particle sizes for each of the explo-
60/W0 0.25 to 0.177 RDX sires, PETE, RDX, and tetryl. The shift with
120/200 0.125 o0.074 particle size is apparent. PETN is seen to be
120/200 0. 125 to 0.074 tRD more sensitive than RDX. RDX. in the same

0 0.125 to 0.074 Emanner, is more sensitive than tetryl. In the
1 05t 0Etest as run, the initiation Intensity needed lor

200/270 0.074 to 0.053 PETE dents to just be produced is about 7 kbar for
PETN, 7.5-11 kbar for RDX. and 10-15 kbar325/pan 0.044 and smaller tetryl for tetryl. As the stimulus increases the

325/pan 0.044 and smaller RDX325/an .044andsmaler ETNcur~ves go to a constant dent, characteristic of
___the maximum output possible from the acceptor.

SIese characteristic dents were approximately
*Read 1)/20 as: through Sieve No. 10 and re- 37 mils for tetryl, 41 mile for PETN. and 43
tained on Sieve No. Z0. mils for RDX. The transition from zero dent

tUsed to obtain the typical curves of Fig. I. to maximum dent was usually very sharp, oc-
curring within a 1 to 2 khar stimulus Interval.
Obviously, the usual 50 percent firing point also

characteristic was observed, it represented falls within that same interval. Further exami-
low or high order detonamtion of the explosive at nations were made of the effects of variation in
a later stage of the development oi the reaction, particle size and density.

Each explosive of interest was tested at a Figure 9 shows the results for particle
minimum of two different particle sizes at ap- sizes for tetryl of 10/20, 40/60. and 325/pan at
proximately the same loading density. The out- about a density of 1.505 gm/cc. There is no
put dent vias determined as a function of the significant difference in the maximum output

0 .

10/20 40/60 120/200 325/PAN

Fig, 6 - Tetryl crystals. 35X

60/80 10/ZO00 3P5/PAN

Fig. 7 - RDX crystals. 10OX

Flaw
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l20/ZO0 200/Z70 325/PAN

Fig. 8 - PE'rN crystal., 1OOX

40 r

I. ,
43'

30{

01o- e I
I 

3 251PAN

10 tt0 152

INITIATION INTENSITY (KBAR) NTAINITNIY(IR

F ig . 9 - O utput of tetryl p a rticle size sO tp t o R D . p a t e i s
(10/20, 40/60, and 3 5/pan). . density Fig. I- 6 8 an . p

in gm/cc. 
{08 n•3-/~.

40 1[0

"X•"• once a steady state detonation has been attained

log ,in the acceptor. In these cases, the 10/20 d
S. ~ ,40/60 particle sizes, however, did not show the

"I transition from zero dent io maximum dent as1= I 0120 the usual sharp transition. Very definite points
P p, .60 shown on the transition part of the curve show

S~the intermediate level of reaction below stableI2 high order detonation. A combination of large
, particle size and density effects was assumed

== , to have caused an increase in reaction zone
!, length; thereby, the full vigorous reaction was

i':W NP;T~~ onot attained in the 1.0-inch long explosive col-
IO, ,urns. Seely (9) ata~es. ". .. In general it is not

&67satfaetory 
to use this large a particle size in

I i the small scale test, apparently because the
0I "_ _L o~ 4- growth to detonation becomes th5 critical stage

0 5 10
tNII'IA•ION ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~IITATO INTENSITY {KA(stis hresi helr s aletstte gi

Fig. 10- Output of tetryl particle sizes

(00 , / , I a n d 4 0 1 6 0) d e n si te F t of d e n13 - di me ns iz e s
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. -- - -ii 8.7 kbar of shock pressure, both 10/20 and both
"" - 40/60 particle sizes of tetryl reacted, but not

4oý 'quite vigorously enough to produce a dent in the
steel block. The 325/pan partic.e size uihowed
an appearance of melting or no reaction at aUl.

p • 1.564 When the shock titi-ulus was 12 kbar, 1.0/20

Io rL 6010 and 40/60 tetryl at the higher density ('Fig. 10)
reacted but failed to produce a dent. The 325/
pan tetryl (Fig. 9) reacted but failed to support

'3 the initiating shock wave; 3/4 of the ex.plosive
- •remained.I Seely (9) points out, "One set of c:ircum-

stances in shock initiation of granular explo-
10 -sives might result in the ignition stagre of the

process being the critical one. This wouldmean that the question of .bherber the! stagna-

tiou hot spot could grow or not would determine
S whether the explosive detont.ed. The chances

for growth of the hot spot would depend on the
INITIATION INTENSITY IKBAR) size of interstitial spaces. lhis in turn depends

Fig. 1U Output of RD',: particle sizes at a given density on the size of the particles.
(60/80 and 1'0/Z00) We thus come to the conclusion that when the

initial growth of the hot spots is in question, a
granular explosive composed of large partivaes
would be more sensitive than the same explo-

40 sive com.posed of small particles."

Larger particles of RDX are more sensi-
tive to shock stimulus than smaller particles30 -- 12M. P - 1.• 509(see Figs. 11 and 12). The cooartson wa,

G •made at a shock stimulus of 7.8 kb-ar. RDX at1.505I 60/80. 1.517 g/cc density reacted vigorously
20 FL--21PAN.3 -1.p5A enough to produce a steel dent. RDX 600/.O,

I 1.584 gm/ec density reacted less vigorously
and produced no dent in the steel. Three-
fourths of the 120/200 RDX 1.562 gm/cc den-

10 sity, remained. No reaction was observed for
5.97 l *o~ x the 325/pan RDX 1.517 gm/cc density. Inci-

_ .03 dentally, 'he curves for the three largest parti-
cle sizes snow points on the transition curve

.-. that are representative of the extent or final
0 5 1o -5 20 vigor of the reaction for corresponding initiat-

INITI,.TION ,.ESITY (MA) ing stimuli.

Fig. 13 - Output for different particle For PETN it was difficult to show a signif-
sizes of PETN icant difference in the required shock stimulus

to produce dents or full detonation for all par-
ticle sizes and densities tested since the parti-
cles in each group were about the same size.

to those typical of explosive components See Fig. 13,however, for an analysis of the data.
dimensions. At a shock stimulus of 5.63 kbar, all particle

size groups of PETN showed no reaction. At
The analysis of Figs. 9 and 10 (10/20 and 5.97 kbar, all particle size groups reacted vig-

40/60 tetryl, about 1.60 gm/cc) leads to the orously but produced no dent in the steel block.
fact that larger particles are more sensitive At 6.97 kbar only the 120/200 particle size
than smaller particles since a comparison was gave an indication of initiation by the produc-
madt of their manifestation of initiation by a tion of a very slight dent in a steel block. For
reaction in the confining brass cylinder. The a 7.43 kbar stimulus, 120/200 particle size
comparison for sensitivity of the various parti- produced a 35.5 mil dent: the 200/21 particle
cle sizes was made at 8.7 kbar and 12-kbar. At size at 7.13 kbar stimulus produced a dent of
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36.8 mils; and the 325/pan particie size at 7.18 3. N. Griffiths, and .J. M. Groocock, "The
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DISC 1;-1',1ON

R. STRESAU the materials tested were more sensitive as the
R. Stresau Labs. particle size of the acceptor explosive became
Star Route finer. In the case of HNS. this trend was mona-
Spooner. Wisconsin 54801 tonic for feur lots of HNS (two of HNS-I and two

of HNS-li) ear* -: whir.h had a significantly dif-
A number of explosives have been used as ferent particle size than any other. Most ex-

acceptors in gap tests in which the donrr charge plo:ives tend to have "optimum" densities for
diameters were about 0.8 mm in diameter. greatest sensitivity. For HNS-II, a very sharp
Donor column lengths of RDX or PETN were "optimum" was observed at a density of 1.65
about 8 m-. or longer. Gaps were aluminum, gm/cc (which may be compared with lower
Acceptors were 2.5 mm diameter by 6.25 mm "optimum" densities usually observed in NOL
long and containe4 in Del.rin. For "ost explo- Small Scale Gap Tests).
stves tested, including RDX, Tetryl. and HNS,
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ABSTrRACT

Methylnitrate in a g~lass tube had thr:eP modes u propagation of
reaction wave: HVD, stable LVD and unstable LVD whose FEdocities
were 6700 rn/secz, 2540 m/set. and 2140 rn/sc. respectively. Charge
"diameter and strength of initiation had somie effect in the nmode selec-
tion. In the streak photographs oa LVD and of transition from LVDto
HVD, a kind :f blur 4as observed which %as caused probably by the
bubbkts loca&ted ahead of detonation front. In aluminum and copper
tubes. an cxtraordinarily .aw-velocit, -reaction wave was observed and
the velocities were less than one-tenth of the Chapiz:an-Jouguet detona-
tion velocity. In lead tubes, LVD with periodical structure was ob-
served. Mixtures oi rmethyinitrate %ith seven inert liquids were also
tested for their detonabilities. The order of quenching abilities of the
liquids for LVD conformed to the inverse order of the shock impedance
of the liquids.

INTRODUCTION by Amster et al. (4). "Mach disc" leads the
propagation. We investligted this phenomena

Methy1hdtrate iS a colorless liquid with a in methylnitrati which is one of the simplest
boiling point of 65 to 66*C. It is volatile and nitric esters.
invi0cid and has a specific gravity of 1.217 at
15*C. The liquid has long been known as a Liquid expolosives are simpler in the theo-
powerful explosive and some experimental reilcal treatment of their explosive behaviors
works on its explosive properties has been than solid explosives, because of their homoge-
done, but our knowledge of its explosive behav- neity and isotropic nature. Working out the ex-
ior is still poor compared with those of the plosive beha-:ior of methyj-itrate will present
other useful nitric esters such as rliroglycer- some clues for making clearer the propagat-on 4

ine (NG). nitroglycol and pentaerythritoltetra- mechanism of detonation in condensedexplosives.
nitrate (PETN). In the text of T. Urbanaky (1),
the detonation velocity of methylnitrate is cited EXPERIMENTA... PROCEDURE
from the previous literature as having widely
scattered values of 1500 to 8000 m/sec. The Metlhv!nitrate (?AN) was prepared. washed
r.ue asuggests so-called low.-velocity detona- with alkali and water, and dried with anhydrous
tion in this liquid, which has a propagation ve- sodium sulphate.
n city much less than the Chapman-louguet ve-

Bu. tu• the conditions of Its occurrence are Inert liquids used to mix with MN are. of
!ear and ?.a yet to be studied, extra-pure grzae. The miL;ng ratio is meas-

ured in volume b3 using a mess cylinder or
V,, mechanism of sa;ch a low-velocity re- burettes. w*thin the accuracy of i1 percent in

action wav in liquid explosives was studied by volume. Whon the amount of a component is
severa workers. Waisor. et al. 3) proposed a weighed by chem;cal balance, the accuracy is
model in which cavitation plays an important enhanced within the error of ;0.3 percent in
role in the propagation. In the model preopased volume.

26?
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Sample liquids were put inte tubes of vari- TA.LE I
ous inner diameters and of several inaterk~s. Explosive PropertieL of Mrthylnitrate (MN)
The lubes were hurin vcrticalry and initLted at
the top of the liquid chargen. 7I be camera was Ignition point: 1500C
not equipped with an 6-mage slit, in ordar to
take a still photograph on the same film befere a H Test (5-g Hammer)-
the shot. This enabled us to cateh the original 2/3 a, 30 cm
shlApe of the charge in the streak photograph. MN 0/3 at- 2C cm
The accurcy of the velocity obtained wa3 within

1.5 percent for our typicai expert, ental di- 2/2 at 10 cm
mension of tube length of 250 mm and for high- NO

0/2 at 5 caivelocity detonation. To obtain more accurate

values, lo:.- tubes of 400-mm ,ength were used. Ballistic Mortar Test: MN=129 (PETN=I00)

Propagation velocities of MN and the mix- *Linear Burning Velocity: uzo.01.0.133P:

tures depend on tube diameter, on tube material P(kg/cm) U(cm/sec)
and also on the stre.gth of initiation. A No. 6
detonating cap was used in wea• initiation, and
in strong initiation, 1.7 to 3 grams of P-30 (a (NG: 190 c.c.)
plastic high explosive containing PETN as a 015 m. .th a No. 8 detonator
main c.imponent; specific gravity, 1.40; detona-
tion velocity. 720, m/se) wais ueed as a (NG: 590 c.c.)
boo3ter. PETN detonating fuses were used in Detonation Velocity: HVD: 6700 ise
several shots. (in glass tube) xVD: 2500 r/sec

EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES oCited from (1g.
OF METHYLNITRATE

Impact sensitivity was measured br 'befaInampactest.i wA dr fmNeasur plaed byethem depends mainly on the tube diameter.
falinga copper c tpewith Annnr d iete of 10a p ed Figure 1 shows the propagation velocity of thelit a copper cup with an inner diamaeter of 10recinwvinMagnsinrdamtro

mm and a depth of ca. 3 mm. One of two steel reaction wave in MN against inner diameter oX
cylinders of roller bearings with 10-zam diam- a hard glass tube.

eter and 10-mm height was fitted to ihe cup,
aud another was placed under the cup. This
sample assemb!y vas set or an anvil and struck 0 cap(%. fl
by : falling hammer of 5 kg. 0 1.7i P-30

The ballistic mortar test was also carried 6

out. Ten grams of MN was put into asall a
rubber tube with a rubber lid, and initiated with
a No. 6 detonAting cap. For comparison, we 4 ,
shot PETN charges inthe same containers. The
results are shown ins Table I together with the
other explosive properties of MN (1). They showi 1.
that MN is one of the most powerft.l explosives.
and has a relatively low impact senaitivity.

2 4 t6 t !0 12

EXPLOSION OF METHYLNITRATE te 8:te, ( ....

IN GLASS TUBE
Fig. I - Detonation velocities of
MtN in glass tubca of v~ried

Explosion of MN Im glass tube can be di- diangeters
vided into thr"c in.ides. the Chapman -Jouguet
high-velocity detonation (HVD) which propagates
in a vetocity of 6700 m/sec. "stable" law- Thick tubes with inner diameters larger
vel,"ity detonation (stable LVD) with a velocity than or equal to 12.7 mm always gave HVP. In
of 2540 rn/sec and "unstable" low-velocity det- tubls with inner diameters of 10 mm, strong
onalion (unstabl.- LVD) with a propagation veloc- initlaticu resulted in HVD and weak ones did in
ity of ca. 2140 m/sec. What may occur among stable LVD. In tubes with diameters of 5 mmm,
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FIR
IE

(b! Stable low-velocity detonation
10 mrm, initiated with a No. 6 cap

%a) High-velocity detonation
10 mm, boosted with 1.7 g P-30

(c) Unftab.e low-velocity detonation (d) Transition to HVP from LVD
"5 im. initiated with a No. 6 c.xp ;t = 10 mi. boostea with 1.7 g P-30

Fig. 2 - Typical htrmak photographs of detonation ef MN in glass tubes

both mdes of LV•) occurred, that is. sti-ble may be considered to appear due to scattering
LVD in strong initiation and unstable ones in of light by numerous tiny bubbles caused by
= weakt initiation. Thin tui of i-mm diameter cavitation. This supports the rAvitation theory
always gave unstable LVIT, and 1.6-mm tubes on the mechanism of LVD propagation proposcd
failed to transmit any reaction rave. by Watson et al. (3). The preceding locus is

straight throughout the length of the charge and
Figure 2a. b. and c are typical examples oi its width is increasing. The increase may be

streak :hotographs !or HVD. stab:e LV1) and caused by the lengthening of the cavitated
unstable LVD respectively. in glass tubes. In column of the charge and/or by the increase of
the photographs. direction of moti m is downward, reaction light. From this point of view, we
and time elapses 1rom left to right. At the left estimated the propagation velocity of LVD from
of each picture 13 attached a still picture of the the inclination of the trailing edge of the pre-
charge taken immediately before the shot. ceding locus The unstable LVD of (c) was ini-

tiated with a No. 6 detonating cap in a 5-mm
tube, The preceding locus is not As stable as

Fi•u.re 2a shows HVD of MN in a tube of that of (b) The bright regime and faint regime
10-mm inner diameter and 400-mm length. int- apear alternately. Propagation velocity in the
tiated ).y a l.7-g booster. The luminous trace bright regime is the same as that in (b). and
is straight and well defined. There appears a that in the faint regime is slower. Luminous
bright light by 'he booster at the top and a lior- reaction decelerates and then accelemtes. T71
zontal (timewt0ej br:ght line which is caused by Interval between the "wo regimes and the entire
illumination of i glass plate at the bottom of the structure is constant among all the unstable
tube. Stable I.VD in Fig. 2b is initiated with a LVD including those 1n tubes of 3-mm diameter.
No. 6 detonatl.-mg cap in a tube of the same di- As a result, the mean propagation velocity over
emeter. 'I". trace of the reaction is separated the entire tub-- length becomes lower ",an that
into two 'Thirred bright loci between which is a of stable LVD. awJ remainn constant, shot by
narrow da;k zone. The blur ahead of the trace shot.
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Transitions from LVD to HVD were occa- Thickness of walls wore 0.5 mm in lead tubes
siotally observed. Figure 2d shows an example and I mm in the other tubes.
of such transition in a glass tube with an inner Thick tubes again gave HVD. Traces in
diameter of 10 mm. As clearly seen in the streak photographs were clear and straight like
photograph, the transition occurs abruptly and that shown In Fig. 2a. In an aluminum tube of
after that the velocity of the HVD is constant 6-mm inner diameter and in a copper tube of
throughout the reuaining leith of the tube. In .5-mm diameter, extraordinarily low-velocity
the HVD regime, we can see a straight and .- mdaerxtodirlyowvocywaves were observed which had velocities of
well-defined border line of the charge. The504 m/sec and 604 m/see, respectively. These
other border Uine (preceding side) is, however, were observed in tubes with holes. In an alu-
not clear; It is covered with a blur. It is clear
from the location of the blur relative to the
border line and to a luminous spurt at te eter, the reaction proceeded with a velocity ofbordr lne ad t a uminus pur at he ot- 1030 m/sec. Figure 3a shows fthi extraordi-

torn of the charge that the blur appears before 13 nsc lue3 hw hnetarlthearrival of the dretonation fhe onl . Tersere isnarily low-velocity reaction in a copper tube ofthe arrival of the detonation front. There is a 5.5 mm diameter.
straight and well-defined shadow of the black
mark on the glass tube. This means that the Traces of these extraordinarily low-
light came from interior of the tube. These velocity reactions were faint and irregular. In
facts all prove the existence of cavitations or a tube with a slit. the trace in the streak photo-
bubbles ahead of the detonation front. The ve- graph was intermittent, and it appears as if the
locity of these HVD's transferred from LVD's photograph was taken with a shot in a tube with
is generally higher than the intrinsic one of MN holes. The difference in vtlocities observed in
due to precompression of the charge by a pre- tuties with slits and holes suggests that inter-
cursor wave transmitted through the tube wall. action of the wave with those openings may have
The velocities of these HVD's with overshoot some role in the mechanism of wave propagation.
were different shot by shot. Ali the four shots in lead tubes gave traces

which urkdlated periodically in their streak
EXPLOSION OF METHYLNITRATE photographs. Among them, three had nearly the

IN METAL TUBES same velocity of 1422 to 1460 m/sec. and the
pitch of the undulation was ca. 13 jisee or 18

P,'opagation velocities of reaction waves in mm. One of the shots in 6--mm lead tubes made
tubes of aluminum, steel, copper, 2nd lead were a transition to HVD. The pitch of the undulation
determined The results are shown in Table 2. increased gradually to about two-thirds of the

original value and then tran"ferred abruptly to
A slit in 1 mm width or a series of holes iID. The HVD trace was as continuous and

(I mm diameter) with intervals of 20 mm was sclid as the other HVD traces. This overshooted
opened in the side wall in parallel to the tube HVD was estimated to have a detonation velocity
axis, and was covered with transparent adhe- of 7320 m/sec. Figure 3b is a streak photo-
sive cellophane tape. These openings are for graph of the shot in 6-mm-diameter lead tube.
photographic obscrvation of the reaction waves. The reaction proceeds with the velocity of 1450

TADLE 2
Detonation Velocities of Methylnitrate in Tubes of Various Materials

Material Density Sound Inner LVD HVD eaMaera Velocity Diameter Remark(g ) (see) (mm) (m/sec) (/sec)

Aluminum 2.70 6420 6 504 Hole

Aluminum 2.70 642;) 6 1030 Slit

Steel 7.83 4982 7 6840 Slit

C•-•wr 8.92 3066 5.5 F04 6890 Hole

Cetwer 8.92 3666 8 6730 Hole

i•ead 11.33 1320 4 14.n Slit

Lead 11.33 1320 6 1460 Slit

Lead 11.33 1320 6 1600L 73W_0 Slit

2A case of transition to H;VD from LVD.
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IEIr
(a) Extraordinarily low-velocity propagation in copper tube

5.5 nin, initiated with detonating fuse; D b04 m/see.

(b) Undulating propagatit~n in a lead tube
6 trm initiated with a No. 6 cap; D = 1460 m/sec.

Fig. 3 - Explosion oi MN in metal tubes

rm/sec in the regime of undulation with the de- D o /trop9 ."itiat'•o
creasing pitch. Transit.on to HVD is seen very t.8 Weak Ait.$A&tW
near the tube end. These undulations suggest a
spinning of the reaction wave front (2).

I

EFFECTS OF DILUENTS ON
EXPLOSION OF METHYLNITRATE

Seven kinds of inert liquids were mixed
with MN. All the mixtures were shot in hard
glass tubes with inner diameters of 10 ram. aad
their explosions were observed with the streak
camera. As in the case of pure MN, HVP, and
stable LVD were observed ad transition from
LVD to HVD also happened occasionally, but I.i z0 30 f0 50
unstable LVD did not occur. .. v,"-, .

Fi. 4 -Detonation velocities of
47he detonation velocity )f a mixture gen- Fig. n L in veloriiero

erally decreases as the contclit of the diluent mixtu res
increases, and further incr-.-ase of the diluent
over a certain critical mixing ratio (a quenching
limit) results in a failure of propagation. Fig-
ures 4 and 5 show the variation of detonation
velocities withcontents in volume percent of the As the diluent increases, the velocities of
diluents. for the mixture with chloroform and HVD and LVD in the mi-xture with carbon tetra- A
for that with carbu-in tetrachloride. respectively. chlaride linearly decrease tram the values for
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o (u, •ci shock impedances at 50 kbar. The value changes
6.8 0o 'st.-2 Init.stion from ca. 10 percenm in weight for the light cy-

9 Weak Infltiation clohexane to ca. 50 percent for the dense car-"bon tetrachloride. Shock impedances are cp.-I -•culated from the shock Hugoniot data for tsef.e

liquids obtained by Walsh and Rice ,5). This

order is well explained by assuming that the
.• •'LVO -mixture consists of many micro-hases of MNSand of diluent and that any diluetit behaves

merely as a shock transmitter between activW.
MN phases (6.7).

. The order o. the quenching limits for HVD
did not always conform to the order of the shock

10 30 4 50 impedances of the.e diluents. similarly with the
mbotures of nitronethane and inert diluents. InmLoture peren ofrmehn CC).etdiunt.

VOIUI'C prcen~t of CCI. those mixtures of ni'romethane and ine-t dilu-

Fig. 5 - Detonation velocities of ents, polar inert liqucic such as chloro.orm
HVD and LVD in MN-carbon tetra- revealed a high quenching ability (6). Though
chloride mixtures not marked as in the case of nitromethane. the

difference between quenching limits of the two
%iquit~s is larger than that presumed from the
difference between their shock impedances. A

pure MN: on the other hand for the mixture with mixture containing nonpolar carbon tetrachlo-
chloroform, either curve has a hunch near 5 ride can transmit HVD even in a large content
percent. of diluent more than half the weight of the mix-

ture, and the quenching limit for HVD exceeds
Quenching limits of the two mixtures for that for LVD. HVD is more apt to initiate than

LVD are nearly the same, but those for HVD LVD in high diluent content. However, for mix-
are different. These limits depend not only on tures with chloroform. LVD is easier to propa-
the kind of the diluents but also on the charge gate than HVD in high-diluent content.
diameter. The bigger the charge, the larger is
the value of quenching limit. The charge diam- To make sure of the shape near the hunch
eter of 10 mm is suitable to discriminate the in the HVD velocity curve of Fig. 4. we esti-
differences in quenching effects of inert liquids, mated detonation velocities of HVD accurately
Quenching limits of the other five liquids were in the rauge of 0 to 10 percent in volume at in-
also obtained. Tab!e 3 shows the results for tervals of 2.5 percent. Mixtures were prepared
LVD in volume percent as well as in weight within the error in mixing ratio of ,0.3 percent
percent. in volume, and were shot in long ubes. Each

point near 5 percent on the HVD curve shows
The order of these limits agrees with the the mean of values for 2 to 3 shots. It assures

order o1 densities and also with the order of tbe existence of a hunch on the HVD curve, and

TABLE 3
Critical Mixing Percents of Inert Liquids

Liquid Density Shock Impedance enching Limit
Liud(g/ml) at 5ol Limit

_(_1_-) (.lOsCGS) Vol. b Weight

Cyclohexane 0.778 3.184 10 is 7 10

Ethyl alcohol 0.785 3.247 15 20 10 14

Benzene 0.874 3.571 15 20 11 15

Monochlorobenzene 1.101 4.058 20 '12.2 18 20

I Nitrobenzene 1.198 4.385 20 22.5 20 22

Chloroform 1.480 4.587 35 40 40 45

Carbon tetrachleride 1.589 4.739 40 45 47 52
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suggests the existence of such a hunch also on Explosives -- The Low Velocity Regime,"
the LVD curve. There may be a correlation The Fourth Symposium on Detonation,
between this hunch and the strong quenching ef- N.O.L., pp. 117-125, 1965.
fect of chloroform.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

R. Duff, Systems Science and Software have discussed wedge records which indicate
P.O. Box 1620, La Jolla, Cal-furnia 92037 homogeneous initiation waves originatiun at

the input surface of the charge. Dr. Roth and
Perhaps it is possible to recognize a uni- Marshall have shown pressure data which

fying thre.,d which relates several of the papers indicates heterogeneous initiation processespresented at this session. Dr. Price suggests are occurring. It may well be that both

that both homogeneous and heterogeneous initi- mechanisms occur simu!tneoausly. What is
ation mechanisms will be involved in explosives observed may be governed in large part by
of intermediate density. Drs. Roth and Wackerle what one looks for.
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THE THERMAL INITIATION AND GROWTH OF REACTION IN

SECONDARY EXPLOSIVES UNDER TRANSIENT CONFINEMENT
K. Beedham. A. S. Dyer, and W. 1. Holmes
Atomic Weapeons Research Estabiishment

Aldermaslon, Berks, England

ABSTRACT

Expios've events have been obtained by dropping I/3-oz charges oi
.econdarv explosives it a weighted holder onto a heited metal plate.
The impact pressure pulse was., arranged to correspond to tha. experi-

cred in the AWRE oblique impact test where a 45 lb hemispherical
charge is dropped from a few feet onto a hard target. Heating occurred
during the time of impact, while the explosive surface was under tran-
sient confinement. A number of explosive comipositions were tested
over a rang- of temper-Atures and for earl. an estimate v,,s made of the
temperatu-r -t which th- incidence of explosive tivents wai 50%. Ex-
plosions were .albO obt-aii'ed when charges were impacted onto a hot
wire. The resuas have been compared with the calculated response of
a simple thermal model o! th.. system in which the rate of thermal de-
composition af tne explosee followed an Arrhenius function. It has
also been shown that exten; of explosive reaction in the charge is af-
fected by the impact pressure and the presence of cracks in the charge.
Conditions which lead to loss of confinement near the initial reaction
site renult in less violent explosive events.

INTMODUCTION conduction from hot surfaces under high pres-
sure pulse conditions appropriate to accidental

Previous work has shown that secondary impact situations. Thus the phase of the im-
e.ploaives can be Initiated under accidental pact in which mechanical energy would be con-
impact conditions when special features are verted into heat at an interface would be simu-
present which lead to c,nversion of a signifi- lated In a controlled way.
cant amount of te available mechanical energy
into heat at the su.;face of the explosive charge.
This role is played by the abrasive surface in EXPEAIMENTAL METHOD
the AWRE Obi-.-;e Impact Test (1) and by the AND EQUIPMENT
air gap betweev Lhe metal spigot and the ex-
plcsive charge iu the AWRE Spigot Test (a Hot Plate Test
modified version of the LASL SpigW. Test (2)). Ts
In the Oblique Impact Test, where a 45 lb The test condtions weme achieved by
carge is dropped from a few feet onto a hard dropping Lt suitably rautited eaxposive saliple
target, impact pressures of 15,000 to 30,000 onto a relatl,-,ly massive electrically pie-
lbf in.2 can occur, depending on the drop height. hae ea lt.Teeup~n a e
and strengt-h of the explosive, with impact sigr, ed to give peak impact pr@sures up to
times of 1-2 ms. The mechanical energy at 30,000 lN in.-' with diratUon, of 1 to 2 ms.

S~impact, however, is Insufficenet W6 raise the
Impat, owe~rIs nsuf~c~nt 6 risetheThe explosive sample mounted in a dense

temperature of the bulk explosive, due to
simple ompression, by more" thai a Jew de- laminated wood (Jabroc) holder was attached to
grees and it is thi concentration" of thermal the bottom of a 50 lb steel weight which was
energy at a surface which is responsible for aflowed t fall iown a guide tube so that the
tIe initiation of the exposive charge, sample impacted squarely onto the hot plate.

The aim of the work reported here was to The 3/8-in.-thick not plate was made of
study the initiation of secondary. explosives by a nickel alloy (Ninondi 105) and was attached

Precesine page blank 279
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Zo the top oi an electrical heater unit encased in provided by a piezo-crystal underneath the ex-
the same alloy. Nim',.iic 105 was chosen despite plosive assembly. The discharge current was
the difficulty of fabrication because it has con- determined by monitoring the voltage drop
siderable strength at temperatures up to 1,000°C. across a low resistance in series with the

constantan bridgewire, and this enabled the en-
The temperature of the hot plate was moni- ergy deposited per unit length of the bridgewire

tored by a thermocouple near the top surface E, to be calculated from
and the current flow in the heater was adjusted
manually so that a steady tenmperature at the
hot plate surface was obtained before impact of E. R, f I 2 (it

the explosive sample.
where R, is the resistance per unit length of

The heater assembly wa's mounted on top bridgewire which is effectively constant over
of a load cell but thermally insulated from it to the range of temperatures of interest. The
keep the load cell at a safe working tempera- discharge was completed in approximately
ture. The output from the load cell was dis- 80 its. The temnperature rise T, W.n the wire
played as a function of time on an oscilloscope then follows from
which was triggered by the falling weight pass-
ing a photoelectric device. In the abseace of E
explosive reaction a fairly smooth pressure T,
pulse was obtained although there was some
mechanical resonance of tMe heater/load cell where
assembly. When an explosive event occurred
a pressure spike appeared on the load cell rec- c = avezage sp,-cific heat, and
ord and this indicated the time to explosion. A
high-speed 4 ine film of the impact was taken so m = mass per unit length of wire.
that the response of the explosive could be
studied and compared with the pressure records. After the drop height of the weight had

been adjusted to obtain the required pressure
After the initial impact a remote manually pulse, tests were carried out over a range of

operated winch was used to raise the explosive wire temperatures by adjusting the voltage on
sample clear of the hot plate so that the effect the capacitor bank.
of the primary impact on the sample could be
studied and unnecessary damage to the equip-
ment, by subsequent explosive reaction, could PREPARATION OF THE
be avoided. EXPLOSIVE SAMPLES

After the drop height of the weight had Information about the expjlosives tested is
been adjusted to obtain the required pressure given in Table 1.
pulse, tests were carried out on each explosive
composition over a range of temperatures using TABLE I
a 10 C increment. The test sequence was ar- Test Explosives
ranged so that an estimate could be made of the o
tcmpcature at which thpre wNs 50% probability IExplosive Comrposition b hanu-

of explosive events. T, (parts by web,_ht) facture

!PETN Pressed

Hot Wire Test RDX Pressed
H• WA Pressed

The test procedure was modified so that DATB j Pressed
the effect of the geometry of the hot surface TNT C
could be studied. A 0.006-in. constantan wire Octol-A HMX!TNTiWax BU/20/1 Pressed
was sandwiched between two explosive samples /liNT/Wax Pressed
mounted as before in Jabroc holders. The im- Octol-B , Pressed
pact pulse was generated by dropping the 50 lb 11W4 I HMX/Wax 95/5 Pressed,
steel weight down the guide tube onto the ex- P13X 9404: HMX/NC/TCEP 94/3/3 Pressed[
plosive assembly mounted on top of the load WV4 j HMX/Viton 85/15 Pressed
cell. At the peak of the pressure pulse a 16 t!F Comp B3 RDX/TNT 60/40 Cast
capacitor bank, at a selected voltage between Comp 133 RDXiTNTWax 60/40/1 Cast
400 V and 600 V, was discharged through the (waxed)
wire. The trigger signal for the discharge was _ i j .

_ = -- - ~-Z
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The samples of the explosive compositions 1 -in. diameter x 0.3-in. thick and mounted in
and TNT were prepared by machining discs the Jabroc holders without machining.
1.125-in, diameter by 0.33-in. thick from
charges manufactured by pressing or casting
as appropriate for each composition. The ex- RESULTS OF HOT PLATE TESTS
plosive disc were bgnded Into a recess in a Effect of Hot Plate Temperature on
Jabroc holder and tr exposed surface of the the Incidence of Explosive Events
explosive was machied to a constant height of
0.062 in, u'1ove the free and parallel to the back All the explosives rest-,', except TNT,
of the holder (Fig. 1). Thus on impact, a good were subjected to similar pressure pulses, the
machined surface was presented squarely to peak pressures lying In the range 13,000 to
the hot plate surface with similar confinement 18,000 lbf in."2 and the pulse durations varying
on all compositions. The finished sample was between 1.6 and 2.0 ms. To keep within this
0.3-in. thick and weighed approximately 0.3 oz. range the drop height was adjusted for eachAexplosive. Tables 2 and 3 show the effect of

The pure expiosive samples of PETN, hot plate temperature on the Incidence of
KMX, RDX, anA DATB were prepared by hot events for a variety of explosive compositions A
pressing and were between 98% and 09% crystal and Table 4 gives a detailed description of the
density. These pressed compacts were made damage Lriteria to the explosive sample and to

TABLE 2
Effect of Temperature on Explosive Re. -ion

p i Dp Hot Plate Temperature 0 C
Explosive Helght ~ - 40Composition 3) 60 -380 140 0

(in.) _410 1420_440_450_ 4_0_470 1 40 11

Octol-A 6 ___JNNN NNp PP

N FN 6N NNN NNP PPP pkP

___ NjN NPP P pp pp

S! 6NNN Npp p
HW-4 6A

I PI --! ,, -

jPBX 9M0 6
f N NN PE

jHV-4 j 6 __ ___pP

Comp B3 lIp P

"+1% Beeswax 10 NN" pNN .....
IHW , 6 ___ - N*NN N r

RDX I 6 E

_ N0 E* NE NP P

PETN [ 9
taI H NE E 

A

*HotYplaed was madea of reN58Bissred of Nimonic 105 .

hiedin anominal peak pre~ssure of 13,000 to 18.000 lbf in.-.

-A
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TABLE 4
Classification of Size of Explosion

Symnbol Group Description

N jFail -~No event onthe
1first impact.

P Small 10% or less of HE
partial consumed. Slight

SI ,flaking of Jabroc
.. . holder. Small cloud

:or puff of flame
i seen on cine film.

Fig. I - Explosive disc mounted P pP Large Up to 90 of HE

in Jab roe holder cosmdLag
ipartial consumed. Large

T E pieces of Jabroc

TABLE 3 rermoved flush with

Effect of Temperature on Explosive I base of HE sample.
E xlso All HE consumed.Reaction of TNT ar ATB I E Explosion Al H Eld consumed. Jb

F Nominal Pe ressure Holder spit. Jabroc
I (lbf Ii broken into small

I--- - r --- pieces to base of
Temp i8.1 Drop [ 12-in Drop HE sample. Damage

C) & to hotplate heat
19,400-28,500 16.700-21,800 I shielat o _ _aIS' I shield and tulnol

TNT DAT8 1 e base.

N00 .... i H High All HE consumed.600 N N• t iOrder Hotplate dented and

610 pt pt Explosion fixing screws broken.
620 I All Jabroc broken

II !into powder, Severe
630 PtI damage to tufol
640 N pt base plate.

650 NNN p j pt.

60 * I explosive and its mounting. Thus HW4 and i. 4
_ _ _ __660

60 i Ngave events which were typically classified as
_670 _ N p I p_ _ small partials (p). A sample which failed to

S- give an explosive reaction was dyed and showed
--!:ot plate made of ENIMB instead of Nimonic sonic surface cracking caused by impact on the

_ o5. hot plate.
tVery striall ev.nt-, very difficult tn detect.

Octol-B and the waxed version of Compo-

sition B3 tended to give a mixture of small and
the holder which was used to classify the nature large partials. Explosives which gave events
of the events observed, which were typically classified as large partials

(P) included Octol-A and Composition B3 (ul-All the HMX and RDX compositions gave waxed). The events with PBX 9404 tended to be

explosive reactions in the temperature range more violent and were classified as explosions
400 C to 470'C, whereas PETN gave explosions (E), and In one test a high order explosion (H)
at temperatures above 3502C. was observed. PETN and RDX also gave very

violent explosions.

.•: • Nature of the Explosive Events
N e t x i vBehaviour of TNT and DATB in the

A considei able variation from explosive to Hot Plate Test

explosive was observed in the violence of the TNT and DATB were incioded in the test
events obtained as shown by damage to the programme because they have markedly
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different kinetic parameters from the other were made on Octol-B. The impact pressure
explosives tested. In fact it was necessary to was varied by alter" g the diop height of the
raise the hot plate temperature above 600,C sample. Five drop heights were used with hot
for explosive reactions to be obsez Yed (see plate temperatures between 450'C and 490 'C
Table 3). It was difficult to obtain a satisfact.ory and the results are given in Table 5. The peak
pressure pulse similar to thai used on the other impac' pressures ranged from 6,000 to 26,300
HE. For TNT a wide range of drop heights up lbf in." 2 and the durations of the pulses from
to 18 in. were tried giving pulses with peaks 2 ms to 1.6 ms respectively.
varying from 6,090 t, 33,000 lbf in.- 2 and dura-

- tions of 2.0 to 2.8 msec. The explanation of the
large positive fluctuations of pressure which Effect of Cracks on the Behaviour of
were observed on the leading edge of the main Octol-B on the Hot Plate
pressure pulse was that on contacting the hot
plate the TNT inelted leaving a thin film of The results of drop tests on a hot plate at
liquid which was ejected out round the edges of 480"C using cracked discs of Octol-B are corn-
the sample uncovering fresh unmelted TNT. pared with those on unt-racked samples in I
This process was rep eated until the peak pres- Table 6. The tests were made at three drop

'ure of the main imrA.Lct had occurred. The ex- heights. The artificial crack was introduced -•

aminr 'ion of the cine film agreed with this into the sample in the foUowing way: the disc
mec;. -ism and showed a jet of mate -ial radlat- was cut into two segments along a diameter and
ing out from the contact region. The eecovered the two halves were then bonded into the recess
samples, also showed a crystallised layer of ir the Jabroc holder to form s plane crack nor-
TNT on their sue-aces. mal to the face of the disc. The surfaces of ti-

-rack were in contact to form a crack of nom o
DATB with 12-in. drups. in contrast to nally zero width.

TNT, showed no clear signi -f melting, but
similar pulse effects giving Vise to pressure The large partial explosions vere similar
peaks in the range 16,000 to 2.i,000 Ibi in. 2 and in both cracked and uncracked samples. !r "
durations of 2.1 and 2.3 msec were observed, small partial ezploslons there was eviden:e it
The only evidence for igaltion with DATB came propagation of reactilui down the crack.
from an examination of the cine film when puffs
of gas were seen although 'here was nc f.gn c.
a pressure spike on the load cell record. Effect of Secndary Impacis

on the 1. Plate
Two explosive events were ,Ataincd with

TNT each being clearly identified hy the damage !de"dly th, not ! J~e test should permit
caused and the presence of pres.,,.z . spikes on only one impact by he explosive sample at a
the load cell records. known press-ire an, daration of contact; this,

however, is eiecha .caily difficult to arrangrn
e and a serieE of sultsequent impacts ustally fol-SEffect of Impact Pressure on the lowed when no ini'.iation occurred on the first

SBehaviour of Octol-B on the Hot Plate impacL Exartinmtion of the cine record showed _

In order to assess what effect varying the that explosife r,.actions or fires were obtained
pressure pulse had on Tso- a series of tests fkum some cor~positions on subsequent impacts -

T•TABLE 5
Effect of Pressure on the Explosive Reactioit of O:tol-B

Drop Nominal Hot Plate Temperature

Height JPeak Pressur'e _-r-
(in.) i 450WC 460C t470°C 480WC 490WC

16,00- N NNp PPP TIPPP
2 9,000 I NNp 1

4 14,000 I • N 1

6 16.000 NNNNPPI NNPP PU P 1  PPPL

S1 20,000 NPP

18 i 26.000 NNP I PP
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TABLE 6 pressure pulses with a peak vwlue in !he range
Effect of Cracks on the Behaviour of Octol-B 13,000 to 18,000 bf in.- 2 the 50 lb weight was

on the Hot Plate Test at 480°C dropped from 12 in. The duration of the pulsei Drp Hight• [was between 1.5 and 2.0 ma. The variltions in

S| Uncracked Cracked wire temperature, calculated 2s described in
(in.) Disc lisc Section 2.2, were obtained by varying the volt-age on the 16 .LF capacitor bank between 450

1 pppp N aad 506 ". The nature of the explosive events
S! was classified by noting the extent of damage

and amount of exptlos-ve consumed in etch sam-V18 [ PP Pp pie in accordance with Table 4. From the load

cell records the time to ignition fom the ca-
pacitor dibz•harge to the explosion pressure

at the T. 0 temperature and at temperatures spike was less than 0.2 ms,
above and below T50. For example, with.Octol-B explosive reactions were observed in TABLE 7

second or thire impactt at hot plate t empera- Effect of Hot Wire Temperature on tlietures down to 30°C below T,, ar fires down Behaviour of Octol-B

to 8C°C below Ts0. With PETN falls and (Peak Impact Pressurt 13,000-18,000 lbf in.-21
events were obtained over a 40'C temperature r-
range on the first impact but only fires were Hot Wire Temp Explosive Reaction
observed on subsequent impacts of the failed (deg C)
sA.iples. H11-4 and DATB were the only com- 4
positt,a-- I,) show neither explosive events nor 532 PP
fires oa subsequent impacts. 515

The occurrence of explosive reaction on 505 p
secondary impacts is probably due to some pre-
heating ao the surface of the explosive sample 495 p

by the primary impact and also to t'e higher 483 N
temperatures reached by any axplosive dust 4
remaining on the hot plate surface while the 473 N

sample is rebounding. 465 N
455[ N

Tafect of Dead Weight LoArding on the
Behaviour of Explosives in the Hot
Plate Test Nature of the Explsive Events for

Octoe -A, Octol-B and HW-4
Tests have been carried out with HMX and

0-tol-B to observe the behaviour under dead Table 8 con pares the violence of tne char-
weight loading. The expl,%sive sample notmted acteristic evet-ts for three explosive cemposi-
on the 50 lb weight in the usual way wau, lower-'d tions, Octol-A. Octol-B, and HW-4, wher. i:.,-
onto the hot plate preheated to S00 C aW. the pacted on a Ut wire with temperatres in the
sequence of events recorded on a cine camiera range .50 to 550"C. The 50 lb weight was
framing at 32 fps. Smoke %A emitted from: dropped from 1 in. in each case.
both HNIX and Octol-B witlin one frame &f con-
tact with the hot plate and became most copious !n addition to the classification of event
in the caze of Octol-B. Ignition occ'rred with size by inspection of the damage and amount of
HNIY after 5 frames (150 ns, and with Octol-B explosive remaining, the peak of the explsion
after 12 frames (430 ms). In both casez the x- pressure spike on the load cell record may be
plosive ramples burned fairlý smoothly until used to assess the viole.ice of the exp-s'ion,
thc. explosive was consumed. -id the average -aloe has been inr.ludtd in

Tab. 3.

RESULTS OF HOT WIME TE.TS The damage t, the tap and bottom aampies
et Wiron of the sanowich was founrt to be very similar in

the Incidence of Explosive avente, all tests. The enteit of the damage was in ge;.-
for Octel-B eral greater than that observed when the three

compositions were impacted on the hot plate.
The results ol- a series of tests on Octol-B The d-'nage to the .abroc holders place6 HW-4

are summaised -n Table 7. To achieve in "i.i z-me category E Octol-B 'i.e., large

QA
- - .~ ~A
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rABLE 8 a lesser extent with the 3-in. drops. In addition
Benaviour c, Octol-A. Octel-B, a:,! HIW-4 to the visual assessment a quantitative measure

in the HNt Yire Test of the violence of the reaction was obtained
(Peak Impact Pressure 13,00' -18,000 -bf in."2) from the explosion pressure spike and these

Eposiv V ol-A rOeto-B i W- results are included in Table 9.

The violence of the reaction was found to
I Hot Wire j 530-540 1 495-532 !445-530 i 3e considerabl) mnaller when the samples had

Temp =C ___ ; cracks in them. Some propagation of reaction
STypca-t -i had occurred along the crack and has been en-

p p 1? - nced at the point where the crack met the
"xplosive

Jabr-"c mount. Reaction had also occurred atReaction the edges of the disc where the hot wire had
Pressure 55,000 46,000 24,000 emerged from the sandwich.
Peak of i
Explosion Attempts to cAr. out tests with more se-

([bf /n.) vere impo.,ts givi-. . ik pressures of 25,000
__bf_____.- __),___ _ . lbf in.' have so far t it- 'successful due to

failure of the bridgs w,.e &'ests have however
partial explosion). However, for HW-4 consid- been made with unr i cekd samples under a 50
erably more explosive was left In the holder lb dead load Even with a 600 V discharge giv-
and the explosion pressure spike was much less ing tn estimated wire temperature of 850 C no
than Octol-Z. e!%l -ion or ignition occurred with Octol-I,

and tj.e only sig.n of reaction wzs a brown line
where the wire had been in contact with the

Effect of Pressure and Cracks on explosive.
the Behaviour of Octul-B

A TIHERMIAL MODEL OF THE
Table 9 summarases the results of tests on H PE AT M EST

c-acked and uncracked samples of Octol-B.
Thi. cricked s',iples were prepared in the Some cumj. r calculations of the temper-
same way wts fo.r the :--it p'late tests. The ex-"s e wature rise in the explosive have been made on a
plosive assembly was arranged so that the
cracks in tGe top and bottom samples werzý in thermal model of the hot plate test in order to
line. The constantan wire was Wad across a estimate the tim, to explosion. A digitai ct :le
linme.ther antarhtangwrewas ai te acks. awhich solves the temperature distribution in a
diameter at right angles to the cracks.thramoefraseuneffit ie

thermal model for a sequence of finite time

Tests were made under two impact condi- steps was used after it had been modified to
include decompositioni*f a reactive imaterial.tions. with the weight dropped from 12 in. arnd iwc su mptions .e f .'dea

3 in., using a ho. wire temperature of 525 C
(615C). The pressure records showed that for 1. That the decomposition of the explosive
the 12-in. dr-'ps the impact pressure for the conformed to zero order linetics (i.e.. the rate
cracked charge assembly i,'a significantly of reaction is indepcedent of loss of reactant)
smaller than for an assemb~y with uncracked with a rate defined by th- Arrhenius function
charges. The same effect was noticeable but to !t,-E IC

TABLE 9
Effeet of Pressure and Crac; the Behaviour o! Octol-B in the Hot Wire Test

(Wire vper.0ire 5l0WC-540'C)
Drop Pe:.k Impact Pressare Peak

Height &i.mple Disc Prer-sure Ofeai i Expi.Sion' fi.) ',qbf -z , ' Reaction
(in.) -'. ,•lbf in.'" )

j 12 Uncracked 18,00 PP 61000
Cracked 13,000 pp 13,000

3 Uncracked 7.,000 pp 16.000

Crackecd 6,000 pp 8.000
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2. That the temperature used to calculate in the liquid phase between 200WC and 300"C)
the reaction rate from the Arrhenius furction used in the computation of the thermal exph.:ion
was consiant during each time step of %he times for the explosive compositions tested
calculation, practically are listed in Table 10. For the pure

explosives the values used in the computations
The code did not include thermal effects due to were taken direcily from Table 10. For the ex-
rhase clanges nor heat generated by impulsive plosive compositi-ns such as Octol-B ;- i Com-
oading of the explosive, position B3 the value used for Q wao factored

in propor'ion to the percentage co.tiposition by
The thermal model of the hot plate test weight of the most reactive constituents 'IMX

consisted of a simple mesh comprising two and/or RDX and the exothermic contribution
series of elements representing the hot plate from the TNT. which would start to decompose
and explosive respectively, i.e., one-dimensionai at a higher temperature, was ignored.
heat flow from the hot plate to the explosive
with no surface resistance. The mesh was Figure 2 shows a plot of time to explosion
surrounded by insulating be-undaries at suffi- for Octol-B relative to the hot plate contact
cient distance from the hot plate/explosive temperature. The contact temperature was
i . . r the nmdel to appear thermally calculated to be 40-50CC lower than the tem-

"".i.,ng the ezrperimental time of contact perature of the hot plate surface befo'e the im. -
mi,.t mnurt -n 2 ms). pact by the explosive sample. The experimental

results it the appropriate reducee temperatures
"i" h size of the elements in the mesh at the Are superimposed on the curve at the measured

hot piate/explosive interface were adjusted in times f.o ignition from the start of the pressure
proportion to the square root of the thermal pulse. Other compositions based en HMX gave
diffusivities of the materials. The computer
calculations predicted an immnediate drop in the
hot plate surface temperature on contact with

_= tie cold explosive sample. In the absence ofSexothermic decomposition the calculation indi- H~ot
"Platecated that this interface temperature remained 0oo.

essentially constant in agreement with the ana- 100
lytical solutions. It was verified that the rom- .o
puter calculations were independent of the I21
arbItrary choice of mes% size by changing the 4

fineness of the mesh near the interface and the
size of the time steps in repeat runs of the
computer programme. The estimated time to -o *0 -\,"
explosion when the self-heating term was in-
cluded was also not significantiy affected by Fit!. 2 - T-.- to -xplosion for
these changes. The thermal and kitetic param- Octol-G. coinpuited c:-v. and
eters (based on decomposition of the explosives .xperimtental result'. (o)

TABLE 10
Thermal and Kinetic Parameters Used in Th'rinal Model Calculations

Heat of I
Density Specific Thermal eom- Frequency

Heat Conductivity I pooactor
(g/cc) C (kclimole) log A(cal/g/ C) (cal/sicmi°C) (cal/A,) A "

Nimonie alloy 7.99 1 0.11 3.8.10" 1
!Ccnstantan 8.4 ( -.10 64.14-0---

RDX 1.8 0.35 6. .(U. ' 1020 45.81 787

HVx 1.9 0.35 10-10" 1080 52.;' 197
TN 1.75 0.35 65 10-4 110 47.90 20.06

!PETN 1.75 0.35 6 - U0• 1100 47.S3 20.06
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almost identical computed curves and the corn- 00

puted curve for RDX/TNT (Comp B3) was also
vry close. Table 11 gives a comparison be-
tween experimental and calculated temperature-
time conditions for ignition. The experimental
50% explosion temperatures estimated from the
results in Tables 2 and 3 closely follow those
computed from the times to explosion. TheI
computed temperature/time curve for TNT pre- 4

dicted initiation temperatures in the range 41

where explosions were obtained practically and

within similar times.

A THERMAL MODEL OF THE e ?-'4
HOT WIRE TEST -Vent "•:•:,•-

iig 3 - I exp it plosioli of
The thermal model of the hot wire test Octol-B a- a function of nmax-

consisted of a simple mesh cnmprising two irnum wire tetup
series of radial elements representing 'he wire
and explosive respectively, i.e., one-dimensional
radial flow assuming no temperature gradients
along the wire. The explosive mesh was sur- The maximum temperature rise in the wire
rounded 1y an insulating boundary at sufficient as a function of time to explosion for Octol-B
dist;nce from the wire for the model to appear using the thermal constt-ats in Table 10 is
thermally infinite during the time of the impac'. shown in Fig. 3. For ignikioit times below 80 ps
pulse. the Octol-B ignites before the discharge is

complete and before the maximum wire tem-
The boundary conditions were arra'nged co perature is attai~ned. The calculated cut-off

that the wire was heated at a rate proportional temperature is 480-490' C which is in good
to the square of the discharge current using a agreemert with the experimental values for
typical profile from the current monitor. The Odol-B in Table 7 which also indicate a cut-off
computer calculations showed that the centre temperature between 483'C and 4950C. At the
line temperature of the wire was largeiv unaf- cut-off temperature the energy deposited in thefected by conductive flow from the wire surface cen,,tantan wire tas 1.25 Jin"1.
during the time of the current discharge (W0 i's).

TABLE 11
Comparison Between Experimental and Calculated Conditions for Ignition

Experimental __Calculated

iTime to Temp 'C for Explosio, _HE T ieoi t' ms

Hotpiate * xplosion
I I Hot Plate IHE Surface

Oc°ol-A 1460 .27 J 446 400

I Octol-B 460 0.53 i 4G4 V7I I !
r,.4460 0.68 452 406

I Comp B3 450 : 0,96 424 390

I Comp B3 *wax 440 1 0.87 426 392 V

I PErN 340 0.66 357 326

TNT 650 i 0.7 623 1 576

R.MXC 470 NA - -

RDX -'420 0.i8 430 1 397
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DISCUSSION PETN is considerably more sensitive than the
other explosives tested whereas TNT and DATE

There is a go.d correlation between the are much less sensitive.
temperatures found experiment.ally at which the
compositions tested show a 50% probability of The influence of conl;'ement on the magni-
explosive reaction and the temperatures pre- tude of the events produced :q Octol-B may bedicted for thermal initiatio., in the observed assessed from the results in a'•bles 5 and 9
time to explosion. Thus the sensitiveness to -- lating to the effect of impact pressure.

thermal initiation can be predicted by a simple There is some indication that the likelihood of
thermal model using kinetic parameters for the explosive events on the hot plate is reduced by
explosive compositions, although these have a reduction in impact pressure and clear evi-
been derived from decompositiun studies at dence tlit the violence of event is reduced in
lower temperatures. Since t: e thermal model the hot wire test. This could be an important
ttakes no account oi the effe of pressure yet factor in the behaviour of explosl;e charges in,
compares well with experimental results, it for example, the oblique impact test since the
can be assumed that the main effect of pressure impact pressure will be dependent on the me-
is to provide confinement. This prevents the chanicaW strength of the explosive composition.
heat losses which would ohlerwise occur by the
escape oi hot gases from the surface of the ex- The presence of cracks in the explosive
plosive and maintains gooi thermal coupling sampie does not lead to any enhancement of ex-
between the hot surface and the explosive. This plosive reaction in Octol-B on the hot plate and
is well illustrated by the test on a hot wire un- in fact in the tests with P hot wire there Is a
der a static load of 50 lb where no explosion marked decrease in the violence of the explo-
was obtained sive eve, L. Although this may be partly due to

the low, r impact pressure obtained wich the
Confinement would be particularly impor- equivalent drop on the cracked samples the

tant (if rapid decomposition occurred in the gas nature of the explosive reaction suggests that
phase rather than in the solid explosive) by pre- it is the loss of confinement due to the presence
venting escape of gases in the early stages of of the crack, allowing escape of gases from the
initiation. This could be an important distin- region c. the hot wire, that is responsible for
guishing feature between secondary and primary the reduced reaction.
explosives. For primary explosives where
ihermal deconposition can occur rapidly in the
solid phase, confinement wcuid not be expected CONCLUSIONS
to be so important. The t' al sensitivity of
primary exji.osives is defined by their decom- A test has been devised which can be used
position kinetics largely independent of the to examine initiation of secondary explosives
presence or absence of confinement. However, by conduction from a hot plate or hot wire un-
for secondary explosives prediction of thermai der impact conditions. Impact tests on a hot
sensit-,vity is possible front simple kinetics plate show that the thermal stability of organic
only when the confinement is such thai the site explosives has the following ranking
of reaction is maintained close to the explosive
surface and this condition can arise ouring ira- TNT ' DATE3 IIMX > .d:X •- PETN
pact. At the test temperature the explosive
suriace will be molten and the rate determining The temperature conditions for initiation
5sth 1 ; is likely to be the formation of a reactive can be predicted reasonably well from a ther-
v.M)ur. Reaction in the vapour phase would mal model which takes account of the decompo-
then proceed very rapidly under the test pres- sition kinr-ics as a function of temperature.
sures. Under the impact pressure there will The impact provides confinement in the early
be a tendency for the thin melt layer to flow stages of initiation. This prevents heat losses
and dif -3rt the heat flow conditiow, at the In- from the explosive surface which uould arise
terface. However for the range of pressures throug;i escape of hot gaseous reagents and
investigated the effect is belie,*ed to be swall dcomposition products and maintains good
except for TNT wh(re the ejection o0 melt was thermal coupling between tG hot surface aud
observed, the explosive.

A comparison of ti6e thermal z.tensitivity o. There is evidence that the extent of explo-
the explosives testM- on the hot plate shows that sive reacticn: w~hich, -. pends on the explosive
HMX is thermally t,'e stable than IWDX and tested, is ah0 o affected by the impact pressur.-
this is also reflected in the rel tive sensitivity and the pr.-st nee of cracks. Conditlions which
of HMX- ard RDX-contairing compositions. lead to loss oi (:onfinement near the reaction
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site result in a less extezniive and less violent however, necessarily represent the offj,--ial
reaction. views of AWRE.
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INITIATION OF DETONATION BY FRICTION
ON A HIGH EXPLOSIVE CHARGE

Alan S. Dyer and John Watson Taylor
Atomic We~aponis Research Esta5lishmncnt

Alierinaston, Berkshire, Rughuid

ABSTRACT

I1 he initiation of expiosion of sniall block-, of h~gli explosive. a few
centurntr- in ize.v has been proes:ced by sliding a flat fat-e of -he ex-
plos4ive along suitable sarfaces;. A spucct.ly designed d1pparatub pro-
ducvd a constant slidirg- velocity -- hich was irnpose-d from rest iii a
fraction of a mjlihstcond. The prvessur.' of the sample against %*hc sur-
face was held consf'tant. Immittion was obtained only when Vrit was
pr-eser. (n the surface. Front experiment, usirmg arl.Avs Of -.sooltvd
g'rit patr: ice s it is conc!t.ded that Znit iat ion is c."u5Led by a co -ope ra-tive
effect of niany grii-to-grit cont.Acts. This co-operawive eff.ect Is con-
-idered to arise from the gas produced by slight decomposition around

in~dividual &!rit contacts, and the consequent confining actior- on the
innerost cs-proucingregions of the slidin r.'a. ir ain t-:s

growth of reaction in the-. rcgiot-.. 11w effect thus involves intnvy
wail sat at~g im- Itaneouily. In most real !:ituations it would i

siwa~zzp the dasciproces- of growth from t sinZale 'hot spot' `

Separate expertinei;nt were carried out ..- Ing explosive charg..,t
%via few ters of cen-timetres typical duimnesion. A in-ire cujiplex 3

f'rietionall st:iniuius w., applied it, tlhis came- by allowing the charge to
fa.1 onto a horizontil surface Lit as- obhquIe angle of incid. nce. Variotus
d--grees; of explosive response were obs.erved. dependitig -jon the com-n
position. Dct!niataoni resulted 10. somie casuN. Thc.'e findings are comi-
pared with those which were obta.1-ed with the friction apparatus. It is
concluded that the samne ryecnani-tn of initiat ion ' invoi". d.

1.0 INTRODUCTION from handling hazards. Such hazards as mighit
be prEsent were considered to be associated

It has iomg been recogmsed that accideptt'.l with powdered explosive. which appeared to be
initiation of art explosive mass nearly always required before a significant explosion could
originates from chemicai reaction in some develop. Consequently, secondary explosive in
very small region of it, with reaction then charge form was in re way regarded as likely
spreading to the main mass of explosive. It is to explode in day-tri-day handling.
therefore natural that t very small quantity of
high explosive has often been conbidered suffl- Occasional acc idents with bare charges
cient for a test designed to assess the nafety of have subsequently snown the ne0i to qualify
an explosive. this simple view, and have led to t~vi introdut:-

tion of new tests Wr.;ivving explosive in charge
Experience with such tests led to the rec- form.

ognitlon that with secondary explosives Initia-
tion b'y friction or by impazt is rel,.tively The prvss.azt rAtpez s concerned with ex- Z
difificult. Secondary (solid) explosives were plosive in this tormn. lEirstly it describes a
th~erefore regarded as being edatively free friclcn apparatus 9thich has been ised to

Prese i~dr~ fiept. of l7-, and Conbo.t ion. Scien.'e. The Un.i -s.ie d.nga

Preceding page blank
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elucidate the mechanism of frictional initiation, 22.7 kg test-assembly off shoulders on which
and which may also be used as a convenient the assembly was supported during attachment
safety test. Secondly it summarises the main of the H.E. The flut face of the H.E. was then
features of, and results from, a useful large resling on a friction surface which in turn
charge test in which frictional initiation is in- resteO on the steel table supported from under-
volved. Thirdly it discusses the growth of ex- neatt y a strong support-arm. A 45.4 kg
plosion which follows the frictional initiation weight, was also raised remotely. In an experi-
procpss, and which leads to detonation in some ment the friction surface was jerked in a hori-
cases. zcntal direction via a serni' of linkages whict.

moved suddenly following a suitable impact
from the weight. The latter fell from a bomb2.0 CHARGE FRICTION APPARATUS
release down a guide-pole. A high-speed cine
photograph was taken through a port in the wallThe most promising way •o study, the fric- of the firing chamber, and this, together with

tional initiation was Ciought to be to press a v'sual and/or microscopic examination of the
stationary friction surface against a stationary abraded or fragmented test sample, constituted
explosive surface, and then suddenly to cause the evidence which was obtained from ea( i
the former to slide on We explosive at constant experiment.
velocity. This is the basis of the charge fric-
tion apparatus. One important consideration
was, of conrse, the need to operate the appara- For investlgtion oa the processes occur-
tus safely and this requirement determined ring at the sample, a relatively sensitive corn-
several of the features of the design described position, 98/2 HMX/TNT, was used unless
below, otherwise stated.

A high explosive (H.E.) charge sample,
uý ially a 25.4 mm cube, w.,s incorporated into 2.1 Further Exper!mental Details
a nigh-den %fty laminated wooden suriound
(Jibroc), leaving ore flat face of the explosive (a) Friction Surfaces
just protruding from the lower side (Fig. 1).
The Jabroc was firmly bolted to the underside A stamard sand/epoxy resin/steel fricdiJ.:
of a massi, e steel block which was constrained surface was prepared by coating a sand-blasted
to move in a vertical direction only. A piston 16 swg mild steel strip with epoxy resin using
rested on the steel block making a total mass a roller to 'ttain an even film. A sieved frac-
of (usually) 22.7 kg above the FI.F. surface. tOtw. of British Drug Houses sand (251-295 p)
The whole mass could be pressed downwardi, was shaken over the surlace of the epoxy film,
by means of compressed air acting on mne then the excesa sand was shaken off and the
piston. Remote operation of the apparatus in- resin baked in an oven. The other fridtion
volved a steel table (rotated on a radius of surfaces were prepared oy bonding sheet glass,
0.98 m) being slowly raised by a hydraulic jack slab H.E. (38 mm wide, 3.2 mm thick) or a
to the horizontal position when it lifted the thin metal file onto the steel strip in place of

CONTACT "IUSt

swioceiii

Fig- I Charge friction appAr~w::
{•achr.-T. tic sectional View)
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the grit. The single grit particles used in (e) Fricticnnl Force Measurement
some of the later experiments were approxl-
mately 300 p diameter sand particles, fairly The frictional force acting between the
rounded particles being selected, using a I*.. and the friction surface was estimated via
microscope, s'rain Causes bonded to the 16 swg steel plate.

A strip of PTFE 76 MZ film was interposed it') Alignment and Calibration

between the und.-rside of the friction surface
and the steel table to reduce unwanted triction. Tj ensure that the pressure acting on the

H E. sui face was uniform a dummy "-%embly
(b) Constancy of Sliding Velocity with a steel block substituted In i In. . the

H.E. was used to check the alignment of the
It was found with sm.me .'.E. compostihns apparatus. The pressurizing cylinder, piston

that, at the higher contact pressures, the falling and test assembly were Pdjusted with shims
weight coul.d not always overcome the high until the thrust acted normally to the table on
frictional force. The friction surface tended to which the friction surface slides. When adjust-
decelerate markedly. This effect does not ment was complete (I) there was Pli gap between
seriously affect the results reported here. In tie steel block and the table before pressurising,
the later experiments it was eliminated by in- and (ii) pressurisation produced an even comn-
serting a pretensioning piston/cylindet system pression of a lead :U="z squeezed between the
into the series of linkages and so providing a block and the table.
horizontal force to b.-!ance the sliding friction.

The total thru~it acting on a sample wasi

The friction surface accelerated very rap- established by calibration at various gas pres-
idly from rest, a steady velucity being achieved sires of the vertical loading system, using a
within 0.3 msec. The velocity remained ap- proving ring.
proximately constant for 10 msec.

To prevent ti* g of the H.E. sanple as-
(c) Action of Falling Weight sembly during fric. -n the sliding surface.

steel rollers were. -. fore and aft of the
The friction surface was linked through the 22.7 kg mass.

pre-tensioning piston to a bell-crank which
converted t.Lie impact of the falling weight into
horizontal movement of the friction surface. 3.0 INITIATION OF EXPLOSION
The axle of the bell-crapk was given strong IN THE FRICTION
support to prevent gross vibration under the APPARATU'
impact loading.

3.1 High Presaure is Required
(d) Self-Protecting F il-Crank

The Airst experiments were carried out
The pre-tensionint, system applied consid- with the weight cf a 45.4 kg mass as the onh"

erable horizontal force to the linkages which source of pressure between the explosive sur-
were restrained by the friction force between face and the friction surface. The coutact
H.E. and sand befo.'e and after the friction sur.. pressure was therefore 7.0 kgi,-m 2 . In addi-
face started to slide. This frictional force tion to the standard friction surface, various
would vanish in the event of an explosion and patterns and dispositions of the grit were
the bell-crank would then accelerate away from used, such as loose grit on steel, loose grit on
tme falling weight with a self-damaging effect, bonded grit, and grit bonded In a pattern of
This eventuality was guarded against by ae- spots. but in none of these experiments was
signing a three-armedi hell-c rank o engage explosion observoýL. Likewise no explosion was
with the falling weight. Then loss of frictional detected when normal red match-head compo-
resistance would cause the bell-crank to sition was placed between the explosive and the
slightly accelerate the falling weight towards irictlop surface, although irs this case occasional
the ground. The falling weight only disengaged putts of smoke could be seen on the cine film.
from the crank when the crak and linkages had
less than 6 mm of travel to a buffr--. T:h. l"or subseqnent emxpiiments, compressed
weight then continued te fall. It landed on sand- nitrogen on Ihe piston sn-i used to press the
bags on a steel plate which a2tcd as a hoad 22.7 kg test-assembly onto the friction surface,
spreader to more sandbags laid on the concr,,te and so provid- a greatly increased contact
floor. pre:;sure bet ween the explosive znd this surface.
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TABLE I
Frictional Initiation of Various Explosives

Approximately 800 cm/sec

(For symbols, see Arpendix)

Contact Explosive, 25.4 mm Cube

Pressure 98/2 80/40 60/4C/I

(kgicm°) HMX/TNT RD' 4TN RRDX/TNT / ax

S 513 P Pp

N432 __P P N N N N
3 46 , P N N N
264 PN •

180 L , P N
85.7 i E E E E N N

: 64.6 N N NNN

S45.0 i N

S23.9 i N

Explosions were then observed above a certain were investigated. The attempt was made to
minimum contact Pressure. Table I presents choose surfaces which would perform only one
typical results and shows that the contact pres- of the main roles played by the standard grit
sure required to initiate explosion varied con- surface. Thus, sheet glass was chosen to rep-
siderably with the composition. As might be resent the role of a poor conductor, an H.E.
expected for frictional initiation, a higher slid- slab to represent the embedded smear of H.E.
Ing velocity facilitated initiation to some extent, which arises with the standard surface, and a
so that for such a case initiation was observed metal itle to represent the cutting action which
at a contact pressure which was lower than that a grit bed produces. None of these surfaces
needed at low sliding speeds, see Table 2. produced Initiation wider stringent conditions

(600 cm/sec, 513 kg/cm2 ). This indicates that
the characteris'Acs which they represented are

3.2 Grit-to-Grit Contacts are Reqnired not the essential fea'usres which lead to the easy
In order to throw light on the mechanism initiation on the grit surface. In a vibsldlary

of initiation, several other fric*,n bsurfaces experiment involving sand sprinkled on the file,

TABLE 2
Effect of Sliidng Velocity on Frictiona: Initiation

98!2 HMXiTNT (25.4 aium cube)

(For symbols, see Appendix)

Approximate SldIng VelocityContact (msc1
Pressure _ (cm/seC1 )
M;(t/cm'2) 150 [ 30000

I Nt, E E E E E

',8 N E. N
"85.7 N N N NNE I EEEE

64.6 NNNE N N NN N

- 45.0 N N N N r.

23.9
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initiation was easily obtained, thus confirming the standard grit surface, the effect of using
that the high thermal conductivity of the file several isolated pz.rticles on the glass was in-
surface would have beer, unlikely to have pre- vestigated. They were placed in a regularly-
vented initiation had a cutting ac t ion been the spaced symmetric•al pattern on a 15 mm square,
essential iitiating mechanism. With theae 5 or 16 particles being used.
possibilities fairly well ruled out, the only re-
maining possibility of any real consequence The results of 0 -se experiments are gi-en
concerns the action of grit-to-grit contacts. In in Table 3. Before discussing them it is im-
several experiments a single ga'it particie was portant to consider hk. v many grit-to-grit con-
placed on a glass surface similar to that mer.- tacts might be involved. The contact pressure
tioned above. The glass constituted, of course, usually crushes each grit particle so that many
a planar, higb melting (i.e., 'grit') surface. fragments are produced and become embedded
The particle was positioned under the centre of in the H.E. By inspection of scratchies on the
the explosive sample. An explosion was found glass plate after a slide with no explosion,
to occur soon after sliding commenced. It can these fragments were seen to have been dis-
thus be concluded, that of P11 the characteris- tributed over a radius of 0.3 to 3 mm with oc-
tics of the standard surface, that which is mo.,t casional minute fragments at up to 6 mm
likely to be responsI'+, r initiation is the radius. The fragment positions probably be-
characteristic that a b, - :1 grit-to-grit come disp!aced during an experiment, but only
contacts is provided. Tf.: : inclusion is con- in relation to the typical slide distance prior to
sistent with the well kl)ws. .. ct that grit parti- explosion, and this distance was found here to
ties may often facilitate 'gnition of explosives be not greater than 3 nm. Now, the initial
because the high melting point of such particles position of a particle in the 5-membered array
allows high temperatures at their surf-.ce. is no nearer than 10 mm to another particle, or
whereas in the absence of grit, mechanically 15 mm in the slide direction. It is therefore
attainable temperatures tend to be limited to clear that fragments from different particles
the melting point of the explosive (Ref. 1). have almost no chance of coming into contact to

produce more grit-to-grit contacts than would
be expected from five completely isolated

3.3 Grit Particles Act Co-operatively crushed particles. In the 16-particle case
there might be a small percentage increase in

To enable more detailed conclusions to be the number of grit-to-grit contacts over the
drawn regarding the action of grit particles in number to be e:.pected orom 16 isolated

TABLZ 3
Effect of Grit on Frictional Initiation

98/2 HMX/TNT (25.4 mm Cubc)
300 p sand particles (5 and 16 were in •5 mn•)2 )

Approximately 600 cm/sec
(For symbols, see Appendix)

S] [ Friction 'Surface'

Contact I -- -
SPrssur I Grit on Glasi Grit

(kg/cm" • I Glass L (Number of Isolated Grit Particles) (ContinuoUiw Lyrcr
- 'ondedunto

1 5 16 Epoxy Resin)

513 N N N F E
432 NI NN
346 1 N ~ EFE E
1264 N N N EtEE E

180 N N EtNN E
138 J E-

S+ 5.7 E. E. E E

÷Approix intpelI," Z i00 cn 1di, -ir.1 p-irticlr-,; p hlu orw+ ini tll, uriti-r,.
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particles, but nevertheless the above conclu- the grit layer was bonded in place. It was also

sion will be approximately valid in this case several particles deep and so perhaps to some
also. extent 'porous'. However these are minor

features which do not seem to forr- a banis for
It can be seen from the results that the invalidating the argument.

contact pressure needed for initiation wab sig-
nificantly lower when additional grit particles There seems little doubt that the co-
were present. Such a co-operative action of operative mechanisn. under discussion will be
isolated grit particles cannot arise from addi- equally relevant to other secondary explosives
tionpi grit-to-grit contacts, as we have seen. than the 98/2 HMXTNT with which it has beenIt must therefore be due to the influence of investigated. Likewise, the picture can be ex-

product gas from the micro-region around one tended w~th some confidence to certain other
crushed particle, on the processes occurring friction surfaces, including those which have
In the micro-region of another crushed particle, practical Importance such as bare concrete.
An influence of this kind would act by the gas
from one micro-region hindering the escape of
gas from a neighoouring micro-region and so 4.0 OBLIQUE IMPACT OF
allowing the pressure to rise higher than other- LARGE CHARGES
wise. This would enable reaction (especially at
the innermost grit particle(E)), to develop to a The experiments which have been de-
greater extent towards full ignition. scribed above involved charger of a few centi-

metres typical dimension. This relatively
This picture can be extended to the case of small size would be likely to limit the intensity

a continuous layer of grit particles such as was of explosive reaction which could develop.
present on the standard friction surface. Ignt- There is essentially no such limit .ion in the
tion would then be expected to be achieved at an work which is summarised below. It involved
applied pressure which would be very much charges which had a few tens of centimptres
lower than that needed for initiation by a single typical dimension.
grit particle. The last column of Table 3 shows
that this is the case. The effect of a single grit A bare charge was allowed to impact a
particle would be completely insignificant at horiz.ntal surface at an oblique angle of inci-
this lower stimulus level. However, with the dence. usually 450. A frictional stimulus of
layer of particles, the weak -eneration of gas some. kind was therefore produced at the same
at many micro-regions, i.e., 'warm spots', time as a high (impact-derived) contact pres-
over the area of the explosive, would have a sure. Hemispheres of H.E. weighing 11.3 kg or
mutually amplifying effect. This would operate more were used. They were swung on long thin
by the escape of gas near the centre of the area wires to strike a sand/epoxy surfacp (or oc-
being severely hindered as reierred to above casionally another surface) at the desired
for the grit-on-glass experiments. Initiation at angle (Fig. 2). Very low drop heights'some-
the lower stimulus level is thus explained. timer resulted in explosion, and in some caces

detonation (see Table 4). By contrast inItiation
The standard surface had, of course, sev- by vertical drop required at least an order of

ej'al features which were not simple extrapola- magnitude greate: drop height, e.g., one ex-
- tions of the grit-on-glass system. For example perimental composition aetonated after 0.3 m

TABLE 4
Oblique Impact of Large Charges

22.7 kg nomina!

(For symbols, see Appendix)

Explosive
S] Height 60,"40 §0/A0,1

(metres) PBX 9404 Baratol

3.0 N N NN p
1.5 H P PP N

0.9 HN p NNp
P P

0.6 N _

_ __Z9
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distance inside the charge, and hence it is
clear that the event initiates at the charge

" ,, \. surface.

""AN• ,PAVING SLAB
4.3 Initiation Compares with that

EARTH "CONCR'TE in Friction Apparatus

".. The initiation is thus a surface frictional
effect which is greatly facilltated by the pres-
ence of grit, and which occurs whilst there is a

\ " " \high contact pressure produced by the impact.
S , "These surface conditions are clearly very

similar to those which are present when initia-
Fig. 2 - Oblique impact of large charges tion occurs on the friction apparatus. With the

large charges, the frictional stimulus is some-
what more complex, in that sliding occurs tin-
der a contact pressure which rises to a peak

drop and 45° incidence, but only after a 3.0 and then may fall to zero. However this would
metre drop vertically. Investigation of the not be expected to alter the essential nature of
riechanism of Witiation was directed towards the process. We therefore conclude that the
L %ýciding whether it was fri :tional and whether same initiation mechanism applies in the two
tn'o !Kition of initiation was at the charge cases.
surface.

5.0 GROWTH TOWARDS DETONATION
;.A A Frictional Mechanism

5.1 Explosion Magnitudes
As we have seen, impact initiation was

greatly facilitated if an oblique angle nf inci- The effects following initiation varied
dence was urra.d This effect is very di ficult. to greatly from explosive to explosive. Thus it
explain other than by assuming that rliction on was found that with some explosives there
the surface was the primary cause of initiation, might be little more than a puff of gas produced,
Other confirmatory evidence was obtawzed: wnilst with other explosives a very intense ex-

plrsion would result. This was the case with
(I) Water was poured over a concrete t=r- both f:he small samples of the friction apparatus

get slab prior to the experiments. It the ab- and the large charges of the impact experiments.
sence of water, inftiaion would have been pro-
ducaed easily. However no initiation was These effects were most marked and re-
observed, -is m',ght be expected by water quire further study. It will merely be noted
providing lh.ricaticn and ihus reducing friction, here that they a,-e clearly very relevant to the
and/or providing 'teat sink effects. subject of explosion hazard. The empirical

characteristic which is involved may be re-
(1) Epoxy-resin/steEl .',as con Fared with ferred to as the 'explosiveness' of the system,

the standard sand/epoxy-resin/steel surface. and should be considered along with 'sensitive-
Initiation only occurred on the latter, as might ness' in any comprehensive assessment of ex-
be expected for a frictional mechanism, since plosion hazard.
much higher temperatures can arise at grit-to-
grit contacts. Only a limited correlation was found

between the 'explosiveness' in the small sý..4e
a ad that in the large scalf experiments, as

4.2 Initiation is at the Charge Surface might be expected feom the very different en-
vironments which the two systems provide for

In a scrie. of experim.ents small amounts the growing reaction. Thus, factors such as
of water were used to lightly wet the standard area of contact preataire of contact, strength
friction surface. In no case was initiation pre- of adjacent mediuw, etc., probably have an
vented, but in four out of six #eperiments the effect. Tables I and 4 give an indication of the
explosive event was markedly less powerful types of explosion which were observed. Deto-
than with a dry grit surface. Such a controlling nation is considered to have been attained in
influence of the surface conditions could hardly the case of '.he high order explosions of the
occur if the point of initiation were some large charges (Table 4), whilst with the friction

A
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apparatus the detonation stage was never TABLE 5
reached. Fricti mal Initiation of Small Samples

98/2 HMXP/TNT (12.7 mi cube)
Approximately 600 cma sec

5.2 Principal Stages of Growth (I or symbols, see Appendix)

These observations as a whole, appear to r CnaCnatPressurebe explicable in terms of variation in thl ixtent [ Resuot
of occurrence of a sequence of procebss•s rather (
than differences in tth!ir essential nat-ure. The 1 1 ?
study of one particular composition is thus re-
garded as throwing light on the behaviour of 96.3 N N p P
secondary explosive charges in gene.-al. Whilst

lacking positive proof as to the mechanism af
growth subsequent to frictionally induced gas 6.0 FUIRTHER DISCUSSION OF
generation, the prir.nipal stages appear to be as INITIAMION MECHANISM
follows:

_6.1 Backgro.,nd Frictional Heating
(i) an ignition at th." confined (contact) sur-

lace of the charge, leading to violent gas evo- From microscopic inspection of the glass
lution; plate after a sample has failed to initiate,

traces of explosiv6 were seen adhering to parts
(Ii) a resulting pressure build-rip which--- •breali up the ct,--,,, often with a violent of the glass in a thin layer, with unmistakeable

crauheg' a ion; signs of previous melting. It. addition the
c asample surface had all the appearance of having

(iii) consequent gas penetraticn to the in- been molten over the whole area awd had a high
ternal surface, which therefore becomes ignited polish. Lilkewise, from examination of the
and gives a still more rapid gas production. smear of embedded H.E. which vemained after

sliding on the standard surface, further clear
The extent of occurrence of any of there pro- indication of substantial melting was obtained.
cesses wouid depend upon the details of the
system, espe ially upon its confinemerit, since Sliding on glass mid sliding on the standard

Sthe latter controls the pressure rele ze. grit surface therefore both involve extensive
melting of the explosive over most of the area

-An example of the way in which a smarl oZ the sample. This indicates considerable
variation of the eff(ctive confinement of the heating over the surface as a whole, quite apart
reaction, may affect the magnitude of the ex- from the above mentioned gas generation pro-
plosion, is provided by resmlts obtained with cesses occurring at Individual grit particles.
the friction apparatus using smallk samples of The heating on the standard surface can be as-
explosive. Thus, 12.7-mm cubes oi 98/? HMXi sessed from approximate frictional force
TNT were used instead of the usual 25.4 iz, m measurements which indicated a coefficient of
cube samples, so that the area in contact with friction in the region of 0.4. This value corre-
the grit was only 12,7 mm x 12.7 mm. In con- sponds to a total heat generation in the range
trast to the powerful explosions which usually 5-25 cal cm- 2 (luring the 10 mace test interval.
occur with this composition, initiation led to From these facts it seems l".'ly that the gas-
quite mild explostins, considerable amounts of generating (and hence initiating/ effect of indi-
Sexplosive often remaleing uv" nsumed, see v grial grit particles will be facilitated to some

Table 5. extent Lv the background heating which occurs.

One supplementary experiment with a
25..A-mm cube sample but with a 5.3 nmu x 6.2 Time Delay to lititation
25.4-mm contact area (achieved by a grit-
coated 6.3-mm-*Idth steel bar attached to the The time required for initiation on the
friction plate) also aWp;i very weak exploston. friction apparatus was estimated from the cine

- With the smaller confined %raa which was film record. In zhe case of a grit-on-glass
present .n these experlmens, the gaW pressure surface, the tiný r;as usually less than one
would rise mu-•e alowv~y, un.J correspondingly inter-fr4ame ti, (-0.5 msec). When the stand-
less internal surface area of expiost :e would ard sand/epen, steel surface was used the de-
be exposed by the di ruptlve effect before the lay time tended to be slightly larger than with
pressure release occurred. This would iead to grlt-on-glass for the aame contact pressure.
an explosion of smaller magnitude, as observed. It decreased with increase cf contact pressure.
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TABLE 6
Slide Time Before Explosion (milliseconds)

Friction 'Surface'

Contact Grit on Glass Grit~Pressure
'(kgc"-1 2 ) Glass (Number of Isolated Grit Particles) (Continuous Layer

- Bonded otto
1 5 16 1 Epoxy Resin)

513 N N N <0.5 -. 0.1

432 .

346 "0.5 ,5 -0.9

264 ý.0.5 <0.5

180 j <0.5 2.5 1 1.5

138 I 7 3.5 1

85.7 7?.5-8 7 81
64.6

as might be expected. Table 6 gives the delay some extent despite the smear of explosive
times corresponding to most of tne results of which is continuously deposited on the grit
Table 3. layer. The heat loss rate from the contact

area should therefore decrease as the slide
continues. In other words th, co-operative gas

S6.3 Overall Frictional Initiation generation process at the grit-to-grit contacts
Mechanism should experience a progressively sic wer heat-

loss to the matrix, until the former becomes
An explanation of the slightly greater delay manifest as an explosive event.

time to explosion with the standard surface,
compared with the grit-on-glass surface, fol- In conclusion therefore, we consider that
lows immediately fromn the recognition that the the frictional initiation mechanism is one In-
standard surface probably requires a certain volving:
slide time during which 'rolling' occurs and the
upper layers of grit become consolidated with (i) gas generation by micro-decomposition
the lower more firmly bonded particles, at many transient grit-to-grit contacts;

Some of the delay times can be seen to be (il) a co-operative action of these which
relatively quite large. This fact requires a causes the innermost contacts to lose gas more
different explanation. These delays correspond slowly than oth.,rwise, and henc,. to, become

Sto the sample having moved a significant dis- more akin to classical 'hot spoL:':
tance which would place it outside the initial

Scontact area before explosion occurs, approxi- (iii) a background heating, superposed on
mately 4 msec being required to move one the whole, and which in time produces a much
sample width, slower huss of heat from these 'hot spots'.

Remembering that initiation does not occur After some delay time, such features would
without grit particles, large delays of this kind favour a runaway reaction (ignition). The latter
can scarcely be attributed to a time required would arise at those innermost grit-to-grit
for the grit particles to achieve some favour- contacts which happened to be rubbing together
able configuration. On the contrary we must at that time.
presume that the basic effect of the mass of
grit particles remains about the same, once
any initial consolidation has taken place. It is 7.0 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
fairly clear therefore that the delay is to be
associated with the previously noted background It is a pleasure to thank Mr. G.P. Cachla
frictional heating. This heating will progres- for helpful discussion. The large charge ex-
sively heat the bulk of the explosive sample to periments were organised in a most notably
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Symbols for Explosion Magnitude and Growth of Explosion in Liquids and

Relative categories, one experiment type: Solids", Cambridge (1952).

H U High order explosion;

E a Explosion;
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DEFLAGRATION IN SINGLE CRYSTALS
OF LEAD AZIDE

P& M. Chaudhri and J. E. Field
Surface Physics, Cavendish Laboratory

University of Cambridge, England

ABSTRACT

A study has been made of the initiation and propagation of fast
chemical reacticon in single crystals of lead azide using high speed
framing photography. It is shown that sufficiently thin crystals of lead A
a4ide deflagrate with a velocity of propagation which depends on the
minimum dimension of the crystal: the velocity increasing with crystal
thickness. However, above 215 microns and up to the largest size
studied (670 microns) the propagation velocity remains approximately
constant at about 2,900 m/sec. A high magnification examination of
deflagrating crystals sustaining a reaction has shown that stress waves
and fractures can travel ahead of the reaction zone. In some situations
fracture ahead of the front affects the growth of the fast decomposition;
however, initiation of fresh reaction sites was not observed. The
shocks produced by the fast decomposition were not strong enough to
sustain reaction. It is suggested that the energy from the decomposing
layers is transmitted to neighbouring undecomposed layers by conduc-
tion of heat. This means that the upper limit of the propagation veloc-
ity should be equal to the velocity of sound in the crystal. The experi-
mental results support this model.

INTRODUCTION permeation of gaseous reaction products
through the interstices was important (see also

If chemical reaction is initiated at a point (3)). However, this theory is clearly not appli-
in an explosive by a small thermal stimulus, cable to ai single crystal. The object of this
under suitable conditions fast decomposition present work was an Investigation of the mech-
may propagate throughout the explosive. Initi- anism of propagation of reaction in single
ation Of fas decomposition produces pressure crystals.
"waves, which travel through the explosive at a SA hihspeed photographic study of comn-
velocity at least equal to its velocity of sound. s

11 the propagation of fast decomposition is sub- buston and deflagration Is a suitable approach
sonic, then the pressure waves will Interact to the problem. Evans and Yoffe (4) were able
with the tndecomposed explosive ahead of the to follow the combustion of single crystals ofwiththeimdcomose exlosve hea ofthe some of the-prili~ay explosives with a high
reaction front, and-may cause either anon- somethat the combustion
uniform rate of growth or initiation of *ecom- speed camera. _They foundthttecmuio-nfr aeo rwho ntalno cm velocity depenided upon the thickness and the
position at points distant from the advancing velo the th
front, as has been observed in granular and nature o _ the crystal. Velocities for the crys-
cast explosives (1,2). tals they studied were only of the order of a

few m/see. It is believedby several workers

Using a one-dimensional equation of con- (3,5) that the primitryieplosive lead azide
ct (detonates immediately after being ignited andduction of heat, Griffiths a.. cock (1) pre-

dicted that the maximum rat• 01, combmusion in that a burning regime is absent. However, our

granular high explosives should be about I experiments show that this idea needs modifi-
m/sec. This value-is very low compared with cation.
measured values of the order of I km/see. To The amount of work on the measurement
e;plain this discrepancy they suggested that of the propagation velocity of fast decomposition

301
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in lead azide Js very little. There is also no externally by discharging a bank of condensers
published work regarding the mode of propaga- charged to a potential of 2.5 kv through a
tion in lead azide single crystals. Bowden and Mullard F.A.5 xenon-filled tube, the total en..
McLaren (6) measured the detonation velocity ergy discharged being 150 Joules. The duration
in pressed- unconfined sheets of lead azide of of the light flash from the discharge tube was
different thickness and successfully explained sufficiently small so that double exposure of
the results using Jones (7) theory. The only the film did not occur even at the maximum
reported work on single crystals of lead azide rotation speed of the mirror.
is that of Str~msoe (8); however, the single

7 crystals he used were very non-uniform and it The needle-shaped crystals were placed on
seems possible that this affected the results in microscope glass slides aad held in place by
an unknown manner. adhesive. A 50 pm diameter platinum wire was

laid across the crystal near the glued end, and
The high-speed framing camera investi- also glued to the glass slide such that It made

gatlon described here shows that in sufficiently good contact with the crystal. A schematic
thin lead azide crystalb iurning does occur, diagram of this arrangement is shown in Fig.
The propagation velocity increases with the 1(a). A high-energy electrical pulse was dis-
thickness of the crystal, but becomes constant charged through the platinum wire causing the
for crystal thickness in the range 215-670 Mm. ignition of the crystal and allowing synchroniza-
In a deflagrating crystal the fast reaction pro- tion of the event with the camera.
gresses continuously with no new initiation
sites produced ahead of the front. A qualitative
model, based on theat conduction, is suggested r
to explain these observations.I

PLATIN1UM -*CRYSTAL

EXPERIMENTAL otuit
ii ~ Single crystals of lead azide (a and 0)

"were prepared by a diffusion method (9). The 14,
crystals were identified using X-r9v methods. M CbROSCOPE
The lead azide crystals used for the propaga- cRYsTA_-
tion studies were of the ;3 form for thicknesses
up to 7 0 im and the a form for the thicker
sizes. It was found difficult to grow suitably
long a crystals with thickness less than about
100 Mrm: with the diffusion method used long
crystals were invariably also thick. Single
crystals of silver azide were prepared by re-
crystallizing silver azide from an axnmonical
solution.

Fig. I - The schematic arrange-
SBowden and McLaren (6) and Str~msoe (8) ment for the mounting and ignition

- measured the propagation velocity in lead azide of the crystal
with a drum camera. In this study a framing
camera was used for the following reasons.
Firstly, when an unconfined single crystal is
deflagrating at about 2000 m/sec, then products In the arrangement shown in Fig. 1(a) it is
of decomposition go ahead of the reaction zone possible that the stress waves in the glass
(see (10)). It is clear that the trace on a drum (velocity of stress waves in glass > velocity of
camera film may not be an accurate position- stress waves in lead azide) may cause fractures
time record of the flame front. Secondly, phe- in the crystal ahead of the decomposition front
nomena such as the formation and propagation and thus make the interpretation of the results
of cracks can take place ahead of the reaction difficult. This disadvantage was removed by
front. An examination of their influence on the using the arrangement shown in Fig. 1(b). Most
growth of burning is best made by framing of the measurements were made using this form
photograph7. The rotating mirror framing of mounting. _-N
camera used was a Beckman and Whitley model
189 camera, capable of photographing at a rate It was observed that the decomposition
of 4-million frames/sec 'with a total number of front for crystals up to 70 Mm in thickness was
frames of 25. The event was illuminated fairly distinct. However, for thicker crystals
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the decomposition front was ooscured by reac- m
tion products. In order to hold back the prod- -

ucts of reaction, crystals of thickness > 100 gtnm _

were confined by water. To minimise any hy- -

drolysia of the crystals, the crystals were left
in water for as short a time as possible before
making the experiment. The crystals were
ignited under water in the way described above.Iz

Propagation of reaction in crystals at 1000C -
(in air) was also studied. A special furnace was
used for this purpose. It consisted of a ceramic
tube 0.15 m long and 0.1 m in diameter with 2 t4 • --- [ 2--
flat glass windows radially opposite to each • •- F .
other so that the combustion of the crystal
could be photographed with back lighting. A - -
piece of nichrome wire wound unifoi mly rounid
the tube was the heating element. The mounted -
crystal was first placed inside the furnace and
then electric current passed through the wire.
The time taken to reach 100?C inside the fur-
nace was only 5-6 minutes. It was assumed W
that during this time only a very small amount
of decomposition of the crystal took place.

A photographic examination at a high mag- J ___

nification (x 10 on-the film) w"s made of a
region just ahead of the decomposition zone of
a deflagrating crystal. The-high magnifications
were achieved by using a projection microscope ..-

in conjunction with the camera. However, it
was found necessary to confine the crystal by a
transparent fluid (we used water) to get distinct
photographs. The working distance of the nii-
croscope was abouit 30 mm and therefore a
small transparent cell of 'perspex' (lucite) was
used in which the crystal was exploded underwate an th moe o proagaionof eacionFig. Z -The propagation of fast reaction inwater and the mode of propagation of reaction a thin 0-lead azide crystal in air, mounted
photographed. as in Fig. !(a). 1.0 psec between consecu-

tive frames.

The crystals used in the experiments were
typically 10 mm long, were reasonably trans-
parent and those chosen were free of any macro-
scopic defects. -In the high-magnification Except for the point of initiation (see frame 8),
studies the field of view of the camera was which is about-2.2 mm from the exploding wire,
only a few mm. The region of the crystal this sequence shows typically the propagation
chosen for observation -was about-2 mm from of -. fast decomposition in thin (less than 70
the platinum wire, which was at one end of the pm) 13-lead azide crystals mounted in the man-
crystal and:out of the field of view of the cam- ner shown in Fi.. 1(a). It is believed that even
e era. This-arrangement ensured that reflected though the point of initiation of fast decomposi-
-tnsion waves from the far Dnd did not reach tion in this crystal is not located under the
the region under observatioh until after the wire, initiation is still thermal in origin. Frame
burning front. 1 shows the crystal and the exploding wire (the

wire started burning rapidly 2-3 psec before
frame 1). It can be seen that the crystal is

-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS fairly uniform. It Is very likely that as the hot
vapours of the wire spread over the crystal =

o Fig. 2 shiows the initiatito and propagation they heat its surface to a sufficiently high tem-
Sof fast decomposition in a 3-lead aalde crystal. perature. In frame 8 a black spot has appeared
The nrpntal was mounted as shown in Fig. 1(a). on the ctystal Pt P about 2.2 mm from the wire.
Iti, dimensions are 16.7x0.I75x0.022 mm 3 . By comparing frame 8 with frame 4, it is clear

mR
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that the hot vapours of the exploding wire had Other results showed that the velocity of
reached P before the crystal ignited at this propagation increased with crystal thickness
point. The remaining frames then show the (i.e., the minimum dimension). Variations in
propagation of explosion on both sides of P. It width did not produce noticeable changes in
will be noted that the front of the reaction-zone velocity if the thickness of the crystal was
is reasonably distinct. The velocity of propa- greater than 20 jm.
gation in this crystal is uniform, with a value
of 1000-1100 m/sec. Two other -interesting oh- Table I gives the average propagation
servations can be made from this sequence, velocity for crystals of different thicknesses
Firstly, that in frame No. 16 the crystal seems under different conditions. Some results for
to hzve developed deformatt ahead of the silver azide single crystals are also presented.
flame, and secondly, that after reaction has A few measurements given in this table are ior
passed a mark is left on the glass slide which crystals which were initiated under water by
is almost equal in width to that of the crystal mild shocks (a few kbars) and this is indicated
(see frame 16). It was found by exampning this in the table; all other observations were on
mark under an optical microscope that it was crystals ignited by exploding platinum wires.
due to very small particles of lead.

TABLEl I
The Average Propagation Velocity for Lead Azide and Silver Azide Single Crystals of
Different -Thicknesses Under Various Conditions. The Uncertainty in the Velocity
Measurements is *100 m/sec.

velocity (m/sec) Initial Velocity Strength of
Thikne~z of of the Initial

Crystal Microns In Air Under At Water Shock Water Shock
(UM) At Room Water 1000C (m/sec) (kbars)

0 -lead azide (mean)
of 4 observations) I

18 980 -

22 1070 ---
28 1110
34 1320 1030 -
39 1300 1100 1770
45 1210
"50 1740Ss56 - lO10-00]61 1620 -

(k -lead azide (indi-
vidual observations)

168 - 1200 -
(initiated by shock)

215 - I 2800 1 -
(initiated by shock)

280 - I 2F50 I 1670 1.3
(initiated by shock)

310 - 2500 - 1670 1.3
560 - 2900 - 1720 2.0
670 - 2620 - 1900 3.5

Silver aside (mean
of 4 observations)

67 880 ...
168 1040 .
185 - 780 -A

_ _ _
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Table I shows that the average propagation j" 3[ a 4

velocity of unconfined 0-lead azide crystals I
(i.e., in air) rises gradually from 980 m/sec I
for 18-jim-thick crystals to 1600-1700 m/sec
for crystals 50-60 jim in thickness. The effect
of confining the crystals by water is to reduce
the propagation rate. This effect is more pro-
nounced on relatively thick crystals: a 56- pm-
thick crystal which deflagrates at about 1700
m/sec in air slows to 1000 m/sec in water. - -
On the other hand, initial high temperature of ___

the crystal increases the velocity from 1300 . .
S-m/sec at room temperature to 1770 m/sec at

100°C for 39-jim-thick crystals. These obser-
vations suggest that the heat losses from a de-
flagrating crystal influence its propagation -"

velocity considerably. It will also be noted that --

a 60-gm-thick 0-lead azide crystal reacts at
almost twice the rate with which a silver azide _J
crystal of similar thickness reacts. Thicker
crystals (a -lead azide) give more striking re-
sults. A 168-Am-thick crystal deflagrates at
1200 m/sec (in water) but a 215-gm crystal re- Fig 3 - Propagation of fast reaction in a
acts at 2800 m/sec. With further increase in thick a-lead azide crystal under water.
the thickness of the crystal the propagation ye- Frame interval 0.7 Asec.
locity does not increase and remains constant
at 2500-2900 m/sec. This is so for crystals up

St6-670 pm in thickness. It is interesting that
even-'aged' crystals (aged in dork up to 14 THE STOPPING OF A PROPAGATING

ortinths).Ve the same propagation rates as REACTION
• f. •-crystals (.zp to 3 days old). The experi-
ments.made under water also allowed measure- It was found that in deflagrating 0-lead
mer-- of the velocity of the shock transmitted azide crystals cracks can be produced ahead of
fron. ýe deflagrating crystal to water. a-lead the reaction front, and that these cracks can
azide crystals which deflagrate at a constant then influence the development of the chemical
rate:transmit shocks to the water with an in- reaction. This effect was most pronounced for
tensity which depends upon the thickness of the thicknesses less than P1 jim. Figure 4 shows a
crystal. For example, crystals 280-310 jim in sequence for a crystal of dimensions
thickness transmit shocks of about 1.3 kbars to 8.9x(0.45 - 0.25)x0.017 mm 3 , mounted as in
the water, whereas a 670-jim-diameter crystal Fig. 1(b). Rapid heating of the wire, W, starts
transmits 3.5 kbar shocks, in frame 2 which leads to initiation of fast re-

action in the crystal, C, in frame 4. The fast
Figure 3 shows a sequence of photographs reaction propagates at a speed of - 1000 m/sec

of a crystal deflagrating under water. The (frames 4 and 5). However, in frame 5, a
crystal, C, is held in position under water by crack is formed across the width of the crystal
the platinum wire, W (see frame 1). The crys- at F (1.2 mm from the edge of the glass slide).
tal is 6 mm long and 670 Im in diameter except By comparing frame 4 with frame 5, it is clear
for the final 1 mm which has a diameter of that the crack formed between these frames.
450 jim. Frames 2-4 show the start of the ex- The chemical reaction then travels up to this
plosion of the wire and in frame 5 the crystal crack, but does not go further (frames 6 and 7).
ignites at A. The next 3 frames show a unt- The later frames show the 'spalling' and
form rate of growth of deflagration in the crys- break-up of the far end of the crystal.
tal at 2620 m/sec. The shock produced is luite
strong and stress waves travelling in the sup- If a crystal, besides being 17 jm or less
porting 'perspex', P, can be seen in frames 7 in thickness, is about 90 jm or less in width
andi8 These waves produce fracture (frame 8). then fast decompcsition may not travel the
The production of fractures in solids by explo- whole length of the crystal. For thicknesses as
sive loading has been examined in earlier work low as 10 pm reaction fails for widths less than
(11). 60 jim. To find the possible reasons for the
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- °in such a crystal is st. wn in Fig. 5. The
thickness of the crystal under the platinum
wire is 14 lim and its width is 112 pim; the
crystal is 5.3 mm long. The first 3 frames

a:.. show the rapid heating of the wire. Fast de-
Scomposition starts between frames 3 and 4; the

propagation velocity as measured from frames
*GUE ,, - 4 and 5 is 1000 mi/sec. In frame 5 the crystal

seems to have deformed near the free end.
- .... This deformation becomes more p, mounced in

lhe next frame. The reaction fails at P where
_._ •the crystal dimensions are 0.08x0.017 mm 2 .

The last few frames show the fragmentation of
the crystal. In two other such experiments the

- _dimensions of the crystals where the reaction
_______* •stopped were 0.084x0.017 mm 2 and 0.072x

___.... •0.017 mm 2 . In all these experiments the crys-
tals used were geometrically 'good', and each

__ - - was about 5 mm long. Aftec reaction initiated
urnder the exploding wire in these crystals, it
propagated for about 3 jisec. During this time
the stress waves travelling at the velocity of

: • sound would have reflectd as tension waves
S•_ • - from the far end. It is possible that the inter-

action of these reflected waves may have helped-- ;•:• .... : • in fracturing the crystal, and thus produced

_ ••conditions under which the propagation of the
reaction was difficult.

To show that the failure of propagation in
very thin needles is not related to the method

... .of initiation (i.e., exploding wire), experiments
_ ______ • were undertaken with very thin but geometri-

cally 'good' and uniform crystals: initiation of

Fig. 4 - A thin O-lead azide crvstal. The reaction was achieved by a red hot wire rather
deflagration stops at a crack forned ahead than by an exploding wire. In these experiments
of the reaction front. Fraze interval 1.0 a thin,3-lead azide crystal 10.OxO.056x0.012
".Sec. mm 3 was placed on a microscope slide so that

about 0.5 mm of its length projected outside the
slide. Another slide was placed on the first
with spacers between them. The crystal was

failure of propagation of reaction. experiments ignited on the end projecting from the slides by
were performed on crystals which gradually touching with a red hot, gauge 30, nichrome
reduced in thickness and width from sizes wire. However, the whole of the crystal was
greater than the critical dimensions mentioned not consumed. In fact, a part of the crystal was
above. A typical sequence showing propagation broken into many fragments of which most were

- - 4 5 6 -

Fig. 5 - A typical sequence shoving the failure of propagation of reaction
in a thin tapered ,i-lead azide crystal. Framne interval 1.0 .. sec.
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dunecomposed. Th' Iimea.zits of the frag- HIGH MAGNIFICATION STUDIES
ments were meaai., cl and the results of two
such experiment, rr given in Table 2. The examination of deflagrating crystals atI high magnification showed various interesting

STABLE 2 features. Th limensions of the 13-lead azide
Scrystal shown in Fig. 6 are 7.1x 0.291x 0.034

OriginalSize Length of Combivied mm 3 , but only a 2.75-ram-long region appears
mragmients Lengths in the field of view. The platinum wire is 2.8

= (ram) 1 (m ll) (mam) mm outside the frame to the right. The whole
_______ of the crystal including the exploding wire is

10.0x0.056x0.012 3.4, 1.4, 1.3 7.7 under water. Frames 1-3 show the crystal be-
=l1.2, 0.2, 0.2 fore the wire exploded. About 3 psec befoie

frame 11 fast reaction was initiated in the
7.1 Xi%0.0C t0,012 13.9, 0.5, 0.4 4.8 crystal. In frame l1 the reaction is just enter-

J in- the field of view from the right-hand side.
.Iany cracks can be seen ahead of the flame,

I. .- ol jw:. , the exploL ion could have but no fast reaction initiates at these cracks.
travelled o r, .e unrecovered p,. L of the A black spot at P can also be seen but it does
rystals, the original length minus the not appear that fast decomposition starts here,

combined &,,g.n of recovered fragments. If we and the shape of the expanding reaction-products
*ssume that fast reaction in these thin crystals supports this view., It is difficult to find in
travelled at a speed of 1000 m/see then in both these pictures thO points from where the cracks
these crystals the reaction propagated for at initiate. (That is, whether from the surface
most 2-3 Msec. During this time the stress away-from the flame or-at the products/crystal
wave waves, produced at the instant of initiaticn interface.) Frame 12 shows that these cracks
of r,'action, - ould not have reached the free end move in the direction of propagation of the re-
of the crystals. This indicates strongly that acttori Some of these cracks appear to move
the failure of propagation of fast reaction in at abou. 360 m/sec. It seems that in the next
very thin crystals is most likely attributable to frame the flame overtakes the cracks, and then
the outgoing stress waves, produced by the ini- continues to propagate into the uncracked
tiation of reaction, region. The velocity of propagation as

ik

Fig. 6 - Hligh magnifikation sequence of a ?-Iead azide crystal deflagrating
under wait-r. Fractir.'s occur a;:ad of the front. Frame interval 1.0 ,sec.-

E5
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measured from frames 12, 13 and 14 is 900 may be explained on the basis of thermal losses
m/sec. to the surroundings. The increase in the prop-

agation speed when the crystal ambient temper-
Another point of interest concerning the ature is increased to 1000 C supports this.

mode of propagation of reaction (see frames
12-15) is that as the reaction progresses, it It is interesting to compare our measure-
leaves behind an 'object' which has a sharp ments with those of Bowden and McLaren (6) in
boundary and whose width is 1.12 x the original compressed sheets, and those by StrSmsoe (,)
width of the crystal. This boundary does not in single crystals (the morphology of Strtmsoe's
expand during the 4-5 psec ofter frame 12, it is crystals was not given). Our values are the
not known what happens to At tle-rwarris since lowest for almost all thicknesses. The velocity
the products of decompositl,' .n rrq,,ete.!Y cover in the present experiments rises gradually with
the field of view and nothing renmains distinct in thickness, but for thickiness in the range 215-
the later frames. It appears unlikely that this 670 pm it becomes constant and this value is in
boundary shows the partially decomposed the range 2500-2900 m/sec. On the other hand
crystal because if it were so, we would have Strtmsoe obtained a velocity of 3300 m/sec for
observed its further decomposition with time. a crystal 332 pm in thickness and Bowden and
It appears to be completely inert and it is pos-' McLaren obtained a value of 5500 m/sec for a
sible that this boundary is due to lead particle:s film thickness of 500 pm. Str~msoe attempted
produ:ed during the decomposition (c.f. Fig. 2). to explain his experimental results on the theo-
This boundary starts at the reaction products/ ries of Jones (7) and Eyring et al. (12), but did
crystal interface (frame 12). These observa- not get an agreement between theory and ex-
tions-suggest that the decomposition of the crys- periment. He suggested that the mechanism of
tal is complete very close to the reaction front, propagation must take into account the forma-

tion of reaction centres ahead of the flame.
Examination of enlargements of frame6 12 However, it should be emphasized that the

revealed no evidence for permeation of gaseous Jones and Eyring theories can Only :be applied
products through the cracks and it thus seems to those cases in which the non-ideal detonation
unlikely that this process is important here. velocity is not very different from the ideal

detonation velocity.

DISCUSSION The fact that the velocity of propagation in
our experiments eeems to be constant for crys-

It is possible from these experiments to tals of thickness in the range 215-670 pm does
draw a number of conclusions. It has been not mean that this is an ideal detonation veloc-
shown that in thin Il-lead azide crystals the ve- ity. The experiments with water confinement
locity of propagation of reaction is smaller than showed that relatively weak water shocks were
the velocity of the longitudinal stress waves in produced (3.5 and 1.3 kbars for 670- and 280-
these crystals. The reaction process is there- pim-thick crystals respectively). This'suggests
fore a deflagration and not a detonation. An in- that the pressure in the reaction front is well
teresting consequence of this is that the stress below the shock pressure required to detonate
waves can produce fractures in the crystal a homogeneous si.•gle crystal. In pressed
ahead of the reaction zone. The fracturing of sheets of lead a-ide, however, shocks of the
deflagrating crystals can have various effects order of a few kbar can possibly cause initiation
on the subsequent propagation of reaction. In of reaction by compressing the gas spaces
very thin crystals reaction does not propagate present in between the grains and in this man-
below certain critical dimensions. In Fig. 4 ner sustain fast reaction. A different mecha-
there was clear experimental evidence that a nism is required to explain our values.
fracture formed ahead of-the flame could stop
reaction. It is suggested that the failure of In other experiments (9) it has been found
propagation of reaction in very thin 1-lead that the velocity of longitudinal stress waves in
azide crystals is most probably because of the -a 3-lead azide is in the range 1850-2450 m/sec.
formation of fractures ahead of the flame by If we assume that it is approximately the same
stress wares caused by the reaction. The heat for a-lead azide crystals, then a reaction spead
transfer from the reaction zone to the unde- of 2b00-2900 m/sec is close to the stress wave
composed part of the crystal across the crack speed for these crystals.
will be much reduced. This then results in the
cessation of the self-sustaining reaction. The question remains as to how deflagration

in single crystals of lead azide travels at speeds
The deflagration velocity increased with in the range 1000 to 2900 m/sec. Bowden and

the thickness of the crystal (see Table 1). This Yoffe (5) proprosed that in single crystals such

-- ----- =----_ _ _ __ _
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high-velocity reactions can be explained if The following qualitative model for the
shock waves travelling ahead of the flame front propagation of fast decomposition (speeds up to
produce centres of reaction at defects and voids 2900 m/sec) of single crystals of lead azide is
in the crystals. The high magnification photo- now proposed. When a thin wire in contact with
graphs (Fig. 6) clearly show the zone just ahead a crystal explodes, the part of the crystal in
of the flame front of deflagrating crystals. The contact with the wire rapidly heats up to a

crystal breaks and the cracks move at high sufficiently high temperature for thermal re-
speeds, but there is no initiation of reaction at action. In a short time after initiation an equi-
these cracks: neither are there any reaction librium temperature is reached on the unde-
centres ahead of the flame. The theory of frac- composed crystal/reaction products interface.
turing of lead azide giving rise to initiation of The value of this temperature will depend upon
fast reaction has been put forward a number of the rate of production of heat due to deconipost-
times (13,14). The work presented here shows tion and the rate of loss of heat to the surround-
that fracture in a lead azide crystal does not ings. It is clear that the value of this interface
cause initiation of fast reaction. In recent work temperature will be higher for a thicker crys-
in this laboratory ,9) fr'cture experiments with tai. If we consider that the mechanism of de-
lead azide, silver azide, and P.E.T.N. have composition of the crystal at these high tem-A
shown that fracture velocities of several 100 peratures is the same as at low temperatures
m/s can be reached, and extensive mechanical (slow decomposition regime), then evidently the
break-up caused, without initiation = fast re- propagation of fast decomposition will be faster
action occurring. Many investigators believe in thicker crystals. This is what we have oh-
that the propagation of a low-velocity detona- served. In this model, energy is transmitted
tion in liquids takes place by the formation of from decomposing layers to neighbouring de-
reaction centres ahead of the reaction zone. It composed layers by 'conduction'. This process
is therefore natural to think.of a similar mech- will give an upper limit for the velocity of
anism for homogeneous single crystals (as in- propagation since there is a maximum speed
deed Bawder and Yoffe (5) and Str~msoe (8) with which lattice vibrations of a crystal trans-
did). However, as we have shown photographi- port energy. The value of this maximum speed
cally, such reaction centres do not exist in lead is the speed of sound in the lattice and this
azide single crystals sustaining deflagration up should be the maximum speed for propagation
to at least 2900 m/sec (the limit of our obser- of reaction in the single crystal. Our observa-
vations). The explosion of a crystal of lead tions support ths model.
azide results in the formation of reaction prod-
ucts and the emission of light. It would be ex- It should be emphasized here that the
pected that if the products of reaction take part strength of the shock associated with the fast
in the mechanism of propagation of reaction decomposition of crystals reacting at 2500-
and if in some w.y (for example, by exploding 2900 m/sec is only a few kbar. This shuck is
the crystal in a high-pressure atmosphere or too small to alter the speed of lattice waves
confining the crystal by a liquid) the products appreciably.
of explosion are confined in the vicinity of the
exploding crystal then the propagation rate It has also been shown that the intensity of
would be higher than when the products are not the shocks produced by the fast decomposition
confined (Le.7when exploding in air). On the also increases with the diameter of the crystal.
other hand, our observations are that if the When the diameter of the crystal is sufficiently
products are confined by water, the propagation large to produce shocks of enough strength to
rate drops (Table 1). This suggests that even be able to compress the undecomposed crystal
if active nitrogen and free radicals are present to the temperature required for the initiation of
as products they do not seem to play a signifi- fast decomposition, the propagation will then be
cant role in the propagation of the fast reaction, in the regime of the hydrodynamic theory of
Although light can bring about the explosion of detonation. The propagation velocity will then
lead azide, Courtney-Pratt and Rogers (15) be- be determined by this theory.
lieve that the light produced by the explosion of
lead azide is insufficient to sustain the growth
of fast reaction. Ther' ,servation shown In Fig. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
4 supports this because if light was sustaining
the fast reaction then the propagation of fast This work was sponsored in part by the Air
reaction should not have stopped at the crack. Force Office of Scientific Research, O.A.R.
Another piece of evidence is that in very thin (70-0076). through the European Office of
crystals the reaction does not propagate Aerospace Research U.S.A.F. and by. A.W.R.E.,
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THE INFLUENCE OF SURFACE MELTING OF CRYSTALS
ON THE BURNING OF iOLID EXPLOSIVE
UNDER RISING PRESSURE CONDITIONS*

John Watson Taylor
Department of Fuel and Combustion Science

University of Leeds, Leeds, Englamn

ABSTRACT

A coalescence phenomenon has been found which limits the violence
of explosive burning of HMX powder. It depends upon the surface melt-
ing of crystals and is related to a previously reForted effect which
limits the change from quiescent to explosive burning. The HMX pow-
der was burned as a column in a tube in a strand burner. A gas pres-
sure differential acted on the column. A small differential sufficed to
cause flame to penetrate through the powder. If the absolute pressure
was above a certain transitiorn value, the powder was completely con-
suired. Below this pressure, the powder substantially survived the
first passage of flame through it and was either consumed in a slow
afterbarn or rematined as a congealed residtue. It is concluded that this
phenomenon would lead to there being a much greater chance of severe
explosion in a (damiaged) exp~lo,dive charge. if the pressure developed
during the initial phases of some reaction, reached the transition pres-
sure of the local solid system as it then existed.

'VPaper submitted for pubhlication elsewhere.
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DEFORMATION OF A CYLINDER OF EXPLOSIVE
MATERIAL IN UNCONFINED IMPACT

H. S. Napadensky, T. V. Eichler, C. A. Kot and T. A. Zaker
l7 Research Instithte

ch cago, Illinois

ABSTRACT

Large deformations characterize the mechanical response of solid
explosive materialb prior to initiation in r--alistic accidental impact
situations and in low-eclocity unconfined impact experiments. To de-
termine the mechanisms responsible for the initiation of detonation in
low-speed impact, a two-dimensional Lagrangian tensor computer code
has been developed. The code is an application and extension of a
computational method formulated by Wilkins (1) and others. The code
is applied to calculations of the mechanical response of a cylinder of
TNT in normal end-on impact against a rigid ground surface. At an
impact velocity of 690 fps, the axial normal stress behind the initial
shock driven into the material is 10 kilobars. This shock stress is
relieved by unloading waves originating frum th- stress-free lateral
surface of the cylinder. The dynamic response of the cylinder is cal-
culated prior to the initiation of reaction. Estimates are made of the
transient temperature field in the TNT cylinder.

INTRODUCTION analytically. Numerical methods using high-
speed computing equipment are essential to the

Large deformations characterize the me- solution of these problems.
chanical response of solid explosives and pro-
pellant materials prior to initiation in realistic We have developed a two-dimensional
accidental impact situations and in low-velocity Lagrangian code in Fortran IV for numerical
unconfined impact experiments. Unconfined analysis of cylinder and plane-strain impact
impact produces complicated flow phenomena problems with material strength (rigidity) ef-
originating from the stress-free lateral periph- fects. The code is based on a finite-difference
ery of the explosive. The stress and velocity formulation due to Wilkins (1). We drew upon
gradients in the material may be responsible several literature sources for, or worked out
formechanical energy conversion by dissipative originally, the details of the computational pro-
mechanisms to thermal energy, causing local cedure for greatest utility in applications of
temperature increases sufficient to cause initi- impact of solids with internal heat release. An
ation of a deflagration or detonation. For these understanding of mechanisms of ignition and
reasons the mechanical processes of unconfined subsequent detonation of solid explosive mate-
impact are being investigated in some detail. rials is essential to the development of methods
To determine the mechanisms responsible for to reduce their sensitivity during manufacturing
ignition in low-speed impact requires an under- and handling, with minimum compromise of
standing of mL,•erlal flow and energy conversion performance. In addition, the extent of degra-
processee. Except for certain cases of one- dation of the explosive may be evaluated for
dimensional wave propagation, unsteady flows situations where the impact stimulus is insuf-
with finite deformation cannot be attacked ficient to cause an explosive reaction.

This research wa, supported by thu U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research inder Contract No.
AF 44-620-67-C-0091-

Precsding pae blink
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FIELD EQUATIONS C, )

The motion is referred to cylindrical co- (3)
ordinates with x the radial coordinate, y the (3)
angular coordinate, and , the axial coordinate.
With cylindrical symmetry the motion is con- ' ?x ýZ x

fined to the x and z directions in each merid-
ian plane, and is independent of the angular These express the accelerations in terms of
coordinate Y. The formulation is such that the stress components and their derivatives
problems of plane strain can also be treated, in with respect to the current coordinates.
which case • represents a rectilinear coordi,-
nate in the direction perpendicular to the plane
of motion. Energy Conservation

The nonzero stress components are the The energy equation is
normal stresses -, y, and the shear
stress . The corresponding normal strain (
rates are "

where the pressure p is defined as the negative
average normal stress, t is the internal en-AX ergy, ed Is the strain energy of distortion, and

and sh is the rate of local energy addition by heatand release within the material. The rate of in-

S - crease of distortional energy is given by the
rate of work of the deviatoric (nonhydrostavic)

wastress components acting in the current strain-Swhere I or 2 for plane or cylindrical sym-

-.ietry, and t. , and u, are the velocity compo- rate field.

nents. The shear strain rate in the plane of
Smotion is Equation of State

X" 2 A wide choice of constitutive relatons cm,

-be specified for the material. The stress and
strain-rate tensors are split into Isotropic

Mass Conservation (hydrostatic) and antisymmetric (deviatoric)

parts. The pressure, defined as the negativeS~The differential equation of mass censer-T e e o caverage normal stress, is assumed to be a
vration is function of density and internal energy of the

form

(a •A x 1)- 0 p A Be (5)

where T. is the current value of the density, where A and B are functions of density onily.
and the dot denotes the time derivative follow-
ing the motion. Mass conservation is expressed The deviatoric stress components may be
in integrated form by related to the corresponding strain components

through elastic-plastic relations satisfying ap-
(2) propriate flow laws, through viscous stress-

strain rate relations, or a combination of these.
where .o is the initial density and J is the This type of behavior introduces irreversibility
limit of the ratio of a differential element of and the degradation of mechanical energy to
current volume to that occupied by the same heat.
mass element Initially.

The constitutive relations must be inde-
pendent of any rigid-body comLonent of motion.

Momentum Each element of the material engages in instan-
taneous rigid rotation at the rate

The differential equations of momentum
conservation are (.u, ax- ., t) 2
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and it is necessary to account for this effect in used to obtain the velocity at mid-step. The
calculating the deviatoric stress components. displacement at the end of the step is obtained
Thus the equations of niot!-jn (3) relate accel- by integrating the velocity at mid-step.
erations to derivatives of stress components
referred to fixed coordinates, while the consti-
tutive equations relate the rotation-independent Difference Approximations
(objective) deviatoric stresses to deformation.

T9 compute the acceleration from deriva-
tives of the stress requires expressing these

CODE DESCRIPTION derivatives In finite-difference formi. For this
purpose an Integral- definition of partial deriva-

The numerical miethod is based on Integra- tives is used.
tion of difference equivalents of the foregoing
equations so as to follow the motion of a mesh The gradient of any function V~ in a plane
of finite zones that moves with the material. can be defined In termns of the limit of a line

Integral of the function around a closed circuit
In the plane. divided by the enclosed area. This

Mass Zoning line integral is approximated in finite form to
obtain approximations to the part~al derivatives

The meridian section of-the cylinder (or AI fx and W 1Z.
the plane of motion in the case-of plane strain)
Is subdivided into initially rectangular zones, To obtain the derivatives at a node, the line
each of which contains a fixed miass of material Integrals are-tivaluated on a circuit-passing
for all times. For a cylinder the zone mass Is through the four-adjacent quadrilaterals. Edge
that contained in the volume generated- by re- nodes are treated by setting up fictitious edge
volving the zone about the cylin&-r axis In the zones with propertiem that satisfy the actual
initial state. boundary conditions,

At somec time during thz' motion the Initially
rectangular miesh is deformed into a met of Order of Computation
quadrilaterals formied by straight lines joining
the niodes whose moution reprements that of mna- The Initial retazigular mesh is set up and
tonial points, thn' zone nixasses are cakculaied. Initial veloci-

ties and Htreirsem are prescribed. In an impact
In all problems of this type the laterail , 'bl e uc as that considered here, the stress

surface of the cylinder Is free of stress. The is initially viwro threughout, t., i 0, and
uipper and lower faces miay be stress-free, or' i, -V,. except at the lower edge nodes,
may be constrained to move patrallel to rigid whlere
surfaces of contact. with a prescribid degree
of velocity -related slip. Thum ease" tit dynamice Initial itode acceleration% are computed
compression between rigid platet- with friction frot thie eqtuat ions of mnotion (3). and the veloci-
can be represented. ties and displacenients are. obtained by Integrat-

ing4 over olio thime stop,

Discrete Variables Ne-w zone volumes are zalrulatecz and the
dezoiltleso arv obtained from flhe fixed ztone

The current values of the acceleration, zuarsses. rhids is, Piqivalent to application of
-velocity, and displacement componentzi are imass conservation according to Eq. (2) In

defined at the nodes of the nesh, while state' finite-difforence? forum.
properties such as the stress, density. midiu
internal energy are associated with thpe zoneN Th'le W41intrtza eoergy and the stressei are
themselves. The node indiceii are discrete obta lined by nIdvizig them enerwy equallon (4)

-Lagranginan variables, since they identtify mass simimltazmvounily 'A ith !he equation of tuato, Time
points during the motion. is then~ advamnced. mnd fthe proc&-- Is% reprated

sta rtinig with the valculation of new !vcelvr-A
The acceleration, displacement, and all tionA from lfit,. equatinns oft miotion,.

intensive properties are defined at the end tif
each time step. while the velocity Is considered --

to be defined at the center of the time step. tblt
The acceleration, computed !romn thu equations An art zflela, Vincous Msio ~'sIn added to the
of motion at the be-ginning of each time qtup. is iwrmreurv in rem-Iinns of ct nipri-mslon f: ()
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This artificial viscosity consists of two terms, Here v, is the specific heat at constant vol-

one proportional to the relative compression ufe for ate gas.
rate -o and to the local sound speed, and the
other proportional to the square of the relative The constants reported by Enig are:
compression rate. These have the effect of
spreading shock transitions over two or three 1.58 gm/cc p0 ,= 1 bar
zone widths to preserve the continuous formu-
lation of the problem, and suppressing extrane- 227 cm/msec B = 81.4 kbar
ous oscillations that may develop in the solution. 3000K

= 0.5 cnl/gm
The integration time step is chosen on the (solid) Y = 6.68

basis of the Courant stability criterion that the
time interval be no larger than that required e. I = 0.32 cal/gm (gas) 0 = 984 cal/gm
for a signal to traverse the smallest current
mesh dimension. When the artificial viscosity For computational purposes the equation of
is operative, the criterion is made somewhat state was rearranged to give the form of Eq. (5)
more stringent by using a higher effective
signal speed. p m A. i At(!

where A, and A, are functions of density,
Equation of State for TNT namely

The equation used was that given by Enig A. A0 o A01(17- 1) (11)
and Metcalf (see Ref. 2). The form of the equa-
tion for solid TNT is At At .A 1 1(0- 1) . (12)

eo + ((p+B)io - (p.+B)/,P)(y- 1) . (6) The variable 1p• , p 0 , and the Ai's are
constants.

Here p, p, and e are pressure, density and
specific internal energy respectively. The sub- For solid TNT these are A
script n refers to ambient conditions, - in a
constant for the material. A0 .405.72 kbars

B :pc () A01 =-324.32 kbars

where c, is the ambient sound velocity. The At, = 8.9744 gm/cc

equation relating energy, density and tempera- 8.9744 gm/cc
ture is of the form

The temperature equation was written to give
e T 00 + CTV 1

'i BT. , .U2 7"4 (13)

[A I + -Y B Po yB

Y P (8) The values of the constants are(8)

Here T is the absolute temperature, c, is the 4.77763×104 kg 0K/Joule
specific heat at constant volume and 111 2.35118x 102 ýK

"A n = -3.68846x 102 'KA: (J•)po.B•-(,-t~vT.] .(9)

;59 04 -1..72663x 103 ýK

The value of the ambient energy of the solid
TNT is obtained from the detunation energy 0 Application
and the ambient state of the product gases, i.e.,

The code Is applied to calculation of the
0 .,, . (10) mechanical response of a laterally unconfined
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cylinder of pressed TNT during end-on impewt 5
against a rigid lubricated surface. This prob- I " f
liem simulates one type of sensitivity test for ,
high explosives. The TNT billet is initially 5 , I
cm in radius and 5 cm thick. The radius and -
thickness dimensions are resolved with 30
zones in an initially rectangular mesh. The r
initial velocity was 21 cm/msec, and calcula- --------- I
rstions were carried out for 240 time steps, rep.

During this time the impact shock amplitude of
10.2 kilobars is relieved by rarefaction waves T
originating from the free surface and from the
lateral periphery of the cylinder.

Figure I shows an undeformed grid whose --- '--

-nodal points are followed throughout the selected '- I I
computations shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. An
additional horizontal line is shown in Figs. 2, 3 I i i
"and 4 which represents the location of the shock j I
front. In Fig. 2, 7.83 Msec after impact the 0 T __
shock front has progressed through one-third Radius (cm)
of the length of the billet. In Figs. 3-and 4, the
shock front has not yet reached the rear sur- Fig. 1 - Initial geometry of TNT
face of the billet after'17.4 ,sec. In Fig. 5 the billet showing undeformed grid
one-dimensional region has vanished and the
peak pressure is 9.6 kilobars.

The variation of the maximum excess tern- along the centerline until the rarefaction wavas

perature with time is shown in Fig. 6. A rapid relieve the pressure throughout the impacted
initial increase is followed by a nearly constant billet.
excess temperature. Finally a rapid decay of d
temperature occurs. The decay is caused by M
the equally rapid relief of pressure due to the REFERENCES
interaction of strong rarefactions coming from 1. M. L, Wilkins, "Calculation of Elastic-
the free surfaces. The location of the maximum
temperature excesses is pictured in Fig. 7. Physic 3, 2e mic presinalPhysics 3, 211-263, Academic Press, Inc.,
Initially the highest temperatures occur in the N
center of the impact surface. As time pro-
gresses the maxima move up into the impacted 2. J. W. Enig and F. T. Metcalf, "Theoretical
material and towards its centerline. The maxi- Calculations on the Shock Initiation of Solid
mum temperature continues to move upwards Explosives," NOLTR 62-160, 24 Aug. 1962.

N
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C j9 •9, ___2r. I
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$ 4 ,1 9 # A1 98 . , 0 7 .7 , 1 7 8 4 .6 ,

11 ,24 2049. 203 6.715_ 2._ 8

90,19A 19 2 9.0,92 
9  .0 ,19J 1 7

1 2 3 46
Radius (cm)

Fig. 2 - TNT cylinder impacting rigid target at
21 cm/msec: computation cycle 60; time = 7.83
Asec after impact; time step = 0.121 fsec; pair
of numbers at nodes represent pressure in kilo-

I bars and temperature in degrees centigrade

I It

b,2' .,.7' ,u 7 '~ u,u7 ptZ ,2I I I I ,Z1

t- I ' I I I/ n i
1 93 49 ,163 8.0, 19 .1.0,12 0 .9,6 4 h.,5

48,1ýS,2o 84 .1 1,0 125 t2.8,81 1 .-. 2 1 1

___14,172 14.0,106 .5,76 1.5,55 1.0,45-- I 1
7 is .56389 5.6_7 .5,47 .88,35

- 11 2 3 4 S 6
Radius (cm)

Fig. 3 TNT cylinder impacting rigid target at
21 cm/msec: computation cycle 140; time = IS.7
Asec after impact; time step = 0.085 jisec; pair
of numbers at nodes represent pressure in kilo-
bars and temperature in degrees centigrade

-~i -~-
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.4,,36 .49,36 Shock .W . .o
,. 102,22! 1Q2 22! 1(•. 2 2 1 92,207 7.4,172 .0,104 I| Front

7,9.18; 7.9.181 7.4.172 6.1,147 4.6,118 1.9,107

"39 .3,200 %0,203 7.4,171 4.8,121 .1,67 .85,44

""0 5,192 7.4,172 4.6,118 2.6,77 1.8,62 .42,34

S7.6,175 5.8,142 3.2,90 2.2,70 .,51 .74,4

A7.1I58 4.7,120 2.7,79 1. 8, 60 1.2,49 .76,39

Radius (cm)

Fig. 4 - TNT cylinder impacting rigid target at
21 cm/msec: computation cycle 160; time = 17.4

basec after impact; time step 0.079 psec; pair
of numbers at nodes represent pressure in kilo-
bars and temperature in degrees centigrade

9.00 8.,9 5156.0,145.016772

T13,190 7.4,172 .9,124 2.7,80 1.7,60 .74,41

6,A4,153 5.1,127 3.1,87 2.1,68 1.1,47 .7,37

4),111 3.3,92 .2,70 1.6,56 .75,40 .41,34

2.7,78 2.2,70 1.9,62 1.2,49 .79,40 .27,301

I2.2,61.2.0,57 1.8,,53 1.2,411 .84,4.47,27

I ~Radius (eo) ~

Fig. 5 - TNT cylinder impacting rigid target at
21 cm/msec: computation cycle 180; time = 18.9
;4sec after impact; time step =0.075 Ascc; pair
of numbers at nodes represent pressure in kilo-
bars and temperature in degrees centigrade
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Fig. 6 - Maximum excess temperature as a
function of time for a TNT cylinder impacting
a rigid target at 21 cm/msec
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272

Fig. 7 - Location of maximum excess
temperature in TNT cylinder impacting
a rigid target at 21 cm/msec
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DECOMPOSITION OF A SHOCKED

SOLID EXPLOSIVE
B. G. Craig and E. F, Marshall

University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Samples of the plastic bonded HMX explosive PBX-9404 were sub-
jected to plane shock waves with pressures which would not cause det-
onation within the thickness of the san.?les. A significant fraction of
the PBX decomposed when the initial shock was of adequate pressure.
Decomposition of the PBX was detected by increases in the free-
surface velocity of the PBX and of driven Plexiglas plates. In response
to an initial shock of 23 kb some decomposition occurs n•ear the shock
front, and when the sample is at least 5 mmf thinner than the run to
high-order detonation .significantly more decomposition occurs at times
greater than I psec after the sho,:k front has passed. The lati: decom-
position generates a slow-rising pressure pulse rather than a sharp-
fronted detonation. The PBX located within about 5 mm of the transi-
tion to high-order detonation reacts essentially completely within much
less than 1 1±sec after the shock front has passed.

INTRODUCTION The usual plane-wave initiation experi-
ments with heterogeneous explosives show what

It it generally agreed that snock initiation happens at the shock front, but these experi-
in homogeneous explosives, such as nitrometh- ments are not informative about what happens
ane, results from thermal explosion of the behind the shock front. It seems obvious that
shock-heated explosive (1). Shock initiation in some:explosive in the hot spots reacts, but how
a heterogeneous explosive, such as the plastic much and on what time scale? Do the pressure
bonded HMX explosive PBX-9404, is more pulses generated by individual hot spots inter-
complicated. The typical shock pressure re- act to create new hot spots where additional
quired to initiate detonation is about 30 kb. The reaction occurs (7) ? The published experi-
temperature rise associated with homogeneous ments (8-12) with shocked-but-not-detonated
compresslon alone for a 30 kb shock is about explosive are complicated by two-dimensional
100 C. This temperature rise alone Is too flow. In this paper we describe experiments
small to initiate detonation. Detonation is intti- which were performed with large charges and
ated because hot spots are formed when the plane shock w.ves.
shock encounters density discontinuities. The
explosive in the hot spots reacts and liberates The experiments reported below show that,

- energy which increases the shock pressure so if the initial shock in PBX-9404 Is of adequate -

that, when the shock encounters additional den- pressure, there is significant reaction near the
sity discontinuities, larger hot spots are formed front. The amount of early reaction increases
and more of the explosive reacts. The shock with the initial pressure of the shock and with
front accelerates as its pressure Increases. In the distance which the shock has traveled in the
time, the shock pressure increases su1iciently explosive. Under appropriate conditions there
that shock heating initiates detonation. The is a rarefaction following the shock front which,
reader is referred to Refs. 2-4, for a more in turn, is followed by another pressure pulse.
complete discussion of the sequence of events, The second pressure pulse is interpreted as
and to Refs. 5 and 6 for a discussion of hot evidence of decomposition occurring well after
spots. the shock front passes. The second pulse is a

321
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slow-rising pulse. The peak pressure interred reflects a strong rarefaction (in the extreme
is always equal to or less than that of detonat- case, no plate) presumably also modifies the
ing PBX-9404, which indicates phenomena dif- decomposition by rarefaction cooling. Effects
ferent from those in a homogeneous explosive, due to rarefaction cooling seem to be relatively

small.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT Plexiglas* is a relatively good shock im-
pedance match to-PBX. It-reflects a small

Our scheme was to observe-how a shock rarefaction; consequently, neither additional
wave changed as it advanced through at sample shock-healing -nor major rakefact'lon coo~ing-
of explosive, then to deduce how much reaction occurs to complicate the decomposition when
occurred from the changes in the shock wave. Plexgla is used as the driven p!ate. Most of
Changes IA the-shock wave-were detected by the data-given-here were obtained from experi-
changes which it caused in the free-surface ments-in which the driven plate was made of
velocity of Plexiglas plates, which were driven Plexiglas.
by-the shuck wave after it-had passedthrbugh
various thicknesses of test-explosive. The
initial free-surface-velocity as a function of the TECHNIQUE AND ANALYSIS
plate thickness and the instantaneous free-
-surface velo'-ity of eaclhý le as-aifaiction of in selected-experiments electrical switches
tim e -were nweasutred. Re6presentative data from and anelectro hronogahwere us to
• bo~th types ot- asurernts aregiven. meAsure the free-tsufacevelocities of the

-driven-plates;. Howeer, mos~t df -the meaiure-
The, eloie studied -was -PBX4- 404wlth mentw -Wee mae wt mdlcton of h

an initial density of1.840 ±0.003 gicc. The oPtical technique described byDavis adCraig
nominal coiposition by Veight-va94- arts (13). The. modification used- tagged" plates
HMX-and 6 parts-plastic. About-.4%= of -the -rather thananimage. The-free.qsurface-of PBX6
volume -was voids, - hwdsfiietdfeec between-the e

_flieti 4iit ofgan f HWAXand the-plasti/
,Te experimental_arragement-and tech-- fine-powder matrix toyield -adequate records

Sniqde for measuring the-velocity of-a driven wilthout tagging. The optical technique gave a
plate-were-chosen sc that: (a)VPlane shock: continuous -record of the position of the free
waves-with sharply rising fbints-and relatively surface as a function of time.
smifoliwing rarefactions were induced r..o
th•PBX. (b) All meisurements were made be- Much oi the qualitative behavior of the Oree
fore the shock waves were-iffected by edge surface can be seen directly from the smear-effects or by successive shochs from the camera records. Two typical records, obtained
boster. (c)-The apparatus used for measure- with bare PBX,-are reproduced as Figs. 1 and 2

-ments-introduced only trivial perturbations and so that the reader can see the qualitative change
responded meaningfully to a wide range of in behavior. The important difference in the
pressures, experiments from which these record& were

obtained was the thickness of the PBX. The
A typical experimental charge consisted of sPace and time scales for-both figures are es-

a plane-wave booster system, a slab of PBX sentlally identical. The shock arrival at the
with a thickness less than the run-to high-arder free surface Is marked by an abrupt change in
detonation, and an inert plate. Sometimes the reflectivity. The white streaks were formed by
plate was omitted and the free gurface of the light reflected from the larger HMX-rystals,
PBX was observed directly. The white vertical line is a superimposed

image of the slit. The slope of the streaks is a
The experimental parameters varied were measure of the velocity; the curvature of the

the booster system and thereby the initial streaki is a measure of the acceleration.
pressure and the run to high-order detonation
In thePBX, the thickness of the PBX, and.the For quantitative purposes six readings,
thickness of the driven plate. each consisting of -about 100 position-time data

points, were taken of each record. Results
An investigation was made of the effect due given in this paper (except-those obtained with

to the type of material used as the driven plate. pins) were obtained by fitting the data from
A driven-plate material which reflects a strong
shock back-into thiePBX apparently modifies ,
the decomposition time, presumably by addi- VPolymethylmethacrylate manufactured by Robin
tional shock heating. A plate material which and Haas, Inc.
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Fig. 1 - Reproduction of a smear-camera Fig. 2 - Reproduction of a smear-camera
record of the free-surface motion of PBX. record of the free-surface meoion of PB13.

W • The thickness of the PBXwas 6.3 mm. The thickness of the PBX vas Z.5 mm,.
R Time inc rea se s from left to right; each Time inc rea a e s from left to right; each

marker corresponds to 0. 10 psec. Th- marker corresponds to 0.10 .sec. The
vertical field of view represents 11 mm of vertical field of view represents 11 mI.u of

A motion, motion.

SZ

each record with a Fourier analysis and syn- Somne results obtained when slabs of PBX
nesis technique. This-is a numerical techniquer were initially shocked to 40 and 58-kb are

for smoothing data in the velocity-time plane shown in Fig. 3. The figure displays the fits
- by use of time series analysis and statistical to the free-surface velocity of a 5-mm thick

communication theory (14). The Fourier Plexiglas driven plate as-a function of time.
transform of each reading is taken. Transfer Increasing the thickness of the PBX results in
functions, which minimize the differences in a higher initial free-surface velocity. The ob-
time -shifts and magnitudes, are computed. The served decelerations of the free surface are
spectral coherency among all readings is com- consistent with the initial free-surface veloci-
puted for each frequency component and a com- ties observed in other shots Inzwhich the only

a • posite transform is-computed. The inverse of change was the use of thinner plates of Plexiglas.
the composite transfirm-is taken as the smoothed
function. The main advantage of this particular As the amplitude of the initial shock in the
technique is that apredetermined form for the PBX is decreased, the character of the free-
fit Is not required so the smoothi-ng is less ar- surface velocity time curves changes. This
bitrary than it is in -most- other techniques. may be seen by comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4.
Several other smoothing schemes were also The initial pressure in the PBX samples of
tried; none resulted in a-significantly different Fig. 4 was 29.5 kb. Data are plotted for two
final result. All of the impcrtant features of thicknesses of driven Plexiglas (5 and 2 mm),
the-smoothed data may be seen directly from A various thicknesses of PBX, and two treatments
plot-of the raw data. of the PBX interfaces. The free-surface veloc-

"ity increases as a function of time for the first
The technique used does nCA completely 1 to 2 psec in most of the experiments. The

smooth the data with only six readings. Some acceleration is relatively constant and does not
short time excursions introduced by reading show large discontinuities typical of successive
errors remain. The trends are significant; the shocks and detonations.
short time excursions are to be ignored.

Those data identified with the letter G fol-
lowing the numeral which represents the PBX

EXPERIMENTAL DATA thickness were obtained with charges assembled
in the following Way. The components were

A description of the booster systems is cleaned and measured. A puddle of Eastman
given as Table 1. The slabs of PBX placed on P10 adhesive was placed near the center of each
these boosters were of the thickness specified piece. The appropriate components were
in each figure and were at least 100 mm in quickly pressed together between flats so that
dilametter. The Plexiglas plates placed on the excess adhesive flowed out all around. After
-PBX were at least 50 mm in diameter, the adhesive had set, the pressure was removed,
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TABLE 1
Desc:.Itjon ol Booster Systems

(except as noted all umponents were at least 203-mm diam)

Explosive Attenuator I Attenuator II Attenuator M

Thick Thick- Thick- IThick-
yen

Lens ness Material ness Material ness Material ness Material

__ _ (mm) _ _(MM)___ _(m)jm)j

P-120 .•-8 Boracitol 12.7 Brass 12.7 Durala

P-081 25.4 Baratol 24.1 Brass 15.0 Acryliteb

P-081 25.4 Baratol 17.8 Polyethylene 11.4 SS-304c 10.9 Acrylite

P-081 2U.4 Baratot 17.8 Polyethylene 11.4 88-304 10.9 Water

P-081 25.4 Baratol 17.8 Polyurethaned 11.4 8S-304 10.9 Acryllte

P-058e 33.8 NQf 11.4 SS-304 10.9 Acrylite

a 2 0 2 4 T4 Dural.
bPolymethylmethacrylate manufactured by A;inerican Cyanamid, Inc.

CStainleas steel Type 304.
dFoamed plastic, c = 0.48 g/c.:.

e147-mm diam, 68-mm thick. Lens made of nitroguanidine with an initial density of 0.4 glcc an,

with PBX,.9404 (2.54-mm thick) as the high-velocity compenent.

Nitroguanidine, p., 0.4 glcr. 147-mm diam confined in brass.

mIGH OgRIDER AT
.MUM &IVA ~4oRDR:1@..

4 4.4 4
4 4

S.8

I ATER iNITIAL WMN W INITIAl MOTO

(Jim) Lm

Fig. 3 - Free-surface velocity as a Fig. 4 - Free-surtace velocity as a

function of time for 5-mm thick function of time for 5- and 2-mm

Plexiglas plates when driven by thick Plexiglas plates when driven

slabs of PBX-9404 which are thin- by shocked-but-not-detonated PBX-

ner than the run to high-order det- 9404 initiplly shocked to 29.5 kb.

onation. Time starts when the free The numbers 0. 2.5, 3.8, and 6.3S re-

surface begins to move. Data from fer to the thickncsq in millimeters

two booster systems are given-one of the PBX driving the Plexiglas

which would cause a 6.3-mm run to plates. The letter G indicates that

high-order detonation (initial pres- both interfaces of the PBX were

sure z 40 kb) and another which glued as discussed in the text.

would cause 3.2-mm run to high-
order detonation (initial pressure
58 kb) if the PBX were sufficiently
thick. The numbers 2.5, 3.8, and 5
refer to the thickness in millime-
.ers of the PBX driving the Plexi-
glas plates.

• -- •• _- _:_ • • ... • . ...
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the combined thickness was measured, and the 0 oRDER: 1m
thickness of the glue joint was calculated. The M TICK I
process was repeated as each pieee was added. J4 ' ,
The thickness of the g~le layer did not exceed -
0.02 mm anywhere. Those data not identified

with the letter G were obtained with charges 3 ~
assembled dry. The separation between com- • ...
ponents assembled dry did not exceed 0.03 mm. . "
As may be seen from Fig. 4 these two treat-
ments of the interfaces resulted in the same
behavior of the PBX. Similar results were
also obtained when the terminal plate of the
booster was lap•ped plane. By contrast, suffi- U," -r a
cient roughening of the surface of the terminal U O
plate in the booster did have an effect. 0 2 4 0 1 4

TIME AFTER INITIAL MOTION

Data obtained when thi 2BX was shocked 6 Freesurfacev
to a lower pressure (ca. 25 kb) are given in function- cf time for 5velcity and 2-ma
Fig. 5. The booster differed from that used in thick Plexiglas plates when driven
the above series of experiments in that the ter- by PBX-9404 initia•lly shocked to 23
minal booster layer was changed from a solid kb. The numbers 2.5, 5., 6.3, 9.5
to a liquid (H20). The experiments were ar- and 10.4 refer to the thickness in
ranged so #hatno visible b4bbles were present millimeters of the PBX driving-the
in the water or at either of its interfaces. The Plexiglas plates, Velocities for theshot with 2-mm thick Plexiglas andPBX-Plexiglas interface was hided with adhe- 9.5-mm thick PBX appear to be in-
-ive in the fashion previously described, consistently high except at t 0.

1IOH ORDER: 13mm

= 44 4 curves are significantly different from those of
| a" Fig. 4. In most cases the initial free-surface

velocity is followed by a deceleration knd then
3the slow acceleration noted in previous figures.

This is indicative of a shock wave )In which the
initial front is followed by a rarefaction which
is succeeded by a regime of rising pressure.
The spike near the front may correspond to the
energy released near the front by hot spots.

i*' '• ' The late pressure pulse indicates decomposition
of PBX well after the shock front has passed.

% 0 2 4 • The data of Fig. 7 reveal the behavior of
•*TIME AFTI INITIAL UMOTIO PBX-9404 after it was shocked-with an initial

pressure near 8.5 kb. The initial motion of a

Fig. 5 - Free-surface velocity as a 5-mm-thick driven Plexiglas plate was essen-
function of time for experiments tianly the same for slabs of PBX which were
with a water/explosive interface. 12.7 to 25.4 mm thick. The free-surface veloc-
The initial pressure induced Into ity did not increase significantly as a function
the PBX-9404 was about 25 kb. The of time. Auxiliary experiments with wedges of
numbers 2.5 and 6.3 refer to the PBX showed that the shock velocity decreased
thickness in millimeters of the PBX as the shock advanced througbthe-PBX. Ap-
driving the Plexiglas plates. The pasently the initial pressure dwas so low that
letter G indicates the explosive as-
sembly was glned as described in the mechanisms involved in this study would
the text. not initiate high-order detonation.

The data of Fig. 8 are given to illustrate
the free-surface velocity of the PBX itself.
Data obtained with two different booster sys-

When the pressure of the initial shock in- tems are given. Two of the smear-camera
kduced into the PBX was reduced to 23 kb the records fiom which some of these data were

data of Fig. 6 were obtained. These velocity obtained were given in Figs. 1 and 2. The
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11401 OROER:.m offffiHIG OVfER AT
10 mm 1mm

0 44 4

SPlexiglas when driven by PBX-9,104 shocked-biut-not-detonated P B X - •
°"shocked to about 8.5 kb and when 9404 as a function of time. Data -

=- additional Plexiglas was substituted are given for two sets of initial
:•frthe PBX. The numbers 0, 12.7, conditions: initial pressures of

nd25.4 indicate the thickness in 29.5 and •3 kb. The numbers 2.5
millimeter• of the PBX. These data and 6.3 refer to the thickness in

aesubject to edge effects after 3 millimeters of the PBX used to ob-
d0.7 .3sec. respectively, for the ta the curves. The letters V and

PBX. •surface nmoved into a vtc~uut'h (nom-
inally 0.012 torr) and into air at
atmospheric pressure.

absence of definitive evidence of a pressure
-: piedue to enryrlaeb ospots at theSfotis noted. It is not known if a narrow edge effects and free of successive shocks

S • pressure spike could be detected in these originating within the boosters. Effects due to
-experiments, the type of material used as the terminal plate

: in the booster were found to be trivial.
AUXILIARY E ERMNSExtra gaps or voids are likely to be present

at an interface and might affect the behavior of
Numros xprimnt wreperformed to an explosive sample. An investigation. was

provide auxiliary data and to ascertain that the made of possible effects due to the quality of
experiments were under control. These in- the interfaces between tile explosive samples
cluded measurement of the run to high-orde,- and the other components. The effects appear

=detonation anrd of the initial pressure induced in to be minimized by requiring that the surfaces
the test explosive by a given booster system, involved be reasonably plane (0.0002 cm/cm
The position of the shock front was measured diam), well finished (30 jin. or better), and in

g-as a function of time and these data were fitted good contact. All data presented here are fromSwith a second degree polynomial from which experiments in which effects due to interfaces
the instantaneous velocity can be calculated, were apparently minimized. They include ex-•-

SThese experiments were wedge-type experi- periments in which the rear interface was (a)
-•ments. They were repeated at least three left dry, (b) filled with excess adhesive, or (c)
Stimes to establish reproducibility and error wet with bubble-free water. -

• e.~timates. The uniformity of initiation (ca.
• 0.05 jusec or less maximum spread over the

central 76 mam) was established by measuringS~the arrival trace with multiple slits when the
front was about 2 mm b.Žyond the plane of tran- -____

s~tion to high-order detonation. •The dry and the exce's.-adhesive method.. o

.tsseinbly •e re not adequdte to elimmnate- ef-SIt was demonstrated that for the times of fects when additional interfaces were intro-
i interest the experiments were indeed free of d'mced within the explosive sample.
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CALCULATIONS --3.Pin
4-

No one-dimensional model which quantita- -
,-6.3, OPTICAL.tively reproduces all of the experimental data .- ;

has been found; however, it is tnWormative to E

compare somie of the data with calculations 3-Owhich assume that the PBX detonated high or- a-der without any low-order run. The solid c*'rve _
In Fig. 9 represents the initial free-surface 0 1 1'0In wo
velocity calculated for a 5-mm thick Plexiglas2
plate when driven by various thicknesses of " /
PBX-9404. In the calculation shown the PBX 11 7 • ,I,€TICAL
was made to detonate without any delay and the - .I

rear boundary was supported with the booster , ..

system which is used to obtain a 3.2-mm run to InF
high-order detonation. The arrows extending
down from the solid curve represent the calcu- a:.....- -- .
lated deceleration of the free surface during a 0 "
time approximately equal to the time for meas- 0 5 10 15
urement of the data obtained with the pin tech- THICKNESS OF P8X-9404 (mm)
nique. It was assumed that the Plexiglas did
not spall during this time. The solid circle Fig. 9 - Free-surface velocity
represents the initial velocity as measured with of a 5-mm thick Plexiglas platere sentsas a function of the thickness ofthe Pottical technique (see Fig. 3 for details of ashkebuno-tnad Pa- shocked -but -not -detonated PBX
the motion). Under these experimental condi- for several booster systems.
tions shocked-but-not-detonated PBX drives a Average velocities for the meas-
plate essentially as if the PBX bad all detonated uring time interval are given for
high order. those data obtained with pins;

initial velocities are given for
Curves very similar to that shown were data obtained with the optical

obtained for other calculations in which the technique. The numerals 0, 3.2,
6.3, 10, and 15 indicate the run

only change was the rear boundary support, i.e., in millimeters to high-order det-
the booster system. All calculated curves onation. The words-pin, and
start at the appropriate free-surface velocity optical--indicate the technique
and approach the solid curve shown while the used to obtain the data.
PBX is still relatively thin. The deviation of
the experimental data from the corresponding
calculation, which assumes detonation, in-
creases as the experimental run to high-order DISCUSSION
detonation is increased.

Data have been given which show how
The progress of an initiating shock tn PBX shock waves with various initial pressures

can be closely approximated with a one- change as they advance through PBX-9404.
dimensional code originated by Mader of this These data have been compared with calcula-
laboratory. The model for this code assumes tions which assume immediate high-order deto-
that partial reaction occurs near and only near nation and also with calculations which assume
the shock frout. This model predicts a curve that partial reaction occurs near and only near
which in the plane of Fig. 9 starts at the appro- the shoc: front. The data indicate that decom-
priate free-surface velocity, rises slightly until position in shocked-but-not-detonated PBX-

SIt is near the thickness corresponding to that of 9404 is rather complicated. In addition to the
the experimental high-order detonation, curves partial react' .n near the shock front there is
sharply upward, and then rises with a slope significant decomposition occurring well behind
similar to that of the solid curve in Fig. 9, the front.
which assumes immediate detonation. Experi-
mental data fall above the curves calculated In one experiment, When the run to high-
with this model. Failure of this model is even order detonation was 3.2 mm, the early energy
more apparent when one compares the velocity released was sufficient to drive a plate essen-
of the Plexiglas at a time later than that repre- tially as fast as the plate would have been
sented In Fig. 9. It is apparent that much more driven If all of the PBX had detonated. In an-
decomposition occurs than is predicted by this other experiment, when the run to high-order
model, detonation was 6.3 mm, the early energy
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released was only slightly below that expected REFERENCES
if all of the PBX had detonated. Apparently
about 5 mm of PBX adjacent to the high-order 1. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, and J. R.
level reacted completely on a time scale which Travis, Phys. Fluids 4, 498 (1961).
was relatively short. Part of the energy from
this layer was released early enough to influ- 2. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, J. B. Ram-
ence the initial shock front. say, and J. R. Travis, Phys. Fluids 4, 511

(1961).

In other experiments the most significant
energy release occurred well after the initial 3. S. J. Jacobs, T. P. Liddlard, and B. E.
shock had passed. This late release of energy DrimrAer, "The Shock-to-Detonation Tran-
did not form a sharp-fronted super detonation sit~on in Solid Explosives," in Ninth Sym-
of the type observed in ihe initiation of homo- osium (International) on Combustion,
geneous explosives, but resulted in a relatively Cornelt, 1962, p. 517.
slow-rising pressure pulse. The amplitude of
this pulse changed with time, and it depended 4. G. P. Cachia and E. G. Whitbread, Proc.
on the initial pressure and the distance which Roy. Soc. A246, 268 (1958).
the shock had run in PBX-9404.

n 5. C. L. Mader, Phys. Fluids 6, 375 (1963).In still other experiments. when the initial

pressure was about 8.5 kb, no significant energy 6. C. L. Mader, Phys. Fluids 8, 1811 (1965).
release was observed. The implication is that
this pressure is below a threshold required to 7. I. C. Skidmore, "A Semi-Quantitative
SInitiate detonation or even significant decom- Model of Shock Initiation In Heterogeneous
position by the mechanisms involved in this Explosives," in of the Inter-
study. national Conference on Sensitivity ani

The evidence suggests that the explosive. Hazards of Explosives, London, 196.
releases energy as a function of time at local
sites distributed throughout the bulk of the 8. U. Berg and P. A. Persson, "Some Recent
shocked PBX. Two hypothetical mechanisms Shock Initiation Experiments Using the
are burning at hot spots and reaction at sec- Multiple Flash-Gap Technique," in Pro-
ondary hots spots (15). Secondary hot spots cepdin~s of the International *onferiie- on
are those caused by the interaction of pressure Sensitivity and Hazards of Explosives,
poises from the initial hot spots. A quantitative London, -"'63.

model which accounts for the late energy re-
lease has not been found. 9. Marjorie W. Evans, B. 0. Reese, L. B.Seely, and E. L. Lee, "3hock Initiation of

Low-Density Pressings of Ammonium
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THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES
AT STATIC PRESSURES 10-50 KILOBARS

I E. L. Lee, R. H. Sanborn, and H. D. StrombergI Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California
Lirermore, Califortia 94550

ABSTRACT

We have measured the time to explosion of five high explosives
(TNT, PETN, HIIMX, nitromethane, and 2,2-dinitropropane) under static
pressures up to 50 kbar at various temperatures. The behavior of
PETN and HMX indicates the suppression of gaseous intermeuiatei- by

2 the high pressure and a corresponding reduction in the rate of decom-
position. This is supported by observation that pressure does not affect
TNT decomposition where it is known that the formation of solid inter-
mediates is the important step. Nitroinethane, on the other hand, ex-
hibits an increase in r.-, with increase in pressure. Measurements of
the infrared spectra of nitromethane at pressures uo to 50 kbar reveal
increasing intensity of the methyl group vibrations and a consequent

shift in dipole moment related to associations in the liquid phase. An-
other nitro aliphatic with a different type of structure, 2.2-dinitro-
propane, exhibits a 'tortnal" decrease in rate at high pressure.

INTRODUCTION We have also applied high pressure infra-
red techniques to study nitromethane whose

t Although some work has been published on decomposition behavior is strongly affected by
the effect of pressure on high explosive decom- pressure. Although the results do not resolve
position (1), most papers dealing with thermal 'he decomposition mechanism, they do provide
decomposition have neglected such effects. important information.
Experiments under shock conditions or "heav-
ily" confined static experiments could be
strongly influenced by such effects. Neverthe- EXPERIMENTAL
less, theoretical treatments of both static and
dynamic experiments have generally assumed Time to Explosions Measurement
first order Arrhenius kinetics independent of
pressure. In order to contain both liquid and solid

high explosives under extreme pressure, we
We have developed techniques for measur- developed a sample container machined out of

ing time to explosion under very high pressure gold. The experimental configuration is shown
static loading, and have examined four major in Fig. 1. When placed in the high pressure
classes of homogeneous high explosives: an heater and compressed, the container forms a
aliphatic nitrate ester, a cyclic nitramine, an seal effectively containing liquids and even pre-
aromatic nitro compound, and two aliphatic venting the escape of gases as long as the gas
nitro compounds. (See Table 1.) Our experi- pressure is lower than the applied pressure.
ments reveal a significant pressure dependence We observed a "pressure cooker" effect on
in all but one of these five representative ex- most of our runs; that is, the capsule retained
plosives (TNT). This work, and that reported nearly its original shope even though the solid
by others, casts doubt on the applicability of or liquid high' explosive within decomposed,
first order kinetics (2,3). producing gases In the sample container.

This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Preceding page blank
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TABLE 1
High Explosives Examined

I I Source,
Exlosive JFormula S pec ificotions,

+ I p.~rity
HC -0-NO2  Trojan po..d@, Co.

PITN INOiFO-H 2 C-C-CH2 -0-N02HI-UN Mil Spec 387
____ ___ 2 02 np 140.0

NO02

HMCH

I 072 C-

TNT Ij Flake type.I
Mil Spec

NO02 MIL-T-248A
__________ 80 mB.2 C

INormal form oci.0MOH lm",cilNh omti an.
_______ 43C -NO 2  H2 CN-0 Solvents Corp.

2,2-dinitropropone! H -C -Hmp 53 C
NO2

Domn nitride

Heatr (crbon-]\Sa-p0e tontainer (gold)
-High eXPlosive .085.in.
dioam. x .185.in. long

Fig. I -Experimental configuration

for high pressure decomposition

Methds or easuingpresurearede- heater. Calibration of the power input meas-
-scribed extensively In the literature (4). We urement (Fig. 3) is accomplished by placing a

use the resistance change of El, Yb, and Ba at Mo-Re thermocouple in the sample container
their phase transitluns (Fig. 2) for pressure truhaseildewt ml oei t
calibration of the system. The temperature is center. We also have placed materials with
determined by measuring the power input to the known melting points in the sample area. The
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=--- iI

I0 7fI2 4 0 80 1

60 6

Yls

ai,4-Temcul eodo termal(*

202

20-

20 40 6 0 100 120

0 2.0 4.0 6.0 s.0 10.0 W-

Tronmucr scale units
Fig. 4 -Thermocouple record of thermal

Fig. 2 - Pressure calibration data decomposition of PETN at 50 kbar

High Pressure Infrared Studies

300 We used a diamond high-pressure IR cell
(High Pressure Diamond Optics) with a range
to 50 kbar for an infrared studies. A series of

1.nickel gaskets 5, 1, and 0.35 mil thick, with a
] 0.015-in.-diam hole, was employed to contain

liquid samples between the diamond anvils.
MCB spectroquality nitromethane and nitro-ethane were used without further purification.

10D - The cell was loaded by partially forming
the gasket at low pressure, flooding the gasket

* •and hole with the sample and, after reinsertion
of the large anvil, quickly taking the cell to

,-,. . .. . . 40 kbar; nitromethane remains liqltid at this
0 100 3W 4W •pressure. A low power microscope was used

powi, - W to make sure that no bubbles were present and
the gasket material had not extruded into the

Fthole. The loaded cell was placed in a 4x beam
condenser mounted in a Beckman IR-9 infrared
spectrophotometer.

two methods correspond to within 150C. We Since the light flux through the high pres-
are unable to fix the temperature/power call- sure cell was extremely small, the reference
bration more precisely since, apparently, the beam had to be severely attenuated, and wide
condition of the heater varies slightly from one slits and high gain had to be used. The result-
run to the next. Nevertheless, the reprodcci- ing resolution was from 5 to 9 cm".

2 bility is such that with measurements at ex-
Streme pressure values we can unequivocally The diamonds are quite transparent from

distinguish the pressure dependence. 1700 to 400 cm- 1, but have moderate absorption
from 4000 to 2600 cm-I and strong absorption

In a typical run, the sample container is between these two regions. It was found that
pressurized to either 10 or 50 kbar, and power the background diamond absorption could he
is applied in a single step. The temperature adequately subtracted out, in the high frequency
external to the heater is measured by the region.
Mo-Re thermocouple, whose output is read by
a recorder. When the sample explodes, a RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
sharp rise in temperatu ,e registers the time to
explosion, as shown in a sample .un for PETN In Figs. 5 through 9 we show the times to
(Fig. 4). explosion on an Arrhenius plot for the five high
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nitromethane, but our own confirmatory exper- 0
iments force us to leave the question open.

Nitromethane has an aci-form also known t 10
as nitronic acid I

OH 0
OH High ps.mus..

H C-N02 • H2C=N--O.

It is known that the addition of amines which
promnote the act-form sensitizes nitromethane
(7,8). It is aio known that nitromethane is -
highly associated in solution (9). As mentioned
above, our experiments indicate that the mech-
anism of reaction does not change since the S
slopes of the curves are not altered by pres- .1
sure. The rate is evidently increased through 3o
the formation of larger concentrations of the _. , i L ------- ,i
rate-controlling species. Two experiments " 300 U m4oo Umo Umo 23= 260
were performed to see whether the rate- Feqiom, - cm
controlling species might be the aci-form of
nitromethane. Fig. 10 - Nitromethane infrared

spectra (4000 to 2600 cin"1 )

Because of its structure, 2,2-dinitropropane
does not possess an aci-form. Therefore, its
behavior should be "normal" even though it is gas phase spectrum but there the rotational
in the same general class as nitromethane. Its lines are spread out by the Coriolis effect.
behavior was in fact found to be "normal," as
illustrated in Fig. 9. The lower frequency range of interest is

shown in Fig. 11 for the low and high pressures,
Infrared spectra WA nitromethane at high respectively, using a 0.35-mul nickel gasket.

pressure were taken to determine whether Table 2 lists the assignments for the two spec-
changes in spectra corresponding to the N-O tra. The weak band at 1430 cm-I in the low
or CH frequencies would confirm our notion pressure spectrum is not resolved at high
about the chemical nature of nitromethane at pressure, but it should be shifted similarly to
high pressure. Figure 10 shows one such the other bands. The two nitro bands are
spectrum of liquid nitromethane with a 5-mil shifted higher by high pressure but undergo
nickel gasket at high and low pressures in the little change in intensity. The methyl bending
region 4000 to 2600 cm" 1 . The three main vibrational (MBV) bands, however, are strongly
infrared bands in the low pressure spectrum
are the asymmetric methyl stretch at 3050 TABLE 2
cm- , the symmetric methyl stretch at 2960 Infrared Spectrum of Nitromethane
cm"1, and the overtone of the symmetric from 1700 to 1000 cm-
methyl deformation at 2805 cm". The appli-
cation of high pressure is seen to shift all three Infrared Band
bands to higher frequencies, indicating a short- (cm")
ening of the C-H bonds. The intensity changes Assignment
are not dramatic, but there appears to be in- Low Highcreased absorption in the region above 3000 Pressure Pressura

cm- 1. Whether or not part of this absorption
is in fact caused by the presence of some of the 1568 1583 Asymmetric NO2
aci-form of nitromethane cannot be determined stretch
from this region. Hydrogen bonding between 1430 Asymmetric CH3
the methyl group of one molecule and a nitro deformation =

group from another is a second explanation.
P That there is hydrogen bonding is shown by the 1408 1430 Symmetric CH3

-- -increased Intensity of the asymmetric methyl deformation
stretch relative to the symmetric stretch at the
higher pressure. This band is very weak in the 1
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0 conclusions can be drawn about the decomposi-
tion mechanism of nitromethane.

Quantitative measurement of the time to
explosion dependence on pressure has been

""40 severely limited by the precision of our data.
"'2. We carried out an extensive series of runs on

PETN in attempting to establish the pressure
160 - and temperature dependence. Measurements

were made at 1, 7, and 50 kbar. The trend of
soHih Pr.mft our data is illustrated in Fig. 12, where lines

are drawn to aid in analysis of the findings.
The curves, including that for Myers' data, are

_0_ roughly parallel.

20 S- i ' i3- -

40 -
60- W~1430

1400- 7 , Pr Wk
91) - ,apes. -o

j.100 8 1 y 10'O 100I~a.

1700 1600 1500 1400 1300 1200 1100 1000 i0 100 1000

Frm.•,,sy - a n, -

Fig. 11 - Nitromethane infrared Fig. 12 - Decomposition
spectra (1700 to 1000 cm" 1 ) ofPETN at high pressure

influenced by the application of high pressure, Another series was run at a single power
becoming much more intense and shifting 22 setting (230 W) to measure the pressure de-
cm" to higher frequencies. No new features pendence alone. The combined results are
are observed in the spectrum at high pressure shown in Fig. 13.
that could be ascribed to the aci-form of nitro-
methane. The observed shift' higher ire- At any given temperature, the dependence
quencies is caused by shorter C-H bonds at can be expressed as
high pressure, but the increased intensity re-
suits from stronger hydrogen bonds. The
region from 1000 to 500 cm"1 produced some
minor shifts in frequency and changes in inten-
sity, but no new features at high pressure. C(T) AcE

Changes in the infrared spectrum of liquid
nitromethane produced by the application of
high pressure can be explained adequately by that the reactions are higher than first order.
the formation of stronger hydrogen bonds be- An alternative explanation is that the decompo-
tween the methyl group and neighboring nitro sition is diffusion-controlled and that pressure
groups, and by a shortening of bond lengths. slows the diffusion process. f the reaction
Spectra for nitroethane do not exhibit intensity process were diffusion-controlled, we would
increase in the MBV band under high pressure, expect a dependence of the form (10)
We have not examined 2,2-dinitropropane.

1 texp D A(T)e-bP

It is evident that nitromethane exhibits
intramolecular and intermolecular effects (not where D is the diffusion constant. However, we
necessary isomerism) at high pressure. find that this expression does not describe the
Further studies will be required before any results in Fig. 13. Thus it seems most likely
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that reversible reactions yielding gaseous in-
termediates are rate-controlling at Iast for
PETN, HMX, and 2,2-dinitropropane.

CONCLUSION 10

The information we have obtained in con- o r
fined systems under measured pressures has 0 275 •C
pointed out some important features in the a 275.C Iolua
thermal decomposition of high explosives, the _ I.,II .- 0 (WI

most important being the possibility of either 10 000 lo0,000
decreasing or enhancing the rate of decomposi- . -
tion by increasing the pressure. It seems
likely that many of the questions raised in this Fig. 13 - Rate dependence
work might be answered with improvements in on pressure for PETN

temperature measurement and control, and by
extension to other compounds. We hope to gain
further information by quenching and chemical
analysis, and by further infrared work. 3. A. G. Strunina, V. G. Abramov, awd A. G.

Merzhanov, Combust. Explos. Shock Waves
We hope that this paper will encourage 2, 1 (1966).

others to investigate some of the phenomena
noted here. 4. H. D. Stromberg and D. R. Stephens,

"Effects of Pressure on the Electrical
Resistance of Certain Metals," Univ. of
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF INITIATION

S OF PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES BY A HOT WIRE

Howard S. Leopold
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

A technique has been developed for sensing the initial reaction of
primary explosives initiated with a hot wire. A light pipe situated at
the wire/explosive interface transmits the radiation emitted from the
decomposing explosive to a photomultiplier detector tribe. The photo-
multiplier tube output can then be correlated with the electrical input

K signal that heats the wire. The technique has been applied to the ex-
amination of the hot wire initiation of styphnates and azides when the

p wire is heated by a capacitor discharge. When the emission of visible
light is used as a criterion of initiation, both styphnates and azides give
a definite signal. When an infrared sensit:ve photomultiplier tube is
used as the detector, non-propagating initiations of silver azide and
dextrinated lead azide can be detected. The technique shows that initi-

Sations can occur not only during the wire temperature rise, but also on
the cooling curve of the wire well after the maximum wire temperature.

INTRODUCTION was believed to be indicative of the beginning of
detonation within the detonator.

The time interral required to heat a wire
in contact with' t primary explosive to a condi- A technique for sensing the initiation or
tion sufficient to cause fast explosive decom- ignition time and correlating this time with the
position is referred to by such terms as electrical input signal to the wire has been de-
"initiation lag time" or "ignition delay time." veloped. Initial experiments were performed
Available experimental techniques for deter- using a capacitor discharge to heat the wire.
mining the initiation or ignition lag time are In the past, a capacitor discharge has proven
limited. For example, Mallory and Goss (1) the most difficult electrical signal with which
have described a technique for measuring the to correlate. The technique is also readily
ignition time when using a constant current in- adaptable to other type3 of electrical input sig-
put to the wire as the electrical activation sig- nals. Examples of possible uses of the tech-
nal. The wire itself is used as the sensing nique include studying energy coupling from the
element. On ignition, the explosive becomes a wire to the explosive, making fundamental
source o! %eat which is conducted into the wire. studies of initiation, studying effects of particle
This heat p.-oduces a rapid change in the wire size and density upon initiation times, and
resistance as evidenced by the voltage drop checking assumptions upon which theoretical

Sacross the wire and this voltage inflection is calculations are based.
considered as the time of ignition. Shaw (2),
using a capacitor discharge to heat a detonator
bridgewire (colloidal lead azide spot on bridge- EXPERIMENTAL
wire) noticed a current inflection whicl. was

Sindicative of the creation of an electrically Visible region and infrared detectors are
conductive path of much lower resistance than used with an oscilloscope to detect, amplify,

Sexisted through the bridgewire. The beginning and display the lght and heat signals emanating
of the current surge correlated well with the from the wire and the explosive when a firing
total functioning time of the detonator and hence pulse is delivered to the wire. A light pipe
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situated at the wire/explosive interface is used explosive. A hole was drilled axially through
to transmit the radiation to the detector without the initiator plug between the two p!ns and a
disturbance of the explosive confinement. The light pipe was pFtted in this hole with transpar-
essential parts of the experimental apparatus ent Ppoxy cement. (See Fig. 2.) The E6ccess
are as follows: cement and light pipe fibers were trimmed flush

on the plug surface with a razor blzd-.- und a
Firing Circuit - The firing circuit is a 1-mil diameter nichrome wire soldered in

simple capacitor discharge circuit with a mer- place. An aluminum charge holder to contain
cury switch and can be considered to be a the explosive ma'erial was then force-fitted on
series RLC circuit. (See Fig. 1.) A coaxial the plug.
current shunt is inserted in the circuit to
measure the current waveform to the bridge-
wire. The circuit parameters are: s~t cN

C = 1.0 microfarad
PLUG WEC

R = 0.32 ohm iuotE LOADING

L = 1.56 microhenries OtEWIt

V % 'ariable (volts).

The circuit before insertion of the bridgewire ALUMNUM CHA• ,C.D
is underdamped since R < 2-!'L-M. The &
bridgewire used in this investigtitonhas a -\ fPtostv

resistance range of 2.5-4.0 ohms and when in-
corporated into the circuit increases the re-
sistance to a minimum of 2.82 ohms. Since LOADD UIGHT noINITIATORt

RMIN > 2q L/C with the bridgewire inserted, ftuG
an overdamped current pulse is delivered to the HI*OLUC ('uG
bridgewire. CONTACT IN

Fig. 2 - Modified initiator plug

Light Pipe - The light pipe used is flexible
16-fiber "Crofon" light guide developed by E. I.- I j DuPont de Nemours I Co., Inc. The fibers are A

plstc ad rasmtwave lengths from 3100 to
11,100 A. The outer protective jacket is peeled
off the section inserted into the initiator plug
and the light pipe views practically the entire
bridgewire length between the contact pins.
The length of the light pipe is kept as short as

f 3  2 possible in the experimental setup (loss than

C - CAPACITOR - 1.0 MICROFAkAD 50 cm) since there is a 9% loss of light each
S - SWITCH - MERCURY 30 cm.
L - CIRCUIT INDUCTANCE - 1.56 MICROHENRIES

R - CIRCUIT RESISTANCE - 0.31 OHM Detectors - The radiation transmitted by the
R - CRIAGEWIRE - 2.5 TO.4 OHMS light pipe is detected by a photomultiplier tube
3 with a high frequency response. An RCA-931A

Fig. I - Firing circuit photomultiplier tube with a maximum response
at 4000 A was used to detect In the visible re-
gion and an RCA-7102 photomijltiplier tube with
a maximum response at 8000 A was used to

Initiator Plug - A specially prepared detect in the near infrared region. The relative
standard two pin phenolic initiator plug was quantum efficiencies and responses of the two
used to observe the initial reacdion of the detector tubes are shown in Fig. 3. TheSmg 1
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UiV ~'VISIBLE -. S INFRA RED

FIBER OPTIC TRANSMISSION

10.01

RCA 931A

z/
z

RCA 7102

z 0.1-

%VAV(LENGTH (ANGSTROMS) CA

Fig. 3 -Quantumn efficiency of detector tubeb
as a function of wavelength

RCA-7102 tube has a spariOtlb response in the
UV region which can be eliminated by the use
Of sharp cut yellow or red filters.

Recorder - A Tektronix 5,55 dual-beam PU
oscilloscqpe with two fast-rise Type K pre-
ampllifiert was used to observe the current andCURN
plt*timultipller tube signals. Tile oscilloscope HN
Is txqge~rc by the current signils and the 1
photornultiplier tube is used to observe !he light 45 CM. LIGHT

or 'at emi~tted at the brldgewire/explosive PIPE
inte-rice (depending upon which tube is em-
ployed), A block diagram of the experimentalPHT
arrangement is slrown in Fig. 4. MU0LCMIPLIER/

/TERMINATED WITH\
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 52 1 RESISTOR AT)

OSCILLOSCOPE/

Initial exploratory experiments were per-
formed using the RCA-931A photomtultiplier OSCILLOSCOPE
tube as the detector with various primary ex-
plosives. Shots were first made using capacitorI
voltages just over the 50% firing voltage of the Fig. 4 - Test arrangement

3NE~- ý64
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test primary explosive and then at higher volt- A
ages to determine the effect upon initiation. CAPACITOR CHARGE

The variation oi firing response with voltage POTENTIAL 66.1 VOLTS

for the test explosives is shown in Table 1.

Dextrinated Lead Azide - Typical records t
obtained from the Initiatinn of milled dextrin-
ated lead azide are shown in Fig. 5. Figures
5A and 5B show initiations under the same con-
ditions when the capacitor is charged to 66.1
volts. Figure SA shows the overdamped type of Z
capacitor discharge with the initiation occur- - j
ring at 14.5 microseconds, close to the com-
pletion of the discharge. A definite light signal
emitted from the explosive as detected by the
photomultiplier tube is used as the criterion of
initiation. Figure 5B shows a faster initiation CCAPAC I TOt, CIIARGE
occurring at 4.7 microseconds with the same POTENTIAL 6 .1 VOLTS
charging voltage. A small perturbation of the -

current pulse can be observed approximately
0.5 microsecond after initiation. Figure 5C
shows initiation of the lead'azide when the
capacitor is charged to 150 volts. Initiation
occurs at 2.0 microseconds with a large per-
turbation of the current pulse occurring 0.4
microsecond after initiation. The current per-
turbation or surge Is indicative of the creation Z
of an electrically conductive path of mauch lower
resistance than had existed through the bridge-
wire. The lower resistance value rnomentar4 ly
underdamps the circuit. Measurements on 12
shots in which the lead azide affected the cur- CAPACITOR CHARGE
rent pulse showed that the current perturbation POTENTIAL 150 VOLTS
lagged the initiation by 0.3 to 1.0 microsecond...
It can readily be seen that, though the time lag
variation of the perturbation is small, large
percentage errors can evolve in cumparison to Z
short initiation times if the perturbation is used
as an indication of initiation time for dextrinated V
le-.ti azide.

Silver Azide - Typical records obtained Z
for the initiation of silver azide are shown in
Fig. 6. Figure 6A shows initiation occurring
at 26 microseconds, well after completion of
the current pulse to the wire. Figure 6B shows
initiation occurring at 4.4 microseconds. The SWEEP SPEED 2uSEC/DIV
current perturbation occurs simultaneously TIME
with initiation. Measurement of 15 shots in
which silver azide affected the current pulse
all show simultaneous or at most a 0.1 micro- Fig. 5 - lead a.'idc records
second delay in the development of the under-
damped waveform indicating that the perturba-
tion is a good indication o1 initiation time with Basic Lead Styphnate - Typical records
silver P; ide. The almost Immediate effect on obtained from the ignition of basic lead styph-
the current waveform with silver azide indicates nate are shown in Fig. 7. Lligure 7A shows
the rapidity with which ionization occurs in ignition when the capacitor is charged to 60.6

- comparison to dextrinated lead azide. One volts. The basic let.d styphnate ignites well
might assume from the prolonged effect upon after cessation of the current pulse with an
the currer.' waveform that more intense loni- ignition time of 77 microseconds. Much "-her
zation also occurs. voltages (- 150 volts) are necessary to effe,.
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TABLE 1
Calculte~.d Percentile Firing Voltages'' for Test

Prim~ary Explosivest

Percentile BicNomlSilver Lead
Firing LaLedAzide Azide

(%)Stypbnate Styphnate
(Mls vls (volts) (volts)

75 55.1 57.4 61.5 1 66.1
99.9 59.4 62.2 67.2 j 74.6

'With I microfarad capacitor.
t~ll explosive~s milled and loaded at 10,000 psi in experimental initiator plug.

A

A CAPACITOR CHARGE
CAPACITOR CHARGE POTENTIAL -60.6 VOLTS
POTENTIAL - 61.5 VOLTS

II ______ _ El __ _

___________z~

4KA

SWEEP SPEED 5 LiSEC/Div SWEEP SPEED 20fLStC/DIV
TIME

a CAPACITOR CHARGE
CAPACITOR CHARGE POTENTIAL 200 VOLTS
POTENTIAL 61.5 VOLTS

- TIME

SWEEP SPEED 21LSECIDIV SWEEP SPEED 28 SEC/DIV

Fig. 6 -Silver aztide reroi i Fig. 7 -Basic lead styphnate records
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ignition during the current pulse. Figure 7B A
shows ignition when the capacitor is charged to CAPACITOR CHARGE200 volts (enough energy to weakly explode the POTENTIAL -63.6 VOLTS
bridgewire). Very little distortion of the cur-
rent pulse is observed when basic lead styph-
nate is ignited during the current pulse. This z
is expected, since deflagration produces only a
small amount of ionization in comparison todetonation.

Normal Lead Styphnate - Typical records ! A
obtain -from the Ignition of normal lead styph- 5
nate are shown in Fig. 8. The records are very
similar to those obtained with basic lead styph-
nate. Figure 8A shows ignition well after ces-
sation of the current pulse at 63 microseconds. SWEEP fFD IOMSEC/OIV
The capacitor was charged to 63.6 volts. Fig-
ure 8B shows an ignition near the end of the
current pulse when the capacitor was charged S
to 100 volts. No effect on the current pulse is CAPACITOR CHARGE

POTENTIAL 1 00 VOLTS
seen since a deflagratian of normal tead styph-
nate typically starts from a hot or +teakly ex-
ploded wire.

It can be seen from these typical records
that the technique can provide a definite indica- -
tion of the time of initiation (criterion-detection U .
of visible light emitted by the explosive). Even
deflagrating type reactions give fairly aharp '

indications of ignition. One of the more inter-
esti:ng observations is that the initiation or -"
ignition of the explosive can occur well after
cessation of the energy input into the wire. -

SWEEP SPEED = 5EC/DIV
To determine if further information could TIME

be obtained about the induction period, an infra-
red detector (RCA-7102) was substituted for
the RCA-931A photomultiplier originally em- Fig. 8 - Normal lead styphnate records
ployed. The RCA-7102 is not as sensitive as
the RCA-931A (see Fig. 3) and it was found that
a capacitor charge voltage of at least 70 volts the delayed initiations occur with capacitor
was necessary to observe the heating produced potentials well below 75 volts when explosive
in the bridgewire. Heating of the bridgewire is loaded on the bridgewire. However, many
while attached to initiator plug but before load- interesting events can still be observed. Fig-
ing of the explosive was first examined. Oscil- ure 11 shows a shot in which partial initiation
lograms were made using four different sweep of silver azide occurred, but which failed to
speeds to examine the bridgewire heating. (See prop-gate. The RCA-7102 is not sensitive
Fig. 9.) With the experimental conditions used enough to detect wire heating at the energy
and at the fast sweep speeds, wire heating can level employed. However, a burst of heat from
be detected at 3 microseconds. The wire the silver azide is observed at 6.1 microsec-
reaches its maximum temperature at 12 micro- onds which undergoes an exponential decay.
seconds near the end of the capacitor discharge, There is no effect upon the current 'vaveform.
remains at that value for a short period, and Similar heat bursts have been observed with
then starts the comparatively long cooling dextrinated lead azide in shots which failed to
cycle. A comparative shot run with the RCA- oropagate.
931A tube detects no radiation. (See Fig. 10.)

All test shots previously described had the +
Unfortunately, the sensitivity level of the explosive loaded at 10,000 psi, a value often

RCA-7102 is usually not sufficient to detect the used in loading ordnance hardware. It has been
wire heating at voltages below 75 voits when observed that the energy necessary for hot
explosive is loaded on the bridgewire. Many of wire initiation of lead azide increases with
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SWEEP SPEED -IM SEC/DIV SWEEP SPEED - SEC/DIV
TIME

z z

i o .t

SWEEP SPEED-.5pSEC/0IV SWEEP SPEED- 200PSEC/D!V

Fig. 9 Heating of bare bridgewire

CAPACITOR CHARGE POTENTIAL 70 VOLTS

RCA-931A TUBE (VISIBLE) RCA-7102 TUBE (INFRARED)

SWEEP SPEED 2psSEC/OIV

TIME

Fig. 10 Comparison of detector tube responses to sense bare bridgewire heating
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TIME of explosives in the past has usually been con-
fined to a determination of energy levels such
as the "50% firing livel" or the "199.9% firing
level." The light pipe technique can prove a
useful adjunct for examining the time of reac-
tion at the various energy levels.

Theoretical calculations for hot wire initi-
4 ations are frequently based on the assumption

z that the explosive is initiated during the period
I when the wireis being heated. Figure 12 with

the infrared detection tube definitely provesD -that initiation can occur on the cooling curves.
SILVER AZIDE One can also surmise from the exploratory

SWEEP SPEED 2/LSEC/DIV shots with the styphnates that the observed de-
layed ignitions can occur only on the cooling

Fig. II RCA-7102 detector tube curve.
record showing partial initiation
of silver azide Occasionally, one uncovers reports where

the investigator, on examining EED's that
failed, is surprised to find "charred azide"
next to the bridgewire. It can bilseen in Fig.

decreasing loading pressure (3). At a loading 11, and has beenobbserved in other shots, that
pressure of 2,500 psi, the increased energy both silver and dextrinated lead-azide can par-
necessary for initiation is sufficient to show tially react producing small heat bursts without
wire heating and yet still produce delayed initi- propagation occurring. One of the exploratory
ations. See Fig. 12 which shows-the-initiation oscillograms obtained with silver azide showed
of lead azide occurring on the cooling curve two of these bursts occurring before a propa-
well after cessation of the capacitor discharge. gating initiation started. A definite time inter-

val was observed between each event. (See
Fig. 13.) The propagating initiation was

TIME missed because of the fast sweep speed used
....... -- - for this record but can be said to occur at least

7 microseconds after the second observed heat
burst.

In the experimental system used, the
bridgewire, usually remains intact when voltages
of -less than 90 volts are used for initiation.
Disruption of the bridgewire occurs when the

TIM4E :

LEAD AZIDf _____________

SWEEP SPEED IOjpSEC/DIV

Fig. 12 - RCA-7102 detector tube
rucord showing initiation of lead V
ai.dC on cooling curve

DISCUSSION
As can be seen by the oscillogram records,........... ......

SILVER AZIDEthe light pipe technique using either the RCA- SWEEP SPEED - 2gSEC/DIV
931A or the RCA-7102 photomultiplier tubes as
detectors can successfully sense the initial re- Fig. 13 - RCA-7102 detector tube
action of primary explosives initiated by hot record showing preinitiation heat
wires. Examination of the hot wire sensitivity bursts
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initiator plug is destroyed by the explosive. Explosive Sensitivity, NAVORD Report
Under these conditions when initiation occurs 5746, June 1958.
during the electrical signal input, the current
perturbation caused by intense ionization in the 2. D. N. Shaw, "The Electrical Input and
vicinity of the bridgewire will provide a good Functioning Characteristics of Low Energy
indication of the time of initiation of silver Wire Bridge Detonators," in Proceedings
azide and only a fair indication of the time of of 1957 Electric Initiator Symposium,
initiation of dextrinated lead azide. Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.,

September 1957.
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EO ABSTRACT

a• The effective Gruneisen coefficient has been measured for fine
0 grain PETN. pressed to densities of 1.47, 1.54. 1.59 and 1.67 8m/cm3.

i ~ ~A pulsed electron beam was used to produce sudden in-depth heating of •:

the satmples. A quartz transducer located adjacent to the heated region I
recorded the resulting stress pulse. Linear material response calcula-tions, based upon the energy deposition profile and the measured sound

S~velocity, were used to infer the pressure induced by the sudden heating.Values of the Gruneisen coefficient were found to range from about 0.7

for the 1.47 gm/cm-3 material to 1.2 for a 1.67 gm/cm3 samp'e. The
S~results confirm the predicted sensitivity of the coefficient to <npara- ••

tively small changes in porosity.

S•INTRODUCTION pressure-energy coupling relationship must be
S~known. This relationship is determined through
S•Granular explosives represent a partlcu- the Gruneisen coefficient, r, of the material.

0 larly interesting class of materials to study This parameter appears in the Mle-Gruneisen
using pulsed electron beam techniques. High equation of state (1) and can be written in the

S•intensity, high voltage, pulsed beams can be form
-• • used to produce a sudden increase in energyS(and pressure) taghout a substantial volume I'End

S• ~~~of a solid, Without shock compression. One fv)+ -

Stherml• non-equilibrlum aspects of shock load- where P is the pressure, v to the specific vol-

_7ing of granular- explosives. Furthermore, the ume, and E is the specific internal energy.
S~states attained by sudden volume heating are
S•well removed from the Hugoniot, thus affording The Mle-Gruneisen equation of state is

the opportunity to evaluate the adequacy of generally employed in the finite differenceequation-of -state models under conditions not computer codes that are currently used to cal-

assoiatd wth hockloaing cuatedynamic response of homogeneous mate-
rial (D). However. when materials with poros-

T eeicty are encountered, one cannot continue to
ga BACKGROUND FOR TH pe consider them as homogeneous media. On the
t EXPERIMENT other hant, the convenience of the finite differ.
r t t rence computer codes po such that it is desir-

• In order to characterize the statres e to define constitutive relationships In
terial following constant volume heating, the such a way that they are treated as if they werekPreceding pet blank d r d

Grnu are ploie ersn atc- teGuesncefcet ,o h aeil
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homogeneous, and average values for pressure, explosives. The PETN wafers were pressed
volume and energy are given correctly. Such from a very fine grain powder (Diam = 0.003
formulations have been developed by Hermanm mm) to densities of 1.47 gm/cm to 1.67
(3) and Seaman and Linde (4). gm/cm3. A photomicrograph of the PETN

powder is shown in Fig. 1. The RDX and
An effective Gruneisen coefficient can be KDNBF wafers were pressed from coarser

defined for solid materials, including porous grain (MIL SPEC) powders to densities of 1.62
substances such as granular explosives, by gm/cm3 to 1.65 gm/cm3. A photomicrograph

of the RDX power is shown in Fig. 2; a typical
/ -- grain size of 0.25 mm diam is observed.
I -I~ (2)

where the volume is considered in a macro-
scopic sense, i.e., bulk material plus any voids.
The coefficient thus defined is expected to be
energy dependent for porous materials, since
internal pressure relief (still at constant volunse)
can occur due to the collapse of voids, espe-
cially as the shear strength of the material gen-
erally decreases with increasing temperature.

If the pressure in a substance is deter-
mined as a function of energy under constant
volume conditions, the value of the Gruneisen
coefficient can be obtained as a function of en- " -

ergy by differentiation, Eq. (2).

High intensity pulsed electron beams are
well suited for producing sudden volume heat- Fig. I - Photomicrograph of PETN
ing, so that the Gruneisen coefficient can be powder (135X)
evaluated (5-8). When the irradiated sample
(slab geometry) is thick enough to absorb all
the incident electrons, a compressive stress
wave propagates from the heated high pressure
region toward the rear (away from the source)
of the sample. A transducer. such as piezo-
electric material or manganin gauge, located
just beyond the deposition depth, can be used to
record the stress pulse. Alternatively, the
displacement or velocity of the rear surface
may be observed using optical techniques. A
relatively straight-forward procedure involving
material response calculations can be used to
infer the initial pressure distribution from the
experimentally measured stress history pro-
vided the constitutive relation is reasonably
well known. A knowledge of the energy deposi-
tion profile is then sufficient to determine the
Gruneisen coefficient.

Fig. Z - Photomicrograph of RDX
By locating the transducer just beyond the powder (75X)

deposition region, the effects of uncertainties
in the Hugoniot, dispersion, or attenuation are
minimized. Moreover, since the entire stress Quartz gauges were bonded to the rear
profile is obtained, serious errors in the con- surface of the wafers to measure the trans-
Sstitutive relation will be detected. mitted stresses. The gauges were Valpey Cor-

poration Type QHJA which have a nominal 0.5
Esec recording time. Eastman 910 was used
as the bonding agent for the RDX and PETN

The materials studied in the present in- samples, and ethyl cellulose was used for the
vestigation were PETN, KDNBF, and RDX
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KDNBF samples. The bond thicknesses were number of experiments using the aluminum
less than one mil thick in order to insure a depth dosimeters is plotted in Fig. 3. To de-
proper coupling of the transmitted stress from termine the deposition profile in the explosive
the wafers to the gauge. The explosive wafers samples, the spatial coordinate of the aluminum
were 3/4 in. diam; this size is sufficient to in- deposition profile was scaled by the ratio of the
sure a one-dimensional strain geometry over density of aluminum to the density of the explo-
the entire quartz gauge area. sive. This was justified by a Monte Carlo elec-

tron transport calculation which indicated that
The pulsed electron beam from the Physics differences in the scaled deposition profiles

International Model 312 Pulserad was used in between aluminum and the explosives were less
the experiments. The sample irradiations were than the experimental error.
performed in an electron beam chamber that
was evacuated to a pressure of 0.75 torr of Mir. Current and voltage monitors were used to
This was necessary to produce a stable diver- determine the characteristic functioning of the
gent electron beam. The wafers were covered pulser on each shot. The data from these mon-
with a one mU aluminum foil to provide a good itors were used to indicate any changes in the
ground plane for the electron beam and to con- spectrum, and consequently the deposition pro-
tain any powder that spalled off the front surface. file. that might occur on subsequent shots.

The selection of the electron energy spec- In order to determine the fluence incident
trum was based upon two major constraints.
First, it is desirable to avoid large variations on a sample, use was made of total ai,sorbing
in the dose over dimensions comparable to the graphite calorimeters that were placed around
distance a stress wave can propagate during the the sample. In addition, thin bare thermo-

couples were placed around the perimeter ofenergy deposition time. The pulse duration for the explosive wafer. This setup is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 4. Preliminary experiments

nsec; stress wavos in PETN can travel approx- were required to calibrate the output of thebare
imately 0.006 cm in this time. Based upon this termouesuin t m of the incdet fluencealone the highest energy beam available would thermocouples In terms of the incident fluence.

This was accomplished by a series of experi-
be ui."4 However, the time duration of the ments in which the bare thermocouples were
subsequeai: stress pulse is determined by the
depth of the heated region and in order to placed immediately in front of an array ofserve the complete compressive stress pulse graphite calorimeter blocks. A calibrationserv thecompete omprssiv strss plse curve from a number of shots is shown in _
in a 0.5 Msec quartz transducer, the depth of Fig. 5.
heating must not exceed 0.12 cm (PETN). Based
upon these considerations a nominal 0.4 MeV On a given explosive sample experiment
mean electron energy spectrum was selected. the fluence over the sample area was obtained

by interpolating the data from surrounding cal-
In order to determine the spatial distribu- orimeter blocks and also by the output readings

tion of specific energy that is deposited in a of the bare thermocouples. It was thus possible
target material from an electron beam, two to determine fairly accurately any variation in
characterizations of the beam are required: fluence over-the sample region of interest. The
(1) the electron beam energy spectrum or a fluences determined by the two methods were
normalized deposition profile in depth in the in generally good agreement.
target material, and (2) the incident fluence (the
time integrated energy flux of the electron In order to check the experimental config-
beam). uration, a preliminary experiment was con-

ducted with a quartz gauge bonded to an alumi-
A measurement of the deposition profile num sample. The equation of state of aluminum

was obtained utilizing an aluminum depth do- is quite well known, and consequently a well de-
simeter. This dosimeter consists of a closely signed experiment should yield a good compari-
spaced stack of thin aluminum foils that are son between the calculated and measured
thermally isolated. The electron beam im- stresses. Figure 6 is an oscillogram record of
pinges normal to the foils. Iron-constantan the response of a quartz gauge bonded to the
thermocouples spot welded to each foil indicate rear surface of an aluminum sample irradiated
the temperature rise, and consequently the dose with the pulsed electron beam. Figure 7 shows
deposited, in each of the foils, the comparison of the calculated and measured

stress. It is seen that the agreement between
The deposition profile normalized to an in- the calculated and measured stresses is within

cident fluence of 1 cal/cm 2, obtained from a 5%.
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Fig. 4 -Sample configuration

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION signal is a shor't pulse due to electron JBreis -
a striahlung radiation incident upon the cables for

A quartz transducer record obtained for the transducer. This provides a precise fudi-
the pressed PETN is shown in Fig. 8. Mhe first cial point for the energy deposition. The
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a result of the lower densities and sound veloc.
ities producing stress pulses that slightly ex-
ceeded the nominal readtime of the quartz
gauges and so an extrapolation of the records
was necessary.

The pressure that was observed from the
1.47 gm/cm 3 dense sample exposed to a doseof 18 cal/gm, falls within an expected region.

The other 1.47 gm/cm3  dense sample however,
producein a pressure that is higher than antici-
pate6d. It falls slightly above the data for the
1.54 gm/cml dense samples. This discrep-
ancy was not resolved.

The datum point for material with a den-
Fig. 8 - Quartz gauge record obtained for a sity of 1.67 gm/cm-• indicates a value for the
PETN sample with a density of 1.60 grn/cm3, Groneisen coefficient of 1.2i• 0.2 which is con
shot 683. Upper trace: 0.2 V/major divi- siderably higher than that of the lower density
sion; lower trace: 0.5 V/major division; materials. The Gruneisen coefficient is ex-

sweep speed: 0.2 )hsec per major division. pected to be quite sensitive to density as crya.talline density is approached, so this result is
anticipated.

-- e-Experi•mental Data, Shot 683 The sound speeds obtained from the oscll.

Computed loscope traces for the 1.59 gm/cm3 and 1.54
gm/cm3 samples were found to be 2.4 i 0.1

o.5 smm/psec and 1.8 k 0.3 mm/nn ec, resptively.
These agree with data reported by Roth aid

, C.4 Blackburn (9) or PETN tn the same density
J4 ranges. The measured sound speeds for the

0.3- 1.47 gm/cm3 and the 1.67 gm/cm 3 samples
S4were 1.7 ± 0.3 mm/psec and 2.8 mm/lsec,4 0.2 . respectively.

. 0.1 An estimate of the Gruneisen coefficient
for fully dense PETN can be obtained from the-'4X relationship:

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

T(3)
Time After Deposition (usec) (3)

Fig. 9 - Computed and measured stress where 8 is the voli.me expansion coefficlont, kI
rec~,Jrds for PETN sample is the adiabatic bulk modulus, and co is the

specific heat at constant pressure. Using val-
ues of 1.77 gm/cm3 (lully dense) for the den-
sity, 0.26 cal/gm-"C for the specific heat, 46

comparable to the agreement achieved for kbar for the bulk modulus (10), and a value of
aluminum. 12 x 10"s cm/cm-OC for the linear expansion

coefficient, which was obtained for PETN
The results for all the PETN samples are pressed to a density of 1.80 (11), Equation (3)

summarized in Fig. 10 where the peak initial predicts a value of 0.8 for r. The uncertainty
pressure inferred from the measured stress is in these parameters used in Equation (3) is not
shown as a function of peak dose. Linear rela- documented, but assuming that the last signifi-
tionships are found for samples with densities cant figure is uncertain only by one digit, a
of 1.59 f 0.01 gm/cm3 and 1.54 * 0.01 gm/cm3 . total uncertainty of * 20% results. Moreover,
The Gruneisen coefficients for these materials the actual uncertainty using some of these val-
are computed from Equation (2) to be 0.51 and ues may be considerably larger.
0.15, respectively. Greater uncertainties are
associated with the data of the low density sam- Using the relationship between the bulk
ples, 1.47 gm/cm 3 and 1.54 gm/cm3 . This is modulus and the dilatational sound speed, co,

Zn __--- -
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1.0

A.0.5-

~0.6 £1.67 gm/cm 3

S• 1.58 - 1.60 gm/cm3

0. 1.53 - 1.55 gm/cm3

g 1.47 - 1.40 gm/cm3

3I 0.2

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Peak Dose in PIN (cai/qm)

Fig. 10 - Pea!. generated pressure versus peak dose in PETN

|2

(4) dose will be approximately 4%, which is insuffi-
k= 3 1- clent to fill the void volume, even if no exiernal

expansion occurs.

where v is Poisson's ratio, it is possible to The linear relationship observed between
bound the bulk modulus. Since Poisson's ratio the pressure and dose for the 1.59 gm/cm3
lips between zero and 1/2, hprsuendoefrte1.9g/m

PETN probably indicates that no significant

loss in the shear strength is occurring at the
P c.2 (5) dose levels and time scales of the experiments.

-_ k s ,pe2  As the melt enthalpy is reached, however, a

rapid drop in the pressure with increased dose
Using the theoretical density of 1.77, and is anticipated up to the point where either ther-

the sound speed measured for the highest den- mal expansion completely fills the voids or ini-
sity sample, k iS bounded between 46 kbar and tiation occurs.
'40 kbar. It IS unlikely that Poisson's ratio is
zero, so the bulk modulus must exceed 46 kbar. a ae shown inaFis obtand 12.KThe
Moreover, the sound velocity apparently in-
creases with density, so the bounding values contrast of these records with those obtained
used here are also probably low. Consequently, for PETN is striking. The difference in re-
the value for Gruneisen coefficient computed sponce is attributed to the initial particle sizes

for fully dense PETN with Eq. (3) in probably of the explosive grains before pressing. Since
too small, which is supported by the measured the stress pulses encountered are low amplitude
datum. (less than half a kilobar), the stress pulse

reaching the quartz transducer through the
Tdcoarse grain material is evidently non-planar,i The peak dome achieved during these exper-

Siments was Din the order of 30 cal/gm. This and aubstantial dispersion must have occurred.
Scorresponds to a maximum temperature in- Consequently, attempts to obtain measurements
crease of approximately 115 C-deg (or less on the coarse grain materials were abandoned.
since the specific heat generally tends to in- The qualitative comparison of these results
crease with temperature). Since the samples for materials with different grain sizes also
were initially at room temperature, the final raises questions as to whether or not meaning-
temperature is below the melting point, t41*C ful observations can be made for an elastic
(10). Moroover, the volume expansion for this precursor in coarse grain materials.

741
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Fig. 11 -Quartz gauge record obtained for Fig. 12- Quartz gauge record obtained for
KDNBF sample. Upper trace: 0.1 V/major RDX sampIe. Upper trace: 0.1 V/major
division; lower trace: 0.2 V/major division; division; lower trace: 0.2 V/major division;
sweep speed: 0.2 psec/major division, sweep speed: 0.2 psec/major division.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS A linear relationship between peak dose
and pressure was observed over the range of

Table 1 summnarizes the data obtained for the experimental conditions obtained for the
fine grain PETN using pulsed electron beam 1.59 gm/cm 3 and 1.54 gm/cm 3 PETN. Conse-

i techniques. The effective Gruneisen coefficient quently, additional data must be obtained at
was found to be strongly dependent on the po- higher dose levels in order to provide an ade-
rosity of the samples; effective values ranged quate test of the applicability of the Seaman and
from 1.2 to 0.1 for samples of density 1.67 Lind( model to granular explosives.
gm/cm3 to 1.48 gm/cm 3 (5.5% to 16.5%
porosity). Finally. it appears that with some modifi-

cations in Lechnique, it may be possible to ex-
The effective Gruneisen coefficient for fine tend the range of the measurement of the con-

grain PETN pressed t- a density of 1.59 gm/cm 3  stant volume pressure-energy relationship into
has been determined to be 0.51, constant for regions where significant reactivity of the ex-

Sdose lcvels up to 30 cal/gm . For samples plosive is encountered.
pressed to a density of 1.54 gm/cm-3 , the effec-
tive Gruneisen coefficient was found to be 0.15,
constant for dose levels up to 20 cal/gm. !le ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
experimental uncertainty associ~ae•. v'ith these
measurements is estimated. is 1 151%. The assistance of H. Pollard, Physics In-

ternational Company. and H. Jackson. Picatinny
Thu elastic sound velocities were obtained Arsenal, in the preparation of the explosive

concurrently for the samples of various densi- samples is gratefully appreciated. G. Harvey
ties. The values ranged from 1.7 mmbisec to is thanked for his assistance in the performance
2.8 mm/psec. of the experiments.

TABLE 1
Summary of Results for PETN

Densfy Relative Density, Sound Speed
(gm/cm3 ) -., .-,(Percent) (mm/Asec) r

1.67 94.5 2.8 1 0.1 1.2
1.59 90.0 2.4 i 0.1 0.51

1.54 87.0 1.8 : 0.3 0.15

1.48 83.5 07 1 0.3 (0.07 to 0.23)

_____ -- - ==-=~=----~.=~,=-.=,,--. -- =~~==== - - ~ -.
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CREATION OF AN INTENSE SHOCK IN SOLID DEUTERIUM
BY A PULSED LASER BEAM

[I REQUIREMENTS FOR HUGONIOT DATA MEASUREMENTS

C. Fauquignon
Commissariai h I'Evergrie Atomiquc, Ce'nlre d'Etudes de Limeil

Litneil -Brivannes, France

ABSTRACT

The generation of a shock is a normal occurrence when heating a
rolid by an intense ltser pulse. For palse duration longer than about

nsec the hydrodynamics is correctly repreeented by a light-driven
deflagration initiated at the free surface of the material facing the
laser. In the case of 1010°- to 10-1 2 -sec laser pulses the energy
spreads into the solid through a thermal wave and the hydrodynamics
"develops only after the switch-off of the laser. It is shown that the hy-
drcwdynamic shock-tube model can be applied to this situation. By using
both model.i shock pressures are estimated in the case of a neodymium
glaus laser impinging deuterium ice. Results of early expariments
r• ttcerning deuterium and polyethylene irradiated by a 35-nsec pulse
are prebented.

iNTRODUCTION du;'lng the illumination (light-driven deflagra-
tion) or after It by degeneration of a thermal

When a laser beam Impinges an absorbing wave.
medium the local electrons are accelerated by
an inverse Bremsstrahlung process, then the S~nple tii~or •tical models have been es-
energy is sharedwith the other iarticies througp tablished for h*oth --ases and are used to esti-
collisions. in the present paper we shall as- mate the Elhoivk preeaure.
sume that the equipartit~on times are much
shorter than that corresponding to the macro- The .alidity of the light-driven deflagration
scopic motions of the matter; consequently the h:as been checked experimentally for solid deu-
absorption zone is simply considered as a ther- terium by meane cf plasma temperature and
mal source. shock-wave veiocity measurements. Some

other early experiments on polyethylene aiming
The thermal energy spreads in the sur- at defininrg optimum condttions for accurate

rounding material by heat diffusion and by by - Hugoniot c-.asuremen•s are presented.
drodynamical motions.

The laser used is a ne)dymium glass laser
The relative importance of the two proc- ( I. I.G6 pm), I10 - V "I watts, 5-x 10-9 to

esses depends or both the temperature (then on 3.5 v 1O0- see.
the laser power) and the pulse duration. Indeed
heat diffuslon develops more rapidly than hy-
drodnamtcal motions, and ir the case of a very SPECIFIC HYDRODYNAMIC
short laser pulse in the only process during the BEHAVIOR OF A SOLID
time of the illumination. UNDEa LASER HEATING

Nevertheless it will be shown that in all The absorption of the laser flux by a trans-
cases, the heating of a solid by a giant laser parent material is explained hy a proionization
pulse produces a shock wave which is init~ated due to a multiphoton effect (1;. The degree ofPreceintg page blink 361
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ionization is just adequate to make the mate- It is obvious that the same model can be
rial opaque to the laser frequency; higher fre- applied to an opaque material, for instance a
quencies can still propagate. The light inten- metal. If the target is located in gas at a pres-
sity at which this effect appears depends on the sure high enough for the multiple breakdown to
material under consideration; a value of about occur (that is to say a pressure of some tens of
10"' W X Cm 2 has been found in the case of Torr in air), a detonation wave and a deflagra-
deuterium. The thermodynamic state after the tion wave will be initiated at the free surface
preionization is unknown; however, for a rough and will propagate in opposite directions.
estimate of the energy spent for it let us think
that the enthalpy has not significantly increased.
In the calculations which are presented it has INTEREST IN THE LASER AS
been assumed further that we are still at the A SHOCK GENERATOR
standard conditions.

The possibility that the laser flux will drive
The fundamental difference witi, regard to a deflagration leads us to compare it with a

the behavior of gaseous and solid materials ap- chemical explosive. From this point of view,
pears as we consider the limiting condition for the laser presents three main advantages:
the light to propagate in an ionized medium.
This condition is given by: ý o < 1, where , (a) A radiant flux power per unit surface
is the plasma frequency and ,w is the laser fre- of 1013 W X cm- 2 is readily obtained in the
quency. As ,:p is proportional to the square present state of the art. The equivalent power
root of the electron dernity, it is found that an delivered by an explosive is given by
infrared light cannot enter a material at a den-
sity equal to that of a solid. P E D, p.

Let us first recall briefly the flow pattern where
associated with the heating of a gas: the light
heats directly the gas at its standard density E, specific energy 5 Kj x g"
or, even, at a higher density in the case of a
preloading by shock. The analogy between the D. detonation velocity- 8 x 103 m x sec"
absorption zone and the reaction zone of an ex-
plosive has led to the estabiishment of a light- p. mass density 1.7 g x cm-3
driven-detonation model. This model, in which
the Chapman-Jouguet conditions are assumed Let us find numerically P 1010 W X cm"2.
to be vlid. has been successfully experienced
(2), (3). (b) The radiation-drivcn deflagration can

be initiated directly in the material the.behav-
It is also to be noticed that the detonation ior of which we want to study-under shock load-

wave develops outward from the focus toward ing. This property is mainly interesting in the
the laser and in the opposite direction, case of low-density materials which are se-

verely mismatched with the classical shock

When a pulsed laser beam impinges a
transparent solid target located in a vacuum, at (
first-the ionization travels from the focus to- o ed with the thiness of the absorptioS~sociated with the thinness of the absorption

S • ward the laser anti gradually rejects the light zone, shocks of a quasi-perfect planearity are
at the free surface. The further penetration of obtained. Preliminary experiments on poly-
the light is only possible following an erosion ethylene show that the planearity of a shockef the- material,.tyeeso htte lnaiyo hc

f apropagating about 150 jim in front of the defla-

SThe density at the top of the absorption gration wave is quite perfect over a diameter

zone is called the cut-off density; its value cor- equal to 0.9 times that of the laser beam.
responds to the equality wp = w. In the case of
deuterium ice irradiated by a 1.06-jim wave- The former advantages are mainly due to
length light., the maximum density in the ab- the specific property of tne laser to concentrate
sorption zone is fifty times-lower than the in space and time a relatively small energy. As
standard density. The heating occurs during an offset to this quality the highly loaded region
the release of the material into a vacuum, has small dimensions and there the flow is
Under such conditions, the behavior of a solid strongly unstationary. To take an-effective
should be correctly represented by a light- benefit-of this new tool in the field of high-
driven deflagration which propagates in toward pressure Hugoniot data, measurements have to
the target. be done near the maximum of the pressure
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spike, that is to say at the beginning of the fall F w/C,2
of the laser pulse. iOI7

Rough hydrodyna;,.c calculations applied THERtAL 'NAVE /
to the heating of deuterium by the 35-nsec pulse (1:0 HYDRWDYNA•JICS).

Sconsidered in (8) show that the =aximum shock i5 /
pressure drops to about 10 percent along a path 0/

of 3 x 10-2 cm run by the shock in 5 x 109 /
sec. /

The most recent experiments which will be 10I 3  / LIGHT-DRIVEN DFLAGRATION

described further aim at a smoothing of the
pressure decay by delaying the instant when the
absorption zone passes through the optical fo-
cus relative to that of maximum laser output
power. T
po- IO IO"1

2  IO-IO 'tSMCONDS
Nevertheless, the most severe limitations

in the use of the high pressures generated by Fig. I - Domains of validity for hydro-
laser action concern the accuracy of the veloc- dynamic and thermoconduction models
ity measur'ements. A nanosecond time resolu-
tion is needed for the recording means.

IZ we are satisfied with lower pressures Such a model has been described in (8) and
Sthe measurements are to be done at the end of will be used here to evaluate the pressure of

a relatively thick target: at a far enough re- the shock which propagates in front of the def-
gion of that where the deflagration took place lagration wave. Figure 2 gives a schema of the

Sthe pressure profile is smooth and conventional flow (a) and of the density and temperature pro-
recording methods can be used (11). files (b). The main assumptions used in the

model (8) are:

S RADIATION-DRIVEN DEFLAGRATiON * The flow is a one-dimensional one.

As we have seen before, the laser flux en- * The discontinuity in the deflagration
ergy is deposited and converted in a thermal wave (R) is the result of a surface ab-
form in a narrow region close to the free sur- sorption process.
face of the solid. If the laser pulse duration is
long enough the plasma generated in the ab- 9 The centered rarefaction (E) is an iso-
sorption zone has time to blow off Into the vac- thermal one. The density at the head of
uum and the so-called radiation-driven defla- the fan is equal to the "cut-off" density
gration appears as a result of the momentum fi.
conservation law (4). (5). Another condition for
its existence is that the thermal wave which e The deuterium is described by a perfect
S may have been created at the origin of the in- gas law; diatomic gas (,8 = 1.4) in front
mtof the deflagration and monoatomicteraction has become subsonic (6). (v = 1.67) behind It.

Figure 1 represents in a laser flux density- When the radiation In the plasma, which
pulse duration diagram the frontier between the Whents rcen in the tota. ich
deflagraton and the purely thermal regimestotal energy, is ne-glected, the different parameters of the flow

a Are found proportional to a certain power of thethr A deflagration prcess associated with f incident laser flux F. In particular. the shockR thermal conductivity spreading the energy from velocity D, is glvt..1 by-• the absorption zone into the shock-loaded mate-

rial is the usual situation in the neighbourhood
of the dividing line of Fig. 1. The solution of D. Ft '3
such a problem requires the use of a large
computer (7). i '

If heat diffusion is neglected and by putting
a set of assumptions which will be presented

AP_ later, an analytical solution for the flow can be 4
found: any quantity can be expressed relatively S 4,7 (1)

Sto the unique laser flux. [2 ^I
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TIME agreement with the corresponding calculated
values is quite good. Consequently the equation

(R) (2) should give a reasonably correct estimation
of the pressure which can be induced by laser

T action in the region of the F, 7 diagram (see
(S) Fig. 1) where the model is valid.

= LASER
As an example, a 100-J, 10" 9 -sec laser

I beam impinging a deuterium speck on a 1-mm 2

4 area should induce a shock pressure of 2.10 Mb.
DISTANCE

( It must be noted, Eq. (2), that for a con-
a) stant flux power the pressure varies as S-2 1 3

T,? where S is the radiated area. With the former
T T TEMPERATURE standard rulse,

-DEWIT P,~J.T =3 450 kb when s=10 mm 2 and
I.ASER P.R = 90 kb when S=lICM2 .

When the energy balance is calculated it is
found that 10 percent of the absorbed light in-

r--- DI3TANCE tensity ii used to supply the shock (8).

SHOCK GENERATION BY
Fig. 2- The laser-driven ULTRASHORT LASER PULSE

deflagration model
For high flux densities and very short

laser pulses (left part of Fig. 1) the energy
transfer occurs by thermal conductivity only.

where
Assuming a constant flux density F, the

i= nitial density 0.17 g cm- 3  position Xi of the thermal wave relative to the
solid deuterium free surface and the tempera-

PR "cut-off" density = 3.4 x 10"3 g cm-3  ture T1 are given at time ti by (6):

for deuterium radiated by a neodymium glass 7/9

laser. Xi 3.8. 1010 Fs/9 - (1) (3)

Numerically,
2 '9

D.-0.84. F1' 3 cm sec-l Ti 6.3× 14•F4/9Y (4)

when F is expressed in ergs cm- 2 sec"1 . all quantities in C.G.S. units and ni = 5 X 1022

ions cm-3 (constant volume heating).
The shock pressure is given by

At time t i the conduction zone is a reser-

voir of length X1 , temperature T, and pressure
S j D,2 pi z 2ni k T 1, the fluid being at rest.

Numerically, From now on t, will represent the end of
the laser pulse. If t1 exceeds the time a:

P,•b - 10"° - F2 '3: F in C.G.S. units which the thermal wave becomes subsonic, a
L. -radiation-driven deflagration would be estab-

(2) lished after an ill-defined transition phase.

Until now, only plasma temperatures and Figure 3 represents the history in a space
shock wave velocities have been measured. It versus time diagram: the hatching correspond
will be shown later (see Fig. 5) that the to the hot region.
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T W:. P i [ I a o 0 0 1
P.

"f" l,-I 1--' (5)

7" • "•"/•,/,!7 'a o, a1  are the sound velocities in the re-
gions (0) and (1)

OI'TANC 7? with P" shock pressure

Fig. 3 o The thermal wave model and the
hydrodynamic transition .3 = 1.4, the polytropic coefficient of cold

deuterium

v = 1.67, the polytropic coefficient of hot
At the end of the laser pulse the velocity of deuterium

the thermal wave, which is no longer ted, van-] ishes rapidly and the thermal energy is trans- It should be noticed in the present case that
., ferred to the surrounding material by hydro- the reservoir is heated at constant mass den-dynamical motions (Fig. 3): sity and then P(1 2 ) k T1 , the particle number

Sbeing doubled by ionization.

* Plasma ejection into vacuum (R2)*• Shck wave (o.c.) in solid deuterium We have also:

* Reflected rarefaction fan (R1) in the1/
heated region. ai = Tt) = 6.45x 103(T 1 )11 2 cm sec"!

Such a schema is similar to that of the hy-drodynamic shock tube; in this comparisontime th corresponds to the breaking of the po 1de btryes

diaphragm.
ao= 2 x i0s cm sec"1 

. (9)
The shock wave will be weakened when

caught up by release waves R2 refracted Assuming ,, >> 1, Eq. (5) becomes the fol-ithrough Ra . Let us call Xf, t the coordinates lowing implicit relation between T c and pt:of the end of the pressure plateau; a rough nu-

merical calculation using a perfect gas law as -san equalion of state shows that Xf-Xecwhich (Tit vcPu (6)
corresponds to the stataionar Regon of the /2

flw so heae orderiof. 100 m for4a 100-"cmse

10doy-sec laser pulse irradiating a 1-am2  with
area.

Ao 2n1 k = 1.38 x 10-

i CALCULATION OF THE
•:SHOCK PRESSURE B= ao(y- 1) 496 ... untThe shock tube swmilarity allows the use of n 2/3P(/3 1)]

well-known relations established in considering 71 6.45 > 10 .b
the continuity of the flow on both sides of the
interface s (Fig. 3). We shall use the classical
implicit relation between pressures and sound From the symmetry played by T( and PC in
velocities: Eq. (6) one draws a simple linear relation. Theflw is• of.. the ore ...... 10g ora10-
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coefficient of proportionality is determined at I0 Pc M aMs
the limit T= = = 4 OK where p, = P0 = 106 PULSE ENERGY 1 icUJJ
baryes.

Then, we get 3 "
2

HEAT DIFFUSION
pckb = 2.5 . 10-4 Ti K + HYDRODYNAMICS

I

Finally, by taking account of Eq. (4),

PCkb 1.44,o1-4 F4 / t9 t 2 '9  (7)

where F and t are in C.G.S. units. 1c-I9 w o io-8

Remarks: ,

(a) In the former equations F represents Fig. 4 - Calculaced shock pressure
in both models

- the light intensity which has been effectively
absorbed. When ultrashort pulses are consid-
ered a large fraction of the incident light is re-
flected due to the ateep density gradient at the More recent experiments have been per.
free surface which has no time to release. formed in order to Investigate in greater detail
Consequently the efficiency of the heating is the shock-loaded region and the emergence of
lowered, the shock at the free surface. For convenience

S(b) The assumtion of a one fluid flow is a polyethylene target has been used up to now.
The experimental setup remains the same with

no longer valid when the pulse duration be-
comes of the order of the time necessary for the exception of the focusing lens.

electrons to exchange energy with ions. At the
solid density this time is about 10- 12 sec. We use a Q-switched neodymium glass

laser with five amplifier stages (5). rue over-
To illustrate the capability of the laser to all exit aperture is 45 mm in diameter.

produce intense shock waves, we have consid-
ered a 100-J rectangular pulse irradiating a The beam is focused onto the target either
1-mm2 area of deuterium ice, the duration of by means of a specially devised aspherical sin-
the pulse being the variable r and all the light gle lens (10) when sharp focusing is wanted (the
4ntensity being assumed to be absorbed. Fig- focal spot can be moved k 2 mm with respect to
ure 4 represents the shock pressure Pc in the target surface) or by a 600-mm focal length
terms of -; the dotted line is an extrapolation objective when a smoothly converging beam is
of both models in the central region where heat needed to get a practically constant cross-
diffusion and hydrodynamics are present. sectional flow.

A 900 off-axis illumination of the target is
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS obtained by a multiple breakdown in air. This

is caused by focusing a part of the main laser
The first set of experiments which is de- beam which has been split in front of the inter-

scribed here has been undertaken with regard action chamber (Fig. 5).
to the study of the production of very hot deute-
rium plasmas by laser heating. The measure- Deuterium target: the deuterium ice is
ments of plasma temperature and shock wave obtained by condensation of gaseous deuterium
velocity are aimed at checking the laser-driven- inside a copper extruder chilled by liquid he-
deflagration model, lium. The ice is a few millimeters long and

has a I- or 2-mm-thick square cross section.
In order to increase the efficiency of the

laser action, the beam was focused on a very Polyethylene target: it is a commercial
small area (0.1-mm in diameter) inside the strip of a given thickness (from 100 to 500 grm).
deuterium ice; such experimental conditions It hasbeen found that its behavior during the
are not fit for the measurements of Hugoniot preionization phase was not identical to that of
parameters. deuterium and the initiation of the deflagration
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Fig. 5 - Experimental setup

Shas to be favoured by blackening (black ink) the MAXIMJUM SHOCK VELOCITY (WSEC x
free surface facing the laser.

MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

r In order to check the laser-driven-defla-
gration model, plasma temperature and shock
wave velocity measurements have been per- A- EXPERIMENTAL
formed on deuterium ice. The shock velocities
have been calculated by a derivation of the path

- versus time recording of a STL streak camera.
The mass density gradient associated with the
shock is used to locate it in a Schlieren system. 2 3 5 7 I09SIa i ! p. 1 e l I i .,

Earlier measurements (8) had been per- POpr(W)

formed by recording the self-luminosity of the
event and it remained an uncertainty on the Fig. 6 - Experimental maximum shock

origin of the recorded trace (deflagration or velocity versus laser optimal power

shock wave).

R Let us recall now that the light intensity
is given by: It is obvious that if the focal area is passed

by the deflagration front after the maximum
P poutput power has been reached, the shock pres-

F s 'sure is lower but the flow is less unstationary.
Consequently, focusing conditions can be used

where P is the laser output power and ,; is the to govern the time dependence on the light in-
cross section of the absorbing layer. tensity for a given output power.

For a given laser pulse. optimum perform- The present experiments on polyethylene
Sances are obtained if the deflagration front with respect to this possibility of smoothing the
passes through the focal area at the time when pressure decay and focusing conditions are
the laser outp~t power is maximum. varied in order to get reasonably constant shock

Figure 6 represents the maximum shock velocities. The targets have different thick-
velocities which have been measured when this nesses ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 mm and the
condition was fulfilled. Schlieren method as presented before is used
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to measure successively the shock and the free 3. J. L. Champetier, "Interpritation th6orique
surface velocities, de l'volution du plasma crg6 par focalisa-

tion d'un faisceau laser dans Pair", C.R.
On the other hand, a comparison between Aca. Sc., Paris, t. 261, pp. 3954-3957,

the shock-front diameter and that of the illumi- Nov. 1965.
nated area is performed by using the setup of
Fig. 5b. It has been found that the planearity of 4. R. E. Kidder, "Application of Lasers to the
the shock front is quite perfect over a diameter Production of High Temperature and High-
of 0.9 mm when the absorbing layer which is Pressure Plasma", Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 8,
0.15 mm behind it has a diameter of 1 mm. no. 1, pp. 3-12, 1968.

5. J. L. Bobin, F. Delobeau, G. de Giovanni,
CONCLUSION C. Fauquignon, F. Floux, "Temperature in

Laser Created Deuterium Plasmas", Nu-
The capability of the laser to generate very clear Fusion, VoJ. 9, no. 2, pp. 115-120,

high pressures has been established with the 1969.
assistance of simple theoretical models. At the
present time the light-driven-deflagration 8. J. P. Babuel-Peyrissac, C. Fauquignon,
model has been successfully checked. F. Floux, "Effect of Powerful Laser Pulse

on Low Z Solid Material", Physics Letters,
The high pressures vanish rapidly alter the Vol. 30 A. no. 5, pp. 290-291, Nov. 1969.

laser switch-off and to take a real advantage of
the laser, it appears that shock parameter 7. R. E. Kidder, W. S. Barnes, "Wazer-A One
measurements must be performed during or at Dimensional, Two-temperature, Hydrody-
the end of the illumination. A nanosecond time namic Code", Rept. U.C.R.L. 50583, Jan.
resolution is needed for the recording tech- 31, 1969.
niques to be used under such conditions.

8. C. Fauquignon, F. Floux, "Hydrodynamic
An interesting behavior of the laser shock Behavior of Solid Deuterium Under Laser

generator is the regulation of the flow by an Heating", Physics of Fluids, Vol. 13, pp.
action on the focusing conditions for a given 386-391, Feb. 1970.
waveform of the laser pulse. This mean has
been found as a solution to approach the suit- 9. P. A. Bezuglyi, R. H. Minyafaev, "Velocity
able pressure plateau which is needed for ac - of Sound and Elastic Properties of Normal
curate Hugoniot data measurements. Polycristalline Deuterium", Soviet Physics

Solid State, Vol. 9, no. 12, pp. 2854-2855,
1968.
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QUARTZ GAUGE TECHNIQUE FOR IMPACT EXPERIMENTS
G. E. Ingram and R. A. Graham

Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

The experimental techniques and construction processes involved
in performing gun experiments to determine the mechanical properties
of solids with the Sandia quartz gauge are described. The experimental
configurations described include the sample-target gauge configuration,
the projectile gauge configuration and the combination of both of these
configurations. Methods of constructing quartz gauges are outlined.
The delay circuitry employed to achieve accurate shock-velocity meas-
urements is described along with the techniques employed in controlling
alignment between the pr'jectile and target. Typical instrumentation
and calibration procedures are detailed.

INTRODUCTION BACKGROUND

Planar impact experiments in which flat- The Planar Impact Gun Experiment
faced projectiles are accelerated to pre-
selected velocities in compressed gas or pro- The techniques which have evolved into the
pellant guns and impacted, with precise alignment presently employed gun experiments developed
control, upon a target sample have become a from several independent sources during the
routine and widely used technique to study the late 1950s. Although compressed gas and pro-
properties of solids under shock compression. pellant guns had been used to accelerate large
Likewise, the Sandia quartz gauge has become projectiles for many yeara, z - planar experi-
a widely used shock profile detector which, ment required the addition: elopment of
when combined with impact techniques, has techniques to achier, .. atignment control
proven particularly effective for studying the between the projeL,,ie an .ý ne target. The first
mechanical properties of solids. The wide- reported planar impact experiments (Hughes,
spread interest in both the impact experiment et al. (3), 1957; Lundergan ,4), 1960; Graham
and the quartz gauge has prompted this detailed (5), 1960; and Brody (6), 1961), were originally
account of the experimental techniques which thought to be significant principally because the
are presently employed in the Sandia 27 meter gun provided a convenient method for achieving
compressed gas gun (1). Measuremttts of the shock stresses less than 100 kbar. As tech-
physical properties of solids with impact ex- niques for achieving better control of alignment
periments have previously been summarized (2). between the impacting surfaces were developed,

it became apparent that the gun experiment of-
After a brief background description of fered experimental capabilities and character-

general features of the planar impact experi- istics not provided by other shock loading tech-
ment and the quartz gauge, typical experimen- niques. This has now become widely recognized
tal configurations will be described, followed (e.g., 7-20), and the number of guns nominally
by details of gauge construction, timing cir- capable of planar impact has grown from less
cuitry, instrumentation, and methods of align- than ten in 1965 to more than 30 today. The
ment control. recent development of multiple stage light gas

This work is supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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guns (21) capable of planar impacts now per- and
mits pressures of several megabars to bei ~achieved. t1T z 11"• (~'),f Zr(0) u ()

The principal elements of a gun experi- where cT and at are the stress values in the
ment are shown in Fig. 1. The projectile is shock propagation directions in the target and
accelexated down the evacuated barrel to a impactor respectively, "T and tl are the par-
preselected velocity, past the velocity pins, and ticle velocity magnitudes imparted by the im-
into the target. Precise control of the align- pact in the target and impactor, respectively;
ment between the impactor and the target is ti, is the impact velocity; Z1 and Zr are the
maintained. Various experimental options for shock impedances (,-oU) of the impactor and
the impactor include facings chosen to produce target, respectively; p, is the initial density;
a nominal stress value, sample materials to be and U is the shock velocity. Thus, if the im-
studied, quartz projectile gauges, or thin fliers, pact Hugoniots (o, vs u) of the impactor and
Various target configurations include sample target are known, the instantaneous magnitude
'nateria" 1, qtartz gauges, and reverberation of the stress and particle velocity Imparted to
plates. Experiments can be conducted at tem- the impactor and target can be calculated di-
peratures from -222 0 C to 1000 0C. rectly from Eqs. 1-3. For a given projectile

velocity the error in stress or particle velocity
depends upon the accuracy of the impact veloc-

GAS PRESSURE A-GUN BARREL ity measurement and the reproducibility of the
impact Hugoniots. The nominal stress vs par-

+ * [/-~PROJECTILE ticle velocity Hugoniots of typical materials
- IMPACT¢7R show variations of about ±5%. The Impact

Fi'teria•gs Hugoniots of several useful materials are
-- i•ale Maerials shown in Fig. 2. The data shown were all ob-

] Thin •lnQers u r CoGaunge ons tained in direct impact experiments.VELOCITY PINS The symmetrical impact configuration is

ALIGNMENT FLAM:E the best defined loading condition for shock
compression experiments. If identical mate-

TARGE .rials are impacted upon each othe ,he lc idingi ~~Siil Materials'* •*": • is symmetrical across the IT -pact interface and

I I I IReverberation Plates
Tempera,,tures -22cC to l0fC UTr u =ti- 0 ,2 • (4)

T Oor Combinations
DATPins With this configuration the magnitude of the

Quartz o Cauhq particle velocity imparted by the impact is ex-
actly one-half the impact velocity regardless of

Fig. I - Experimental configurations for an the materials involved. Thus the particle ve-
impact t-periment utilizing quartz gauges. locity imparted to the sample is known to the
The experimenter has a choice oi a number accuracy of the impact velocity measurement.
of different impactors and target configura- This accuracy is i0.1% on our gun.
tions. The principal experimental problem
is to achieve precise alignment between the
impacting surfaces. The gun experiment also provides a con-

venient method of varying the impact velocity
in small increments such that small increments
of stress may be applied to the samples. Fur-

An unusually well-defined staie of stress thermore, the gas gun causes minimal noise
and loading conditions is produced in the 3am- and safety hazards; hence, it is easily incorpo-
ples by planar impact in that both the Impactor rated into conventional laboratory facilities.
and samole are loaded directly in uniaxial corn- The low electromagnetic noise levels around
pression. Because the magnitudes of the stress the gun experiment are advantageous in many
axad particle velocities at the impact interface instances.
are equal, it follows that:

The principal measures of the capability of
T " ,(1) a gun to perform the impact experiment are:

(1) the "tilt" (the angular misalignment between
"I "! , (2) the impacting surfaces), (2) the velocity range,
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10 rsuch that the short-circuited piezoelectric cur-
rent response mode is employed M, give ac-

0 curate time-resolved measure of stress. Pie-
Scgzoelectric gauges existing before the invention

Su\Gs51 -I of the Sandia quartz gauge operated in the
90 charge mode which gives a measure of the

average stress through the thickness of the
so disk. The two gauges utilize basically different

SAPPHIRE 6V. 07 and % GRIENIA1IMS physical principles which should be explicitly
recognized. 1.- this paper only the Sandia
quartz gauge will be described and frequently

I referred to as a quartz gauge. The basic fea-S• • - /tures of a guard-ring gauge are shown in Fig. 3.

L/ They include inner and outer plated electrodes
with leads attached, and an insulating gap in50 addition to the X-cut quartz disk itself.

44 0w X-rCUT oIfsnRFZ
The short-circuited piezoelectric current

can be related directly to the instantaneous
30- value of the stress at the input electrode

through analys!s based on electrostatic theory
0 (23, 26,27). The analysis is based on a com-

pletely arbitrary waveshape and qhows that tho
0instantaneous value of the current, i, is

S(kA/to) c (t) 0 < t < t (5)

e. 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 0.0 0.7 08 where k is the piezoelectric current coeffi-
cient, A is the electrode area, t, is the shock
transit time through the gauge a' t velocity c..Fig. -5.72 mm/psec, and a(t) is the stress historyS• measured at the impact surface for facing

materials which have convenient impedance at the input electrode. According to Eq. 5, the
values for various impact experiments. The gauge requires no calibiration, is not frequency
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is especially response limited, is direct reading, self-
useful for experiments at stress values less powered, will respond equally well to any wave
than 10 kbar. A sapphire faced quartz gauge profile, and produces a large current which is
impactor combination will result in a streEs in relatively easy to measure. (For example, a

Sthe quartz gauge with a value of about half the 6.3 mm thick gauge with a 1.25 cm 2 area pro-
impact surface value, whlle a tungsten/quartz
impactor will result in a quartz stress -if one- duces a current of 0.24 amp at 10 kbar.) Be-
third the impact surfuLe value. The various cause of these advantageous features, the gauge
stress-particle velocity relations are: PMMA has become the most widely used shock profile
(22), ýo = 1.178 g/cm 3 , y r 31.4%t + 23.60 ' < detector.
Z0 kbar; X-cut quartz (23), 2, =.650 g/cm 3 ,

15 1.6t 0 < q< 25 kbar, o 147.3. + 28.6.2 Thr ;anerality of Eq. 5 to any waveshape is
Z5 < 3 < 60 kbar; sapphire (Z4)t zn = 3.986 a consequence of severely limiting restrictions

19.12 = 998u1, 0 < imposed on the mechanical and physical prop-
13.2 + 596,o + 7300', 32 < ,; < 90 kbar. erties of the gauge material. Exceptions to the

linear theory of Eq. 5 (23, 28-32) are caused by:
(1) dielectric constant change, (2) electrome-
chanical coupling, (3) finite strain, (4) insulating

(3) the accuracy of the mpact velocity meas- gap effects, (5) full electrode effects, (6) vari-
urements, and (4) the bore dimension of the able wave speed effect, (7) minus x orientation
gun. For our gas gun these figures are respec- conductivity, (8) the unloading conductivity,
tivelg 200-300 prad, 0.03 to 1.5 mm/Msec, (9) the stress relaxation effects, (10) plus x
t±0.1o and 6.35 cm. conductivity and (11) Three-Zone Model (32)

effects.

The Sandia Quartz Gauge _

OThe data giver, in Ref. Z3 can be fit by a linear
The Sandia quartz gauge is basically a disk relation k = 12.011 10"1 + 1.07 10.I

of X-cut synthetic quartz with a configuration coul cm11 kbar-1.
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VAPO CEPOsIIC oDlS ,CRmoo TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL
Au ovCt Cr WIDTH Z LS CONFIGURATIONS
POLRItY IN i

(e I.•ucIR Imract experiments utilizing the quartz

Sgauge are performed n, four basic configura-
RGIW tions: (1) the sample-target gauge configura-
IWACT---- tion, (2) the projectile-gauge configuration,
SUWAci (3) the target gauge configuration, and (4) com-

binations of these configurations. The quartz
INDI / reverberation plate configuration recently de-SamD~l INSULATING CAP

WIDIH SUCH THAT scribed by Lysne, et al. (33) will not be de-
FLAIRAL SJRFACS M scribed In this paper.
CAEUFWY AMA• lU
SAw-SIASno [LICTROIM

Fig. 3 - Basic Sandia Sample-Target Gauge Configuration

Quartz Gauge with sand- In many experiments the mechanical prop-
blasted insulating gap
and lead wires actached erties of a sample are obtained by measure-
to positive surface elec- ments of stress vs time.profiles at positions
trode. The output of the remote from the impact surface (e.g., 16,34-37).
gauge from the inner The sample is shock loaded with a symmetrLc
electrode is measured impactor or an impactor facing having a known
across resistive cur- stress vs particie-velocity response. If the un-
rent shunts. A shunt is stressgvsesponse ofvthe samresponse.sIfethetue
also used to balance the loading response of the sample is desired, the
vo'tage on the outer impactor may be thin relative to the sample
electrode. The resistor thick.ness. The impact velocity is routinely
on the inner electrode measured in all experiments. The quartz gauge
is chosento have a value mounted on the rear surface gives a time-
which gives a conven- resolved signal proportional to the stress at
ient signa l level con- the qdartz-sample interface. The wave transit
sisten• with obtaining times are obtained by applying precisely de-
an RC time Constant
short compared to the layed fiduciai signals to the quartz gauge
desired rise time. For record.
voltage balance the re-
sistive load on the outer The measured stress at the quartz-sample
ctectrode is chosen to interface is related to the incident stress by
have a value equal to recognizing that the stresses and particle ye-
the resistive load on the locities at the interface are equal. It the shock
inne• electrode multi-

plied by the ratio of the impedance of the sample is constant for the
inner e.lectrode area to stress levels encountered in the experiment
the outer electrode area.

Although this list of exceptions is formida- where cc is the stress at the sample-quartz
ble the conditions under which the gauge re- interface, •- is the incident etress in the sam-
sponds accurately are well documented and pie, ZQ is the impedance of the quartz, and Zs
many of the effects are negligible. Thus, a is the impedance of the sample. If the stress
plus x orientation disk can be used as a time- pulse is a single shock with stress-dependent
resolving gauge to an accuracy of 12.5% to a impedance the method of solution described by
maximum loading stress of 25 kbar. Studies Halpin, et al. (22), may be employed. Wave
currently ih progress indicate that the accu- profiles with slowly rising shapes may be ap-
racy can be improved to ±1-2%. Furthermore, proximated by a series of small steps in
studies at stresses greater than 25 kbar are in stress. All of these methods of data reduction
progress (31) and promise to enable the gauge require that the arrival times of the strese
to be used accurately at higher stresses, whern pulses be measured along with the quartz gauge
a new nonlinear theory is developed, measurements.
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These tim': measurements are accom- for heterogeneous, porous, or highly rate sen-
plished as shown schematically in the target sitive materials whose propagated wave profiles
gauge portion of Fig. 4. A pair of flush trigger show nonsteady behavior. Additionally, the pro-
pins which will be described later are mounted jectili gauge configuration allows the target
on the plane of the sample impact face and de- sample to be heated or cooled without affecting
tects the arrival of the surface of the impactor. the instrumentation since the gauge does not
Siuce the quartz gauge signal is also used to contact the sample until impact. Rohde (25) and
indicate wave arrival times, the trigger pulse Towne (38) have performed expertments by this
must be accurately delayed and a timing fidu- technique at 1000 0C while Jones (39) has con-
cial applied to the signal. The trigger pulse is ducted ej"p::'u•r'• -, liquid nitrogen tempera-
directed to various delay generators through tures.
the trigger fanout circuit The trigger pulse is
delayed by a preselected time to an accuracy of As indicated in Fig. 4 this experiment does
±10 nsec and the output from the delay genera- not involve the delay cirCuitry. The trigger pin
tor triggers the oscilloscope just prior to the pai isva bve the sample impac sur

pair is advanced above the sample impact sur-
expected arrival time of the stress pulse. The face a preselectpe. distance to give an appropri-
delayed output from a second delay generator at- trigger advance. The tilt is indicated di-
is then fed through a fiducial shaper and applied
to the oscilloscope through a modiitcation of the
preamplifier. The time difference between im-
pact time and fiducial time is registered on a The principal limitation to wide use of the
one nanosecond counter. With cable lengths projectile gauge configuration is the upper
matched to ±1 nsec, the time accuracy is lin0- stress limit to which the quartz can be used.
ited by the ar.?ivai time reading from the quartz For measuring the first current jump response
gauge recora (which typically sweeps at 100 accurately the stress should be limited to 40
nsec/cm) and the time errors introduces by kbar. The stress limit of the impact experi-
tilt. ment can be appreciably increased by facing the

projectile gauge with sapphire or tungsten. Be-
"'ith the alignment techniques to be de- cause of the impedance mismatch between these

scribed in the following sections the tilt time materials and the quartz, the stress in the pro-
cun be held to less than a preselected value and jectile gauge is approximately one-half the
a wave velocity measurement of t1l% can usu- stress value at the impact interface for a sap-
ally be accomplished. A tilt time correction phire facing and one-third the interface stress
can conveniently be obtained by measuring the for a tungsten facing. Thus, the upper stress
signals from both the outer and inner electrode limit of the projectile gauge experiment is 120
of the gauge. The nonplanarity and tilt of the kbar with a tungstcn facing. When sapphire is
wave-front at the gauge i3 indicated by the dif- used as a facing the maximum stress is 80
ference in arrival time between the inner and kbar whicii is well below the Hugoniot elastic
outer electrocli, signals. A tilt angle can thei, limit of 120 kbar (40). Although the maximum
be calculated as this time difference multiplied stresses in the tungsten facings are well above
by the wave velocity divided by the width of the the Hugoniot elastic limit of 40 kbar (25) dis-
outer electrodes. persion of the wave as it propagates through the

Projectile Gauge Configuration facing is not severe.

The mechanical properties of a sample can
also be obtained by impacting the sample di- Target Gauge Configuration
rect!y with a quartz gauge (11, 16. 22, 25, 34).
The maost versatile method for accomplishing An impact surface experiment can be ac-
Ns is the projectile gauge configuration in complished without using the projectile gauge

lich the gauge is mounted as an impactor on configuration. This is done by mounting the
"" ectile. From Eqs. 1 and 2 it is appar- sample to be studied as an impactor on the pro-

, a "ieasurement of the gauge signal and jectile (11, 22). A target quartz gauge is con-
"•act velucity gives a stress-particle ve- structed such that the front electrode of the

s ,aint directly on the impact Hugoniot. gauge is e~xposd as the impa:!t face of the tar-
'hese data are obtained directly and anlikj get. As was the case with the projectile gauge

measurements on propagated wave profiles do no delay circuitry is required. When the in-
not requir'. steady wave propagation assump- pactor is an X-cut quartz disk this configura-
tions to be used in the data analysis. This pro- tion is used to study the properties of the
jectile gauge measurement is particularly useful quartz gauge (8, 23,30,31).
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r -- PROJECTILE GAUtGE IMPACTOR

-STATIONiARY RECEIVER

TRIIGGER PIN PAIR TARGET SAMPLE and GAUGE

Z.;~ I RGE

-- --- FhII --- VELOCITY CIRCWl

SHAPERS ----------

-4 DUOAY AND i;IDUCIAL SYSTEM 1

IMPACT SURFACE RECORD BACK SURFACE RECORD

Fig. 4 - Block diag rain of the circuitry involved in the simultaneous
projectile gauge samnple-target gauge experiment. In this experi-
mient the sample is impacted by a quartz gauge mounted on the pro-
jectile. The signal from this gauge and the impact vel3)city rieas-
urement give strebs-particle velocity data directly. rhe stress
propagating in the samIple is detected by thc target gauge. This
gauge also givus arrival time datt for the various stress ampli-
tuik-s which when combined with the impact surface record and the
precise time delay circuitry gives precise shock velocity data.
The dclay generators are TRW Model 4(A. The I naec counter is
Eldorado Model 796.

Combined Sample Target-Gauge and mechanical response; the impact surface re-
Projectile-Gauge Configuration sponse and th~e propagated wave profile. In ad-

dition the effect of tilt on timing measurements
Although somewhat aiore difficult to per- is cancelled if the detection areas of both gauges

form, the most powerful of the techniques em- are the same diameter.
ploys a configuration combining the projectile
gauge experiment with the sample-target gauge The entire experimental set-up shown in
configuration (11. 19, 22.,34). This experiment Fig. 4 is used in this "front-back!' experiment.
gives two independent measurements of the In addition to the delay circuitry used in the
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sample-target gauge configuration, a fiducial Surface imperfections which influence
must be applied to the projectile gauge signal, quartz gauges are: inadequate chromium plat-
The time ditference between the two fiducials ing, inadequate or poorly adhering gold plating,
is indicated to i1 nsec by the counter. This gold blobs rising above the electrode surfaces.
technique will provide wave transit times accu- and warped or distorted aurfaces. Other sur-
rate to a few nanoseconds. face problems are: wide guard ring gaps, highresistance solder joints, and microscopic

cracks beneath overheated solder joints. Sur-
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES face contamination leads to the-most severe

problem, that of electrical breakdown along the
- The quartz gauge has three basic configu- crystal perimeter and across the insulating gap.

rations: the guard ring (23), the shorted guard
ring (41,42) and the full electrode (27). Since The internal flaws and solder joints are
the guard ring gauge is the most universaiy best observed through the transparent surface
used, the present paper will concentrate on of the quartz opposite to the guard ring elec-
methods of fabricating this gauge. The con- trode. Prior to encapsulation, a vapor de-
struction techniques are designed to produce a posited electrode is generally not required~ on
highly reliable response free from spurious the negative face since this surface can either
signals, The most difficult problem in this re- be electroded after encapsulation or it will be
gard is to insulate the gauge against the very faced with a condcctive sample which provides
high electric fields (~106 volt/erm at 20 kbar) the electrode. Likewise, the impactor quartz
which exist in the disk, along the sides of the gauge need not be electroded before assembly
disk, and it the insulating ring (28). since it will require additional electroding

after assembly. The visibility of internal flaws
is enhanced by edge lighting the disk with a

Quartz Gauge Preparatiop strong light source.

The quartz gauge may be purchased from If the crystal has been purchased with an
the manufacturer In various stages of comple- electrode on the negative surface, the gold can
tion. It is available as a bare transparent disk be removed with aqua regia. The underlying
of quartz with both surfaces polished to a plate chromium is stripped with hydrochloric acid.
glass finish and a grind finish perimeter. It is Occasionally. chemical action ham to be initi-
optically flat and parallel to within 3 fringes of ated by scratching the chrome surface beneath
monochromatic helium light and its surfaces the acid with a metal scribe. A dam is formed
are oriented and cut perpendicular to the crys- to contain the acids by wrapping the quartz
tallographic X axis within I degree. It may be perimeter with teflon adhesive tape (Mystik
obtained with an electrode of vapor deposited Tape Inc., No. 7504).
gold over chromium applied to one or possibly
both of the disk surfaces. When only one s.-'- After the thickness of the crystal is meas-
face Is plated the plating is deposited on the ured with a 0.0001 inch indicating micrometer,
positive polarity surface. The pol-zrity is iden- the insulating gap is sandblasted through the
tified with the aid of either an electrometer or positive surface plating by one of two methods.
a polarity detector (43) (Esprit Enterprises Diameters smaller than 1 cm are cut with the
mode3l PD 2709). Certain manufacturers are aid of a concentric masking disk and washer.
capAble of sandblasting the insulating gap, de- A more uniform gap is cut on diameters larger
scribed later, through the positive surface than 1 cm by rotating the crystal in a jeweler's
plating to form the guard ring configuration, lathe while sandblasting with a 0.003 x 0.020
Additional electroding on the perimeter and inch rectangular nozzle. (The nozzle 4351-1937.
negative surface produces a shorted guard ring. V7 micron alumina abrasive and the abrasive

blaLting unit was obtained from S. W. White.
The quartz disk, when received from the Inc.) Immediately after cutting the gap, meas-

manufacturer, is thoroughly inspected before it urements are made of the gap OD and ID at
is assembled into a gauge ,ssembly. The various positions using a 400 power depth
quartz interior is carefully examined for acmite measuring microscop with a 0.0)01 in. resolu-
inclusions, seedveils. bubbles, twinning and tion micrometer stage. The gap is cut into the
cracks so as to avoid later difficulties with quartz a depth of about 0.0005 inch. To prevent
questionable records. The more stringent the the gap from becoming contaminated, it is ira-
environment on the quartz gauge, such as mediately painted with an artist's brush using
measuret.ients above 20 kbars and short dura- 10 parts epoxy resin mixed with one part N-Hep
tion pulse measurements at stresses greater hardener (described later), and then evacuated
than 10 kbars, the more impoe'tant it becomes at <5 mm Hg for three minutes. Cure is ac-
to obtain flaw-free crystals, celerated under a heat lamp.

j
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The electrical leads are attached to the TABLE 1
vapor plating with a low temperature soldering Characteristics of a Well.-Constructed
technique usLing indium metal which melts at Guard Ring Quartz Gauge
1500C. Leads are formed from #22 tinned cop-
per wire 5 cm in length with a 2 mm 900 bend 1. The X-cut quartz disk has low acmite
on one end. The bend is "tinned" with indium content, is free of seedveils and twins,
solder which forms a small ball. A 230 0 C con- and is accurately dimensioned.
trolled temperature 20 watt pencil iron (Weller
#W-TCP-2) is dipped, while hot, into a paste 2. The vapor plating adheres well to the
flux containing zinc chloride (Blue Seal Chnmi- flat surfaces of the disk and is clean
cal Co.); then it is coated with indium. After and free of plating lumps.
redipping in flux, the indium coated iron is im-
mediately pressed against the wire bend on the 3. The lateral surfaces are sandblasted
gold surface until the indium wets the surface, clean.
whereupon the iron is w'Ithdrawn. This tech-
nique transfers a thin film of flux which is ade- 4. The outer electrode is equal to or
quate but does not contaminate the surface, greater than 1.5 times the thickness of
Two leads are attached to the inner area and the gauge (23).
two to the outer. This allows electrical con-
tinuity to be tested after potting. Overheated 5. The area of the insulating gap is not
indium solder joints are observed as slight more than 4% of the inner area (23).
discolorations in the chromium layer when
viewed through the negative surface of the 6. The insulating ring is narrow (about
quartz. Since indium is very soft, it will de- 0.0035 in.), free of conducting material,
form slightly when the crystal is encapsulated, and has well-defined edges.
thus reducing lead stresses on the crystal. The
four wires can now be used as a handle to sup- 7. The thermal shock produced when the
port the crystal in future operations. To pre- connection is made to the vapor plating
vent strain on the solder connection, the coaxial has not cracked the quartz surface.
cable is not attached until after the unit is
potted. 8. The connections to the coaxial electri-

cal leads are short and do not stress
The perimeter of the crystal is thoroughly the solder joint.

sandblasted with alumina abrasive to remove
pencil marks, vapor plating and finger prints. 9. The insulating ring and lateral surfaces
The surfaces are protected during this opera- are well-insulated with low shrinkage
tion by being sandwiched between two flat lucite epoxy with high dielectric strength which
washers having inside diameters slightly adheres well to the surface.
smaller than the crystal. To maintain strict
cleanliness the virgin crystal perimeter is not 10. Intimate contact is achieved between the
touched after the sandblasting. sample and the gauge.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of
well constructed guard ring gauge. is usually parallel to the holding flange of the

target cup to within 1 x 10-4 radian. The
quartz gauge may be assembled behind the tar-

Sample-Target Gauge Assembly get sample for transmitted wave measurements
or it may be assembled directly against the as-

The sample-target gauge unit is shown in sembly plate for impact surface measurements.
Fig. 5. The unit is prepared against a remov- The assembly plate technique is followed for
able assembly plate to maintain flatness of the either configuration.
sample and iniure parallelism with the target
cup flange. The assembly plate and holder per- Assembly plate preparation commences

Smits the target cup, sample, gauge, ground con- with machine lapping of the surface to remove
nections and trigger pins to be firmly held in previously deposited mold release and epoxy.
place while the entire assembly is encapsulated To achieve good adhesion with the mold release
with epoxy potting. The surface of the assem- the surface should not be polished. After
bly plate is coated with a Teflon mold release spraying and drying the first heavy coat of mold
so that when the epoxy has hardened the entire release, the surface is burnished by vigorous
target assembly can be removed from the plate. rubbing with paper wipers. The surface is then
The assembled unit as it comes from the plate resprayed with two more light coats. Viewing
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this coating at a low angle may disclose minute
lumps which must be removed.

Sample surfaces are prepared by lapping
previously machined disks on a 12 inch Lap-
master machine to a flatness of one to two
fringes (11.6 Etin) as indicated with an optical

" -A• flat and monochromatic light. Parallelism be-
c0WMuC tween surfaces is achieved by shifting a weight-

' / X ing disc to the high (thickest) side of the sample
ASSkY I \ during lapping.
PLATE SAMPLE TARGET GALIGE

One of the most important considerations
Fig. 5 - Cutaway view of during assembly is the interface between the
sample target gauge as- gauge and target. In order to prevent a per-
sembly mounted on theat assembly plante. oThe turbation to the stress profile at the interface,flat assembly plate. The
entire unit is held in place abrasives, thick electrodes, gold blobs, dust
against the plate and en- particles or any other foreign mailer larger
capsulated with epoxy pot- than a few microinches will be eliminated.
ting. The quartz crystal After a thorough final cleaning of these sur-
and target material are faces with 200 proof ethyl alcohol on lintless
held in intimate surface tissue they are dried with pressurized filtered
Scontact during epoxy en- air. The surfaces are checked for contamina-% capsulation and cure pro-
capsurat inAn urthe epro- tion with a well-cleaned optical flat. A total
_-acdured. Ather ethe e y fringe count of less than 5 fringes is acceptable.
has cured, the entire tar-
get assembly is removed Ideally, one or two of these fringes form con-
from the plate. The indi- centric circles if no foreign material ts pres-
vidual parts shown are: ent. The gauge and target surfaces are then
(1) Nylon Rod, used to quickly wrur.g together before they become
press target gauge and contaminated. A test may be performed for in-
sample against assermbly timate interface conditions by tilting the as-
pte. Numerous rodsnr mayes sembled sample and gauge about 25 degrees
be used for thinner gauges
as well as nylon disks for from horizontal. If the materials adhere to
gauges of thinner than 0.15 each uther for 3 to 5 seconds without sliding,
inches. (Z) Indium Sol- good interface conditions exist.
dered Lead Wires. These
short wires are-later con-
nected to coaxial cables The mated target and gauge are placed
and load resistors after against the coated assembly plate, the flanged
potting. (3) Cable, Ray- container placed down around it, and the two
chem Corp. type 22-174, made concentric by means of three nylon rods
I ft. Conducts impactor distributed in the annular space and later re-
gauge signal from contact
subtending a95' arc to air moved. The mated pieces are then held in
dielectric cable. (4) 95' place with expendable non-conductive rods
Center and Ground Con- which eliminate additional capacitive coupling
tacts. Couples signal from between electrodes caused by metal rods.
one of four flying contitc- Gauges thinner than 0.15 inches are held with a
tors on projectile gauge. nylon disk to prevent warpage. Concentricity
(5) Mold Release burface of target disks and container is maintained
coatinG. Miller-Stephen-son Cuemical Co., type within 0.005 in. to minimize the Influence of
MS122. (6) Signal Ground potting shrinkage on tilt and to enable accurate
Ring. Provides connec- concen .,icity between target and impactor.
tion to negative quartz
surfaces. Prevents shock Prior to assembly interior surfaces of lu-
revcrberation from caus- cite cups and metal containers which form the
ing cor tact bounce. (7) outer shell of assembled targets and projectile
Trigger -~able~ and Coni-Trigter (,b. laned Lucie gauges are sandblasted to improve epoxy ad-Cntainer. M8)Flacnged L - heston. Ground connections are formed to theContainer. Machines eas-

ily for tilt control andron- quartz gauge by one of three methods: (1) if
tains epoxy during cure, the sample is electrically conductive, a
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signal-ground ring is connected to it, as shown removed with methylene chloride. This solvent
in Fig. 5: or (2) in the exposed target gauge is held in place with an automotive body putty
configuration a vapor deposited metal such as dam (3M Co. 4 1167) surrounding the crystal or
aluminum, having a resistance of 0.1s/squareo target. Hand polishing with I micron alumina
is placed across the entire impact surface con- on an alcohol wet rag produces a radius on

Snecting the ground ring to the gauge, or (3) when sharp corners, cleans the surface for subse-
measurements are made on a non-conductive quent vapor coating, and polishes it for in-depth
sample the sample surface is vapor coated and inspection. An optical flat placed on the impact
assembled as in method 1. This later case is a surface and illuminaied with monochromatic
situation where the shorted-guard -ring may be light permits 'etectioni -! any bowing, wrinkling
simpler to construct. The length of the signal or undesirable partic) ,s that may be present.
ground ring in the shock direction exceeds the
length of the quartz thus pre enting shock re-
verberations from causing contact bounce with After measuring th. flatness and paral-
a subsequent loss of signal or noisy records. lelism, the load resistors and coaxial cablesare soldered to the lead wires. Vapor coating

the impact surface, if necessary, finalizes theControlled-shrinkage doubly -evacuated ui o h xeiet

transparent epoxy resin* is used to encapsulate
the target assembly inside the cup. The 2%
volumetric reduction causes the cured epoxy to Projectile Gauge
shrink away from the plane of impact about
0.005 inches. This prevents shocks from being The quartz projectile-gauge is a separate

Sinitiated within the epoxy prior to those in the and complete assembly that is attached to the
atarget sample. The 6m shrinkage of manytrepoietwlld sample sn rytl. The 601shrinkageprojectile with screws as shown in Fig. 6. It isepoxies will deform samples and crystals. The a versatile unit which may be attached to anyuse of transparent epoxy permits the inspection weight or any length projectile. The assembly

of the gauge epoxy interfaces after encapsula- is constructed with various diameter and thick-tion for good adhesion. Filled epoxies are gen- ness crystals foi f-the-shelf type of selec-
erally not transparent and some actually swell tion. During mounting, the assembly can be
after cure, possibly opening a gap between the adjusted to compensate for any lack of perpen-
quartz and sample. Tests indicate that our dicularity between the gauge surface and the
epoxy formulation flows into the microinch gap picularide beten th e surface andcthe
between the quartz and sample forming a bond projectile sides by sanding the surface which is

between them. This bond contains no large attached to the projectile.
foreign matter that is so difficult to filter from The quartz gauge crystal is encapsulated
uncured epoxies and hardeners. This is a cru- within an al-minum ring which also contains
cial role of the evacuation process, the flying contactors. load resistor, and elec -

After the cured assembly has been held in trics! ,onnections and forms a complete gauge
the assembly p~late holding apparatus for about unit. .he crystal preparation and assembly24 hours it is removed. A thin layer of cured techniques are identical to those used in pre-

epoxy now remains on impact surface which is paring the target assembly previously described.

Electricai signal connections are made to
*Epoxy is formulated, evacuated and cured as the unit just prior to impact. There are four
follows: (A) Pour together 100 parts by weight equally spaced flying contactors extending ahead
Zpon 828 or Hysol 2038 and 6 parts Hydroxy- of the unit, one of which must impinge within the
ethyl Piperazine hardener from Union Carbide 950 arc segment of the center contact (the re-
Co. (B) Stir and heat to 175-180' F. (C) Main- maining contactors enter the receiver groove
tain temperature for 5 minutes during exo- surrounding the target sample which prevents
thermic reaction. Cool slightly as necessary the introduction of a stress wave within the
when mixing large batches. (D) Cool to 120'F
in "double boiler" containing icewater. (E) epoxy). Thus, a signal path is established in-
Evacuate mixture for 5 minutes at 3 mm Hg. dependent of the angular orientation of the pro-
(F) Pour into sample container to a depth only jectile within the barrel. The flying contactor
slightly covering the quartz positive surface length is adjusted, by means of a lead tin solder
or nylon disk top when assembling targets. buildup, to complete the connection 0.003 inches
Pour to cover resistors inthe projectile gauge prior to impact. Stationary signal ground con-
assembly. (G) Evacuate completed assembly tacts, which are also 95' arc segments, are
for 5 minutes at 3 mm Hg. (H) Place uncured
assembly in oven adjusted to 105°± 5* Sfor 28 placed on each side of the center contact. Sol-
to 3o hours. (I) Cool the cured assembly and der buildup on the four corners of these seg-
let it stand for Z4 hours befo-e removing as- ments complete connection 0.005 inches prior
sembly surface plate. to impact. A short length of 22-174 Raychem
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~95 GR cOUNDo TIMING CIRCUITS
CCONTACTS PROJILE

-RECEIVER GAE
SGR-- OOVE ASSEMBLY Fiducial Tim ing

___ __In order to obtain nanosecond timing for
il --.. CONTACTORS the fiducial and delay system previously men-

,, ~PROJECTILE tioned, a fiducial shaper and oscilloscope adap-
tation is employed. The delay generators do

TARKW7  / / UJ Odsi
ASSEB L/not have suitable outvut wave shapes for pres-

./ / entation on oscilloscopes operating at sweep
/ /rates faster than 200 nsec/cm. Therefore, the

So CENTER TARGET TRIGGER QUARTZ GAUGE wave forms are reconstructed by fiducial shap-
cOTACT S~AML PN PAIR IACT ers, shown in Fig. 7, which generate spikes of

less than 2 nsec rise and fall times. Trigger
threshold settings within the nanosecond counter

Fig. 6 - Cutaway view of projectile gauge as- become relatively unimportant when the lnpu~s
sembly mounted on a projectile. Since the are presented wave forms of this character.
gauge impacts directly on the target sample The fiducial display on the scope trace damps
this configuration gives the stress particle to zero in a few nanoseconds to prevent inter-
velocity response of the sample directly. ference with the quartz record.
Current-time s;.gnals from the quartz gauge
are conducted through flying contacts to the Due to uncertainties in the propagation
recording instrument, times of signals through preamplifiers, dis-

tributed amplifiers and delay lines among the
various oscilloscopes, a method was devised to

Corp. coaxial cable is attached to the three 950 introduce the fiducial pulse into the scope input
segments and extends away from the target as- follower stage where input signal delay times
sembly to larger cable. of less than 1 nsec exist. Attempts at signal

lINPUT CATI400E FWONtow STAGEI
LOCATED 1% VIAIICAL PLUGIN

I lFI DU CIA L

.. .. . .AT TO INPUT
1164__S tMA A AMPLIFIERt

GENERATOR /-A.~ STAGE

70AU mainE AA

C C
• ' • TON1ANIOSCONG WA) OUNI10 PARIALLEL

0,-I ON STOP INPUT ELECTRICAL I

EXTRNtAL TO a) COUPLE
tIUCIUL SIGNIiL INTO
' AND INTO SCOPE
AM 1tIFIER WITIHOUT
1IIWEtiNCE TO SCOPE
CALIBRATION

Fig. 7 - Complete schematic diagram of fiducial shaper and fi-
ducial input modification to the Tektronix type 585 oscilloscope.
The pulse from the delay generator is regenerated into a sharp
spike by the avalanche transistor and the capacitor before it is
injected into oscilloscope input follower stage. The individual
parts shown are: A1 - Attenuator, coaxial 5X, Tektronix type
011-0060-01. C1 - Capacitor, 30 pf mica. D1 - Delay Cable,
5 ft, 5 ,.see, Columbia Technical Type HH-4000. D2 - Delay

,able, I ft miniature 50 .. H1 - Housing, Tektronix type 011-
0081-00 modified with additional BNC connector. MTI - Match-
ing Tee Power Divider, General Radio type 874-TPD. RI - Re-
sistor, 51: I/Z W. RZ - Resistor IKI. I/2 W. R 3 - Resistor,
5111/4 W. R4 -Resistor, 150K .1 Q. R138 - Resistor, ex-
isting 750 . QI- Transistor, NSlll0. VI -Vacuum Tube,
existing 7586.
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mixing, at positions near or before the scope respects is identical to the impact timing cir-
input, caused undesirable attenuation and mul- cult. The velocity pins protrude 1 mm into the
tiple reflections along the signal cable. The bore through the side of the barrel with either
fiducial signal to injected into the cathode cir- 1 or 2 cm separation. They are alternately
cuit of the follower stage which acts as a buffer charged positively and negatively. The projec -
to isolate input attenuators and input cable cir- tile ocLasionally floats within the barrel and
cuits. This easily added circuit, composed of a thus may become a charged capacitor when it
short length of 50 ohm cable D2, and a 50 ohm contacts a charged pin. Alternate pin polarity
terminating resistor R3 , has a 20 volt/cm sen- insures that a current flow will be established
sitivity. A 4 volt peak fiducial pulse produces in the cables with each projectile contact. Pins
a satisfactory amplitude on the scopa trace, which are placed in direct alignment along the

barrel will successively deform the projectile
The fiducial shaper output exceeds 20 volts, surface with each impact which changes the ef-

hence coaxial attenuators are necessary al- fective distance of projectile travel. This
though some attenuation is derived from the problem is eliminated by staggering the place-
matching tee, MT, . which divides the pulse be- ment of each velocity pin by 1.5 mm so that it
tween the scope input and counter inputs. The may impact on a fresh projectile surface.
shaper incorporates an avalanche transistor
with a charged capacitor that discharges with a The exact location of each velocity pin con-
short time constant. Collector bias and capaci- tact, along the axis of the barrel, is adjusted
tor charging current is supplied through a 5 and measured with the aid of a mechanical de-
microsecond delay line, D1, to prevent multi- vice shaped like a fine-pitched screw. The de-
fiducial pulsing during one sweep interval. ,", vice, called a velocity pin spacer and indicator,
tenuator A1 prevents base ove,'driving from is inserted into the barrel with its flattened
the delay generator output. The absolute time surface oriented to prevent pin bending. - When
interval between gauge wave forms is derived the flat-sided helical grooves are rotated in the
from the interval t1,tween fiducial time marks barrel they contact the pins in the same rianner
and the remaining interval on the scope time- as the projectile. The zero position on the
base. This timebase is calibrated f,•m a 50 spacer indicator shoulder is aligned with a po-
mHz standard crystal oscillator. sition mark on the end of the barrel. The pins

are thus bent to a known position relative to the
end of the barrel, and are measured with the

Impact Timing with Trigger Pin Pairs same instrument by reengagement of the indi-
cator shoulders and observation of the mils

The application of charged coaxial cables graduation where the neons NE-51 extinguish.
to the measurement of impact timing and pro- The spacer-indicator was previously calibrated
jectile velocity has been previously described to an accuracy of *50 x 10-6 inches so thnt it
(44). An improved version of these circuits is may be used with confidence to measure the
shown in Fig. 8. The impact timing or trigger location of the pins to within ±0.0002 inch.
circuit is seen at the left side of the illustra- Times between successive pin closures are
tion. Within a few nanoseconds prior to impact, measured to within 1 10 ns. Thus. three
the trigger pin pair is contacted by metal on the average-velocity determinations are made dur-
impactor which connects the outer (shield) con- ing each shot with 0.1% consistency.
ductor of a charged coaxial cable to the center
conductor. The total electrical path length ex-
ternal to the cable is only a few thousandths of QUARTZ GAUGE SIGNAL
an inch which minimizes the effect of open wire TRANSMISSION AND RECORDING
inductance and radio frequency radiation into The time resolution of absolute values of
surrounding circuits. The shield pin is ad- Tre as detected by theoqutz gaues s-stress as detected by the quartz gauge is sys-
vanced 0.001 inch ahead of the center pin to tem limited by the rise time capabilities of the
establish the important ground path first. When signal transmission and the recording systems.
the center contact is made, a 50 volt discharg- For this reason care should be exercised in
ing pulse with less than 3 nsec rise time is in- selecting coaxial cables, connectors, termina-
S duced in the trigger cable. Cable lengths are tors and oscilloscopes with rise time capabili-S~ cut to achieve ±1 nsec simultaneity at theccties suitable for detecting the rapid change
termination points. (<10 nsec) in stress amplitudes encountered in

shock experiments.

S Projectile Timing with Velocity Pins Perhaps the most critical and most over-

At the right side of Fig. 8. a block diagram looked element is the coaxial cable. Properties
of the velocity circuit is shown which in most of some typically used coaxial cables are shown
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Fig. 8 - Circuit and block diagram of charged coaxial cable system for event

- timing and velocity measurements. Nanosecond timing pulses are generated
S~by discharging the cables with contacts at one end. The location of the veloc-

S~ity pins is established in place in the barrel to within *0.0002 inch with the
- pin adjuster and pin location indicator. The individual parts shown are:
-==- C 1 , C2 , C3 and C4 -- Capacitor 500 pf taic.i, in General Radio insertion Unit
+ ~874X. KI --Connector type 031-0050 with Microd(ot 50t), Mininoise cable.
- K2 1(3, K(4 and Ks -- Coaxial cable, i0fl}, 1/2 in. 'ha., foamed dielectric.
=---+ P1 - Connector, 031-0050 Microdot. Rt --"Resistor, 22OK( 1/4 W. Rt2 -- Re-
+ sistor, 3K(0 5 W. R'xl -- Relay, mercury reed, make before break, C.?. Clare
S~type HGSM. TB, T 2 , T3 antd"14 -- Transformer, pulse, Tektronix type 017-012.
S~Ts -- Transformer, pulse, Pulse Engineering type EF 71-2432 housed in
---- = insertion unit. TIC1 , TIC 2 , and TIC 3  *- "l'ine Iliteredi Counter, 10 IIsec,
- Hewlett Packard type 52?5A. NEIl - Neon Lamp. The mercury relays are

Sin Table 2. A typical experimental cable length of Raychem 22-174 for connection to the gauge.

of fifty feet has been chosen for a basis of corn- For best signal fidelity It is good practice to
Sparison of the cables, avoid signal delay cables.

After installation of the cables and connec-SIt is immediately obvious that severe rise tosheramiinadcbltriain
time limitations are imposed on recording the toshera miinadcbltriain
gauge response unless air dielectric cable is system is checked for absolute value of ir:'ped-
employed. Furthermore, the use of RG 58 cable ante and uniformity of impedance with a time

limis te tme-esoutin o th sytemto uch domain reflectometer, Hewlett Packard model
an extent that it should not ordinarily be used the5time domastire tertometer wich prleciseyit
for accurate time-resolved meaeurements, . iedmi elcoee hc rcsl
Our compressed gas gun facility uses 45.0 feet matches the cable impedance.
of RG 289 A/U with a 6.0 foot jumper of Andrew Characteristics of several high frequency
Superfiex Type FSJ 4-50 and a one foot length oscilloscopes that are compatible with many
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TABLE 2 standa'rd pulse calibrators. Thus, special call-
Rise Times of Typical Coaxial Cables* bration procedures are required to determine

the response of the entire current measuring
0-95% Rise Time system, composed of distributed amplifier type

Cable Impedance (cable length 50 ft) oscilloscopes, cables, connectors, and termi-
nsec nators. To accomplish this, the entire record-

ing system is calibrated by means of a pulse
RG 58 50 50 voltage standard and the system is frequently
RG 71 93 10 checked for repeatability with a result that a

system accuracy of about :0.5% is achieved.
RG 213 50 10 This pulse calibration signal is supplemented

RG 269 50 0.23 with a 1 kc standard accurate to 10.5%.
A/U (7/8" The single-shot pulse standard produces a
Air Heliax) voltage pulse, which rises (0-99+%) <50 nsec,

with an amplitude accuracy of :0.5%, while
*'These rise timed i are calculated with I GHz driving a time-variable 45 to 55 ohm load.
attenuation from the analysis presented in the This new system (45) was developed for our
Lawrence Radiation Lab Counting Handbook, laboratory by the National Bureau of Standards'
UCRL-3307 (Rev. 2) 7une 1964. Analysis and laboratoryeby t he pule-voltage

experiments for ramp-rising inputs is con- Boulder Laboratories.* The pulse-voltage
tained in R. L. Wigington and N. S. Nahman, generating system incorporates a Velonex
"Transient Analysis of Coaxial Cables Con- Model 380 pulse generator, adjusted to a 400
sidering Skin Effect," Proc. IRE, Vol. 45, volt peak output, to drive a two stage Unitrode
166 (1957). Zener diode clipper circuit shown in Fig. 9.

The clipper is submersed in liquid nitrogen to
reduce temperature coefficient changes in Ze-

quartz gauge signals are shown in Table 3. ner reverse characteristics. The divider and
Depending upon the experiment our installation clipper output is stabilized at 6.54 volts for the
uses Tektronix 585, 454, or direct deflected particular Zener diodes used. The brass en-
Tektronix 517 oscilloscopes. To minimize the closure surrounding the circuit improves rise
effect of capacitive loading upon signal rise- time performance. Other clipper units are be-
times, separate signal cables are used for each ing constructed for lower and higher voltage

- oscilloscope. levels. The voltage output from each unit is
calibrated using a slideback voltmeter con-

TABLE 3 structed by the Bureau of Standards.
Oscilloscope Char4cteristics

d Input 10-90% TILT CONTROL• Band
s Capaci- Rise

mz tance Time The target and projectile gauge assemblies
- pf nsec are designed to achieve flatness and perpen-

dicularity, but there are a number of other lac-
Tektronix 545 with 45 20 12 tors which can affect the alignment of the im-

53/54L pre amp pacting surfaces during the experiment. All of
the alignments must be controlled to achieve a
low "tilt." Some :nvestigators align the experi-SType 86 pre arip ment in place by adjusting the target assembly

Tektronix 454 150 20 2.4 to the impacting surface of the projectile. The
T1procedure used on the present facility is toSTektronix 517 - 5 2.5

Sdirect deflection rigidly and precisely control all the tolerances
which enter into misalignment. Each of these

"Hewlett 250 - 1.5 tolerances is measured on each experiment so
Packard 183 that there is a known upper limit on the tilt.

The median value of tilt which is achieved with
this procedure is 200 to 300 prad.

A STANDARD PULSE VOLTAGE
GENERATING SYSTEM

*•The standard was modified and constructed
The absoluta accuracy and repeatibility of to meet our specifications by Mr. Stanley

the output current from a quartz gauge exceeds Booker of the Sandia Laboratories Standard
the nominal accuracy of oscilloscopes and Department.
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INPUt Vl•••!oupul flange may be lapped perpendicular to the bore
-- SUE PIA SE to 20 grad with this technique. The surface is

1?:,I Vu then hard polished with a 600 grit sandpaper.

.The final alignment factor is the parallel-

IN tIQAIDY ShUBRm ism of the sample to the mour.ting surface of
Id tOIlO lOI the target cup. After assembly, as described

Fig. 9 - Schematic diagram of liq- in the previous section, the parallelism is
uid nitrogen stabilized Zener diode measured in the fixture shown In Fig. 10d.
peak clipping circuit. The 400 volt This parallelism is typically 100-200 grad. In
pulse from the Velonex generator the event that the sample assembly is defective
is clippea in two stages, using re- and not parallel within this tolerance, the hold-
sistive dividers and Unitrode ?e- ing surface of the target cup is machined while
ners, to a 6.54 volt * 0.5% pulse. indicating the alignment from the sample
This low internal impedance cali-
brator accepts a 50 ohm load, and
thus provides a complete system
amplitude caiibration of cables, The target assembly is then mounted on
connectors, terminators. attenua- the barrel flange after cleaning both surfaces
tors and oscilloscopes after each with 200 proof alcohol. The surfaces are wrung
etogether with no "0" ring seal or vacuum

grease on the surfaces. The two lapped and
"wrung" surfaces provide an excellent vacuum

The surface from which the target face and seal while atmospheric pressure holds the tar-
the projectile face alignment is referenced is get assembly to the barrel.
the target mounting flange. If this surface is
perpendicular to the bore axis and the sample
is parallel to the mounting flange the target SUMMARY
surface is perpendicular to the axis of the bore.
The projectile Is then assembled such that the This paper has summarized the basic fea-
Impacting face is perpendicular to the projec- tures of impact experiments which utilize the
tile sides. The chosen projectile diameter fits Sandia quartz gauge to measure the mechanical
tightly to the gun bore and the projectile length properties of shock loaded solids. In addition,
of 28 cm minimizes the cocking of projectile in the circuitry involved in impact velocity, time
the bore. of arrival, and time delay measurements have

been described. Methods used in tilt control
Methods for assembling and measuring the and sample preparation have also been dis-

targets, projectiles, and target mounting flange cussed. The particular techniques and sample
are shown in Figs. 10a through 10d. construction methods used are designed to

achieve flexibility and to take maximum advan-
The projectiles are grour.4 and machined tage of the unique features of impact surface

such that the impacting surface is perpendicular measurements. These techniques have proven
to the sides to within 100 prad. The Impactor very useful in the study of the mechanical prop-
is glued to the projectile face in an alignment erties of solids under shock wave compression.
fixture shown in Fig. 10a which holds the im-
pact surface perpendicular to the sides of the
projectile to 50 Arad. The epoxy glue joint ACKNOWLEDGMENT
thus served to allow for the final minor realign-
ment. After the epoxy has cured the same fix- The authors would like to thank their nu-
ture serves as a holder in which the perpen- merous Sandia Laboratory colleagues for their

Sdicularity is measured to 100 prad as shown in continuing dialogue which has provided a stimu-
3 Fig. 10b with an electronic micrometer. lating environment for this work.

Ef The target mounting flange is lapped flat
Sand perpendicular to the axis of the gun bore REFERENCES

with the lapping fixture shown in Fig. lOc. The
Srod is fit to the bore diameter to 0.0003." With 1. S. Thunborg, Jr., G. E. Lngram and R. A.

a length of 28 cm this insures a maximum an- Graham, "Compressed Gas Gun for Con-
gular looseness of 20 Arad. As the fixture is trolled Planar Impacts over a wide Veloc-
rotated the lapping compound on the cast troy ity Range," Rev. Sci. Instr. Vol. 35, pp.
disk laps the mounting flange. The mounting 11-14, 1964.
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Fig. 10 - Cutaway drawings of the various schemes for adjusting and measuring the param-
eters contributing to angular misalignment of impacting surfaces. Uncontrolled rotation of
thc projectile in the long :n barrel prevents the use of an adjustable target. In Fig. 10a, a
wedge of epoxy cures between the projectile and impactor interface while they are held in
alignment with an assembly fixture and a surface plate. In Fig. 10b, the impactor sample is
checked for alignment while the assembly fixture and tilt gage in which it is held is rotated.
A dial indicator with 0.0001 inch resolution determines the acceptability for a particular
experiment. Fig. 10c shows a Z8 cm long rod that fits in the barrel with a 0.0003 inch dif-
farance in diameters. Attached to the rod, with a 5 urad control on perpendicularity, is a
flat cast iron disk that is coated with 6 micron lapping compot. -d. When inserted and rotated
within the barrel, this device will produce a flat surface on the barrel alignment flange
which is perpendicular to the bore to 20 Irad. In Fig. Ind, the parallelism of the target as-
sembly is checked v -th a fixture composed of alapped washer to which is attached a support
cylinder with its E:..-o lapped parallel to 5 Arad. A machinable flange on the target permits
parallelism adjustments to be made on the target assembly to 100 )rad. The target is held
in place against the lapped washer with wooden dowels which penetrate the support cylinder.
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SHOCK-INDUCED ELECTRICAL SIGNALS
FROM DIELECTRICS

G. E. Hauver
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ABSTRACT

Shock- i nduced elect r:cal signaols front linea r polyethylene aind
0 -nltroanisole have been at.tly~t'd \%ithin the frainemork of tile Allisonl
pulariiation theory. flugooi,* zmd dielectric constant, data for tile anal-
yses w&ere obtained in beparate berieb, of ex~perimients. Analyseb showed
that signals front both materials are con .- sed of miore than one cm-ni
Portent. There is experimental evident.e that conipontenth of the peliy-
ethilene signal relate to dipular si rictares in the polyethylene. A siniiu-
Iar conclusion may be drawn for o-raitroanisole, althoug~h an alternate
interpretation is al-so offered. At high pressures, the profile of the
polarization signal fromn o-nitroanisole is gradually imodified by shock-
induced electrical conductivity and the growth of client -al reaction. It
was inferred that detonation electric signals mighit represent the final
signal modification produced uncler condtiowns of stable detonation.

1. INTRODUCTION II. THEORY

A-ost dielectric materials produce electri- The parallel-plate configuration, commonly
c'al signals during shock compression. There used to study shock-induced clectr!cal signals.
is a general tendency for weakly polar dielec- is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The polari-
trics to produce small signals and for strongly zatior portion of the signal begins when a plane
polar dielectrics to produce Litrge signals. Ex- shock wave enters the dielectric from the first
perimental and analytical procedures for study- electrode. Allison (1) assumed that poký .,iza-
tni,, these signals were refined in an investiga- tion Is induced at the shock front and decays
tion of linear polyethylene, whisch is wep~y with a characteristic relaxation time -Y. 't the
polar, and were applied with certain nece~sary H-C time constant of the circuit is much less
moalftications in a study of o-nitroanisole, than the shock wave trausit time (RC is corn-
C6 H4 00H 3NO 2 (hereafter ref-'rred to ab ONA'.. monly one nanosecond or less), the load may be
ONA is a metastable liquid Jielectric with rela- considered to be a short circuit, and displace-
tively large dipole moment of 1.61< xl1O 29 CM mt.tit current is given by the expression.
(4.83 Debye units). The shoux-induced electri-
cal signals from these dielec, ics exhibit com-InIQ- I" X. exp(t "r) (X"C
plex profiles which have been found to co)niain C2 t

more than one signal componc~ni. These signals where.
have been interpreted within the fra:tework of
the Allison polarization theory; (1). The paper -YV( 2
briefly reviews the essential elements of thet "jlt (t- t*).
theory, dest.-ribes the vario)us experimental and U (kk(t
analytlcaL p. ocedures used in polarization a.-J IU k t
ancillary investigations. and presents results
and interpretations. C2  I0 X,,l- esp( t* -r) Q~ttJ

387
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after the shock front arrives at the secondKAN WAE xPLosivE • elect-ode. Th;s assumes that the shock imped-

R S ance of the scond electrode is the same as thad
DIIELE-C-,-IC of the dielectric so that neither a shock nor

rarefaction return into the interelectrode di-

ELECTRODE 7electric from the interface. It then follows

SECON o / frem 'he Allison theo -y that the charge '%
ELECTRODE--- whi, is on the electrodes at time t*, decays

with the characteristic relaxation time. The
SIGN. current in the relaxation portion of the signal,

w.ich occurs after the shock front arrives at
Fig. I - Experimental az rangement the second electrode, is given by the expression

Ir~~~c ~for polarization tests )(X t-t

where t Ž t*. Yakusher. ý, zanov, and Dremih
List of Symbols (2) have reported this saiie -elationship for th(

I current current in the relaxation .

In order to apply the Allison theory, it is
1. initial current necessnar to know thL shock-propagation char-

acteristic the dielectric constant under shocd
Q electric charge on tl.e electrodes compressi. , and the relaxation time. In the

study of !inear polyethylene and ONA, ancillarý
0* electric charge at time t* experiments were performed to establish the

Hugoniots and oh, ii.% information about the di-
U shock velocity electric constant L ' er shock compression.

Relaxation times were obtained by analyzing
X. initial thickness ol the dielectric the relaxation signal.

k die!e :tric constant of shock-
compressed dielect.,r III. POLYETHYLENE (3)

k. dielectric constant of unshocked A. Introduction
dielectric

Linear polyethylene was selected for sev-
time eral reasons. First, the shock-induced elec-

trical signal is small and exhibits interesting
t* time of shock arrival at the second behavior. It is negative at low p,'essures, be-

electrode gins to change polarity above 25 or 30 kbar,
and is entirely positive by 70 kbar. Also, it

particle velocity was anticipated that dipolar structures might
produce the electrical signal. If correct, the

relaation time dipolar content could be modified by irradia-
tion, possibly permitting signal sources to be
identified. Second, Kee:zr and MitcheRl (4) re-

and ported that polyethylene remains a rea-ornably
good insulator to shock pressures well above

0o(U -,) {kU l - txp (-t*-),, .()00 kbar. Their result was confirmed for this
• study by a conductivity test performed at 246

Polarizatlon induced a'. the shock front is given kbar. No cen'ductiv" vas detected, and the
by the expression sensitivity oi the measurement imposed an tap-per limit of 1.6 x 10's mho/m. Third, the di.-

electric constant of polyethylene as essentially
p Qo0' A, 1 - exp (- t* "r-)] . unchanged from DC to microwave frequencies

(5), and it is unlikely that sites which produce
where A is the electrode area. the shock-induced electrical bignal make a sig-

nificant contribution to the dielectric constant.
If polarization is induced only ip the vicin- Furthermore, the small size of the shock-

ity of the shock front, then rio additional polar - induced electrical signal tends to minimize its in-
zation is induced in the interelectrode volum fluence on the dielectric constant mejisurements.
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n. Experimental Arrangement for pressures where the theoretical curves be::,d
Polarization Tests downward.

The experimental arrangement used for the
study of shock-induced electrical signals from D. Dielectric Constant under
,•olyethylene was basically the arrangement Shock CompP, ssion
r,'•own schematically in Fig. 1. However, the
•est assembly was built coaxially onto a coaxial The experimental arrangemeL*, for dielec-
connector. The second electrode and its guard tric constant measurements is shown in Fig. 2.
were formed by scribing a circular gap in a thin The polyethylene a•,sembly was similar to the

Smetal film deposit, :l by vacuum evaporation on assembly used in the polarization tests. Ap-
Sa thick polyethylene stJbstrate. The interelec- proximately 500 volts was applied across the
Strode po lyethylene was bonded to the second assembly and the series resistor RT, The l• ,r-

electrode and its guard with room-temperature allel capacitor c was three orders of magni-
Ssetting epoxy, using a bond thickness which did tude larger than the other circuit capacitance

i not e•.ceed 0.0025 ram. The second electrode and stabilized the voltage during a test. Shock
Swas 13 •,vl in diameter, and the interelectrode pressures up to 173 kbar were produced by

p•ly•thylec•, was approximately 1.0 mm thick, detonating an explosive in contact with the metal
: A lh•. •:*al film was used as the second else- plate which served as the first electrode.

;,ro•o, ;•n an effort to minimize its influence on Higher ,,ressure was produced by impacting an
S•v •,• .• '•ave and permit the relaxation signal explosively accelerated 91ate.
Sto be •ecord,•i with optimum fidelity. Signals

were recorded t-y an oscilloscope with a band-
Swidth of 150 MHz. •,• wA• t•,•f
S[I -- "--''---'" L, mT •LE•r•oE }

SC. Hugoniot I T "T- -- i--•.V{T.
SC, 001#•: • AS,•tlELY

Hugoniot data were obtained for several fl- IOOtD. J.--•

linea• polyethylenes, although only one (re- MTnG. sea
ferred to as Brand X) was used for the tests T• •
reported in this paper. Brand X had an un- • •
known origin and a density oi 0.960 • 0.002 g/co. • m
The other polyethylenes were antioxldant-free m
Marlex 6002 with a density of 0.960 • 0.002
g/cc, and Alathon 7050 with a density of 0.963
0.001 g/cc. The Hu•oniot data were obtained in
plane shock wave experiments using the tmped- Fig. • - Experimental arrangement

for dielectric constant Mcasureo
ante matching technique (6). The shock veloc- ments on palyethylene
ity through polyethylene specimens was meas-

Sured electrically, using the shock-induced
- polarization signal (7). or the signal obtainedSusing an applied voltage (see Section Ill-D). When a plane shock wave entered the inter-
: Hugoniot data for the base plate metals were electrode dielectric, the capacitance increased

obtained from Ref. (6), or updated values were as a result of compression and an increase in
obtained from Ilef. (8). The release isentropes the dielectric constant of the shocked material,
needed for impedance c•Jcv!.•hons were gener- The associated charging current was recorded
ated assuming a constant T,•, wher• • is the with an oscilloscope as the voltage drop across
Gruneisen parameter and • is the density. The Rr. It may be shown that the charge on the
Hugoniot for both Brahe • and AO-free Marlex polyethylene capacitor is given by the expression
6002, in the pressu•.e range from 16 to 246
kbar, ts rep,,esented by the relatlonstnp u = V •-o • A
2695 + 1,570 ,. (Velocity units are m/see, 0 :
here, and throughout the paper.) The standard x, , i(ko/k)(U - .) - U; t
deviation of U ;s 62. The Hugoniot for Alathon
7050 in the pressure range from 16 to 180 kbar while the profile of the current signal is given
Is represented by the r,•-ie,{:onsntp u = 3064 + by the expression
1.557 ,. These Hugoniots lie between the theo-
retical limiting Hugoniots calculated by Pastine

V-okoAiU (ko'k)(U-.)(9). They parallel the theoretical Hugoniots at I : - ........
high presm,,res, but deviate slightly at low •x, - ,u (•.'•)(v- ,): t)• '

-• • •r • J I • :[€ .. .. •-P--i i I• • •- • I•:•-= i • .. ........ .... .. -:'•'"'• :•-•
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where v is the applied voltage and e. is the PRSSPE - Ow

permittivity of free space. Prior to shock ,5- 9  ;g 0 • ,• ,?T 214
compression, the charge on the polyethylene ,-c:I .A0,,,o,,,
capacitor is ,65

When the shock wave arrives at the second 150
electrode, t-= t* = Xo.,U, and the charge asso- ,5ciated with the applied voltage is¥ 1 /4

elecrod , -t ke. A.X04J, an the chr13so-j5
-= Vk10AU/X1(U-u) . 12 '3 14 1 ,16 17

M)•ISITY (p) - g/co

However, the charge on the electrodes at time
t" also includes the charge Qp associated with Fig. 3 - Dielectric constant data,
the shock-induced polarization signal, so that for polyethylene under shock com-

pression

During the transit time of the shock wave. the Gibbs and Jarman (11) measured the di-
measured charge is electric constant oi polyethylene during static

compression in the pressure range below three
Q" m * - Q• kilobara and found only one percent deviation

from change predicted by the Clausius-Mossotti
Substituting and solving for the dielectric equation, assuming constant polarizability.
constant, Figure 3 suggests that the dielectric constant

Xo(Q -)at low shock pressures also varies according

k - U - ) to the Clausius-Mossotti prediction. The pres-
U s ,,A r'o sure at which dielectric behavior begins to fol-

low the Drude equation is not firmly established,
The expression for k neglects any change but is probably located between 20 and 36 kbar.

in stray capacitance. The stray capacitance The change in behavior may be associated with
changed during a test, but except at 173 kbar a phase transition. The Hugoniot measure-
where the change in stray capacitance repre- ments, and static measurements by 1ridgman
sented almost 0.5 percent of Q,, no correction (12), give no indication of a transition below 36
was introduced. The polarization charge Q, kbar. However, Van Valkenburg and Powers
was evaluated In two ways as a check. It was (13) found evidence of a low pressure transition
evaluated directly with no app•!ied voltage, and during static compression of polyethylene .)e-
in tests with each polarity of the applied volt- tween diamond anvils. The transition was ob-
age so that Q, = (Q.(-.) 4 Qm(- )/2. The di- served optically, was accompanied by an-irre-
electric constant of unshocked Brand X linear versible decrease in thickness, and post-test
polyethylene was -z!easured In a simple two- analysis suggested the presence of a triclinic
terminal system ,'10) and w'•s found to be 2.360 cell. However, no transition pressure was re-
-t 0.007. ported. Cleron, Coston, and Drickamer (14)

reported NMR data on polyethylene in the pres-
Results of the dielectric constant measure- sure range below 25 kbar. The width of the IH

ments are plotted In Fig. 3 as (k - 1) o versus r,, resonance line showed no measurable change
with individual test pressures indicated at the until a pressure of 5 kbar. A rapid increase in
top. At 16 and 20 ld)ar, there was evidence that linewidth occurred above 5 kbar and leveled off
the applied voltage might have influenced the near 22 kbar. The sudden increase in linewidth
polarizaton signal. The exact extent of any in- was not attributed to a phase transtion, but the
fluence could not be determined, so limits were motion of the polyethylene chains suddenly be-
set. The upper values at 16 and 20 kbar result came severely restricted and it was noted that
if no influence Is assumed; the lower values re- polytetrafluoroethylene displayed similar NMR
sult V! the polarization signal becomes zero when behavior at identified transition pressures.
opposed by the applied voltage. From 36 to 246
kbar, there was no evidence of a voltage effect, The Drude equation results when tI* ap-
and the dielectric behavior followed the Drude plied field is the effective polarizing field.
equation, assuming constant polarizability, with Calct,!ations by Rrods4y and Durstein (15) and
k -= 1. 4 7 c. Gill and Bloembergen (16) have shown that the
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effective field for electronic polarization is the
macroscopic applied field when the electrons 40 ,..-s3
are delocalized. Royce (1?), in considering the '2

dielectric constant data for polymethylmetha- .............
crylate reported in Ref. (7), suggested that u "-- ........ I" ..
electrons may have become delocalized as a ,
result of shock compression. ThU suggestion
would also provide an appropriate explanaticn Z -01j
for the dielectric behavior of shock compressed .
polyethylene.

-02.
Si'

E. Shock-Induced Elect~rical Signa~f,

Some insight into the nature of shock- -o.0 100 2I 0 - oO 400
induced electrical siRIols from linear poly- TIUE- Sue
ethylene can be gained by examining three sig-
nals produced near 50 kbar, which is at the Fig. 4 - Analysis of the shock-induced elec-S~trical signal from normal polyethylene
midpoint of the pressure range where a polar-
ity change occurs. One of the signals was pro-
duced by normal Brand X linear polyethylene, TABLE 1
while the other two were pr"-,uced by speci-
mens of the same material which, were first Data for Signal Components
irradiated by a cobalt-60 gamma source.

Material Compo e 1- sec P,- MC/m 2

Figure 4 presents the analysis of the signal nent

produced by normal polyethylene at 47 kbar. - .3Normal Si 2.6 -0.32The solid curve represents the observed signal. Linear S2 0.24 +0.13
Its basic features include the initial positive Polyethylene S3 0.014 +0.37
portion, the slovt risetime of the negative por-
tion, and the slow decay of the relaxation signal Irradiated S1 2.6 -0.13
back toward zero. The analysis reveals three Without Air S3 0.014 +0.22
major components: S1, S2, and S3. These (30 Megarads) S4 0.12 +0.15
components are identified by their -elaxation
times, which are listed in Table ,long with Ir S3 0.0 -0.42
the associated poaarizations. The circular in Air S3 0.014 +0.42
points in Ficr. 4 represent the algebraic addi- -0____4 0.208

tion of the components. These points are in
reasonable overall agreement with the observed
signal, with the greatest departure occurring Polyethylene for a second test was pre-
just after shock arrival at the second electrode, pared by irradiating a 25-mm thick block in a
Here, a positive jog occurs and the observed cobalt-60 cell. The dose rate was ap',rci-
signal lies above the calculated signal for an mately 0.5 megarad per hour, and tV . total
interval of about 30 nanoseconds. This depar- dose was 39 megarads. The block was then an-
ture may indicate a perturbation produced by nealed above the crystalline melting point to
the mismatched electrode film, although it is eliminate radicals trapped in the crystallites.
more strongly suspected to be thermoelectric. The oxidized surfaces were removed, a speci-
The electrode metal and lead wire were differ- men was prepared from the core of the irradi-
ent in this test, producing a bimetallic junction ated block, and a shock experiment was per-
at the cente'- of the second electrode. It is evi- formed at 46 kbar. The shock-induced electrical
dent that thi: fast-relaxing component S3 is pri- signal was analyzed. and data for the signal
marily responsible for the initial positive por- components are listed in Table 1. The magni-
tion of the observed signal and for the slow tudes ef components S1 and S3 have decreased.
risetime of the negative portion, while the slow component S2 is missing, and a new component
decay of the relaxation signal results from the S4 has appeared. At first inspet ion, compo-
relative relaxations of components S1 and S2. nent S4 may appear to be component S2 with the
The polyethylene signal undergoes a polarity relaxation time reduced by one-ha!f. This is
change because component SI predominates at doubtful. Relaxation timer Are presently be-
low pressures, while the positive comptnents lieved to be characteristic of a particular
increase in magnitude and predominate at high source of polarization and serve as a means
pressures. fo- identification.

.M
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Polyethylene for a third test was prepared The signal components are assumed to be
by milling a block into 0.025-mm thick fluff produced by dipolar structures present In the
which was oxidized by gamma ir.adiation in polyethylene. Conklin (18) has considered the
air, receiving a total dose of 36 megarads at a primary dipolar structures in linear polyethyl-
dose rate of 0.3 megarad per hour. The irra- ene, and the changes which result from gamma
diated fluff was refabricated into a cylindrical irradiation. The primary dipolar structure in-
form from which a test specimen was prepared. herent in linear polyethylene is vinyl unsatura-
A control specimen, prepared from refabri- tion, - CH = CH2. This structure decays rapidly
cated unirradiated fluff, produced a shock- with dose, and 30 to 40 megarads should reduceinduced electrical signal ident' zal to the signal the vinyl content to less than ten percent of the

from original material. The shock-induced initial value. Impurity dipolar structures are
signal from oxidized polyethylene is shown in also present. These result from oxygen intro-Fig. j and data for the components are listed in duced by contact with air during manufacture

Table 1. The components produced by the and subsequent processing, and consist of vari-
specimen irradiated without air are again pres- ous combination of carbon, hydrogen and oxy-
ent, and are identified by their relaxation times. gen. However, the carbonyl structure is domi-
However, each component is larger. Compo- nant, and during gamma irradiation its
nent S4 underwent the most significant in- concentration increases more rapidly than the
crease, becoming over five times larger. In hydroxyl structure, for example (19).
Fig. 5, the calculated relaxation signai does not
closely follow the observed signal. This is at- Signal component S2 is tentatively attrib-
tributed to an impedance mismatch between the uted to vinyl unsaturation. The 39 megarad
oxidized specimen and the unoxidized substrate dose, without air, probably reduced component
of the second electrode. However, the test S2 to a size not readily detected by the profile
pressure increased to only 50 kbar, indicating analysis. At the same time, the carbonyl con-
a slight mismatch. Dielectric constant data for centration increased and was detected as signal
normal polyethylene were used to calculate the component S4. The oxidized specimen showed
profile of the polarization signal. The dielec- a large increase in the magnitude of S4, more
tric constant data for oxidized material may be strongly associating this component with the
different, but the polyethylene signal was found carbonyl structure. The reduced magnitudes of
to be extremely insensitive to the value of L .jk. components S1 and S3, in the signal from poly-
This was not thoroughly investigated, but was ethylene irradiated without air, may be related
believed to result from the presence of signal to the increase of normal and pseudo cross
components with opposing polarities, linking which restrict motion in the shock wave.

Conversely, the increased magnitudes of com-
ponents S1 and S3 in the signal from oxidized
polyethylene may indicate an influence by oxi-

0.4 dation scission. However, Fl and S3 are not
"+03 .t identified and their behavio. may indicate an

increase in the concentration of dipolar impur-
+02 ity structures other than carbonyl.

I IV, O-NITROANISOLE (ONA)

s-0.l . A. Introduction

S-0.2 .ONA was also selected for several reasons.
-o0 sI'. First, it is a metastable liquid. Although in-

-/ sens,•ive, a confined column of ONA was initi-
-0.4- 1 0 ated and observed to propagate a self-sustained

shock wave at a velocity of approximately 5100
nm/sec. Second, ONA produced the largest

-0.6 shock-induced electrical signal of all organic
6 ItoO 2o 3o0 40 liquids tested. This is assumed to be associ-

-neI ated with its large dipole moment. A largesignal size permits the use of wide bandwidth
Fig. 5 - Analysis of the shock-induced elec- instrumentation which cannot be used -as effec-

trical signai from oxidized polyethylene tively with amaller signals that require
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amplification. Third, ONA remains a satisfac- 10".
tory Insulator at shock pressures up to 70 kbar.
The criterion for a satisfactory insulator is as-
.sumed to be i" = kEo ---- X, u. where T, is
the relaxation time of free charge in a homoge- 1o•
neous conductor and - is the conductivity.

B. Shock-Induced Conductivity

Shock-induced electrical conductivity is a to.-3 -
primary consideration in the study of shock-
induced electrical signals. The shock-induced
conductivity of ONA was measured using the 40
experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 6. The U10- .
ONA was laterally confined by a polyethylene
well with an inside diameter of 7 mm. Conduc-

tivity was measured through a 0.5 mm initial
thickness of ONA contained between the metal _o_,_______'_, ____

plate and a thin meial film deposited by vacuum so 8o 100 120 140
evaporation on the end of a cylinder of C7 epoxy PRESSURE - kbo,
(Armstrong Products Company. Warsaw, Indi-
ana). C7 epoxy was selected for its close Fig. 7 - Shock-induced electrical conductivity
match to the shock impedance of ONA. The in u-nitroanisole
conductivity circuits were slightly modified
versions of the basic circuit attributed to
Reimers (20). The major experimental uncer-
tainty came from two sources: a weak rare- was found to increase abruptly from the plateau
faction which propagated into the shock corn- value. At 115 kbar, the induction time was ap-
pressed ONA from the polyethylene, and the proximately 600 nsec; at 140 kbar, it had de-
"presence of a large relaxation signal. Uncer- creased to about 40 nsec. This phenomenon is
tainty in the measured conductivity values was assumed to be initiation and growth to detona-
estimated to be from 30 to 35 percent in most tion, but was not investigated in detail.
tests.

C. Experimental Arrangement for
OSCI.LOSCOPE Polarization Tests

CNUTVTThe experimental arrangement used for
[COIRUCUVIT, the study of shock-induced electrical signals

S ELECTRODE from ONA was basically the arrangement shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Like the polyethylene

C? EPOXY assembly, the ONA assembly was built coaxially
POLYETHYLENE onto a coaxial connector. C7 epoxy was used

WELL wNA as the substrate for the electrode film which
LIRST ELECTRODE was deposited by vacuum evaporation. A gap

PLANE WAVE EXPLOSIVE was scribed to divide the deposited film into
"the second electrode and its guard. The second
electrode diameter was reduced to 2.5 mm in

Fig. 6 - Experimental arrangement order to reduce the influence of shock wave
for conductivity measurements of nonplanarity. Interelectrode distances ranged
o-nitroanisole from 0.2 to 0.3 mm in the different tests. A

micrometer syringe was used to introduce ONA
into the interelectrode volume through a small

Conductivity data are presented in F ;g. 7. opering in the side of the coaxial assembly.
Shock-induced electrical signals were recordedAt approximately 70 kbar, the electrical con- by an oscilloscope with a bandwidth of one GHz.

ductivity increases rapidly from v;. dEs less
than 10" mho/m to a value between i0"' and
10-2 mho/m. From 80 to 140 kbar, the con- ug
ductivity remains at a plateau-like level, in-
creasing by less than an order o! magnitude. Hugoniot data for ONA (vo 1.255 g/cc)
After a delay, or induction time, the conductivity were obtained in plane shock wave experiments
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using the impedance matching technique. The SIGNAL

Hugoniot is represented by the relationship SECOND • .. -
2240 + 1.51 u, with a standard deviation ELECTRODE

(of U) of 90 m/sec. It is based on 25 dtta
points in the pressure range from 20 to 185 CT EPXY 2A
kbar. With the exception of three measure- .:7 1
ments, all shock velocities were obtained by 0,
measuring shock-induced electrical signals re- FIRST ELECTRODE

corded in the polarization experiments de- PLANE WAVE EXPLOSIVE

scribed in Section IV-C. The ONA thickness of
only 0.2 to 0.3 mm accounts for the large
standard deviation. However, the small thick- Fig. 8 - Experimental arrange-
ness and short transit time minimized the in- ment f o r dielectric conbtant
fluence of chemical reaction on sh(.ck veloci- measurements on o-nitroanisole
ties measured at the higher pressures.

E. Dielectric Constant under circuit was set into oscillation and the natural
Shock Compression period was measured. Tests were performed

with four dielectric thicknesses that ranged
The applied voltage technique, used suc- from 1.27 to 2.01 mm. The calibration con-

cessfully for measurements on polyethylene, sisted of a (P, VT,) relationship for each thick-
failed completely In tests with ONA. Failure ness. where P is the period and k. is the d:-
could not be related to shock-induced conduc - electric constant. The period of oscillation
tivity, and is believed to have been related to from an ONA experiment was referred to this
the influence of applied voltage on the shock- calibration which yielded four values of (k., X),
induced polarization signal. Consequently, an where x Is the thickness. The dielectric con-
alternate technique was introduced. The ex- stant of shock compressed ONA was evaluated
perimental arrangement is shown schematically from the (k., X ) relationship at the shock-
in Fig. 8. This is a simple parallel-plate con- compressed thi iess. A second problem
figuration for a polarization test, with induct- arises because this is the complex dielectric
ance added to the circuit and the load resist- constant, the real part is needed, and the loss
ance reduced to two ohms. C7 epoxy was used is not determined. However, the circuit will
as the substrate for the second electrode be- not oscillate if tCe loss is high. In the tests
cause of its close match to the shock impedance with ONA. it was concluded that the complex
of ONA. The second electrode was a thin vapor value usually could not exceed the real part by
deposited aluminum film, 12 mm in diameter, more than five percent. A third problem is the
The ONA diameter was semi-infinite and its actual error, which is greater than five percent
initial thickness was adjusted to provide a and in the opposite direction, with the real part
shock-compressed thickness within the range of the dielectric constant exceeding the meas-
from 1.27 to 2.01 mm. ured value. This technique has been applied

for measurements on a numbe * of die1 -ctrics,
When a plane shock wave enters the ONA and with one possible except the measured

from the first electrode, a shock-induced elec- values were obviously low. l.a an evaluation
trical signal results. The circuit oscillates at test with linear polyethylene, the measured
the resonant frequency and a damped oscilla- value was approximately 30 percent low.
tion is superimposed on the signai profile. The Nevertheless, the measured values provide a
period of oscillation chý.iges during shock rough guide to the dielectric behavior of ONA.
transit through the ONA, but becomes essen- and offer an initial value which may be "ined
tially constant Pfter shock arrival at the second in a polarization analysis.
electrode. The constant period is evaluated
and related to the capacitance and dielectric Figuie 9 shows the results of the measure-
constant of shock-compressed ONA. There are ments. At approximately 10 MHz. the di fflec-
several problems, however. First there is tric constant is in the order of 46. The -e is a
field fringing and stray capacitance. These slight increase at 6 kbar, followed by a )re-
were taken into account by calibrating with ref- cipitous decrease at slightly higher pressures.
erence dielectrics in a duplicate physical ar- Loss was very high during the rapid decrease
rangement. The reference materials were air, and the circuit would oscillate for only a few
polystyrene, sodium chloride, lithium fluoride, cycles. Above 30 kbar, where the measured
i-propyl alcohol, and nitrobenzene. With each value was approximately 5, the loss was less
material as the interelectrode dielectric, the and the circuit oscillated more freely. The

-. ---- - - -'-- = --- - _ = = - -- - --= -
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behavior of the dielectric constant suggests
hindered rotation that may resu:R from freezing
under shock compression. gave a value th,1t was 30 percez~t low. An analy-

sis can be long, and the analysis of all signals
i in the pressure range below 70 kbar was not

SF. Sh~ock-Induced Electrical Signals carried to final state of the analysis shown in
SFig. 10. However, the sens"' vity to ko/k BUg°

S•The magnitude of shock-induced electrical gested that profile analysis a,'•t provide ira-
Ssignals from ONA increases rapidly with in- proved values for the dielect •nstant under
Screasing pressure over the range from 20 to 70 sho~k compression.

S• kbar, but features of the profile remain essen-
S• tially unchanged. Figure 10 shows a signal at Above 70 kbar, signal, o s ire modi-
S• 67 kbar. The solid curve in FIg. 10 represents fied by electrical conductivit) rhis modifica-
Sthe observed signal. The decrease in dielec- tion is implied by the data presented in Fig. 11,
•:• tric constant under shock compression is a which shows Q* A versus shock pressure. This
S• dominant factor in the general appearance of presentation of data actually "marginal

the signal. An apalysis shows that the signal is quantitative significance, since
composed of two major components: Si with arelaxation time of 424 nsec and .. polarization 0 - - exp(-t' )j t
of 600 C/m 2, and S2 with a rel, ation time of
5 nsec and a polarization of 333 TIM/m2. Th-se
signal components are about three orders of The quantity Q* A is dependent on t*, and a
magnitude larger than the con,..oncnts of the smooth curve results only because all speci-

polyethylene signal. A third component was men thicknesses were approximately the, same.
considered at one point in the analysis, but was Below 70 kbar, Q* A increases rapidly with
later rejected. The general rule has been to pressu: 0When conductivity begins, An A drops
limit the number of components to the minimum abruptly to a plateau-like level and from 70 to
required to achieve reasonable overall agree- 140 kbar decreases in a manner which mirrors
F ment with the observed signal. The circular the increase of electrical conductivity shown in-points in Fig. 10 represent the aiebraic addi- Fig. 7. Auove 150 kbar, Q* A ahain increases

tion of the two components. Theh - is some dis- with pressure. This increase is assumed to be
crepancy between the calculated dnd observed associated with the rapid growth of chemical
signals, but two components were judged to reaction near the first electrode. The high
give reasonable agreement. Fortunately, the electrical conductivity within the reaction may
Scomponents have the same polarity and the behave as an extension of the first electrode,
analysis was found to be sensitive to the value rapidly increasing the capacitance. Unfortu-
tof ksnk. Although the analysis sta:ted with nately, ONA is very insensitive tg initiation,lk a 5, the final analysis yielded k 10, ndi- and this series of tests did not extend to a

cating that the measured value was about 50 pressure where detonation ofcurs "instantane-
percent low. This is consistent with the result ously" at the surface on the first electrode.

- of te evaluation test with polyethylene, which Based on the observed trend, it might be
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THE MECHANISM OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
LIQUID DIELECTRICS IN SHOCK WAVES
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ABSTRACT

Electrical signals resulting from a shock wave in a dielectric me-
dium were observed through the use of various mctal electrodes. The
sign of the generated potential was a function of the metals used. It
was concluded that thý' -ource of the electrical signal observed was
electrochemical. Further evidence was obtained using an aluminum
screen and either copper or magnesium counter electrodes with liquids
of varying dielectric constant. The signals were observed only above a
threshold pressure with saturation occurring at high pressures, 15G.000
atm. in the case of carbon tetrachloride. These observations confirmed
the ionic nature of the phenomena.

It has been found in studying polarization 2
of liquid dielectrics in shock waves, that liq- Ai
uids involving polar molecules, such as water L..'
(1), acetone, chlorobenzene, bromobenzene,- - - j '
lodobenzene, nitrobenzene, and others give po--4
larization signals. When shock waves are
propagated over nonpolar liquids such as ben-
zene, carbon tetrachloride, etc., no polariza-
tion signals appear (2). In this connection, an Fig. 1 - Experimental set-up

- assumption arose that with decomposition of for observing polarization
nonpolar molecules of a liquid behind the front signals in liquids. I -Screen
of a shock wave into polar fragments, a polar- (driver plate), 2 Dielect
ization signal may be obtained from propagation tric, 3 - Electrode.
of a second reflected shock wave over a shock-
compressed substance (2). Carbon tetrachloride
was the liquid used. A schematic view of the
experimental device for observation of polariza-
tion signals is given in Fig. 1. amplitude electrodes were prepared from met-

RE als with different shock impedance. Electrical
A flat shock front passed through a signals were actually recorded. The folliwlng

grounded metallic screen and entered sub- features were observed. A signal appears when
stance 2 which was a dielectric of a flat- the shock is reflected only at a certain mini-
parallel condenser formed by the screen and mum initial pressure. With increasing initial
electrode 3. The electrical signals were re- pressure, the slgnal increases in amplitude up
corded by an oscillograph with Input resist- to a maximum and does not chaisge with further
ance R,. increase in pressure. The signal was about one

volt for various electrodes. The signal sign
When the direct shock wave reached the did not depend on the direction of wave propa-

electrode, a reflected wave was propagated gation but was determined instead by the nature
back over the compressed substance (medium). of the screen or electrode metal. For instance.
In order to vary the reflected shock wave when the aluminum screen was replaced by

Preceding page blank 399
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magnesium with a zinc electrode, the signal
sign changed. Generally speaking, electrical
signals can be produced by polarization of a
liquid at the shock wave front within the me-
dium, as well as by thermoelectrical and elec-
trochemical phenomena at metal-substance in-
terfaces of shock-compressed states (2-3).
However, for a general case, the signal sign
will change with the direction of shock-wave -2 electrode
propagation for either polarization in the bulk test set-up for study.
or appearance of thermoelectromotive force at I - Aluminum screen,
the interface. Dependence of a signal sign on •I - Liquid dielectric,
the nature of the electrode metal also indicates 3 - Foil elect rode.
that this is a signal from a galvanic cell, rather
than that of polarization. In this case, the v'olt-
age recorded will be

where 0 = Ri 'Re, E is the electromoti;e force
of a cell, k, its internal resistance and R, the
input resistance of the recording device. Hence
it is evident that a distinct signal will be re-
corded at fairly low values of internal resist-
ance of element Ri. Indeed, in the case of car- Fig. Zb - Two electrode
bontetrachloride, the signalappearsatpressures symmetric test set-up for

correspondtrg to sufficiently high conductiv.y. study. 3 is a Teflon con-
corrsponingtamner, 4 and 5 are paral-In our experirnerita with carbon tetrachlricoe at lel foil electrodes.

a pressure of 180,000 atm, a was about 10-2,
and we therefore recorded, in fact, the electro-
motive force of the cell. To calculate a, we
made use of the data on conductivity of carbon same time. Teflon was used for the cell bottom
tetrachloride,obtained by/Itchelland KeUlr (4). and walls. Elchelberger and Hanver (1) have

shown that teflon does not polarize on shock
Non-equilibrium processes occur on elec- compression and, according to Alder and

trodes of the galvanic cell upon shock compres- Christian (6), it will remain a fairly good insu-
sion (in particular, since the liquid contains no lator at the pressure- used.
ions of the given metals' and therefore no con-
sistency of the value and sign of signals with These devices practically exclude the ef-
the electromotive series of metalq is to be ex- fect of polarization signals on the signal re-
pected. It is of interest to note that the signal corded and, thereby, permit investigating both
signs in our shock wave experiments coincided polar and non-polar substances. Moreover, the
with those obtained when immersing the same formation of reflected shock waves is elimi-
electrode pair into a solution of sodium chloride. nated due to the electrodes geometry. A num-

ber of liquids such as water, methanol. acetone,
The results obtained and the conclusion dichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, silicon

that electrical signals arising on shock com- tetrachloride. tin tetrachloride .,nd methyl
pression of non-polar dielectrics are of an methacrylate was studied. In all the experi-
electrochemical nature permit proposing two ments the screen was made of aluminum, and
types of experiments for elucidating the nature the electrodes of copper or of magnesium.
oi conductivity (5) in both polar and non-polar
dielectrics (Figs. 2a and 2b). The device in Figs. 3a to 3f are sorme oscillograms ob-
Fig. 2a differed from that commonly used for tained with: water, copper electrode (Fig. 39):
"observing polarization in that the electrode water, magnesium electrode (Fig. 3b): tin tet-
represented was a thin metal foil tape oriented rachloride, copper electrode (Fig. 3c): tin tet-
normal to the shock front. Experiments with rachloride. magnesium, electrode (Fig. 3d).
this set-up involved successive shock loading methanol, copper electrode (Fig. 3e): methanol,
of the screen and of the electrode. In a sym- magnesium electrode (Fig. 3f). The vertical
metric device (Fig. 2b) the front of a shock jump occurs at the time of shock arrival at the
wave reached two electrodes practically at the electroae.

wbi
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(b) Water, magnesium electrode

(a) Water, copper electrode

"(c) Tin tetrachlo ride, copper electrode
(d) Tin tetrachloride, magnesium electrode

(e) Methano! copper electrode (f) Methanol, magnesium electrode

Fig. 3 - Oscillograrns obtained wit.. set-up scale of Fig. Za. Vertical scale is
0.5 volts/oiv, horizontal scale is 0.65 ;sec/div.

It can be seen that with a copper e*ectrode All the characteristic properties of signals
the signal is positive, while with a miagnesium which were observed in preliminary experi-
electrode it is negative. ments with carbon tetrachloride, were found

also in the experiments using various liquids,
It is (%f interest that a signal also arises in particular, tihe signal for any liquid appears

when the screen and electrode are made of the only at a certain threshold pressure, then it
same metal, for example aluminum. The na- reaches the maximum and remains almost un-
ture of these signals r-iems to be related to changed with further increase in pressure. The
different conditions for electrochemical proc- values of the pressures are defined not only by
esses on the screen and on the electrode, since the properties of a liquid, but also by geometry
no signals are observed with the symmetric of the experiment and bv the value of input re-
device (Fig. 2b) having identical electrodes. If sistance of the reccr:Jng device. In our exper-
these electrodes are made of different .'tals iments, &,aturation ,:s achieved at a pressure
(copper and magnesium), stable electrical sig- of 150,000 atm. The oscillograms given in
nals are recorded. Osci*lograms obtained for Figs. 3a-i and 4a-b were obtained at pressures
dichloroethane and methyl methacrylate are above that for saturation.
given in Fig3. 4a and b, respectively.
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(a) r)zcI,lreet'iaz- '.

A?

(o) Methyl methazry&ate

Fig. 4 - Results with symnmi:ric devic, o! I ig. 2b,
copper and mnagnesiuti, electrodes. VerticL. SC-le
is 1.0 :'olts/div. horizontal scale is 0.5 C.et d.ý.

The electr'-chemical nature of signals ob- 4. A. C. Mitchell. R. N. Keeler. Rev. Sci.
served for all liquids studied is evidence that Instrui... 79. 5-3. _'968.
the electric conductivity arising on shock corn
pression is of an ionic nature. Hamann and co-
workers (6-9) :ame to the same conclusion
when studying the conductivity of water. meth- li. in press).
anol and acetone in shock waves.

6. H. G. David. S. D. Mamahn. Trans. Fara-
The persistence of transparency on shock day Soc.. 55, 72. 495F.

compression of water, methanol and dichlor-
ethane within the range of pressures corre-
sponding to good conductivity (5. 10) is another 7. H.G. David, S. D. Hamann Trans. Fara-
evidence in favour of the ionic nature of these day Soc.. 56. 1043. i969.
liquids under the given conditions.

8. S. D. Hamann. M. Linth,n. Trans. Faraday
Soc.. 62. 1, 196F.
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ABSTRACT

When a shock wave crosses the iunction of two metals an e.m.f.
appears between the two noncompressed parts of the metals. The
voltage -gene rato r character of the junction under shock attack is first
studied experimentally with a Cu-tTE junction perpendicular to the
shock front. Then copper semiconductor junctions are studied: n and p
type PbTe, inonocrystalline intrinsic n and p type Ge in the (II11 orien-
tation, intrinsic Ge in the [1001 orientation and polycrystalline intrinsic
Ge. Tested pressure range (in Cu) is 80-4Z0 kb. Polarity, which ap-
pears when the shock front crosses the junction. is related to the ma-
jority carriers' polarity in the semiconductor.

Chronometrical property of the junction effect is used to study, in
Ge and Bi, the complex wav,. structure resulting from dyviamic elastic
limit and phase transitions. Some of the results in Ge could be ex-
plained by a dynamic transition very close to the metallic transition
known to take place at 140 kb. Such a transition could be the cubic-to-
tetragonal transition previously noticed knder static compression but
not under shock compression. In Bi, complex wave structure is also
recorded and the first front is clearly identified as the 25-kb first-
phase transition.

INTRODUCTION 1. This effect acts as a voltage-generator

Previous shock wave couipression experi- with very small internal resistance.

meats (1 -5) on metal-metal junctions has 2i- 2. Voltage and polarity are functions of~shown that an e~m.f, appears between the not:-
compressed ends of theptwosmetswen the pressure. Polarity is generally the same as in• • ~compressed ends of the two metals when the o•
Sshock crosses the junction. This e.m.f. is apthermoelectrieal effeCt, at least a low shock

similar to a thermoelectrical effect where prsueAotaevvr3 pesr a
temeatre t s athreplacetrbyarefestwere been observed to follow a linear empirical law.S• temperature is replaced by pressure.

The measured voltage is generally higher V (mV) - 0,45P (k1,1 - It
_han the one expected from calculated equilib-
rium temperature, just behind the shock front, 3. In a chain with several junctions, swept
anid normal thermoelectric effect. So this ef- by a shock wave which co'.npresses some of the
feet was called prevlously "anomalous" ther- metals and junctions to the same pressure, the
moelectric effect (5). Its characteristics were e.m.f. obtained between the ends of the chain is
presented at the 4th Symposium on Detonation only dependent or the nature of the two metals
in 1965 (5): they were obtained principally from where the shock wave limits the compressed
the Cu-CTE (constantan) junction: part of the chain.

403
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4. With a plane shock wave parallel to a
junction, the electrical rise time of the re-
sponse of the junction seems to be able to ap-
proach the true rise time of the pressure in the v
shock front. /

Some theoretical attempts were made (6), A "//,,:
(7), (8) to explain this effect but assumptions
made are very restrictive. A. Migault (8) suc- C

ceeds in solving coupled linearized Boltzmann
equations for phonon and electron distribution
functions in a metal with nonuniform and time oeop.
dependent stress distribution; he gets for a
shock compression through a junction an elec-
trical effect superimposed to the normal ther-
moelectric effect. The proposed law agrteesSwith polarity and order of magnitude of experi- Fig. I - Sketch of experiz•nen-

mental results for pressures ranging up to tal device with CU-CTE juoe-
400 kb. tioi! perpendicular to incident

shock wave

AAV-13B': Cylindrical junction
CU-CTE JUNCTIONS PERPENDICULAR perpendicular tothe

TO THE SHOCK FRONT-' shock %from I to 5
nini)

The theory is grounded principally on the AB-; Plane junction par-
all.4 to the shockvoltage-generator character of the junction ef- slin- di ter).fect (8); this was shown in two ways: (6-m diameter).

(a) Voltage amplitude is Independent of . . .
junction surface and external load resistance (5).

(b) A plane junction attacked by a spheri- . .....
cal wave generates an electrical signal as soon
as the wave reaches the center of the junction.
although the nuncompressed part of this junc-
tion shortens the active compressed one (6).

Similar etwct can be ootained with a junc-
tion perpendicular to the incident shock wave.
Experiments in this way were performed on .
Cu-CTE junctions. Sketch of experimental de-
vice is given in Fig. 1. Fig. Typieal recordlof Fig. I configurat~on

AA' 5 mm pressure: 175 kb in Cu
A shock wave sweeping the junction divides (1) Arrival of the shock on the A13 plane

it- into tA a parts: lunction
(2) Arrivad of the shock on the A' B' face

* One compressed part which generates horizont.4 0.5 .. s/div.the electrical effect, scale: vertical 50 niVldiv.

* One noncompressed part which acts as a
short-circuit for the previous active
Spart, where a plane junction is attacked by a spheri-

A typical record is given in Fig. 2, The cal shock wave.
voltage rises with the wave sweeping the cylin- As no voltage appears when the shock wave
drical junction and comes to a maximum when overtakes the plane part AB of the junction (in
the whole junction is comr i. This result (1) of Fig. 2). we rmay think that the resistance
is different from the Conie !i al. results (6). of the noncornpressed cylindrical AA'-BB' part

of the junction is much smaller than the inter-
•With collaboration of the Cominjssariat n nal resistance of the plane-compressed p-trt
l'Energie Atomique. acting as a generator. When the wave sweeps
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the cylindrical part, the resistance of this junc- I Shock I
tion increases as its surface decreases. Tak-
ing account of the 50-12 external load resist-
ance, if we assume that the junction resistance " -' .'- *'

varies inversely with the magnitude of the sur- s i
face, the record is well interpreted. Decrease
of the internal resistance of the compressed ,"| A,- "
active part of the junction may also be taken "' -

into account. Qualitative form of the oscillo- o
grams is well interpreted if this internal re- .I$Ion .i

sistance also decreases inversely with the sur- A meta or
face area. Semiconductor

son tested
From these results it may be expected that B 0 (F . cepper T

the voltage given by an usual plane junction will h otbe o,,•no,-r
decrease with the surface area of the junction.
Indeed this is observed with Cu-CTE junctions, if
surfaces of which are smaller than 1 mm 2. For Figuai - plk e ofextientarconfiguration (plane junctions par- •
example, at 170 kb the mean voltage is 35 mV allel to the shock front)
with a 27 mm 2 surface and becomes 20 mV with
0.2 mm 2 .

also by normal thermoelectrical effect. If
METAL SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS pressure is constant behind the shock front

both junctions are at same pressure (and ther-
Analogy with thermoelectric effect leads to modynamical state), and we may expect the

-study junctions with semiconductors, the ther- voltage between I and .J to come back to zer',
moelectric power of which may be high. Also if the upper copper plate is maintained at
intrinsic. n- or p-doped materials make it pos- ground potential. Voltage-time measurements
sible to study the correlation of junction effect are recorded with a Tektronix 555 oscilloscope
with the nature of the maiority carriers. Fur- with 13-mn rise time. If the sample resistance
thermore, metallic phase transitions existing at R is not negligible versus external load re-
high pressure may be expected to influence sistance (50 S2i). it must be taken into account
junction behaviour, and voltage has to be corrected by a R + 50/50

factor.
A sketch of the experimental device is rep-

resented in Fig. 3. The shock generator is
either a plane wave generator, or for pressure Copper-Telluride of Lead Junctions
below 250 kb, a standard small mass of high (n- and p-type PbTe)
explosive. Pressure at the junction depends on
the copper plate thickness h and was experi- Junctions with O.F.H.C. copper and poly-
mentally predetermined, crystalline n- and p-type PbTe were tested.

Sample thicknesses were between 2.40 and 3.05
"Always O.F.H.C. Cu is the f.rst of the two mm and resistance was always smaller than

materifals of the first junction. The lateral di- 0.15 nl, negligible versus 50 fi external load.
mension o of the second material A is small Measurements were made with shock pressure
enough (o < 4.5 mm) so that the acting part of range from 100 to 230 kb in copper.
the wave may be considered as a plane. Sample
"A thickness e is small (e < 3 mm). so the in- With n-type PbTe of nominal 1.3 to 2.5
duced shock pressure may be considered as 10-3 S2 cm resistivity the oscillograms re-
constant during the time the wave is propagat- corded, with Fig. 3 configuration, are similar
ing through the sample disk. This sample is to those that could be expected from a well-
kept by a cylindrical copper made piece B, the known Cu-CTE-Cu chain. The response from
diameter of which is generally smaller than the CuPbTe (n) junction is the first electrical
sample diameter, so that, in spite of lateral front. Front voltage appears to be negative and
expnsion, part of the wave crossing the second insensitive to the pressure. its value remaining
junction (A-B) is still rather plane. In B the between 30 and 40 mV for the studied pressure
shock wave propagates again through O.F.H.C. range (Fig. 4). Behind the electrical front, the
copper. Then the two serial junctions (Cu-A) voltage remains constant (Fig. 5) until the
and (A-B) act and contribute to the output volt- shock crosses the second junction, then as ex-
age, first by pressure effect (studied here) but pected it comes back to the zero through a new

A•

-• • • •_ ~_ AA•._•-
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With a Cu p-type PbTe junction, the shock
401(.V) wave has a positive and small-amph.iuie elec-

I, . trical front (Fig. 6). Behind this front, voltage
decreases and becomes negative es in previous
experiments, and then voltage tend% toward
zero when the shock wave overtakes the second

20i junction and comes again in copper.

0" ' 0 200

Fig. 4 - e.m.f. versus presbar.i in
Cu for a Cu-PbTe (n) juitction

F,g. 6 - Typical record for a Cu-
F'nTe:(p type) Cu chain in Fig. 3
:onf igurat ion

PbTe sample thilckness: 3 mm
Pressure in Cu: 230 kb

horizontal: 0_2 s/div.
. - --.... vertical: 10 mV/div.

Fig. 5 - Typical record for a Cu-PbTe
(n)-Cu chain in Fig. 3 configuration

PbTe sjample thickness: 2.4 mm Copper-Germanium Junctions-
Pressure ijo CU: 100 kb

horizontal: 0.2 s/div. Specimens tested were a polycrystalline in-sca".t: vrial 0.;Vdv
vertical: 20 ,..V div. trinsic Ge, single-crystal intrinsic Ge with a

[1001 then a [1111 plane parallel to the shock
wave. and n-type and p-type single-crystal Ge

with a [1113 plane parallel to the shock wave.
'lectrical front. Rise time of this "back" front Shock pressure range was from 80 to 420 kb in
is often longer than the one of the first front, copper.
due to the wave deformation by lateral expan-
sion. Nevertheless. the time of propagation of Previous experiments on Ge (9 -11) have
a shock wave in sample PbTe can be precisely revealed, for high enough pressure, a complex
measured and so the average shock velocity
-can be determined. By the usual mismatching
impedance method, pressure can be deduced. *With collaboration of the Commissariat •
Results are reported in Table 1. I'Energie Atomique.

TABLE 1
Experimental Results for PbTe (n)

I nuber D U ~ VCUPITr (11)
of Shots j (kb) (kb) (minims) (minIs) (mY)

2 -230 170 3.1 0.665 29

1 10 82 2.7 0.415 34

5 100 ?5 2.8 0.32 35

-0, 8.25 gcm3
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wave structure which should result from a shot. This approximation is only valid for the
44-kb Hugoniot elastic limit and a phase transi- first electrical front. The correction was made
tion to metallic state at 140 kb under dynamical with n-type Ge in the [1111 orientation, where
compression. Mismatching impedance requires R measurements give value smaller than 30 fS.
an incident shock pressure of 190 kb in copper In experiments with the n-type Ge. the first
to induce this transition pressure in Ge. electrical front is .'1ways negative (Fig. 7);

corrected front amplitude versus shock pres-
With our standard experimental configura- sure is reported in Fig. 8. Dispersion takes

tion (Fig. 3), we record again an electrical place in these experiments at about 140 kb. the
front when the shock wave crosses the Cu-Ge phnae transition pressure in germanium. We
junction. Records obtained with a plane wave ncice that the response of the junction is a
generator and a 330-kb pressure in copper at pulse with the n-type Ge, so the amplitude
the junction are presented, Fig. 7. As previ- might be also dependent upon the oscilloscope
ously noticed, the output voltage has to be cor- rise time. The pulse duration is about 50 ns;
rected f3r Ge sample and contact resistances. that should agree with the order of magnitude

of 100 ns proposed as the relaxation time for
carriers' equilibriun. in Ge by R. A. Graham
et al. (10). With intrinsic and p-type Ge the
elect-7ical front, when the shock enters the Ge
sample, is always positive with a rather con-
stant voltage between 20 and 40 mV, in the
range of studied pressures.

-ii0
- 0 0  200

Fig. 8 - e.m.f. versus pressure in
Cu for a Cu-Ge (n) junction

Fig. 7 -Typical records for Cu-Ge-Cu
chain in Fig. 3 configuration. Pres- It must be noticed again that the normal
sure in Cu: 330 kb. thermoelectrical effect is included in the re-

(a) Polyc rystalline intrinsic Ge, sam- corded voltage, and this effect may not be neg-
pie thickness 2.9 mm ligible. A rough estimation made for n-type Ge

(b) p-type Ge, sample thickness 3 mm with normal pressure znd temperature charac-
(c) n-type Ge. sample thickness 3 mm teristics would give a thermoelectrical contri-

horizontal (a, b, c) 0.2 a.s /div. bution of about 40 mV at 160°C. which is the
scale: vertical (a, b) 50 mV t div. calculated temperature at 140 kb in Ge (10). As

vertical (c) 100 mV/div. the whole corrected voltage for n-type Ge is
140 to 190 mV (Fig. 8), the contribution of the
thermoelectrical effect, which moreover is
also a function of pressure and temperature,

When the shock wave attacks the first June - mabeiprnt
tion, the contact resistance of this junction may
be modified. But this contact resistance is
only a fraction of R, so if R is smaller than Conclusion
the 50-n external load resistance, we may ne-
glect this variation, and a correction will be From the results obtained with doped Ge
made with R value as measured before the and PbTe samples we may conclude that the
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electrical front voltage given by a Cu semicon- front 0 corresponding to the shock wave at the
ductor junction attacked by a shock wave has first junction, we observe four fronts (except
the same polarity as majority carriers. Behind in polycrystalline intrinsic Ge where front 1
the front, for a given semiconductor, electrical does not appear). Transit times of the associ-
behaviour seems to become similar whatever ated waves in samples of known thicknesses
doping may be. are given on Table 2, for experiments at 330 kb

(in Cu). Corresponding velocities are given on
Table 3. The R. A. Graham et al. (10) and

APPLICATION OF INVESTIGATION Pavlovski (11) results are reported with our
TO COMPLEX STRUCTURE results on a space-time diagram ir Fig. 9.
WAVES IN Ge AND Bi

Time of ar. !val of successive fronts are
Germanium indicated as 1.2, S,4, as on Fig. 7. Point 4 on

the record is the time when voltage comes back
When incident pressure is over 190 kb in to zero value, and is correlated to the maximum

copper, the induced shock pressure in Ge is pressure arrival en the Ge-Cu junction. Indeed
over 140 kb and at this pressure the phase the two junctions are then in the same state.
transition tz3 metallic state (10 - 15) takes place.
Taking account of an assumed elastic 44-kb Our results agree with these of R. A. Gra-
wave (10, 11) the shock front propagating in a ham et al. (10) for the fronts 1 and 3 which are
Ge sample is expected to present a triple wave identified as a 44-kb elastic wave and a 140-kb
structure. First junction being kept at the up- phase transition wave. Front 4 also agrees
per incident pressure, the second junction with calculated wave velocity from ref. (12).
(Ge-Cu) will be successively hit by the 44-kb
first wave, the 140-kb wave. then the upper It must be noticed that front 1 does not ap-
pressure wave. Each wave abruptly changes pear in intrinsic polycrystalline Ge. But in
the Ge state at the second junction, and a junc- intrinsic [1001 Ge this front again clearly ap-
tion effect may be expected. Furthermore, the pears with the same velocity of 5.75 mm/ps;
resistance R of the chain is modified by the although elastic [100] velocity is 4.92 mm/ps
.phai triansition to the metallic state. When (13). So the elastic nature of the wave with a

-----the 1404-lditransition wave propagates through 5.75-mm/ps velocity may be a matter of
°--the Ge sample, R is a linear function with time conjecture.

uid, for a constant junction e.m.f., the recorded
voltage should also be linear with time. So the No wave is reported, either by R. A. Gra-
correction factor and true e.m.f. amplitude is ham et al. (10) or Pavlovski (11), which ex-
difficult to determine from the records, plains the front r. Such a wave would have a

velocity of 5 mm/ps. But it may be pointed out
Nevertheless, the time of arrival of waves that time of arrival of this front coincides with

can be correlated with the voltage fronts which the time when a reflected "elastic" wave inter-
can be seen clearly and read precisely on the feres with the phase transition w. ,e (Fig. 9);
oscillograms. In Fig. 7, with an incident plane but reflected wave amplitude is sm..ll (about
shock wave of 330 kb (in Cu) and behind the 4 kb), and also there is no reasois to associate

TABLE 2
Chronometry of Electrical Fronts (Pressure in Copper: 330 kb)

Type Ge : [1111 n [1111 p Polycryst. Intrinsic

Thickness : It mm 3 mm 2.9 mm

Experiment no.: CG 11 a CG 12 a CG 1b CG12 b CG 11 c CG 12 c

Marks (cf. Figs. 7 and 9)

1 .52 pis J .52 lis .50 4s .52 jps - -

2 .60 .60 .60 .60 600 ns 570 ns

3 70 1 .70 .65 .68 680 690

4 .80 .82 .80 .80 no clear front
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TABLE 3I Velocities of Different Parts of the Wave Induced in Ge (n or p Monocrystalline and
Intrinsic Polycrystalline Ge) by a 330-kb (in Cu) Shock

Velocities in mm/ps
Fronts no. Dynamic
(cf. Fig. 7)oR. A. G a MPressure ObservationsS(cf. Fig. 7) R.A. Graham M. N. Pavlovski This work in kb

and al. (10) (11) __ _ _

[I D,= 5.7 4.7 5.75 t 0.2s 44 (10) (11) Elastic Front (?)
-*[111] n et p Ge only

2 D= - - 5.0 ±0.2

13 D2 = 4.26' 3.96 4.3 ± 0.2 140 (10) (11) - Metallic transition

4 D3 = 3.8*. ± 0.2 200 ** Calculated velocity
from (12) is 3.87
mmn/ps

pressure than the metallic transition pressure.
Cubic and tetragonal forms are both semicon-
ducting with nearly the same resistivity. So

i 3 _ 1 2 3 the transition from one to the other form may

I ' /not be revealed by resistance measurements
D,:-s79mm/u (10a") '7 such as those in the R. A. Graham et al. (10)

_ -' -' ~experiments.
21 D :S..mmn/us -

If this transition exists under shock com-
r t i / p'- i'• pression, a new wave may be generated. Such

; )a wave could explain the front 2 of our records
(Fig. 7). In this assumption front 3 must beSmassociation with a transition wave from tetrag-
onal to metallic phase. With a measured ve-
"locity of 5 mm/ps and a density of 5.86 g/cm3 .

.. s the lowest value reported by F. P. Bundy and
. .46- 30- > J. S. Kasper, the dynamic transition from cubic

to tetragonal form would take place at 133 kb.
Fig. 9 - Space-time diagram (laboratory cour- Metallic transition takes place at 140 kb with a
dinates) showing successive wave arrivals on density of 6.02 g/cm 3 (14 - 15) so the two tran-
the terminal face (Ge-Cu junction) of Ge sample Sitions are very close to one another.

- Ge sample thickness: 3 nui
- Pressure in Cu: 330 kb (corresponding pres- Authors are conscious how frail is the as-

sure in Ge: about 200 kb) sumption made about this phase transition in Ge
,- 1 2. 3, 4: Positions of successive electrical which is studied here with the junction effect.

fronts detected on Fig. 7 records the origin of which is in fact not well under-
- Reflected shock wave veloc.ities are calce- stood. So it seems necessary to study a junc-

lated from (10) and (12Z) tion effect signal given by a metal with a better-

known phase transition such as bismuth.

electrical pulse with interference of this wave Bismuth
with the transition wave.

At room temperature, bismuth has several
Another explanation m.' be proposed, forms according to the pressure, so a complex-

structure wave must be expected. Previous
Polymorphic transition from cubic to tet- works with various technics have clearly re-

ragonal form, vith 10 to 11% higher density, vealed Bi I - 11 transition at 25 kb (17 - 19).
was reported by F. P. Bundy and J. E. Kasper As for Ge. we use here the chronometrical
in (14) (15). This transition takos place at lower property of the junction effect. The metallic

A3
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chain is Cu T3i-C"I: according to the Fig. 3 aittributed to the arrival of the transmitted
configurat! an where the lower B part is made shock wave in bismuth at the 13i-CTE junction.
of CTE. v ;ed is high purity (99.9991c). Origin of front 1P is not clearly determined. It

might be created by a reflected shock wave.
A first electrical Iront is generated by the

arrival of the shock at the Cu-El junction. T'he (2) 40-70 kb pressure range in blstri.th,
transmitiod pressure profil2 in bismuth, In the examples of recortig art, (riven in r.. 10a and
tested pressu-e range of 40 kb to 170 kb, is 16c. Trhe obp,. ved decomposition of electrical
composed of o;,e or several successive waves front 1 is '.iterpreted as a complex structure

'7according to possible induced phase transfor- wave frjflt This-assumption is consistent with
mations. It may be expected that each wave the fPA~ that, for pressures lower than 70 kb.
generates an ilectricaI signal when &erossing thr 25-kb wave velocity (2.05 mm! us) (12) Is
it Bi-CTE jut. -tion. Records of-the junction -I rger than velocities of higher pressurewaves.
,e.,, Dntie show effectively , ne or several elec - A~us f ront- 1 must be attributed to this 25 -Wo

tric-'1 Irorts, -according to tth pressure. shock wave. Our results show Indeed-that the
associated wave velocity becomes constant

CTh' c - ietry of th: dlifferent fronts makes within the experimental error; and the m*tas-
it i'-1 to-calculate the -2locity of wave ured average value of 2.1 nmini's agrees -with
c -~"ed to each electrical front. the 25-kb wave Velocity. So this result con-

firms that the electrical front 1 is the 254kb
Typical records obtained fro~m Cu-Bi-CTE shock-wave. The very first electrical front e

chains at various -pressures -are piresented-in of low amplitude observed on some records
Fig. -10. Wave -velocities versus pres-sure in may be attributed to the -elastic- wave in bis-
bismuth are given in Fig. -11. -muth (velocity 2.18 mm/1A) (12).

-oll
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F~ig. 10 - Typical records with a-Cu-Bi-CTE chain

- fli ptessure: a: 50 kb. b: 170 kb, c: 60 kbM
- Bi sample thickness: a: 3.2 mm, b- 2.12 mm, c: 1.9 mm

-0 Shock' arrival at the Cu-Bi junction
- e,. I,2, 3: 13i-CTE signaib respectively from elastic wave, lot shock

wave, Znd shIock wave and 3rd shock wave
- P' signal presumably due to a reflected wave

(1) 70-170 kb pressure range in bismuth: Second- and third-wave velocities corre-
A record at 170 kb is given in Fig. 10b. Front lated with electrical fronts 2 and 3 deerease to-
0 indicates the arrival of the incident shock gether with pressure. Values reported in Fig.
wave at the Cu-Bl interface. Referring to pre- 11 are Lagranglan velocities. In laboratory co-
vious data on the Hugonlot of bismuth (12). the ordinates mass velocity due to preceýdentwaves
pressure profile should present a single front must be taken Into account for determining ab-
in this pressure range. However. on each rec- solute velocities of waves 2 and 3. For instance,
ord we may observe two electrical fronts. 1 the second wave has an absolute velocity of 0.12
and 1'. behind the front 0. Front 1 has to be mm/1ps larger than reported values In Fig. 11.
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T(mrnt/1J5)

0,51 /~~"t I/i 3F~ro nt

_____________________(Kb)

Fig. I1 I V elocity- correlated with successive electrical fronts
versus in~cident wave pressure in Bismuth

CONCLUSION 7. A. Migault and J. Jacquesson. "Behaviour
of Dense Media Under High Dynamic Pres-

AMIn conclusion, it can be seen ats well in Ge- sure"l. Symposium I.U.T.A.M.. pp. 431-440.4
as in Bi that electrical effect, the origin of Gordon and Breach, New York. 1968.
which is still urcertain. seems to be neverthe-
less very useful to study shock wave velocities 8. A. Migault. Contribution A l'dtude de l'effet
and shock front decompositions. 6iectrique crii dans une chaine nidtallique

par le passage d'une onde de choc,"1 ThesesI

no. 106, Poitiers. C.N.R.S. no. A.0. 3727.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
VELOCITY-GAGE TECHNIQUE

Sigmund J. Jacobs and David J. Edwards
U.S. a.;-:% Ordnance Laboratory

White Oak, e r Spring, Mfaryland 20910

ABSTRACT

The electromagnetic method has been used to study the particle
velocity in (a) polymethylmethacrylate PMMA in the set-up of the NOL
gap test and (b) in several explosive charges. Factors which influence
recording response are assessed and steps taken to improve the rec-
ords are described. Under favorable conditions the response time is
found to be as good as 20 to 30 nanoseconds. Preliminary values for
detonation pressures and reaction times in cast and pressed TNT and
in pressed tetryl are found to be in good agreement with results re-
ported by Dremin and his co-workers.

INTRODUCTION few instrumentation prcblems; noise in the rec-
ords produced by the detonating explosive or its

About 10 years ago a promising technique, air shock and the effect of poor instrument re-
the electromagnetic methGd for measuring par- sponse to the flow. Both problems were fairly
ticle velocity in non-conducting or weakly con- adequately solved. A few experiments to meas-
ducting dense media was introduced into the ure particle velocity in detonating explosives
Russian literature by Zaitsev, Pokhil, and were then undertaken. We will only highlight
Shvedov (1). The method has since been widely here the results of those efforts. The PMMA
exploited by Dremin and other Russian workers investigation is fully discussed in a laboratory
(2 -V) for measuring particle velocity in deto- report (14). The explosives work will be ra-
nations and in media shocked by detonation ported later (15). We conclude from our study
wave impact. It hlv' been used only to a limited that (a) particle velocity cati be measured to an
extent in this country (10 - 13) chiefly for meas- accuracy of about 21 provided the medium does
urements in mildly shocked solids. The inter- not have a conductivity much greater than 10
esting results reported by the Dremin group on mho per centimeter; (b) that time in the rec-
particle velocity through the reactien zone in ords can be resolved to about 50 nanoseconds
detonations of solid and liquid explosives or better under favorable conditions: (c) that
prompted us to undertake an exploratory study some care must be exercised to eliminate
program to answer questions about details of noise; and (d) that the CJ= particle velocity can-
the method not fully discussed in the Russian not always be sharply located by a distinct
works. Our initial studies were with the sim- break in the particle velocity-time record.
ple donor-gap set -up of the large scale gap
test, LSGT, used at NOL to assess the shock Our inability to see a distinct change in the
sensitivity of explosives. Particle velocity was slope of the particle velocity-time curves in
measured in the polymethylmethacrylate detonating explosives may be due, in part, to
(PMMA) gap material near the axis of the ex- the small size of our explosive sample and to
perimental set-up at various distances from the close proximity of the gage to the plane
the donor explosive (HE). These studies, pri- wave booster. The results suggest, however,
marily carried out to learn what we could about that there may not be a sharp break in slope of
the method, produced some positive results the u-t curve for many explocives near their
about the way the shock wave attenuates in maximum density. This possibility is consid-
PMMA. We also learned the hard way about a ered in the discussion section. Within the space
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-limitations of this report both good and bad re- due to stray fields would introduce errors in
corded results are shown. the recorded voltage. For maximum precision

the shock wave should therefore be plane and
stray fields should be minimized.

THE EMV GAGE METHOD
With-present day scopes, adequate output

The principle of the electromagnetic veloc voltage is possible with field strengths as low
ity EMV gage ;s a simple adaptation of Fara- as 300 gauss; we have generally used about
day's law of electromagnetic induction. A re-- 1000 gauss to increase the signal to noise ratio.
tangular "loop" of wire or foil is embedded in Practical gages woul ' have a base length of 5 to
the non-conducting medium to be studied. The 10 mm. foil thicknesses between 10 and 80 mi-
base of the loop of length. V, is the sensing crons and foil widths of 1 to 5 mm. Aluminum
element. It connects to the arms in the shape is a good foil material because of its moder-
of a squared letter U, see Fig. 1. The loop is ately low shock impedance and high conductiv-
connected to a coaxia! line either directly or ity. It is simply folded about a squared off sec-
with a resistance R, in series. The coaxial tion of the sample to form the squared U shape.
line, terminated by its characteristic imped- Silver or copper would be comparably good
ance, is connected to a recording oscillograph conductors. They may be better than aluminum
(scope). For a magnetic field, H. and a loop in studies within detonating explosives where
enclosing area, A. the Induced voltage in the there-is a possible danger that aluminum could
loop is proportional to the time rate of change react with the explosion products thereby re-
of flux d (H. A)/dt within the loop. When the ducing the conduction of the base. For optimum
field is normal to-the area-and the ch•ange in recording the rise time of the oscillograph
flux is due only to the-moton of the base ncr- should be small relative to the time required to
ma, to the field the induced EMF is given by shock the foil up to the particle velocity in the

medium under study. (Rise time is customarily
V I- , , 10-4 (vol tS-) (1) defined in electronics as the time for the re-

sponse to a square step input to rise from 10 to
90% of the steady value.) We have used scopes 7

-where the velocity of the base is in mm/psec. of 2.4, 7.0, and 26 ns rise time. The last was
E •in mm, and H in gauss. If the base were a found to give relatively poor records.
foil of the order of 20 microns thick, its veloc-
ity would be the same as the-medium soon (a
few nanoseconds) alwer passage of a shock. Thus, EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR

_• -• • except-for response delays, the observed volt- PMMA STUDIES
age will be a direct measure of the particle ve-
locity of the medium; the EMV gage is there- Figure 1 shows schematically the set-up
fore an absolute measurinig transducer. The for studying-the particle velocity in a plastic or
time rate of change of fluxhas been brought up an explosive. In the studies with PMMA the
to make it clear that motion of the arms which set-up used was that of the donor-gap configu-
could change the loop area or change In flux ration of the NOL LSGT (16). Referring to

FIELD H

B$ASE OF GAGE

S/ ~~~~HFDoNoso E;SJet
PLArt WAVE OR •1OOSTER
G NERUTOR

Fig. I-- Schematic drawing for EMV gage measuremenwts
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Fig. 1, this consisted of a pressed tetryl donor spaced 8.9 cm apart. For this magnet the field
of density 1.51 * 0.01 g/cc. The donor had a was uniform to within 0.6% in the space re-
diameter of 5.08 cm and an equal length. It has quired for a measurement. The iron core
a reported detonation velocity of 7.2 mm/usec. magnet faces were covered with 6 mm of wood
Tentatively the Chapman-Jouguet, CJ, detona- to protect them and to prevent the generation of
tion pressure can be taken to be -195 kbars. stray signals observed when the air shock was
The explosive is point initiated by a 30 cm allowed to hit the conducting face.
primacord letd at point 0'. The detonator for
the primacord was of the Exploding Bridgewire A sheet aluminum baffle reaching from the
EBW type to increase safety in the presence of periphery of the charge to the poles of the
magnetic fields. The plane wave booster. PWB, magnet was located in the plane of the HE-
shown in Fig. I for later discussion is absent. PMMA interface. When grounded to a coaxial
The PMMA samples were machined from Plexi- trigger line it was effective in reducing one
glas rods having a density of 1.18 * 0.01 g/cc. source of noise to an acceptably low level. The
The diameter was 5.08 cm. The EMV gage was grounding was essential.
made of a foil oi aluminum usually 2 mm wide;
thickness 8, 13 microns (0.5 mils); and base Several oscillographs and combinations
length either 5 or 10 mm. The gage and gap thereof were used in this study. These are
assembly was formed by wrapping the foil about outlined below for later reference by letter.
a block of PMMA of appropriate width; cemeat-
Ing on side blocks with the aid of chloroform as A. Two Hewlitt-Packard Mod 16r s-.pes
a solvent to form a cylinder; and finally ce- in parallel with 60 cm of RG 58 C/U
menting to a cylindrical block of length xo to betwee,, termirated at the end. Sc,•pe
form the gap between the donor and the base of rise time of 26 ns.
the gage. Care was taken to eliminate air bub-
bles. The total length of PMMA was x0 + 12.7 B. A single H-P Mod 160 scope, line ter-
mm. For future reference the shock vs parti- minated at scope.
cle velocity relation for the PMMA was as-
sumed to be (17) C. A single Tektronix Mod 454, rise time

2.4 as, terminated at scope. R, of
U 2.56 + 1.61 u (Om/usec) (2a) about 50 ohms introduced on most

shots to eliminate ringing.
in the particle velocity range of interest. With
the above stated dimensions the Hugoniot pres- D. A Tektronix Mod 454 and a H-P 175
sure, in kilobars, Is given by the equation (rise time, 7 us) connected by an im-

pedance matching v terminator to the
P 10 U u Do (2b) coaxial line. (Not used for PMMA.)

in which P = initial density in g/cc. After performing a number of experiments with
the A set-up it was found that the method of

The gage arms were 32 to 44 mm long. in- connecting the scopes was detrimental to re-
cluding R, when it was used. In the first ex- sponse rise time. The set-up was then aban-
periments no series resistor was present. doned. Our troubles in getting acceptably fast
Later it was found, when using a fast responbe rise in the recorded signal with the B set-up
scope, that a value of R, of about the charac- led to the use of the faster scopes. An analysis
terlstic impedance of the coaxial line reduced of the theoretical response of a recording sys-
ringing in the recorded signal. The exact value tem was undertaken to get a better idea of what
of R, was determined by measurement with a we could expect. This is described in the next
reflectometer to find the value for minimum section.
signal reflection. The coaxial line was an RG
58 C/U, 50 ohm nominal impedance, 5 meters
lc-g. It was terminated at the scope with a 50 FACTORS INFLUENCING RESPONSE
ohm terminator.

Rise Time Estimate. In the HE-PMMA
The magnetic field was obtained by the use system there are four factors which can influ-

of Helmholz coils or an iron core magnetic. ence the recorded signal response time. These
The former had mean coil diameters of 38 cm are: the inite time for a curved shock front to
spaced 19 cm apart to maximize the uniformity intercept the entire gage base after first con-
of the field near the gage base. This gave a tact; the finite time to accelerate the base to =

usable working gap of about 4 cm. The latter the particle velocity of the medium under study;-
Shad square pole faces of 10.2 cm on a side inherent response time of the oscillograph; and,
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a time lag due to the offset initiation or tilt of Response Prediction. In typical shock
the shock front. It is convenient to treat the wave problems the particle velocity-jumps to a
irst three in the spirit of the overall response maximum value and then decays. The initial

(f three electronic circuit elements in taidem. decay is either approximately linear in slope
We therefore assign a mechanical rise time to or an approximately linear s!ope followed by an
the first two factors; TI being defined as the abrupt or gradual change to a lesser slope.
tihe factor for 90% of the base to be inter- The response to a jump to u, followed by a lin-
cepted by the wave. T2 being the time for the ear slope is a curve which rises to a manimum
base to acquire 90% of the particle velocity of value less than uo at a finite time after shock
t~ae medium when the shock is a square step, arrival, T,... a rounding off; and then, after a
and 1'. being the oacillograph rise time. The time rT,,,, an approximately linear decay. To
effect of tilt of the shock cannot be predeter- illustrate the response and estimate the rela-
mired. A simple approximation to the overall tion between T, and T... or T11, the electro-
rise time (for electronic circuits) can be found mechanical response of the measuring system
in elementary texts on oscillography. It is may be approximated by the response of an RC,

resistance-capacitance, circuit to a driving
voltage which has a linear decay following a

To( T 2) (3) step jump in the input. In the problem the input
voltage is given by the equation

In the present application To is taken to be an
estimateof the timeto 90% of maximumsignal ZO e 0 ie 0  I a-t a - a6z9'T (5)
response for a square step shock. The time T,
for 90% of the base length to be set in motion where e, is the input voltage, e 00 its-initiall
by a shock with a radius of curvature re and value, t is the time, 6 = t/r is a-dimension-
velocity V is acceptably approximated by the less time, and -r = RC is the time constant of
equation the circuit. The rise time T for-the RC Circuit

(10 to 90% rod.ponse) is readily shown to be
22,2f. It is assumed to represent the-rise time

T, (0.!)C) /(8 Uro ) T, of the gage measuring system. The re-
sponse of the RC circuit to the above driving

A graphical analysis of the velocity attained by function when the output is connected across
an aluminum foil shocked by PMMA shows that the capacitance is
two double transits, shock followed by rarefac-
tion, in the aluminum are sufficient to reach Z e/Coo 1 rg x ar +) Iexp(-6) 4 wr

90% or greater of the particle velocity of the (6)
PMMA. T2 is therefore assumed to be 4 x 8/0.
S being the thickness of the foil and 0 the aver- A-graphical comparison of Eqs. (5) and (6) for
age wave speed in the metal. several values of the slope, a x r, shows the

time to maximum in the response curves to
For purposes of estimate in our expert- vary from 2.5 to 4 r. A value of T,,, of about

ments we assumed the nominal values r, = 55 1.5 T, is a reasonable mean. The output very
mm, U = 5.5 mm/pisec, and U 5.8 mm/psec nearly parallels the input at a time of about
leading'to a T, of 32 ns when R is 10 mm mid 4.5 r-; T1, , can then be taken as about 2 To.
8 nS when f is 5 mm. The value of T2/8 is 0.7 These values provide a-means of estimating the
nsimicron; T2 is then 9 ns for the 13 micron rise time of the system when the oscillograms
foil. When the gage is used in explosives the resemble the result of Eq. (6).
"value of 3 ranged from 25 to 125 microns: U
is somewhat higher than 5.8 because of the To answer the question, "What is the rise
higher pressures Involved. We therefore time needed to detect a change in slope which
estimate T, to range from 16 to 80 ns in that occurs shortly after the initial jump?", a prob-
application. When the shock is plane the term lem allowing for two linear slopes in the input
T, is absent. If the oscilloscope has a rise was set up and solved. The input in this case
time of 10 ns or less the overall rise time for is normalized to a time t2 : i.e.,
a plane shock in HE will usually be dominated
by the transit time in the foil unless a signifi- _ -)

cant amount of shock wave tilt is present. To 0 01 t t 1 ) (7)
gives us information about the response which
can be expected when the shock is a square where t, is the time ;t which the input changes
step. The question we also want to answer is. from slope k, to k1. The input voltage is co
"What is the response to the decaying particle at time t I. It is convenient to make the prob-
velocity behavior generally encountered?" lem dimensionless by irtroducing the variables
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y =tit, € = "i~t1 , Z = e,/e0 1 . The input is 2.0

then
0 CUIVE

Z0 ki(y- l) . (8) 0-INPUT

The equation for the output is 1.6 5 t. 7-IT.2
2 # -0.8

Z - Zo - Aj exp(-y --I kj . (9) 3 # -0.4

The values of A0 and A, are found to be 1.2 4 0.2o4

r _ 3 5 4 0.0.!•
S:• -AO !, ko ko,, It

A0  - c . _0. •
An 2

•- •Equations (8) through (lO)-define the dimension-

•_ •less input and output; for y z 1i j = 0; for

y " 1. i 1. The solutions oflthese-equations 0.4

for k-= 0.1. ko 1, an aryingfrom 0.1
-to 2 are shbwn in Fig.2. These parameters
have-given sficient information to driw the

_generAl conclu _sired•regai• rise e,
time requirementv Othe 0v le of-the 3 4 5 6
canbe-tried-if the-reader desires. We note in

2- -that- theinflectionts not -seen in-the re-=--Fig 9_ "he t"
-ponse when :lof the order ow-08 or greater;
is barely discerible when • is 0.4; and is quite Fig. Z - Dual slope input and rebponse

distinct when i is 0.2. The initial slope is for an RC circuit

fairly close-totheinput-when qt is 0.2-or less.
The conclusion is that the overall rise time of
the electromechanical system should be- less
than-half the time to a break in the input parti- resistance, or greater, a 50% deviation In.
cle velocity if it is desired to define the parti- plasma velocity would affect the precision of a
ole velocity at early times as well as an abrupt measurement by-no-more than 1'%, Without
change in slope with any degree of precision, going-into greit detail about our estimates we
The equations are derived-and discussed in de- have concludedtat for ieasurements with 50
tail in reference (14). micron alumiam -ocopper foils th, medium

resistivity could be as low asO0.1 ohm-cm with-
Electrical Conduction of the Medium. The out adversely affecting the measurement of

motion of a conducting medium surrounding the particle velocity by the gage. The influence of
arms-ofthe EMV gage will generate a voltage plasma conduction can be reduced by thickening

in the same way that the base motion produces the base foil and possibly by appropriate insu-
a voltage (18). If the mean "plasma" velocity lation-of the base- itnd arms. Reported resis-

is identical.to the base velocity no error would tivities for several explosive- (18 - 21) give
be recorded. But if the particle velocity in the evidence that the mean plasma resistance will
medium is changing on a particle path-the usually be high enough and therefore not trou-
plasma velocity will not be the same and-gen- blesome. If an aluminum foil were eroded or
erated voltage across the arms will differ from reacted with the explosive, measurements could
that of the gage base. The extent to which 1his depart from the real particle flow with increase
difference will affect the recorded signal will of time after the initial s'ock arrival.
depend on the average resistance and velocity
of the plasma as seen by the arms relative to Results of thn PMMA pExpe-'iments. Ap-
the resistance and velocity of the base itself. proxiv•ately 45 experiments-w ze conduIcted
The problem of plasma conduction is most with PMMA in the donor-gq, set-up. The kinds
likely to occur in measurements within a deto- of records obtained with diffejront recording
nating explosive. An estimate of the greatest systems will first be discussed. 7.h- findings
deviation of plasma-velocity from base velocity on , vs t and the initial value of u vs x. will
would be a number of the order of ±50%. For a then be briefly mentioned, About a third of the
plasma resistance of 50 times the base experiments were rejected; 9 for excessive
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ringing, 5 for loss of record or calibration. TABLE I
None of the poor records could be attributed to Data and Peak Velocity for PMMA
foil break in the gage. A better percentage of o_

successes is noiv expected because of the expe- , mj Shot . ii. gauss ,,

A summary of the-experiments is shown in System A
Table 1. It can be seen that the extrapolated -
initial particle velocity becomes independent of 0.25 " 46 10.0 1410 2.06
the system rise time when the gap distance x, 0.25 51 5.0 1250 2.01
is 4 mm or greater. This is a consequence of 0.86 49 5.0 1190 1.90
the absence of a steep decay in the particle ve- 1.0 52 5.0 1225 1.90

locity following the shock at the greater dis- 1.5 54 5.0 1275 1.83
tances. Table 2 shows the predicted and ob- 1.5 55 5.0 1230 1.84
served times to the maximum of the response 2.0 56 5.0 1160 1.18
for the several recording set-ups. Figure 3 is 2.0 53 5.0 1275 1.77
one of the records obtained with set-up A. the 2.7 43 10.0 i100 1.70
poor response system. Though the record 2.8 45 10.0 1455 1.71
looks pretty good the time to maximum is bad, 4.4 40 10.0 1180 1.65
about 300 ns. The break in the curve at 2.5 4.6 44 10.0 1250 1.63
psec is due to the arrival of the shock at the 6.9 42 10.0 1240 1.52
free boundary of the PMMA. Figure 4 shows a 7.1 i 39 10.0 1300 1.53 1
better record taken with the B set-up and a 5 10.0 41 10.0 1305 1.43
mm gage base length. The time to maximum is 10.0 38 10.0 1355 1.42
about 80 as, about as predicted. Figure 5, taken 20.0 , 24 10.0 535 1.11
-with the fastest oscillograph arrangement 20.0 25 10.0 920 1.15
shows a rise to maximum in 54 ns. The total 25.0 27 5.0 980 1.03
sweep time in this record Is not much greater 25.0 28 5.0 980 1.01
than the rise time in Fig. 3. The ringing ob-
"served at about 315 ns was probably excited by System B
a sharp change in slope of the particle velocity.

S2.2 87 5.0 1200 1.89
4.8 88 5.0 1350 1.60

System C

0.25 118 5.0 770 2.26
0.25 120 5.0 700 2.27
0.86 108 10.0 980 2.25
0.86 183 5.0 779 2.22

* 2.0 119 5.0 748 2.05
W 3.0 117 5.0 790 1.88

4.0 116 5.0 790 1.61
20.0 121 5.0 725 1.14

in the latter. For comparison a new shot with
our best set-up was added at the end of the se-

2 usec ries. This experiment, read-outs from Figs. 6
and 7. and two other records are traced In

Fig. 3 Record obtained with set-up A Fig. 8. The ordinates have been displaced to
(Shot No. 44) assist in comparison. The plots are un-

smoothed; when ringing occurs thf- plot Is rep-
resented by a dashed line or a wavy line.
Times at which related changes in slope occur

Some pertinent information about the re- are labelled A to D. What originally caught our
producibility of detail haE been found in a se- eye in Figs. 6 and 7 was a related flattening,
ries of experiments taken at the same gap dis- 3C and 4C, followed by a steepening at 3D and
tance, 0.86 mm. The recording conditions 4D. Traces that had been obtained at greater
varied from shot to shot. Two of our bad rec- distances from the HE interface had shown this
ords, Figs. 6 and 7 were originally rejected type of behavior at earlier times following the
because of ringing as weil as a "- calibration shock arrival. The result appeared to be
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TABLE 2i• • ~~~Oscilloscope Response Estimantes and.. ... {J. ..

Observations, Nanoseconds

Set-up A or B C

-Gage Base 10 mm 5 mm 10 mm

- Estimated

132181 32 8
-T j 9 9 9 

-
T 3  25 25 2.4 2.4

To 42 33 33 11.5
• ' m.,, 63 50 0 17

-Tli 85 66 66 23 0.2 usec

Observed Fig. 5 - Record obtained with set-up C

200...5 2(Shot No. 108).- m a x, 200 50 2o 0
to I-140 to to

I _ _ _400 64 31

0

0I

0I

2hwe ue A-in

Fig. 4 Record obtained with
set-up B (Shot No. 88) Fig. 6 - Noisy record which

terest (Shot No. 92)

spurious until this detail was found in the pre-
vious~ly rejected oscillograms. Curve 1 con- Curves 1, 2, and 3 show related detail at
firms the breaks In the curves albeit the timing time A, and curves 1, 3, and 4 show related de-
-is not in perfect agreement. The correspond- tail at B; again not precisely at the same times.
Ing values of u are in-fairly good agreement if In curve 5. the poor response has washed out
we allow the assumption that the calibration in all of the early detail. It shows only one Inflec-
curve 4 is about 10'6tolw tion in slope. This clearly relates to point C in
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extrapolating the best records to shock arriva
times.

Figur'., 9 is a plot of these initial particle
velocity vs gap distance. Data for x. less thaiI- 4.4 mm are from records taken with set-up C.
When x, is greater than 4.4 mm all oscillo-
scope systems gave about the same results.
Five points taken from the work of Liddiard
and Price (16) are shown fk.7 comparison. The
agreement at the selected points with the pre-
vious work is 0 to 4%. Figure 10 is a peak
pressure-distance curve computed from the
data of Fig. 9 using Eqs. (2a) and (2b). For
comparison Llie earlier calibration curve of
(16) Is included. The significant difference in

Fig. 7 - Noisy record with conditions as in the two curves (for x0 less than 10 mm) aug-
Fig. 6 except for a change in scope (Shot gests that the older curve was extrapolated
No. 97) with insufficient information to properly defiu

the curve. Although we are not fu'ry satisfied
with the present result, we consider it to be ai

2.321 - improvement.
2.1- (1) #l$3, %=0.Oeffsi/'Vwc -

A(Q) :1041, u = O .k •/,Vn 2.4 .... T

(4) 097, u,:.0 j 2.2 22

-1.7 *% (5) 049,u0 C4 2.0 o ARRANGEMENT A
SARRANGEMENT N,

1.5 1. v ARRANGEMENT C .
C 1. a kEF. (16)

1.3' 1.4

09 C 1.2AS~~0.9-- 1 o0
0. 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.25 2.5 0.8 ' p p

at(•ec) 5 10 IS 20 25 X 35

Fig. 8 - Comparison of 4 gage response for
PMMA. Gage at 0.86 mm from HE interface. Fig. 9 - Initial particle velocity in

PMMA vs distance from HE interface

curve 1, It isevtdent in comparing curves 5
and I that extrapolation of curve 5 from C back Studies in Solid Explosives. Particle ve-
to shock arrival time gives an incorrect initial locity curves were obtained for pressed TNT
particle velocity. It is equivalent to extrapolat- (co = 1.60 g/ee), cast TNT (p, = 1.62 g/cc),
ing curve 1 from C through B to zero time. It and tetryl (r., = 1.51 g/cc) as the test sample
is unfortunate that we do not have any two in a plane wave initiated system. Also studied
curves which correspond exactly. We have were the flows for point initiated tetryl at vari-
done better in some of the work in which the ous radii and two velocities where the gage was
gage is embedded in an explosive. What is located at the interface between pressed TNT
shown here is that the EMV method shows or tetryl In contact with PMMA. All measure-
promise for extracting detailed information ments were made in cylinders of 50.8 mm di-
about the flow. We. as yet, have not fully real- ameter. The EMV gage base had a length of 10
ized the promise. As things now stand we find mm, a width of 5 mm, and a thickness of 130
fairly good agreement in curves 1 through 4 for microns (5 mils) except as noted. The field
the first 500 nanoseconds. For PMMA in the strength was usually about 800 gauss but fields
LSGT, initial particle velocities with an accu- as low as 250 gauss have been used success-
racy of the order of 2% have been obtained by fully. Noisy records were somewhat less of a
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160 -o- PESETNT DATAI 2.0 - SHOT il72

I~~ -REF (161 
12T""1.75- SHO -1 177
SHOTe 7

120 SO 1257

,so .. 5 ---5,, ,7S

--. 1.0
40- 2O j 0.75

0 J _ 0.5 1 1 t

5 10 is 20 25 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.$ 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1., 2.0

Fig. 10 - hitial peak pressure in PMMA vs Fig. I1 - EMV gage records in pressed TNT at
distance from HE interface 25.4 mm from plane wave booster

problem than for PMMA; however, .it was found "2 1 T
desirable to continue the use of a grounded bafl-
flie. The baffle was placed-at the interface with
the PWB in the case of pressed TNT. TLhe cast
TNT was initiated by A-pressed TNT charge
following the PWB with the baffle located at the 1.5
boundary between these two charges. The PWB
was primacord initiated at 0 in Fig. 1. 1.25

Figure 11 shows the results of three good
experiments and one bad with pressed TNT.
The poor response in the bad record has washed
out the typical reaction zone velocities yet the .s I ,
recorded particle velocities after reaching 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.0 2.0

maximum are still of the right order of magni- TIE, ,,.
tude. The PWB-gage distance was 25.4 mm.
The expected time to maximum is about 100 to Fig. 12 - Record obtained at interface between
125 ns, in agreement with the 3 good records, pressed TNT and PMMA, at 25.4 mm from; plane wave booster
The break in slope at about 190 1 10 ns is in-
terpreted as giving the reaction zone time for
pressed TNT. A best estimate of the corre-
sponding CJ particle velocity is 1.63 mm/Msec. Fig. 13. This and several other shots (see Fig.
An experiment with the EMV gage located at 14) suggest a reaction time in cast TNT of about
the interface between pressed TNT and PMMA, 300 ns. the value obtained by Dremin (5). Our
shown in Fig. 12, gives a reaction time of about best estimate for the CJ particle velocity is
150 ns. The CJ particle velocity computed 1.60 mm//psec, in good agreement with Dremin.
from the record is 1.67 mm/psec. Tlis result
is somewhat higher than the previous result as Figure 15 shows a few selected results for
well as that found by Dremin (22) for a pressed the pressed tetryl; three were initiated at a
" density of 1.59. point, the fourth on a plane at 50.8 mm from

the gage. We note that all of the particle veloci-
distances from 12.e to 76 rm. (Distance in- ties come together at a time of about 70 to 100

cludes a 12.7 mm pressed* TNT booster to as- ns. Our best estimate of the CJ particle veloc-
sure reliable detonation.) One result, typical ity is 1.75 mm/gsec. An experiment with the
of the observation for a gage distance of 25.4 gage at the interface between tetryl and PMMA,
mm is compared with a pressed TNT record in plane wave initiation, gives a value of ticI of

1.70 mm/Itsec and a break time of about 200
ns. The aluminum foil gage thickness was 25

*6.35 mm pressed TNT was used for the 12.7 microns in the tetryl experiments. Check shots
mm distance. with 130 micron foils gave results in agreement
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2.251 1 with the thinner foil except at early times after
I shock arrival. An increasing error in particle

2.0 • velocity with time is possible for the point inio

I. - SHOT '1163(CSSf0 Nt• tiated charges due to diverging motion of the
. - 6arms. It is expected that the error from this

a ~ source would be small in the first 100 to 200 ns.

S1.251.2 - DISCUSSION

2.0-- ' -

Based on our present experience with the0.75 EMV method, we cannot as yet endorse it as a
0. L* Ione shot method for obtaining reliable data.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 This is no great criticism since there are very

TIME, UC few experimental methods for the study of

Fig. 13 - Comparison of results for cast and strong shocks and detonations which can qualify

pressed TNT at Z5.4 mm fromn PWB. (Cast as single experiment tests. In repeat EMV ex-

TNT initiated by 12.7 m- of pressed TNT periments it is generally found that most of the
following PWB.) u-t curves will agree to about 12% in particle

velocity at a given time. We have already seen
quantitative reproduction of detailed structure

2.25 in a few instances. This is important~because
the ultimate utility of the-method will-be greatly

2.o enhanced when one can use it for defining de-
- .- SHOT , 161, w1, 30.1 tails of the flows in shocks anddetonations.

1.75 -- SHOT 63, 2 -3 .25.4 With present day oscilloscopes having rise
- Otimes of 10 nanoseconds and less the expert-

... ...... ment rise time is found to be limited by-the
"2.2" ._...... transit time of the initial shocks in the base of

'. -.. the gage itself. In detonation experiments the
1.0 "..........- need for using 25 to 125 micron foils sets rise

time limits of between 20 and 100 ns on the re-
0.75 J cording system. In this regard a properly con-

ducted free surface velocity experiment may be
0.5 A , able to obtain somewhat better initial particle

0o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 1.6 i.8 2.0 velocities than the EMV gage. By the use ofSUspllttlng off,, foils (22), a free surface meas-
uremenit ca b mdei a tieehih s -ln

Fig. 14 - Effect of gage distance from PWB on urement can be made in a time which is long
particle velocities for cast TNT enough to assure a good velocity measurement.

This advantage in, however, offset to a great
extent by the need for many repeat experiments
to outline a u-t curve for an explosive and the

I need for the equation of state of the sensing
"2.25 plate. Improvements in the insulation of the

X, 0 0. WM gage from the meditm could make it possible
2 \ sa--0 o.s.2 to improve the experimental rise time of the
2,.75 \=• .,, 0 -254 EMV gage. This requires further investigation.

1.5 .The determination of a CJ particle velocity
, 2.25 ..•. and a reaction zone time by the EMV gage has

required judgment to select the point on the
1.0 * o-.,--o_ curves which one would associate with the "ter-

mination" of the reaction. Tils is not always a
0.75 simple matter. In our pressed TNT records

0:2 0. 4 0.5 there was little choice but to take the time at
0.5 which the u-t curve levels off as the CJ value.0.2 . 0.3 This leads to a moderately reproducible parti-

TIME, lime cle velocity but a fairly wide spread in the se-

lected reaction time. It is unlikely that the
Fig. 15 - Gage records for pressed tetryl, both time spread is real; the explosive is likely to

point and plane initiation be fairly reproducible from shot to shot except

_ -- =f-
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liEfor an occasional bad experiment. Part of our to expect a similar influence in the real exnlo=
time error can be attributed to the fact that the sive. Equilibrium shifts in the real reaction
initial time of break from the baseline is more will continue to alter the energy term Lhrough-
difficult to pinpoint than are relative times out the reaction and rarefaction and the magni-
after the initial shock has passed. A zero er- tude of the energy change could easily amount
ror of 20 to 40 no is not unlikely. This is about to more than 1%. In addition, the unstable wave
the error in the time we associate with the re- structure of the type seen in nitromethane det-

- action. The cast TNT results are far less onations is certainly present in all detonations
clear for defining the CJ point. 1Demin has of polycrystalline explosives. The freque.nc.y of
stated a reaction time of 300 ns. We see con- these fluctuations is probably too high to be ob-
sistent but not too sharp changes in slope at served by the gage because of response limita-
this time. Note however, that in Fig. 14 there tions. The average which is observed is still
is a second slope change at about 600 ns in the subject to equilibration both spatial and chemi-
records for gage distances of 25 and 38 mm. cal. It is suggested that the net result appears
This break has been seen repeatedly. It could more like the effect of a homogeneous first or-
be due to lateral rarefaction. It might be the der reaction than of a heterogeneous reaction.
end of the reaction zone but this is doubtful be-
cause of the low particle velocity. There is n In closing, we are strongly of the opinion
hint in the fact that the particle velocity does that the electromagnetic velocity method is in-
not follow the pressed TNT curve below 1.6 herently a good technique which will be of con-
Smm/Msec, that the reaction may not be termi- siderable value as a tool for unravelling the
nating abruptly at about 300 na, but,in fact, con- complex problems of detonation waves and
tinues well beyond that time. One possible ex- shocks in condensed media.
planation for what we are seeing is that the
-reaction inrcast TNT near the end of-the reac-
tion zone-is homogeneous and of order I or ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
higher.
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J)ISCUSSION

R. Chiret 1. Some kind of RDX/TNT mixture (labeled
Commissariat a Penlergie atomique 209 on Fig. 2)
Centre d'etudes de Voujours

SB, P. No. 7. 93 Sevran, France 2. HMX plastic bonded explosive (labeled
It hzppens that Zavoiski's electvamagnetic 426 on Fig. 2). The main feature of these rei-method fo- measuring particle velocity has also ords is mentioned on Fig. 3. The maximum

been developed in our llbs. Figure 1 compares particle velocity uM is approximately one half
our experimental set-.p to NOL'. At present of the detonation velocity D. This brings out
time, only a small number of results are avail- some experimental evidence on Von Neumann's
able for two explosives; spike.

....3. 3A0r:s AtD D. . ODWARDnS CENTRE D'TUDrS DE VA;,OURf0.L C. E.A.
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Fig. Z - Typical experimental resuits
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INFINT% DIAMETER CART.DOF DETONATION VELloCITY m 19c i A71I.I - --

R.K.W. CAI.ULATEDC.J. VELOCITY U. z 120 1 2 2!4

MAXIMUM VALUE OF T!lE MATERIAL VELOCITY !

(AVeRAGr OVER THREE SHOTS) M " 4 I"'

RISE TIME. UP TO TIME MA XIMUNI

SAVERAGE OVER TIIREC SIIOTSI 49 4.

1|..W. CALCULATED C.J. CAREION CONCE'TRATIOt m a cim n 3_

Figure 3
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DETERMINATION OF CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
WITH MULTIPLE GAGES IN NON-DIVERGENT WAVES

M. Cowperthwaite and R. F. Williams
Stanford Research Institute

AMenlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT

Const itutive relationships are calcidated from multiple Lagrangian
gage records obtained in one-dimensional wave experiments by inte-
grating the flow equations expressing conservation of mass and mo-
mentum along a particle path. Specifically for flow adjacent to a con-
stant state, particle velocity-stress relationships are calculated from
multiple stress-time profiles by integrating the combined mass and
momenttim equations, and specific volume-particle velocity relation-
ships are calculated frorr. multiple particle velocity-time profiles by in-
tegrating the continuity equation; but these relationships are in general
approximate because the material derivatives required to perform the
integrations are generated from gages separated by finite distances.
Steady-state, simple-ibFntropic, and simple nonisentropic waves are
shown to be the only flows that allow constitutive relationships among
stress, particle velocity, and specific volume to be determined exactly
with either a pair of stress gages or a pair of particle velocity gages. ;
Procedures are tormulated for using three gages to test for these ipe-
cial types of flo%% and deterniine constitutive relationships when the -2
'low is more complicated.

Note: This paper appears in its entirety in J. Appl. Phys. 42, 456 (1971).

This work was supported by the U.S, Atomic Energy Commission.
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I SHOCK-INDUCED ELECTRICAL POLARIZATION
OF A SOLID EXPLOSIVE

J. Morvan and H. Pujols
CGWnissariat b ltEnergie Atomnque

D.P. 2, 33 - Le Barp - Frnce

ABSTRACT

An electrical poidrization of explosive molecules is observed when
a shock wave initiates the detonation in a solid exp)osive. Exr .rimen-
tally, the explosive (hexolite 80/20), placed between two electrodes
connected through a resistance, generates an electrical signal charac-
terizing the transition and detonation zones: (i) as long as the studied
explosive is only submitted to the reactive shock wave, the emitted sig-
nal is similar in shape to that of a shock-induced polarization of an in-
ert dielectric; (ii) when the explosive is thick enough for the detonation
to be initiated, the signal consists of two successive parts, one being
imputed to the explosive in process of initiation, the second one to the
detonated explosive. Initial pressure varied between 40 and 130 kbar.
Optical methods have ccnfirmed the interpretation of obtained signals.
The transition zone thickness may be deduced from the measured
times. The phenomenon is attributed to a molecular polarization due
to the reactive shock preceding the detonation.

INTRODUCTION interface signals obtained between states of
explosives.

When a heterogeneous explosive is sub-
mitted to a shock wave, a reactive shock ex- The method consists in placing the studied
pands. which can initiate the detonation in a explosive between two metallic electrodes con-
very short time. The chemical reaction begins nected through a resistance and in observing
immediately at the interface and accelerates the voltage drop which results from the electri-
the shock front by supplying more and more cal polarization of explosive molecules; the
energy till the steady detonation mode is sig. al evolution is typical of the reactive shock
reached. and detonation wave. In the present work, the

amplitude and quality of the signals were suffi-
The experimental study of detonation initi- cient for an analysis of the influence of various

ation usually consists in observing the reactive parameters.
shock wave motion on the surface of a sample
by means of high-speed cinematography stand- This phenomenon which we think is a con-
ard technics. It follows that the collected re- sequence of the change in the dipole moment of
suits can only account for the dynamics of the explosive molecules, behind the shock front and
phenomenon. preceding the reaction zone, could offer a new

field for the microscopic study of detonation.
An alternative procedure is to use electri-

cal signals produced by the reactive shock and
the detonation. A method of obtaining such sig- EXPERIMENTATION
nals was described by J. Travis in the Fourth
Symposium (1). Significant results were ob- A disk of solid explosive (hexolite 80/20)
tained only with liquid explosives. Records 50-mm diameter by I, thick (1 ": 10 mm)
from the polgkrizztion of solid explosives were Is placed between two electrodes (Fig. 1). The
reported by B. Hayes (2), with emphasis on electrode at ground potential is a disk 200 mm

Preceding page blank 429
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•,uard rins ] Propane or silicon oil
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Fig. I - Experimental arrangement

in diameter placed indirect contact with an ex-
plosive plane wave lens; its nature and thick-
ness are variable in order to change the inten- A /'
sity of the pressure pulse in the explosive ,
sample. The backing electrode is a copper \ I
disk 30 mm in diameter with a guard ring 30 ,l
mm i.e., 50 mm o.d., which reduces the curva-
ture effects of the shock wave in the sample t t
and also those of electric current lines. The , -
whole is mounted in a tight metallic box filled
with propane or silicon oil, which becomes a Fig. 2 - Schematic polari-
screening cage against the electrical outside zation signals for h lit
effects. The signal is measured at the termi-
nals of a 60-Q equivalent resistance with Tek-
tronix 555 and 556 oscilloscopes. The resist-
ance %0 which connects the guard electrode
with the ground is such that the time constant of due to the curvature or obliquity of the initiat-
the measured circuit is equal to that of the ing shock wave. If h > ht, the detonation be-
guard circuit. gins In the sample and produces signals of types

III and IV (Fig. 3). The reactive shock wave
travels the specimen in the time t, - to and

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS generates a signal shape similar to those of
Fig. 2. The detonation begins at time t , and

A. Records reaches the backing electrode at time t 2. Its
typical signal is always a sharp negative pulse

The electrical signals observed with this followed by a positive rise. The records of
device are of two shapes, according as the Travis (1) in liquid explosives show equivalent
steady regime of detonation is or not initiated shapes.
in the thickness h of explosive.

The explosive thickness hd traversed by
h, being the thickness of the transition the detonation wave is given by the equations

zone (ex-plosive thickness in which the reactive
shock expands) at the initiating pressure P, if h D(t 2 - t,)
h ý ht, the detonation cannot originate in the
sample and the signal is only due to the reac- ht h - hd
tlive shock. In this case, it looks like that
emitted by a plastic or ionic material, types I where D is the detonation velocity of the studied
and II of Fig. 2 (2). hexolite (8.1 mm/vs).

The shock enters into the explosive at time The average velocity of the reactive shock
to and leaves at time t . The interval t, - to u, = ht,'t, - t0 (or IvtI - to. when h -. ht)
corresponds to the transit time of the reactive permits us to calculate an average value of the
shock, which is used to determine directly its initiating pressure in the explosive from the
average velocity, linear relation (3): U = 2.4 + 1.66 , (mm/!s).

These values are in agreement with those de-
"The rise time of the signal exceeding the termined by the shock polars (P. t) for the

rise time of the recording instruments can be shock generating system.
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I t
to to ti4  ts

Fig. 3 - Schematic polarization signals fior h ht

P 48 kbar. t, 5 mm P 67 kbar, it 10 nmm P 130 kbar, hi :3 mm
500 ns/cm. 2 V/cmn 500 ns/cm, 0.5 V/cm 200 ns/crn, Z V/cm

Fig. 4 - Typical oscillograms

Different types of oscillograms are shown average value of the reactive shock velocity
in Fig. 4. and the initial amplitude of the polarization

current, extrapolated to time to by idealizing
This analysis of polarization signals was signals with zero rise time. The last column

confirmed by simultaneous optical and elec- gives the amplitude of the initial curryatt rela-
tronic observations. tive to a sample of 3 mm constant thickness,

calculated by taking into accour.t that the initial
In this case an explosive plate 5 mm thick current is proportional to the area/thickness

with a 200 wedge took the place of the explosive ratio of the sample (4). These last values per-
disk. The electronic measurements were ob- mit a comparison of obtained signals at varied
tained by means of a 30 mm diam. electrode pressures. However, their evolution is rather
without a guard ring, the optical observation by irregular.
means of the reflectivity change of an alumi-
nized Mylar layer covering the wedge and illu-
minated by an argon flash. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Such records are shown in Fig. 5. The Though we do not know the microscopic R,
change in slope observed by optical means at mechanism of the shock-induced polarization of
the beginning of the detonation corresponds to a solid explosive, we can nevertheless locaize
the appearance of the negative peak on the os- its origin. Thus the importance of the initial
cillogram, as mentioned in the preceding para- value of the dipole moment relative to the com-
graph. The thickness of the transition zone pressed molecule about 16 Debyes, deduced
measured by both methods generally agrees to from the an.lysis (4) of the recorded signal for
less than 0.2-mm accuracy. a sample 5-mm thick submitted to a 60-kbar

shock, leads us to think that this polarization is
likely of molecular origin (permanent moment

B. Results value of hexogen molecule: 5.79 Debyes).

The experimental results are listed in The disappearance of dipoles produced
Table 1. The shock pressure, the characteris- previously under the action of deformation gra-
tics of specimens, the type of signal, the tran- dient at the shock front proceeds, on the con-
sition and detonation times, and the thickness trary, from *. plastic relaxation of the crystal-
of the transition zone are indicated with the line lattice. The dislocation should rearrange
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This plastie relaxation of the solid behind

A .Q+S' '- •re. ca--r' the shock front might be the cause of the ultra-
... c t rapid thermal dacomposition of the dynamically

A .compressed molecules. The interactions ofdislocations at high speeds should be responsi-

Ssnwp ble for this effect behind a strong-amplitude
shock wave which precedes the reaction zone of
the detonation, as well as behind a shock wave

:x•ior.,v:e p:.ne initiating the detonation.

However. at weak shock pressures (someZ
tens of kbar) the thermal decomposition will
take place at the outside of grains near zones.
where the dislocation sources are easily cre-

_A-0,,___z ated (pores, cracks, rugged zones of grains)
- and strongly excited against those few mobile

of the Frank network. At stronger pressures
(some hundreds of kbar) greater numbers of
the internal dislocation sources will be in their
turn excited. generating a considerable number
of intragranular sources of thermal decompo-

(a) sition. In this case. those dislocations which
interact with velocities greater than some crit-
ical value V, (correspon ring to a critical
strength ;7) will produce the local thermal de-
composition of the molecules. In other words.
the interaction of dislocations will produce
enouth energy to reach locally the thermal de-
composition temperature.

Hence, two relaxation modes of dipoles
created in the shock front could appear inside
the explosive. One. which corresponds to the
plastic relaxation of the lattice, should pre-

2ý0+ dominate at low pressure. The other, corre-
UE- spending to the thermal decomposition of mole-

cules in connection with the dissipation of
energy during plastic deformation, should be
produced at high shock pressure. Consequently.
relaxation times of relatively long duration, of
the order of one microsecond, will be found at
low shock pressure (type I signals), whereas
relaxation times about ten times shorter will
be determined at high pressure (type IV signals).

The analysis of polarization signals of type
I1 is difficult; however, it seems that the nega-
tive part of signal preceding the pulse of same
sign typical of the detonation Issues from the

(b) slart of the TNT detonation contained in thehexolite. These sign changes of the signal

Fig. 5 - (a) Experimental arrangement should result from the decrease of the polari-
for coupled measurements; (b) Oscillo- zation in the detonation front of TNT and hexo-
scope and streak camera records (oscil- gen. This phenomenon has also been found by
logram: 200 ns/cm, 1 V/cm) Travis In liquid explosives. The type IV sig-

nals do not inverse before the mixture detona-
tion. In this case, the initiating pressure being
stronger, the TNT and hexogen detonations are

the lattice from untaxial deformation state to a almost simultaneous and consequently insepa-
more stable configuration, which corresponds rable on the oscillograms. For the type 1Mf and
to an almost hydrostatic compression state. IV signals, we observe before the start of
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TABLE I
Experimental Results -

h yof ttlt 1, relative
Type o0 to a sample

kbar mm signal JAs As mm mmils m A 3 mm thick

35 5 1 1.450 0 " 5 3.41 7.4 12.3 AN

37 2 1 0.580 0 2 3.45 11.0 7.3

40 5 I 1.325 0 -_5 3.78 10.1 16.8

42 2 I 0.560 0 -2 3.55 15.3 10.2

42 3 I 0.840 0 --3 3.58 9.2 9.2

44 3 1 0.830 0 -3 3.61 21.3 21.3

48 5 I 1.380 0 5 3.68 7 13.2

48 5 1 1.360 0 -5 3.67 6(. 11.2

52 3 I 0.800 0 a- 3 3.76 33.9 33.9

55 5 I 1.300 0 z 5 3.83 18.0 30.0

62 5 III 0.640 0.31 2.51 3.92 22.1 36.8

65 10 1I1 0.960 0.73 4.09 4.28 3.9 13.0

67 10 m 0.990 0.81 3.43 3.45 5.6 18.9

70 10 In 0.680 0.88 2.87 4.25 - 3.9 -13.0
S3.3 +11.0

70 3 II 0.675 0 2 3 4.45 7.9 7.9

72 5 I1 0,700 0.27 2.86 4.09 9.7 16.2

75 10 l1 0.585 0.93 2.45 4.19 2.2 7.3

75 3 ii 0.645 0 -3 4.65 2.3 2.3 4-

75 10 m. 0.435 1.02 1.72 3.96 4.3 14.3

110 3 HI 0.215 0.25 1.01 4.70 -12.0 -12.0
+25.7 +25.7

110 2 II1 0.260 0.11 1.12 4.30 -13.4 - 8.8
+34.7 +23.1

130 2 IV 0.100 0.20 0.38 3.80 39.2 26.1

130 3 IV 0.105 0.32 0.39 3.71 17.5 17.5

hexogen detonation a sharp rise of the signal to the comprehension of this phenomenon should -
a higher level than the first pulse. A rapid rise give precious information on the process of
of the shock pressure in the hexogen grains up thermal decomposition of explosive molecules.
to the critical pressure threshold should be re-
sponsible for this effect. A test of the qualitative interpretation of

the various recorded signals has been formu-
lated by means of a microscopic model of the

CONCLUSION detonation briefly discussed here. resulting
from the release of heat during plastic defor-

Although we have briefly localized, at the mation behind a shock front. Accounting for a
molecules, the origin of the shock-induced phenomenon which expands inside the granular
electrical polarization of a granular explosive, explosive, without supplying outside perturba-
whatever the amplitude of the shock, the dis- tions, this experimental method should con-
covery of the molecular mechanism of this dy- versely, permit us to test the validity of the
namic polarization remains. It is clear that presented microscopic model.

2 I
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QUARTZ GAUGE STUDY OF
UPSTREAM REACTION IN A SHOCKED EXPLOSIVE

J. E. Kennedy
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Shock initiation experiments on PBX-9404 explosive have been
conducted by impacting gun-driven quartz stress gauges into explosive
samples backed by Plexiglas buffer discs and quartz gauges. In each
case the explosive sample thickness was insufficient for the reaction
to grow to high order detonation. Stress histories were measured both
at the impact face of the explosive and at the opposite face (the "down-
stream" face of the explosive) for time periods up to 1.6 usec. A sub-
stantial delayed stress excursion was observed to occur at a given face
of the explosive sample whenever the initial shock stress at that face
exceeded 30 kbars. These stress excursions were interpreted to indi-
cate chemical energy release. It appears that this reaction occurring
well behind the shock front may be in the nature of a thermal explosion.

INTRODUCTION When the initial stress at a given face of
the PBX-9404 was above 30 kbars, either at an

Shock initiation experiments on solid and impact face or at a downstream face after some
liquid high explosives have, until quite recently, buildup had occurred in the run through the
been conducted primarily with photographic and sample thickness, a large compressive stress
electronic instrumentation methods designed to excursion was observed well behind the initial
observe only the front of a shock moving through shock front (i.e., upstream of the shock front).
the explosive. This paper reports results of These excursions were greater in amplitude
shock initiation experiments on PBX-9404 and followed more closely behind the shock

L which were conducted utilizing Sandia quartz front when the initial shock strength was fur-
stress gauges (1) and gas gun planar Impact ther increased. These excursions are inter-
techniques. The experiments used projectile- preted as delayed chemical energy release.
mounted impact gauges which measured the
stress history at the impact face of the explo- The model of a delayed detonation wave,
sive sample, and target gauges downstream of generated behind the shock front and eventually
the samples from which stress histories at the overtaking it, has been advanced for shock
downstream face of the explosive could be initiation of homogeneous explosives based
derived. upon experimental work of Campbell et al., (2)

and computer calculations of Hubbard and
Initial stress into the impact face of the Johnson (3), Mader (4), and others. Several

PBX-9404 was varied from 15 to 30 kbars. In years ago it was thought that all important re-
each experiment the thickness of the explosive action growth in shock-initiated heterogeneous
was insufficient to permit growth of the reac- explosives occurred at the shock front alone (5).
tion to high order detonation; this was done so However, Dremin and Koldunov (6) have re-
that the stress history of the reaction could be ported important delayed reaction well behind
monitored at the downstream surface of the ex- the front in shocked TNT. In addition, separate
plosive sample at some intermediate stage of pieces of photographic evidence recently pub-
reaction growt, lished (7) and presented at this symposium (8),

*This work was supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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and stress histories measured here show that PROJECTILE VELOCITY. Vp
strong reaction may occur well behind the shock
front in heterogeneous explosives. This new I I
evidence indicates a need for development of a
new model for initiation of heterogeneous explo-
sives which will account for substantial chemi-
cal reaction occurring well behind the shock
front and which may contain aspects of the SIGNALA

model for homogeneous explosives. PIN AREA

This paper presents first the experimental QUARTZ IMPACT GAUGE
configuration employed in this work. Quartz "
gauge performance and limitations, and the
methods of treating gauge data to determine
shock states are described next. Features of
stress histories thus determined for the impact IMPACT FACE

face and for the downstream face of PBX-9404 OOWNSTREAM FACE
are then discussed. A correlation is drawn be- r Of Pax
tween the observed stress excursions and a pa- -04 PIA-S04 OISK.
rameter representing severity of shock loading 44.5 mm CIA V-2-6 Imm

I PL'GLA 
S 'UFFU 

Iof the explosive. Finally, implications of the PLEXIGLAS SUFFER
observationa and the correlation upon our pic- QUARTZ TARGET GAUGE
ture of processes in reaction growth are
discussed. RECEIVER A TI E

ELECTRODE AREA'•

TARGET GAUGE

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT IMPACT GAUGE SIGNAL

SIGNAL

The experimental components and tech-
niques used in these one-dimensional strain (9) Fig. 1 - Projectile gauge and
impact experiments were variations of those target assembly
described in detail by Ingram and Graham (10)
in this symposium. The gun and quartz gauge
techniques have been developed over an ex-
tended period by many investigators at Sandia material between the PBX-9404 and the down-
(1, 11 - 14). Experiments were performed using stream quartz was to provide "acoustic stor-
the Sandia 27-meter compressed gas gun with age" of the shock wave in order that significant
an evacuated barrel of 6.35 cm. nominal bore, disturbances would not be reflected or trans-
in which projectiles can 1', driven by air or mitted back into the PBX during the duration of
helium to velocities as &.gh as 1.5 mm/tsec the experiment. Measurements of the "stored"
(15). Each projectile was faced with a quartz wave profile were then made at the Plexiglas
impact gauge from which the output signal was target gauge interface. Plexiglas was chosen
received by connection through the target as- as the buffer mate'ial because its shock imped-
sembly during the time of impact. As shown in ance. although slightly lower, very nearly
Fig. 1, the target assembly was a laminate con- matches that of PBX-9404. Any reflections
sisting of a PBX-9404 disk backed by a 3 mm from the PBX-9404 - Plexiglas interface back
thick Plexiglas 1, type UVA disk (16) which was into the PBX h ..ce would be rarefactive rather
in turn backed by a quartz gauge. The PBX- than compressive and presumably would tend to
9404 was bonded to the Piexiglas with Aron quench rather than enhance reaction occurring
Alpha (16) and the Plexiglas-quartz bonding behind the shock front. Recent work by Schuler
agent was an epoxy resin (16); each bond was (17) has shown that even though Plexiglas 1I-UVA
0.01 mm or less in thickness. The PBX-9404 has rate-dependent mechanical properties, the
initial density was 1.830 : 0.006 g/cm3 . effects of these are negligible in our experi-

ments. Our standard buffer thickness (3 mm)
The arrangement thus provided two quartz was the minimum value that would preclude a

gauges, an "impact gauge" which monitored the double transit in the buffer by the shock re-
stress history at the impact and a "target flected from the Plexiglas-quartz interface dur-
gauge" which monitored the stress history ing the target gauge recording time of 1.66 11ec.
transmitted through the Plexiglas buffer from
the downstream face of the explosive sample. In preparing the experiments, care was
The intent in interposing an unreactive buffer taken to obtain minimum deviation from flatness
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and parallelism between faces of each compo- indicate stresses below 26 kbars at all times.
nent and within the projectile assembly and The gauge results are accurate to within 42.5%
target assembly so that a planar input shock in this stress region.
wave could be achieved and maintained through
the sample. Imprecise alignment of the pro- Because of shock impedance mismatches,
jectile with the sample or misalignment within stress driven into the target gauge is higher
the target laminate results in "tilt" of the wave than that incident upon the downstream face of
front relative to the sample face and reduces the explosive, even without chemical reaction
time resolution of the stress-time history. Tilt in the explosive. Our target gauges thus were
may be estimated by the apparent risetiuie of subjected to stress levels from 25 to 80 kbars,
the stress jump on the trace. Each explosive which is beyond the linear response region of
sample was set in the bottom of a cup to pro- quartz. However, we are able to interpret our
vide separation from the gun muzzle and mini- data in this stress region on the basis of Gra-I mize the possibility of damage to the muzzle, ham's (19) recent unpublished studies of the
Further, the cup was surrounded by an evacu- response of quartz in this stress range. For
ated steel pipe to absorb blast and fragments, stresses up to 40 kbar our calculated stress
and to localize any unreacted powder. By ad- values, whih ignore the high stress nonlinear
justing three pairs of differential mounting effects, are probably low by about 5%. These
screws set in the base of the cup, the target data are shown in Table 1 preceded by "1>" to
assembly Within the cup was aligned parallel to indicate the direction of correction.
the mounting face of the cup usually within 0.005
mm over the surface of the 44.5-mm diameter For stresses greater than 40 kbar Gra-
PBX-9404 sample. Typical tilts occurring in ham's results indicate more complex nonlinear
these experiments were about 1 mllliradian, effects which probably cause our calculated
which resulted in oscilloscope trace risetimes stress values to be low by as much as 10%.
of .01 to .04 usec. Since the high stress response of quartz is

complex, different s.ress profiles will cause
Ramsay and Popolato (18) have published different characteristic responses. Even though

curves showing run distance to detonation in our particular calculated values are lower than
PBX-9404 as a function of transit time and of actual stresses, other situations may be en-
shock pressure. These curves proved to be a countered in which the calculated values would
helpful guide in choosing experimental condi- be higher than actual stresses (20).
tions and in selecting vertical oscilloscope
gains and time delays between impact gauge
and target gauge oscilloscopes. Gauge Data Treatment

Impact gauge data and target gauge data
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS were treated in different ways in order to infer

incident stresses at the appropriate PBX-9404
Quartz Gauge Response faces. Regarding impact gauge output, the

measured velocity of the quartz-faced projec-
Many of our experiments utilized quartz tile was used in conjunction with the directly

gauges at stress levels beycnd those previously measured stress at the impact interface to de-
thought to be the useful upper limit. Hence, it termine an instantaneous stress-particle veloc-
is pertinent to mention limitations of the quartz ity (Cri, u,) state in the impacted material (in
gauge which affect our interpretation of output this case PBX-9404). as depicted graphically in
current waveforms. Deviation from the basic Fig. 2. The quantities or. and a,, also shown in
proportionality between time-resolved current Fig. 2 are PBX-9404 impact face str-.sses cal-
and stress below 26 kbar is small and is prin- culated for the given impact conditions, assum-
cipally due to variation of the piezoelectric ing the PBX to have the "experimental" or "un-
current coefficient(1, 19) and to finite strain reacted" Hugoniot (18), respectively. Values of
imposed on the gauge during wave passage. , and o,, were calculated for each experiment
Corrections were made for these deviations in to permit comparison with our impact gauge
our data reduction, results. As implied in Fig. 2, our impact gauge

stresses ai were usually lower than both c,
For the impact gauges, equal stresses are and c,,. These results will be discussed in the

driven into the gauge and into the impacted ex- next subsection.
plosive sample, so the gauge reading directly
indicates stress history at the impact face of For all calculations quartz was assumed to
the explosive. With the exception of portions of behave elastically with a wave velocity of 5.72
two shots, all of our iipact gauge records mm/psec and initial density of 2.65 g/cms (1):-
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pi : at PRX-9404 downstream tact

v quartz projectile velocity T transmnttted to bufier

stre•b measured in impact O r ,mxabured in target gauge
gauge

I! quartz
PBX -9404 Hugon lot
experiment8 1 PBXI9404
HIuguniot (la) trepritntol

ITT- / Hm ,"••.+K]uffer t

eu"nreazted Bfe3

i -- -\ lugonloz (18) H 8uFior
r B

ye Slope
1'Po"cqtz %

VPfU UP

Fig. Z Determination of Y - u, Fig. 3 - Determination of state at
state from impact gauge output, downstream face of PBX-9404 from
and anticipated stresses from lit- target ga--je data by reflected Hu-
erature Hugoniots (18) goniot method

since the Hugoniot elastic limit of quartz is 62 However, errors due to this sourcewill be
kbars (19), this assumption is justified, small (probably < 10%)because of the small

difference in impedance between the Plexiglas
Estimation of the incident stress in PBX- buffer and PBX-9404.

9404 at its downstream surface from a target
gauge stress reading requires treatment of the The experimental PBX-9404 Hugoniot of
shock interactions which occurred at thebuffer- Ramsay and Popolato (18) was used in these
quartz interface and at the explosive-buffer in- calculations because it pertains to propagated

Sterface. Interactions at interfaces I Atween dis- waves and because the presence of a buffer
similar materials were treated by reflecting layer between the explosive and our target
the Hugoniot of the upotream material about the gauge slightly compromised the directness of
Up value of its Incident state in the a - Up plane our propagated wave measurements. For poly-
to represent a path for its unloading or further methyl methacrylate (PMMA), the composite
shock compression. This graphical method is Hugoniot given by Deal (21) was used. Calcu-
illustrated in Fig. 3. lated stress in the PBX-9404 was found to be

insensitive to the choice of PMMA Hugoniot.
Because this explosive has low porosity

5 and the stresses are low relative to its bulk The time-resolved nature of quartz gauge
modulus, it is believed that this procedure is results introduces the problem of concisely
justified whenever chemical reaction is negli- presenting the large amount of information they
gible. When a substan.tial amount of delayed contain. Both the impact gauges and target
chemical reaction occurs, stress in the PBX- gauges indicated significant variations in stress
9404 will be increased above that indicated by with time - mainly at very early times for im-
the experimental Hugoniot (18) for a given value pact gauges and at later times for target
of up, and the unloading isentrope will have a gauges. Table 1 presents data selected to rep-
lower slope in the a - up plane due to the gas- resent the most interesting stress variations
eous nature of the reaction products. These with time in each record. Table I also contains
two adjustments to the PBX loading and unload- some values calculated from relations for
ing loci wcold have opposite effects upon the PBX-9404 given in Ref. 18, to allow compari-
values of PBX-9404 stresses calculated from son and interpretation of our data.
target gauge data, and thus tend to offset each
other. Therefore, it cannot be categorically
determined whether chemical reaction causes Impact Gauge Results
actual stress to be greater or less than the
stress calculated simply by use of the experi- Stress at the impact face of the PBX-9404
mental PBX-9404 lugoniot (18) and its reflec- sample depended markedly on time at early

Stion for loading and unloading, respectively, times. At impact velocities below 0.6 mm/psec
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the initial stress jump usually was followed by extended stress rise observed on the impact
relaxation !n stress, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a), gauge; reaction may also be responsible for the
of as much as 20%. Samples exhibiting this re- milder excursion at the impact face at an im-
laxation also usually exhibited a recovery or pact velocity of 0.661 mm/psec (Shot 658).
slight increase in stress after babout 1 psec.
This delayed increase is believed to represent Comparison of Table 1 of impact gauge re-
mechanical stiffening of the material rather sults with calculated stresses a- and a shows
than chemical reaction, since the correspond- that a PBX-9404 "Hugoniot" taken from our
Ing target gauge records for the most part gave impact gauge results would lie distinctly below
no evidence of significant early reaction which both Hugoniots of Ramsay and Popolato (18).
might be felt by the impact gauge. However, the selection of a single stress value

to represent a given experiment seems inap-
The oscillogram in Fig. 4(b) is an example propriate in view of the time dependence of the

of an experiment in the lower velocity range in sample response. The true time dependence of
which stress remained sensibly constant over the early shock response appears to be on athe entire gauge lifetime, shorter scale than our tilt or sample repro-

ducibility will allow us to resolve, since our
impact gauge data exhibit scatter in the magni-
tude of time dependent effects among shots at
similar impact velocity.

Regarding the differences in stress-particl
velocity states as determined from our gauge

18 kbars cboervations and the PBX-9404 Hugoniots re-
portedby Ramsay and Popolato. we suggest that
over the stress range reported our impact

.. .. ... gauge method is probably a more direct method

(a) Shot 614, vp .394 mnm/,sec of determining these data. The unsteady behav-
ior which we observe can cause difficulties in the

Y- ?5.6 mm analysis of propagated profile measurements.

In Shot 659 no buffer was used between the
_ PBX-9404 and the target gauge. A comrression

wave therefore was reflected into the PBX-9404
__from the interface with the target quartz gauge,

and was subsequently recorded by the impact
3 kbars face gauge. This indicates the feasibility of

__ ............ __studying reflected wave behavior in explosives

by a quartz gauge method.
1 sec pi

(for both traceo) Target Gatge Results

(b) Shot 645, v. = .595 mmlAsec Target gauge output was analyzed as illu-
X, = l2.0 mm strated in Fig. 3 to estimate stress as a func-

tion of time at the downstream face of the PBX-
Fig. 4 - Ouartz gauge oscillograms indicating 9404 explosive. This steady wave analysis was

PBX--j404 impact face stress histories used even though nonsteady effects have been
indicated by the impact gauge. It should serve
as a first order estimate to show the magnitude
of the growth of the stress. A complete treat-

At velocities above 0.63 mm/lisec, a very ment would require information on the time-
early increase in stress was observ*A, which dependent response functions of the buffer and
may be due to some chemical energy release the unreacted explosive, and chemical reac-
almost immediately behind the input shock tion considerations including shock loading
front, or may be a manifestation of strain-rate and unloading behavior of the partially reacted
dependent stress behavior as was observed for explosive.
TNT by Wasley and Walker (22) using quartz
gauges at low stresses. For an impact velocity Stresses observed in the gauge at each of
of 0.707 mm/Msec (shot 641). chemical reac- several times, and the corresponding stresses
tion appears to bo the very likely cause of the calculated in the PBX, are listed in Table I for
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each experiment. In contrast to the impact
gauge records, the target gauge records have
more rounded initial jumps and did not exhibit
large relaxations in stress with time. The
buffer layer apparently caused the rounding.
T'me-resolved measurements by Halpin and
Graham (23) of stress histories in Plexiglas at 30 kbars
the impact interface and propagated to an in-
terface 5 mm downstream showed (1) a relaxa-
tion in stress of 4% in 1.1 psec at a 15-kbar
level, and (2) the propagated stress was about (a) inot 645, vp .595 mmI/psec
i0% less than impact stress. Dremin, et al., x, 8.0 MM
(24) estimated that each millimeter of PMMA
buffer reduced the transmitted shock velocity
by 0.5% which corresponds to reducing trans-
numted stress by about 2%/mm, roughly in
agreement with Halpin and Graham's observa-
tion. Our 3 mm buffer then might reduce
transmitted stress signals by -6%. We have
not yet determined a transfer function for our ET
buffer which would allow us to attempt correc-- 36 kbars
tion for the attenuating effects in wave propa-
gation through Plexiglas.

Target gauge' records for Shots 641 through
648 as listed In Table I showed stress excur- -I 4sec
sions interpreted to represent clear evidence of
substantial reaction occurring 0.2 to 1.1 Msec (for both traces)

behind the shock front. Examples of these
tt'aces are presented in Fig. 5. The gauge out- (b) Shot 647, vp .633 mm/sec
put, and accordingly the incident stress at the xd 6.7 mm
Sdownstream face of the PBX-9404, grew in Fig. 5 - Quartz gauge oscillograms indicating
some cases to more than twice the value at the PBX-9404 downstream face stress histories
shock front. This increase occurred at suffi-
ciently early times relative to normal gauge
recording time that it was clear that the stress
growth was real and not P, anomaly in quartz impact velocity and their experimental PBX-
response at the higher st,-%.-: levels. 9404 Hugoniot (18); values of impact stress

thus calculated, -,, are listed in Table 1. Val-
ues of Xi for all impact experiments are also
given in Table 1. They were calculated froman algebraic expression of the function x (z-)for each level of input stress, there is a corre- shown in Fig. 6,

spending propagation distance to reach detona-
tion in PBX-9404. This correlation is given in V1 Xt 7.638722 - 1.568639 Rn cy (
a log-log plot in Fig. 6. The method of evaluat-
ing parameters di3cussed below is also demon- where X, is in mm and , is in kbar.
strated in Fig. 6.

Let us denote the run distance required to As mentioned previously, each of our ex-
reach detonation as X, and note that X is a periments was performed with a sample of
function of input stress, i.e., X(a). We have thickness, h. less than the run distance re-
used this run distance to detonate in PBX-9404 quired to reach detonation. i.e., 1, < X1. Know-
as a correlation'factor for our data. A value of ing xi at the impact face and the sample thick-
X pertaining to conditions at the impact face, ness h, it was simple to compute a value of Xd.
denoted X1, can be calculated from knowledge defined as the remaining run distance to deto-
of the impact stress. In order that our calcu- nation for the disturbance reaching the down-
lations of Xi would be consistent with the basis stream face of the explosive.
of Ramsay and Popolato's correlation, we eval-
uated impact stress by utilizing our observed X'1 - -h. (2)
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X0) curve the valueof X was 10 mm or less. This per-
-R taken m roy tains for ihe Impact stress profiles of Shots 641

Popolato (18) and 658, and for the downstream stress profiles
10-- h of Shots 641 through 648 as listed in the table.

Xd - - " - Stress growth Rppeared to occur more rapidly

5 an. closer to the shock front as X was decreased.

Each record showing distinct reaction was
ji observed to have terminated prematurely (i.e.,

Sx at less than normal gauge lifetime). While in
Ssome cases the gauges may have been driven

I I ' gradually out of their stress range and in other
cases mechanical failure of the gauge may have
occurred, it was hypothesized that record ter-10 20-d(gd) 'CC 200" mination in each case was due to occurrence of

a strong reaction which abruptly drove the sig-
TPBX-9404 kbarl nals off scale. Figure 7 shows the time of rec-

ord termination (denoted as an "induction time")
Fig. 6 - Run distance to deto- for each gauge monitoring an explosive face

F nation, x, in 1.83 g/Cm3 PBX- where X < 10 mm, as a function of X.
9404 as function X (dPBX- 9404)
(18). Dotted lines demonstrate
evaluation of X at impact face
(X,) and downstream face (Xd)
of PBX-9404 sample, and an- .2
ticipated initial stress at Xd, 0 FROM OITTINOS [251
Od(Xd). h PBX-9404 sample
thickness.

NC
Values of Xd are also tabulated in Table 1 for .__

Seach experiment. .
Since the downstream face of each sample 0 t A

V 4
1i may be considered to be "along the way" in re-E- • X (mm]action growth toward detonation, it is of inter-

est to examine whethet the x(a) curve is fol-
lowed in the buildup process in a given explosive Fig. 7 - Time delay to

& e"runaway" reaction:• • sample. That is, as the detonation plane is ap- -

proached by travel through the sample, the
value of X may be expected to decrease because Two results obtained by Gittings (25)of the reaction growth. The question we wish to bracketing the impact pulse duration necessary
examine is: does the stress in the PBX grow in to accomplish initiation of PBX-9404 are also
accordance with this decrease in X, according plotted In Fig. 7. She reported the Impact of

to the relation X (X) derived by inverting the PBX-9404 samples by Dural of 4915 mil thick-
gi•ven junction X(o)? Let us define a stress ns t07 t/sc(eutn nflnet-• clcultedfromthe lueof X at he ness at 0.7/5 tam/psec (resulting in failure to
S • d(kX') calculated from the vlue of Xd at the initiate detonation) and of 62.5 mil thickness atdownstream face of the PBX-9494 sample ac- 0,•8 mm/fsec (resulting In detonation). Fore cording to an Inverted form of Eq. (1),

c~rdng o aninvrtedfor of q. 1),each set of conditions w.3 calculated impact
,)- 3stress (using data from Ref. 18 and 26), asso-

0Xd ,(3) ated run distance tn detonation (18), and load-
S• ~Ing pulse duration. I " 's data (marked with

and compare these stress values with the arrows in Fig. 7 to sh, , drection to initiation
measured downstream PBX-9404 stress pro- arw nFg osa ieto oiiitomeasred owntrea PB-940 stess ro- threshold) then correlate nicelr, with ours. In
files ad(t). As shown in Table 1, the initial

t) are plotting her data in this way, the inference ism u ts d s i tthat if a delayed release of explosive energy at
lower than the corresponding calculated values the impact were crucial for initiation at the
0d(X00. Agreement improves at high input shock levels of her experiments, the energy
stress levels. release could not be lagging the front by more

Study of Table 1 reveals that in each case than the duration of the pulse, or failure to min-
where reaction appeared within a microsecond, tiate would result.
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A straight line appears to be a reasonable small, the contributions from interactions and
:it to the data, which show surprisingly little from thermal runaway will be indistinguishable
scatter. The line extrapolates to X 2 4.5 mm in time, and the maximum stress may be ex-
when the "induction" time or lag of the hypoth- pected to occur at the shock front.
esized strong reaction intercepts zero, i.e.,
when the strong reaction would be expected to We have not attempted to experimentally
occur very close behind the shock front. Craig examine conditions In PBX-9404 at X < 5 mm,
and Marshall (8) also estimate that a strong because we are already in an uncomfortably
reaction in PBX-9404, initially well behind the high stress environment for quartz gauge utili-
shock front, occurs very shortly behind the zation. The data of Craig and Marshall (8),
front when x = 5 - 6 mam. In this vicinity the however, at x < 5 mm appear to indicate a
shock front stress c (X) in PBX-9404 is 40 to shock front with no strong stress excursions
50 kbars, according to Eq. (3). following the front. This indicates that transi-

tion to growth at the shock front may be present
The apparent common correlation in Fig. 7 for PBX-9404 at a position near the estimated

of time lag to occurrence of strong reaction at value of X = 5 mm.
r_ impact faces and at downstream faces further

suggests that the delay time is independent of Overshoots in detonation velocity have been
the neighborhood, that each element independ- noted (2) for shock-"'ltiated homogeneous ex-
ently experiences a delay probably determined plosives and have bee.a ascribed to the overtak-
by the strength of the slowly growing shock ing of the essentially unreactive shock front by
front which first excited it. a strong reaction wave (actually a superdetona-

tion). The model of growth at the shock front
alone in heterogeneous explosives (5) does not

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS admit detonation overshoot. There are several
reported observations of overshoot with hetero-

Wackerle and Johnson (27) have also per- geneous explosives, however, including pressed
formed front-back quartz gauge measurements PETN (7), pressed TNT (29), and pentolite,
with a gun technique on PETN pressings in a tetryl, and cyclotol (30). To account for these
manner analogous to that reported in this paper. overshoots in heterogeneous explosives it would2
Their observations of stress waveformt; at the appear that the reaction occurring behind the
impact interface and those emerging from tar- front would have to have a "wave" character, in
gat explosive samples corresponded in form to which energy release from one element would
our observations with PBX-9404 except that the increase the pressure in the forward neighbor-
excursions were more vigorous at similar in- Ing element in time to enhance its reaction.
put stress levels, due to the higher sensitivity
of PETN. The chemical reaction rate expression of a

mathematical model suggested by Bernier (31)
Delayed stress excursions which may be for initiation of granular explosive compacts

interpreted as substantial reaction well behind contains a factor linear in pressure as well as
the shock front have also been observed in re- an exponential (Arrhenius) factor. This model
cent photographic studies on PBX-9404 by appears capable of describing slow growth at
Craig and Marshall (8) and on PETN pressings the shock front, an excursion in pressure be-Sby Stirpe, Johnson, and Wackerle (7). The hind the front, and abrupt explosion alter some
"ionization pulse" observed well behind the -delay time following shock passage. It de-
shock front in Composition B by Clay, et al.. serves attention in view of these recent
(28) may also be interpreted as due to delayed observations.
reaction.
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provided quartz gauge record tnterpretations. "Electrical and Optical Effects of Shock
The experiments were prepared and conducted Waves in Crystalline Quartz," in Les
in excellent fashion by 0. B. Crump. Jr. and Ondes de Detonation, Editions. du Centre
D. L. Allensworth. National de la Recherche Scientifique, 391-

414. Paris (1962).
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F MEASUREMENT OF MASS MOTION IN DETONATION

PRODUCTS BY AN AXIALLY-SYMMETRIC

ELECTROMAGNETIC TECHNIQUE

D. Hayes and J. N. Fritz
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Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

ABSTRACT

A new electromagnetic technique for measuring mass velocity is
describe-l in this report. Time-varying magnetic fields from eddy cur-
rents in a foil moving in = nov.uniform steady field produce a signal in
an externrat coil that is almost proportional to the velocity of thu foil.
Large noise-free signals are obtainable and one-dimension.l flow can
be maintained in the experiment. Data reduction is numerically more
complicated than in the older electromagnetic techniques but is easily
accomplished with the aid of modern computers. Some initial experi-
ments where the technique is applied to a study oi detonation product
motion are described.

12TRODUCTION high-conductivity foils. Stacked disks of explo-
sive can be used that avoid longitudinal cuts

The Zavoiskii method of measuring mass which might cause perturbatiois and jetting.
flow velocity as used by Dremin, et al. (1), and The moving conductor Is usually a very thin
Jacobs and Edwards (2). uses the motion of a metal foil sandwiched between layers of explo-
small embedded conducting ribbon in a trans- sive. Although the detonation is probably
verse magnetic field to generate a voltage quenched by the foil and must be reinitiated, no
which is delivered to an external circuit by di- non-one-dimensional perturbations are intro-
rect connections through the shocked material. duced into the flow.
In this note a different electromagnetic tech-
nique is described. Instead of obtaining a volt- Some disadvantages of the conceptually
age by a direct connection to a moving ribbon, simple Zavoiskii method are assembly difficul-
a time-varying magnetic field produced by eddy ties, the uncertainty of circuit integrity through-
currents in a moving foil induces a secondary out the observation time, and the problems as-
current in a pickup coil located outside of the sociated with obtain*ng a proper transverse
shocked material. The pickup coil acts as an magnetic field. Either a proper field occupies
electromotive force generator across the im- a large volume and is homogeneous, so that
pedance of a transmission line used to carry early motions of conductors do not cause the
signal voltages to recording devices, flux in the embedded loop to change, or it is in

a volume small enough to be unaffected by other
This new technique, suggested and par- moving conductors before and during the time

tially developed by R. S. Caird of this Labora- of measurement. By contrast, the magnetic
tory to study shock-wave behavior in inert ma- field employed for the pickup coil method is the
terials (unpublished work), was adapted to near field from a current driven circular loop
explosive product experiments when it was or a cylindrical bar magnet. The important
learned that the conductivity of detonation prod- quantity now is the radial magnetic component
ucls did not affect eddy current generation in B. of the field at the moving foil.

This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
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Ideally, the foil should have zero thickness THE IDEALIZED PROBLEM
and infinite conductivity. The magnetic lines of
force would then be effectively pinned to the The magnetic fields produced by the eddy
foil surface. The motion of the foil is then currents in a thin foil of large lateral extent
transmitted to a motion of the lines of force as undergoing a general motion in the Z-direction
they adjust to a minimum energy configuration, can be represented by a succession of image
From this point of view the projection of the sources located at suitable distances behind the
pickup coil along the lines of force onto the foil plane of the foil. Let the z = 0 plane of a co-
is the effective area under observation. To a ordinate system be the original plane of the
certain extent, the circumference of this pro- foil, the source be located at Z, and the pickup
jected itage is equivalent to the cross length coil at z,. The motion of the foil is repre- V
of the Zavoiskii probe and some effective B_ is sented by zf(t), and up(t) is the time deriva-
equivalent to the transverse field. However, tive of this function. Without lose of generality
the simple Lorentz magnetohydrodynamic ex- we can let the source be a single-turn current
pression obtained by this analogy which relates loop with current Io. One image that is always
the output voltage directly to the particle veloc- present is the "optically reflected" one. The
ity, effective foil length, and the magnitude of distance from the pickup coil to this image R
the transverse field is not sufficiently accurate. source, Z,, is given by

To obtain velocity-time records with the Z, - Zf(t) * - Zf(t)

axial magnetic probe, B. in the volume swept
out by the moving foil must be known. The and the current by
problem of calibrating and mounting permanent
magnets in order to obtain a known field at the I1 -I0 UP(t)/(Ut + Up(t)i

foil is under study and development. Also un-
der development is a numerical code that uti- The quantity U, is the recession velocity of the
lizes B, and the output voltage to calculate other images due to diffusion of the original
mass velocity. The general method being used field through the foil. It is obtained from the

- is to treat all conductors as finite circular ele- relation:
ments, each of which is an inductance-resistance
circuit, and each of which is inductively cwupled U1 2/.g 0 .
to all other elements. In the interim, an exact
solution to the following somewhat idealized where a, is the surface conductivity of the foil
problem has been obtained. A source current and
loop produces a magnetic field and a foil of
zero thickness and finite surface conductivity 1-2 #o10 4v x 107h/m•
has a step function velocity profile applied to
it. For these conditions the voltage response

Sin a single pickup coil located on the axis has Each interval of acceleration of the foil from
been calculated. Since the fields are linear, _5
with the possible exception of the back reaction t- to t4

-< of the eddy current field on the permanent mag-
net, which could be shielded, one can add [where
sources and pickup loops for the same velocity

- to approximate the response of a given experi- zf(t") - Zf(t-)
mental configuration. Of course, even without
calibration, relative velocities are immediately
obtained from the output voltage for 6 eometries is small compared to the distance of the imaged
that have a relatively constant sensitivity func- source to the pickup coil] spawns another image
tion. This sensitivity function, defined as source. The distance of this image from the
volts/velocity (v/mm/,usec) vs time or distance pickup coil is given by
following a step function increase in the veloc-
ity, will depend on the instantaneous geometry z= Zý - Zf(t) 4 z, - zf(t+) + uJ(t - t')
and the past diffusion of the fields. For a wide
range of experimental conditions the sensitivity and it has a current amplitude
function can be nearly constant so that the out-
put voltage of a pickup coil will be directly pro--•yporioul t fil velocity. 12I0 -lUi(Up - rp)/[(U,, Up)(Ujt, •)]

-oI t
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This single image is an approximation to a cca- be approximated by N current loops. The ra-
tinuous succession of images created by veloc- dius, length and strength of this current sheath
ity changes. Clearly a variable velocity can be can be varied to obtain a best fit to measure-
approximated as closely as one pleases by ments of Bz along the axis of the magnet. Al-
choosing finer intervals and more images. For though a fit of B., at the foil surface would be
a step function in the velocity there are only preferable, a precise fit of Bz along the axis
two images. Proofs of these assertions will be guarantees a correct B, _-p near the axis through
left to a later, more detailed report. the divergence equation for H. This method of

mocking up the source was chosen because of
For a step function in the velocity the simplicity of the expression for Bz along

the axis:

_Up(t >0) Up a constant• , 2.

the induced voltage, vi. in the pickup loop is Bz -2 1 .)...SZL1. 2)' 1 t
given by the negative time derivative of the flux
produced in the loop by the two images of the
source. Since the currents in the images are Z - L/2

constant for this cai•e, the entire time depend- [Z - L/2) 2  P ,21
ence is contained in the coefficients of mutual L
inductance between the source images and coil.
We have In this expression z is measured Irom the

mid-point of the magnet, L is the total length of
L 1 + LC2 12 the current sheath, pc is Its radius and j is

the magnitude of the surface current. Clearly
~ rTo = JUNW an-d the rings are spaced L/N apart

SL Oi 1o I -. k;2 K(k1 ) - E(k1 ) and centered on the mid-point of the magnet.2 2

- 21AN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM;~k?=- 4peos,/[(p,+p,) + Z2'

The experimental arrangement of compo-
nents and equipment used in the present study

"dL "-/dt uo dZj/dt- f(k is shown in Fig. 1. With this setup, the motion
of the metal foil embedded in the test explosive

Ft 2  1 is observed by recording the voltage which is
k 2 derived from a current induced in the external

k k 2L - E(k) - pickup coil. The magnetic probe consists of
the metal foil, the pickup coil, and the perma-

IoUp/(U , up) 12 IOUp/(Ui + Up) nent cylindrical magnet. The explosive booster,
20 cm in diam, consisted of a planewave lens, a

Z1 Ze Z, - 2Upt Z2 Ze + Zs - Upt Ui t PBX-9404 driver explosive pad, 50.4 mm.thick,
and a lead attenuator plate 5.59 mm thick. The

dZ /dt = -2Up dZ /dt -U, + U. purpose of the lead is to provide a nearly rigid
rear boundary for distance-time graphs whose

In these equations P, and p, are the radii of slopes are detonation velocity and particle
the pickup and source loop respectively, the ek- velocity.
pression for Lc is the coefficient of mutual in-
ductance between coaxial current loops, and For the present shots 1 -mil copper foil was
K(k) and E(k) are the complete elliptic inte- laid betweenpads of fine-grained PBX-9404 ex-
grals of the first and second kind. From the plosive. The test explosive consistedof a stack
relation, Vi = -do/dt, the fcllowing expression of three disks, each 74-mm diam by 2.54 mm
is obtained for the voltage induced on a single thick. The high conductivity foil was between
turn of the pickup coil due to a current loop in the second and third disks. A printed-circuit
the source: spiral pickup coil of the kind shown in Fig. 2

was placed on the upper explosive surface and
2Z f(k1 ) - (1 - U11/Up) Z2 f(k 2 ) a cylindrical bar magnet was mounted with its

Vi/turn - 0 I 0 Up north pole 12.7 mm above the coil. The axis of
I(1 U /U), V. p, the magnet and the coil were coincident with the

explosive charge axis to achieve axial symme-
A surface current sheath can be used to try. Surrounding the test explosive was a min-

approximate the right circular permanent mag- eral oil bath to suppress extraneous electrical
net used as a source. This sheath can in turn noise and provide some degree of confinement.
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BAR MAGNET RECORDING OSCILLOSCOPE considered for future work. Coil response ex-
TAPE -pressions are given in the Appendix.

MINERAL 50' RG63B/U /
S0 1 125 al CABLENRAfter the interruption of the detonation

IN -PICKUP -wave by the foil, and the subsequent reestab-
.C IM lishment of detonation downstream from theP e x r - - • I C O P P E R [ " T IM E

POX COPPER DELAY foil, it is assumed that the embedded foil moves
9404FOIL UNT.22 with the particle velocity of the explosive deto-

2.0 px-9404 EAD nation products after the subsidence of transi-
.__ __ents resulting from shock reverberations in thei "• ELECTRIC

ELFIRING foil. It is known from many experiments that
_081 UNIT these events are present, but to what extent

they affect gross results have not been estab-
lished (3).

DETONATOR

An oscilloscope trace obtained from the
Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of a magnetic shot sketched in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3. The
probe experiment. The motion of the em- upper and lower timing marks are superim-
bedded copper foil in the nonuniform mag- posed before and after the shot record and con-
netic field induces a current in the pickup stst of 10- and 100-nsec time calibration inter-
coil. The voltage developed across the vaso The interp etatio e wavefrmtson
impedance of the terminated transmis- vafS. The interpretation of the waveform shown
sion line is displayed on a high speed is as follows. The shock wave from the lead
oscilloscope, enters the test explosive at time tA, and shortly

thereafter at te the reactive shock run in the
test explosive becomes a detonation as indi-
cated by the flat horizontal portion of the trace.
At time tC the detonation wave arrives at the
interface between the first and second explosive
disks as indicated by the small interfacial elec-
tric signal. Steady state detonation resumes
after the wave crosses the interface until the
detonation wave contacts the embedded foil at
time to. The small negative pulse on the wave
trace is generated by the deposition of charge
from the detonation front on the embedded foil.
This small signal is followed by the magnetic
probe signal, which starts as a rapidly rising
positive voltage resulting from the forward
motion oi the foil.

Fig. 2 - Printed-circuit pickup coil and
bar magnet. Connection to the interior end
of the coil is made through a hole in the
phenoxy substrate. With the coil mounted
face up on the explosive and the center
conductor of the signal lead connected to
the interior end of the coil, a positive sig-
nal is generated when the foil moves to-
ward the north pole of the magnet. The
magnet is an Arnold Engineering Company
Alnico-5 Type 5C58A bar magnet.

The pickup coil was connected via a 125-
ohm signal cable to the input of a 125-ohm Tek-
tronix Type 519 traveling wave cathode ray tube
oscilloscope. The coil was constructed to have Fig. 3 - The voltage waveform from a mag-
a 5-nsec rise time response and to operate in netic probe showing event time signals as well
an over-damped mode to prevent ringing. Coils as mass mation. See text for a complete
with faster response are practical and arebeing explanation.

--_ '-= i
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The etructure of the wave trace over the
region designated tE includes the details of the
initial motion of the foil and the effects of re-
ierberation of shocks in the foil, all smeared
"u)y the finite pickup coil response. An unam-
'iguous interpretation of this initial rise is
prevented by the uncertainty of the existence of
similar reaction products on either side of the
foil. Nevertheless, qualitative features of the• flow do appear. There appears to be a steady
state region which lasts 20 to 30 nsec. The
succeeding, decaying part of the record corre-
sponds to the expected decreasing mass veloc-
ty. The break in the middle of the tp region

may be the end of the Taylor wave caused by
-he back boundary piston. At time tF there is
--m upward swing to the signal produced as the
dletonation wave approaches the pickup coil. Fig. 5 - A magnetic probe record using a

".Inally, the sharply rising detonation electric 4-turn helical pickup coil. The time marks
- ffect signal appears on the coil followed by are separated by 10 and 100 nsec.

"roil destruction at time to. Detailed structure
I the foil-motion portion of the wave trace is

",rovided by operating two oscilloscopes in tan-
,.ema with different delay and sweep speed set-
tings. A fast sweep record of this same shot is effect of detonation electric signal response.
onown in Fig. 4, where the marker period is 5 Again, the same overall qualitative response is
nsec. All the features previously dis-.ussed present. The initial negative pulse is evident,

yof the record is clue in and the final positive upswing to the wave trace
Sis present. In addition, the general shape ofpart to the high signal-to-noise ratio (the peak th

amplitudee magnetic probe signal after the initial riseampltud of he oltge i aproxmatey 1 v) corresponds closely to the response of the
and the avoidance of direct contact with detona-
tion waves by signal conductors. printed circuit coil. The main difference be-tween the two sh, • appears to be the initial

transient oversh ., which at present is being
attributed to coil response.

Particle velocity profiles for the experi-
ments discussed above have not been constructed
because calibrated magnets were not used and
the sensitivity function for the geometric con-
figuration employed was not determined. The
sensitivity function for a particular geometry
can be experimentally obtained by using the
constant velocity from the free surface of a
metal plate t-. generate a magnetic probe volt-
age as a function of time. The wave trace ob-
tained in this manner can be used to transform
other wave traces to particle motion profiles
when using similar geometric configurations.

An example of an experimental trace to-
gether with a calculated trace for the boundary

Fig. 4 - Expanded sweep record of Fig. 3 conditions of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6.
For this record the setup shown in Fig. 1 was
employed with the lead and test explosive re-
placed by a 25-mm thick aluminum plate,

Another record of a magnetic probe exper- 200-mm diam. A spiral coil was mounted 3
iment is shown in Fig. 5. For this record the man above the aluminum and a cylindrical bar
shot geometry of Fig. I was again used, but the magnet having a pole face strength of 1340 G
pickup coil was a 4-turn helix wound on a was mounted 15 mm above the coil. The dots
12.7-mm diam polystyrene rod. In addition, above the wave trace are the predicted output
the magnet was turned over to determine the voltage using a free surface velocity of 3.16
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Fig. 6 - Comparison of a calculated trace Fig. 7 - An overall record of an aluminur
(dots) with an experiment (solid curve) uaing free surface exciting a magnetic probe. Tim.
an aluminum free surface as a constant veloc- marks are spaced 100 nsec apart. Air shoc
ity exciter for a magnetic probe. Time mark causes the central portion of the record to b
calibrations are separated by 10 nsec. distorted. The peak signal represents th

time for the aluminum to cross a 3-mm gar
For the geometry employed the initial sensi
tivity coefficient is about 3-V/mnm/,usec.

mm/t.sec for the aluminum.* Part of the dis-
crepancy between the predicted values and the
observed values is attributed to cable loss
whichamounts to a few percent for 50-ft lengths, of nonreactive components. The signal-to-
The large pulse in the middle of the record o noise ratio is usually high because of the long

effective coil length and the relatively low con-caused by air shock co il. Thi ductivity of the detonation products compared
disruption in the record persists until the coil to the foil conductivity. Better signal wave-

coil. The time from the beginning of the mag- forms are being sought through improvement in
netprobe reorod tho coildestructioniang be usd the embedded foil where the electrical and ma-net probe record to coil destruction can be used terial properties interact to distort true fluid
to determine the average free surface velocity, motion during the interaction time. For best
The calculated velocity in turn can be used to results, coil time constants and reverberation
determine an initial vertical sensitivity factor. tes on tie o ofstanosecnd seembesir-times on the order of a nanosecond seem desir-
In this manner dynamic calibration factors are able in order to achieve spatial resolution of a
determined. An overall record for the experi- few micrometers.
ment just described is shown in Fig. 7. f

The principal drawback to this magnetic

CONCLUSIONS probe technique lies in data reduction. There
is no simple procedure, either static or dy-

A system for measuring the mass flow i namic, to convert signal voltages to absolute
detonation products has been developed, which velocity values. Even relative velocity meas-
dietorato from ucthe has teechnideeloe, by hing urements can be in error if the sensitivitydiffers from the Zavoiskli technique by using function is not a constant. Magnet size, foil
an external coil as part of the sensing device conductivity and size, and other geometric fac-
instead of conductors embedded parallel to the tors influence the sensitivity function. How-
particle stream. The chief advantage of the evr, t henu erica cmlctions Haee
system is that the signal line to recording ever, these numerical complications have been
equipment does not encounter the electrified overcome with the aid of modern computers, and
detonation front of the explosive, the interaction precise measurements of the v_ fieldpermit the
potential associated with detonation products, absolute determination of particle velocities.
or shock voltages from dynamic compressions

APPENDIX I

*Measuremnents of 13z along the axis for this Pickup Coil Design
magnet were used to determine parameters
for the equivalent current sheath used in cal- Magnetic probe resolution and signal am-
culating thia output voltage. plitude are determined in part by the pickup
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coil. To insure proper pickup coil response, then the closed form solution of Equation (1.1)
parameters must be selected to maximize sig- can be written*
nal baidwidth. The coil can be visualized as a
four-terminal network connecting an input volt- r net/ b-t/b'

SI age to a load. Lumped parameters can repre- v - [1 - .- J V I
sent the network provided no physical dimen-
sions exceed approximately 1/16 the wavelength where

S1of the highest frequency of interest. The equiv-
alent circuit is then an inductor L in series
with a resistor R shunted by a capacitance c a =(1/2)B(I - (I - 4A&2)(/2].,
and the impedance Z of a transmission line. (1.3)
For this arrangement the tranrfer expression h - (1/2)B [I + (1 - 4WB2)1/ 2]
is a second order, constant coefficient, inho-
mogeneous differential equation which can be From the above expressions it is apparent
written that the quantity 4A/B 2 must be less than unity

for the coil to operate in an overdamped mode
d2v B dV (1.1) free from self-oscillation. The parameters for
dt 2  dt - the two different coil types used in the present

experiments are given in Table 1. The major

where A LCD, B = (RC + L/Z) D, D (1 + differences in the coils are the v.Jues of the
R/Z) 1 , V is the output voltage, and vi is the inductance and capacitance. The resistance
induced emf from magnetic flux linkage, values are similar since they represent high

frequency surface resistance of copper at 50
A perfect coil would be one with the coeffi- MHz: the approximate operating frequency of

cients A and B equal to zero and D having a the test equipment.
value of unity. This condition canbe approached
in a coil having a very small capacitance, a
L:-derate inductance, a small series resist- *G. Doetsch, "Anleitung Zum Praktischen Ge-
ance, and a large load impedance. For the brauch Der Laplace-Transformation.' R. Old-
practical case assume Vi to be a step function, enbourg Munchen, 1956. p. 141, No. 38.

TABLE I
Pickup Coil Parameters

Quantity Printed Circuit Coila 4-Turn Helical Coilb

L 673 nH 519 nH

R 737 Mfl 719 MSl
C 2.82 pF 7.66 pF

zc 125 n 125 n

A 1.886 x 10-18 sec2  3.952 x 10-18 sec2

B 5.354 x 10-9 sec 4.158 x 10-9 sec

D 0.994 0.994

4A/B 2  0.263 0.914

a 0.38 nsec 1.47 nsec
h 4.97 nsec 2.69 nsec

V /Vi e. 5 nsec 60% 69%

aAs shown in Fig. Z. The coil constants were measured on a Boonton Type
160-A Q-meter.

bThe helical coil was closely wound from No. 12 Formvar-covered copper wire
on a 0.5-in. diam polystyrene rod.

cIZ5 0 corresponds to the nominal input impedance of Type RG-63B/U coaxial
cable.
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In order to assess the response of the two rise t~me of the oscilloscope system a coil with
coils, it is necessary to compare the voltage approximately 50 nH would be required.
ratio from each of them at some particular
time. Thus, at t = 5 nsec the output of the
printed circuit system has reached 60% of the REFERENCES
final value while that of the helical system has
reached 69%. It should be noted, however, that 1. A. N. Dremin, "Structure of Shock Waves in
the magnitude of the output signal will be ap- KCI and KBr under Dynamic Compression
proximately 23% greater from the printed cir- at 200,000 atm," Combustion, Explosion
cult coil than from the helical coil for the same and Shock Waves, 1, No. 4, pp. 3-9 (1965).
excitation due to the higher initial :;ductance of
the printed circuit coil. Thus, for nearly the 2. S. J. Jacobs and D. Edwards, this sympo-
same bandwidth the efficiency of the printed slum.
circuit coil is considerably better than that of
the helical coil. At present the coil limits the 3. B. Hayec, "The Detonation Electric Effect,"
rise time of the system. To match the 0.4-nsec J. Appl. Phys., 38, pp. 50?-511 (1967).
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EXPLOSIVE DEFLECTION OF A LINER AS A
DIAGNOSTIC OF DETONATION FLOWS

M. Difourneaux and L. Jacques
French-German Research Institute

of Saint-Louis (France)

ABSTRACT

The observation of the flow boundaries on both sides of an explo-
sive slab. detonating parallel to its surface and coated on one side by a
liner, provides important information on the detonation and the flow
behind it. The polytropic exponent, the chemical energy released in the
detonation and the maximum fraction of this energy which can be trans-
ferred to the liner are calculated for a certain number of RDX/TNT
and similar compositions, under different loading densities. The be-
havior of various additives - inert components, oxydizers and fuels - is
also investigated, and some general rules are established.

PRiNCIPLE OF THE METHOD pFoRCte mardont frant r

The behavior of condensed media under
detonation loading is classically investigated hg ,p'
throug velocity measurements, especially
free-surface velocity and final velocity v
reached by a liner coating an explosive mass. " ----
In the second case, the liner mass constitutes
an available parameter to be related with v, so
this method provides a great deal of informa- gas/air nt.,ma*
tlon on the detonation and the flow. This is why
It has been used by several authors (1, 2,3) in
order to calculate the parameters of some Fig. I - Flow behind a planei
equations of state for the detonation gas, and detonation wave with lateral
also in the present work, whose initial aim was confinement
to classify high explosives on the basis of the
maximum kinetic energy they e able to tmns-
fer to a liner in the lateral projection geome-
try - i.e., when the liner is a plane sheet coat-
ing one of the faces of a plane explosive slab Let us consider the geometry described in
detonating parallel to its surface (Fig. 1) - in Fig. 1. Assuming alA dimensions of both the
order to optimize shaped charges (4 - 5). explosive slab and the liner - except their

thicknesses -to be infinite, the flow is two-
Now, when very simple equations of state dimensional and steady when studied in a coor-

are used, involving only one experimental pa- dinate system moving with the detonation, and
rameter, for instance the polytropic exponent r, its boundary is a surfaco associated with the
it Is not even necessary to investigate the de- detonation front. CombininK the polytropic the-
pendence of i, on the liner mass: measuring ory with a %-J detonation shows that, in vac-
the limiting ,velocity of the flow without any uum, it is a plane whose inclination do on the
liner can provide the value of this parameter. slab is given by:

This work was done under the auspices of the French "Service de8 Poudres."

Proceduin page Nlank
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Then, calculating Pcj through Eq. 2 using
Sto-(V{\ J - *) . (1) this low value of r will lead to overestimated

detonation pressures, but on the contrary, the
Thus, by measuring only c,0, the value of r corresponding value of E, shruld be rather

can he calculated. This enables the computa- valuable since Eq. 3 is derived from an inte-
tion of important parameters such as the deto- gration from pressure Pcj to vacuum. Unfor-
nation pressure, innately, this calculation is rather unprecise,

since r is strongly dependent on bo.
P D2

"Ie i 1

(2) BALLISTIC PROPERTIES OF
PCJ in kbar HIGH EXPLOSIVES

10 if P, in &/cc Although the value of rl should be sufficient

. ito characterize the whole flow, and in particu-
Sin lar to calculate energy transfers to a liner

and the chemical energy E€ of the high explo- either in the exprimental geometry of this
ivwork (3) or in a one-clmensional and unsteady

one (7), direct measurements of thM transfer
were carried out. When one of the sides of the

__ D2 (3) explosive slab is coated by a liner, indeed, the
2(r2 - 1) angle of deflection 0 of this liner must be

smaller than 0o (Fig. 1), and a decreasing
where p, is the explosive density and D its function of mass ratio A defined as follows:
detonation rate.

mass of liner per surface coated
Now, the polytropic theory is only an ap- mass of explosive per surface coated " (5)

proximation, so that the value of r is an aver-
aged one. unfortunately different for each of the The velocity v reached by this liner can be
equations above, and depending on the pressure easily calculated:
range considered In the experiments. When r
is determined from free-surface velocities in a
metal, its average value is calculated between v 2 D sin 2- D. .

pressures Pj and p., respectively, in the det-
onation front and in the material behind the and o can be experimentally meaaured by
shock wave. When r is induced from measure- means of flash radiography. The relationship
ments of 0o, through Eq. 1, its average value between 4 m-d 14 has already been studied (8, 9).
is calculated between pressures Pej and P., Plotting ii/ vs. g gives a curve which can be
p, being the pressure of the shock wave which practically identified with its asymptote, except
precede- the gas-air interface when the exper- for very low values of A, (Fig. 2), so that:
iments are carried out in air (see following
paragraphs). e The momentum I = v of the liner per

mass of high explosive increases with A
A mere continuity argument shows that and tends toward an asymptote I,, when

r- (ZH -v 0 e. when p-0, (4) eIts kinetic energy + 1/2 Av0permass
of high explosive tends toward 0 when

S-, co, and goes through a maximum Em for
ybeing the classical ratio of specific heats in a certain value of ,.
the perfect gas. This means that r decreares
with pressure, a result which can be more pre- I. is identical to the specific impulse clas-
cisely induced from computations (6). sically defined for propellants, and E, is a very

important parameter called "ballistic coeffi-
Since normally p, << p,, it can be guessed cient." I./D and E,/DW are only functions of r,

that the values of r induced from measure- as well as the ratio %/E,. This dimensionless
ments of o, will be smaller than those induced ratio is the maximum amount of chemical en-
from shock-wave measurements in condensed ergy the high explosive can t,*ansfer to the liner
media. This will be actually seen to the follow- as kinetic energy; it was called its "ballistic
ing results. efficiency" RD. W

gA
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DETERMINATION OF THE
POLYTROPIC EXPONENT Is V0-0,0

The values calculated for r" in a low range
of pressures are expected to be lower than
those calculated in nigher ranges. This does

6;• not matter as long as no extrapolation is made
from one range to the other, and this low-

S65/35 HMX/TNT pressure average of F is in fact very valuable
moss ratio p for the ballistic properties of high explosives,

i.e., when detonation products are used to ac-
celerate a liner in air.

Fig. 2 - Variations of i/,. and
E,!L 2 vs. mass ratio for 65/35 Now, calculating r directly from the value
RDX/TNT and HMX/TNT of •o measured ii; air would lead to a strong

mistake. This angle, indeed, is smaller in air
than irk vacuum, since the expanston of the

the baisotic orefficentoned cmwasstaiceton gases is limited by the pressure p. behind the
The basisofthe aforemfientioned class ation shock wave which precedes the gas-air inter-of hige i explosives. Other geometries c an of face (Fig. 3a). An order of magnitude can becors begh tenpfori . Other geametpurpose, cancgiven for this pressure: its value p, = 500 barcus beug taoe creat th samernc pupof severlde

ing the shaped charge Utself (10). -The cylindri- for 65/35 ROX/TNT at normal density. This is
cal geometry, in fact, has often been used enough to create a difference of several de-
(2, 11, 12). Its advantage over the present charge gr,'es between the measured value •0 in air
is to avoid edge effects, but its results depend and the theoretical one oo in vacuum.
somewhat on the nature of the casing used. Be-
sides, applying Gurney's approximation (11) to This difference can be easily calculated
this geometry chows that there is neither a when the shock wave is attached to the detona-
maximum for E nor an asymptote for I: i -c o tion (Fig. 3a), but the calculation is much more
when A,- and t tends monotonically toward difficult when it gets detached from it, because
an asymptotic value E.. The existence of the in that case, besides the intrinsic complexity of
intrinsic values I. and Em constitutes the theo- the mathematical problem, the shock wave is
retical advantage of the present geometry, the = longer straight (Fig. 3b). The existence of
simplicity of its experimental arrangerlent be- Utis embarrassing configuration is due to the
Ing the practical one. Now the rea! oflow. ex- fact that the shock polar for air, corresponding

Sperimentally studied, is rather different from to the Mach number M of the interface, does not
the idealized theoretical one, since none of the intersect the detonation gas adiabat (Fig. 3c).
dimensions involved is infinite. They were The limiting value between both configurations
even very small in our experiments: depends on r' and M. For usual explosives, it

was found to be about 450.
- 130 x 45 x 10 mm to.- the expmouive slab;

In order to avoid all these corrections, theW- 130 x 35 x e ,.-in for the liner question might be asked: why not make the ex-
perimernts directly in vacuum?

o ~(0.3•.t •io)

The first answer is that it makes the ex-
The reason for taking suph small dimen. perimental arrangement much more compil-

sions was the aforementioned nailistic clossifi- cated, but besides, such experiments have
cation of high explosives, which remained the already been carried out (13) and they have
first aim of this study. This heissification did given very surprising results: the value found
not allow very large-scale experiments, due to for 1,, .deed, was considerably higher than
the large number of samples to be tested, but expecte, sometimes higher than 90°. This
on the contrary it admitted the impre-iion of shows that the real limiting velocity w. in vac-
small-scale ones, since only relative vitiuve uum is much higher than the calculated value, a
were looked for, at least in Its firs! phaia, reirlt which had already been found by other
This is the reason why, in the following di~pus. authors (14) In frontal expansion.

lsone, the values found for 1, .K and ON wilt'
not be taken as absolute ones, but i'ather used The origin of this very important discrep-
in comparisons between different high ophi. aney might be the failure of the r-law since,
elves arranged in series and studied In Idsnti. according to Eq. 6, this assumption becomes
cal conditions. absurd for expansione down to zero pressure,
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detached ;I

shock wave ,*

Shockwove intetface

E rr L

4) Att.cha4 bI deiach.d %

deflection f'- -

Fig. 3 - Shock wave in air induced by a lateral detonation:
(a) attached, (b) detached, and (c) principle of calculations:
(A) theoretical adlabat of detonation products (r assumed
constant); (A') real adiabat (variable r); (P) shock polar
for air.

and the averaged value of rl becomes m~uch _

smaller in that case than when the expansion Is A
limited to the shock press~are in air: this can
explain why w., and 4'0 become so unexpectedly
high in vacuum.

The consequence of this discussion is
rather paradoxical: since the r-law becomes
absurb in vacuum, <to~ must not be measured
directly in vatuum, but rather in air. and then
corrected to its value in vacuum.

In fact, the real adlabat in Fig. Sc is rep- NEI F.
resented by (A') (dotted line): for the same
experimental value of oo' it leads to a hiigher
value of 4'0 than the constanit-I' assumption, as
experimentally established, and to a lower
value of p~3. Now, the fact we have contented Fig. 4 -Typical radiograph of a liner before
ourselves with the average-[* approximation {ea ht ie n uigpoeto
does not mean the present method caimot pro-
vide something more precise with other equa-
tions of state: f1,indeed, is a partice~ar point Liner and explouive masses were measured
of the real adiatbat (A-%,. with milligram preeision.

For each compohition, four or six slabs
EXPWI~MENTAL ARRANGEMENT were cast at a time, together with two 0 30-mm

cylinders on whi- 1" the detonation rate was
The explosive 6,.hs and the liners previ- measured separ .tely.

ously described were stuck together with very
thin straps, and the explosiv~e* initiated thrutngh The flash radiographice device (400-ky,
line wave generators. A thin strap of adhesive 40-ne time vqposre), was homemade (15).
tape ( 0.01) was stuck on the unconfinied Thanks to its very thin anode, It provided very
side of the slab in order to visualize the bound- sharp radiographis (F&g 4), alloywing precise
ary: this tape was found to behave much better measurements of the deflection angles, Since,
than metal foile of equivalent weight. (Fig. 4). besides, much care was taken of the position of

the slab in-order to avoid parallax, the results
Except for this "ap, liners were cut out of were reproducible at less than * 10' of angle.

mild steel sheets of countanl thickness. S~o ap- This error was quite satisfactory for nagles
preciebl* surfaae break-up was found in most close to tf4 but it becoime too important for
exeriments, and no spalIfg for liner-to- small angles: thts is why moat experiments
explosive/thicimeas ratios lower than 0,8. wore carried out with o z 6.
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Yet, for all the compositions studied, the RB increases slightly with F, a result which had
very regular position of the experimental points already been found by other authors (7) in
(Fig. 2) showed that the precision of each indi- head-on projection. Very roughtly, the follow-
vidual measurement of o was quite satisfactory. ing correlation was found:
.6 was normally obtained by extrapolating the
experimental 1/0 vs. , curve from the strap of RB % t 28 + 18 (F- 3) . (7)
adhesive tape to M = 0. The correction thus
obtained was about 20. In some cases, a direct with values of F varying from 2.19 to 3.13.
measurement of I was obtained by means of a
Kerr cell. This method was not very accurate Several RDX/TNT compositiono were stud-
for tie angle (ko itself, but it provided an easy ied, with rates of RDX varying from r =40T, per
measurement of the shock-wave inclination and mass (lower limit without sedimentation) to
therefore a possibility of verification of the 89% (obtained by centrifugal sedimentation,
correction calculated from 0; to to (Fig. 5). Bblkow method). 1.4% nitrocellulose had to be

added to the 70/30 composition in order to
avoid sedimentation. Pure TNT and the 4/96
RDX/TNT eutectic were also studied, but the

- results for the former were very dependent on
density and very badly reproducible, so no at-
tention was paid to these results and the lowest
value considered for r was 4%. The values
corresponding to pure RDX were extrapolated
from an isostatically pressed composition con-

A] taining 98.8% RDX and 1.2% plastic binder.
Except for this pressed composition, the densi-
ties of the slabs were those normally attained
by casting in ovacuated moulds. Both p, and D
showed a practically linear dependence on r
(16). A small correction was made on the

_-- measured values of F to take into account the
slight deviations from this linear relationship
(Fig. 6).

As foreseen, the values given for F are
"generally smaller than those found by other au-
thors on the same compositions with approxi-
mately the same densities. Now, after elimina-
tion of some high values of F (up to 2.88) found
in some cases, with no understandable reason,
for high-density pure TNT, the shape of the
curve represent:a;g F' vs r was found to be in-
termediate between thoce given by two oluher
experimental works (17, 18) based on free-
surface velocity measurements in aluminum

SFig. S - Typical photograph of the flow and that given by computations using a BKW
boundary and the shock wave in air (pres- eqainoste(6:heorrsugtdte
sure and temperature behind the shock existence of a minimum for F, whereas the lat-
wave: approximately 500 bars and 700G*K) ter indicated a monotonic variation. In the

present work. r was found to dere'ase from
pure RDX to 50/50 RDX/TNT, and then remaini• constant about r = 2.63.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR
TNT-BONDED COMPOSITIONS The origin of the discrepancy in pure TNT

between different methods is probably origi-
The experimental resuts are presented in nated in the bad reproducibilit; of exoerimental

- Table I for a wide range of compositions. Due results and. to far as theory is concerned, in
to the imprecisionuof the values calculated for the considerAble dependence of the chemical
E Z, and to the difference between real &no ideal- energy E, of TNT on the assumptions made on
Ized geometries and equations of state, the re- the chemical reactions in tho detonation flow.
lationship expected between AS and F turned According to the assumption chosen (19), E,
out experimentally to be a mere correlation. varies between 619 and 1282 cal/g.

_ - - ___ -- =- - 7= - - = =~-
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TABLE 1
Experimental Results for Explosives Without Additives

Composition (P p,(g/cc) D (mini/s) r Eý(cal/g) Em(J/g) RB (%)

RDX + 1.2% binder 360 30, 1.746 8.480 2.75 1311 1310 23

RDX (extrapolated) - 1.800 8.754 2.88 1395 - -

89/li RDX/TNT 360 00' 1.765 8.500 2.78 1278 1319 24

75/25 RDX/TNT 37 40' 1.745 8.240 2.67 1321 1254 22

65/35 RDX/TNT 380 15' 1.730 8.020 2.63 1296 1160 21

65/35 RDX/TNT 390 30' 1.665 7.750 2.55 1301 1099 20

65/35 RDX/TNT 400 551 1.ý3 7.350 2.47 1269 1110 20

65/35 RDX/TrNT 43 30' 1.46 7.050 2.33 1345 1090

65/35 RDX/TNT 460 30' 1.29 6.320 2.19 1315 91i 17-

50/50 RDX/TNT 380 30' 1.682 7.700 2.61 1213 1016 21

S41.5/58.5 RDX/TNT 380 20' 1.702 7.490 2.63 1133 1014 21

40/60 RDX/TNT 380 15' 1.686 7.455 2.63 1123 990 21

30/58.6/1.4 RDX/TNT/NC 380 15' 1.666 7.315 2.62 1089 1003 22

4/96 RDX/TNT 38° 25' 1.602 6.180 2.62 790 - -

TNT 340 30' 1.660 6.950 &,.88 790 - -

HMX + 1.2%binder 34, 30' 1.8.4 8.840 2.90 1263 1447 27

85/15 HMX/TNT I 360 30' 1.846 8.560 2.75 1334 1371 24

65/35 HMX/TNT 381 301 1.798 8.140 2.62 1348 1253 22

50/0 MX/TNT 380 15' 1.766 7.800 2.64 1220 1127 22

[65/35 PETN/TNT 30- 00' 1,710 7.745 2.58 1258 1147 22-

X+ prosent aork (MX ,ne, ROX) Our values for r, being smaller thanusual,
O Deal (ret.1S) RDx lead to higher values for Z,. These values, in
0 Hader (ref.6) fact, are In better agreement with the calcu-

r lated range than tose obtained using a value of
r corresponding to a higher pressure average.

% \They seem to increase parabolically with r,
the variation being slower toward pure RDX

% "(Fig. 7).

3.0 The extreme values are:

S.... _9c -a 1395 cal/g for RIDX ( p. = 1.800);

- - •calculated range = 1204/1481,

.EC =790 cal/g for TNT (p• = 1.660);S2..6 calculated range = 619//1282. •

TNT SO/So r ODX
(or I, As for the maximum kinetic energy E,, it

Fig. 6 - Variation- of i, vs. rate of RDX in increases approximately linearly with r in the
TNT (density corrections made for the curve narrow range where measurements were car-
below) rted out (Fig. 7).
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down to 1.665. Eq. 8 was well verified, except
for the lightest samples which gave a lower

Ic (clig) detonation rate (Fig. 8). This slight discrep-
pure RDX extrapolsted ancy is quite understandable, since D was

9/11 : centrifugal sedimentation
1400 other compost, ions as measured under u~ thickness of 20 mm, a value

which probably became too close to the criticalS• one for the lowest densities. This influence of
1200 zoothickness might perhaps also explain why tY -

coefficients found for Eq. 8 are different frt
-- o/hwthose given by Ref. 17 and 20, dD/dpe being

1000 -however very close:
- -* D = 2.080 (1 + 1,635 p.) (11)

800' rateD being expressed in mm/ps and p, in g/cc.

TN •T. SO/SO RDXFig• 7 - Variation of E. and E. VS. P - 1.73 and 1.70 : cast

Srate of RDX o o 1.665 cast with thermal cycles
S 1.55 sintered

A comparison between HWC, ROX and (km/s)
PETN was made, based on the values of E,; it 0J/8)

classifies these explosives, as expected, in the 1100
order HMX > RDX > PETN. It must be no-
ticed that the heats of explosion measured in a
calorimeter for HMX and RDX are practically o
identical, whereas they are quite different in
the above calculations. The advantage of HMX 2.7 900
comes from its higher density, and its corre-

sponding higher detonation rate. This strong .
influence of density on the detonation rate and 2.S
detonation pressure has been investigated by
several authors, and two rules have been estab- 2.4
lished for a given composition used with differ- 2.3
ent loading densities (20):

linear dependence of D on p,; t I

dinsity
D #1l/2 (l+Bp•) , (8)

Fig. 8 - Variation of P, D and E. vs. loading
* a quadratic dependence of p.j on P,; density in 65/35 RDX/TNT

Pej K po3 . (9)

A, 8 and K are numerical constants and V a pa- could not be exactly calculated by the
rameter depending on the composition studied. normal method for the lightest sample, since

.2, 8 and 9 yield the shock configuration of Fig. 3b (detached
q.shock wave in air) was obtained. The correc-

tion from 4• to o0 was extrapolated from

D2 a2(I + Bpe)1 higher densities.• •:= x. (10)

(r A 1) PC' (Fr 1) p, A good agreement was not expected for
Eq. 10, since it seemed difficult to extrapolate

A verification of these equations wiv ; our low values of r to the detonation pressure.
on 65/35 RDX/TNT, either cast (p, - 1.' or Yet the result was surprisingly good, since the
sintered (down to p, = 1.27). Thermal cycei calculated values of K4, stayed practically con-

Swere used to lower the density of a cast saw,;" stant for different values of o,:

ME
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p. 1.723 1.665 1.55 1.46 1.29 E, to define high explosive efficiency, since itsI value does not depend on the amount of inert
Kn 10.19 10.18 10.05 10.22 9.7 * components, at least in the range where experi-10.20t ments were carried out.

*Using the measured value of D. In fact, these inert media were added to
tUsing the value of D linearly extrapolated explosives as a reference for identical propor-
through Eq. 11. tions of oxydizers and fuels of identical densi-

ties, in order to determine how these composi-

This average value of KO is quite consist- tions behaved in the detonation and behind, it:
ent with the value given in Ref. 20 for 64/36 this method was also used by other authors inent with 32) th alegthis Symposium (12). Yet, these identical pro-

portions and densities of the additives did not

Ec appeared to be rather insensitive to always lead to identical densities for the explo-

small changes in density. As a consequence of sive jiabs, and this introduced some difficulty
Eqs. 3 and 10, it should go through a maximum in the interpretation of certain results. These
for a particular value of p,, equal to 1.385 g/cc results are as follows for the comparison of

with our experimental values. In spite of a inert media with aluminum powder and inor-

certain dispersion of the values found for E,,
probably due to an imprecise determination of Whatever the additive, the detonation

r for PC = 1.55, this maximum was experi- rate is decreased, but its value seems to be
mentally found. much more dependent on the final density of the

slab than on the nature of the additive. This
E., on the contrary, decreases monotoni- slab th on the naue of the additive. Thi

cally with p,, except for Pe = 1.665 (thermal tends to prove that none of these additives re-
cycles), but its variation seems to be negligible acts in the detonation zone, a result which has

for high loading densities (Fig. 8). This would already been pointed out for a long time for

mean that the maximum kinetic energy trans- aluminum under certain conditions (21).

mitled to a liner by a given mass of high explo-
sive is not substantially modified by a low e Whatever the additive, too, E, and E.
porosity. are decreased. This is very disappointing forexplosives containing aluminum, since this ad-

ditive normally increases the heat of explo-
INFLUENCE OF ADDITIVES sion Q measured in a calorimeter. This result

is due to the fact that ihe conditions of pres-

The following results have been establishea sure, temperature and mainly time of reaction

using relatively few experimental results in are quite different in a detonation and in a

comparison with the number of parameters in- combustion.

volved, so that they should be used with a cer-
tain care. Now, contrarily to D, the values of F, Ec

and Em depend on the nature of the additive. This
When inert components were added to a means that, if they all behave as inert compo-

high explosive, its chemical energy E, and its nents in the detonation zone, they behave dif-
ballistic coefficient Em were found to decrease. ferently in the expansion flow, and this behavior
The detonation rate was also found to decrease, can be studied thanks to the aforementioned
but generally not substantially. Now, it seemed rule according to which E.' keeps constant with
interesting to calculate E, and Em in relation inert additives. Of course, these post-detonation
not with the total mass of the slab, but with its reactions involve chemical kinetics, so they are
partial mass of explosive, say E. and E,: dependent on the dimensions of the explosive

samples, which are particularly small in our

E' E.1 total mass of the explosive slab experiments. This is why the following results,
.... topresented in Table 2, should be considered as

Em partial mass of high explosive qualitative:
(12)

* Adding aluminum increases E.: alumi-
The results presented in Table 2 showed num does react behind the detonation, but not

that El was always higher than the value of E, very exothermally (103 increment with 25%
determined for the pure explosive, but that E,' aluminum). Micronizing aluminum powder does
was equal to the value of E% for the pure ex- not modify E,, which might prove that the reac-
plosive, at least up to 25% additive. This tion has been completed, but it seems to in-
means that E,' is a much better parameter than crease D which might indicate that if sufficiently
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TABLE 2
Experimental Results for RDX/TNT Composition Containing Additives

Additive Chemical Kinetic
RDX/TNT p, (g/cc) D (mm/Ms) r Energy Energy RB

Nature Density . £: E• 10 EL

65/35 -- 1.730 8.020 2.63 1296 11296 11601 1160 21

Asbestos 2.85 10 1.800 7.885 2.72 1164 1295 1044 1160 21

Asbestos 2.85 20 1.878 7.670 2.74 1080 1350 926 1155 20

A1203 3.9 20 1.970 7.625 2.59 1217 1520 926 1155 18

Pb 0 (red) 8.0 20 2.060 7.320 2.54 1173 1465 972 1215 19
Ox. A* 3.9 20 2.050 7.755 2.66 1186 1485 1064 1330 21

50/50 - - - 1.682 7.700 2.61 1213 1213 1076 1076 21

Asbestos 2.HS 30 1.928 7.218 2.90 839 1225 712 1040 20

NH 4NO3  1.65 10 1.655 7.425 2.58 1162 1290 1073 1190 22

NH4N0 3  1.65 20 1.631 7.190 2.56 1112 1390 991 1240 21

42.7/57.3 - - - 1.700 7.500 2.63 1145 1145 1020 1020 21

Na 2 SO4  2.7 25 1.860 7.220 2.72 973 1300 775 1030 19

Al (50p) 2.7 25 1.855 7.180 2.61 15s 1405 867 1140 19

Al ( 3 ji) 2.7 25 1.880 7.380 2.81 946 1260 865 1140 21

Ox. Bt 2.7 25 1.850 7.170 2.44 1244 1660 931 1240 17

*Oxydizer A: 58/42 Pb nitrate/Ba nitrate (same density as A12 0 3 )
tOxydizer B: 50/50 Ba nitrate/K nitrate (same density as Al and Na 2SO 4 )

small sized, aluminum is able to react within Other fuels and oxydizers have been stud-
the detonation zone. led, but many more experiments will be neces-

sary before quantitative rules can be estab-
* E, is also increased by inorganic ni- lished concerning all possible additives. Yet

trates, in a larger proportion than by alumi- the present method seems a good one for that
hum (16% average increment with 20% oxydizer). purpose.
This could be expected, and a direct evidence
of such a reaction was obtained with Baratol
(40% baryum nitrate/60% TNT), i.e., adding a CONCLUSION
strong proportion of an oxydizer to a strongly
oxygen-deficient explosive: with this composi- Although used in very small-scale expert-
tion, indeed, it was impossible to measure r ments, the present method has given a certain
since the normally straight boundary of theflow number of interesting results concerning RDX/
showed in that particular case a strong curva- TNT and similar compositions, under different
ture, t' varying from 200 to 360 within a few loading densities, in good agreement with those
cm. On the other hand, the result obtained with obtained by other methods, taking into account
PbO gave evidence of its decomposition behind the difference in the pressure averages. Be-
the detonation. sides, it shows how a systematic study of the

gZ
_ _ . .. . • .. .... • , .. ... t • • T•• = :• ... i • • ... ...
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influence of inert and active additives might be 10. D. Price: "Dependence of damage effects
carried out, and it provides a few preliminary upon detonation parameters of organic
results concerning this problem. high explosives", Chem. Revs., Vol. 59,

pp. 801-825, 1959.
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ELASTIC-PLASTIC BEHAVIOUR OF POROUS BERYLLIUM
G. Eden and C. P. M. Smith

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Aldermaston, Reading

ABSTRACT

Studies of the elastic precursor to plastic waves have been found
useful in constructing theoretical models of elastoplasticity in porous
media. For a given plastir. pressure in non-porous material, separa-
tion of these waves is governed by the ridigity modulus , of the me-
dium. A metal with a particularly high value of ,, beryllium, was
chosen for experiments in which a plane shock wave was passed into
specimens of up to 30% porosity. A standard shock system generated
100 Kbars in solid material and wave and free surface velocities were
measured by optical methods, one of which was capable of resolving
surface motion over the first 10 im travel. An elastic limit associated
with the initial amplitude of the elastic wave is shown to fall by a factor
of four over this range of densities. Agreement between plastic wave
velocities and a purely hydrodynamic calculation indicates that this

S - wave produced total pore compaction, znd an estimate is made of the
initial slopes of the plastic compression curves. These slopes fall by a
factor of 100 over the density range.

1. INTRODUCTION 1.5 x 1012 dyne Cm-2 ) and also because it can
be produced in porous form by sintering.

Simple elastoplastic behaviour is exhibited
in solid material as a two wave structure when
an applied shock pressure is great enough to 2. METHOD
exceed the dynamic yield strength and low
enough to produce a plastic wave 1?elocity less 2.1 Materials Used
than the longitudinal sound speed. The plastic
wave velocity increases with pressure from a (a) Brush Beryllium Co. S200 D. powder:
minimum value of (K'p) '4 and the elastic ve- a "-200 mesh" powder, I.e.. all particle sizes
locity of a plane wave is ((K 4W/3)/p/] ' , where up to 74 jim.
K, z are the bulk and shear moduli of elasticity
and p the density. The shear modulus clearly (b) Brush Beryllium Co. 1400 powder: no
governs the rate of separation of the waves, specification of particle size but it has an aver-

age grain size of approximately 4 1/2 jim.
In porous materials, the physical structure

of the medium reduces the amplitude and ve- The bulk material was produced by hot
locity of both waves and it may also produce pressing and sintering. Specimens were cut
multiple wave structure according to the type from billets so that the normal to the wave
of porosity present. For example, a proposed front was parallel to the direction of pressing.
explanation by Boade (1) for the second precur- Machining and polishing porous beryllium al-
sor wave which he observed in porous copper most certainly caused some degree of flow in
and tungsten, is that it may be due to the finite the surface layer producing some small depth
shear strength of the bond between granules of differing density. This would be thin enough
produced by the sintering process which both to have no effect on the wave velocity measure-
metals had undergone. ments. Its effect is more likely to be seen in

surface velocity measurements but as it is vir-
Berylliumwas chosen for these experiments tually a thin layer of higher impedance mate-

- for its particularly high value (approximately rial, its motion represents that of the main

467
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body of the specimen provided it remains The assembly was not accepted for firing
attached, until the fringe pattern was as nearly perfect

as possible.

2.2 Experimental Techniques The experiments recorded: -

An explosive system was used to generate (a) The shock contour as it emerged from
a plane shock in the beryllium specimens. The the pressure reducing layer, using the loss in
shock pressure was adjusted to approximately reflectivity of 0.1 pm of gold leaf placed on the
100 kilobars in solid beryllium by inserting in- free surface. Axial symmetry is generally a
ert plates of differing impedance between the feature of the wave shape produced by the shock
explosive and the specimen. Sufficient thick- system so the slit measuring this contour was
nesses of these plates were chosen to prevent a placed parallel to the slit across the specimen,
second shock reflected between layers from in- with both slits equidistant from the axis.
terfering with the observations.

(b) The shock contour at two discrete
Once established, the same shock generat- points on each side of the beryllium specimen,

ing system was used in all shots. using total reflection, to provide correlation
with the contour (a) above.

The experiments were of two types.
(c) The free surface motion using frustra-

Type I -A streak camera technique for tion of total reflection at the inclined collision
the accurate measurement of the motion of a block (see Fig. 1). Some, but not all, expert-
free surface, based on the extinction of total ments measured the motion due to both elastic
reflection from a transparent block inclined at and plastic waves on the same specimen.
an angle to the surface, Ref. (2).

(d) After the surface velocity had been re-
In order to record the motion due to the corded, with low angled blocks, and the metal

- small amplitude elastic waves the technique was presumably in optical contact with the
was refined progressively until flight distances glass, a low level of light intensity persisted.
of the order of 10 pm were used. With these This light was cut off later in a well defined but
small flights special care was required during ragged trace. This final cut off was checked to
the manufacture and assembly of the shots. coincide with the sharp acceleration of the free

surface, due to the plastic wave arrival meas-
The beryllium specimens were prepared to ured on an adjacent longer flight distance block.

a mirror finish and flat within one wavelength It is thought to represent the final complete
of light over the area to be monitored. compaction of the porev. since the effect has

not been seen on solid specimens.
Examination and measurement of the angle

between the specimen free surface and the base Type 2 -An optical lever type method,
of the transparent velocity measuring prism Ref. (3,4).
was made using the interference pattern pro-
duced by a monochromatic source of light. The A high ,'peed rotating mirror streak cam-
prism was adjusted until, when clamped down era was used to record the displacement of the
with a foil spacer under one end, the Interfer- image of a fixed grid, reflected in the speci-
ence pattern consisted of the usual bright and men's polished surface, caused by the arrival
dark bands parallel to the line of contact. The of a plane wave inclined to the free surface.
spacing of these fringes was measured with a The accuracy of measurement is greater for
microscope to give the angle between the prism wave velocity than for surface velocity, but the
and specimen. To check that the lower edge sensitivity of the method was varied by adjust-
of the prism was truly in optical contact, the ing the distance between grid and specimen.
white light fringe pattern was viewed through
the top face of the block and frustration of total
reflection at that edge was observed via a ver- 2.3 Analysis of Data
tical glass face. Care was taken to avoid plac -
ingthe prism over any smallpolishingecratches Velocities were obtained from wedge and
or surface porosity defects which were re- inclined tlock surface traces by measuring at
vealed by any irregularities in the fringe least 100 coordinate points on each streak
pattern, camera record, using a computer programme
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•P~~ress-me¢ RedVCir2 Wayen

Fig. I - Experimental assembly

to scale the values to give true distance versus observed spread of wave arrival
time and to differentiate successive elements times at different positions on the
which could be chosen to overlap. In the short specimen surface.
flight shots, a linear least square regression
was judged to give the most suitable estimate of All the total reflection traces showed that
velocity since the distance-time traces were a definite value of free surface velocity is as-
close to linear. sociated with the arrival of the elaatic wave,

and if a ramp from zero exists, then it occurs
within the first 1/2 gm of travel. An example

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION trace is shown in Fig. 2.

The Appendix shows the detailed results.
In the table, the abbreviations used are:

OL = optical lever measurement on a set
wedge-shaped specimen.

TR "total reflection" method on a flat
plate specimen.

P0 = initial density.

x specimen thickness.

Ih = total distance over which measure-
ments were made.

w = wave velocity, suffix denoting elastic
or plastic. ,.1 0 0 0.0t

Flight distance mm
UFs free surface velocity, suffix denoting

elastic or plastic. Fig. 2 - Photographic results, (A)
glass block having large angle of

standard deviation except where contact with surface shows motion
preceded by :. In this case it rep- due to plastic wave$ and (B) block at
resents the spread of plastic wave small angle magnifies details of
velocities calculated from the surface motion due to elastic wave
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Many of the shots weredesigned to monitor elastic limit of the material if there is no
the initial surface motion over a restricted change of velocity with thickness. The solid
time interval less than At where At is the time curves in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are least square
taken for the first (hence fastest) elastic wave fits, and the broken lines in Fig. 6 represent
arriving at the free surface, to reflect back to the standard deviation about the curve.
the plastic wavefroni and return again to the
free surface (see Fig. 3(a)). More -ctendedIte vto sw r a e n s m ht o e e In Fig. 7. the experimental plastic wave
observations were made in some shots however velocities are shown to be in quite good agree-
and these traccs show increases in free surface ment with a purely hydrodynamic calculation
velocity at earlier tlmes than would be expected (RICSHAW, Ref. 5) using a Gruneisen equation
if a purely two-wave structure were present, of state for beryllium in which the ratio of thee.g., shot 2044 in Fig. 3(b). Gruneisen parameter and specific volume is

Measurements of the mean velocity of the assumed constant and equal to the ratio of the
primary elastic wave (Fig. 4) and the associ- values for solid material. RICSHAW assumes
ated surface velocity (Fig. 5) of the plate sper'i- total pore collapse at negllgible pressure. Al-
mns have been combined in Fig. 6 to show val- though the calculation ignores any effect due to
ues of stress versus dencity, using the relation the known elastic behaviour, this measure of

agreement suggests that pore compaction is
complete in these plastic waves. The computed

Pe poW..Ue - %there u, (UFS) plastic wave pressures were 100 Kb in 1.845
gm cm-3 to 45 nb in 1.277 gm cm"3 material.

derived from conservation of mass and momen- The broken curve in Fig. 7 is an empirical fit
tum across the wavefrmnt. This stress is the to the experimental points.

plastic Fielime WaveUrface

ewave vlc'i. Shot 2044

AtS/1

free s,.t~ace

iKen "Ci //

shoik elcusic
Way -

Distance I --- Time

(a) (b)

Figure 3

1.8 1.7 1,. 1.5 1.i 1.3

Initial Density it O.cn'

Fig. 4 - Elastic wave velocity
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Fig. 5- Free surface velocity due to elastic precursor
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3.1 Elastic Compression Curves (Fig. 8) ,'us the slopes of the P. v/vo lines are defined

Tvby -_ 0 Wr, and a set of lines for densitie3 1.3 to•: ~The longitudinal sound velocity W, = (mod-
Sulus of elasticity/)' '2 where D0 =density 1.845 gm cm"3 have been drawn taking W, from

the fitted line in Fig. 4 with the slopes shown in
Taking the P. v curve as linear up to the" Table 1. The lines are terminated at the app.'o-

elastic limit the modulus of elasticity is priate value of P obtained from Fig. 6.

P
(v0 - v)/v° 3.2 Plastic Compression Curves

The shapes of the P.v curves in the plastic
where v. is specific volume at P. region are not defined by this work but a rough

P estimate of their initial slopes has been made
Hence as follows:

P: -P •-o . We have determined the variation of W
with o (Fig. 7) and the slopes of the Rayleigh
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7 , 4
Mean \ , - -~ -i .....

6 .le 14

4 .4

IihOl Denity Ila O.cm"f

Fig. 7 - Pladti,: wave veftcity wp

TA4BLE t

o 1.845 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 gm cm" 3

poWz 3.16 2.92 2.43 k.00 1.1%2 1.29 1.0i Mb cc/cc

10.12 ±0.10 ±0.07 t0.0I6 10.05 10.06 !0,07
lines, EH in Fig. 9 may be shown to be -p.1 gm cm-3. Tne solid curve is proposed as an
approximately (since V . Vo). If the initial approximate estimate of the variation of w,
slopes of the plastic curves at E are -Do 0W, with dar.sity.
then the value of Wo pertaining to solid beryl-
lium is established from the empirical linear Implicit in this argumenit is the assumption
relation that the porous W.., curves are linear. This

has been demonw - .!.ed to be untrue in the case
W WO of porous copper {7), but it may be a better ap-

proximation than the "total compaction at neg-
where B is constant. Reference (6) quotes wo ligible pressuare" model vihich results in W.,,
8.06 mm//'sec for a density of 1.851 gm cm-3  curves passing through the origin.
(due to McO,,aen &tnd Marsh). A set of W, values from Fig. 7 are shown

The same reference quotes a linear fit to in Table 2 and a selection is snown in Fig. 10
W. u data (over a pressure =range 70 to 130 Kbar) in comparison with the calculated curves. Also
for 1.295 gm cm"3 beryllium in which W. 0.79 in the table are the estimated initial slopes of
mm//sec, the plastic curves, •wo2.

These two values are shown in triangles in
Fig,. 7, and the solid curve has been constructed 4. CONCLUSION'S
through them with reference to the experimentpl
W curve and assuming that (wP - w,) increases An elastic precursor wave of finite initial
linearly from p, = 1.851 gm cm"3 to P, = 1.295 amplitude was seen in all porosities examined.
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Shock ,* 1 "84

ath49 velocity 8"t's~sl'•aWmnmj

(Wo), I1

II
Kbo . .. (oL..

Particle velocity u Mn ps

"Fig. 10- w0 values derived from

Fig. 7 compared with total corn-
paction theory curves

o
099'i V/V I/OCJ

Fig. 8 .. Compression of The variation with density, of its amplitude
poroug beryllium and velocity was measured using the optical

techniques described.

Further precursor wave structure was evi-
dent in the traces and its presence in the sin-

p Plastic tered beryllium used, is not inconsistent with
Boade's qualitative proposal of a "repacking"

H wave with which he explained the double pre-
\',yleigh Line cursor found in sintered copper and sintered
. ,,•._ -PW. tungsten foams. The observed elastic wave

structure indicates that there is more detail in
Tent of •' -"the P.v curves than is shown in the simplified

STogent.atwE E diagrams here. with possibly a curvature of the
"elastic" portion of the curves before the tran-

Elastc sition to plastic.

L 1ý Measurements of the plastic wave show
o 0 that It produced complete pore compaction in

all densities of beryllium examined, but a ten-
tative estimate has been made of the variations

Figure 9 with density of the effective bulk sound velocity

TABLE 2

1.845 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1gm cm.3

W 7.88 C.76 - 4.86 3.51 2.45 1.58 J0.83 mm/=-- ec

ý_W02 1.15 j0.82 J0.40 0.20 0 09 )03 0. 0i. Mb ic/ccl
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and hence the initial slope of the plastic corn- of a plane free surface", Pro'e. 4tn Sympo-
pression curse. These values are likely to be slum on Detonation, USNOL, Oct. 1985. pp,
over-estimates owing to the non-linearity of the 573-583.
shock velocity versus particle velocity curves
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF A DIVERGING SHOCK WAVE
IN PLEXIGLAS CYLINDERS

Minao Kamegai
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California

Livermore, California
and

John Erkman
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The Mie-Graneisen type equation of state was derived for Plexi-
glas from the experimentally determined relation between shock veloc-
ity and particle velocity. The equation was uzed in the two dimensional
elastic-plastic codeHEMPto study a diverging shock wave in a Plexi-
glas cylinder. The agreement between the computation and experimen-
tal data is generally good. The curvature of the shock front in Plexi-
glas is simulated satisfactorily. Calculated stress versus time curves
for different lengths of Plexiglas give some insight into the mechanir.s
of gap testing of explosives.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL

This paper presents a numerical analy- A. Observing Curvature of the
sis made at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, A. oObseronts of the

Livermore, !or the dynamic btlavior of Plexi-
glas (polymethylmethacrylate, PMMA). Exper-• One of the NOL experimental assemblies
Ordmental stdiesbWere performedato at the Naval is shown in Fig. 1. In these experiments and
OrSpring, Maryland others described below, the material was
(1, 2,3). A Mie-Grdweisen type equation of state shocked by detonating tetryl charges in contact
is derived for PMMA in a form compatible with the specimen. The charges were two pel-
with HEMP, the LRL elastic-plastic code (4). with e s.8cin The are were tw l-

SThe data from which the equation of state is de-1 detonated at a point on the axis of symmetry,
rived are a functional relation between the shock dnate at a t on the aMM AI In the shock curvature experiments, the PMMAand the particle velocities measured at NOL. specimen was a rectangular block 5.08 cm sq

The computed results are compared with by 12,7 cm long. The difference of curvature
data from the NOL reports. Attention is focused of the shock front in the rectangular column
on the shock and free surface velocities along from that in a cylindrical column was taken
the axis, and the radius of curvature of the into account, The square cross section was
shock front. The interaction of the lateral rare- used because of difficulties in observing the
faction wave with the shock is also discussed, shock wave in a cylinder.

Preceding page blank

Work performed in part under the auspices of the U.S. Aton,ic Energy Commission.
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it (5.24-cm diaom) EQUATION OF STATE

A. Equation of State for PMMA

•2 pllet) The data taken with smear cameras yielded
the shock velocities and the free surface veloc-
ities. After the data points were smoothed, a
functional relation between the shock velocities
and the particle velocities was derived assum-
ing that the particle velocity is half the free
surface velocity. The relationship (5) was
found to be

Sli Si;t S = 0.587 exp(-2.30u) - 2.45 + 1.67u (1)
I PMMA I block J

Adjustable cc,,-' where S and i are the shock and particle ve-
.telocities in mm/lisec, respectively.

,o,n c..a ' Assuming the Hugoniot relations, the Mie-
Grflneisen tyke equation of state for PMMA was

-Fig. I - Experimental assembly for recording derived from Eq. (1) as follows:
curvature of shock front

P ý 0.09 1 0.001 ,2 + O.55 3 , 0.441 (E/V)
-• (2)

where p (1/v) - 1 is the volume compres-
B. Measuring the Shock Velocity sion, V = v/Lv is the ratio of the specific vol-

umes, and E = e/vo is the ratio of the specific
The shock velocity is measured by record- energy to the specific volume at room tempera-

ing the progress of the front along the axis, ture. The shear modulus of elasticity G and
using a streak camera. For this work, the di- yield strength Y, are o = 0.0143 Mbar and
ameter of the PMMA specimen cylinders was Y, = 0.00142 Mbar, respectively. The deriva-
slightly greater than 5.08 cm. So that the shock tion of Eq. (2) is semiempirical because the
could be viewed clearly against the back light, first constant and Grilneisen coefficient are

* the lateral face of the cylinders was machined calculated from physical principles whereas the
flat and polished so that two flat strips about second and the third coefficientg are empiri-
0.5 cm wide lay parallel to the axis, diametri- cally chosen.
cally facing each other. The thickness of
PMMA between the flat sections was 5.08 cm. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the accuracy

of the equation of state, In Fig. 3, the shock
The camera records represented position and particle velocities are calculated from

versus time, so the experimental data had to be Eq. (2) according to the relationships
differentiated to get the shock velocity S. One
reason for undertaking the computations re- -0 ko S u (3a)
ported here was to find out whether the s ver-
sus x curve is smooth. We wished to deter- V I - 1L. (3b)
mine if the experimental data had been properly -
averaged so as to obtain the usual smooth gap-
test calibr:ation curves. -c P (2/3) Yo (3c)

where the stress (c) is positive in tension.
C. Mepauring, the Free Surface Velocity The results are shown as a curve. The data

points shown In this figure are taken from Eq.
Free surface velocities were taken from (1) and fall within 3"' of the curve. Point A is

experiments in which minute, thin plastic foils the elastic limit of PMMA (explained below).
were projected off the free surface of PMMA Figure 4 shows a similar comparison between
cylinders (see Fig. 2). These cylinders were the Hugoniot curve as calculated from Eq. (2)
each 5.08 cm in diam; different lengths were and the points taken from Eq. (1) according to
used so that a curve of free surface velocity as the relations in Eqs. (3). These points also fall
a function of axial distance could be developed, within 3% of the curve below 0.3 Mbar.
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bck-1lghted iSht nmg

-Foil

PMMA cyl~ndef 5 dtVj

Fig. I - Typical smear camera setup for measuring
the free surface velocity

The elastic limit is determined as follows, describe tetryl product gases. The tetryl was
Equations (3) describe the plastic deformation pressed to a density of 1.51 gm/cc and had a
which takes place above the elastic limit, detonation velocity (D) of 0.72 cm/!sec. The
whereas the elastic deformation which takes LRL Chemistry Department (6) determined the
place below the elastic limit is described by a chemical energy, E to be 0.072 eu/cc (eu =
one-dimensional elastic relationship, Mbar x cc = l0s Solving for , in the re-

lation3 )-(v (4) ,oO,
T2-I-2 E---

where K and G are the bulk modulus and shear
modulus, respectively. Therefore, the inter- yields - = 2.54. This implies a Chapman-
section of these two curves is the elastic limit. Jouguet pressure of 0.221 Mbar t P, - 0•D

2 /

The longitudinal sound velocity in PMMA yields (,y 1)], which is probably 0.024 Mbar too
great. An alternate estimate, using results

K G 0.109 M from the RUBY code, gives a value of 2.98 for
3 -00 r and 0.197 Mbar for Pdj. The result of using

the smaller value of v is that such shock wave
In Fig. 5, the elastic limit is found at -a = variables as stress, shock velocity, and parti-
5.45 kbar a.: & 0.05 cle velocity are probably too large.

B. Equation of State for Tetryl COMPUTATIONS

The equation of state for the detonation Computations were performed with the
products of tetryl has not yet been studied to HEMP code. This code is a two-dimensional
the extent as those for the more widely used Lagrangian code capable of handling problems
explosives. For this reason, we used the in which the shear strength of the flowing ma-
gamma-law equation P = (y- 1) E/V to terial cannot be neglected. That is, it computes
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E Expfismntal oato points (Eq. I)

0.? 1
0.6 hwtowy (Eq. 2)

0.6-

0.5-

0.4 E
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Particle velocity - cma•1c

Fig., 3 bhock velocity versus particle velocity

SExperimentol dato polnlt (Eq. 1)
0.3

0.2

0.1

Hiugont cutor from
E q.7(2)

0 0.5

Fig. 4 -Equation of state for PMMA
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Plastic region

V I - (u S)

10-

a

Elastic limit

AN ~545b11 (1I'V) 10.05

Elastic region

-, 109(1 V) - Ii

0 0.05 0.1 0.15

Fig. 5 - Stress curve derived from the measured
shock and particle velocities

flow in elastic-plastic materials such as PMMA A. Shock Path
for which an elastic -plastic equation of state
has been derived as above. The problem was The computed position of the shock front is
set up as shown in Fig. 6, which gives the di- the point of the maximum 0, which is the well
mensions and the number of zones for each di- known artificial viscosity (4,7). Figure 7
mension. Each zone for this particular case is shows shock position as a function of time.
0.127 cm sq. A zone size of 0.06 cm was used Also shown in this figure are data points ob-
for computing the shape of the shock front. The tained from five experiments done at NOL (2).
problem is axially symmetric and has free sur- These data are derived from the streak camera
faces as boundaries on three sides. The bound- records in a straightforward manner. There
ary between the explosive and the PMMA was are no difficult operations such as numerical
treated so that the gases could slip with respect or graphical differentiation. A real difference
to the PMMA. No provision was made to simu- is evident between the experimental and corn-
late fracturing of the PMMA which, in these ex- puted results, meaning that the shock strengths
periments, waa observed to shatter completely by computation were too great. Hence we ex-
near the explosive, pect that for any given position the computed

S/ ---~7 4.0),------ ,o,,,,--

Detonation point

Fig. 6 - Geometry of the HEMP problem. The
numbers in parentheses are zone numbers.
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101-
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~0 E • ' xpet~hental dato po;nts.

a .Epe,;ments A- ., 167

_ Epr;menr A-175, 176

c/.I I I 1
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Fig. 7 - Shock position along the axis of a PMMA
cylinder 5.08 cm in diam and 10.16 cm long

shock and particle velocities will be too may be too large. This probably explains the
large. discrepancy between the computation and the

experiment.
Since HEMP computes the shock position

rather than the shock velocity, one has to dif-
ferentiatp Fig. 7 either graphically or numeri- C. Radius of Curvature
cally to get the shock velocity. An alternative
approach would be to derive the shock veloci- Figure 9 shows five profiles of the shock
ties by Eq. (1) from the maximum particle ye- front as computed by HEMP using finer zoning,
locities which HEMP calculates. i.e.. 0.06-cm zones. Each curve is labeled

with the elapsed time from initiation of detona-
tion in the tetryl. The location of the front is

B. Particle and Free Surface Velocities found by searching for those zones having the
greatest value of 0. For comparison, data

The partlcle velocity was recorded graphi- points derived from NOL experiments are also
cally and in tabular form. Figure 8 shows the plotted on Fig. 9. The agreement is good. The
peak particle velocity as a function of axial maximum difference is of the order of the di-
distance taken from the most recent NOL large mension of a zone, 0.06 cm. Thus the numeri-
scale gap test (LSGT) calibration (8). The cal simulation reproduces the shape of the
curve was derived from both free surface ve- shock front better than It calculates the peak
locities and shock velocities. Also shown in particle velocity.
this figure aie the computed maximum particle
velocities and computed half-the-free-surface By assuming that the shock wave is a
velocities at various points along the axis. spherical wave just as it enters the PMMA, the

radius of curvature (r) of the diverging spher-
A broad "hump" appears in the experimen- ical wave could be calculated for each profile,

tal curve between 2.0 and 4.0 cm along the as shown on the bottom of Fig. 9. As the shock
axis. The computation seems to confirm this front advances in PMMA, a lateral rarefaction
result, implying that the S versus x curve wave relieves the pressure. The point of devi-
should also show the hump as described in ation between the shock front and the diverging
Ref. (2). spherical wave is the front of the lateral rare-

faction. The broken line in Fig. 9 follows the
The disagreement between computational rarefaction fronts across the five profiles.

and experimental results is more than 10%. As
discussed in the section on the tetryl equation Measurements of the radius of curvature,
of state, the Chapman-Jouguet pressure calcu- made by a least square analysis of the photo-
lated from the gamma-law equation of state graphic records, show a discontinuous decrease
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in the radius between 2 and 4 cm axial dis- values of x, the particle velocity curve be-
tance (1). Close examination of Fig. 9 reveals comes nearly flat (see x = 2.39 cm curves)
that the lateral rarefaction wave traveling along while the pressure curve is triangular. For
the shock front seemingly accelerates in this x a 3.28 cm, the rate of decay of u and P agai
region, introducing more asphericity to the becomes more rapid. Thus in the gap test,
shock profile. Thus the radius of curvature where different lengths of PMMA are used, the
measured by the least square analysis on the acceptor explosives are subjected not only to
assumption that the shock front is a perfect different peak pressures but to different rates
sphere displays this apparent discontinuity, of unloading.

The results of LSGT tests of several explo-
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS Eives are given in Table 1 (9). The critical

pressure pulse required to initiate detonation ii
It has been shown in the preceding discus- an explosive can be located in Fig. 11 by using

sion that simulation of the flow in a PMMA rod the 50% gap thickness from Table 1 and the
gives good results. This is inferred from com- shock path curve (Fig. 7). In the LSGT, nitro-
paring the shock path curves from experiments guanidine responds to an intense, rapidly de-
with that from the simulation. The computed caying shock. (Note that we always refer to th
particle velocity versus distance curve also shock in the PMMA.) TATB responds to a les:
agrees well with that obtained from experimen- intense shock (59 kbar) which decays at a morn
tal work. Finally, the curvature of the shock moderate rate. Note also that the pressures
front is also reproduced by the simulation. The given in Table I do not agree with those read
computed velocities and pressures are about from the peak pressure envelope of the curves
10% higher than the experimental values; this in Fig. 11 because of the choice of equation-of
can be attributed to our selection of a y value state parameters for tetryl (see above).
for tetryl giving a value for Pe, about 12%
higher than better estimates (e.g., RUBY code For such relatively insensitive explosives
computations). Hence we feel that a computer as TNT, the peak pressures are about 20 kbar
simulation of the LSGT is feasible, and the rate of unloading -17 kbar/tsec. Note

that the peak pressure, however, is still above
Results of simulating the LSGT are useful that given by the LSGT calibration. The code

because the process gives data which are rounds the shock front rather severely as %2
either experimentally inaccessible or very dif- approaches 5 cm. Apparently finer zoning is
ficult to obtain. For example, the simulation required for more accurate computation of the
gives both particle velocity and pressure as rise time of the shock front.
functions of time for various points in the
PMMA (see Figs. 10 and 11). For a point near The next step in simulating the LSGT is to
the explosive, these curves display a sharp compute the flow in the acceptor explosives.
spike which decays significantly during some For this, we need an equation of state of the un-
0.5 psec. (See curves for x = 0 or 0.03 cm and reacted explosive, and values for at least some
x = 0.44 cm in Figs. 10 and 11.) For greater of the "arameters that control the initiating

Nq~ogaon.dne TATS, Baotol Explos:ve D TNT

2 (1 044

.- 149
- 2.39

. -3.28
- 0 4.10

4.86

7 8 9 10 It 12 13 1A 15 16 17 18 19

T;.e -,.see

Fig. 10- Particle welocity versus time after initiation

LLr -
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Fig. 11 o Pressure versus time after ir.:*iation

TABLE 1
Large Scale Gap Test Results for Several Explosives

Theoretical Gap
Dest- Mxmm Sensitivity Method ofExplosive Density-- Maximum (50% Point)Mehdf

Sgm/cc Density-_ Preparing Charges
% cm kbar

Nitroguanidine 1.64 92.1 0.81 93 Pressed in isostatic press

TATB 1.82 94.6 2.0 59 Pressed in isostatic press

Baratol - - 3.0 43 Cast

Explosive D 1.59 92.6 3.8 31 Pressed in hydraulic press

TNT 1.60 97.1 4.7 21 Pressed in isostatic press

process. This step is taken only after careful 3. U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Technical
evaluation of probable values of the results has Rept. NOLTR 67-10.
been completed.
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A CODE METHOD FOR CALCULATING HYDRODYNAMIC
MOTION IN HE DETONATIONS

Charles E. Needham
Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland Air Force Base. New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A method is presented for calculating high explosive hydrodynamic
motion and detonation. A two-dimensional Eulerian hydrodynamic code
is used. The code allows for flow with large distortions and turbulence,
permitting calculations normally difficult or impossible with the usual
Lagrangian codes. A burn routine treats each zone individually. Deto-
nation proce'eds at a velocity determined by local conditions. it is im-
mediately applicable to implosions, shaped charges, And complex inter-
acting detonation fronts. The hydrodynamic code has proved accurate
in predicting pressures, flow fields, and detonation velocities. Calcu-
lations of a center-detonated sphere demonstrated the code's symme-
try. A second calculation demonstrated some of the code's capability.
A "bomb-shaped" charge was two-point detonated producing a high-
velocity jet where the two waves met. Calculation was continued until
the peak air shock pressure was less than 30 psi. Results are com-
pared with the same "bomb-shape" one-point detonated. This method
provides all the parameters to accurately describe the hydrodynamic
motion inside the explosive as well as in the surrounding media.

T INTRODUCTION This proccdure has provided experiment-
ers with predictions for arrival times, ov--

Sn recent years we who have been working pressures, dynamic pressures. posltive p,. 4se
with the SHELL code have been asked to pro- durations and impulses - in general, all meas-
vide predictions of airblast parameters for urable parameters. The results of such calcu-
high explosive detonations. Until recently these lations have proven to be very a.curate and for
requists were answered with the results ob- most experiments fall well within the error
tained from two basic computer codes. SAP and bars of the experimt-ntal data.
SHELL.

Recently we were asked to make predic-
SAP is a one-dimensional, Lagrangian, tions for the airblast from a bomb-shaped

spherically symmetric, hydrodynamic computer charge detonated simult-neously at both ends.
code which we modified to allow high explosive The "burn" could not be done in one-dimension.
"burn." SHELL is 4 two-dimensional, Eulerian, This paper describes the method used to pro-
cylindrically symmetric hydrodynamic code. In vide such predictions and presents some re-
all cases the burn was accomplished by SAP. suits of the calculations.
If, after the burn "was complete, two-dimensional
effects were present (such as a reflecting
ground plane) the SHELL code was used. The THE HYDRODYNAMIC CODE
results of a SAP calculation were then c 2nverted
to two-dimensions before two-dimensional ef- The bapic SHELL code is a two-dimensional,
fects were evident. The two-dinsional SAP cylindrically symmetric, Eulerian, hydrody-
results were then used as initial conditions for namic computer code. An Eulerian code allows
a SHELL calculation, flow with large distortions and turbulence thus

Preceding page blank
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488 C. NEEDHAM

permitting calculations in situations which A prereqv ,ite for a code used to calculateLagrangian codes find difficult if rnot impossi- HE "burn" is that it be able to handle several

ble. We considered this property to be most materials. RADISH5 was therefore chosen as a
important in solving proiMems of the type men- basis for the two-dimensional "burn" code.
tioned in the introduction. The radiation diffusion subroutine was removed

in anticipation of a high explosive burn sub-
The partial differential equations for non- routine.

viscous, nonconducting compressible fluid flow
are solved for each zone. The equations are The hydrodynamic calculation is carried

out in the following order: Subroutine CDT de-
Mass termines a time step based on

S + V P P t 0 At xi
2Vi

Momentum
where vi is the maximum of material speed or
sound speed and Axi is the minimum dimension

, u • V U Vp + pV,: 0 ol a zone.

Next, Subroutine PHI considers the fluid at
rest and determines only the pressure term
contribution to the time derivative. The cloc-

p +. a V E V pu + po V•b 0 ities are updated and the energy may be .,ither
updated or the change in energy stored for

where later reference.

Subroutine PH4 is an optional routine. It
P• density is either the radiation diffusion or "burn" rou-

e velocity tine. Uf used, the energy is appropriately up-
dated, ignoring material motion.

p pressure F broutine PH2 then tr, .3ports mass. Mo-

E - specific total energy mcntu. 1,i conserved and energy, velocity andmans ark pdated in each cell. Total energy is

t ý time conserved exactly. This completes one hydro-
dynamic cycle. Auxiliary routines are then

-potential of external field. called for editing and plotting before returning
to CDT for the next cycle.

A time step (At) is chosen and the cell param-
eters are updated to time (t + At) in terms of THE "BURN"I ROUTINE
the parameters at time t.

SHEiLL is n one-material code. In this Three main considerations made during the
form it has the capability of making pure hy- writing of the burn routine were its ease of use,

drodynamic calculations for any matcrial which compatability with the already existing hydro-
can be treated as a compressible, inviscid fluid code, and application to the problems of interest.
and for which a valid equation of state exists. The purpose of the calculation was to pro-
The one-materiai verstor, has been used for duce answers to the problems of the hydrody-
years in the study of air blast and pellet im-pact Th acurac ofthecod is imet,•ted namic motion of the detonation products and
pact. The accuracy of the code is time tusted terefc ntesronigmda htheir effect on the surrounding media. The
and proven, burn routine, therefore, is not concerned with

The basic one-material code is the heart the ,,xact behavior at the detonation front nor
of what we call th, "SHELL family of fine with time-dependent chemistry of the explosive.
codes." Some other members of the family are Based on our experience with the one-dimens. .al
SHELL2, a two-material code; RADISH, a hy- burn routine, we established the following
drocode with radiation diffusion; RADISH5, a "ground rules."
five-material code with radiation diffuF' ,-a;
SPSHELL, a version written in polar coordi- 1 The detonation front is a sharp line di-
nates; SHELLP, a version written for pure vidin- the cell into burned and unburned ex-
two-dimensional flow (no axis of symmetry). plosive.
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2. The detonation front pro,'!eds th, gh The routine treats each zone individually.
the unburned matrial at the sound speed of the Four passes are made through the entire grid
material in the zone now being ourned. each cycle. In the first pass, all energies are

updated ba,3ed on the results cf PHI and the
3. The energy released during detonation ratio of burned high explosive to total high ex-

is simply the detonation energy tirres the plosive is determined. If the ratio indicates
amount of mass engulfed by the detonation front the presence of either burned or unburned HE
in one time step. in a,. amount less than I part in 104 the small

amount is zeroed and the energy properly
The above rules were sufficient in the one- balanced.

dimensional case; however, two-dimensional
effects present specific problems. In L ie- The second pass considers only those
dimension the direction of the motion of the zones eontaining all burned explosive, with
detonation front is obvious, either radially in- neighboring zones having unburned explosive
ward or outward. This problem was solved in but no burned explosive. In this case the dcto-
two-dimensions by adding rule number four: nation proceeds from the zone interface, per-

pendicular to the interface at the local sound
4. The detonation wave in a partially speed.

burned zone proceeds in the direction of the
pressure gradient. The third pass through the grid ignores

those zones considered in the second pass and
In two-dimensions we also have the prob- only considers zones which are partially

lem of orientation of the detonation front within burned. When a partially burned zone is found.
a z:" We found it impractical to keep track the two components of the pressure gradent
of possibly several detonation fronts in a single across the cell are calculated (one radial, one
zoie. To solve this problem we established axial). From these, the direction of the vector
rule number five. gradient is found. The detonation wave now

proceeds . t the speed of sound in the directior'
5. No zone may ignite a neighboring zone of the vector g-adient, that is, along what I will

until the first zone is completcly burned, call the sound vector.

One condition, which was not foreseen but The vector components of the now Jefbned
which appeared in our second test problem, was sound vector are taken in the direction of the
the presence of a low-density region of high two pressure gradient components. The deto-
explosive at the surface of the charge. This nation wave may now proceed along the pres-
condition is caused by the !troited geometric sure gradient components with a vc.ocity equal
resolution of an Eulerian code. The outer to the corresponding sound vector component.
boundary of the charge did not coincide with
zone borndaries; therefore, the density of the Defining the computational mesh such that
outer surface was taken as the mass-weighted X,, V- a&-e the upper right hand co, aer of a
average density of the high explosive and air. zone havinp dimensions DXI, DY1 and density

The artificially low d4ensity caubed an art•fi- fk, we may describe the amount of mass cn-
cially high surface L•oni% v'locity. fhe result gulfpd by the detonation wave in one 1tt,,e step.
was that the detonation pruceeded a'ong the
outer edge of the charge at several tunes thi First we must define the position of the
detonation velocity. It v'.-s therefore r.nces- detonation front in the zone. Asz" ning we are
sary to establish rule number six. moving radially outward, the position of the

detonation front (RZ) is defined by
6. No zone may ignite a neighboring zone

if its own density is belh. 7 some arbitrary per- RZ7 X2 TM .MU
cent.ge of loading density. k VY'

A minor modification was also necessary where TM is V. , total mass of the zone and MU
in the mass transpirt r.)fitine, a-ain due to the
Eulerian description of ths high E:tp!osive .- the mass ol unburned explosive In the ,one.
tound.--y. No br 'ieu explosive is allowed to
leave a zone unt, A11 other materials have left. The masL of unburned explosive engulfed

in a time step is then calculated as
With the above assumptions and rules the

onl, information necessary to the bura routine

is an equation of state and the detonation energy. \k 1 (ZC ~ ~-R2 . Y
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where C, Is the radial component of the sound v !,
vector and At is the time step. .

If the detonation wave crosses a zone
boundary in a time step, the mass engulfed in
the neighboring zone is calculated 3 .,,

AM, k I 1 (RZ ,C, At) • i" kl DY at :.b'u

Sin'ilar equations are used for axial motion of '
the detonation front. -•av -. :

The final paz, through the grid converts •, .

the mass engulfed by the detonation wave in

each zone from unburned explosive to burned "
explosive and deposits an amount of energy

-ýMkE, where E is the amount of energy released *

per unit mass.
RADIUS then a 103

CA.LCULATJONAL RESULTS '.- rg coiI',,r

The calculations presented here used the
LSZK equation of state for the detonation prod-
ucts in a TNT explosion. The SHELL code used further bpl ,'wn that this detonation velocity is
a purely compressional equation of state for the constant ovi,. aost of the radius. It took a few
unburned TNT. This is an analytical fit to the zones for the detonation to stabilize. The saw-
Hugoniot for solid explosives, tooth effect on the detonation front is a result

of the definition +"f the pressure gradient across
ThL first test problem was a 50-cm radius a zone. This in -hility is bounded to a distance

HE sphere loading denbity 1.58 gm/cm 3 deto- of less than one zone dimension. The burn
nated at the center. Forty-six hundred and method surpassed our expectations in accuracy
eight zones were in the computational mesh. of both geometric definition and hydrodynzmic
each zone was 1.5 cm square. Thus, 1745 parameters. Figure 2 is a compar.son with the
zones defined the sphere. This test problem analytical solution.
served a dual purpose. The symmetry of the
burn routine could be checked and the accuracy We then proceeded to make calculations for
of the method could be found because analytical the specific case requested. "How would the
solutions are known for this configuration. airblast from a specific conventional bomb be

modified if a second detonator were installed at
Figure 1 is an energy contour at a time of the rear?" We chose the configuration such

70 psec. The detonation ha. been carried that tht. nose of the bomb was 1 meter above
through approximately 30 zones. The outer se- ground at the time of detonation. This placed
ries of contours demonstrates the limit of geo- the tail of the bomb 3.8 m above ground. Forty-
metric resolution of the Eulerian grid. The in- six hundred and ".ght zones were used. Each
put sphere was geometrically perfect. "he zone %ias 4.5 cm in the axial direction by 1.5
stairsteps indicate the zone size. The •.'t;,' cm in the radial direction. This asymmetncy of
contours show the symmetry of the deto.Li' on the zones led to some asyminetr', of the deto-
front relative to the surface of the sphere. nation front but was not consider-d serious.

At this time the detonation front has A secon, calculation was made osing the
reached a radius of approximately 47 cm with same configuration with only one detonator lo-
a detonation velocity of 6.7 x 10s cm/sec. The caced at the tip of the bomee.
aralytic detonation velocity for the LSZK equa-
tion of state at this loading density is 6.9 x 10' Com*arison of the two calculations s!.ows
cm/sec. The difference betweet. the calculated the detonation front from the tip is identical in
and analytic velocity is easily accounted for by both cases to a time of -120 1 sec. At this time
the 1.5-cm zone size in the c.lculation and Ii- the interaction of the two detonation fronts in
nite difference appr-,ximation made. '",,ice th.s the two-point calculation becomý . important
error would noe be considered serious. A can and considerably modifies the front.

-- _M

__ AV
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CONCLUSIONS

A jet fornis ai the plane of intersection of The development of the ability to calcu-
the detonation waves. The effect of this jet is late the phenomenology of complex interact-
found by comparing the peak pressure and dy- in
namic pressure as a function of radius for the ing detonation waves provides, I believe, a
two calculations. Figure 3 is a comparison of significant advance in p:ediction and calcula-
the overpressure vs. distance curves for the tional technique.
two-point detonation and the one-point detona- This code provides a powerful tool for the
tion at ground level. The overpressure re- study of the hydrodynamic aspects of detona-
mains at least a factor of two greater for the tion. The code has proven to be very accurate
two-point detonation to a distance of about 10 in the rediction of airblast from high-explosive
meters. This represents the difference be- detonations in several test series conductedtween 750 psi and 1500 psi. dtntosi eea etsre odceboth in the United States and Canada. I see no

reason why this accuracy should be changed
POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS during the calculation of detonation.

Of special interest in problems of this type It should be pointed out, however, that this
is the effect of time-dependent chemistry be- codp is expensive to run and may prove imprac-
hind the detonation front. A subroutine for the tical for many budgets. The 5000-zone version
multiniaterial code is now available for use of the code has a storage requirement of
which allows calculation of atmospheric time- 240,000 octal locations and a running time of
dependent chemistry. at least one hour on the CDC 66i00 computer for

the simplest of test problems: The one-point
This routinc -an be modified to handle detonation presented here required approxi-

high-explosive time-dependent chemistry. mately 5 hours to complete the burr and an ad-
Some work is now being done using a seven- ditional 30 hours to carry the calculation to low
species equilibrium chemistry routine. oierpressures.

Cased charges may also be calculated as In this :articular instance, however, the
long as the conditions are such that the case cost of the full calculation was less than the
material may be treated as hydrodynamic, that cost of detonating one such actual device. The
is. as long as ma,...iAl strength is not impor- cost of field testing would then have to be In-
tant. Case fracturing can ba included by em- eluded in addition. The calculation provides
ploying relatively simple minimum density much more compleic inforniation than could be
checks during the mass-transport phase of the obtait, -a from a sirgle field test or even a se-
calculation. ries of tests.
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A REALISTIC APPROACH FOR DESCRIBING THE
EXPLOSION-GENERATED AXI-SYMMETRIC WAVE

PROPAGATING IN A HALF-SPACE

A. Sakurai
Waterways Expeiunent Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT

In connection with the generally unsatisfactory situation of the
present state-of-the-art !or a surface burst problem, the particular
sensitivity of the input to the solution of the problem is discussed and
related to the singularity of the solution at the explosion source. In
consequence of this, a realistic approach to the problem is considered
by developing the approximate solution which has the singularity rep-
resenting the characteristics _f the source condition explicitly so that
the above sensitive property can be handled properly. The approach is
applied to the two cases of the acoustic and the elastic half-spaces, and
their results are compared favorably with the test data for water and
rock environments.

INTRODUCTION from this solution for the airblast input from
an explosion above the surface show good

Consider here the problema of describing agreement with the test data for various
the shock wave generated by an explosion on or charge heights to small distances of a few
near an interface and its propagation into the charge radii (4). But, once the charge is par-
lower half-space. The current standard theo- tially in water, th? test data sho. far larger
retical approach to this problem is to simulate shock values, in fact, ten times as large, com-
the process by a step-by-step numerical code pared with those computed, even if the meas-
calculation. The results are, however, gener- ured surface pressure values from the test
ally not .atisfactory (1, 2) as compared with its data are used for the surface airblast loading.
application to other problems such as airblast
calculation. Quite often codes simply fail to This singular nature at the surface is typi-
give meaningful results because- of instability. cal for a surface burst problem, and partly due
When they do give results, their solutions are to the direct wave from the direct impact but,
often not only different fror. each other for the as will be seen below, mostly caused by t'.e
same physical problem, but also disagree with airblast near the explosion source.
the test data.

Mathematically, the phenomenon is related
Tnis situation stems from the particular to the singularity of the solution at the explo-

charge location, i.e., at the interface of two sion source. The solution given in the example
different media, which results in a sensitivity above is designated only for the above-surface
to the problem. The feature can be seen more cases and lacks the singularity, and a solution
clearly in the following example of water half- without the singularity cannot describe the sur-
space, to which an analytical solution is avail- face burst. On the other hlnd. nny solution in-
able for the water shock induced by a spreading corporating the singularity pro,.z-rly can possi-

Y airblast loading on the surface (3), so Lhat the bly desc"ibe the dominant feature of the shock
procedure is free from the error of code iinu- field outsitue the close-in range, as much as 90
lation. Now, the water shock values compt.ted percent as given above.

Preceding page blank
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It is thus more realistic for the surface t is the time and c. c' are the acoustic veloc-
burst problem to utilize a solution including the ities in the lower and upper regions, respec-
singularity reprcsenting the charactarlstics of tively. p. pl must also satisfy the condition at
the source condition expressed explicitly so the Interface given as
that its sensitivity can be properly handled to
get a far-field solution that represents the one p - p 0,
from the designated envL-onmeat. Once the
singularity is removed, it is not diffictlt to ob- (ýo (2)
tain an Improvement by a straight computation. for z . r

Now,, the mathematical problem of the ex-
plicit solution of a surface burst is very diffi- where P0 , p• are the densities in the lower and
cult even for tho iimplesW riodels such as upper half-spaces.
acoustic or linear elastic , and the existinganalytical solutions to this problem are either A formal solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) with a•
incomplete nr unrealistic for the present pur- source singularity at the origin (r, z = 0) can
pose; thus, a more realistic and explicit solu- be given in the following way.
tion, although approximate, Is developed. The
actual procedure for this is as follows. First, Express the solution p. p' of Eq. (1) in the
ýhe nature of the source singularity is deter- general Laplace-Hankel transforms as
mined from the asymptotic expansion of the
formal solution expressed in the Laplace-
Hankel transforms, and then the approximated p(r.z, t) L-1 1)(w,,s) Jo(wr) e'zda
solution is constructed from the sum of the
elementary solutions which have singularities t
at the origin and are matched to the above .1
singularity, p'(rz,t) b'(c.s) Jo(wr) e'u.ZckJ

In the following paragraphs, the method is
applied to the two cases of acoustic and elastic (3)
half-spaces and their results are compared where
favorably with the test data for water and rock
environments, respectively.

ACOUSTI2 HALF-SPACE °' (s/C )2

Assume here that linear acoustic proper-
ties hold within th. entire space. The assump- and L- I represents the inverse Laplace trans-
tioin of acoustic propert- in the upper half- form with s its variable, and determine b, W
space sounds unrealistic and, in fact, is to satisfy Eq. (2) and have a source at the ori-
Inadequate to describe the alrblast field there, gin from
But it turns out to be sufficient for the purpose
of providing the dominant feature in the lower h - h' .(s
haf-space, as far as the solution has an appro-
priate singularity at the surface. a(4)(

Using the cylindrical coordinate system To
(r, z, ,-) with z = 0 the interface, the pressures
p and p' in the lower and upper regions should where K and w' are functions of ; only, to re-
sat 4'y sult In

I ý2 p I p' ;1)
p. Ap

where n/\P o

". which can be simp' lied, in practice, to
r r.~ 7

p p(r.z.t) . I r . p(r0z.t) z)(. '.t)

-= -t- -~ - -
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because of the small value of the ratio po ',P interpreted as the "airblast induced wave" (5).
for typical cases of application. Now, an explicit expression for p. is derived

in a manner as mentioned in the introduction
Thus, we get the formal solution p given above. By simply repeating the integration by

as parts, we get from Eq. (7)

0w 1
p LIP P~ oor~-a.~] To o°w ( )c

The source functions K and .' in Eq. (4) are ,C' e H I
related to the total input force Fo( t) and accel- C C
eration Wo(t) at the center by

L( -7C

0 0

KS L f (t rd-& (8)
;0'

1.0 } Since p. is a solution of the wave equation for

"-L(Wo) ,p in Eq. (1), it can be expressed generally as
the sum of the elementary solutions of the wave

1.2 ...

where V, V' are the z-components of. the ma-
terial velocities.e

It can be shown that L-. L

Wo~~tL L 7-V VFo d

L - JQr) .ti -ZL and f, * are functions to be determined. Uti -
3 lizing the symmetry property of p. to the z = 0

plane, Eq. (9) is ,educed to

F. (t q)
I. (t a2... t (10)

C, :32  q 20\ C
H By comparing the terms in Eq. (10) with the

Itsame powers in z at r = 0 of Eq. (8), the
e H ad te H d ae ffunctions t 12, --- are determined. They

q I ~Tz . depend oni how mnany terms are retained, and
the second approximation using the first two

Accordingly, Eq. (5) is reduced to terms gives

P -, Foot If -.- t-
CI 2

It is noted here that the first tevm p in Eq. (7)
represents the "direct wave" caused by the di -
rect impact of the source to the medium in the it
lower space, while the second term p. is EqC (/)
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With the explicit expression of p, of Eqs. (10)
and (11), Eq. (7) gives the pressure formula
provided by the input functions F, and W$, LEGEND 1which depend on the nature of the explosion. - THEORETICAL
For the surface burst of a spherical HE charge. o 0 EXPEERIMENTAL

it is found (5) that they can be given by 
_ooo

F , ( t ) " ( ta o)2 p • ct V

(12) 1000 o, 40
•, U' , -t D', o

oWo(t) - K 1 p.0aoc

o0 LJwhere n, is the charge radius; p,, U', D,' are 00 o o_
the initial shock pressure, velocity, and dura-
tion of the free airblast; p,, D, are the corre-
sponding values in the lower medium (free-
water data); and a. K are the factors due tothe deviation of the center of the charge from IO
the interface. Thus, the pressure formula be-
comes for this case

p(r.z.t) 0(r.z.t) H(y) a k, 60
W 0

tq t, - II

C 
Liac 00. 20

Z -y D 0p~(r.z.t) - pia 2 
•1- 0

0 0 0

.pU' 1 II C'• < 0 05 1o 20• I0

02 0 '

40 0 , 0 -

-1 0. 5jf 1 52

P, 2'0

The pressure values for the water environ-ments are computed from Eq. (13) using the
2alues p, 4.6 x10s psi, p Z = 1.2×104 psi. 0

I D C 
OIL 10LUTT

D,= 0.042 w' ' mesec, w' = O.O0e w' ," msec, 00 o I •;ao -0.13 W' -' ft. C = 4.9 ft/ resec, u' C = 6.9. *,o, .. 't,C' Dc = 0.23, and -- K with W the charge

weight in pounds, and they are compared withtest data from detonations of various charge Fig. 1 - Wdter shock pressure-time historyweights ranging from 5g5 to 10,000 pounds ,5.6). from Eq. (13) compared with test data

test ~ ~ daafo eoainso =aiu hreFi.I Wtrsokprsuet itr
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The agreement be;,ween the theoretical and test The formal solutions , . given in Eq. (15)
values is satisfactory as seen in Fig. 1. are now expanded, as in Eq. (8). in power se-

ries of l1z along the axis r = 0. It is conven-
As noted in the Introduction above, the di- lent for this to divide P and I in two parts as

rect wave was appeared in the first term in
Eq. (13) has a significant contribution only for . = ,, . .d-, (16)
small q values, and otherwise the pressure
values are dominated by the airblast induced where 'Pd, pd are the terms with -(s) and ,
term. q,. for '-(s) terms. ..aixes d and a stand for

"direct" a.d "airblast" as in Eq. (7). Then we
get

ELASTIC HALF-SPACE

Consider here an elastic lower half-space C_ . C• c . 2 ]
and the shock field is described by the dis- - o E Do 2 D
placement potentials 4 and ,. which are deter-
mined from the wave equations with the propa- z c, c-2 4CS2
gation velocities CD and C,, respectively. " -2" -.... a

Upper medium is again assumed acousltc; then D, 2D
the formal solutions for o and .o, satisfied by
the boundary condition 2

32 for z =O0 r"O0 (14) (€'") , Co:" Cv

o o_
C2 0 C )

z0 o(4 G" ,°o- c

with -,,, and a,, the stress components, and
having an inpLt source at the origin, are deter-
mined in a similar manner as in the previous 1
case. •2 S

L AII Jo(rw)o e r wrdci) ( 0d',,o -o 0C- z I
0

(15)r
4: L"[( 2a, J '(r 'e 2- CDLI

L- A Jo (rw,) e- ,2 , 11dw7 :
V 2+a22 A

where f -2)

I F, (/CD) 2 a22/C, 2 -

LC I 2nja 2 I\1 C2 8

= A" •II+ ,J)

2 .2 )(s)

and the smallness of Me density ratio P, 'p 0 is where
also utilized to simplify A. The source func-tions ,and KI are related to F,(t) and ot ) .

as in Ea. (6), except for p replaced by c-,, (c.f. W(m)(y) H(y) W( (y - dl)"l W(r) ,1,,
Eq. (14)).
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where the parameters are all as defined in

F(")(v) If(y)v) (y- .r)1'- Fo( ) F 1,j Eq. (12).

0
Forizontal acceleration (i")z.o from Ec;.

M .2 ... (19) with Eq. (20) is compared with experimen-
tal data (8) from detonation of HE on the rock

subscripts D. s stand for t - q Cl, t - c c,. surface. Only a tenth of the charge radius is in
respectively, submitted for the variable y, and the ground in this case, aj = 0.2, and the K is
the bar signifies the value at r = 0. the maximum value of 8. In Fig. -oome typ!-

cal u data are compared with tVe ... puted
.:, *:d; ,. 4 d in Eq. (16) are then postu- values. These show the basic consistency of

lated as Eq. ,J) by utilizing elementary solu- the theory with the experimental data.
tions of respective wave equations.

As a trial attempt, only their first terms M- EASURED JUz..20.

are retained and are determined from Eq. (17)
as- COMPUTED I|uI Z 0as

- " -• ..c," ,2500,

oCD [ D 0 j* 1.C0

(18)

F~l 1 2C, F( 2 )
I ?CD q

The horizontal and vertical displacements ob -2500

u and v are determined by 40.

~~~~~ 1 I - 00IR981
r j

Tr Vz T, r 5 r l k o ,,

U 0

and they become very complicated even to the <
simplest approximation given by Eq. (18). but
are simplified at z =0 to 0

o-200 .

W 0-00 R 125'

1 10 15 2

I 2 C,, ,2]

r~C W2)I
r

2 
DoC0  0

-200

0 5 0 IS 20

r2 [0C0L Cl, C , TIME FROM DETONATION, 1ASEC

Fig. - Comparison of calculated horizontal
acceleration-time history with test data from

__ 2F12+) C, MINE ORE Event, MINE SHAFT Series
rO P0CP L- % o •

Input functions F,, and w, appropriate to ground REFERENCES
shocks are iound in the form (7)

1. H. F. Cooper, Jr., "Comparison Studies of
Finite Difference Results for Explosions

, -t2 (., on the Surface of the Ground." Air ForceF 1 (t ) (• )•p, e

Weapona Laboratory, Technical Report
¢ (20) AFWL-TR-67-25, May 1967.

Ill -,n'.12 2 2. D.C. Gakenheimer, "Response of An Elas-
tic Half Space to An Expanding Ring of

___- - - --;-~~ -= =---- ~-
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Surface Pressure," RAND, Memorandum Report 1, Analytical Study," U.S. Army
RM-6095-PR, August 1969. Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Technicai Report N-69-3, May 1969.
3. A. Sakurai and J. M. Pinkston, "•Water
3.A. Shoka anve M Pesulinton, 'xpWaters 6. L. Miller and J. M. Pinkston, "Shock Waves

ShockWvean AResuatiegfrnterEac plosiort ,Resulting from Explosions at an Air-Water
above an Air-Water Interface, Report 1, Interface, Report 2, Experimental bivesti-
Results of a Theoretical Investigation," gaIton, " U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experi- Experiment Station Technical Report
ment Station Technical Report 1-771, April N-prien Jan 1971S1967.TIR N-69-3, January 1971
1967.- L7. J. L. Drake and A. Sakurai, "Far Field4. L. Miller, J. M. Pinkston, and J. N. Strange, Characteristics of Ground Shock Induced"Water Shock Waves Resulting from Explo- by Explosions." Army Science Conference
sions above an Air-Water Interface, Report Proceedings, June 1970.
2, Experimental Study." U.S. Army Engi-
neer Waterways Experiment Station Tech- 8. C. E. Joachim, "Mine Shaft Ground Motionnical Report TR 1-771, May 1970 8 .. Jahm Mn hf rudMto
nMeasurements: Events Mine Under -nd

Mine Ore," U.S. Army Engineer Watei 'ays
5. A. Sakurai. "Shock Waves Resulting from Experiment Station. Technical Report (to

Explosions at an Air-Water Interface, be published).
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THE COMPUTATION OF GENERAL PROBLEMS IN
ONE DIMENSIONAL UNSTEAC Y FLOW BY THE

METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS

B. 1). Larnbourn and N. E. Hoskin
.!omic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldcrmaston -!erkshire, England

ABS'rRACT

This paper describes the logical structure of a general purpose
characteristic code RICSIIAW which overcomes many of the difficulties
that have previously dis•.ouraged the use of such codes. The code has
the ability to consider multiple shocks, shock interactions and forma-
tion of shocks in compression waves in any number of regions using
arbitrary equations of state. The relative advantages of characteristic
and finite difference schemes are discussed and comparisons are given
with calculationF using a finite difference mesh code. It is shown that
for sinilar usage of .omputer time the characteristic code gives
"smoother solutions, with much greater certainty of the position of
shocks and other waves, and a physical insight into the wave phenom-
ena that occur.

Preceding page blank
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[EQUATION OF STATE OF DEONATION PRODUCTS
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and
J. E. Kurrie

Mason & Hangar-Silas Mlason Co., bIc., Bttrli~gton AEC Plant
Burlington, Iowra 526o0!

ABSTRACT

In previous papers we have described how isentropic expansions
could be measured, and how an equation of state could be inferred if
detonation~ velocity as a function of density were also known. The a; -
sumptions were: (1) that the fluid was essentially nonreactive once

formed; (2) that the Gr~ineisen parameter, L- ('LP ,'*as at most weakly

temperature -dependent; and (3) that the C-J hypothesis holds.

This paper compares calculated results with experiments on PETN
with the purpose of testing the assumptions made in the previous art. ty-
sts. Recent Pci and detonation velocity measurements are report-~d
for a density rakige 0.25 < 0< 1.77.

INTRDUCIONparameter G on tempera-
Experimental determination of the equation v~ k V~ VýE

of state of explosive detonation products has ture; i.e., G - G V).
been the subject of many studies (1 - 9). TheseTedaaue i(9wreteepnnc
studies have provided in each case a proposed of detonation velocity on density D(, 0), and the
equation which contains various thermodynamic isnrpcreuroP(,whhrsltfm
and hydrodynamic assumptions, and in more or tedtnto fPT tis..aiu odn
less successful in describing the input data. h eoaino ENa t .aiu odn
hi (9) we suggested the possibility of testing the dniy 0 (a) owti h cuayo h

assuptins b peforing xpeimens wich data the resulting ecjuation of state is unique.
would provide independent data. The equation givei. in (9) is

There are three assumptions contained in P P p IG o(V)/,1 (E - E.). (1
the equntion of state given in (9). first, the
Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) condition applies be- where
hind the detonation front. Next, the detona-
tion products once formed are essentially non- P1  A exp (-R, V) + B exp (-R2 V)
reactive; and essentially the s.~me products (2)
are formed from pe'rtaerithritoltatranitrate +C/V(I+.)

(PETN) at various loading densities. This as-
sumption implies that thle he t (or energy E0) -R VA/ +)BR.)e 2V
of detonation per gram is constant. Finally, 1v BR)ep- 2 .V

we can neglect the dependence of the Grfineisen (CA.w)( I IV)' (3)

This work was performed under tR~e auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Preceding page blank 503
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Sand* best pre•ared from carefully recrystallized
PETN with a surface area of 2 to 3,6 m 2/g and

G0(V) A1 1 . tninh A2(A• 1.77) particles of 1.5,1 in diameter by 2J' in length.
The PETN contained 1%' of tripentaerithritol -

•B 1 . iiih B2(B• - '1.77)] (4) octanitrate (Tripeon) which acts as a mild
binder. Charges 1 and 2 in. in diameter and

•c, cosh rC 2(C3 - , 1.77); D measuring up to one diameter in length were
pressed in dies with double acting rams.

The coefficients for the above equations are
given in Tahies 1 and 2. The average density of each specimen was

obtained from weight and volume measure-
TABLE 1 ments. The density uniformity along the axis

Coeficiets or P(v)of parts with density above 0.9 g/cc was moni-
Coefficientsfor____v tored by a radiographic technique. Each radio-

A 7.972 graph was calibrated by placing beside the
U 0.1943 specimens a machined step tablet and a flat
c 0.00601 block, both of Plexiglas, closely matched to the

H 4 specimen in x-ray absorption. We obtained a
l~ .8 sensitivity of ~0.3% in uniformity by measuring

10.23 the film density with an accurate densitometer.
0.23A uniformity in density of 1 to 3 ;• was obtained

In most charges.
TABLE 2

Coefficient for G(V) PETN detonation pressures were obtained
by measuring the velocity of the shock trans-

- I__--2 mitted by a plane detonation wave into poly-
_____ _______-~methylmethacrytate (PMMA = Plexiglas) discs

A 0.11 15.0 1.35 placed against the face of the charge (see Fig. 1).
B 0.21 4.5 0.71 We observed the transit signals generated by
C 0.09 7.5 0.25 the shock electric effect in the PMMA. The
D 0.40 -- -- I shock electric effe'.'t has been deaor~t'ed by

___________________________ -~Hayes (17, 18).

We used the resulting equation to predict: /-c•t ot
- ~~~(1) C-J pressure as a function of density, / o,;to
SPcr( o) ; (2) expansion behavior of the detona- 5 okm

tion products of PETN at various densities, • / 1-°'p•
PjV) at :o; and (3) Tcj',ro), We have ob-pkp
tained data fox comparison with (1) and (2) but rk_•PMM ,toroeff
will restrict our attention to (1) in this paper. P- 0.A0&,.5)

S~~~~~PETN has a number of desirable proper- 4-.dimr

ties for detonation studies: (1) it can be pre-pon
pared in high purity; (2) it can be pressed into

=handleable charges over a wide density rango^ •-1._.._a~t
S~(from -0.8 g/cc to crystal density, 1.77 g/cc)

and gently pressed or shaken in place to densi-
Sties as low as 0.25 g/cc; (3) because of the E"ig. 1 - Experimental arrange-
Shigh oxygen content of PETN, its detonation mcnt for PC measuretient by

products should be almost all gaseous; and shock elect ric effect
(4) PETN shows negligible diameter effects in
pieces of convenient size 1 to 2 in. in diameter.
We used several sources of high purity PETN,
but intermediate and low density charges were Signals recorded with a high-speed oscil-

loscope providcd accurate measurement of the
shock arrival time at each interface of the

•'l'he formula for 0(V) waS giv•'n incofrrectly stack of five accurately measured PMMA discs
Sin (9). ('1.27 mm thick). Time measurements were

____- - -- --- ---J-
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made to a precision of a few nanoseconds. In experiment we estimate that a pressure of ~12
the lowest density group (0.5 g/cc ind less), kbar was transmitted to the PETN.
the electrical signals were too weak for accu-
rate measurement. For these specimens the The distance-time (x - t) data of the shock
C-J pressure was measured by eiter a quartz in the five PMMA discs were treated in the fol-
crystal (19), or a streak camera viewing the lowing way to yield the Pcj in the PETN. Be-
PMMA head-on (see Fig. 2). In dhe latte: cause of the gradual decay of the velocity of the
method the shock light did produwe readable shock as it passes through the PMMA, the ini-
signals as the shock crossed each interface. tial shock velocity (Uo, at x = 0) was calcu-

lated by fitting 't six x - t at points to the
quadratic equation,

To osc o Iscope t a + bx i cx
2  (5)

To o,€•,so.

Piezoelectric pin The values of U,1,, ate listed in Table 3. Deto-
nation pressures in the PETN were calculated

2024 alueni,,,r, using the impedance matching equation:

contaner ecj :Upor(P0D + PrUsor)/2 (6)

where Pc' "1 and D are the pressure, den-
tyw d•,sity, and Aetonation velocity of the explosive

sample; and p,, Up, and U, 0 r are density,
1,2-1n. brass particle velocity, and shock velocity at x = 0 of
117-i. lucitthe reference PMMA. The density of the PMMA
1/2-4. bass • used was 1.180 g/cc.

2-in. TNT

As described below, D was calculated from
Eq. (7), ti,o, was extrapolated from shock ve-

8-in. -dio•neter plan* v Ions locity measurements, and Upor was obtained
from one of the three Hugoniots for PMIMA
given in Table 4. Selection of the Hugoniot de-
pended on the value of U,,,.

Fig. Z - Experimental arrangement
for PCj measurement by quartz For the shots with a quartz crystal detec-
cryst. ls tor, we used the calibration and quartz Hugoniot

of Graham, Neilson, and Benedick (19) to con-
vert the observed voltage into the shock parar.-

Three driver systems were used to match eters required in the impedance matching equa-
the initiating pressure to the specimen. We tion. The pressure data are listed in Table 3.
tested for detonation stability by measuring

-detonation velocity and press -re as a function Detonation velocities; were measured in
of sample lengcth. a4-in.dpremetere plaeunwaven several ways, but not all are equally valid, Inof sa m ple length. A 4-in. d iatm eter plane waveea h p s ur ex ri nt s ng he ho k lelens was used to initiat., PETN charges down to each pressure experiment using the shock elec -
a density of -0.9 g/cc. We observed slight tric effect, a signal was automatically recordedSoverdrive in the first 0.5 in. of 0.9 g/cc PETN. as the shock front crossed the entrance andoverriv in he irst0.5in. f 09 g/c PTN. exit tace of the PETN charge. This transit
At lower densities we observed excessive over- exit gace of theTa rget his transitdrive,time gave an average detonation velocity whichrded, included the transient behavior near the Initi-
disca. ated end. Indeed, with a 4-in.-diameter plane

For the lowest density charges (0.5 g/cc wave lens the 0.5 in. long charges showed un-
and less), special low-pressure initiating sys- derdrive at 1.76 g/cc and overdrive at 0.9 g/t.
tems were used. This system had an input
pressure to the PET'IN that Just barely exceeded Ii wvsz; believed that these measuremeritc
the threshold for initiation. Because of the lcw did not yield sufficiently reliable detonation ye-
pressure of this initiating system, half the sam- locities. "Therefore, a number of rate sticks
pies failed to detonate. Another driver system were fired. In addition, measurements were
used with the lowest density charges consisted made in the cylinder test (5) in which a I -in.
of a strongly attenuated 8-in. -diameter plane diameter column of PETN charges was confined
wave lens (Fig. 2). From a quartz crystal in a copper tube with 0.1-in. wall. Piezoelectric
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TABLE 3a
PETN Experimental Detonation Pressures. This Work

Dimenlons Shuck Detonation
Density of PETN Detonation Velocity PressureDiameter Velocity t!o Pcj(gicc) -Length I (mm/jiec) (mm/ilsec) kbr)

-- Shock Electric Effect Measurements

1.764 2 x 0.5 8.28 7.01 338
1.763 1 x 0.5 1 8.27 6.96 333

- 1.763 1 X 0.5 8.27 6.98 334
1.763 1 x I 8.27 7.04 340
1.763 2 X 0.5 8.27 7.01 338
1.763 2 X 1 8.27 1 7.03 340
1.762 2 x 1 8.27 6.99 335
1.762 2 x 1 3.27 7.07 343
1.758 1 X 1 8.26 6.98 333
1.71 1 X 1 8.11 6.86 311
1.71 1 x 1 8.11 6.81 307
1.71 1 X 1 8.10 6.83 309

1 1.70 1 X 1 8.38 6.84 308
1.70 Xi 1 8.06 6.83 306
1.69 1 X 1 8.03 6.83 304
1.:60 Ix 1 7.76 6.57 266
1.60 1 x 1 7.74 6.60 266
1.59 1 Y 1 7.71 6.52 259

1.53 1 X 1 7.49 6.21 225
1.46 X 1 7.22 5.99 198

1 1.45 1 x I 1 7.18 6.16 208
1.44 1 X 1 7.14 6.05 199
1.38 1 1x 6.91 5.79 173
1.23 Xi 1 6.38 5.45 136
1.23 X I 6.37 5.42 134
I 1.23 1 × 6X7 5.47 137
1.23 1 X 1 6.37 5.56 142
1.23 1xi i 6.36 5.54 141
1.23 1 × I 6.36 5.56 142
0.99 1 x 0.5 1 5.48 4.91 87
0.95 1 x 0.5 5.33 4.93 85

593 I X 1.5 5.27 4.68 73
0.93 1 x 1 I 5.26 4.77 77

1 0.93 1 1 x 1.5 1 5.25 4.61 70
S0.89 1 1 5.10 4.70 71
1 0.88 i x 1 5.06 4.63 68

Optical (Smear Camera) Measurements

1 0.48 1.5 x 1 3.60 3.72 24
I 0.30 1.5 x 0.5 2.99 3.44 13
1 0.29 1.5 x1 2.96 3.49 s15

0.27 1.5 x 0.5 2.91 3.18 5

Quartz Crystal Measurements

Dimensions Detonation
Density of PETN Detonation Pressure Pressure
(g/cc) Diameter Velov.ity• In Quartz i PCJx Length (mm/ psec) (kbar) (kbar)

(in.) j_ _ __

0.25 1.75 x 1 2.83 16 8
0.25 1.75 x 1 2.83 13 7
0.25 1.75 x 1.5 2.83 12 6

*[Obtained fromu 3-segment "best fit- equations for Detonation Velocity (see text).

_ ._ _ _ _ _...
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TABLE 3b ;.2 --
PETN Experimentai Detonation Pressures,,

Other Work I-SI _,-___

7 Velocity Pressure Ref. 2 " :

3(g20c) (mm!9sec) (9

.2 6- (1:15-51.77 8.50 340 (14) , .

S1.77 8.31 , 320 (9) 0 .71- 9 ,1
S~1.67 7.97 300 (16) . 1. • c:|..
S1.6 6 8 .10 2 4 6 (1 5 ) " 1o • . . 7

1.65 7.92 305 (23)
1.51 7.42 187 (15) 5r

0.95 5.30 64 (15) ;

pins accompanying the quartz crystal experl-
ments also yielded velocity data at ,o = 0.25 0.3 -

g/cc. Detonation velocities from our rate stick
and cylinder test measurements and from other 0.2

investigators are listed in Table 5. These data
were fitted with three linear segments inter- 0.
secting at p 0.37 and 1.65 g/cc. The result-
ing equations are: a 0o. O., 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.e

D= 2.14 2.84L . <0.37. rV;.sec
Fig. 3 - PETN detonation velocity vh density•- • D= 3.19 37(;-0.37).

0.37 < c 1.65 . ano.sec

calculated from the above best fit equation are
0D 7.92 3.05 U- 1.65) . o 1.65 . run.suc listed In column 3 of Table 3 and were used in

(7) the calculation of detonation pressure.

In Fig. 3 we can see the relationship of the We estimate the overall uncertainty in Pcj
collected experimental D(_-o) data compared to to be about 5% except for <-. < 0.5, where it
the best fit Eq. (7) above. Detonation velocities may be as large as 20%.

TABLE 4

BE PMMA Hugoniots*

Range
Source 1 U Equation

(kbar) (mm/psec) (mm/psec)

20) Barker. Hollenbach 0-31 0-0.72 2.7-3.6 U, = 2.745 + 3.537 UP - 8.834 Up,,

Mj + 8.361 U 3-

S36.70 - 34.155 U, + 10.347 U,2

I - 1.010o•U

(21) Compendlum-2A 31-200 0.72-2.63 3.6-6.58 U, = 2.510 + 1.545 up

-(22)Compendlum-3A 200-700 2.83-5.7 6.58-10 U, 3.167 + 1.30 Up,

__ 1PMMA densit>" 1.180 gk/c.
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TABLE 5a TABLE 5b
PETN Experimental Detonation Velocities, PETN Experimental Detonation Velocities,

This Work Other Data

Detonation Detonation Deto - Deto-
Density Velocity - Velocity Den- nation Den- nation
(g/c (mm/psec) (g/cc) (mm/psec) sity Velocity Ref. sity Velocity Ref.

(g/cc) (mm/ (g/cc) (mm/
Pin Switch Measurement jpsec) psec)

1.773. 8.30* 1.27 6.66t 1.77 8.50 (14) 1.03 5.62 (11)
1.765 82t 1.26 6.76 t 1.73 8.35 (11) LOG0 5.55 (12)
'.765 8.16t 1.09 5.83t 1.67 7.97 (16) 0.97 5.33 (11)
i.765 8.24* 1.09 5.83t 1.66 8.10 (15) 0.95 5.30 (15)
1.763 8.27* 0.55 3.85* 1.65 7.92 (23) 0.95 5.35 (13)
1.762 8.25* 0.436 3.40* 1.62 7.91 (11) 0.80 4.76 (12)
1.762 8.26* 0.241 2.81* 1.60 7.92 (12) 0.75 4.71 (11)
1.51 7.44t 0.201 2.73* 1.51 7.42 (15) 0.50 3.90 (12)_
1.51 7.49t 0.185 2.67* 1.51 7.42 (11) 0.50 3;97 (11)

,, 1.40 7.13 (12) 0.32 3.53 (11)
Shock Electric Effect Measurement t 1.37 6.97 (11) 0.30 3.55 (11):

1.22 6.36 (11); 0.30 3.42 (11)
1.71 8.00 1.23 6.48 1.20 6.34 (12) 0.24 3.20 (11) 1
1.71 8.00 1.23 6.50 . . ... ._
1.71 8.08 1.23 6.46
1.70 8.03 1.23 6.46 350
1.70 7.96 1.23 6.46
1.69 7.97 1.23 6.43 Lege•d
1.60 7.74 0.99 5.52
1.60 7.74 0.95 5.41 - o h$,-fk

1.59 7.69 0.93 5.31 • 1151
1.53 7.51 0.93 5.33 1 C41
1.46 7.41 0.93 5.15 250 /
1.45 7.26 0.89 5.20 1231
1.44 7.20 0.88 5.17 • (6/
1.38 7.07 A 200

-Ca¢,lculation i91 a

*Unconfined rate stick.
tCylinder test. S10
IAIi other data are detonation pressure experi-
ments.

t0o
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the D(p,) data and the cal- 50
culated curve produced by the equation of state
(9). Since publication of our earlier paper 2
more velocity data have been obtaised requir- 1 °
Ing some adjustment of the D(po) fit. However. '0  0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
the resulting adjustment in our equation of Dens;ty - g/cc

state is not significant for the comparisons we
shall make. For this reason, and for consist- Fig. 4 - PETN detonation
ency, we have retained the coefficients pub- pressure vs density
tished previously.

We show in Fig. 4 the dependence of Pcj
on density as measured here and elsewhere and 1.6. but as in the case-of the D(*0 ) de-
the dependence as calculated in (9). The Pcj for pendence, we have-retained the earlier value.
the basis isentrope (p0 = 1.77) should be re-
vised from 320 to 340 kbars. a change which The region near the C-J plane has been in-
would remove the discrepancy in Pcj(po) for vestigated experimentally by Rivard and Venable
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R (10) for Composition B, who obtained results 9 ....
not inconsistent with the C-J hypothesis. Cal-
culated riaues presented here based on the C -J
hypothesis are in agreement with experiment. 7
We can say at least that there is no contradic - 6 -
tion to the C-J hypothesis based on our results. 5 -

The remaining two assumpL'ons are not i 4
wholly separable, but a parameter study, shown 3 *

in Figs. 5 and 6, gives-some indication of their ..~ ... G11.2 G

effect on Pcj(po) and D(po). Curve A is calcu- 2 "-E-°o 0.021I0 "j
lated for G' = 1.2 G. Curve B represents a f 0 (max), quation of store,

situation where E, decreases linearly with o .7! ..
density from the normal value of 0.057 at n =0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

1.77 to 0.037 at pc = 0. The experimental data Derity - g/cc

lie within these limits.
Fig. 6 - Effect of G and E. on

D(po) of PETN

1000

CONCLUSION

The Pc.. (p0 ) dependence is not a severe
test of the assumptions regarding G and E0 .

T-C However, the experimental confirmation of the
jPcj(po) dependence is encouraging and. more-

10o A over, essential to the interpretation of the morec• ,tcrucial experiments on P, V) at lower loading

densities.

I ... Refinement of the D(po) dependence, espe-
cially at low density, and confirmation of both
Pcj(Po) and P,(V) should make it possible to
""calculate reliable temperatures of the detona-

1_e tion products of PETN (using methods describedepe
o L, 2nd In (9). We intend to present the results of theS.......G ••.2 :Iexpansion experi.ments at lower PETN densities

and the temperature calculations in a futureE P(mx) 00. publication.
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DISCUSSION

Charles L. Mader et al. data, we extended the calculations down
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory to 0.25 gm/cc and the results are shown in
Los Alamos, New Mexico Fig. I and 2. The BKW technique has been

found to predict C-J pressures to within 20%
The authors of this paper have extended and velocities within 10% for many high-density

i the experimental C-J pressure and velocity explosive systems as shown in LA-2613 and

data for PETN down to 0.25 gm/cc. Such data LA-2900. Within these usual limits the BKW
are very useful for evaluating equations of calculated pressures and velocitieb ae in
state. IN LA-2900 the calculated C-J pressure agreement with the experimental data of

Sand velocity is for PETN from 1.77 to Hornig, et al. for PETN from 0.25 to 1.77
1.0 gm/cc. For comparison with Hornig, gm/cc.

1-~-V
- KW CALCULATION

300- 0 HORNIGv etaL. DATA

J~0.0
0 0.5 1.0 1.5
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF DETONATION WAVES
(OPTICS OF EXPLOSIVES)

M. Busco
AMinistero Difesa

Roma, Italy

ABSTRACT

Detonation phenomena are considered, taking into account the geo-
metric and kinematic characteristics of the detonation wave front. In
unlimited isotropic explosive medium the detonation velocity is per-
pendicular to the wave front, this condition is sufficient to apply to
detonation the abstract model of Geometrical Optics. A region having
"optical behavior" is then defined for charges of limited dimensions;
the longitudinal and transversal conditions are established. Several
types of Detonation Wave Generators (D.W.G.), calculated applying the
Fermat's principle, are considered. Definitions and codification of
different families of D.W.G. are given.

INTRODUCTION

The detonation phenomenon in condensed _ t,/,, ffof
high-explosive media involves the propagation
of a supersonic wave of compression, the deto- .. . .
nation wave, which presents a locus of discon- .... .
tinuity (the wave front) for the state variables .... --

P9 V, T, the particle velocity u and for many J7
other thermodynamic and mechanical quantities. -.-

The wave front is followed by a reaction
zone in which the release of chemical energy is Fig. 1 - Detonation wave front
so rapid that the region of a complete (or nearly
complete) reaction moves jointly with the wave.
A mass of gas at high pressure and tempera-
ture travels in the same direction as the wave around a regular surface f which is the wave
front which proceeds at detonation velocity VD. front considered in this paper. The finer the

crystallization and the granulation, the more
The wave front is represented by an ideal the elementary surfacer dSi are fusing with

regular surface f which is just a geometric the ideal wave front f.
abstraction. In fact if the phenomenon is ana-
lyzed in a microscopic way (Fig. 1), subdivid- For a full knowledge of detonation phenoma-
ing the -save front in parts, each consisting of enon, the form of the detonation wave front, the-
elementary fronts (s i followed by gaseous detonation velocity in every point of the front
flow, it is easy to visualize it as the various and, moreover, the quantities p, v. T, u, theparts move at different variable speeds depend- energies, momentum and detonation head must
Ing upon the size and orientation of explosive be known. The last quantities are difficult to
crystals (which have in general antsotropic obtain with accuracy due to the extreme condi- -
properties) and on the size and distribution of tions of-detonation phenomena, but they can be
particles and gaseous inclusions. For statisti- considered by the thermohydrodynamic theory,
cal and physical reasons the elementary sur- and greal strides have been made In the direc-
faces dSi are oscillating, during the propagation, tion applying the modern computing techniques.
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In this paper only the detonation v.- front the interval (0a XM1). Experifence shows the
and its evolution in time is considertk. 'this value of Xj is approximately confined between
quantity does not represent a v")mplett! iwowl- 4R, and 7R, 4,cording to differer" types of ex-
edge of detonation: nevertheizss, it gives lm- plosives (1).
portant Information of the phenomenon and it
can be easily calculated theoretically and meas- if x ',XHI, the radius of curvature of the
ured experimentally *ithout difficulty. wave front assumes a cteady-state value rmz a

and proceeds by translation. If a charge of ra-
Simple anazigy allowa us to apply to the dir's5 R2 > R, Is considr-red. a value Xm2 > Xxj

propagation of f- detonation wave front the ab- is obtained and consequently the maximum value
stract scheme' :1-eometbical optics, provzedcd of radius of curvature becomes rpM2 > rl
the explosive .nare isetrce !~. One can re-
aiize immedip- 'at In. -%n unl.x.tIed homoge- The phenomenon can be represented as in

-i :7 ical ha1n'picibhvor." in other .-ords-the
andirael wih,- oatli.ve' ,i?%ýndic- wpve front travels with detonation velocity VD
ula tothefrot.., ichpoit. ave en - peipendicular to the front, for x > XgI the

couttes -noherexposve os tvs me- wave front proceeds by translation arnd the ye-
diu hvin adifernt vaueotdeionation loCity VD appears perpendicular to thn' front-

velc ty th - rnt ufacs 4ccrdngto the only- alcrg the axis (the _v0 is considered a
laws of geometrical optics,-since the detonation function only of the type of explosive and its
velocity is las perpeadicular ttewaedensity which Is cosatInaho geou
ffron lastotewv medium),. osat a ooeeu

Thus the propagations of a wave front in an
isotropic nmedium (ith a velocity perpendicular 7---- -7-- ----
to the front) is a sufficient condition that allows
us to apply to the phenomienon the abstract ~~'
scheme of geometrical optics. hi this way the
electrumagnetic waves, the mechanical waves
and the-detonation wrives can be treated in the-
same manner. Mj - :

Obviously-the geometrical scheme repre-
sents a first approach (an approximation) to be W ,.e/ cworve
improved by further p~hysical considerations. -

This second aspect represents the physical A

-GEOMETRICAL OPTICS: LONGI-
TUDINAL AND TRANSVERSAL
CONDITION

The applicability of the principles of geo Fig. 2 - Radius of c irvature versus &istance

inetrical- optcs~has been admitted for isotropic
unlimited explosive media. The validity of the
geometrical optics scheme to finite explosive
chargses must-be verified on the basis of physi-
cal experimentation. Reference is made to the The "optical region" with respect the in-
moIst simpl6 type of charge, the homogeneous tiationa point I. fqr~a cylindrical charge, is de-
uncfid yidiachreThspen - fined-by the condition x <ý Xm, which-is the Ion- -

ena-are zonsidered in a simple way to achieve a gitudinal:, condition for homogeneous, cylindrical,
model of-general value. uncont ined charges.

-In a cylindrical homogeneous charge of ra- It can bie seen that for R -;X 1
dtius-Rt, the deto nation wave front is in general rM N . the "optical behaviour" for the unlim-
spherical inm hape -except at~ the very edge of ItdsaeI-obtained.
the chargiewliere slight edge-effects may be
observed.- A spherical segmert generated at The phenomenon ext~mined is caused by
the initiation point i sexanilng linearly Inlarlexnsoanhatls.

- - - - :~A
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With the saine reference to homogeneous to Fig. 4a, in which the axial section of a charge
unconfined cylindrical charge, other considera- composed of two cylinders of tiie same homo-
tions (not specificV-.- related to the optical be- geneous explosive having respectively a radius
niaviour of the wa-. ront, but able to make a R, and R, < F, and length X , and X2 , the 11op-
more general optical model) are taken into ac- tlhal region" with respect the initiation point I
-ount. With reference to the experimental dia- (shaded area) includes all the charge if the fol-
,ram given !n Fig. 3, it can be seen that for a lowing longitu~dinal condilion and transversal

value of charga radius R < R,, the propagation condition are satisfied:
of detonation does not occur; the velocity vj)
grows in the interval (R, + RN) and assumes a X, ý M
constant value for R > RM 1)

x,,1 and XM2 - ior a given explosive, are func-
Vi tions of the radius of cylinder.

Fig. .3 -Detonation -velocity -vs. X4rg raiu V -I

yr __2_

The pi nomentin is caused by rarefactions I'. j
from the-skies 1relteask- waves). -It happens for "
-practically all -high *xplosives; Ra4 varies fromi I
some Alm. to some cm. and depends on the type L
ofjexplosiVe, l~s density- and-granillation. For

Ttthoge explosives where it is %iot possible to I.X--~

achieve a constant value of v!D (e.g.: A.N. ex-
ploslves);a-mean valu9 o~f VD~ in a given-interval P~ig. 4 - "Optical Region" in two types
can-be tkken into account. To geileralize the of explosive chargeA
optical model, It is logical -to conside-r charges3
in -whichý VD is defined -only by the type. of ex-
plosive and Its-denalty -and net by--charge dimen,

sions; in other words ckprges having a radlue -The second type of charge 15 composed-of
R > RX-have to be considered, a cylinder of homogeneous explosive E, having9

radius RI, length X, and detonation velocity VI)
Summarizing. in-a bo-mogeneous wicoatfined (at the end of which is the Initiation point 1)

cylindrical cha~rge, the "lopticki- legion.1" !n joined with another cylinder of -homogeneous
rwhich th~e velocity vD-depends only on-the type explosive E2 having radius R2 < R1. lenigth X2of explosive and its density: :a defined by the - and detonation velocity VD2.-

'Iwo conditions:

X ~ >R. 4  theTo define the "'Qptlcal regidn" with respect
th initiation point Jfrthe first cylinder, the Z

it is -more-difficult to establish -the "16phtlc re - ngtdalcdionXKXhst bsatisfied.gionl'ifora-charge more complicated- than -a -

cylindrecal one. A
For-the second cylinder the verificatiun

General i~onsldenatiuns are beyond U4e must be done considering an ideal ln~itiaton
scope of this work; -a roetho-d to determine the oint: which can be at the right- side of-i (1,) or
"cpojtical- reglon" -for two charges compoi~d- of -at the leftid of i (V,), respectiveiy,-if
-two explosive cylinders is- given. With referesice . ,~ V
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The graphic demonstration of this fact is whereshown in Fig. 4b. If VDI "- VD2, the wave front
in the explosive E, (near the separation sur- T time employed by the point 1, of wave
face) is spherical with a curvature radius front to go from P1 to P2

< rl. Consequently. for the cylinder of ex-
plosive -, one obtains the same geometrical re- arc length.
suits if the first cylinder Is substituted with
another cylindrical charge of explosive E2, The extremal is an integral curve of the
radm• R2 and length X!. Euler differential equation

The longitudinal condition for the equiva-
lent charge becomes: d y, [I 7 ZvI)(..Y)

;; V(-.y .,-/i*".(y') Vd(ic,y)Xe "

The constants of the general integral

If vi > Vt2. the ideal initiation point be- y (x. c1 , c2 ) are generally determined by the

comes I f and the longitudinal condition is conditions:

S~~X., X X2 X2.JYI -Y(xI'C1-C2)

S- {Y 2  Y Y(x2'C 1 'C 2 )

To ascertain that detonation velocities
have the values characteristic of explosives. In many cases concerning homogeneous

media, the Fermat's principle can be applied inthe tiransversa! conditions R,1 REI R,2  R2 a form of a simple algebraic equation with" thehave to be verified. minimum time condition. In such applications

All the systems considered are unconfined. the Malus theorem of the normal congruence

Different considerations have io be made if the appears very usefu.
charges are covered with an inert lining. Before the calculation of some detonation

wave generators, it is worth while to give some
definitions and information in order to estab-

ISTICS OF DETONATION WAVE lish a general classification of the D.W.G.

GF.NERATORS

In a ro.i•. of all explosive medium in which Types of D.W.G.
the •moki of gtiometrical opticto can be applied.the is qi at to o ptin cn be oapied * The D.W.G. is an explosive system able
11 Is quite 0n'*y to atwigp ing type of detonation to ge;.,erate a detonation wave having an estab-
wave p eneIprahir (D 0.) applying the Huygens lished wave front. The D.W.G. is defined by
principia (grnphiv ine~isoi r the Ftlrivt's the code letter GO, where i = 2 or 3 according
principle (anaiytain! wfitl), Provided that to space dimensions of the generator. Theonly revolution and plane ay~tvmn are taken

into accoun6t, all the 1onnidnratiols can be re- "wave generator" is equivalent to the expres-latidto the plw.an sion "wave shaper" and "lens." Instead of"lens"' it would be more appropriate to use the

The Format's principle contains all the expression "wave transformer" (the word lens
nthe variational was adopted from the resemblance in shape of alaws of gooietria optics-, tn thevadouble-convex lens to the seed of a lentil, saidform it can be Pxpressed in the following way: "lens, by Latins).

Lin an Isotropic fplaje) medium the path of a
point of wave front, from the point P Ix1.y 2 ) . D.W.G. Operating by Refraction or
toot t'ohit p 2w't2, , is an extremral of the by Diffraction
Integral:

The D.W.G. can operate by-refraction or
by diffraction; the code letter GriU' then fol-d - lowed by the letter R or D according to the
particular operational mode. (See Fig. 5,)
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= It is worth while to recall that in the case • Hybrid D.W.G.
= of detonation only one wave front exists (and

not a train of wave fronts as in electromagnetic A hybrid D.W.G. is an explosive system
waves or in sound waves): consequently, the in- composed of explosives and inert media. The

=terference phenomena are not present. In the letter Hi .p designates this property, where i
detonation the term difiraction means the action is the number of-the e, 'osive media of the
of wave front to surrounding an obstacle gener- system and k is the number of inert media
ally constituted by inert material. (i, k 1, 2,.. ,n).

• D.W.G. Provided with i Initiation Points
An inert material can have difierent func-

The Initiation point is represented by a tions:
point I. A D.W.G. can be provided with a num-
ber of i initiation points, i = 1, 2,... n. The
code letter li designs this condition. s An inert element can delay propagation

of the detonation wave and in that case a shock
S• Pure D.W.G. wave traveling on it at velocity lower than det-

onation velocity can initiate, under certain-con-
A pure D.W.G. is constituted of only exp'o- ditions, the explosive placed in the-opposite

sive media. The code letter is Ei. -, i repre- side of the element.
sents the number of homogeneous explosives
"(o constant) in the system, k represents the If all the media have the same dimensions
number of heterogeneous exploilves (c vari- of the system, the propagation-is free, and the
able) (I, k 0, 1, 2..... n). D.W.G. are designed with the-letter F.

* Free Propagation Mode in D.W.G. The shock wave propagates by refraction
in the inert material.

If the explosive components have the same
number of space dimensions of the D.W.G.. the * The delay can be obtained In another
detonation wave propagates in free mode; the manner, also, by projecting by a detona'don of a
letter F designates this condition, charge a metallic plate against another explo.-

sive and Initiating It.
9 Constrained Propagation Mode in D.W.G. -

The plate, traveling at a velocity lower
If at least one explosive component has one than the detonation velocity of the explosive, IS

dimension less than the dimensions of all the able to create in another explosive a wave front
system, the D.W.G. is defined as constrained. of particular shape.
This condition is indicated by a letter Ci. k;
where i is the number of different typei of ex- These hybrid D.W.G. are designated by a
plosive fibers and k is the number of different letter Pi. k; i is the number of the plates which
types of explosive sheets. can be equivalent to lines, ,Is the number of

the plates which can be equivalent to surfaces.
In plane D.W.G. (G2), k 0.

e Finally the inert media can constitute
It is useful to recall the definition of ex- barriers separating different explosive ele-

p,, ",e fiber and explosive sheet. ments, as in the case of explosive fibers and
explosive grids or nets. These D.W.G., in

ie explosive fiber can be represented by which the explosive components have smaller
Sa line: in fact, its transversal dimensions are dimensions than those of the system, are con-

negligible with respeci to the length. The wave strained and are designated by a letter Cl.,;
front can be represented by a point constrained where i Is the number of explosive fiber sys-
to follow the path having the form of the line. tems (2) or explosive grid systems 13) and k- is
The explosive sheet can be represented by a the number of explosive sheet systems. In the
plane (2-dimensional space). Its thickness is plane D.W.G. (GO). k = 0.
negligible witn respect to the other two dimen-
sions. If the homogeneous sheet explosive is a The D.W.G. operating by diffraction are

•ane, the trajectories of the points of the wave practically all hybrid 'the barrier is generally
front (rays) are straight lines (the space is inert).
Euclidean). If the homogeneous explosive sheet
is not plane, the trajectories of the points of the In the block diagram of Fig. 5, families of
wave front are the geodesics of the surface. D.W.G. are shown.
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S• Design of Some D.W .G. The time required to go from the initiation

_•- • point I to the point e and then to the point F iS
S• It is worth while to give some example of given by the expression:

D.W.G. design. •
-• | fl/ r2 , [ddr• r

• Straight Line D.W.G., Code G2 R I S E2. oF. T = • •-V \d•/ de,
SWith reference to Fig. 6, the separation line be-

tween the I" medium and the 2" medium can be •

Scalculated applying the Fermat's principle: r•

S• vm VD-----a- : T Hence:

r-• • xo x*- xo • ;
S• T = Tmin = + dT _ 2 dr. VDI > l

SFor • = vm /v•a > I, the line c is an hyper- fro m the above expression the following differ-
• •* bota, for the Malus theorem the segment • ential equation is obtained i
- • is certainly the path of the point P of the wave
• • front in the 2" medium, in fact it is perpendicu- dr de :•
T lar to thesegment i• which represents the • - • • =

• wave front f• (4). •

the general int•l is:

N ¥ •m,.,•,•,• .- r : r0 e ,

•i • e•. The curve c is • logarithmic spiral. • •

SI " •. /£ " • • Discontint:ons Straight Line D.W.G.,
Code O• • Is Hs. s ¢2.0. With reference to

.. -. • Fig. 8, .• represents the initiating explosive •i

S!I
-,. fiber havint• a deionatlon velocity vm; the

- • #• other fibers .• have a detona',lon velocity v•.

=•_-•-• Fig. 6 - Straight hne D.W.G. t_.

N • Implosive J.W.G., Code O•Rls E•.o C•.o,
SIf the generator is the constrained type (4), the
Sline c• (symmetrical to c• with respect the x
Saxis) can be calculated as follows. (See Fig. 7).

Fig. 8 - Straight •ine (dis-

•€•)•.•• cont inuous) D.W.G. (Ex-

S• plosiv• Fibers)

i• • Ie''///// The condition for ob•ining a discontlnuaus
-• • straight line wave front MINn is"

Fig. 7 o Implosive D.W.G. VDI VD2 VDI VD2
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Hee: If the intervals Ax1 and C2 are small, the
discontinuous line can be acce ted in the calcu-

sing8 lation of D.W.G.; otherwise, tle transient phe-
-Vn: i n C9 nD nomena have to be taken into account.

For Some transients can-last for few mm; other
transients can continue for a greater interval

, = -. of space (several cm) as in A.N. explosives.

SIn Fig. 9 several types of e.W.G• are given. . Detonation Velocity Related to the Value
of Curvature Radius of the Wave Front

PHYSICAL OPTICS The detonation Velocity VD is function of
the radius of curvature r of the -wave front. In

- The dscribedD.W.G. are designed apply- the implosion for small r, VD can assume• •ing---the principles of geometrical optics. values much greater than the steady-state
value. In some cases this fact must be taken

-Some of these D.W.G. have been success- into account.
Nullyted, nevertheless the design-based on

th Aemeti -oe fgvsrom iswic a Mach Bridge-- •:-:- idivergein some--eases-fromdesired valies.-• acBrge_
•- " Mrep~WIe 4eulat1a-i -ni f t- We cairr d out--

- specs utt .arried ohe interaction of two detonation waves at
__ -a on anexperintal s acertain angle e >- 6 (e0 is a criticalvailue

-_riefly, some significant phenomena-are related to a ,articular type of explosive) can
te t c generate a-Mach-Bridge, which is distortion of

the wave- front, traveling at a velocity greater
Deoity Transit than the steady-state value.ý-:o -Detonation Velocit Trnsent

In the initiation point and in the surface *-Some phenomena occurring in Inert Media
separating two different-explosive mnedia, the
-detonation velocity-VD generally does not as- Figure 11 is a hybrid system composed of
sume abruptly the steady;state value related to two explosive cylinders with an inert cylinder
the explosive considered, but reaches the final interposed between them. -he ideal diagrams
value gradually with a transient that lasts for a t = t (x) and % = VD(x) are given in continuous
given interval •x. In Fig. 10 a section of cylin- line, the real diagrams are shown in dotted line.
dilcal charge composed of two homogeneous The shock-wave induced in the.inert material 9
explosives is shoWn. In the diagram below, the does not initiate the explosive E2 at the ab-
transients related to initiation point I and to scissa x2 but at certain distance Ax' from x2.
separation surface S" are indicated with a This phenomenon has to be considered in some
dotted line. cases in the design of D.W.G.

- -There are other considerations in the phe-
- •nomena related with projection of plates, etc.

t Technological Qualities of the Explosive
Media and of the Initiators

The characteristics of explosive charges
(homogeneity, dimensional precision, perfect

--- 'joint between different explosives and betweena explosives and inert media, etc.) are of great-
-. est importance in the design of D.W.G. The

quality of initiators (negligible time delay and
jitter) is very significant especially in D.W.G.

Fig. 10 - Detonation velocity transient provided with several initiating points.
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HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR AND EQUATION OF STATE OF

DETONATION PRODUCTS BELOW THE CHAPMAN-JOUGUET STATf
L. A. Roslund and N. L. Coleburn
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory

SWhite Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

ABSTRACT

The stability to detonation and expansion behavior of reaction
products from an aluminized ex:plosive, HBX-l, were studied. The
detonation velocity-charge diameter and detonation velocity-loading
density relation ships- were-determined by streak camera techniques

and elctroni -roemethods;o These data gave reaction onelngh
SWhich increase-from -.07rnrmfor an initial explosive density oi 1.7Z2
g/cmia to .5•i-ii at. 1.3 g/cm 3 . With the-pressure-partidle-velocity
--relation establiihedfiom 338M000 bars to 15=bars, and conditionis-in the
C-J state (1cy z 220.4 bars)- specified, the generalized hydrodynamic
relations derived by-Jones -w-ere used to evaluate the constants in an _
emipirical equation of state-and in the Wilkins equation of state as modi-
fied by Allan and Lambourn.

INTRODUCTION explosives a constant gamma adiabat may ade-
quately describe te product gas expansion-

The detonation of an explosive produces state-s.. Energy transfercoipatatlns. using -
flow in the surrounding medium which is-di- the constant gamma assumption, nowever indi-
rectly afiected by the way the available energy catesthe assumption is incorrect since the re-
is released as the reaction products expand to suits areAn.-considerable disagreement with
low pressures. The energy-released is from edperimental-measurements from metal accel-
the work integral eration experiments. -Moreover the assumption

is not expected to describe the expansion be-
fV- havior of burnt gases-from explosive composi-

A -PdV Q q () tions with substantial- aftii-burning reactions.
In this work we studied the hydrodynamic

where A is the maximum available work in an behavior-of the detonation products from an
fthe detonation products aluminized explosive. HBX-1, by making meas-adia atc urements of the pressure-particle velocity re--from the Initial explosive volume V. = (1/p0) ••

to the final specxfpc volume vo l is the heat p f lationship-for its C 4 adiabat. With-these data
to te Iini spcifc vlumev. isthehea of we have described the expansion behavior from

S detonation and q is the heat retained by the 338,000 bars to 15 bars, using an empirical
-detonation products at v. equation of state and a--characteristicform of

SCalculations of the maximum work from the Wilkins equation of state as modified by
Calclatins o th maxmum ork romAllan and L~ambourn (3). The characteristicI Eq. (1) are handicapped because little is knownabout the detonation reactions or the charac- equation has the form

teristics of-the pressure-volume expansion
adiabat. Many attempts have been made to de- 8 exp (-kV) + WGIV-(14W) V VC

Svelop more elaborate equations of state for the p (2) _U
detonation reaction products. The results of 1
Deal (1) and considerations by Fickett and Wood G2(V ÷ ' > V -

-seaftwed-to-support-the view that for some

523
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where vc is a critical volume which specifies camera measurements, uncorJined HBX-1 at
the properties of the zdiabat. In regions of loading densities ranging from about 1.33 g/cin
high pressure with volumes less than Vc the (75% TMD*) to about 1.74 g/cm 3 (98% TMD)
data are best fitted by the first equation and in was detonated in a "stacked" cylinder configu-
regions of expansion for volumes greater than ration. This configuration consisted of five ex-
Vc the data obey the second equation. B, k, G1, plosive cylinders of different diameters but of
w, G2, and v* are constants. The following the same loading density. The cylinders wereSsections describe how the experimental deter- stacked in order of decreasing diameters:

minations ofthe hydrodynamic properties are 5.08-cnm, 2.54-cm, 1.27-cm, 0.835-cm, and
used in evaluating the equation-of-state con- 0.476-cm. The cylinder heights corresponding
stants. These properties are the change in the to these diameters were 10.2-cm, 10.2-cm,Sinfinite diameter value of the detonation veloc- 5.08-cm, 3.81-cm, and 3.81-cm, respectively.

ity with loading density, the properties of the The stacked cylinders were fired by the ieto-
C-J state, and experimental P-u data for an nation of a tetryl booster 5.08-cm diameter by
expansion from the C-J state. The expansion 2.54-cm high. The tetryl was initiated by a
adiabat derived from these data is compared 5.08-cm diameter pentolite-baratol plane-wave
-with the constant gamma adiabat, and the varia- booster. Techniques described-in (4) were used
tion of to give narrow, bright light pips which facili-

tated the-analysis of the deton-ation tracebin-thesmear camera records. The-failure diameter
for each-charge-density was estimated by-dx-

S- amining-the smear chamera rec6rd-for the diam-.
eter at which the detointion wave failed tod-pr op-

with volume is calculated. agate with a steady velocity. Single charges-
each 37-c:umlong, 5.08-cm diameter afid2.54•-cin
diameter 1,s1 were ftred simultaneously with

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS the stacked cylinder array and the detonatioh
AND RESULTS velocities were measured using electronic

probes and araster-type oscilloscope. Tn these
A. Charge Preparation measurements the circuit consistedof a single

strip of copper running the length of the charge,
The explosive configuration used in the ex- separated by an air gap from a series of

perimtents was a cylindrical charge of-pressed electrically-charged precisely spaced copper
HBX-1; RDX/TNT/Aluminum/WAX(40/38.1/ strips which served as probe contacts to be
17.1/4.8), by weight, which was initiated by a consecutively shorted by the passage of the
plane-wave-explosive system. Theppress.-d shock.
charges* were prepared by mixing granular
RDXand TNT into an aluminum/wax mixture, The camera data (which was less precise)
18 parts to 5 parts by weight. This mixture generally showed agreement with the probe data
was formed-by stirring aluminum and Stanolind to better than 0.5%. The electronic measure-
wax-in carbon tetrachloride-and then evaporat- ments were precise to better ihan-±0.2%. With
Ing the solvent. Seventyr percent of the HBX-1 this precision in the velocity measurements,
by weight consisted of material (aluminum, the greatest source of error in the experiments
ROX, and TNT) with particle-sizes between 44 probably is the density variation within the test
microns and 180 microns. Charges with parti- explosive.
cle sizes in this range were formed at the de-
sired charge density in a hydrostatic press and Examination of the detonation traces from
then machined to the appropriate dimensions, the stacked cylinder array showed that detona-

tion did not propagate into the 0.476-cm-diame-
ter charges. The critital-minimum diameterA

B. Detonation Velocity Measurements for HBX-I is about 0.-chi. From the ineas-
and Results urements, we determined a critical iiensity

(between 1.602 g/cin and 1.530 g/cii3)-blow
Detonation velocities and the critical diam- which detonation will not propagate in preused

eter of HBX-i were measured as a function of HBX-i at about 0.6-cm diameter. We Infer that
charge density using smear camera and "raster detonation-cannot occur in smaller diameters at
oscilloscope" pin tecn..ques. In the smear densities lower than this critical density -5).

Moreover, we found a sharply different sensi-
tivity between pressed and cast HBX-1. For

*'Cast charges also were fired to compare their
diameter effect with pressed charges at the
highest experimental density, aboto 1.74 g/cm3 . *Theoretical maximum density, 1.76 g/cm3 .
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example, charges of 0.635-cm diameter pressed smooth decrease of the reaction zone length
to 1.72 g/cm3 detonated; cast charges of the with increasing density. This is attributed to
same density and diameter failed, the increased surface exposed to ignition by the

decrease in grain size achieved by the crushing
The detonation velocities for charges loaded action of compaction to higher density and hence

at various densities in the different charge di- an increased burning rate with the Increased
ameters are plotted in Fig. 1. Linear least pressure in the reaction zone.
square lines are drawn through the data. The
effect of charge diameter on the velocities is Wood and Kirkwood (7) give a relation be-
greatest at lower loading densities. We extrap- tween reaction zone length and curvature of the
olated the curves relating the measured deto- detonation front
nation velocity to the reciprocal of the charge
diameter for different loading densities. For a (S/3.5)(1 - D/D®) (5)
charge diameters 51.27 cm the curves appeared
linear. The extrapolatlcn gave the velocities where s is the radius of curvature of the deto-
for the infinite diameter or ideal curve which nation front. Extensive studies of the shape of
is represented by the wave by Cook et al (8) show the front is

spherical. Hence maximum curvature is likely
D= -0.063 + 4.305 P . (3) at the critical diameter, i.e.,

The curved front theory (6) relates charge - ,6)
diameter d, and reaction zone lengthý a, 2

D D®(I - 9/d) , (4) At the critical diameter, 0.635 cm, and critical
density, about 1.60 g/cm3 -, the critical detona-

Assuming the equation only-applies to-charge tionvelocity is 5380 m/sec, and D, = 6820
diameters >1.27 cm, wecomputed values of m/sec. These data give a reaction zone length

iction zone lengths which are plotted as of 0.19 mm as compared to 0.40 mm from the
is of density in Fig. 2. The result is a curved front theory.

7600 I

- -.... INFINITE DIAMETER

A 5.08 CM

7000 2.54CM
1 1.27 CM
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>/Z
06400 , o0 4

0

5800 /00

5200
1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.00

DENSITY (G/CM3;

Fig. 1 - Detonation velocity vs charge density for
several charge diameters of pressed HBX-I
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Fig. 2 - Reaction zone length vs density of HBX-1

C. Shock Impedance Measurements of the A reflected-light smear-camera technique de-
Chapman-Jouguet State scribed previously (10) was used for these

measurements.
The pressure and specific volume of the

explosion products centered at the C-J-state The C-J insentrope behavior from about 20
were determined from shock wave velocity or kbars to 15 bars was determined from optical
free-surface velocity measurements. Shock measurements of the initial velocities of shock
waves were transmitted Into several materials waves produced by detonating HBX-1 in air and
of various specified thicknesses in contact with argon initially at compressed or reduced pres-
detonating HBX-1 and the above parameters sure states. These experAments were done in

Swere measured. To denote the attenuation and an expendable, gas-tight chamber which could
narrow limits of the Von Neumann spike region be filled with compressed gas at 1000 psi or
(9), the data from these experiments were lin- evacuated to about 0.01 bar. Figure 3 shows

Searly extrapolated to values for zero thickness. the experimental arrangement. The chamber
consisted of a 7.62-cm inside diameter, 26-cm

In these shock wiu'e measurements the long cast iron pipe tee, with 0.5-cm thick
charge configuration consisted of a 12.7-cm di- walls. The opposite ends of the pressure
ameter, 6.4-cm high cylinder of HBX-1, initi- clamber tee were fitted with 2.54-cm thick
ated on one end face by an explosive plane-wave Plexiglas windows to allow viewing of the
lens of the same diameter. The other face of charge configuration with a rotating-mirror
the cylinder was held in close contact with the smear camera. The bottom end of the chamber
inert material using a thin silicone grease film was covered by a brass plate designed to give
to eliminate air gaps. Measurements cf the an air-tight seal and also to transfer detonation
free-surface velocities and shock wave veloci- from a detonator outside the chamber to a
ties were made for various plate and wedge plane-wave initiator inside the chamber.
thicknesses of aluminum, brass, Plexiglas,
water, and polyurethane which were shocked by The charges fired in the chamber were
detonating HBX-1 in the above charge geometry. 5.08-cm diameter cylinders, 16.5-cm long and

_ _ _ _ _ -- _
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-/Fig. 4 - Smear carrera record of shock way
propagation from the end ofan HBX-l cylinder

Fig. 3 - Test chamber for shock For the shock-preasures and particle ve-
measurements in gases locities corresponding to our measured air

shock velocities we used the data ii (11). Since
our measurid shock velocities in argon-are ln

were confined-in copper cylinders with 0.64-cm the-range of the shock Hugoniot of argon deter-
thick walls. This confinement sufficiently re- mined by Christian, Duff, and Yarger (12), we
duces the diameter effect on HBX-1 so that the used their relation for the particle velocities in

shock velocity data are considered applicable to Table 1. We obtained good support for these
an ideal charge. For viewing purposes, one end data from the calculations by Bond (13) of the
face of the explosive protruded about 1.27 cm shock Hugonlots of argon for several initial
from the copper cylinder. The other end face pressures.
of the HBX-1 was initiated by an explosive train
consisting of a 2.54-cm long, 5.08-cm diameter
pentolite pellet, a pentollte-baratol plane-wave

I generator and an SE-i detonator.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALIISIS

The slit of the smear camera was aligned
to view the shock wave emerging from the pro-
truding face of the charge for a distance of one We obtained the data in Table 1 from'the
charge radius, about 2.54 cm. Figure 4 shows measured shock wave velocities and free-
the shock wave trace emerging from a detonat- surface velocities corresponding to zero thick-
Ing charge in air Initially at .00355 g/cm 3 (3 ness of the various solid materials and their
bars). The camera writing speed was 3.8 mm! known shock Hugoniots. Since the pressures

Spsec. The shock wave velocity was determined and particle velocities are continuous-across
from the distance vs. transit time readings of the reaction products-material interface, the
the trace. Vertical distance on the film was P-u data correspond to points on the jetonation
converted to laboratory coordinates using mag- products Hugoniot above the C-J state and on
nification reference markers positioned inside the expansion adiabat below the C-J state. The
the test chamber. P-u data are 1•lotted in Fig. 5.

In the region I mm to 6 mm from the
charge surface, the trace readings gave veloci- To establish the C-J state we assumed that
ties which were characteristically high and not the aluminum and wax in HBX-1 are chemically
reproducible. This we attribute to "fog over" and physically inert-in the detonation-front (14)

W from intense shock light on the record, or pos- The detonation parameters then are functions
sible blow-off of luminous detonating particles of the nominal density, po of the explosive
from the charge surface. The region 6 mm to components In the charge. i.e., the ratio (weight
"20 mm from the charge gave trace readings of explosive)/(volume available to the exploslv,.-
which were essentially linear. Slope measure- reaction products). For HBX-I with-the experi- --

ments were made in this region to obtain the mental charge density of 1.712 g/cm3, we ob-
initial gas shock velocities. tain p, 1.624 g/cml.
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TABLE 1
Pressure-Particle Velocity Measurements

SMaterial p0 P(g/CM3) P0 (bars) P (.crs, t (cm/peec)

-Brass 8.40 - O.Ca0
Aluminum 2.74 - 270 0.1370

Piexiglas 1.18 - 181.0 .0.2439

Water 1.00 - 156.4 0.2620SPolyurethane 0.188 - 3?.9 0.3250

Argon 7.05 x 10-2 40.b 16.9 0.4500

Argon 4.7 X 10-2 27.0 11.8 0.4620

Argon 3.09 x 10-2 17.9 M.92 0.4660
Argon 1.55 x 10-2 9.0 4.70 0.5100

I Argon 1.02 x 10-2 6.0 339 0.5370
Air 7.10 x 10"3 6.0 2.54 0.5700

-Air 3.55 X 10-3 3.0 1.41 0.6020

Air 3.55 x 10-3 3.0 L46 0.6130

Air 3.43 x 10-3 3.0 1.30 - 0
Air 1.27 x 10-3 1.0 0.670 0.0970

I Air 1.27 x 10-3 1.0 0.670 0.6920

Air 8.9 X 10-4 0.7 0.510 0.7280
I Air 6.3 X 10-4 0.5 0.370 0.7270--

SAir 6.3 x 10" 0.5 0.370 0.-7300

Air 3.7 X 10-4 0.3 0.260 0.8W50

Air 3.6 × 10" 0.3 0.230 0.7640
Air 12.6 x 10-5 0.1 0.101 --0.8800

Air 12.6 x 1 i 0. 0.101 0.8600
Air 8.86 _x 10's 0.07 0.069 0.8480

I Air 8.01 x 10-s 0.07 0.069 0.8900

, Air- 1.23 x 10-5 1 0.01 0.015 1.,0540-i

Air 1.23 x 10-5  0.01 0.015 1.0700
Air 1.23 x 10-s 0.01 0.016 1 1 .1040

The C-J state was established according to where C Is the velocity of sourd-at the C-J
the impedance match conditions by drawing the point. The isentropie Gxponent
straightline with slope ,), r Pi from the
origin-to intersect the curve given by-an expo-
nehtial fit to the P-u data above 10 kbar. With (oD 1iPv,) - 1 (8)
D = 7'307 m/sec-* obtain -Pc. = 220;4 kbars, Als
,•j -- 1853 m/sec. Then using the detonation
theory, at the C-S point

D C (7) "CP D- -j (9)

-----%----- ,- -t.5- ~ --
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Figi- 5 - Expcr~fne'ntal P-u data and f-quatiort-of-state results for pressed HBX-l

and fin? the #" ihenaIC-J-point, Pej =IJ78 /Z log 11
g/cm3  Za lof U 1)3." ~

The-constants An the ebaracteristic-equaa-
tion-of ita%- E4; (2), were eulazated from the and
vqeirweme*ttal dadt4, following the genezuxize4i
formulation of- the detonatlion theory by Jones/( 0d 12

().Jones-defines-tht- quantitii cv,frow the t' ~ + 12 2
-detonation products ilugpnlot by CJ\Ddp.o,

- ~ '5-Q) ~. 10) The constant W in the equation of state

av e B cxp(-kV) 10 V-( 1 ')

Wa ssUn* no radial expinslon-vt the C-J plane.
there-fore - is4 e~valuabe-d trom te-infinite diazn- for V :S v wa3 fouvd from

-eter detonation velocity -7loaftng densttyý rela-
tion, /.13. in the initial vibie of the (13)
b~isentopcexpontent in- W~ z a-j/Ci1)
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B andi L; were determined from Eq. (2) and Eq. f ¶ (d\2 .u' (24)
(11) ;ising the CoJ values of P, V. and •. Dif- Np V 1- (24)

ferentiation of Eq. '2) with respect to V gives

tip - -ý M2 dV (25)kB exp(-kV) j2I (14)
WGV-(14) Since the reference state !s now the critical

Sw(j •w)GV'" •point with-the characteristic valueo Pc and Vc,
We - we haveL- Also, Eq. (11) gives

En! (15) ti )Pip M2dV (ON)

With,' V- and the C-J values one then
obtait-s f F M2(v-vc) (27)

WjlWPj i _IMP(28)W _ _) _j - k(• •V16 P - Vc - I/IP)M20l

With
13 [PC, - WG,411w)J exp(k/pc,). 117)

+ V C 1i(PCM2) and G 52, (29)
Then a value of k was chosen to give the

best fit-to the experimental P-u adiabat in the then
region V < Vc, To calculate the P-u adiabat
from the characteristic equation we used the P(V' vo) G2. (30)
Riemann relation

vc is evaluated by iteration, using Eq. (18) to
-dj (18) calculate the P-u adiabat from Eq. (2) and then

i ti Cf (8 comparing the results with the experimental
data of Fig. 5. Pc la calculated from the char-

where c is the velocity of sound: u, and P, are acteristic equation using V - c. Equation (29)
the particle velocity and density for our known gives the -alue of V.
state, in this case the C-J state. For the adia-
bat, C is given by DISCUSSION

(ct - _ (>[t 2  (19) areThe equation-of-state constants for HBX-1
C - V (19) are listed in Table 2. The small values of a

Va and w are typical of exlouive compositions
with large amowuns of solid or non-Ideal deto-

In the region where v> Vc the cfharacter- nation products, as indicated by the relatively: istlc equation is P = Gz.'(V - V*). This follows large values of dD/do . For pure explosives,
since in Fig. 5, the experimental P-u data in x varies from aboit 0,2 to 0.8, depending on
the lower region are related best by the loadi*g density, and dv/dr ranges from

l--z- - !Aabout 3000-3500 m/sec/g/cms.

The "best fit" to the experimental P-u data
Differentiation of Eq. (18) and Eq. (20) gives, f . V" Is , i with t- parameter .
with Eq. (19), 6 /cU3; g = 4.18 Mbar and G, = 0.00397

Mbar in the characteristic equation. The ex-

d( (21) perlmental P-u relation for V > vc vives M =
-1j "" -10.4589 psec/cm, Gr2 = 9.142× X 104 (cm/sec)d.

The solid line in Fig. 5 is obtained when V=
(22P )p (22 1.15 cm3 /g; then Pc M 3.C45 kbar and V"

au r 1.358 cmJ/g.

/ id.• \dV\ (2€•3" If the complete P-u adlabat is calculated
SO•] •l- ( T ) U-15using the modified Wilkins equation for v > Vc,

! ' I • 1 " I I '• i , • -IN1
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TABLE 2
Equation-of -State Constants

for HBX-1

P 1.712 g/cm3 CJ ON

P0 =1.624 g/Ckn3 ______ ______

D) = .307 mn/i/osec

-. c =2.934

Pcj 220.4 kMars GOIAMMA

tIj 1.858 mm/psec-
P 2.178 g/cm 3

(D-3860 m/sec/g/cin" TOIS MOOMEDWIV~INS -

0( .. 4

a=0.1325

Yi 0.3432--

vc 1.15 -cm3 /g t
Pc 3.6*5_kbars

k-= 6.450) g/cm3
BK;=-4-.187- Mbara - 0.1 - N

G, -0.00397 -Mbar- 't-
G2 =9.142 x 101, ( /ec) 2

V* 1.358 CmS/g

N,-10.4589 AseeL'Im- 0.'__________
0.t 1.0 100O

UNCM/O

the curve deviates from'the experimenbal &ftta
as-shown in-Fig. 5. Also plotted in-lý 5 1- Fig. 6 - Presp-tre-vol,.me adlabats for HBX-I

rK ~ the-constan' -Y adlabat P-u-curvo. The experl- A.
TAmental P-u data from' 20 kbars to-1 kbar are ,.. In Pi

well below this curve. This covers the range \- -In
of the compressed gas experiments. We -note -
an abrupt upward trend in the P~article6 velocity ihvlm o h oiidWtl~euto
data at about 10 kbarsi The trend is considered- ofoatsshowr~ Fig.?7. We note that flt
real-and not a result of-experimental error. At icessfo t - au t23,t iu
Points below 1 kbar the experimental datA--shift 39 n lal .4.TI ia
significantly away from the constant y cqurve. vlei optbewt h~au fWi h
These-data result from the detonation pzroducts euto fsa~ ~. h iiigvle
expanding into a rarefied atmosphere, L~e., -the -1+W ti nterne' xetdvl~ o
Initial conditions of the-reduced pressureralgsstlwpcstesacluaedro

experientsthe ratio of specific heats qýXvy abdit--1;2to -

forthecha- 15. Also in Fig. 7, - -derived firm t-hieieperi-
The pressure-volume adlabats menor tdhba Issow.Thaser-tchr

acteristic equations of state (Eq. -(2)), the-modi-
fled Wilkins equation, and the constant gamma atrsi qain
"sftraight-line" assumption are shown in-Fig. 6.
The adlabat derived from the experimental data P(V + V*) G2
dips below the constant gamma curve near the foV> .5cm/prucsaicntutyI
C-J point and then crosses over both the con- J
stant gamma~ and modified Wilkins equation of
state curves below 3 kbars. The inflection in
our exp'ýrimental dato. beginning at about 3.0 IS~~
kbars produces the sharp break in the adiabat
at v 1.15 cm 3/g. The variation of as indicated by the broken line-in Fig. 7.
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SHOCKED STATES OF FOUR OVERDRIVEN EXPLOSIVES

J. H. Kineke, Jr., and C. E. West, Jr.
USA Ballitlic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Shock propagation observations have been made for four explosives
at shock pressures greater than the detonation pressure. The trans-
mission of steady-st.tte shock waves with pressures up to six times the
detonation pressure in 76/14 Baratol and three times the detonation
pressure in cast TNT. Composition B. and PB-HMX-0404 was observed
with a rotating mirror streak camera. Specimen discs were shocked
by the impact of molybdenum plates accelerated by explosive plane
wave generators. For each explosive, a linear relation between shock
propagation rate and material velocity in the shock front was found,
which extrapolated to pressures in excess of observed C-J pressures.
Comparison is made with Skidmore and Hart's description of over-
driven states.

INTRODUCTION SUFFER

• 
When an explosive is subjected to shock

Spressures 
in excess of the Chapman-Jouguet 

1'l

FB 

U F F E RHUGONIOT

pressure, a transient condition described as EXPANSION
overdriven detonation results. The impact of a I ADIABAT
flying plate of molybdenum at moderately high P
velocity on a buffer plate of the same material -

will generate a strong shock wave in the buffer (P2 ,U L -
plate. The impingement of this strong shock on I SL0E'PH"Us
the interface between the buffer and an explo- $ "E

sive specimen can produce the severe condi-
tions necessary for the generation in the explo-
sive of a shock whose propagation rate and U1  VFs
pressure are initially in excess of those char- Up
acteristic of the C-J state. By measurement of
the initial propagation rate of the overdriven Fig. 1 - Conceptual plan
shock and the state of the buffer material, to- for experiments
gether with the known properties of the buffer.
the pressure and density initially reached in the
explosive can be calculated.

material is (P ,1i 1 ) on the known .,hock Hugo-
niot of molybdenum. When the shock reaches

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS the surface of the buffer, an adiabatic expan-
sion takes place. That area of the buffer not

In the course of an experiment a plane flat- impeded by a specimen suffers a drop to zero
topped shock wave is generated in a molybde- pressure, and will be accelerated to the parti-
num buffer plate by the impact of a molybdenum cle velocity at the foot of the adiabat, vf,.
flyer plate, accelerated by an explosive plane That area of the buffer over which lies an ex-
wave lens and explosive disc across an air gap. plosive specimen will drop to some intermedi-
The conceptual plan for the experiments is ate state (P,. 02). Meanwhile, a shock is pro-
shown in Fig. 1. The state of the shocked buffer duced in the explosive specimen, which, because

535
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pressure and material velocity must be contin- extrapolated to the buffer-specimen interface.
uous at the interface, is characterized by the The doubtfulness of extrapolated differentiated
same state (P,. "2). An auxiliary experiment, data was avoided because of the observed con-
to be reported later, was used to demonstrate stancy of average shock velocity. In Fig. 2, for"that the expansion adiabat of molybdenum, used four typical experiments, measured average
for the buffer plate, in the pressure range up to shock velocity is plotted as a function of speci-
2.0 megabars, can be approximated by the re- men thickness. In every case where readable
flection of the shock Hugoniot about the point data could be obtained from more than one ex-
(P 1. Then yf,, which is measured directly, plosive specimen, the same result was ob-
is 2ti'. An amalgam of shock veloclity Uh - tained, that is, the average shock velocity,
material velocity u. data for Mo (1), (2), (3), within experimental accuracy, appeared to be
yielded the relation: constant initially for a given experiment. Thus,

it could be concluded that a steady-state shock,
u1 - C. - s " (iS uninfluenced by a rarefaction from the rear of

the flyer had, in fact, been observed. Therefore,
where c,, 0.5143 cm/psec and s 1.2547.
Then the expansion adiabat from a particular
state of ve can be written: [0o CM/rSEC

Af (2)9404-RD NO 7949

The pressure of the transmitted shock in L ti
the explosive specimen is: -

P = U, ti (3)

where ,E is the unshocked density of the ex- COMP 8- RD NO 824?
plosive and U, is the shock propagation rate in
the specimen at the interface between the buffer- - - - ------ I
and the specimen. Equating eqs. (2) and (3) at 3
the point (P 2 . t 2 ), and solving for u2, which
hereafter is referred to as up:

O.s TNT-RD NO 8347

U. (n 2M) 1 2]/2 cm.S (4) I -
where:

PHEs em.(co( 
2 SVfS)

and: 0.7

-. 4 S SV (C' svf5 )

The pressure and density ratio in the shock
front are than calculated, using U, and Up and
the continuity of mass and momentum relations.

BARATOL-AD NO 7935
Polished specimens of explosive, mounted 06I

on the surface of the buffer, were observed with - . .-
a rotating mirror streak camera, writing at 15
mm/lsec, to measure the transit time. Speci-
mens, generally four per shot, ranged in thick- 0 0.1 0.2 CM
ness from .05 cm to .2 cm, the thickneso and X
flatness held to 1 .0002 cm over the .625 cm
diameter. Fig. Z - Representative observa-

tions of shock vel.acity as a function
of specimen thickness. VerticalInstantaneous velocity as a function of dis- bar$ indicate uncertainty in each

tance from the buffer-specimen interface could measurement. Limits of uncer-
be obtained by numerical differentiation of the tainty ofweighted means are defined
specimen th.ckness-transit time data and by the dashed lines.
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extrapolation of shock velocity-to the interface RESULTS
between specimen and buffer (• 0) consisted
merely of determining the weighted average of The meaqured shock-velocities in the spec-
several observations. inens and the measured free surface velocities

of the buffer plates are tabulated, with their
Average shock velocities for each experi- uncertainties, in Tables 1-4. Mean calculated

nment were caliulated by weighting each obser- material velocities, density ratios, and pres-
vation inversely with its uncertainty Ca. Thus: sures are also shown, with the uncertainties

having been suppressed, but readily obtainable
n ~ from U. and vf,.

t r l e e: w Shock velocity as a function of material
velocity Ns plotted in Figs. 3 and 4, togetherwvhere ti is the number of readable secimnens, with C-J p~oints determined by Jameson (4), (5).SUncertainties In L, werebetween 0.7% and 2.47o. Also plotted-ire four points for Composition B,

TABLE 1

Shock States-76/24 Baratol

Vfs us UP P
- • ~Rd •i

cm/psec cm/jusec cm/jgsec _ Mbar

7940 -.252-i .001 .580 * .006 .200 .655 .301
•_ 8168 .2,2 * .001 .583 ± .010 .201 .855 .303

7935 .259 * .003 .584 ± .005 .206 .647 .312
18169 .263 * .001 .593 * .007 .209 .647 .321

8170 .269 * .001 .600 * .008 .213 .644 .331
8238 .287 * .001 .609 ± .009 .227 .627 .358
8239 .99 *- .0•0 .623 ± .007 .236 .621 .380

;_7 7934 .308 ± .003 1 .641 ± .006 .242 .623 .401

7933 .332 * .003 .668 1 .009 .259 .612 .450
7941 .353 * .004 .678 ± .007 .275 .594 .482

I 8179 .362 * .002 .685 * .007 .282 .588 .499

8025 .397 .004 .729 ± .011 .307 .579 .579
8027 .404 , .003 .735 ± .012 .312 .576 .595

7962 .412 .004 .736 ± .009 .317 .568 .606
8024 .422 • .002 .737 ± .014 .326 .558 .621

7733 .430 ± .006 .735 * .09 -.331 .562 .643
0 7930 .458 ± .003 .780 ± .010 .351 .551 .707

7931 .488 i .005 799 ± .009 .373 .534 .770
7929 .489 * .007 .806 ± .010 .373 .538 .780
8171 .512 * .002 .829 * .010 .390 .530 .835

i 8172 .516 * .002 .832 * .010 .393 .528 .844
8180 .517± .002 .838, .007 .392 .532 .851

7717 .519 * .002 .846 .019 .394 .534 .859

8181 .522 ± .003 .850 1 .014 .398 .534 .869
8182 .592 * .005 .892 ± .010 .446 .500 1.030S' _
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TABLE 2

Shock States-Cast TNT

Vfs Us Up P P

cm/gsec cm/jusec cmr/Asec Mbar

L8259 .327 1 .001 .716i .006 .274 .617 .312

80260 .347 1 .001 .738 1 .007 .290 .607 .339

80061 .376 i .002 .759 i .006 .313 .588 .378

8008 .391 ± .004 .785 * .010 .324 .587 .405

8347 .402 ± .001 .781 t .008 .334 .572 .414

8356 .418 i .002 .788 .0109 .347 .560 .434

8260 .421 ± .002 .799 ± .007 .349 .563 .443

8261 .438 ± .002 .806 ± .008 .363 .550 .464

8266 .451 1 .002 .817 ± .007 .373 .543 .483

8009 .452 ± .003 .823 & .012 .373 .546 .548

8313 .454 ± .003 .8208 .011 .376 .542 .491
8264 .468 :•.005 .831 .• 008 .387 .535 .510

8263 .473 .002 .833 .008 .391 .531 .517

8266 .499 .003 .853 ±.009 .412 .517 .557

8265 i.515+i.003 .873 ±.011 .423 .515 .586

8331 i.528 .003 .886 I .010 .433 .511 .609

8014 .534 ± .003 .905 ± .015 .437 .517 .628

8338 j .537 ± .002 .899 ± .009 .439 .511. .628

determined by Skidmore and Hart (6). Since The coefficients are listed in Table 5 and the
each of the four sets of data seem reasonably fitted curves shown in Fig. 5. Any statement
well described by a straight line, each point concerning extrapolation of the data through the
was weighted inversely as the product of its C-Jpoint in this plane becomes highly ambiguous.
horizontal and (almost) vertical uncertainties,
and each set fitted to an equation of the form:

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Ut : a + 1) Up . (6) Results of experiments with Composition B

The coefficients a and I are tabulated in Table similar to those described here were pre-
5. Each straight line has been extrapolated to sented by Skidmore and Hart (6). Their datum

the C-J propagation rate, with similar results, points are plotted in Fig. 3 and agree quite wellwith the current data.
In each case, the extrapolation yielded a mate-
rial velocity in excess of that for the C-J state, Skidmore and Hart also described a model
by 14% for Baratol, to 36% for TNT. for the overdriven states measured. It was as-

sumed that the experiments measured the state
Pressures and density ratios, calculated of the products of overdriven detonation, which

with eq. (4) and the continuity relations, were obeyed a polytropic gas equation of state:
weighted and fitted to second degree polynomi-
als of the form: E PVI(y.- 1) (8)

c,( p) . () A further assumption made had the energy re-
SC (1 ( leased by the reaction, Q, identical for the C-J
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TABLE 3
Shock States-Composition B

v • fa U. UP P

I cm/psec cm/psec cm/Msec Mbar

"" 8359 .331 ± .002 .814 ± .017 .269 .669 1 .368

8243 .344 ± .002 .818 * .007 .280 .657 .385

7996 .369, .001 .839 ± .008 .300 .643 .423

7997 .391 ± .002 .855 ± .010 .317 .629 .455

7990 .395 * .002 .864 * .013 .320 .629 .463

8244 .400 * .002 .857 1 .007 .324 .622 .467

8247 .402 ± .002 .858 ± .008 .326 .620 .470
8245 .408 * .001 .870 * .009 .330 .621 .482

8246 .432 * .002 .889 * .016 .349 .608 .518

7989 .449 t .002 .904 ± .012 .362 .599 .549

8248 .451 * .003 .892 ± .013 .364 .592 .546

7998 .455 ..003 .901 :L .012 .367 .592 .555

7999 .483 * .004 .922 ± .013 .390 .577 .604
8249 .501 ± .002 .942 ± .010 .403 .573 .636

7988 .506 ± .003 .947 ± .016 .407 .571 .644
8357 .525 ± .005 .960 ± .017 .422 .561 .679

8358 .534 * .003 .963 ± .014 .428 .555 .693

7991 .554 * .003 .993 * .015 .443 .554 .739

state and the overdriven states. These assump- Skidmore and Hart also examined experi-
tions, together with the Rankine-Hugoniot rela- mentally the states of reflected shocks in Com-
tions, permitted derivation of a relationship be- position B from an overdriven state at .42
tween propagation rate U, of the overdriven megabar. These states had been found to be
state and the pressure P of that state, involving consistent with their theoretical formulation,
as parameters the propagation rate Uj and for y = 2.85, which value of Y was computed
pressure PC, of the C-J state: from:

U. - U j [(2- PC j/P) PC i/p'/ 2 • (9) y= (U, "p(,j))/Up(cj) . (10)

While raflected shock experiments are not
Equation (9) is independent of the value of y be- reported in the present work, it was felt appro-
cause of the form of equation of state chosen. priate to calculate - for the sets of overdriven

states here. These were computed by linear
A comparison of Skidmore and Hart's regressions of the form:

model with the present experiments is shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. The agreement they found for In P In C + y In (p/po) " (11)
Composition B Is verified for pressures up to
about 0.6 megabar, with some divergence of the A fit of this form is less than optimum, since
data from equation (9) above that pressure. undue weight is given to points at the lower end
Some modicum of agreement also exists for of the range. Nevertheless, some indication of
76/24 Baratol. On the other hand, substantial the value of -/ required to fit the data is pro-
disagreement, throughout the pressure range, vided. These computed -'s are listed in Tableis evident for both PB-HMX-9404 and cast TNT. 6, together with those of Jameson for the C-J
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TABLE 4
Shock States-PB-HMX-9404SIi

• I Vf, U UP P

Rd pop
Scm/Asec j cm/Asec cm/psec. Mbar

8109 .334 ± .002 .901 o .011 .263 .708 .435

7952 .350 ± .002 .907 * .012 .277 .696 .460

8110 .355 * .002 .912 * .010 .279 .694 .470

S7951 .361 ± .001 .917 ± .008 .284 .690 .480

7950 .391 ± .002 .931 * .014 .308 .669 .527

7834 .397 ± .003 .924 ± .018 .312 .662 .532

8113 .412 ± .002 .941 + .008 .324 .656 .562

7949 .413 ± .002 .942 ± .014 .325 .655 .563

8112 .429 ± .002 .949 ± .013 .337 .645 .589

7835 .429 ± .002 .943 ± .021 .337 .642 .587

7943 .445 ± .003 .970 ± .013 .349 .640 .623

7942 .464 .002 .983 - .015 .363 .630 .658
8116 .479 ± .002 .981 + .012 .375 .617 .678

8117 .480 ± .002 .978 ± .011 .376 .615 .678

8234 .492 ± .002 1 .989 * .007 .386 .610 .699

88233 .499 ± .003 .996 1 .009 .391 .607 .711

8135 .503 ± .003 .998 o .011 .394 .606 .723

8131 .507 ± .002 1.001 .013 .397 603 .732

8236 .553 ± .003 1.019 ± .012 .432 .576 .813

- 1 7855 .559 ± .006 1.023 .024 .436 .573 .823

1 8137 .578 ± .003 1.036 ± .011 .452 .563 .863

TABLE 5
__Empirical Coefficients

Sa ! b c d eRangeExplosive"-- gxiv cm.3198 Mbar9 Mbar Mbar Mbar

76/24 Baratol 2.5 8 7  .010 3159 1.3198 9.799 .7.103 19.242 .30 < P < 1.03

Cast TNT 1.588 ± .003 .4313 1.0442 5.183 -14.149 10.150 .31 < P < .63

Composition B 1.678 ± .006 .5357 1.0047 6.653 -17.140 11.576 .36 < P < .74

PB-HMX-9404 1.839 .004 .7077 j 0.7290 4.713 - 9.925 5.487 .43 < P < Xi
Ii

I2
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1.0 - CM/IiSEC 4/
1 SKIDMORE alHART
u 4°H DET. SYMP

0'9

COMPOSITIONS B
Po: 1.678± 0.006 GM/CM 3

0.7-C~ '

76/24 BARATOL
Pox2.587?"OOIO GM/CM3

0.6

0.5, 1

0.1 02 Up 03 04 CM/1, SEC

up.

Fig. 3 - Shock velocity -- material velocity data for
Composition B and 76/24 Baratol

Sstate. In three of the explosives the PVY formu- The foregoing discussion evinces the fol-

Slation reasonably well described the data, for lowing speculative comments. Some doubt is
the Tevoked by the fit. In the fourth explosive, placed on the validity of the model described by
Composition B, the fit was extremely tenous, equation (9), because of the inadequacy of the

suggesting the inapprop:,lateness of- a fit of the fits in Figs. 6 and 7. Yet, no definite insuffi-
form of equation (11). Despite the fact that ciency can be attributed to the assumptions
suitable fits to equation (11) were obtained for made.

S~three of the explosives, the computed values of
y) for the overdriven states of all four explo- The assumption that the energy released

Ssives bear little relation to those of the C-J by the reaction is identical for the C-J state
states, being less than and greater than those and the overdriven state might be borne out

Sof the C-J states by ten to sixty percent. by the fact that an overdriven detonation, IfR
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1 0 -CM/ 4rLSEC 1
PS-HMX-9404
Poe18639 ± 0.004 GM/CM 3

0.8 CAST TNT
po.,-.5-± 0003 GM/CM 3o.

0.7 /
Ci--

0.2 03 0.4 CM/ILSEC
up

Fig. 4 - Shock velocity- material velocity data for
PB-HMX-9404 and cast TNT

TABLE 61.0 MM Polytropie Exponents

V

0.8- Explosive
C-J Overdriven

0.6 Composition B 2.71 * .13 2.98 d .30

P Cast TNT 2.84 f .20 3.43 1 .13
94044.4 76/24 Baratol 2.95 * .23 4.79 t .12

C(COMP a PB-HMX-9404 3.17 .12 2.92 * .09

0.2 NT----.- SARATOL

ci piopagated sufficiently far, will decay into the
P7s usual steady-state detonation. This statement

V.5 o e 0.7 o.6 is supported by preliminary experiments, not
PO/P formally reported at this time, on the attenua-

tion of overdriven detonation in 76/24 Baratol
Fig. 5 - Pressure-density ratio re- and PB-HMX-9404, with extended charges.
gressions for four explosives, from Initial propagation rates were consistent with
Table 5 those measured in thin specimens, and, within
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1.0 CM/ISEC /J

0. COMPOSITION /

08 /f/
I-I

0.6 c o , I

SKIDMORE ek HART
4TH DET. SYMP.

C-i

0.5

I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1AOMBAR

Fig. 6 - Shock velocity data as a function of pressure, for Composition B
and 76/24 BaratoI, compared to C-J points and equation (9)

experimental uncertainty, were constant. Decay The assumption that a polytropic equation
of propagation rate commenced at distances in of state describes ihe C-J state would not ap-
the explosive samples of five to twenty flyer pear to be unreasonable. However, the succes-
thicknesses. Between 100 and 200 flyer thick- sion of states ex ending from slightly above to

-nesses from the buffer-explosive interface, the several times the C-J pressure can be fitted
propagation rate had dropped to the steady- uniquely to a polytropic equation o1 state, but
state rates; 0.51 cm/,isec for Baratol and 0.88 the Y's obtained seem to bear little relation to
cm/Ilsen for 9404. These preliminary obser- the C-J I. Thus, it probably should be con-
vations that overdriven detonations decay to cluded that use of a polytropic form for the
C-J rates indicate that the ultimate products of present experiments is inappropriate and the
an overdriven detonation, in the pressure range computed e's obtained are fortuitous.
investigated, are probably the same as those
for a C-J detonation. Therefore, no unique With the assumptions of Skidmore and
modification of the series of decomposition Hart's model not vigorously eroded, a reason-
processes in the detonation, resulting in a able speculation is that data described in these
change of i and a steady unsupported detona- experiments is not representative of the prod-
tion whose propagation rate Is greater than the ucts of detonation at the C-J plane. Rather,
C-J rate, takes place, these data are representative of the unreacted
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I!!
1.0- CM/MuSEC

PB-HMX-9404 -

0.9

US __

0.8-

CAST TNT

01 Cj

-. 2 0.4 0!6 0.8MBAR

Fig. 7 - Shock velocity data as a function of pressure, for PB-HMX-
9404 and cast TNT, compared to C-3 points and equation (9)

Hugoniots of the explosives investigated. This REFERENCES
statement would seem to be supported by the -7A
facts that any judicious extrapolation of the 1. J. M. Walsh, M. H. Rice, R. G. McQueen, I
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VAPORIZING OF URANIUM AFTER SHOCK LOADING
Ph. de Beaumont

Comnnissariat a l'Energie Atomique - Paris

and
J. Leygonie

Centre d'Etudes de Gramat - Lot

ABSTRACT

An explosive.dcv;3-e ,sed on the principle of a conical implosion
achieves generating, in urahium. P"d copper bamples, plane and steady
shock waves, the strength of which-approaches 15 Nibars in uranium.
Both the shock velocity and free-surface % locity in air have been
measured simultaneously. Different equations of state have been tried,
to interpret the experimental restilts of uiranium; only an equation of
state of liquid type restorcthese results along with those previously
obtained up to 2 Mbars. Furthermore, the free-surface velocity ob-
terved for 15 'bars in uranium implies a complete vaporizing during
the expansion.

IN4TRODUCTION The impact of the conical tamper of copper
(2-mm width) on a target of same material

"-ne state of matter is adequately known in generates a converging conical shock wave re-
tea re'.ge of pressures close to I Mbar where 3ulting in a Mach bridge on the axis. The dl-
At it' sufficient to have a good potential (crys- ameter of the Mach bridge is close to 10 mm in
talline inetal) and use the Mle-Gruineisen rela- the plane of the support of the sample, thus
tion b•tw--Žen thermal pressure and energy. In making it possible to measure dynamic pres-
the range of very high temperatures, the equa- sures of 11 Mbars in copper. A modified ver-
tions of state of Thomas-Fermi are then very sion measures up to 18 Mbars, but it was not
appropriate, necessary to use it to get a complete vaporizing

of uranium after shock R ading. The sample is
Here, ~.1 has been tried to reach experi- a pellet 2 mm high and 6 mm in diameter,

mentally an intv,,nediate dom.An of pressure smaller than the diameter of the Mach bridge
and temperatuwe. The experiment consists of which behaves as an isolated plane wave with
focusing a conit f roated shock into a plane regard to the sample.
Mach-bridge of high trert~h •0 than 15 A large number of shots were accomplished
Mbars); the theory sbowt'•?.,tt the simple de- in different samples of solids and transparent
* scription, by Mie-Gr~lne-*n, of thermic terms liquids of variable width in order to check the
is no more valid, and therefore It is not possi- steadiness of shock waves generated by Math
ble yet to use Thomas-Fev•,I'& equations. The bridges. The measured defects of steadiness,
state of matter will be deseribed with an equa- on samples varying from 1 to 3 mm in width,
tion of liquid state, thus allowing for continuous were never ove: 4.8% on shock velocities,
change from solid phase to gaseous phase which which Is within the range of accuracy of thehas been encountered when loadir,g uranium and wihi ihnterneo cuayo h

has eenencuntredwhenloaI~guraiumand measurement itself. Then the steadiness de-
then expanding it into the atmosphere.fectsmare not noticeable.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENTSE ET D CAND RESULTS OBTAINED

The device in question is a conical implo- The measurements were carried out by
sion generator represented on Fig. 1. optical methods, i.e., using a high-resolution

Preceding page blank 54
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XPLOSIVE EXPLOSIVE INITIATION
LOAD SHELL SLAB

SLB PLEXIGLASS PLATE

SAMPLE

rTARGET

TARGET DETAIL

Fig. I - Conical implosion generator
(strength 11 Mbars)

streak camera with a rotating mirror. Film u = 11,790 r/s
analysis requires several machines; a tele-
reader, a micrometric microscope, a micro- for uranium
densitometer, and an isodensit-- recorder. Us rn/s

The streak camera records the diameter u = 15,850 m/s
of the sample through a plate of plexiglass us 2op0e/
placed at a determined distance from the free = 20,640 r/s
surface. The following events are recorded on
the film, In order: The scattering of experimental results around

the mean value for uranium is
I Shock emergence on the plane bearing

the sample, AU ±2.5% =s 1.5%

* Shock emergence on the free surface of
the sample, and for copper

9 Phenomena associated with the impact of
the sample on the plexiglass plate. t2-.9%- : t1.7%

U

The film :tnalysis procedure will be exam-
ined in the next paragraphs. The reason for this scattering, essentially

due to difficulties in analyzing records, Is given
Filtten shots were achieved for each metal. in the following paragraphs.

A cert;,in number of shots had to be rejected
for the following reasons:

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL
9 Incorrect centering of the Mach bridge RESULTS

on the sample,
Measure of U (Shock Velocity)

SPerturbation of the plexiglass plate be-
fore impact by lateral jets, .tost of the The method of measuremednt is shown in
time because of incorrect centering. Fig. 2 on a streak camera record.

The value given for the c( iple u, shock The Mach bridge occurring in the plane
velocity Us, free-'urface velocity, is the mean of the sample is limited by diameter AD. The
of the nonrejected shots: major part of the trail is obscured by the pellet.

• " ••' • •- ... ..... -.. .. = •- .... -.... = -- - -- • ,• •• . . ...-. . . . , -
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IWWVit/z
Fig. 2 - Streak camera record

The wave is slightly concave, with a mean rise i.e., for uranium:
of 16 ns, varying A6 ns from one shot to the
other. U is measured straiht above E and F, U., 11.790 Ws
the points limiting the zone being undisturbed
by the lateral expansion at the time of shock Atmeen 170 ns
emergence. The middle of segment ;:, is con-
sidered as the most probable instant for shock A (theory) 2.3S%
emergence straight above £ and F. This - 170
method of interpolation has been checked by
means of a number of shots In transparent ±2.,%
samples, for which the time interval obtained U
from interpolation can be compared to the real
time interval. It is verified that the maximum for copper:
range of error is ±4 ns. For a sample 2 mm
high, the measured time interval varies from U.,an 15,850 M/s
200 ns to 100 ns when U varies from 10,000
m/s to 20,000 m/s, so that error AU/U varies At, 1,. 126 ns
from -4/200 to A4/100, i.e., from ±2% to ±4%. S-4All(theory)= ±-A t±.8%

The analysis gives the following results ,U (2t

for U (m/s):
-U.(exp): ±2.9%

Uranium Copper
IThe agreement between theoretical and

Shot U Shot U experimental AuAJ is good. Notice that the
No. (m/s) No. (m/s) trails characterizing the arrival and emergence

2 1of shock in pellets are defined on the film as
3224 11,680 3191 15,870 begintn.gs of very impressed zones. They do
3231 11,710 3192 15,380 not correspond to the exact time of arrival of
3233 11,760 3200 16,240 these events, because of light diffusion on both
.234 11,890 3211 16,270 sides of the camera streak under high lumi-
3236 12,000 3212 15,360 nosity. Therefore, for U the phenomenon is
3238 11,990 U803 15,450 identical on both sides of the measured time
3599 11,650 3607 16,080 int.*val, this not being the case for Us, the
3600 11,610 3617 15,870 free-surface velocity.
3601 12,150 3622 16,190 Measure of Us
3618 11,490
3620 12,000 The p'? 3rmena occurring at the free-
3621 11,670 surface departure and at the impact on the
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Oe0.'Iwe &eok Co"WFo

Sudeceposition

Fig. 3 -Intenhity and illumination

plexiglass plate are essentially different and
need be analysed separately. E'(x)=f E(e) •A(jx - f)dý

At the free-surface departure, a high-
strength shock is sent into the air. The satu- if A Ix - •t) is the step response of the emul-
ration rise time of luminosity is physically aion, which is taken as:
negligible. This shock being very intense, the
mean-free path of photons in the equilibrium ( I x-f i/
zone is of the order of 5 ps in visible light; ie.,
a rise time, at the shock velocity of 23 ji/ns, of5/23 =0.2 ns. with r0 40 ji, for Tri-X 400 ASA film, usedin dynamic conditions.

On the contrary, light diffusion in the emul- The film blackening is given by
sion and the width of the streak yield to a
smooth rise of blackening on the film. d(x) c + log E'(x)

The intensity of radiation has the shape with y 1. Finally, Fig. 4a shows the black-
shown on Fig. 3a. The miumination on the film, ening curve computed for free-surface depar-
as a consequence, has the shape of Fig. 3b. ture, as *el as the streak position at same

time; Fig. 4b shows the curve experimentally
This illumination is diffused according to obtained with a microdensitometer giving a

the formula magnification of 1000.

Fig. 4a - Theoretical blackening
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t Fig. 4b - Experimental blackening

Agreement is excellent, and the streak emission radiating from*, the front is very im-
position is, so far, well determined with portant, the maximum teing for hv f 11 eV.
respect to the rise front.

The effect of radiation flux on the plexi-
At the time when the free surface impacts glass plate varies largely with. respect to time;

the plexiglass plate, the luminous phenomena in fact, the width of the cold air gap between
appearing are complex, as shown by recordizg the plato and shock front in air dwindles rap-
(Fig. 5a) and related microdensitogram (Fig. 5b). idly, which allows more and more UV photons

of high energy to reach the plate; they will be
These phenomena can be explained in the absorbed in a layer a few p wide which will be

following way: in the case of copper, the free more and more disturbed, partly from vapor-
suzrface moves with velocity of 20,650 m/s and izing; so the interface will be more and more
the shock wave created in air moves with ve- opaque to visible radiation. This effect, then,
locity of 23,250 mn/s, which brings the air to a is responsible for the record fl to 0 on the
temperature of 45,000*K. The luminous densitogram. of Fig. 5b.

21
J4

Fr

Fig. 5a -Streak camera record for copper

-N
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.. _I_.- 1 -1 t •

Fig. 5b -Microdensitogram of previous record
(2 z Fig. 5a).

At 0, air shock reaches the plate and is It is necessary to-add the se-f-luminosity
reflected, bringing the air temperature from of plexiglass brought, by shock, to % hilgh tern-
45,0000 K to '10,000KY, multiplying by 1.7 the perature close to l0,0000 K. This luminosity
visible radiation Intensity, and increasing at time T wilt be given by:
the blackening by 0.23 d. The blackening peak
is widened by diffusion. The peak is followed
by a rapid absorption of light according to 1,(T) It - exp E-k'v (tlv -uv)(t - t2 )1}
branch 0 to 1 which is Imputed once more to an
interface effect, but of different nature that the where 1,(T) is the luminosity of a black body
previous one-compression up to 20 kb, corre- at temperature T.* On the whole, from instant
sponding to the reflected air shock on one hand, t. (point 2, Fig. 5b), the luminosity is given by:
direct thermic conduction at the Interface on
the other hand. The result is "metaiisation"
of avery thin layer of increasing width. Opac- I(tW 12 exp (t'V(Uv- uv)(t -t 2)J
ity increases regularly, excluding any other
phenomena during the 8 ns necessary for the
return travel of the air shock from plate to 4,I,(T){1 - exp [-kl'(UV- uV)(t - t 2]}
free-surface and back. However, according to
the reflexion on the plate of the second ai rs nctinarent s the characteisic
shocted, theIncreaseofpresre air temperatue foshape of branch 2, 3, and 4, with following stage
ture is terribly rapid. It takes only 3 ns to of Fig. 5b.
rise from 20 k b to 1.y Nb. The bleinous in- oFg b
tensity rises very rapidly- to poeInt 2 (Fig. b) of Between 2 and 3, term 1 is preponderant
densitogram, corresponding to the impact time but dwindles. At 3, term le is of sme -order
of the free surface, iseiat time of maximum s I.. Between 3 and 4, term z, Is prepon-
compression of air at upe interface. The mid- derant and increases. In 4 we have
dlenof theestreakIsated atIrmpact time, because
this point i n at the top ofr diffusion peak.
From the impact time, a mechanical shock of (UV Uv)(t 4  U)t -t

1.5-Mb intensity is generated in plexiglass, of
which the coefficient of absorptIon i'o in the the term i, alone is noticeable and remains
visible is largely increased under such a corn- constant later on. Light from the interface
pres3i6n. It I I is the air lum nomsity at the does ot g t across the plexiglass any more;
interface at impact time t2. , v the shock ye- the shocked layer of plexiglass Is optically thin
locity in plexiglass, uo the particle velocity for its own radiation and emits as a black body.
in plexiglass, equal to interface velocity, t
time, then the luminosity at time t is given by: As a consequence of the previous analysis,

the position of the middle of the streak is well
e 2 exp (4e(U )(t-tz)) determined on the densitsgram at impact time
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of free surface. If it is equally known at de- In copper this gives (for us = 20,640 m/s i
parture due tc a diffusion correction, the free- 1.7%):
surface velocity is precisely measured, even
for a flight time as short as 100 no. Experi- u. ife X 22 910 m/s t2.6%
ment confirms this fact as shown by the small
scattering of results of the following table: Theoretical calcitlations taking into ac-

_ count dissociation and lonisation give for the
Uranium Copper same value of U., the value:

Shot Us Shot US Us r.theory : 23 250 m/s
No. (m/s) No. (mis)

which differs from U.5 r. exp only by *1.47%;
3235 16,300 3191 20,480 the agreement is satisfactory.
3236 16,300 3192 20,300
3238 16,900 3211 20,800 In uranium, a certain number of shots lead

S3212 21,000 to parasitic phenomena, illustrated in Fig. 6a
and 6b).

• For uranium,oThere is no intermediate increase in light

6UsN • between luminosityfall 0 to I -and saturation
G-•'s Jrise i to 2 from emission coming from the

Fopor.anincrei oflumin-ty is tried at 0.pe

For copper, We impute it to-the-presence of thin #icles
ejected from the free surface at time of emer-

-±1.7% gence of shock, hue to the bad state of the sur-
US/ ) +7face. These particles would be oxidized at

eup •time of reflection of shock in air, increasing
the luminosity level that obscures events behind
it. These shots have been excluded automati-

recordings: this is due to the difficulty of
achieving an undisturbed recording for the c
plexiglass plate; it comes either from lateral Finally, it will be shown later that the free

precursors in the case of a slightly eccentric surfaces vaporize at the emergence of the
wave, or from front precursors in case of a shock. This would cause considerable difficulty
sample the surface of which is not microscop- measuring their velocities if expansion occurred
icilly perfect. in a vacuum, because in that case-densities

It is also possible to get an approximate would be close to zero, though velocities are
measurement of air shock velocity with point 0. equal to the maximum speed of free expansion

Fig. 6a - Streak camera record for a uranium
shot for which direct free--urface measure-
ment is not possible
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i it_-z FJI" + 4m r Hi~:

E 'j.

i L I

Fig. 6b - Microdensitogram of previous
record (z V. Fig. 6a)

(adliabat). But as the experiment is done in air 0 v + 1
at.standard conditions, the air shock applies-a 6 (3)
pressure of a few. kilobars against free sur-
faces, sufficient to give vapor a density of about Knowing that u Us and eliminating U
a few grams per cm 3 depending on the metal, between (1) and (2), we obtain:
thus allowing a measurement of velocity as
precise as with solid samples. Pai 3.3 kbar

SINTERPRETATION TRIAL WITH This magnitude will be sufficient to esti-
MIE-GRUNEISEN EQUATION mate the expansion amplitude on the isentropic
OF STATE curves computed later on.

Preliminary Calculations Mie-Gr~neisen Equation

In order to give rough estimates of pres-
sure and density obtained in this experiment, The specific equation used was set up by
we use the relation Us = 2u (where u is the Gasnier with respect to Viard et al. (Ref. 1)
particle velocity behind the shock) which is results for shock pressure inferior to 2 Mbar.
valid only for weak shocks (isentropic) with
expansion in vacuum. The conservation P (V) y(v) (4)
equations v

P0U =(U - u). (continuity) (1) for pressure, and

P 0 U u, (momentum) (2) N(V) CVT *1 ST2 
. (5)

2
used with experimental values U = 11,790 m/s
and us = 16,500 m/s, give P = 18.5 Mbar and for internal energy.
p = 83 g/cm3 . The first terms of (4) and (5) represent

If the expansion takes placein air shocked the internal potential of metallic crystal, the
by emergence of shock from uranium sample, following terms are for temperature (v being
an estimate of air shock pressure (Pnk,), ne- the GrUnelsen parameter), (1/2) ST2 for free
-zct'4 %issociation and io ation, taking electrons-energy.
T -Y 1.4 and using the strong shock approxima- The Pack, Evans and James (P.E.J.) poten-
tion. can he given by: tial, is here used
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I PK() =oX_2.3lea( 1X
1 '3)_1] () Calculations and Results

Relations (1) and (2) together, *lth
with

0 as well as the initial conditions VOW, PO of0

The potential energy from the expression T, -- 30001C, permit the calculation of the shock
state subscripted H, corresponding to the shock
experimental velocity U. Along the isentropic

-E curve, calculated by numerical integration of (8),
PK dvone deduaces the particle velocity increase from

and (V) s gien y DudaleandMBCDI~St 's to the state where pressure is equal to airand v) I givn byDugale nd Mc~onld. shock pressure( -!- 3.3 kbar). Doing this doesnot lead to a free-surface velocity greater than
Y(V) d2(PX1J2' 3)/dV 2  1 ~ 13.30 km/s, approximately 20% lessa than 18.50
y() 2 d (PKV2/3)IdV 3 (7) 1m/s (experimental value, F~g. 7).

The P.E.J. potential presents the difficulty H

of lepadng to an infinite energy of cohesion; we H

keep it, therefore, because for inter-ion dis- 1: .71

tances we deal with here, less than three timesV J
the standard distance, the potential energy R;i!T
keeps-to reasona.ble values.

tNumerical values of parameters (C.G.S.):......
To 300 0 1C, v. 0.051883,

BV= 0.052632 (for P 0 and T T0 ), tj~I

C., 0.114 io,~=0.2856710,

a. 13.046,= S IQ. .. ... .. ..

Isentropic Expansion Equation and
Particle Velocity Increase

From the differential relation of isentropy nt
dE tPeW vtdS 0 , we get the equation in the

V.TpaeFig. 7 - Shock anci free surface velocities
(Mie-Grinneisen equation)

T Cv (VSTT + CV log y- t  (Vj d' -0
H V1  At this stage, we have tried to reach the

0 suscrpt refrs o te Huonit pintexperimental value of us by changing the pa-
subsriptH rfersto he Hgonot pintrameters of the Mie-Grilneisen's equation,

where the expansion curve originates, within the accuracy boundaries of shock states
1 12 less than 2 Mbars.
The differential relation for local sound

spee, d ocdu whee e s te lcalye-Figure 7 shows the failure of this test, in
locity of sound), allows -for obtaining the parti- which we cannot come closer in accuracy than
cle velocity increase in expansion: -18% of the experimental value of us.

Us - UA.':" f ) (0)
rv
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EQUATION OF LIQUID STATE T

Structure of the Equation 6 Debye temperature.

We shall justify later on the following Z is such that free en•,rgy is minimum, i.e.,equation: 
(F

3y(V) # Z'(TV) Cv.r Z='Z v.
P-- (V) 1 Z(T.V) 3 V

which yields
1/2

+ sov)T12Z =T12 o

1- Z BV63

for pressure, and thus definin V.

) 2 1 Z'(T.Z) The expression of Grflneisen's parameter:E = j(v) + -I + Z (t Z) c T

a() ( log ON
S1/2 T2  (12) (- log V

together with Dugdale and MacDonald's, formula
for energy. (7) lead to the expression of:

This describes more iccurately than the
Mie-GrUneisen iquation the thermic terms of o(V)= cat v'1/' . (PX V2/3 /
a crystal and the free-electrons 6ifa metal. IdV

A similar type of equation is to be found Cat such that 6 = 0o for v = v.
in Kormer (ReL 2) and Gasnier (Ref. 3), the
latter deriving-it from the partition function of The thermodynamic identities:
a mixture of free particles and harmonic
oscillators. p G')

Z being the proportion of free particles in Bv

specific volume V, and 1 - Z the proportion of and
harmonic oscillators, the free energy of the
mixture is:

E - T

F~E.() AT log L_!1 9)v
k

3
/ lead to Eqs. (11) and (12) above.

-with The electronic terms Identical to those of
Kormer (Ref. 2) use the heat capacity coeffi-

t = ideal gas constant cient of free electrons:
A = atomic weight o 0

•o 1i• " VR (15) °

B ([27rAkN3/2102 I
S---- N"with V, valency; Tp, Fermi's temperature

calculated in Ref. 4, gives 0, a 55 (C.G.S.) for
k and h = Boltzmann and Planck constants uranium.

A1 = Avogadro number The internal potential we take Is the one of
P.E.J. as above, giving for Debye temperature

N = total particle density a suitable shape (monotone, decreasing function
of specific volume).
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Isentropic Curve Equation #2.. = . .. L...

The differential relation dE PdV TdS 0 3Mj
gives: .... .... . . .

37(V) ~-(T.AV) CV.L ,()+Z(T.V)CV T vV
1 Z'(T. v) 3' Vv 2 -...i

+Z'(TV)Cv J:______V

v;2 v0

(ig. 8 Vhc)n fe ufc
veloci~ties lqi qain

+~Th shockT state. re Sockanhd frn tsuepriaenc

- ZV v'+e on uranium is located at coordinates:
(a ') dVP= 15.1 M~ar, p a 44.2 g/cm3.

The vaporizing rate, Z, reached at shock

dO /3 60 -2/3 2is 77.5% sand along expansion path exceeds

Calculations and ResultsVradl9%(Fg9)

Using the same method as above, we de- 4 u.. j is~ Am ? #A*-termined a set of parameters a, 83, and asuch that: flJ. * *

*Shock states previously experimented Cw " 9
up to 2 Mbars be respected

9Shock velocity of present experiment
be verified II

- * Free-surface velocity of present experi-
ment be reached as close as possible.

The values of parameters are as below
(C.G.S.):

a = O.25x 1012

/= 13.1

200K Fig. 9 - VaIporizing rate 2
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Final density obtained during expansion is &
close to 4 g/cm3 ; uranium is vaporized,, but its o 4. ,me•r, App •ig
density keeps to a level whose measurement of £ , •
free-surface velocity is possible. p,.

CONCLUSION

This equation enables us to describe
matter states for pressures as high as tens of
Mbars and temperatures reaching a hundred
thousands degrees.

This equation has, besides, the interest of
describing states obtained at lower strength
shocks, because it fits.together with Mie-
Grblneisen's equation (z= 0).

One notices, moreover, the flexibility of /

this equation by observing (Fig. 9) the deforma-
tion of isentropic curves -with respect to the • 4 2
region of shock states; Isentropic curve 4 pre-
sents the steep aspect of isentropic expansion Fig. 10 - Saturation curve
of solid state, the others (3, 2, and 1) spread
themselves more and more towards the satura-
tion curve, reaching progressively regions of
state plane where dense vapors and gases exist. National de la Recherche Scientiflque, 15

quai Anatole France - Paris 7 emb, 1962,
It is shown (Fig. 10) that it is possible to p. 383.

distinguish the shock states leading by Pxpan-
sion to dense or less dense states, by means of 2. Kormer et al, Dynamic compression (SOy.
the isentropic curve ending at critical point n o.pSept. 1862'

(Ref. 5); shock states resulting in expansion Phys., JETP, Vol. 15, No. 3, Sept. 1962).

below critical isentropic lead to dense states
(solid or liquid), the ones in expansions above 3. R. Gasnier, Symposium H.D.P., I.U.T.A.M.,
critical isentropic lead to less dense states Paris Sept. 1967, Dunod, Paris, Gordon
(liquid or gas). The phase change which should and Breach, New York, p. 131.
occur in the saturation curve does not occur
because of too fast an expansion, as emphasized 4. Ktttel, Introduction k Ia physique de l'•tat
by Zeldovich (Ref. 6). soude, Dunod, Paris, 1958, pp. 252-4.

We-had the pleasure to hear recently that,
in an underground experiment, shock states 5. Skidmore, Morris, Thermodynamics of
close to 30 Mbar had been realised in iron and nuclear materials, IAEA, Vienne 1962, pp.
lead; AlItshuler (Ref. 7) -nterpreted them also 173-216.
"with ahn equation of this type.

6. Zel'dovich and Raizer, Physics of shock
SREFERENCES waves, Academic Press 1967, p. 766.

1. J. Viard, Les ondes de ddtonation,-C.N.R.S., 7. Al'tshuler et al., Soviet Phy'ic JETP, 27,
Gif-sur-Yvette 1962, Editions du Centre 3, Sept. 1968, pp. 420-2.

Note by editor: See also J. Leygonie and J.-CI. Bergon, p. 529 of Ref. 3 cited above.I3
I4



OBSERVATIONS OF DETONATION IN A HIGH VACUUM
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ABSTRACT

High-speed framing camera and time-resolved ipectrographic ob-
V ~ servat~ors Ihave been made of the detonation of a number of aolid explo-

siveii in a high vacut;m (10-6 torr). The salient feature of the results
is the high velocity attained by the leading products emitted ;rom the
end of the charges-about 20 km/stz--with all explosives which contain

12 hydrogen. Time-resolved spectra have been obtained of the light
emitted when the produ-,ts stagn.,ate on an acrylic plastic plate. A pink
luminosity, involving the hydiogz~n alpha line, is produced by the lead-
ing products on impact. Early development of other hydrogen Balmer
lines and subsequenat development of sodium lines and lithium lines in
doped charge-,3 were aito observed. The early appearance of hydrogen
spectra as; compared to sodium and lithium spectra is attributed to

X relative diffusion of species having different molecular weights in the
edge of the products cloud. With PETN and HN, opaque whitish jets or
plumes of colored gas are occasicnally observed off the end of the
c~harges; these are interpreted as unreacted explosive and intermediate
products respectively.

Order-of-magnitude computations have s~hown that agreement with
the measured velocities of thte leading products (20 km/sec% can be ob-
tained by invokir~g ambipolar diffusion 'nf electrons and ions in the ex-
panding products cloud.

INTRODUCTION experiments, etc.; (3) the low dpnnlties attained
in the leading edge of the products c0oud may

Detonation of solid explosives in a vac'ium eitable molecular flow to occivr with the possh-
ha3 been an object of staldy for many years bililty of npecles separation by various mecha-

3from both an-experinental (1-4) iind theGretical nism~b. The observations reported herein
viewpoint. TheD salleid feature of these results result from Pttempts to lay a groundwork for
has-been the-observation of high velocities of the design of experiments to study the proper-
the ejecta, from the end-of the charge-velocities ties, structure and kinetics of detonation in a
of the order of 20-kin/sec. To the-authors' high vacuum.
-knowledge, these velocities have not been za;.As-

Pfactorlly acccounted for theoretically, a situation These observations are of two types: (1) a
Which poses an interesting problem in plasira broad phenomenological study of the gross

ady~namics. Even more interesting from the properties of detonation in a high vacuum; and
standpoint of detonat~om physics znd chemistry (2) some time-resolved spectrographic studies

Pis the possibility that removal of the ambient of the light emitted w~hen the leading edge of the
air allows direct observation of the prop.erties expanding products cloud stagnates against a
of the detoitation and its prcducts for the-follow- rigid surface in a high vacuum.
ing reasons: (1) spectroscopic studies will not
be hampered by emission or absorption by the
Amiabent atmosphere; (2) rapid, free expansion EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
in at least the leading edge of the products AND TECHN4IQUE
cloud may freeze th~e couarse-of chemical reac-
tion, allowing h td fitreit pce A schematic of the time-resolved spectros-
by mass spectromnetric means, molecular beam copy experimental setup is shown in Fig. I with

559
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Fig, 1 - A schematic of the experimental arrangement
used for time-resolved spectroscopy studies of explo-

'sives detonated in a vacuum

emphasis on the internal optics of the main intensity) to the viewing port of a blast chain-
component, a Beckman Whitley D-2 Spectro- ber. A 7.6- by 7.6- by 0.16-cm acrylic plastic
graphic Dispersion Unit. Insufficient light in- plate was used as the stagnation surface for
tensity was a major problem, so it should be two reasons: (1) to facilitate focusing the
noted that this dispersion unit is constructed spectrograph on the surface towards the charge,
kntirely of reflection optics, thus eliminating and (2) to eliminate contamination of the spec-
the attenuation of light due to multiple lenses. tira by alkaline metal lines from the glass wall
The objective mirror has a magnification of of the flask. The stagnation plate was positioned
.10 and aperture ratic of f/4.2 for an object parallel to the face of the explosive charge and
distance of 500 cm. The collimating mirror is 17.8 cm away. The spectrograph was focused
a 16-inch focal length, f/4 parabolic mirror on a fiducial mark which was scratched on the
mounted in a temperature-compensated posi- surface of the plate and aligned with the axis of
tioning assemnbly to assure-a high degree of the charge. The charge was detonated with an
collimation net essary for high spectral rfso- M-36 military detonator. The charge length
lution. The diEpersion device is a plane re- was tufficlent to assure t steady-state detona-
flectance gratiag ruled in an area 102 mm by tion when the front reached the face.
128 mm for tnh? dispersion and blaze wavelength
required. The entrance slit is variable from The data reported below were taken with
.02 to 3.0 mm, calibrated, a Cordin model 10-010 framing camera as the

time-resolving element. A maximum time
ror most of the work reported here, a 300 resolution of 1 tsec was set by the maximum

grooves/mm grating blazed fre, 5000 A was used; u3able speed (1 megaframe/sec) of the framing
this had a minimum efficiency ol 50% at 5086 A, camera. Low light levels and short exposure
63% at 4800 A, and 65% at 4358 A. The diaper- times required the use of extremely fast
sion obtained using this grating was t 85 A/mm (ASA 8000) recording film. The total recording
with a field of 2,050 A. time at maximum usable framing camera

speed was 25 psec. Relative exposure density
A 22-liter vacuum flask containing a 1.9- measurements were made from the film using

by ".6-cm cylindrical charge o! PETN was posi- a Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer.
tioned as close ag practical ito conserve light
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RESULTS arr'val of detonation, but is obscured by the
opa( ity of the products formed by the high-

A. Gross Features cart on explosives. The nature of the blue gas
is v nknown but it is conceivable that, at the

In the initial framing camera experiments, very high pressures which must prevail in this
the expeý!imental arrangement was essentially region, the disfociation of normally unstable
the same as that described for the spectro- species such as NO3 (which is blue) would be
graphic work, except that the charges were ini- suppressed.
tiated by an Army Engineer Special Detonator.
The explosives fired in these experiments in- In two firings with relatively low-density
eluded cast Composition B, pentolite, pressed pressed PETN (1.2 g/cm3 ) a whitish material,
tetryl, lead azide (LA), RDX, PETN, and hydra- presumably unreacted PETN, was ejected from
zine nitratc (HN). The lust three explosives the end of the charge with a velocity of several
named plus TNT are a series designed to span kilometers pir second (the exact velocity is
a wide range of chemical compositions: TNT difficult to estimate because of the diffuse
for high carbon content, RDX for high nitrogen, leading edge of the ejected material). This
PETN for high oxygen, and HN because it is would seem to indicate that when the detonation
carbon-free. Preliminary results indicated front reflects from the free surface as a rare-
that, as other investigators (1-2) observed, the faction the incipient reaction just behind the
leading products appear to travel at velocities detonation fro.t is quenched.
of the order of 20 km/sec. The leading prod-
ucts were found to produce a characteristic With HN charges, a small brownish cloud
pinkish luminosity reminiscent of an electric forms in a manner similar to the blue cloud
discharge in hydrogen when they imringe on a wi', PETN, aithough in this case the high den-
solid surface. No visible evidence of high sity of the cloud is not as apparent. Since HN
velocity products was found with LA; this ex- is rich in oxygen and nitrogen, it Is believed
plosive is the only one studied which contains that this brown gas Is nitrogen dioxide.
neither hydrogen nor carbon. Thus, it seemed
likely that the high velocity products contain In all cases, except LA and HN, a blue
hydrogen. luminescence is produced at the vessel walls,

apparently due to the impingement of products
In almost every case, a diffuse black cloud with velocities of about 12 km/sec. The prod-

of detonation products expands from the origi- uct which causes this luminosity may be carbon
nal charge position with a much lower velocity, dioxide since it seems most Intense with PETN
generally fronm 6 to 12 km/sec (except for LA and does not occur with the explosives which
in which cast "e expansion velocity is an do not contain carbon.
order of magh.-.ude less). The density of this
cloud varies with the explosive and appears
greatest with Composition B and tetryl, less so B. Time-Resolved Spectra
with RDX and pentolite, and still less so in the
case of PETN and HN. The opaque products All time-resolved spectral information
cloud is attributed mainly to free carbon in the reported in this paper is based on film records
case of the high-carbon-content explosives; for analyzed with a microdensitometer. Micro-
those explosives which contain little carbon the densitometer traces of J tme-resolved spectra
cloud concentrates toward the rear of the origi- oi the first ejecta from a PETN charge striking
nal charge position and is tentatively attributed an acrylic plastic plate in a vacuum of 5 x 10.6
mairly to vaporized copper and other opaque torr are shown in Fig. 2(a). Traces corre-
prookcts from the detonator. sponding to the first 5 isec after arrival at the

plate are reproduced. Thesallent features in
With cylindrical PETN charges, a particu- the wavelength range 5000 A to 7000 A are:

larly interesting phenomenon occurs. A small
cloud of intense blue products forms just off 1. Only the hydrogen a-line (6563 A) is
the end of the charge immediately after the observed during the first 2 psec after arrival
arrival of the detonation front. The high density of the first ejecta at the wall.
of the products comprising this cloud is evi-
denced by optical distortion of a background 2. After 3 psec the sodium D-line (5890 A)
grid when viewed through the cloud. The region appears; this line increases in intennity at later
of perceptible refraction extends beyond the times.
region of perceptible blue color. Presumably a
high density gas cloud is always present off the 3. CoIncident with the increase in intensity
end of the charge immediately following the of the sodium line is a decrease in intensity of
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Fig. 2(a) - Microdensitometer traces of Fig. 2(b) - Microdensitometer traces of
time-resolved emission spectra of PETN time-resolved enassion spectra of PETN
detonation ejecta impinging a solid sur- detonation ejecta impinging a solid sur-
face in a vacuum,wavelength range 5000 A face in a vacuum, wavel,.ngth range 4000 A
to 7000 A to 5000 A

the hydrogen a-line (see Fig. 4). Traces ob- Since, in the first experiments performed,
tained in the 4000 A to 5000 A wavelength re- the products were simply allowed to stagnate
gion are reproduced in Fig. 2(b). The hydrogen against the glasb wall of the vacuum vessel, the

T, V, and 8 lines are obsarved but with poor appearance of sodium emission lines was at-
signal-to-noise ratio. The reason for the broad truzted to the sodium in the glass. When an.
peak centered at approximately 4400 A after acrylic stagnation plate was substituted, and
3 jsec is not completely understood at this time; the sodium lines continued to be observed de-
however, part of it is tentatively attributed to spite precautions to avoid contamination of the
variation in the efficiency of the grating with explosive charge and apparatus (by fingerprints,
wavelength. These features support the theory etc.), it was concluded that the sodium is pres-
that spatial separation of the detonation product ent in the explosive as a residue from the
species is observed, washing stage of the manufacturing process.

To verify that the observed sodium line was
To assure that the obberved hydr'gen lines from the charge, a PETN charge was doped

are from the explosive and not from hydrogen with lithium and the results shown in t:g. 3
contained in the several monolayers of water obtained. Again, spatial separation of the hydro-
which would remain on the stagnation plate at gen and lithium was observed, but the time lag
this vacuum, the plate was heated to > 200°C is reduced corresponding to the smaller mass
under a vacuum of 10.6 torr and essentlaily difference (MN. =3 amu; M4, = * amu;
the same results were obtained. At this tem- M, = 1 amu).
perature and pressure, it is doubtful that
enough water retrains on the plate surface to The relative intensities of H-a and sodium
yield the hydrogen line intensity observed. D-lines are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of
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Fig. 3 - Microdensitometer traces of consideration is a lamina of essentially mifid-
thce time-resolved spectra obtained tesimal thickness at the end of the charge. If
using a lithium-doped PETN charge the reaction induction time is finite, the first
(zero time is the arrival time at the event which occurs when the detonation front
stagnation plate) arrives at the free surface is that this lamina

13% accelerated to a velocity twice the particle
vfelocity in the detonation aaid the pressure in

time (zero time is the time at which the deto- ithe lamina falls to zero. Thus, when the explo-
n, tion just reaches the end of the charge as sive reacts, it does so at its normal density
determined from framing camera pictures). r~.ther than the density~ to which it is comn-
The H-a line peaks between 13 Iasec and 15pisec pressed in the detonation ,.one, generating
and the sodium D-line peaks toctween 18 usec prodlucis at a pressure oatimated as [(y '(r + 1)1 "

and 19 jisec. This corrcsponds to a velocity times the C-J presSure. The Initial velocity
difference of roughly 4 mm/jisec. Similar peak and prnbsure were thus choser. to be 4.4 mm!
arrival times could not be obtained from the jpsee and 143 kilobars respectively. The garimat
lithium-doped charge data because the llthluzta for the product-gases was taken as 2.77.
lines were buried in continuum radiation before
they peaked. The principal -result of the calculations is

that the leading edge of the expandIng cloud
reaches a terminal speed of 6.6 mnoi/psect

DISCUSSION the end of 300 nanosecon'ls, reacting 95% of
that value within 50 nanoseconds. -The pressure

A computer program was formulated whkch in the leading lamina Ie down by a factor of
describes the expansion of a cloud of detonation 2< Xl10 front iti initial value, Aifter 300U ntmc-
products according to the Rlchtmyer hydro- seconds. The lnterna3 energy Is dcwn by a
dynamic flow formulatign (5). The program is factor of 3 x 10-4. This latter rcault implies a
similar to that of Lutzky (6). The principal very-low temperature in the leading lam~na
differences are in the initial conditions. (meatsured irt its own rest frdme) for -al rea-

sonable estltflatis of thet initial temperature.
Calculations were performed for RD2X at The calculated ter.'rina sojed of the leading

an Initia det~sity of I .77 g/cm 3 . The initial edge is in good Iwgeement with- criejunrements
velocity and pressure were chosen according to made on the naicrosecond ItamLig-carnera
the followi4ng reasoning. The region under photographs (if the spded of the viislble grey-black
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cloud of detonation products. However, it is species separation in the leading edge of the
about one-third the value needed to account for detonation products cloud in a high vacuum.
the time of appearance of the "pink glow" Although the details of the expansion process
emission, have not been fully resolved, there is prelimi-

nary evidence that time-resolved spectroscopic
Possible ways to account for the high speed measurements of the products are feasible and

of the emission which causes the pink glow are: may be used to infer the composition and ther-
modynamic state of the products generated in

1. The mechanism of ambipolar diffusion the reaction zone.
can be invoked to double the speed of the ion-
ized portion of the cloui.. In ambipolar diffu-
sion, a preosure gradiz-nt in the plasma at the
surface of the explosive wilt tend to accelerate ACKNOWLEDGMENT
the electron gas at several thousand times the
rate for ions. Any tendency for the electrons This work was supported by the Ballistic
to move ahead of the ions, however, is quickly Research Laboratories, U.S. Army Aberdeen
balanced by an electric field caused by the Research and Development Center, under Au-
separation of charges. The electrons, being thoiization No. 8946.
highly mobile in comparison to the ions, will
quickly achieve a near equilibrium between the
influences of the pressure gradient arid electric NOTE
field. However, the same electric field acts on
the ions but in the same direction as the pres-
sure gradient. This subjeets the ions to a total Reference to specific equipment is made to
force away from the surface double that on a facilitate und.erstanding and does not imply en-
neutral species. An order of magnitude calcu- dorsemenL by the Bureau of Mines.
lation shows that a clarge separation of even a
tenth of a percent creates an electric field which
wt+,ld produce forces-on the charged particles REFERENCES
man,, orders of magnitude greater than the
pressure g'xadfent, The difference in arrival 1. C. H. Johanseon and S. Ljungberg, 'Influ-
times of various suecies (hydrogen, lithium, ence of Air Pressure on the VelocP- of
sodium) !n ' he pirik glow is presumably due to Ejected Explosion Gases," Arkiv f~i Fysik,
the faet that tte same pressuze and electric field 6 pp. 369-373 1952.
act on bAth tight and heavy species in the deto- ,
nation "plasma," accelerating the lightest species
the most. 2. U. Ericsson, "Explosive Shock Travel

Times at Different Ambient Densities,"
2. The mechanism proposed by Johausson Appl. Scl. Res., Section A, 5, pp. 309-320,

and Selberg (3) which invokes elastic collision 1955.
between heavy molecules in the detonation
products and lighter molecules in the ambient 3. C. H. Johausson and H. L. Selberg, "Tran-
gas. Although this is an attractive hypothesis, sient High Temperature Gas Layers in
it appears doubtfud that the lighter molecoles Detonation," Prec. 4th Int'l. Conf. Ioniza-
actually come from the ambient gas for two tion Phenomena in Gases, Uppsala,
reasons: (a) the intensity of the light emitted
when these molecules impinge on a surface Aug. 17-21, 1959, IVD 1114, 1960.

ought to increase as the number of available
molecules increases; however, over a million- 4. N. Lundborg, "Front and Mass Velocity at
fold increase in ambient pressure (10-7 to 10- 1 Detonation in Evacuated Chambers," Arknv
tort) no obvious increase in luminosity was f•r Fysik, 25, pp. 541-543, 1964.
observed; (b) velocities of the sodium atoms or
ions, which certainly do not originate in the 5. D. Richtmyer, "Difference Methods for
ambent gas, are very nearly as high as those Initial Value Problems," p. "00, Inter-

of the hydrogen atoms, molecules or ions. scienCe Publishers, "s;e, New Ycrk, N.Y.,

1957.

CONCLUSIONS
6. M. Lurzky, "Explosions in Vacuum," U.S.

ExperimeatzI results 2ppear to verify Na,.al Ordnance Laboratory Report NOLTR
the assumption of the possibility of molecular 62-19, Nov. 1962.
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USCUSSION

Y. MANHEIMER-TIMNAT observed for instance in shock tube experiments
Technion Israel Institute of Technology where excited CO2 io formed by reaction be-
Haifa, Israel tween CO and 0. It might be of interest to

compare results from detonntion products
The blue light observed in the PETN ex- composition calculations with the observed blue

periments could come from the blue continuum light emission.

I
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PLANE SPALUNG OF COPPER

F. David, J. Vacellier, F. Prouteau, J. Legrand, R. Ch6ret
Commissariat & l'6nergie Atomique

Centre d'6tudes de Vaujours
93 Sevran (France)

V ABSTRACT

A plane shock wave is induced in a pure copper sample in such a
way that spalling occurs. On examination of the recovered spalls and
of the fr~e-surface velocity measurements, one is led to assume that
spalling originates from a progressive decohesion of the grains. A
rising-fra,;ture-strength R* is defined and related to the first decrease
of the free-surface velocity; an almost linear relation appears to exist
between IZO and the pressure p of the emergent shock. One-dimensional
calculations based upon the experimental law R* (p), a simplified ex-
pression of the cohesion stress, an empirical law of growing of the
cracks, are in reasonable agreement with the experimental results.

INTRODUCTION time in the air, next penetrates through a layer
of bicarbonate powder initially placed at the

AIR the here-mentioned experiments deal surface of a water tank, and finally comes to a
with O.F.H.C. electrolytically prepared copper standstill at the bottom of the tank. Figure I
samples, annealed at 600 0C and 10- torr for shows spalls thus recovered.
four hours. The mean grain diameter is ap-
proximately 0.3 mam. Microscopic Examination

In order 'o achieve a good approximation of the Spails
of a one-dimensional flow, the thickness X0 of A careful microscopic examination of a
the sample is chosen so as to remain a fraction diametral cross section of a recovered spal
of the diameter • (5 <-- xo mm -• 40, • = 150 reveals the existence of distortions and cracks.S~mm). A plane shock wave is induced in the
samm plae, sithock wyanexplve i cdinor thage These perturbations generally follow the out-
sample, either by an explosive donor charge line of the grains along directions which, on the
with the same diameter, or by a 3-mm-thick average, are normal to the flow; they appear at
flying plate (2.7 < Vmm/uis < 3.5). In both some distance-from the free surface, looking
cases an expansion wave follows the incident
shock. As soon as the latter arrives at the
free surface, another expansion wave propa-
gates backwards in the sample. It is well
known that the region where the two expansion
waves interfere undergoes stresses which may
involve spalling.

EXPERIMENTS

Recovering of the Spalls

In order to get free of the effects of lateral
expansion, the target is composed of a ring
which confines a pastille whose diameter is
30 mm. When a spall appears, it flies some re 1

Preceding page blank57
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Figure 2

more and more like cracks as the distance to
the free surface increases, so much so that co- S
hesion between grains nearly disappears near F
the spalling surface. It may be emphasized that F FLASH

the same features are also found in shocked but PRISM
not spalled samples. Figure 2 illustrates the F"
above-described microstructure.

Towards
streakt camera

Free-Sarface Velocity Measurements Y c

Eden and Wright's technique (1) is used to F7]
determine the free-surface velocity of the sam-
pie. As shown in Fig. 3, the light emitted by an [ ILM
argon flash is totally reflected by the faces F,
F', and F" of a prism, then sent back towards Figure 3
a 50jim streak camera. The movement of the
free surface S of the sample progressively re-
moves the total reflection on the face F. Let a
be the angle between F and S; let j3 be the prisms are disposed symmetrically about the
angle on the film between the time axis and the axis of the target (this involves a sample 80 mm
limiting line of the illuminated zone: let v and in diameter). When working under these condi-
y be respectively the inscription speed and the tions, one achieves a continuous measurement
magnifying power of the camera. The free sur- of u with 2% experimental error.
face speed u Is given by:

Table 1 summarizes the main results of
U sin a tg the measurements; p is the pressure of the

7- emerging shock, u 0 is the initial free-surface
velocity; All is the first decrease of u, i.e.,

When u undergoes a variation Au, a vari- from the moment when the shock emerges until
ation the first noticeable acceleration; At is the

corresponding time interval. Every mentioned

-- value is averaged over two or three shots.

is recorded on the iLm. The best precision is INTERPRETATION
obtained when f- a n/4; this condition is
achieved by a proper choice of v. As for a, it Spalling Mechanism
must be neither too small, since a planar de-
fect sa of s involves an apparent variation It is well known (2 to 13) that a calculation

Sit =i u cot go a - a of it, nor too large, since may be achieved where spalling merely con-
a disturbing jet appears between F and S for sists in splitting the sample in conformity with
large values of a. the experimentally determined thickness of the

first spall. Among the information given by
In order to correct the measurements for such a calculation is the above-defined time

a possible rotation of the free surface, two interval At. Whatever the chosen equation of

___ -~--- ~ __
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TABLE 1

X0 00 P AUAt
SCHEME OF EXPERIMENT (mm) (mm//us) (kb) (mm/us) (us)

___o__ I __________t

20 3.20 905 0.52 0.9IMPACT 25 2.80 750 0.45 0.8

VELOCITY # 3.5 mm/us 30 2.53 660 0.38 0.8

OF 35 2.235 500 0.25 0.7

"40 1.19 455 0.22 0.6

1 COPPER 25 2.30 580 0.25 1

30 2.15 530 0.23 0.9
VELOCITY # 2.7 mm/ps

PLATE 35 1.95 470 0.20 0.8

40 1.85 440 0.12 0.8

DETONATION OF A CHARGE 10 1.82 430 0.12 0.6
IN CONTACT WITH SAMPLE
(Detonation velocity = 8 mm/uls) 20 1.70 395 0.10 0.6

5 1.22 265 0.12 1.2
Detonation velocity = 6.2 mm/us

20 1.05 220 0.10 1

state of the sample is, the calculated value of The rightward-bound compression wave reaches
A t is three or four times the experimental the free surface at some point B and causes it

- value. This fact and the cracked structure of to accelerate, which is noticeable on the contin-
the recovered spalls evidence that spalling can- uous record of i. About the characteristics
not be accounted for by assuming a simple and OA and AB, one may write:
instantaneous splitting. More precisely they
suggest that it originates from a progressive
decohesion of the sample which takes place at
the grain interfaces as soon as they undergo
what may be called the "rising fracture stress"
R%. While the cracks propagate, following the
outline of the grains along directions which in . IS RC
the average are normal to the flow, compres-
sion waves are emitted which slacken the de- % " I
cohesion of the material and, at last, cause the SHOCK

Sfree surface to accelerate. ,

EXPANSION Wvr -

The R*(p) Curve WAVES,' "

When time elapses, a slice of the sample ''-- COMPRESSION

undergoes increasing stress when in the region - . -W -" -"AVE
where the two expansion waves interfere, then - -.- - 0
decreasing stress because of the compression - - -.."-....
waves reflected from the free surface (cf. SHOCK
Fig. 4). In other terms the stress reaches its x
maximum value on the last characteristic r-
of the reflected expansion wave. Therefore the
first crack appears at some point A of r-. Figure 4
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A
R* Pa du =Jpa duJ (2)

Af

Under the reasonable assumption that va is
constant in the OAR region of the flow, Eqs. (2)
yield:

R*'% ao io- uA = uA-i. (3) a b

Consequently, R* may be expressed in terms Fig. 6 - (a) Features of distortion
of the above-defined ,A by: zones; (b) schematic structure

ofteaoedfnd Au by:__________________

R* n 4 t (4)

It appears from the 6u measurements that
R" varies almost linearly with p, as is shown
on Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 - Decohesion points hypothesis

so 'b kb

j*Impact of Numerical Calculations
0Comm3 plate

so The above simulation has been fitted to
1: Detonation of a numerical calculations in the following way.

charge in contact The space interval of the Lagrangian grid is
chosen so as to be S/3. Thus every third plane

40 of the grid is a plane P.

One assumes that ac is in direct ratio
with the contact area. Consequently, at times

20o M t . 6 t*, 0e is given by:x Rfez 4.16 6.1p6÷8lp + 2

P kb Shock 2•t R* ( )(5)

o100 bo 1000
where c is the cracking speed.

Fig. 5 - Experimental relation RI(p)

As for the cracking speed •, the following
empirical law is used

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS o if a ac

Simulation of the Spalling Mechanism
S • h - I1 if > c

The distortions and cracks are located on
geometric planes P normal to the flow, and
spaced by the mean diameter 8 of the grains where is the average of the stress values in
(cf. Fig. 6). A splitting occurs on a plane P as the two neighbouring meshes, and 1 is the
soon as the stress reaches R*. On the two lips similar average of the sound velocity values.
of the crack, .a so-called cohesion stress a, is
maintained. In order to estimate a-, it is as- The calculated and recovered spalls are
sumed that one decohesion locus appears on compared in Table 2. The calculated and
each interface of plant: P at the ineitant t* when measured free-surface velocity are compared
the stress equals RA (cf. Fig. 7) and that a, is on Fig. 8, whereas Fig. 9 gives an example of
in direct ratio to the contact area. calculated flow.
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Spall's Thickness (mm)
Schme f Epeimet (m)Experiment Calculation

5 No spalling No spalling

P D 6 .2 mm/#s 10 No spalling No upalling

Detnaio I20 No spalling No spailing

ofachre n5 No spalling I No spalling

I10 No spalling I No spalling

F_15 No spalling I No spellng
D- 8 MM/II5

sample 120 6.5; 13.5 5.4; 14.6

125 6; 4; 15 5.1; 4.5; 15.4
inS

130 6.5; 11.5; 12 71.1; 5.2; 17.7

U*m~s -. M FREE-j'; 4;~'
Caieuiation

1,7. INSHOCK

'S / I'S

Fig 8/ jresufc /eoiy chrg 'N

Fthat ar Fhreesractitco vlocity: Thare nuer

les soatisactoy withsampl as 0  10per men ) and"<4,'~

CONLUIO Is 204

carie out has dm.oefiedmre cleamot rly bl features 9

that the agreement should be widely improved by Fgr
using less empirical cracking speed and co-
hesio-a stress.A

of a plane-free surface. The 4th Sympo-
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SPALLING UNDER OBLIQUE IMPACT

1. C. Skidmore and J. W. Lethaby
Atomic Weapons Research Establishmenti Alderinaston, Reading, England

ABSTRACT

SA light gas gun has been used to project 6.67 cin diameter x 0.635
cm thick brass discs at similar target discs 8.89 cm diameter x 1.27
cm thick with the angle between the colliding surfaces increasing from

_ •zero in 0.5' steps. The impact velocity was maintained constant giving
rise to a 23 kb tension compared with the incipient dynamic fracture
stress of 14 kb deduced separately. Sectioning the recovered target
discs showed that as the angle increased the fracture zone was dis-
placed away from the first impact point and contracted until at z' it
disappeared. The meapured fracture locations are in agreement with
a simple analytic description of fracture being suppressed by lateral
rarefactions limiting the zone where, with respect to the impact point,
steady two-dimensional flow conditions are maintained. Two-
dimensional hydrodynamic computer code calculations justify the
analysis and also illustrate sonic secondary features of the fracture
pattern.

1. INTRODUCTION spallation studies from extraneous experimen-
tal influences.

Plate impact systems have been commonly
used in spallation studies for over ten years. It was observed in ovr early experiments
Their attraction is that ideally they can provide that the projectile plate acceleration system of
a unlaxial strain configuration which is the explosive plus metal attenuator gave rise to
easiest non-steady flow situation to treat thee- considerable plate curvature. This suggested
retically. However, since experimental ar- that the wave pattern generated by such:
rangements must always have limited lateral pact deviated considerably from the simple uni-

I dimensions and may show deviations from pla- axial flow assumption of the theoretical analy-
narity it is important to assess their effect on sis. Hence a study was initiated to examine the

Sthe uniaxial flow field to validate any interpre- effect of controlled oblique impacts on spalla-
tation based on one-dimensional theory. The tion behaviour. The material chosen was 60/40
experiments reported here were aimed at brass since it provides easily discernible frac-
examining an aspect of this problem. ture patterns. The basic geometry examined

was the impact of a 0.635 cm thick projectile
Our early work on spalling in plate colli- plate on a 1.27 cm thick target. In our original

sion experiments (1) gave dynamic fracture work with these dimensions the dynamic frac-
strengths a factor of three or more greater ture strength quoted was 65 kb. This should be
than values reported round about the same time compared with a value of 14 kb from the pres-
by other laboratories using the same approach ent work.

- •(2). On the other hand our results were not too
dissimilar from values derived from expert- In the first experiments a large projectile
ments on plates under detonation wave attack plate was accelerated by a tangentially incident
(3) and hence the discrepancy aroused little detonation wave to impact target plates 5 cm
comment. However, recent attempts to eluci- square, inclined at various angles of incidence,
date the time dependent nature of spailing have here referred to as the angle between the col-
resurrected the problem in order to separate liding surfaces. The impact velocity was suffi-
the consequences of more sophisticated cient to generate a 40 kb tension and it was

573
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observed that no spalling occurred in plates accelerating a 0.5 kgm projectile to a muzzle
inclined at angles greater than 20. velocity of about 700 m sec" * The barrel is

normally evacuated to a pressure of about 10"
These experiments suffered from a lack of bars to avoid building up an air cushion between

precisioti due tc. the variability of the explosive projectile and target.Sdrivirsq, system and h~ence did not provide a

Sfine control over the impact angle. This dis- The muzzle arrangement in the present
advantage has been overcome more recently by experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The projectile
using a light gas gun to accelerate the projectile disc had a diameter of 6.67 cm and was mounted
plate to impact a target plate mounted obliquely on a polyurethane foam plug of density 0.3 gm
at the muzzle. These experiments are de- cm" which fitted within the carrier. This
scribed in section 2 and the results interpreted foam plug distributes the accelerating forces
in section 3. over the projectile plate surface thereby avoid-

ing distortion. It has a negligible impedance
compared to brass so that the interface with

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD the projectile plate may be regarded as a free
surface.

The light gas gun is a single stage device
consisting of a 3 m long barrel with a 7 cm bore The target disc was 8.89 cm in diameter
mounted directly onto a pressure vessel ac- and was mounted on a short detachable end
cepting working pressures of up to 200 bars. section of the barrel. It was supported on three
The projectile carrier is a hollow plastic cyl- legs, 120" apart, two of which were set at the
inder 7 cm long with a wall thickness of 3 mm same height and the third adjusted to give the
surrounded by two inset PTFE runners. It is required angle of incidence. This angle was
enclosed at one end by a metal disc and PTFE measured to within 0.0150 with a clinometer.
washer which before firing provides a gas tight Sixteen low mass electrical probes were in-

Sseal between the pressure chamber and the serted through the disc on a concentric 6.35 cm
barrel. The cariler Is restrained by a tie rod diameter circle and set at a constant distance
incorporating an electrically fired explosive from the surface to give an oscillographic re-
release bolt. The system enables the initial vordilg of thu projectile arrival time so en-
gas pressure to be accurately predetermined abling the .rue angle of incidence to be determined.
thus giving good control and reproducibility
over muzzle velocity. Using helium as the The brass samples were to British Stan-
driver gas the gun is capable typically of dard 251 having a density of 8.44 gm cm" 3 and

l IIIj I:! • oultloyltIl Ilne,

PTFE IoctUred pwadic

[ri/lsi
-- I | on9M1Cion

•- •- .1--i Ii----&4•

S--I

ruo ....... VC!S M V

Fig. I - Experimental arrangement at gas guin muzzle

R
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with a nominal composition Cu 62.5/Zn 35.5/Sn Recovered target discs were sectioned
1.25, the remainder being impurities, along the diameter through the first Impact

point, the surface polished and then etched inIn a separate series of experiments the dilute nitric acid to reveal the fracture pattern.

critical impact velocity for incipient fracture The results are shown in Fig. 2. As the angle
1.vas determined as 90 m see-i The impact of incidence increases the originally well- -

Svelocity selected for the oblique impacts was defined symmetric fracture is displaced awaySabout 50% higher to show a well-defined fracture from the initial impact point and reduces in

until 6y20 it has 0tsappeared.S~~~at normal incidence. The angle of Incidence size and severityuniby2itIsdaper.

was increased in 0.50 steps until fracture was A secondary inclied fracture near the region
no longer apparent. The impact velocity given where impact ceases is evident from 1 on-
by the pressure calibration of the gun was wards and is the only fracture remaining at 20.
148 * 4 m sec- 1 , except at normal incidence
where the experiment formed part of another
series and gave 142 - 4 m sec"1. The actual 3. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
angles of incidence as determined by the probes
are recorded in Table 1 and considered to be The impact velocity used here generates
accurate within 5%. shock waves which, at normal incidence, after

i1//

Fig. 2 - Fractture patterns in targets im-
pa.cted at diffcrent angles of incidence

SE?
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reflection and interaction produce a tension of C while at time t a similar rarefaction R2
23 %b compared with the critical tension of originates from 02. If the regular interaction
14 kb required to cause incipient fracture under point D lies within the range of influence of the
these cotdltions. The variation in angle of two rarefactions R, and '%,, then the regular
incidence of up to 2° only has a small effect on tensile interaction process IF raodif'led with
the impact pressure so the changes in the ob- consequent effeets on the fracture pattern.
served fracture pattern must be due to effects
modifying the nrimary wave interaction pro- If, with respect to the impact point, a
cess. These must be caused by the stress re- steady two-dimensional flow pattern is estab-
lieving waves penetrating laterally from outside lished then the phase velocity of the impact
the impact area. point is given by

The basic phenomena can be illustrated by ci v cosec 0 C cosec .
a simple linearised hydrodynamic model in
which •,l1 waves are propagated at bulk sound Thus
velocity c. This is much larger than the im-
pact velocity V so that particle velocity may be sin # sin e casec Oc
neglected in comparison with the propagation
velocity. The model is justified by noting that where
the stress of 23 kb is about ten Limes larger
than the Hugoniot elastic limit for this type of v
brass so that elasto-plastic wave structures i -
should not deviate too much from the hydro-
dynamic prediction while at the same time the and when sin 0 > sin 6, this relation cannot be
stress is sufficiently small to cause little satisfied andl steady flow pattern is no longer
dispersion. posible. This is because C, becomes sub-

sonic and the rarofactior Rt is alw..ys In ad-
The basic wave pattern is illustrated in vance oi the impact point A, Thus steady flow

Fig. 3. The target plate of thickness a is at A, and hance at D, can only be Inttiated at
struck by a projectile plate of diameter d and angles lesg than 19,. However, since the inter-
thickness h inclined at an angle 6 to tme t0r- action at D is displaced in space andt time from
get surface. Impact first occurs at time t = o A, the effect of rarefactions R, and R. In sup-
at the point 0o and the impact point. travels presshag the steady tensile interaction defines
along the surface with a phase velocity cl until a smaller limiting angle %o, depending on the
the impact ends at the point 02 at time dimensions of the syetem.
t -d/Ci. At some earlier time the Impact
point is at A where, if 6 is less than some In the coordinate system shovn in Fig. 3
critical value 0,., shock fronts AB and AC are the fracture plane is y, 0  a - b. The inrerac-
generated in the target and proectile respec- tion D first occurs at posltion x0 t (a t 1)) tcn
tively inclined at an angle b to the interface, at time t, where Ct, 0 - (a + b) s c k. The
These reflect from the free surfaces aa rare- point D then moves according to
faction fronts RD and CD and ihe interaction at
D generates the tenion which causes fracture. x 0 + C, (t - to'
The fracture is assumed to occur instanta-
neously implying that any time dependency of the
fracture process Is ignored. At time zero a oX,
rarefaction wave R, originates at the point of
and proceeds to diverge outwards with velocity Ci- x sin 46 (a + b) cos e (1)

t C ci

Fig. 3 - Schematic illustration of wave
front patterns in impacting plates
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The rarefaction R, moves along y. according The critical angles 4'0 , and 0, beyond
to which no regular tensile interaction occurs are

given by putting x - x, which 0rom Eqs. '4)
(Ct) X j))

2  (2) and (5) gives

and similarly for the rarefaction R, 4(ah)
-- e d

(Ct - d sin 0) 2  (d - x), * (a - 2 (3)
and

The interaction point D coincides with the
rarefaction front R, at x , t, given by the
solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2), i.e., sil 00 !-si ý sill 0 1 -

- (a+ h) tan ¢ 2(ab)I a sIf the impact velocity were equal to thp
(4) critical impact ,elocity V, required to ini'iat-

(incipient fracture I' this geometry then theCt--(, b) %cc ' + 2 (ab) 1"2 tan - fracture plane would be confined between the
limits x1 and x2. However, when V > V, the

Thus whenterat pit arefation tense stre~s may not be relieved sufficiently outside
ops the interaction point and the steady tensile this zone io suppress fractture and the fracture
interaction occurs only for x > x,. can extend further', say betwten limits x' and

x'. We make the simple assumption that at
fracture time the stress in the fracture plane

with the rarefaction front R2 at x 2 , c. given varies linearly from its constant value between
by the solution of Eqs. (1) and (3), i.e., x, and x2 to zero at x - o and x = d respec-

tively. Then

x2 = (a+b) tan c- 2(ab)1' 2 see 'k i d
(5) X a X, x, d(I-a) + ax 2

Ct 2  (anb) sec - 2(nb)'' 2 tan k f d sin •6 . where2 a V .v

When t > t 2 the rarefaction R2 has ernveloped This defines a slightly larger angle of incidence
the point D so the steady tensile interaction Is 8, at which fracture is suppressed, found by
confined to x < X putting xI x2 to give

TABLE 1
Comparison of Calculated Results with Experiment

(For definitiou of symbols see Fig. 3 and text)

a = 1.27 cm 0, = 2.230
b = 0.635 cm
(d = 6.67 cm % = 1.88u
V = 148 m sec'
C-n 3",'0 ri sec- 1  6" = 2.120
'. mrnsec t

Calculated Experiment
rT ' X X 12 0 I'2

(deg) (deg) , .(nm) (cm) (cm) (deg) (cm) (cm)

0 0 ,L.80 4.87 1.0e 5.58 0.0 0.9 5.7
0.5 12.92 2.28 5.26 1.39 5.81 0.52 1.3 5.8
1.0 26.55 2.96 5.61 1.30 6.03 1.00 1.8 6.0
1.5 42.10 4.14 5.97 2.52 6.24 1.52 2,5 6.1
1.88 57.30 6.31 I 6.31 3.84 6.45
2.0 63.35 7.80 6.46 4.74 6.54 2.07 - -
2.12 70.90 10.97 6.67 6.67 6.67 1
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20S .*bcted ftac$rxe of~

/
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impot strtns Proadl "ns

dst[ne ong target sudoce (cm)

Fig. 4 Compar;son of observed and estirna'ed
fracture zone limits as a function of angle of
incidence

a ,• size limitations and the use of an artificial
S - 6sinC2  viscosity to enable shocks to be described the

.2) resolution of wave fronts, other than the pri-
mary shocks, is poor. However, the computed

Calculated results are compared with ex- pressure distributions are indicative ot their
peziment in Table 1 and the form of the varia- effect. In particular the tension distribution in
tion of fracture location with angle of incidence the fracture plami outside the steady interaction
is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is seen that the es- region is not strictly linear, but the particular
timated fracture limits agree with observation assumption of lir..arity in the analytic approach
to better than 2 mm which considering the un- gives a close approximation to the computed
certainties in this type of measurement must tension in the region of interest. Thus the
be regarded as very satisfactury. Theory scheme for predicting fracture limits has some
suggests that a small iracture should have been justification when impact velocities are not
observed at an angle of incidence of 20 whereas greatly in excess of critical,
nothing was detected visuAlly. However, this
is the situation where the two rarefaction waves The overall effect of side rar'efactions is
R2 and R, overlap and the assumptions of the to relieve tension by laterý.i flow. In detail
simple model, including ignoring the time de- however, the interaction of rarefaction R, or
pendency of the fracture process, become less R2 in Fig. 3 with the steady tensile interaction
justifiable. D would be expected to locally enhance the ten-

sion. This in fact is demonstrated by the com-
The shape of the secondary fracture in the putational studies. Figure 5(a) shows the corn-

region where impact terminates suggests that it puted tension contours in the target at about
is caused by the interaction of rarefaction BD 6.8 psec after a 140 ra sec velocity impact at
and R2 in Fig. 3. This would generate a frac- normal incidence. In the centre of the target
ture surface in the form of a shallow parabola the flow remains uniaxial though the tension is
with its directrix inclined at an angle 4- to the oiightly less than expected dup to artificial
target surface. Comparison of the values of i' viscous smearing. About midway between the
given in Table 1 with the inclination of the sec- axis and the location corresponding to the edge
ondary fractures evident in Fig. 2 gives reason- of the projectile the tension increases over a
able confirmation of their suggested cause, length of about 1 cm in the f:acture plane. The

consequences of this sort of effect can be seen
Two-dimensional Lagrangian mesh computer in specimens impacted at near the critical

code studies have been made of the problem and velocity for incipient spalling when, in section,
confirm the general characteristics of the nominally symmetric fractures are produced
simple model proposed here. Because of met h off axis. Figure 5(b) shows the effect in a
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-( 20

region of impact
(a)

Fig. 5 - Compari-o, of (a) comput:d tension contours (in ki:ha"s)
for a 140 tn st-cr- impact at normal iti,•ience with (b) observet
fracture patterns for an 86 in scc't impact

.jrass target identical with those used previously has been used to predict the fracture location
impacted at 86 m sect at normal incidence. in these experiments and shows satisfactory

agreement with observations. However, the
The same type of simple wave analysis may treatment is questionable in regions where the

be applied to situations in which the projectile flow is affected by lateral rarefactions and the
plate s curved. For the configuration discussed real valut of the approach is in asseseing the
above it can be shown that to obtain a quasi one- validity of applying a one-dimensional interpre-
dimensional incipient spalling interaction on Lhe tation to particular experimental situations.
axis of the target the radius of curvature of the
projectile plate must be greater than, about
50 cm. In our earliest experiments the radius REFERENCES
of curvature was in fact about 10 cm. Thus a
uniaxial flow interpretation wus not appropriate 1. I. C. Skidmore, "An introduction to shock
and it is not surprising that the critical velocity waves in solids," Applied Materials Re-
for incipient fracture then obtained was about search, Vol. 4, pp. 131-147, July 1965.
five times the value now resultng from good
plane impacts. 2. B M. Butcher, L. M. Barker, D. E. Munson,

SIn this investigation we k~ve shown how and C. D. Lundergan, "Influence of stress
aehistory on time-dependent spall in metals,"S~lateral rarefactions have a marked effect on the

lateal areactins aveA.I.A.A. Journal, Vol. 2, pp. 977-9C-0, June
flow patte'nsa generated by slightly ob!ique im- 14.
pacts at the low velocities *ppropriate to spall-
atlon thresholds. This has been effectively
demonstrated in a particular configuration by 3. B. R. Breed, C. L. Macser and D. Venable,
observing the degeneration and final inhibition "Technique for the determination of dy-
of spall fracture as the angle of L-icidence in- namic tensile strength characteristics,"
creases from 0 to 2". A simple sonic model J. App. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 8, July 1967.
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INTERACTIONS OF SPHERICAL SHUCK WAVES IN WATEP
N. L. Coleburn and L. A. Roslund

U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

High-speed framing camera techriques wvre used to study under-
water shock wave interactions and the associated spherical flow from
simultaneoua detonation of twin, separated e.,-plosive spheres. Critical
angles for Mach wave fornation varied from 36 to 41 ý for incident
pressures between 6.5 kbar znd 1.62 kbar. Predicted critical points
for the onset of M.ach formation were calculated using oblique shock
reflectior, theo•.y L.Ad an energy-dependent form of the Hugoniot
equation,,of-state for water.

INTRODUC TION K= OF
suu WAVE mZKW I WI AL YEXAM SM WAVE

The oblique interaction of two identical gas m
shocIhs has undergone extensive theoretical I>-.,Z.
-umalysis (1,2). Also, the interactions of twin
shocks in several specific fluids including
water were oubjected to theoretical study by toL( SM WAVE
Seeger and Polachek (3). Howover, if the " \,
latter case there are few examples of accurate
experimentation to provide justification fer the I -
theory (4). In this paper we present the results
o! an experimental and theoretical study of the DRUM 61-- ,- Wtniv I
flow from colliding shock waves produced by the I\T/ " ' T I7
underwater detonation of two tentical explosive
spheres. The experimental study used higho
spoed shadowgraph photographry; the calcula-.
"tions inc~ude the latest equation-of-state data
Afr water .5). Fig. I - The separated charge arrangement

and a sketch of shock wave positions at the
In Fig. 1 equal intersecting shock warcs point of Mach wave formation

from two simultaneous detonations meet and
reflect on the plane of symmetry as a rigid
wall. The theoretical problem of describing
the shock configuration reduces to that of a Along the collision plane the constraints whkch
single spherical decaying shock incident upon a characterize the flow, at first, allow regular
rigid boundary. The parameters of the result- reflection. However, differences from regular
Ing reflected wave can be calculated by applying reflection occur as the angle between the shock
oblique shock reflection theory (6) to the props- front and the collision plane is increased or as
gation of the incident shock wave. the shock strength Is Increased. When the

boundary conditions can no longer be satisfied
In the experiments the pressures of the by regular reflection, a Mach wave is formed,

reflected shock waves exceed the incident In air the collision of very weak spherical
values at the points of interzction on the sym- shocks generated by the breaking of glass
metry p!ane. These waves leave the collision spheres has been studied optically by Glass and
plane and move as two new shocks receding Heuckroth (7). They and other investigators
from each other into fluid under compression. have produced photographs revealing Mach

Preceding page blank 581
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regions. However, we are not aware of any PUItCTU
experimental studies by optical methods to IWNIT CU• I../M-
measure the pressure of other properties of
this flow in water (8). In this work we used AOAIlJU.W---' '--
high-speed framing camera shadowgraph to .- ' "
record details of the shock interactions for in- -- / -4 EJftO.W• ... ____"

cident shock pressures between 6.5 kbar and MAU 10
- - --. :FOCAL KM SHUTT!UI1.62 kbar. The reflected shock pressures were . .ui ciuw

deduced from the flow velocities and the Hugo- FlONT
niot equat- i-of-state of water (9), Then, the VIEW
theoretical minimum critical angles and pres-
sures for Mach wave formation were comeared
with the experimentally measured angles and
pressures.

Fig. 2 - Experimenial arrangement
for shldowgrapi. measurements

EXPERIMENTAL

The explosive spheres in the separated
charge arrangement, Fig. 1, were cast pentolite Figure 3 is a sequence of shadowgraph
(10), 6.33-cm diameter, each weighing 225 which show the underwater shock wave inter-
grams. They were centrally initiated by actions from two simultaneously detonated
0,48-cm diameter, 1.27-cm long electric deto- pentolite spheres. The spheres were suspended
nators fired simultaneously (10.15 psec). The 17.8-cm apart center to center (LIX = 5.6). The
separation distance in terms of charge radii distance between each pair of magnification
between the sphere centers, ;Ax, was varied to markers on the bottom and right-hand side of
change the incident shock wave pressures and each frame is 5.08 cm. The camera framing
thus the interaction pressures at the plane of rate was 125,000 frames per second. This rate
collision. (See Table 1 for notation.) The inci- corresponds to 1.8 psec between the time adja-
dent angle. ). is the angle through which each cent frames. Figure 3 consists of a selected
shock wave strikes the collision plane. At the group of frames 3.6 usec apart (13).
first point of collision, point C on Fig. 1, 1, is
Szro and the flow is governed by relations which At -8 psec after initiation (during the re-
apply to normal incidence and normal reflec- cording of frame lB of Fig. 3) the detonation
tion. As the two incident shock waves expand, waves reach the explosive water interface. The
?I increases until it reaches the critical value wave arrivals are detected by growth in size

where a Mach wave is formed. Beyond this and the difference in contrast of the spheres
point the Mach bridge is retained as a part of from their original appearances in the first
the expanding shock wave structure. The shock frame. In frame IC the initial appearances of

-wave shadowgraph measurements were made the underwater shock waves are noted. Each
using a focal-plane shutter rotating-mirror shock wave surges outward at initial velocity
framing camera (11). Figure 2 shows the ex- -6000 m/sec with a peak pressure that exceeds
perimental arrangement. The explosive 120 kbar. The opaque gaseous products also
spheres were suspended in the center of the expand but at a slower rate than the outward
bombproof aquarium, which consisted of a motion of the shock waves. This result is con-
60-cm cube having two sides made of 1.27-cm firmed in Fig. 4 which compares the propaga-
thick Plexiglas. Two argon-filled exploding tion rates of shock waves and product gas bubbles
bo~nL_ (12), 60-cm long, provided short duration from the underwater detonation of pentolite
high-i.ten. `y backlighting for the experiments, spheres.
Each bomb ,as capped cn one end with a trans-
parent shield and on the other end by a 5.1-cm The two spherically *xpanding shock waves
diameter, 5.1-cm long pentolite cylinder. The collide at - 36.3 psec after detonation in frame
bomb interiors contained strips of sheet ex- 4C of Fig. 3. The velocity of each shock wave
plosive attached to the pentolite cylinder. The at the time of collision is 2.25 mm/psec and
strong shocks of - 250 kbar from the detonation the peak pressure is 8.0 kbar. Immediately
of the pentolite cylinder and the sheet explosive after collision, a region of regular reflection is
produced highly luminous shock light in the produced on the plane of symmetry between the
argon of - 300 psec duration. This light was spheres. The first appearance of the Mach
reflected into the aquarium by white cardboard interaction occurs about 18 usec after the
to provide diffuse bac& illumination of the shock head-on collision. Figure 5 is a sketch of wave
events occurring in the water, front propagations observed in Fig. 3 showing
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TABLE I
Notation

P u pressure

kI constant

U, shock velocity

ug* particle velocity

E internal energy

f - equation of state function

X= center-to-center distance between spheres in terms
of radius of the spheres

R= radius of a sphere, weight w1, twice the weight of a
single sphere

R radius of the shock wave at any point on the plane of
symmetry or radius of the collision circle on the
plane of symmetry

Subscript 0 refers to fluid at rest, ambient condition

Subscript I refers to the incident shock wave

Subscript 2 refers to the reflected shock wave

Subscript M refers to Mach reflection

S = incident shock

s' reflected shock

= angle of shock incidence

a2 = angle of shock reflection

a= angle ai at the point where Mach reflection begins

q = velocity flow vector

N normal component of velocity vector

L = tangential component of velocity vector

p d density

= angle of flow dive'gence

the occurrence and position of the Mach wave As events progress, each of the two inter-
formation. At this point the angle a is 37°. secting underwater shock waves collides with
The bridge of the Mach wave increases in size the product gas bubble from the other sphere.
as the wave moves outward. We note, e.g., in These collisions result in two backward-facing
Fig. 3 frame 12C, when the interaction front is rarefaction waves which propagate to the point
20-cm from the line joining the centers of the of the initial interaction. The collision of the
explosive spheres, the Mach bridge is 4-cm wide. rarefaction waves produces a region of
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32.. 4 5 63
A'

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 - Franling camera shadowgraphs of shock wave
interaction from separated twin explosive spheres,
3.6 .sec between time-adjacent frames

cavitation. This result is characterized in Fig. curves for the interaction wave as it advances
3 by the growth of the black spot of bubbles in along the plane of symmetry between the two
the central region between the slowly advancing separated spheres. These data are compared
product gas bubbles. In our interaction experi- to the measurements for a single two-pound
ments, the collision of underwater rarefaction pentolite sphere. (In this comparison the radial
waves of equal strength generally produced a distances, R/R0, refer to the radius of a single
cavitation region which grew as a symmetrical pentolite sphere equal in weight to the total
disc, reaching its maximum size in -40 lisec. weight of the two separated spheres.) The

curve for the single sphere represents data
The velocities of the underwater shock from more than twenty experiments in which

waves were obtained from the slopes of the optical measurements were made of shock wave
distance-time curves (Fig. 5). The shock wave propagation from 453-gram and 1800-gram
velocities were converted to their correspond- pentolite spheres (15). The measurements are
ing peak pressures by a seventh-power poly- probably accurate to - 2%. At R/!o -- 1, the
nemial treatment of equation-of-state data for initial shock wave peak pressure is 120 kbar in
water (14). Figure 6 gives the peak pressure the water at the surface of a centrally detonated,
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Fig. 4 - Underwater shock, propagation pressure-distance curves from
time vs distance from ir'tial detonation a single pentolite sphere.weight
break out on the surface of pentolite W,, and from twin pentolite
spheres spheres, total weight W*. AX is

the separation distance betwuen
twin spheres

T MFT! IKTOK IiOSECI
U2.7 I7.l 141.7

peak pressure is 6.1 kbar from twin explosive/ \ NIEV spheres, each weighing 225 grams and sepa-
\!_ ' ,\ \ S\\\K WAVE rated by 11.1 radii (26.7 cm between (enters)

I and 4.1 kbar for charges separated by-5.1 radii
KF!U (16.2 cm between charge centers). For com-
SO/CK WAVE parison a 453-gram pentolite sphere will give a

peak pressure of 2.98 kbar at R/R0 T5.

I In the calculations we considered the flow
I /in the immediate vicinity of the point A, Fig. 7,

SCAVITATION when the incident shock, S, strikes the rigid
Swall, obliquely through angle a and is re-i,, flected as s' which leaves the wall through

/ / /angle a2 2 The coordinates are chosen with
respect to an observer moving along the wall

Fig. 5 - Time profiles of the collision with the point A. The incident and reflected
of two equal spherically expanding un- shocks divide the medium into three regions
derwater shock waves showing Mach (0), (1), and (2). The velocities in each region
wave format ion (10.9 sec between are assumed constant and the velocity vectors,
successive wave fronts) N and L are normal and tangent respectively to

the appropriate shock. The initial flow, q0 , is
"diverted through angle 8, by the incident shock

single pentolite sphere (15). We note in Fig. 6 and through a by the reilected shock. These
that at R•R = 2 the pressure decays to 17.5 angles are equal since the initial flow and the
kbar, a value which is -10% to 50% smaller final flow are parallel to the wall. Also, we
than the peak pressure from the interaction of assume the incident shock is planar at the
two separated spheres. This over-pressure is boundary wall; tangential flow across either of
increased as the initial collision pressure is the shock waves is prohibited. Therefore
decreased throughout the range of our experi-
ments. For example, at R/Ro s 5 the interaction Le L1 . (1)
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OW A -- WAVE IS Therefore, the angle s equals s•, which we

IIIn toL 1 % express as

ERECTOJ M WWV 1 41qOi~
-I,,. "o"i k 1 2 (12)

YIN, -q- q, q, q2

W - " ,I where k - 1. (Thisls cos o cos S2 ) If k
has any value other than unity, the final flow is

/ / / / S / / A / / / / inclined to the original flow.

Fig. 7 - Geoometry of oblique shock Equations (7)-(12) were combined by Erk-
wave reflection off a rigid wall man (16) to relate p2, P2, and q0 , assuming

P, is zero. The relation is

k~q 0 )2

P1 -2 0 O P,Lo' :L (2) P)
2

P2 ~~(PoqJ P)
(Though our experiments show this incident

shock is actually a spherically diverging and
decaying wave, the error introduced by the -( 22
one-dimensional approach is relatively small.) 0°"P- ) (13) 1
Conservation of mass and momentum across

each shock is expressed as With k 1, Eq. (13) is a fourth degree
equation in q0 having one positive real root inPoNo = 'ON, for S (3) the region of interest. This region is between

the value of po/l 2 for the reflection of a nor-
O 2No = PN, for S' (4) mally incident shock and the value of Po/p 2 for

which regular reflection of oblique shocks is
no longer possible. Equation (13) solved simul-

PoNo = o,Nt 2  P, for S (5) taneously with the equation of state gives the
reflected shock states before Mach wave

pN + P1  2 N12 P+ for S' (6) formation.

For conditions across the incident wave
Using the method of Courant and Friedrichs (1), front, we used the conservation equations and
we combine Eqs. (1)-(6) to relate the pressure the Rice.Walsh equation (9) relating the shock
and density in the three regions to the velocity velocity (u,) and particle velocity (un) of
vectors, I.e., water,

Pt " PO --. .• . U, 0.1483 + 1.099 In (l+upO.S 19) (14)S: qo' (q 'q:)(7)
SPo

We obtained the density, pressure, and in-
" 1 (8) ternal energy behind the reflected wave by re-
, ""applying the conservation equations and incor-

porating the energy-dependent equation of state
Po -P derived by Walker and Sternberg (5),

V= V3 VS' V1T
- . -.. -- P1 (10)

-z Z q2 (q2-qd)
q2  where fI f 2 , f 3 , and f4 are polynomials in

Since the rigid boundary requires that the the internal energy fitted to experimental data.

flow behind the reflected shock be parallel to Eqations (13) and (15) were solved simulta-
theow niehntdflow the direction s ofk te vretors neously by iteration to obtain the shock parame-the Incident flow, the direction of the vectors

ters associated with the reflected wave.
q0 and q. are such that

1The head-on collision between two equal
qO X q2 0 (11) shocks was treated with the same approach as
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the oblique shock but with simplification since
a I is zero. For this case the pressures and a

densities behind the reflected and incident j ___0 o .
shock fronts are related by .

Po P2 Po

P -0.3111M

Equations (16) and (15) were solved sinmulta- I ci..j j
neously for the densities and pressures in the re- i MMFNMTN

rflected shock states resulting from normally W W I
incident shocks. Ij -fa - -

SA 51 Is/ I I SI 6 I

THEORETICAL RESULTS AND C M, 42
COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT. 2S-I

Reflected shock pressures and reflected mmrwwwv-
shock angles were calculated for the decaying 1 3 0
incident shocks of five experimental separated MMM AU a lKSll
charge arrangements. The Incident shock an-
gles were Incrementally increased from zero Fig. 8 - Refle:ted angle as a function
(normal incidence) to the point where regular of the incident angle for five separated
reflection no longer occurs and a Mach wave is charge arrangements
formed. The incremental increases of Incident
angles were accompanied by incident pressure
increases. The relation between incident angle CiURIE FIAIUO
and incident pressure was obtained from the r- J M VIM
experimental pressure-distance measurements CURV MAKE I t Mm
for a single sphere, Fig. 6. laxi jSal

Figures 8 and 9 were calculated assuming 1.: II
non-decaying incident waves with incident IC f 73 -
pressures of 10.3 kbar to 1.0 kbar and non- I 1.2
decaying incident waves with incident pressure -.-
.'alues that were measured in five separated 4-- ,CIS- WAW-
charge configurations. Figure 8 shows the re-
flection angle as a function of the incident P2  I -30

8 angle. We note the critical angle for Mach
V wave formation increases as the incident pre..-

sure decreases, ranging from 31 degrees for a J
10.3 kbar shock to 50 degrees for 1.0 kbar
shock. Experimentally, increases In charge
separation AX, cause decreases in the Incident-
pressure at the reflection plane thus Increa3ing
the magnitude of the critical angle. We found,

however, at Mach formation that the incident 2*
450and reflected angles were related by a2 = , .. ,

B MCUNT ANUB. !KUIII
Figure 9 shows the rati: of reflected pres-

sure to the incicient pressure as a function of
the incident angle. At the occurrence of Mach Fig. 9 - The ratio of reflected pressure

to incident pressure as a function of thewave formation the pressure ratio ranges from incident angle for five separated charge
4.3 for the 10.3 kbar incident shock to 3.3 for arrangements
the 1.0 kbar shock. The calculated data for the

R five experimental, separated charge arrange-
ments are within this range. In Fig. 9 at

0•t the pressure ratios describe normal equal shocks. For this occurrence we find that
reflection, Le., the head-on collision of two the reflected wave is 2.82 times as strong, I.e.,
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P2  29.0 kbar from the normally incident wave 3. R. J. Seeger and H. Polachek, J. Appl.
of 10.3 kbar. The pressure ratios decrease as Phys., 22, 640 (1951).
the incident pressui e decreases and gradually
approaches the acoustic value. 4. Summaries of related investigations are

In Table 2 we list the experimental and provided by R. H. Cole, "Underwater Ex-
plosions," Princeton University Press

theoretical critical incident shock angles that (1948). Also A. H. Shapiro, "The Dynamics
generated Mach waves in the five different and Thermodynamics of Compressible
charge separations of the above experiments. Fluid Flows," Vol. I, Ronald Press (1953).
For these AX values the corresponding re-
flected shock pressures and angles of shock 5. W. A. Walker and H. M. Sternberg, "Pro-
reflection also were calculated. The experi- ceedings of the 4th Symposium (interna-
mental data show an essentially constant criti- tional) on Detonation," (ACR-126, U.S.
cal angle -370 for AX between 5.1 and 8.1. Gov't Printing Office, Wash., D.C.) 27-38
Both the calculations and the experiments show (1965).
an increase in am between AX = 8.1 and AX =
11.1. The calculated and experimental values 6. J. Von Neumann, "Oblique Reflection of
for the critical incident shock pressures which Shocks." BuOrd Explosives Res. Rept. No.
generated the Mach waves are in reasonably 12 (1943).
good agreement. The differences increase asAX increases. 1. 1. . Glass and L. E. Heuckroth, Phys.

Fluids, 2, 542 (1959).

TABLE 2 8. Since our work was completed, Glass and
Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Heuckroth have reported a study of very
Shock Wave Parameters for Mach Wave For- weak underwater explosions generated by
mation in Water breaking glass spheres. See L. E. Heuck-

roth and I. I. Glass, Phys. Fluids, 11, 205
Theoretical Experimental (1968).

Values Values
9. M. H. Rice and J. M. Walsh, J. Chem. Phys.,

AX P, 3 M P1 am 26, 824 (1957).
(kbar) (deg) (kbar) (deg) 10. An explosive mixture of pentaryltetranitrate

5.1 6.79 32.98 6.50 36 (PETN) and trinitrotoluene (TNT), each 50%
by weight.

6.1 4.81 35.13 4.60 37 11. See S. J. Jacobs, J. D. McLanahan and E. C.

7.1 3.58 37.38 3.63 37 Whitman, J. SMPTE, 72 (1962).

12. Z. Pressman, "Proceedings of the 5th In-
8.1 2.71 39.77 2.95 37 ternational Congress on High-Speed Pho-

tography," edited by J. S. Courtney-Pratt,
11.1 1.43 45.96 1.62 41 p. 56, Soc. Motion Picture and Television

Engineers, New York (1962).

We attribute the differences between the 13. The camera uses a slotted rotating mirror
calculated and the experimentally determined which transfers the images to two film
am values partially to the fact that the theory tracks. Figure 3 is a result of photo-
cannot consider the effects of rarefaction graphs made on 70-mm film in one of
waves which alter the strength and perhaps the these tracks.
direction of the experimental interacting
shocks. Also, the shock wave at the reflection 14. M. H. Rice and J. M. Walsh, op. cit., P. W.
plane, though assumed to be planar is in fact Bridgman, J. Chem. Phys., 3, 597 (1935).
not planar as the experiments show. W. T. Holser and G. C. Kennedy, Am. Jour.

Sci., 256, 744 (1958).

REFERENCES 15. N. L. Coleburn, B. E. Drimmer, Bull. Am.
1. 1t. Courant and K. 0. Friedrichs, "Super- Phys. Soc., 7, 20 (1962).

sonic Flow and Shockwaves," Interscience, 16. J. 0. Erkman, Stanford Research Institute,
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2. W. Bleakney and A. H. Taub, Rev. Mod. Also see J. 0. Erkman, Phys. Fluids, 1,
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[ THE SPEED OF PROPAGATION OF K LEASE WAVES
IN POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE

Karl W. Schuler
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Albuquerque. New Mexi'a

ABSTRACT

A constitutive equation determined from observations of :ompres-
sive waves in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is used to calculate the
speeds of acceleration waves, and the results are compared with ex-
perimentally r.weasured release wave speeds. Below about 6 kbar, the
calculations and measurements are in good agreement, while above
this stress they diverge.

INTRODUCTIO N(.

Experimental observations have disclosed 51 r-
that a nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive equa-
tion is required to describe stress wave propa-
gation in polymeric materials. These experi-
ments used laser interferometry [1,2j to observe
the detailed structure of finite amplitude waves REIMZ WAVE
produced during plate impacts [3,4j. The ex-
periments were designed to Include the obser-
vation of release waves which result from the
reflection of the compressive wave from the
free surface of the flyer plate. This experi-
mental configuration is shown schematically in X x
the X - t diagram of Fig. 1. This study presents irL6 TAI

measurements of the speed of reLease wave KT
fronts made in a series of experiments of this
type which were conducted on polymethyl meth- Fig. 1 - Schematic X - t diagram
acrylate (PMMA). These wave fronts are mod- of plate impact experiment
eled as acceleration waves which, in the context
of singular surfaces, are fronts across which
the acceleration undergoes a discontinuity.
Calculations of acceleration wave spe.ds based the acceleration wave speed depends on the
on the constitutive equation for a finite linear deformation history. By considering two limit-
viscoelastic fluid [5] are compared with exper- ing cases, the extent of this history dependence
imental results, Is evaluated. Then, the manner in which the

response functions of the constitutive equation
First, for completeness, well-known re- are determined from the experimental data is

sults on acceleration wi.ve propagation are reviewed. Finally, curves showing the accel-
reviewed [6], and a general expression for eration wave speeds which correspond to the
acceleration wave speeds in ter-ns of the re- limiting histories are presented. The predicted
spunse functions of a finite linear viscoelastic acceleration wave speeds are used as a check
fluid is calculated. This expression shows that on the consistency of the steady wave analysis

This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
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which was employed in the data reduction. A a continuous function of x, t whose derivatives
comparison of the experimental data with the suffer jump discontinuities at the wave front
calculated acceleration wave speed concludes but are continuous everywhere else, then
the study.

atH-a (5)
ACCELERATION WAVES

The experiments were designed so that From (2), (3), and (5), it is easily shown
observations of both the compressive and re- that
lease waves were completed before the arrival
of disturbances from tho lateral surfaces of the P0 f Bpi
plates. Since the material is assumed to beL Jp2L•t (6)
isotropic, the motion during the time of obser- ~ . ...

vation is that of one-dimensional strain. Thus, From the balance of linear momentum it fol-

x x(X. t ) (1) lows that
X X M t1

gives the spatial position at time t of the ma- ii -
terial particle whose position in a fixed refer- ... .
ence configuration was X. The velocity, v, of
the particle is given by where the stress, T, has been regarded as

positive in compression. Because the stress
x (is continuous across an acceleration wave, it is

t(2) possible, by using (5), to rewrite (7) as

and the ratio of the density, p, to that of the faT1
reference configtpwation, p., is given oy LTJ = PoU0 atJ " (8)

P0 Z: C X. t) (3) Finally, (6) and (8) may be solved for U2 yield-
ax ~ing

An acceleration wave is defined as a siLn- raT
gular surface moving with respect to the ma- -2•'t
terial and across which x, v, and o are con- U2 (9)

tinuous while the aerivatives of v and p suffer P0  (9)
jump discontinuities. Thus studies of acceler- lI
ation waves may be viewed as the study of the
propagation of weak (nonshock) disturbances.
And, indeed, the relationship between acceler- It was shown by Schuler [3] that for uni-
ation waves and ultrasonic sinusoidal progres- axial strain the constitutive equation of a finite
sive waves has been indicated by Coleman and linear viscoelastic fluid reduces to
Gurtin [7].

t

If at time t the acceleration wave is 1o- T p(p) + J K(p(t); t -
cated at the material point y ( t), then the
intrinsic velocity cf the wave is given by

U "Y(t). (4) PL\ I (10)

If f and f represent the magnitude of f(x. t) where p((p) and K(p: t - r) are material func-
immediately ahead of and behind the wave, tions. Evaluating
respectively, then

indicates the magnitude of the jump in C from (10) and substitutinm; into (8), it fouows
across the wave. With the above notation, that the speed of an acceleration wave in a finit3
Maxwell's theorem 161 asserts that it (X. t) is linear viscoelastic fluid is given by
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2 _hand, if the flyer plate is very thick, then the
L12( { \ - 2 K k t) release wave travels through a region which

PE Ldg ., p (-) for the most part has reached equilibrium.

It is easily shown that for the jump history,
- [(t). 1d.}. (12), the wave speed predicted by (11) is

It is clear from (11) that the acceleration wave dpF speed in these materials Is dependent on the
history of the deformation.

Ideally, in order to compare the predic- [ p 2 - o (14)
tions of (11) with the experimental observation L /
of release waves, the following procedure
should be followed: (a) determine the history while that c irresponding to the rest history,
of the deformation at particles through which (13), is give., by
the release wave passes; (b) use (11) to dater-
mine U as a function of time at each particle,
and (c), use (4) to determine the material tra- / 2

jectory of the release wave frrnt. Clearly, this U2 dp (15)
procedure wiil be difficult. For example, the =p \ pI÷(0

deformation history experienced by a particle
located at the free surface of the flyer plate where, in both (14) and (15), the quantity
consists of a sudden jump in strain caused by c( t - r p), the stress relaxation function, Is
the arrival of the shock. Hence the accelera- given by
tion wave speed at this particle can be found
from (11) by using the jump history:

0 (t- P)f K(ý:p) de (16)Sl~Ip. •= t-

Sp(') (12)
-P7) "OD < T t . Hereafter u. and U2 will denote the velt. .es

given by (145 and (15), respectively.
S• In contrast to what occurs at '"s position, aIwpFrom (14) and (15) it is clear that the func-

particle located at the impact surface has a tions p and Js as functions of p must be speci-
relatively long time to reach equilibrium prior fled. This has been done for PMMA by observ-
to the arrival of the release wave. If this par- ing cmrssive wave pr In ty nexting compressive wave propagation. In thb next
title does reach equilibrium, the appropriate
history to employ in (11) is the rest history, i.e.,

P (r) S t (13) DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL

At other particles in the path of the release PARAMETERS
wave, it is not clear what might be a reasonable Detailed measurements of the compressive~~~~hitr toaie assusume.fth omrssv
Shistory to assume. wave propagating in polymethyl methacrylate

Hinr(PMMA)* were carried out by using a velocity
However, since (12) and (13) represent ex- terferometer ,,serve the motion of a mir-

tremes, consideration of these two histories rot which was imbedded in the target plate.
should provide bounds on the variation of the The location of the mirror, X, in Fig. 1, was
acceleration wave speed. Additional motivation varied from 8 to 37 mm; this variat'on allowed
for the consideration of the histories given by observation of the way in which the wave struc-
(12) and (13) arises from noting that the thick- ture changed with propagation distance. A
ness of the flyer plate is the essential feature typical particle velocity history is shown in
in determining the history seen by a particle in
the path of the release wave. If the flyer is
very thin, then the release wave passes through "iThepolymethyl methacrylate used in these
a region which is far from equilibrium in that experiments was plexiglas produced by Rohm &
it has just experienced a jump in strain caused Haas Company. F•or a more complh te descrip-
by the passage of a shock wave. On the other tion of ther-e e.%perrments see [3,4I.
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Fig. 2 - Particle velocity history observed in PMMA
6.359 min from the impact surfact- (flyer plate im-
pa-'.d at .450 m/z,.sec and was 6.568-mm thick)

Fig. 2. Here, poi', A will be tezmed the head Substdtuting (17) into (14) shows that the
of the compressive wave, point B the tail. It wave sp :ed U, is given by
was found iront these observations that the
compressive wave profile was steady (did not r--
change shape) for experiments in which the t i, (19)
stresses were below about 6 kbar. For experi- 1 0
ments in which the stress exceeded this level, a he result one would expect if the ma-
spreading of the compressi'e wavefront was tic an l
observed. However, at large distance from the along Tw. In a similar way, U can be related
impact surface, th- amourt of this spreading 2
was seen to decrpase; týhis suggests that wave to the slope of the instantaneous stress-density
profiles obmxined from large mirror distarnces curve which passes through a point on the equi-
could ue co. slde ied steady. librium stress-density curve. Of course, the

Pist.dtaneous st,-ess-density curve centered on
From the constitutive equation (10), it ir some point of Tn differs from (17) which is the

easily shown "~t the stress developed when the instantaneous stress-density curve centered at
material is subjt cted to tl.ý- jump history (12) "
is riven by If the wAve is a i,t:ady wave, propagating

with velocity U•, it ,*n be shown j3J that the
1-ilance of massi and momentum require that

(20)
where <t0.7) is given by (16). This stress- , v
density function will be termed thc instanta- U

ene-us sress-density funct'on.'r 1 . Similarly. it
can be shown that the stress developed when hoid at each point of the wave." Thus, mea
th material is stubje(ted to the rest history surementof theparticle Veo1L 1:, v, and steady
(13) is given by wave velocity, V,, dei,:mines the stress and

T the density. In )articular, the particle velocity

LTis function will te termed the equilibrium f l wt" i not steady. then Eq. (-0) stdl
Sstress-censity fu,iction, TF. Tht.• if Tj and Tr hold., at thf- shock fro-At w-h .,, equal to the
can be determined, it follows from (17) and (18) ';h,,k ve'locity: hea . ii.. te-.iination of T1

that p(.) and i (o:, cai be found, is ind, pendent of th(. qeady wave assumption.
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"jump at the shock, v., and the maximum parti- sufficiency requirement used by Greenberg [8]
cle velocity, v., at the tail of the wave can be to prove the existence of steady Y ives in v1sco-
used to find T, and TE respectively, elastic materials.

In keeping with conventional shock wave For a given wave velocity, the curves
practice, T, is given parametrically by a labeled I and U on Fig. 3 give the strain at the
"U.- ul" curve. For PMMA, it was found that head and the tail of a steady w tv( respectively.
the steady wave velocity (shock velocity) ,-ould Thus, for a steady wave propagating at 3.1 mm/
be well fitted by the following function of parti- pisec, the strain at the head of the wave (i.e.,
cle velocity jump at the shock just behind the shock) is given by point (A),

while the strain at the tail of :.he wave is given
U 2.763. 3 6 v, - 644 v . (21) by point (B). These curves were calculated2 . 3from (20) along with either (21) or (22).

=: ~ ~~Fo r TE, it w a s fou n d th atsp e s t th h e d a d t e ai r s ec v e y o aF , s tBut u, and u, are the acceleration wave
speeds at the head and the tall respectively of a

p(,) - 89.28t F 699.41 E2 - 3688.7C3 . (22) steady wave. Thus, for asteady wave traveling
at about 3.1 mm/lisec, point (C) gives the accel-

where eration wave speed at the head of the steady
wave, while point (D) gives the acceleration

e (I - (P,'p)) v/,' wave speed at the tail.

pro% Wded the be.t fit to the experimental data. Note that, for a steady wave spee,. cf 3.1
The data points through which (22) was fitted mm/lsec, the acceleration wave speeds at the
consisted of all Jata points obtained it experi- head and tail of the wave, i.e., at points (C) and
ments conducted at stress levels below 6 kbar. (D), are almost identical. For steady wav,.
From those experiments conducted above this traveling slower than 3.1 mm/lisec, the aces!.
stress level, only those in which observations eration wave speed at the tail of the wave, point
were made at a large distance from the impact (E), in greater than that at the head, point (F),
surface (37 mm) were used. while the reverse is true for vaves traveling

faster than this velocity. Thus, based oh the
su~iciency criterion outlined above, it can be

CALCULATION AND A DISCUSSION concluded that the existence of a steady wave
OF THE SPEED" u1, u2  traveling faster than 3.1 mm/psec is not con-

sistent with the constitutive equation.* This
From the results of (1 1)-(21), the wave steady wave speed corresponds to a stress

speeds U, and t 2 were calculated as functions level of about 6 kbar. Thus the assumptions
of strain, e. The results of these calculations made in the previous section must be modified
are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that uI, the to allow for nonsteady waves above 6 kbar and a
speed corresponding to the jump history, is new determination of TE must be made. Barker
greater than U,, the speed corresponding to and Hollenbach 141 considered the compressive
the rest history. Both speeds pass through a waveform as a simple centered wave and ap-
maximurn which occurs at a strain of about 6%. plied .m incremental analysis to determine the
This maximum is a reflection of the fact that stress and strain at the tail of the wave. The
both the instantaneous and eqtilibrium stress- r_,sults of their calculations for experiments in
density curves have an inflection point at a which the stress levels exceed 6 kbar are
strain of about 6%. shown in Table I ", addition, the stress-strain

points which resu-. -')m the steedy wave analy-
Before comparing these results to the ex- ais for experiments .,elow 6 kbar are shown.

perimental data, the consistency of the steady
wave assumption with these results is investi-
gated. Intuitively, a steady wave in a visco-
elastic material results from a balance being
achieved between the tendency of the wave to *II general, examination of the acceleration
decay due to dissipation and to grow due to wave speeds at the head and the tail Is not a

nonlLnear stress-strAn behavior. Hence, in complkte check of sufficiency bec.au:s the cri-

order to have a steady wave, each part of the terion i, a mnonotone increase in acceleration
wave sp-ed from head to til. ilowever, for

wave must tend to overtake the part ahead of it; the ce,. considered here, f.zrth,.r calcuIations
i.e., the local acrcleration wave speed should ba,,ed on Eq. (I1) and the history eneotntered
not decrease from tle Ihead to the tail of th" in am .-teddy .e htv,- demonstrated thii; AM
wave. This criterion is essentially the monotonmcl'y.
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4.2 1 1 A

4

3.8 0

3.6

2,6 @ NEAS•fED RELEASE

WAV,,E SPEEDS ;

4 6 8 10 12
STRAIN •. (7.)

Fig. 3 - Plot'. of ,neasiired release wave speed •

and calculated atcccle ration wave spee~dr

From a TE curve fitted to the stress- arrives, and u• is the measured shock speed.
strain points of Table I, a new calculation of For a given impact condition, no significant
U2 way be made; however, for clarity, this variation of release wave speed was observed

•_curve has been omitted from Fig. 3. Of course, over the range of plopagatton distan'ces (typi-
Sthe determination of Ut, which by Eq. (19) is cally from 63 to 42 mm). The measured release

related to the slope of T1 , is unaffected by wave speed and corresponding equilibrium
these considerations, strain valtes are plotted in Fig. 3.

The release wave speeds shown in Table 1 From Fig. 3 it is seen that below a strain
are average speeds calculated from of 6%, which correspond':, to a stress level of

-•6 kbar, excellent agree~ment exists betwoen
*xl, X the calculations of the speed u, and the inea-
us : sured release speeds. Over this same range,

xp the speed U• tends to fall below the experi-
U5" mental points. Since the calculation3 of both

S~U, and U, involve derivatives of fitted curves
Swhere, ; is thickness of the flyer, t, the it is felt that this agreement is remamkably

% time after impact at which the release wave good. Further confirmation of the ad~equacy of

DI
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i

I TABLE 1 indicate that above z 6 kbar a new form of con-
stitutive equation is required. Barker has in-

Equilibrium Measured dicated that the mater$al behavior at these in-
Valuesb Release flection points displays some of the features of

Shot Wave elastic plastic phenomena. This and other
Designations Stress Strain Speed models which incorporate stronger dependence

(kbar) (%) (mm/Misec) on the strain history are presently under
investigation.

312, 313 1.03 1.08 2.97

2109 1.04 1.09 2.97 CONCLUSIONS

2105 1.03 1.08 2.95
Measuremants have been made on the speed

314, 315 2.66 2.55 3.22 of propagation of release wave fronts in PMMA.

2110 2.66 2.54 3.22 These measurements show that the release wave
speed increases with increasing strain ahead of

2i12 2.71 2.61 3.22 the front. The release waves were modeled as

2115 2.68 2.53 3.23 acceleration waves propagating in a finite
6 linear viscoelastic fluid, the parameters ofS316, 317 5.71 4.93 3.54 which were determined frora the behavior of

2113 5.53 4.82 3.51 the compressive wave. It was concluded that
below td kbar this model adequately describes

2.0the experimental results. Above 6 kbar, the

2106R1 8.36 7.22 3.78 proposed model predicted a wave speed which
decreased with in2reasing strain ahead of theS210711 8.25 7.09 3.76 wave. It appears that a more complex depen-

2107R2 7.85 6.66 3,73 dence on the history of the deformation must be
included in the constitutive model in order to

S318, 319 11.99 10.24 4.19 account for the observations above 6 kbar.

2108 10.98 9.47 4.07

aShots in the 300 series are duz, to Barker and ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Hollenhach [4].

bUFor shots 2106RI, 2107R1, 2107R2, 318, 319, The author is indebted to IL. M. Barker and
and 2108 values were computed from a cer- ,. E. Hollenbach for allowing their data to be

rtared wave analysis; for all others, a steady .E olnahfraloigterdt ob
dwave analysis was used. f included here and to Dr. P. J. Chen for his

helpful discussions and suggestions on acceler-

ation wave propagation.
the constitutive model for stresses below
= 6 kbar has been obtained from numerical
-alcul"tlons using the Wondy finite difterence REFERENCES
code [9].
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ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY METHOD CALCULATIONA
OF AN UNDERWATER DETONATION

H. M. Sterniberg and W. A. Walker
Naval Ordnance Laboratory

White Oak, Silver Spring, Mlaryland

AB3STR ACT

The flow following the detonation of a centrally initiated pentolite
sphere underwater at sea levei is calculatedl by the artificial viscosity
method tip to the timne the main shock in the water is 100 charge radii
from the center. Calculated pressure v-A distance, pres';ure vs time
and particle velocity vs distance are presented. Improvements in the
artificial viscosity method computation used by the authors for under-

water detonations in a previous paper are described. These deal with
the formi of the artificial viscosity function, fine-:toni11ng at the shock

2

An expariced version of this paper hats been. published under the title "Calculated Flow tnd Energy
Distribution Following Underwate r D~etonation of a Pvntolite Sphere'' in The Physics of Fluids.I
Vol. 14.1 No. '), pp. 1869-1878, September 1971. i
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SPHERICAL EXPLOSiONS IN WATER

L. W. Hantel and W. C. Davis
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

ABSTRACT

Calibration data are pre.sented for the shock wave in water driven
by a centrally-initiated sphere of explosive. rhe measured quantity is
the shock position as a function of time; a simple function is fit by a
lea..t-squares technique to Lhe data. The derivative of the fit function
gives shock velocity, which is used with the known shock Hugoniot
function for water to get shock pressure. The useful range of pressure
in the water is from 150 to 5 kbar, with an uncertainty less than i!5%.
For spheres of 3", 4-1 /2". and 6" diameter, no departure from simple
scaling is found. The calibrated system is intended as a generator of
a reproducible pressure pulse for use in explosive sensitivity tests,
gauge calibration. etc.

INTRODUCTION placing them at different distances from the
sphere. However, for quantitative use of the

The behavior of shock waves driven by method one must determine the relationship
centrally-initiated spherical explosive charges between the shock pressure and distance from
has been of interest for many ;ears. In par- the sphere. If the relationship betwen the
ticular, considerable work to calibrate these radial distance the shock wave has traveled and
shock waves for use as known pressure pulses time, I = R (t), can be established, it can be
has been done at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. differentiated to give the shock velocity U.
In 1949 Eyster, Smith, and Walton (1) described Ush - the equation of state data of Rice and
an underwater gap test designed to measure the Walsh (4) one can then determine the pressure
critical initiation pressure of an explosive. In as a function of distance. In many past experi-
this test, centrally-initiated spherical charges ments the R - t data have been obtained through
were used to generate spherically diverging the use of framing cameras. Generally, the
water shocks, which we:-t Lhen allowed to im- camera records a limited number of distance-
Ainge upon cylindrical acceptor charges located time data points fo:7 any given shot. Then a
at various distances from the surface of the polynomial is fit to the data to give the form
spher,. Liddiard (2) used this same technique
to study the initiation of burning resulting from
low amplitude mechanical shocks. Interest in R Ao + Alt 2 A~t2 A3t3 + atn V

Sthe interaction of spherical shocks in water
"npted Coleburn and Roslund (3) to study In a limited number of experiments at LASL,

5s..k wave interactions resulting from the Smith and Hantel (5) found the framing-camera-
simultaneous detonation of two spherical polynomial-fit method unsatisfactory. In these
charges of explosive under water. experiments the expansion of various diameter

9205* spheres was recorded using a Beckman
The water shock resulting from the central and Whitley Model 189 framing camera. Poly-

initiation of a sphere of explosive radiates out- nomials of various degrees were fit to the re-
ward more or less spherically depending on the sulng R - t data and differentiated to give
simultaneity of the break-out times around the the shock velocity. This approach was not
sphere. The amplitude of the shock decreases
with increasing distance from the sphere sur-
face, giving a convenient method for subjecting ý'"92/6/? - RDX/polystyrene/diortyl phthalate,
objects to shocks of different intensities by 16.8,s6 gm/cc.

Preceding page blank 599
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600 HANTEI. AND DAVIS

satisfactory because it gave inconsistent veloc-
ities in the low pressure range. This was traced
to the polynomial fits, which oscillated in this
range, giving oscillating values for the deriva- (2 ar/ft)
tive. Also, the limited number of frames avail-
able per shot did not yield enough data points of
sufficient resolution to Wive a reasonable fit for
any one shot, thus making shot-to-shot compari-
sons difficult. 0

This paper gives the results of an experi- ALA

ment designed to elL.ainate these problems.
Instead oi a framing camera, a rotating-mirror
streak camera was used to record the expansion i
of the sphere, which results in a much larger
number of data points and improved resolution.
In additioni, a more realistic equation with a IHE (9404)
basis in spherical detonation theory was used to
fit the R -- t data. The aims of this experiment
were threefold: first, to collect data for cali- I
bration of an underwater gap test; second, to-I.I
see if the data from spheres of different radii
would scale; third, to obtain R - t data of suffi-
cient quality to serve as a basis for extending os. re.
the theory of spherical detonation.

Fig. I - Spherical initiator

EXPERIMENTAL

Although the main difficulties in the earlier water shock on both the rigKt and left sides of
experiments were thought to be camera resolu- the sphere would be recorded simultaneously.
tion an•i the small number of data points, it was The sysiem was backlighted with an argon flash
decided that development of a good spherical collimated by a Fresnel lens to give shaoow-
initiator would be desirable. An initiator was graph lighting. The resolution was better than
developed which consisted of 2 gr/ft MDF 1 mm at the object with a magnification of 1/30.
XTX," and 9404.t Figure I is a schematic of
the initiator. If one excludes a region from the The films were read on a Bensen-Lehner
point where the MDF enters the 9404 ball down comparator, and the data were converted to mm
to a latitude of 450, the breakout times mea- and psec by the PFIEFE (6) code, which Is a
sured on four different spheres were simulta- standard code used to reduce cylinder-test data
neous to within 0.08 sec. Generally the lower (7). Approximately 240 data points were ob-
hemisphere was simultaneous to within less tained for each sphere.
than 0.03 gsec. On the six centrally initiated
9205 spheres fired, arrival times measured in
the area covered by the smear camera were DATA ANALYSIS
simultaneoils to within 0.09 jisec.

One of the objects of these experiments was
Once the initiator had been developed we to develop an equation that describes the mo-

decided on a six-shot series with the 9205 tion of the shock front as a function of time.
spheres. The series consisted of two shots each The equation chosen Is
with 3"-, 4.5"-, and 6"-diameter spheres. Fig-
ure 2 shows a completed sphere assembly with
the initator in place. The spheres were fired R - . (At 2 Ht.C)(t 1)' D(t-O)' 2 (2)
inside 2' x 2' x 2' Plexiglas boxes containing
tap water at 250C. The slit on the smear cam- This equaL,-u.. ! in reduced form, withera was orientated so that the expansion of the

to- 'D

180/20 - PETN/Sylgard 182, i.533 gin/cc. A
t'j4/ 3 /3 -IIMX/ ilt roc(-lltizo.;*/chloroe.t hyl pho=i-
phate. p 1.845 gm/cc, and

-
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20
SE-i Detonator

S" 10- 0 0
o

*DF (2 gr/ft) Co

Phenolic Tubes 0 ( f

Variable Diameter 00 0
0  0

(3, 4-1/2, 6" dia)
9205 Sphere -10- 0 0

S\-- • • Spherical

Initiator

1 2 3 4 5
leidiced Distance

Fig. 3 - Residual plot, shot B7101, 4.5' sphere

R = I + (7.300x 10-' +5.118x10-2 t

- 7.130x 10"4 t2) (t - 1)

- 2.800 x 10-1 (t - 1)3'2

Fig. 2 - Spherical charge with initiator

the EILEEN (9) code. Figure 3 is a plot of the
residuals (Robervd - Rfit) for one of the 4.5"

R.• • diameter 9205 spheres. This ph, t is typical of
R all the shots fired. These residuals representa position errors up to about 0.5 mm, the total

where distance under observation being 500 mm.
Another of the aims of this experiment was

t,= observed time from breakout. co see if the data from spheres of different di-
ameters would scale. Figure 4 is a plot of data

a = sphere radius, points from all six spheres in reduced vari-
ables. It is obvious that the data do scale quite

D = detonation velocity for 9205 nicely. The next step was to use the EILEEN
(8.17 mm/usec). code to fit the above equati a to the data from

all six spheres lumped together as ona data set.
R, = observed distance of shock front The equation resulting trom this fit is:

from sphere surface.
SR I-1• (7.303 • 10-1 4 4.928 10-2t

The purpose ;f the reduced form is to make
direct comparisons between spheres of differ-
ent diameters possible. The basis in theory -5.94• 10" t )t - 1)
for the above equation is that Taylor's (8)
theory of spherical detonation implies that the - 2.777 10" ( t - l) (3)
second derivative of R(t) should become in-
finite, as tl -, as t. approaches 0. This The residual plots for the individual spheres
requirement is satisfied by the (t - 1)J '2 term, resulting from comparison of this calculated R
the rest of the function being a simple polyno- and the observed R for each sphere do not tehow
mial. The above equation was fit to the individ- the randomness of Fig. 3, but show a smalt but
ual data sets (two for each sphere. one left and definite shot-to-shot difference. The experi-
one right) by the method of least squares using mental difference in shock position from shot
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4k 6

3.6o 5V Q 0
3.2 4

2.8 .4 x - 3" dia. 3
0- 4.5" dia. . eu

2.4 0 - 6" dia. 20 j -• 3"1 dia.

2.0t IV .O o - 4m.5 rdioa 1es
The x poi- 6o t dta. Th Reduced Distance

1.2 Reduced Time: 2 ;+7 8 0Fig .5- Shock vlocityvs seduc .d
1 5 7 8 9 10distance. Calculated from fit to all

Fity". 4 - Reduced distance vs reduced t i, the renp
time. Data for all six spheres.

water in the low pressure region would be of
bconsiderable interest for this and other probe

Tto shot is in the neighborhood of 1 mm. Proba-
bly the largest uncertainty, which may be re-• spnsile or ostof he df/eenc, i intheA test of the appropriateness of the equa-

plontb fof sh ok veoithe vs ffreduced raius Insh incoe ofttedt spoie ycn

determination of effective camera magnification
fsidering the initial velocity of the water shock.

Tenxponofitrsistecluae The equation is chosen to make the decelera-
•-shock velocity and resulting pressure-distance tion of the shock infinite at the initial point. If

Tplots. The expression for the "reduced shocik 80

Thvelocity" is obtained by differentiating the
kedowould give the shock velocity in watera implied

Is s nby the fit would be far from that of the real

Sthi r Ured l s 6.810 bw 0- a 9 s not

-1. 784 IS0"tO18

S-4.166 10"t(t- 1)I'2 (4) 160

The shock velocity wn mm/ asec is then obtained 140S~by Multiplying Uld by D (8.17 mm/lisec). A

• • plot of shock velocity vs reduced radius is

shown n Fig. 5. The pressure is determined 12e
from the conservation of momentum equation

p - A tl u (5)

S The relationship between U and ,j used in this 8

S • calculation is (4,10)S~60
==U 1.647 + 1.921 u -0.096 u2 (6)

S • 40

SThe density •o, is that of water before being
Sshocked. A plot of pressure vs reduced radius 20

S~is shown in Fig. 6. It should be pointed out that1
S~~this relationship between u and u Is not really I.
Sknown to be satisfactory. It was obtained from 0- 1.5 2'.o 2.5 3•.0 3.5
S r data taken at higher pressu-es than our experi-
Sment, and there are no data in our lower Fig. 6 - Pressure vs reduced distance.

Spressure range. Additional Hugoniot data for Calculated from fit to all six -,pher(.s.



SPHERICAL EXPLOS.ONS IN WATER 603Sexplosive. The fit gives an initial velocity of to about 5% throughout the range from 150 to
6.36 mm/psec, which corresponds to a pres- 5 kbr, and the system can be used without any
sure of 162 kbar in the water. Making the further de.relopment. A good fit to all the data[match in the P - u plane, one finds the explosive has been found, and the remaining uncertainties
pressure necessary to drive this shock is about in the calibration result from real shot-to-shot
285 kbar. Extensive experimental data for 2205 differences and experimental errors.
are not available, but a few shots by B. G. Craig
(11) give a pressure of 275 t 15 kbar, and a No departure from scaling can be seen in
BKW calculation (12) by C. L. Mader (13) gives the results. The size range, only a factor of
288 kbar. The agreement is very good, and this two, is not large enough to make this a sensi-
Implies that the form chosen for the fit is ap- tive test of scaling, but the data are good
propriate and that the detonation behaves much enough that an effect of a few percent would be
like Taylor's mcdei (8). detected. We are confident that the reduced

fit can be used for other sizes near the experi-
Effectivw use of the data presented I- this mental range.

paper requires not only knowledge of the peak
pressure at any time t, but also an indication "n a spherical explosion there is a second
of how the pressure changes with distance be- s. -.% which arises when the rarefaction from
hind the shock front. The pressure gradient th, • plosive surface propagates back through
behind the shock front can be calculated from ;he burned products and :'eflects at the center.
the rate of change of pressu•'e at the shock This second shock propagates outward and
front. Using the flow equations, the total de- eventually overtakes the first shock. Berger
rivatives of pressure and particle velocity along and Holt (14) did some calculations for a PETN
the shock path, the Hugcniot relationship, and sphere exploded in sea water, and found the
the conservation of mass equation, it can be overtake to occur at about seven radii. Our
shown that experimental range does not go this far, and we

saw no evidence of the second shock. The ef-
Iap\ IPV\F U 1' fects of the initiator hiave not been calculated,
a r 7.) r.. b-- it seems certain that it perturbs the flow to

's some extent. No evidence of any effects have
been seen.
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